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This thesis interprets the language of the self in both editions of Jean Genet's five works 
of early prose fiction. Its appendices present the first list of the 65000 words of excisions 
and variants between the subscribers' (1943-48) and public editions (1949-53). 
Many critics have interpreted Genet's works in terms of his life, applying to them 
a reductive notion of the self. Subjectivity in this thesis is a broader concept which 
addresses the (self-) representation of narrators and characters. I apply close textual 
analysis to two types of passage (relating to gestures and language consciousness 
respectively) which represent subjectivity in non-specular language (where one thing does 
not clearly reflect or refer to another). 
I use the ubiquitous 'geste' as the guide-word for my analysis of gesture since its 
usage is similar in each of the texts considered. Gestures are of course mediated by 
language in Genet's texts but, surprisingly, are only partially represented in visual terms. 
Consequently, gestures do not serve to consolidate subjectivity and resist attribution to 
individual characters. It is rather in the interpretation of gestures that narrators and 
characters who both perform and interpret gestures can negotiate the assigning of 
meaning and the concomitant firming tip of subjectivity. 
Language consciousness is a textual speculation on the production and reception 
of a passage or text and each of Genet's texts demonstrates different interactions between 
such speculations and the representation of subjectivity. My emphasis on language 
consciousness helps to elucidate tile structure of the prose text (narrative frames, for 
example) and its relation to other genres (literary criticism and poetry, for example). 
I conclude that in Genet's texts innovative language represents (and sometimes 
fails to represent) plural subjectivity in complex ways. I argue that the interdependence 
of these three aspects (language, representation and subjectivity) presents a new paradigm 
for understanding Genet's texts. Furthermore, I outline in my conclusions how it is 0 
possible to apply a comparative analysis of these aspects to other works such as Martin 
Heidegger's Zur Seiqfrage (1955). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview of the First Chapter 
First of all, this chapter seeks to j ustify my choice of tile five works of Jean Genet's early 
prose fiction as the primary corpus of the present thesis; tile five works are: Notre-Dame- 
des-Fleurs, Miracle de la rose, Querelle (le Brest, Ponipes filnMres and Journal du 
Voleur. This justification is coupled with a review of the conventions, aims and 
methodology of tile thesis (1.2). Subjectivity, tile central concept in the thesis, is 
introduced in 1.3. There follows a critical evaluation of previous studies of the corpus, 
allowing the distinctiveness of the present thesis to emerge (1.4). The next subsection 
(1.5) gives an account of the publication history of both editions of tile corpus. This 
history of the texts focuses not oil tile biography of Jean Genet, but on the wider cultural 
contexts of their publication: including the different groups of people involved (centred 
around Jean Cocteau and Jean-Paul Sartre), the different conceptions of the texts 
(pornography versus philosophy) and two contrasting modes of book production and 
distribution (clandestine versus public). In 1.6, it is argued that excision, the source of 
tile differences between the editions, is important for the representation Of Subjectivity in 
both a concrete and theoretical way. Concretely, the series of excised passages that I 
analyse in 1.6.1 all use sexuality to explore the relations between people 
(intersubjectivity) and tile way in which their individuality can flow away temporarily 
during sex. On a more theoretical level, 1.6.2 examines tile unattributability of excision 
which leaves no positive and identifiable trace; tile excisions themselves only emerge 
through comparison between tile editions and their provisional status concords with the 
representation of subjectivity in Genet's texts. The introduction closes with a preview of 
the analysis of subjectivity in the second and third chapters and the links and distinctions 
between them (1.7). 
1.2 Approach, Corpus, Conventions and Methodology 
Say the name 'Genet' and some of the first things that will suggest themselves are related 
to both Genet's life and Genet's work. Homosexuality, criminality and love are but three 
examples. This connection between life and work seems to be straightforward, but much 
previous criticism on Genet's work has taken it for granted and disregarded its 
implications. It is easy to pass from a notion that there must be sonle connection to a 
causal link which assumes that Genet's life is the producer and Genet's work is the 
1.2 Approach, Corpus, Conventions and Methodology 9 0 
product. As a consequence, critics continue to use the name 'Genet' to refer to the 
narrator. This simplifies tile narrator and the connection between life and work which is 
actually extremely complex. 
I stress that we must be aware of the difference between life and work at a 
terminological level and therefore the present thesis uses the following convention to refer 
to the life: 'Jean Genet (1910-1986)'. The convention denotes the existence of a man in 
empirical reality by indicating the span of his fife. ' 
The present thesis will refer to Genet's work with the following convention which 
has two formulations: 'Genet's early prose fiction' and 'Genet's texts'; these phrases 
refer to the primary corpus of this thesis comprising five texts (all first published within 
six years from 1943 to 1948 inclusive). ' Genet's early prose fiction forms a discrete unit 
on account of tile following features: cross references to other works in the corpus, 
recurrent names of characters, recurrent character types and similar situations. ' These 
The two indispensable works which give tile detail of Jean Genet's life (1910-1986) are 0 Edmund White's Jean Genet (London, Chatto and Windus, 1993 and Pan Picador 1995, 
for the paperback edition) and Albert Dichy and Pascal Fouch6's Jean. Genet; essai de 
chronol(ýqie 1910-1944, Paris, Bibliotheque de litt6rature franqaise contemporaine de 
l'universit6 Paris VII, 1991. 
2 
For ease of access, nly reference editions will be the inexpensive Gallfinard 'Collection 
Folio' reprint in the case of Notre-Dame-(Ies-Fleurs, Miracle de la rose and Journal du 
voleur and the Galliniard 'Collection L'iniaginaire' reprint for Querelle (le Brest and 
Pompesfinehres (this reprint reproduces tile text of the first edition, albeit with several 
ininor misprints). The following short fornis of these titles are used: Notre-Dame, 
Miracle, Querelle, Ponijvs and Journal. I have chosen the appellation 'early prose 
fiction' for its precision in ternis of genre and publication history. The terni 'novel' is 
acceptable only in more informal contexts as the word 'roman' is principally used to 
-den-ote popular fiction, wherea's Genet's texts Listially refer to themselves as 'livrel, 
'histoire' or 'recit'. 
3 
All texts except Querefle contain cross references to each other; these are analysed in the 
relevant Language Consciousness section. An example of a general reference is: 
, Pourquoi suis-je limM dans nion choix et me vois-je d6peindre bientot le troisi6m 
enterrement de chacun de mes trois livres? ' (Ponipes, p. 9). All example of a specific 
reference is: '(Je venais (I'dcrire un roman intituI6 Non-e-Dame de. v Fleurs dont la 
publication me valut quelques riches relations. )' (Journal, p. 259). Regarding recurrent 
narnes, 'Guy' recurs and is found in Miracle and Journal, Erik is found in Pompes and 
Jounial and Roger in both Noti-e-Dame (p. 45) and Quewlle. of course, the most 
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features remain constant between the subscribers' and the public editions of the texts. 
This thesis ainis to provide an analysis of the representation of the self in the 
language of the text; unlike the life and work which are two elements of different orders, 
the representation of the self in the language of the texts is not preconstituted. The 
co, - nnections between language and the self and subjectivity fia-ve yet to be made. Theref6re 
assumptions, such as the traditional notion that subjectivity is synonymous with 
individuality, can be challenged. When interpreted in ternis of the language of Genet's 
texts, subjectivity is plural and concerns the ways in which the narrators and characters 
(who use tile first person singular) represent themselves in Genet's texts. This approach 
contrasts with that of previous studies which base their interpretations of Genet's texts 
on a circumscribed notion of the life of Jean Genet (1910-1986) grounded in reductive 
versions of his biography and coterminous with his personality or individuality. The two 
conventions introduced above thus help us to avoid using 'Genet' as the agent of an effect 
in the text, as in the following extract for instance: 'Voyez avec quel art Genet se ID 
presente dans le Miracle de la rose: tin voletir d6senchaW qu'on enlmýne en prison. " 
We will see later (in 1.4) how the authors of the niýjority of the first (and several of the 
later) critical texts about Genet's early prose fiction (from the 1950s onwards) adopt the 
same redLICtive way of writing both about Genet"s texts and Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
In my approach to Genet's early prose fiction, I am free to concentrate on both 
editions of the texts (and their respective publication histories) because the events in the 
life of Jean Genet (1910-1986) have been dealt with in another place. Surpri singly, 
Edmund White's biography of 1993 marks a watershed in the history of critical writing 
on Genet's work because, before that (late, critics often felt themselves obliged to 
ubiquitous name in tile texts is 'Jean'; this intersection with autobiography is discussed 
in 3.4,3.5 and 3.6. One recurring character t pe is the wily mater (Iolorosa: Ernestine t-$ y in Notre-Dame and Jean D. 's mother in Pompe. v. As far as similar situations are 
concerned, Gil is erotically, fasci nated with Querelle in the same way as Louis Culafroy 
is enthraled by Alberto in Notre-Dalne; this is a relationship which is reproduced many 
times in the aniorous hierarchies of Miracle. 
4 
Jean-Patil Sartre, Saint Genet, comidien et martyr, Paris, Gallimard, 1952 (p. 553). The 
work was first serialised in Les Temps modernes from July to December 1950. My 
reference edition is the Gallimud 1988 reprint and is referred to henceforth as Saint Genet. 
1.2 Approach, Corpus, Conventions and Methodology 
comment in detail on the life of Jean Genet (1910-1986), rather than on the relationship 
between the life and the work or oil the work alone. Furthermore, this obligation tended 
to preclude different approaches, such as my own foregrounding of the linguistic features 
(gesture and language coil sciousness) which represent subjectivity. 
The first chapter of this thesis seeks to demonstrate that Genet's early prose fiction 
(in common with all Genet's other texts) has its own publication history distinct from the 
personal history of Jean Genet (1910-1986). However, I do not intend to use the 
publication history in the same absolutist manner as some previous critics (analysed in 
1.4) have used Genet's Personal history: I emphasise the coexistence of two editions of 
Genet's early prose fiction and analyse the variants between them (tile first publication 
of the texts from 1943 to 1948 for subscribers was followed from 1949 to 1953 by a 
second, 'public' edition). Therefore my account of the publication history does not 
privilege one particular edition of the texts. Rather, it illustrates tile viability and co- 
authority of two different editions of the texts (and admits the possibility of more versions 
if and when tile untraced manuscripts of Genet's early prose fiction surface). 5 In the case 
of the viability of both editions, and in this thesis in general, I favour a more sceptical 
attitude to singularity. Thus what was known as tile Corpus of Genet's early prose fiction 
is in fact plural and can no longer ftinction as a singularity: here we are dealing with two 
corpora. ' 
As far as methodology is concerned, tile present thesis constantly seeks to engage 
with the language of both corpora of Genet's early prose fiction (which are not 
ftindainentally different from each other, but vary to a significant degree in domains such 
as tile representation of sex and sexuality). For example, as we will see in 1.6.1, each 
5 
All tile handwritten manuscripts of Genet's early prose fiction have been lost. However, 
a half-typescript hal f- inanu script version of Noti-e-Dame is part of the collection of the 
Harry Ransom HUnlanities Research Center at the University of Texas at Austin and a 
similar version of Journal which belonged to Jacques GL16rin was atictioned at La Maison 
Drouot in 1986. 
6 
Indeed if one were to consider tile L'Arbaleýte editions of Mit-acle the situation is more 
complicated still: Marc Barbezat published tile text in three versions (1956,1966 and 1991) which are all different froiweach other and froni tile subscribers' edition of 1946 
and tile public edition of 1951. 
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of the subscribers' editions contains approximately ten sustained passages which discuss t: 1 
sex, sexuality and subjectivity. Interpretations of gesture and language consciousness are tý- 
therefore grounded in examples taken from hoth editions of each of the five texts (this 
is the first study to use this wide range of primary material). Indeed, I would suggest that 4D 
the relevance of any approach in literary criticism is a function of the prevalence of 
corroborating examples in the primary texts and according to that measure, gesture and 
language consciousness - the two pillars of iny approach - are of exemplary relevance. 
Close textual analysis is the preferred technique in the present thesis. Although this 
technique is interpretative like any other, a text-immanent approach provides a closer link 
between the directions an interpretation can take and the language of the texts which are 4D 
being interpreted. Therefore use of this technique which quotes a section of text and then 
comments oil it helps to avoid the application of an interpretative grid to the texts which 
is alien to them. Criticism which is based on the events in Genet's biography is an 
example of one such interpretative grid. 
There is one text which is closer to the early prose fiction than any other of 
Genet's texts: Ult Calvif (nnoureux (Paris, Gallimard, 1986). This is Genet's only other 
full-length prose work and (at 504 pages) is far more sustained than his political or 
aesthetic essays. Un C(iptff'w7joj. ji-(! u. r, Genet's last work, is not analysed in depth in the 
present thesis for four reasons. First, it does not contain any detailed writing on gesture. 
Secondly, although it does contain a speculation about tile status of tile text which is 
similar to language consciousness in tile early prose fiction, this speculation is 
concentrated on one question: whether and in what ways this account of Jean Genet's 
(1910-1986) experience of tile Palestinian revolution is fictional. We will see that 
language consciousness in the early prose fiction ranges much more widely. Thirdly, tile b 4: 1 
early prose fiction texts are so closely related to each other (for the reasons indicated 
above) that they exclude it. Fourthly and finally, Un. Cqptýf aniout-eux does not belong 
to the early period (1943-1953) and has a totally different publication history. Tile 
specific publication history of tile early prose fiction is crucial for defining both corpora 
and the differences between them. Of course, Un Captýf (unotti-eicy is not outside history, 




Cf. 'He [Genet] never achieves unambiguous political commitment in his writing, but he 
has written perhaps its finest elegy'; p. 17 (Colin Davis; 'Commitment in Un COPtif 
amoureux', French Studie. v Bulletin, '223 (1987) 16-18). 
13 
However, this history is very different from that of tile early prose fiction, both in the 
geopolitical sense (for Genet this concerns the aspirations of tile Palestinian people - and 
their Arab allies - set against tile state of Israel and her allies in the West) and in the 
sense of its being the first and most substantial posthumous publication of an established 
writer. 
1.3 Subjectivity 
But the proliferation of interest in, and work on, subjectivity suggests that 
[ ... I it may be on its way to exhaustion. ' 
I disagree with tile implication in this statement that tile term 'subjectivity' is becoming 
redundant; but in order to clarify illy position let us survey the range of ways in which 
the term may be understood. First, I quote five of tile definitions of the term 
6 subjectivity' from tile 0. ýford English Dictionaq. Although none of these definitions 
corresponds to the way in which it is used in tile present study, they show characteristics 
against which illy understanding of the term is configured. 
The earliest usages which come from the 1820s relate to tile 'consciousness of 
one's perceived states'. In another definition subjectivity is gerniane to subjectivism: 'the 
philosophical theory according to which all Our knowledge is merely subjective and 
relative and which denies the possibility of objective knowledge'. Another philosophically 
inclined definition considers subjectivity as 'tile quality or condition of resting upon 
subjective facts or mental representation, the character of existing in the mind only. ' 
Finally, there are two related definitions to consider; tile first addresses 'tile quality or 
condition of viewing things exclusively through the medium of one's own mind or 
individuality; the condition of being dominated by or absorbed in one's personal feelings, 
thoughts, concerns etc., hence individuality, personality. ' Tile second definition 
transposes tile definition immediately above into tile realm of the work of art: 'that 
quality of literary or graphic art which depends oil the expression of tile personality or 
8 
Andrea K. Henderson; Romantic Mentities: Varictim (? f Subjectivity, 1774-1830, Cambridge, Cambridge Universit Press, 1996; p. 3. AD y 
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individuality of the artist, the individuality of tile artist expressed in Ilis work. ' 
In all of these definitions 'the mind' or 'conSCiOLIsness' is singular and sovereign, 
absolute and exclusive. Indeed tile second philosophically inclined definition and the 
meaning which refers to being 'absorbed in one's personal feelings [ ... I' are closely 
related to the doctrine of solipsism. The final meaning is the most interesting for the b 
present approach as it touches on the literary art work,. but only to circurnscribe it as an 
expression of tile artist's personality or individuality. 
At a very general level, my use of subjectivity is associated with neither absolutes 
nor exclusivity, nor unified interpretations of 'tile mind' (and 'consciousness') like those 
found in the 0. ýfbrd English Dictionmy. More specifically, my use of subjectivity does 
not take language for granted. This is because when asking questions about the writing 
of the self, it is essential to consider tile language in which that writing takes place. t: - t> 
The attention to the interrelationship between language and subjectivity (between 
the text and the self) entails a freeing tip of my concept of subjectivity. Writing about the 
narrator, characters and even tile reader in Genet's early prose fiction is brought into tile 
ambit of subjjectivity - thus significantly broadening its fraille of reference when compared 
with the definitions from the 0. ýfor(l English Dictionaty. My more linguistic and textual b 
use of subjectivity necessarily suggests a more complex plurality, because it is not based 
on sovereign entities in empirical reality. As a consequence, less than self-sufficient 
constructions can be admitted into tile discussion of subjectivity, constructions such as 
narrators and ideal readers which are only intermittently referred to in tile text and which 
do not have counterparts in empirical reality. My notion of subjectivity admits the 
fractional, yet is not measurable. It is the airn of this thesis to analyse the dynamic 
relations between language and subjectivity (between the self and text). I do not 
understand this relation in terms of universal applicability where tile parameters of each 
of thern are fixed (as in the case of the nietre which is tile same 'everywhere'). I use the 
terms 'Language' and 'subjectivity' to describe less than complete concepts, unable to 
stand alone, related to each other and yet perpetually shifting in interesting ways. 
If we look again at the title of the present thesis: 'Subjectivity, Gesture and 
Language Consciousness in the Early Prose Fiction of Jean Genet (1910-1986)' we see 
that the singularity of two elements has been put into question. Although they may have 
appeared at the outset to be two distinct unities: the Early Prose Fiction and Subjectivity 
have been associated with plurality and their singularity has been put on hold. As far as 
the unity of tile first, 'tile Early Prose Fiction, is concerned, I have already indicated 
1.3 Subjectivity 15 
how this thesis presents not one well-defined corpus of primary texts, but two corpora 
(with excision, the source of tile differences between them). Tile second - Subjectivity - 
is treated as a notional or virtual singular. That is to say that it is the unitary term for 
something which always has more than one dimension in Genet's texts. on one hand 
there is tile abstract notion of subjectivity (the dictionary definition unrelated to context) 
and, on the other, representations of subjectivity in each of the five texts (these include 
representations of the subjectivity of tile narrators, characters and even of the ideal 
readers). These representations of subjectivity can be altered at a very local level such 
as frorn one paragraph to another in the shifting of subjectivity associated with gesture 
and language coil sci ousness. 
Let us now give a concrete example of this process: if we focus on something 
which appears to be singular in the text -a first person singular used by tile narrator of 
Pompes for example - this singular shifts. The shift does not take place* aloýg only'one 
_axis: 
for instance the first person plural is not used by the narrator only to create a plural 
solidarity between him and other characters; in Pompes (and in the other works of early 
prose fiction) tile narrator also uses the first person singular on different occasions with 
different characters. This is to say lie speaks 'in tile person' of these characters. Although 
this illay appear to be a straightforward exaniple there is a potential for an interesting 
plurality at the rnoments when the pronoun je' shifts from one character to another. For 
exarnple after his murder of tile French youth in PoInpes, Erik continues the narration of 
his own retreat in the first person singular: 'Enfin, j'osi'i ille retourner. Tenant, dans la 
main gauche [ ... ] 
le calot noir [ ... ]' (p. 
124). Tile description of Erik's retreat across the 
countryside continues for a page in the third person until tile following passage: 'La nuit 
me perinettait de distinguer tin fouillis de branches d6solees [ ... ] Je marchais toujours, 
sails hesitation pourtant. Dans ce paysage nocturne, voisin d'une abbaye o6 je recopiais 4-: 1 
ce livre idiot et sacr6 pp. 125-126. The shift of the first person from Erik to the 
narrator is unannounced. With hindsight tile first person singular of 'Ole i-narchais' 
applies both to Erik and tile narrator. ' 
9 
Unlike Roman Jakobson's concept of a 'shifter', the plurality of the first person singular 
in Genet's texts is not a combination of two functions (the indexical sign, 'being in 
existential relation' and the symbolic sign, 'being associated by a conventional rule') 
rather it is a type of plurality marked by je, in which no notion of singularity can be 
applied. Jakobson's concept is elaborated in Selected Writings, volume 11, 'Word and 
Language', The Hague and Paris, Mouton, 1971; pp. 130-133. L, 
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What then of other cases in Pompes (and in Genet's other texts) when the narrator 
uses the first person plural 'nous'? It may be argued that tile first person plural is nothing 
more than a convention implying a virtual community between tile writer and the reader 
which is grounded in the rhetorical persuasion of the former directed towards the latter. 
Therefore the 'we' or 'nous' is an artificial plural. This possibility of an artificial plural 
does not leave tile first person singular untouched. The first person singular is not 
absolutely singular. Analogous to tile way in which tile first person plural may be 
understood as a virtual singular at certain moments, it is also possible to argue that the 
first person singular can act (and be read) as a virtual plural, of two or more than two 
(especially if tile narrator uses both tile first person singular and plural). 
In making a connection between subjectivity and plurality the present thesis 
inevitably enters a contemporary debate oil subjectivity, polarised around an acceptance 
or a rejection of plural subjectivity in connection with postmodernity. 10 Recent studies 
which mention the term 'subjectivity' tend to stress tile Plurality of the term as it 
intersects with gender, race and sexual orientation. This is illustrated by the following 
quotation: 
The postmodern re-inscription of subjectivity re-formulates the self as difference 
or abyss, (Abgi-iiiidliiiise-eii-al)), iiie) placing the grounding concept of the self 
radically in qUestion (Hatley). The self as difference is read as fragmented and de- 
centered, affirming multiple values rather than a single set of unitary self- 
determinations (Bordo and Moussa). Tile subject is embodied ontologically 
(O'Connor), gendered (Butler) and culturally charged (Spivak). " 
10 
However, the plural self is not confined to the postillodern period or to post- structu rali st 
texts. This is confirmed ill tile Subtitle of Baudelaire's Les Paradis artificiels (Paris, 
Union gen6rale d'editions, 1962) which compares wine and hashish as '[ ... ] moyens pour la multiplication de l'individLialite' (p. 27) and attempts to represent that multiplication 
in language. 
II 
'Introduction, ill Quevioning Foun(lationv; ti-tith, subjectivity, culture (New York and London, Routledge, 1993; p. 3) introduced and edited by Hugh J. Silverman. Cf. 'Developments ill post modern i st theory and practise [sic] and the influence of critics, 
such as Philippe Lejeune, have led to a more complex concept of the self in writing as 
a site intersected by discourses of race, gender, class and sexuality' (Claire Gorrara. and Charles Burdett, 'Figures of the Self', New Rea(lings, volume 2 (1996) p. 1). Cf. also 'Tile poem [A place: fragmentq is a significant document in Atwood's elaboration of 
post-colonial alterity, and one which brings into focus both tile problenlatised subjectivity 
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However, there is an alternative view which is most ably elaborated by Andrew Bowie: 
[ ... ] tile view of 
individuality, exemplified by Schleiermacher, [ ... ] precisely 
does 
not posit a unified, self transparent subject - but rather one which constantly 
strives to attain an impossible identity. Tile subject's lack of identity is what 
forces it into interpretation of itself, which is impossible to complete, but which 
is not simple dispersal. If it were such a dispersal the most basic facts of 
conscious life would become inexplicable, much in the way they do in post- 
structuralism. 12 
So for Bowie, tile striving to attain an impossible identity (and interpret itself) is an 
ordering principle which girds the subject. It is this directedness and rationale which 
gives tile subject a form. Oil a point of information, it is clear from references within 
Bowie's text that there is an overlap between tile writers he considers representative of 
post- structu rali sm and tile postniodernists of the quotation from H. J. Silverman above; 
therefore, for Bowie the multiplicity, plurality and complexity of the subject and 
subjectivity in recent studies, is negative and threatening because it is uncontrolled and 
cannot be measured against tile subject in empirical reality (the present thesis will avoid 
this use of the subject in empirical reality as the gold standard against which all textual 
representations of subjectivity are measured). 
Commenting on Derrida's phrase 'singulier pluriel', which she reads as a reply 
to Jean-Paul Sartre's 'universel singulier' (L'I(liot (le laftimille, volume 1; pp. 7-8), 
Marian Hobson writes: 
Dissemination is not multiplicity conling after a primary unity which has split up, 
but oil the contrary, it is a working towards a unity which cannot come about 
except through a plural. It is this primary unity which is traditionally the condition 
of possibility of transcendental subjectivity; it is also an impossible unity, and thus 
a condition of the impossibility of transcendental subjectivity; every 
circumscription of tile singular and of tile so-called "individual" opens it out to 
numbers, to plurality, to plethora. " 
characteristic of postniodernist writing and the post-colonial desire to move from 
positions of marginalisation, not to opposing versions of falsely centred subjectivity bLIt 
towards an acceptance of identity defined in and through relationships that are thernselves 
shifting, spectilar and permanently in process of construction' (Colin Nicholson, Margaret 
Atwood: Writing an(I Subjectivity, Basingstoke, Macmillan, 1994; pp. 25-26). 
12 
Vie Question (? f Sijbje(-tjvjt),;. fi-o1n Kant to Nietz. vche, Manchester, Manchester University 
Press, 1990; p. 247. 
13 
'On the Subject of tile Subject: Derrida on Sollers in La Diss., nination' in p1jilosophersP 
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There is a terminological difference between dispersal in Bowie and dissemination in 
Hobson (and Derrida) but both commentators share the notion of an impossible unity 
(Bowie writes: 'impossible identity' and Hobson: 'a unity which cannot come about' 
However, the commentaries bifurcate immediately after this point. What distinguishes 
them is their understanding of plurality. Hobson does not view it negatively at all: after 
the impossibility of the transcendental Subject there is not nothing and no void, but a 
plurality of the subject which is presumably configured in language in interesting ways. 
Bowie, on the other hand, keeps a transcendental subject alive as teleology and also calls 
on the experience of the subject in empirical reality. 
The rather portentous comments of Andrea Henderson in the epigraph to the 
present section regarding tile limited future viability of 'subjectivity' as a critical term, 
should perhaps be put in tile context of a vain desire to limit the varieties of the term that 
may be admitted. Henderson warns us about 'proliferation' and Bowie about 'dispersal', 
but the titles of their studies (Romantic Mentities: Varieties of Subjectivity, 1774-1830 and 
77ie Question (? f Subjectivity: From Kant to Nietzsche) show that they do allow a certain 
plurality of definitions of subjectivity and the subject. There continues to be interest in 
subjectivity and the title of a later book on the subject acknowledges its variety explicitly: 
Deconstnictive Subjectivities (Simon Critchley and Peter Dews eds. Albany, New York, 
State University of New York Press, 1996). Yet, as Gideon Calder has pointed out, 
(Thanging the Subject' in Ra(lical Philosophy, 83 (May-June 1997) pp. 51-52) while the 
contributors to DeconstructNe Subjectivities acknowledge tile Heideggerian and 
structuralist critiques of subjectivity, they also 
reject the conclusion that the topic is thereby somehow exhausted, or 
deconstructed out of meaningful existence. This rejection need not mean, as 
Critchley and Dews put it in their useful introduction, "a naive attempt to return 
to a pre-deconstructive, pre-Heideggerian, or, indeed, pre-Kantian position". But 
it does demand that subjectivity be taken with the sort of seriousness befitting an 
issue which, far from being outmoded, arises with new urgency just as the 
traditional, foundational philosophical question comes tip against its limits. " 
Let us now attempt, in tile light of this quotation, to be more specific about the 
nature of multiple subjectivity and multiplied selves in Genet's texts. We will see that the 




attitude to plurality itself which was tile source of tile contrast between Bowie and 
Hobson is central to tile present study. Here I refer to and continue to use the term 
'subjectivity' in tile singular. This is because in my use of tile term there is at least a 
structural residue of traditional conceptions of subjectivity (exemplified by 777e Oxford 
English Dictionary definitions above). By 'structural residue', I am referring to the way 
that subjectivity always has a singular and individual element, even if this element is only 
representative of one domain of the many in which tile term is active (such as the 
typographical or grammatical). A notion of singular subjectivity is necessary for one to 
be able to conceive of the differences between characters which make thern individually 
distinct (even if the text then undercuts this individuality with other uses of language). 
Singular subjectivity is necessary for the concept of narrative authority, it enables one 
subjectivity to comment authoritatively on the actions of another. However, subjectivity 
is interesting and placed at the conceptual centre of the present thesis because Genet's 
early prose fiction also makes an attempt to transcend singular subjectivity. Tile linguistic 
methods and practice of this transcendence are complex because singular subjectivity is 
so closely linked to language in ways that I have outlined above; nevertheless, Genet's 
texts refer to different models of representing subjectivity which are non-speCUlar (where 
one thing does not clearly reflect another) and non-referential (where one thing does not 
refer to another). Sucli means of representation are necessarily problematic and are 
mainly developed within Genet's texts as possibilities, as potential expressions and as 
theories. 
1.4 Critical Survey of Secondary Literature (1949-1997) 
In her article Nathalie Fredette gives a convincing analysis of critical texts devoted to 
Jean Genet's oeuvre ('A propos de ]a fiction biographique', 9tudes francaise. v 26,1 
(Spring 1990) 131-145). Fredette has a particularly keen eye for spotting what she calls 
'brouillage biographique' (p. 136). This is the assumption in critical texts that the writer 
and the narrator are synonymous. Tile result of this assumption is that the writer's 
pronouncements outside tile texts and the narrators' utterances within thern are seen as 
interchangeable. Coil sequen tl y, Jean Genet's (1910-1986) utterances in interviews are 
considered, not as a performance in front of a more or less sympathetic interlocutor in 
a given historical, geographical and linguistic context, but as the source of elements of 
a poetics of his oeuvre. Fredette describes tile confusion between biography and the texts 
as 'completant les renseignements biographiques par des extraits de textes de Genet' (p. 
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140). 1 too consider such confusion dangerous; from the point of view of the critical 
approach of the present study, it tends to disrupt tile bOUndaries of the texts in the 
corpora. 
Accordingly, I have divided criticism of Jean Genet's works into six categories 
in terms of the roles that tile writer's life and work play within these critical texts. I have 
assigned categories according to aspects which are most relevant to my own approach. 
I begin with those texts which are furthest from my approach, moving on to those which 
a foreground the role of lan, >uage 
in Genet's early prose fiction. I propose this 
C categorisation with two caveats. 'Ybe first is that I am alýle jo discuss only the most 
--, 
representative and important texts here, giving an overview of all the published studies 
devoted to Genet's works tip to June 1997. Secondly, discussion of the individual text 
may be brief. A coniprehensive treatinent of both of these areas would doubtless 
necessitate a study of thesis length. As a consequence, there are often other ininor aspects 
in a text which belona to another category. For instance both Thody's and Bonnefoy's b 
texts (in the fifth category - criticism which is sensitive to tile language of the texts) also 
refer to tile life of Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
The first category is devoted to Jean-Paul Sartre's Saint Genet which is founded 
on Sartre's own version of Jean Genet's biography. Other sources used by Sartre are the 
writings of Hegel, Marx and Freud. This combination takes the relevance of Genet's 
prose fiction into new and simultaneously more general domains such as sociology and 
metaphysics. 
The second category comprises the following works which are organised around 
Jean Genet's life (1910-1986) in a simple way and where the life is a model for the 
critical text: Bettina Knapp (Jean Genet, New York, Twayne, 1969 and New York, St. 
Martin's Press, 1975 -I use the second edition as illy reference text), Torn Faw Driver 
(Jean Genet, New York, Columbia University Press, 1966), Joseph McMahon (7he 
Imagination ofJean Genet, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1963), Arnaud Malgorn 
(Jean Genet qui etes vous? Paris, La Mail u facture, 1988) and Jean-Bernard Moraly (Jean 
Genet, la vie ecrite, Paris, tditions de ]a Diff6rence, 1988). 
The third category comprises the following texts which provide a sustained 
discussion of a theme (or themes) in the work linked to tile life of Jean Genet (1910- 
1986): texts in this category are: Jean-Marie Magnan (Essai sur Jean Genet, 
Collection 
poetes d'aujourd'hiji, Paris, Seghers, 1966), Gisele A. Child Bickel (Jean Genet, 
cilminalitj et transcentlance, Stanford, ANMA libri, 1987), Gene plunka (Vie Rites of 
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Passage of Jean Genet, the Art and Aesthetics (? f Risk Taking, Rutherford, Fairleigh 
Dickinson University Press, 1992) and Maurice Chevaly (Genet 1, I'amour cannibale and 
Genet 11, I'eqfer a fleur (le peau, Marseille, Le temps parallýle, 1989). 
The fourth category concerns the following works of criticism which allow the life 
of Jean Genet as presented in Saint Genet and particularly the Hegelian slant of its 
philosophical interpretation to play an important role in their argumentation: Richard Coe 
(77ie Vision ofJean. Genet, London, Peter Owen, 1968), Georges Bataille (La litterature 
et le mal, 'Collection idees', Paris, Gallimard, 1957) and V6ronique Bergen (Jean Genet, 
entre mythe et malite, Brussels, De Boeck Universite, 1993). Works in this category 
engage in various ways with the problematic of the separation of the writer's life and 
work. 
The fifth category concerns the following texts in which the language of Genet's 
work plays a role (however minor) in the organisation of the critical texts: Claude 
Bonnefoy (Jean Genet, Paris, tditions universitaires, 1965), Philip Thody (A Study of his 
Novels and Plays, London, Hanlish Hamilton, 1968), Laura Oswald (Jean Genet and the 
Sendotics qfPeýforlnance, Bloomington and Indianapolis, Indiana University Press, 1989) 
and Camille Naish (A Genetic Approach to Structures in. the Works (? f Jean Genet, 
Cambridge Massachussetts, Harvard University Press, 1978). 
The sixth and final category is made tip of two texts which are very different from 
each other but which both are based arOUnd the work rather than the life of Jean Genet 
and make this work relevant to new and simultaneously more general domains (in the 
manner of Saint Genet): Jacques Derrida, Glas (Editions Galil6e, 1974) and 1-161ýne 
Cixous, Souffles (Paris Editions des Fernmes, 1975). 
-- 31 -- 
All the texts in the first four categories are characterised by the importance they t: ý 
accord to the life of Jean Genet (1910-1986) although they deal with this life in 
significantly different and more or less intensive ways. I am 111LIC11 more sympathetic to 
the approach of tile studies in the fifth and sixth categories. In general terms, they may 
be described as more linguistic and text based than the first four categories. 6 
All criticism on Genet's works (apart frorn a few articles)" follows in the wake 
is 
One Of the earliest, lengthy (at three pages) and most interesting was: Rinieri J. -J., 'Journal du Voleur' Temps nio(lernes, 401 year, number 43 (May" 1949) 943-45. The 
earliest reference to Genet's early prose fiction is in Jean Ttirlais's: 'Introduction a Phistoire de la litt6rattire fasciste', Le. v Cahiersfiranpi. v, number 6, (26th May 1943) 22- 
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of Jean-Paul Sartre's Saint Genet (1952, but first published in article form in 1950). - 
Sartre had the first word in Genet criticism and all subsequent critical writing needs be 
written against Saint Genet, in tile sense that, at tile very least, it should clarify its 
position in relation to Sartre's methodology and conclusions. Sartre's Study is not only 
unique on account of its privileged historical position (it even preceded tile public editions 
of Querelle and Pompes); in an extraordinary act of publication (Gallimard published 
Sartre's study as tile first volume of Genet's OEuvre. v conipl&es), Saint Genet broke into 
the domain of Jean Genet as the writer and producer of his own work - one aspect of 
subjectivity which is usually thought to be unassailable. As Albert Dichy has pointed out, 
many a reader looking for the first volume of Genet's writing will unwittingly pick up 
Sartre's study. Instead of offering a sustained analysis and critique of Saint Genet which 
inight disrupt the specific focus of this introduction on the main concepts of nly own 
approach to Genet's texts, I will linnit myself to an analysis of Sartre's use of the 
biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986)" and the iniplications of this for the critical works 
which followed his study. 
For Edmund White, tile 'concrete biographical material [in Saint Genet] could be e) 
reduced to a thirty-page summary' (p. 431). It is certainly the case that if concrete 
biography is to be understood as a history of tile life of tile individual based on dates, 
then Saint Genet is something other than a biography in this concrete sense of the word. 
And yet it does trace the intellectual life and nascent artistic sensibility of its subject in 
great detail. It is certain that Sartre did not intend to write a concrete (factual, event- 
based) biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986) which would have discussed as many events 
in its subject's life as possible. Rather, Sartre was fascinated by tile question of how and 
why Jean Genet (1910-1996) came to write. This is tile main question to which Saint 
Genet ainis to provide an answer. The question concerns not only concrete biographical 
facts but both a profoundly intimate part of Jean Genet's (1910-1986) motivation and 
psyche and, given that Genet had no contact with his parents, the effect of the society 
32. 
16 
I nevertheless accord more space to Sartre's study than many contemporary critics. If 
Saint Genet had an entry in Flaubert's Dictionnaire (les i(Mes re(nes it might read: Te 
qualifier de 'Inonuniental', puis le passer sous le silence'. 
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around him on him as a child, that is to say his formative influences. Sartre provides a 
synthesis of the intensely private portrayal of ail individual while also attempting to 
describe the broader social framework around him. " However, it is possible to suggest 
tentatively that both parts of Sartre's project are different from biography. One could say 
that the first is more closely related to the domain of autobiography and that the second 
is closer to social history. 
Saint Genet is Sartre's attempt to write the biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986) 4D 
in such a totalising fashion that even Journal would becorne a pendant to Saint Genet (in 
3.6,1 stress how Journal can be read as different from autobiography). It is almost as if 
Sartre wanted to write Genet's autobiography for him. Perhaps this paradoxical rý 
formulation of ail autobiography written by another expresses best tile supreme self- 
prescribed challenge that Saint Genet represents and also tile location of its central 
weakness (presurning to know Jean Genet's intentions and motivations). Once again, we 0 
come to tile question of subjectivity, certain aspects of which (intentionality, 
psychological motivation, and drives) Sartre attempted to appropriate from tile subject of C> 
his study. In quantitative terms, we have already seen how Saint Genet is much less than 
the biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986) written by Edmund White more than forty years 
later and encompassing tile full span of Genet's life and works. In qualitative terms, Saint 
Genet is different from biography and is also a masterpiece if one accepts its right to 
provide an authoritative interpretation of the events in tile life of Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
In my discussion of Sartre's work in relation to gesture (2.1) 1 put the 'Genet' who 
peoples his pages in inverted coninlas. These commas perform a dual function: first, they 
distinguish 'Genet' the protagonist of Sartre's study from Jean Genet (1910-1986) and 
from the narrator in the works of early prose fiction. Secondly, they indicate that Sartre's 
use of the proper name is problematic. Thus the inverted coninlas function both as 
quotation marks and 'scare quotes'. 
17 
In Jean-Paill Sajyje antl the Politics (? f Reason (Carnbridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1993), Andrew Do bson has argued convincingly that this second part of Sartre's aim is 
not foregrounded and elaborated with tile same detail as the first: 'Of course Sartre has 
placed Genet in a situation, but lie has not explained either tile historical basis of that 
situation or Genet's relationship to that history. [ ... I He can hardly be said to 
have 
succeeded in demonstrating the limits of Marxism since he has devoted so little space to discussion of it' (pp. 144-145). 
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So, when critically evaluating the difference between Saint Genet and biography 
and between 'Genet' and Jean Genet (1910-1986), it is not a case of objecting to the 
inclusion of biographical material in Saint Genet, but of questioning the use to which it 
is put. Sartre is not transparent in his own description of tile methodology of his study. 
While he acknowledc ,:, es the importance of Tinterpr6tation psychanalytique' and 
Texplication niarxiste' (p. 645), no mention is given of the use of the conversations that 
Sartre had with Jean Genet (1910-1986). Sartre is careful to acknowledge (from the very 
first page of Saint Genet) tile unreliability of his subject's own information about a key 
event in his life: 'Sans doute "cette coupure" [between the sacred childhood of 'Genet' 
and the rest of his life] nest pas trýs aisenient localisable: elle se proniene aLl gr6 de ses 
huineurs et de ses mythes entre sa dixienie et sa quinzienle annee' (p. 9). However, 
Sartre's magisterial tone overrides this possible uncertainty regarding the precise dates 
to affirin that tile break ['Ia COLIpure'] is valid in principle. Sartre continues: Teu 
importe: elle existe, il y croit; sa vie se divise en deux parties 11&6rogýnes' (p. 9). Sartre 
thus recounts the beliefs of 'Genet' without any reference to their provenance or the 
presumed mediation between Jean Genet (1910-1986) and Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980). 
What is uncertain is not the precise matter of tile date of tile break which Sartre glosses 
over, but whether tile notion of a break is valid in principle. 
The break carries a great (lea] of theoretical weight in Saint Genet. 'Genet' is 
caught stealing from behind by an adult (p. 26). This is simultaneously tile moment when 
tile child within 'Genet' (lies, where he is made acutely aware of the link between 
possessions and being and of tile fact that lie has no possessions and thus no being. 
Moreover, this moment is his first engagement with the voice of the other which names 
him as a thief. Given tile vacuum of his being, his activity (stealing) comes to define his 
existence (the thief). Tile question that Genet Criticism in tile wake of Saint Genet must 
ask itself is whether this break is more important for the coherence of Saint Genet than 
for an interpretation of Genet's early prose fiction or not (I would tend to agree with the 
former option). Regarding the veracity of his own account, Sartre presents us with a 
paradox which undervalues tile precise details of his narration of the break with the same 
words used above ('peu iniporte'), but which simultaneously insists on the importance of 
tile moment as a period in 'Genet's' life. I suggest such precision is only possible if 
'Genet' is always made to conform to tile rhetorical demands of Saint Genet. Sartre 
writes: 
Cela s'est passý ainsi oti autreilient. Selon toute vraiseniblance il ya eu des fautes 
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et des chAtinlents, des sernients solennels et des rechutes. Peu importe: ce qui 
compte, c'est que Genet a v6cu et ne cesse de revivre cette pdriode de sa vie 
cornme si elle Wavait dur6 qu'un instant. " 
Let us now turn to those critical texts in the second category (Bettina Knapp 
(1975), Tom Faw Driver (1966), Joseph McMahon (1963), Arnaud Malgorn (1988) and 
Jean-Bernard Moraly (1988)). These texts display Fredette's 'brouillage biographique, 
most clearly. This biographical slippage leads to what I call the developmental approach. 
This is where a spurious development and maturation of Jean Genet (1910-1986) directly 
affects an equally spurious development or evolution of the narration of the works of 
early prose fiction. Biographical slippage is represented in tile titles of the works of 
criticism. " McMahon's Vie Imagination qfJean Genet explicitly focuses on the writer's 
imagination as generator of the works. Tile developmental approach is also found in 
McMahon's study; lie states that the reader will 'see how Genet's iniagination matures' t. 
(p. 10). The imagination referred to in McMahon belongs to Jean Genet himself - as does 
the 'vision' which is only found in Richard Coe's (1968) title. In my thesis tile only thing 
which 'belongs' to Jean Genet (1910-1986) is his work (lience tile use of the possessive 
in one of my conventions - Genet's texts). My analysis of tile publication history of the 
work (influenced by external factors such as tile Second World War, the publication 
industry) and tile interpretations in tile second and third chapters of this thesis all question 
an absolutely proprietorial notion of belonging. We must remember that Jean Genet is not 





Many of the early articles published on Genet in the late 1940s, 1950s and 1960s referred 
to the author and his life story as literary phenomenon as much as they introduced his 
writing; their content confirms tile biographical viewpoint indicated by their titles. The 
prime (and first) example is Franqois Mauriac's 'Le Cas Jean Genet' (1949). Other 
examples include: 'Genet' by K. Botsford (195 1); 'Tile World of Jean Genet' by E. Clark (1949); 'Looking for Genet' by A. Chester (1963); 'Tile Antitheism of Jean Genet' by A. Cismaru (1964); 'Jean Genet, a Legend to Be Legible' by E. Morgan (1962); 'The Revenge of Jean Genet' by C. Myerhoff (1961); 'Genet and the Indefensibility of Sexual Deviation' by P. Thody (1969) and, finally, 'The Unconlpronlisijjg Morality of Jean Genet' by H. Yeager (1965). 
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Furthermore, the critics in the second category tend to analyse the texts in the 
order in which they were published. Yet Knapp, McMahon and Driver in particular do 
not merely use chronological order as a non-discursive framework for their arguments, 
they base part of their analyses on it. Consequently, chronology is no longer simply an 
order, but becomes rather a development and an evolution, an order with an implied 
teleology. Accordingly, these critics see an evolution in the sophistication and merit of 
Genet's early prose fiction from Notre-Dame to Journal. " This approach leads to an 
undervaluing of Notre-Dame: Driver states that its 'i-nethod is childlike [ ... ] it reveals 
with astounding candour the hunger which the pornographic imagination stimulated but 
cannot feed' (p. 9). The language of Driver's analysis is loaded with overtones of the 
narcissistic stage in his simplistic application of the Freudian model of infantile 
development. The implications are that the contents of Genet's imagination are regressive 
and primitive. To deprecate Genet as an infantile masturbator who has no control over 
his rhetoric is a simplification. Let us take the following example in which the narrator 
describes his own reaction to Mignon's triumphant arrival at Divine's funeral: 'De I'avoir 
6voque suffit pour que ma main gauche par ma poche perc6e... Et le souvenir de Mignon 
ne me quittera pas que je Waie termine nion geste' (p. 21). Driver's simplification 
dissolves when the mediation of language is acknowledged: the characters represented in 
tile text do not correspond to individuals in empirical reality. As a consequence, I would 
interpret the passage above as ail example of the narrator's enactment of a loss of 
rhetorical control at key moments in Notre-Dame (and Pompes). This enactment 
demonstrates the possibility of a violent emotional reaction to writing. 
In his analysis of Notre-Dalne, McMahon (1963) reintroduces Sartre's assertion 
that tile text is masturbatory, yet also perpetuates tile myth that it is naive at the same 
time as being self-absorbed. McMahon's undervaluing of Genet's first text continues in 
comparisons between Notre-Dame and Miracle. McMalion contrasts the 'alienation' (p. 
46) of tile first text with tile 'sense of community' (p. 46) in the dual locations of Mettray 
and Fontevrault in the second text which are said 'to give [it] structure. ' 
My aini in criticising the developmental approach, particularly in ternis of the L- 
order in which the works are presented to the reader in the critical texts above, is not to 
20 
Knapp begins her discussion of Pomj)es with the assertion that the text demonstrates 'a 
more cerebral approach to technique' (Knapp (1975), p. 49). 
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put forward another single order which aspires to the same objectivity as the 
developmental model (which is based oil tile order in which tile texts were published). 
In this thesis I propose to admit that many different groupings of tile texts are possible; 
for instance, my second chapter ('geste') dispenses with an order of analysis which each 
takes text in turn. Instead it examines tile concept of gesture across tile corpus because 
the guide-word of tile chapter 'geste' is used in a similar way in all five texts. The third 
chapter, by contrast, consists of five separate discussions of language consciousness 
which allow the individual particulari ties of each text to emerge. The sequence of the 
texts (Querelle, Notre-Dame, Ponq)es, Miracle and Journab corresponds to the 
increasingly concrete representation of tile narrator; however, I do not present this as an 
intentional progression, nor privilege one text over another because of a more or less 
concrete representation of the narrator. In fact no single text occupies tile extremes by 
representing tile narrator in a wholly textual or wholly concrete manner. Therefore this 
thesis presents Genet's texts, not in terms of a hierarchy or of precedence but in a way 
that allows both comparison and contrast to emerge, without the structure of the critical 
text itself militating in favour of one hierarchical hypothesis and against apposite lateral 
comparisons and contrasts. 
Let us now move oil to tile third category of critical texts which discuss a theme 
in Genet's work which is linked to tile writer's life. These texts are more sophisticated 
in their approach to Genet's early prose fiction than tile criticism in the second category; 
this is because they choose a theme rather than the life of Jean Genet (1910-1986) which 
is not the model for their treatment and discussion of tile texts. However, the life of the 
writer tends to inform the choice of the theme in the first place as well as provide 
additional illustrative material at specific points in their analyses. GisNe A. Child 
Bickel's Jean Genet; Criminalite et traiucendance (1987) is a representative example of 
criticism in this third category. " It must be noted at the outset that Child Bickel's book 
refers to the whole of Genet's oeuvre with tile exception of Un Capif anioureta 
(posthumously published in 1986). 1 quote part of the justification of Child Bickel's 
decision to base her approach on criminality: 
Dans cette premiere phase de notre 6tude nous tiendrons compte des facteurs 
6cononliques, sociologiques et politiques qui contribuent a la formation de C> 
21 
Child Bickel now publishes under the name of G. Child-Olmsted. 
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Funivers criminel. genetien. Cette phase, la plus sartrienne de toutes, est marquee 
par la croyance en Line r6alit6 ext6rieure que Genet se propose de d6crire et 
d'expliquer. [ ... I Aussi subjective que soit la pr6sentation 
de cet univers, elle 
forme Lin tout coh6rent. " 
Leaving aside tile question of tile acknowledged influence of Saint Genet in Child Bickel's 
approach in this chapter, I would simply point to the use of terms such as 'croyance en 
une r6alit6 ext6rieure'. This belief should not be attributed to Genet (as the writer of the 
texts) because these so-called beliefs are gleaned from reading texts such as Notre-Dame 
which delight in the play of plural narrative positions. Both the beliefs attributed by Child 
Bickel to 'Genet' and tile coherence of the criminal world in the texts are a reduction of 
their complexity as part of an approach which does not make an initial distinction 
between writer and work or between work in different genres. Child Bickel's analysis of 
criminality in Genet's 1949 essay L'Eqfant criminel (OEuvre. v compRIes de Jean Genet, 
volume 5; pp. 377-393) is quite appropriate, but to conflate it with a selective reading 
of one theme in the early prose fiction without concentrating on the unique linguistic 
means of tile representation of that genre will lead to simplifications which my approach 
will avoid. There is always a fictional filter between Jean Genet (1910-1986) and the 
narrators or characters called Jean, Jeannot or Genet in tile five early prose fiction texts, 
whereas Genet's essay has no narrator and is primarily concerned with tile historical 
reality of tile penal colony at Mettray. 
After the texts in the second and third categories which contain reductive rp 
applications of tile biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986), the passage from the third Cý 
category to the sixth will accompany nly gradually increasing sympathy with the 
methodology and conclusions of the critical texts concerned. In 
In a critical text belonging to tile fourth category (The Vision of Jean Genet), 
Richard Coe is at pains to make a distinction at the outset between his monograph and 
biography. Coe states in a preliminary author's note that his work is 'a study of his 
[Genet's] ideas, his art, his imagery and his dreams - in short his vision of the world as Zý' 
he has chosen to give them to us in his poems, plays and novels' (p. vii). Coe makes a 
distinction between 'Jean-Genet-the-Wri ter' and the first person in Genet's fiction. Coe 
continues by stating that: 
22 
Un CaPtff (11110111-eux, p. 25. 
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the being who says "I" in Jean Genet's novels, poems, plays and essays 
is as much a fictional character as Harcamone or Miniosa half-IV, as 
Stilitano or C16ment Village. Nothing that Jean-Genet-the-Writer says 
about this character is necessarily false; but neither is it necessarily true. 
Jean Cocteau, who was one of Genet's earliest champions, once 
^tre vrai. This phrase should uttered a famous paradox: 11faut mentirpour (P 
stand in letters of gold at the head of every chapter in this study. " 
Coe is simplifying matters at this point because there is no singular being who says T': 
all the narrators in Genet's early prose fiction are different. Furthermore Coe makes a 
link between the narrator and ontology in his term 'being' which is not confirmed by the rD Cý 
texts. It is more a question of tile relative consolidation and fluidity of the narrator's 
authority and the representation of his body rather than an existence. Coe acknowledges, 
on the occasion when lie discusses subjectivity, that lie does so mainly in 
phenomenological terms, foregrounding perception: V) tý 0 
Fundamentally, then, all Genet's characters - including his "I" - are composites: 
he himself is in part made tip of others, and these others, conversely, are partly 
or largely fashioned out of himself. Perceiver and perceived are inextricably 
interwoven. Tile composite character of subjectivity is reflected in the fragmented 
structure of tile novels themselves [ ... ]" 
While I would sympathise with Coe's questioning of the unity of both character and the 
narrator, I would not use division and conipositeness to describe subjectivity because they 
are dependent on the possibility that the text can represent the essences which compose 
the narrator or tile character or the 'larger' essence of the character which envelopes 
them. The discussion of subjectivity in tile present thesis bypasses essences completely. " 
I have include(I Philip Tho(ly's Jean, Genct: A Study (? f his Novels and Plays in the 






Sidonie Smith provides a similar description of the difference between essences and my 
notion of subjectivity: 'Barbara Johnson refers to this constant mobility of narrative voice 
and speaking positions as self division. I would use another niatheinatical term, calling it self Multiplication' (p. 121) Subjectivily, Identity and the Bo(ly, Bloomington and Indianapolis, University of Indiana Press, 1993. 
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different thesis from Saint Genet. Thody foregrounds irony in the portrayals of criminals 
and homosexuals (Thody's categories) in the early prose fiction and concludes that Jean 
Genet (1910-1986) is inuch more conservative in his attitudes than Sartre suggests 
because the criminal life is depicted as miserable. I do not agree with this view of Genet 
as a closet conservative, nor in principle with pronouncements about the writer's views 
of society based oil his fictional writings alone. Notwithstanding this, Thody's study 
marks a new departure in critical writing on the work of Jean Genet (1910-1986) because 
he based his critique of Saint Genet oil a reading of elements in the texts which had been 
overlooked by Sartre. He quotes several specific instances where criminals and 
homosexuals (Thody does not allow any sympathy for the characters to disrupt his moral 
frarnework which tends to condemn their actions) are represented in a realistic and 
unflattering way (Thody, pp. 32-35 and 39-42). More important than Thody's use of 
textual evidence from tile texts to prove his conservative interpretation of Genet's 
fictional universe (which is close to 'brouillage biographique'), is his introduction of the 
notion of irony into tile study of Genet's texts. Thody's ironic reading of Genet's texts 
means that, after Thody, it is no longer possible to read Genet's early prose fiction, or 
his other texts for that matter, at face Value. Thody's approach can be compared 
favourably with Joseph McMahon's (1963) (and all the other critics in the second 
category) as well as with that of Richard Coe (1968) and even Gisele A. Child Bickel 
(1987) (who as we have seen acknowledges a great debt to Sartre as far as her 
methodology is concerned). 
There have been three critics in particular who have been able to develop a 
textually based approach to Genet's early prose fiction in book-length form. " The first 
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Important articles which fall into this category will be analysed as and when they are 
relevant in the course of the discussions of Gesture and Language Consciousness. 
Authors, dates and short titles follow: R. Wilcocks, 'Genet's Preoccupation with 
Language' (1970), S. A. Heed, 'Querelle (le Brest, tin sc6nario de fantasines' (1988), S. 
Meitlinger, 'L'Irreel dejouissance dans Lejournal (hi voleur de Jean Genet' (1986), M. 
Sheringliam, 'Experience and Narration in Journal dit voleur' (1988), D. H. Walker, 
'Antecedents for Genet's Persona' (1995), D. Lloyd, 'Genet's Genealogy, European 
Minorities and the Ends of the Cation' (1990), P. Watts, 'Political Discourse and Poetic 
Register in Jean Genet's PomI)esfi () n un'. bre. v' (1992), C Davis (1994) and P. Bougo , 'Genet recollipos6' and Jean Genet, vision, politique, rUtorique (1991 and 1997). Theses 
which fall into this category include: P. -M. H6ron, La po&ique (le Jean Genet dans b Journal A voleur, and Jean Genet et les avatars du recit (1990 and 1991), F. Leca, 
L'estUtique dit roman chez Jean Genet (1987), J. Neutres, Le Refour sur le texte; les 
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is Claude Bonnefoy (1965), tile second Camille Naish (1978) and tile third Laura Oswald 
(1989). 1 have listed thern in order of the success with which they integrate their readings 
of the text within a broader conceptual framework which is more relevant to tile language 
of the texts. 
Despite the small scale of Claude Bonnefoy's Jean Genet and the constraints of 
space which inean that he must deal with his subject in 125 small pages, Bonnefoy 
stresses the importance of (poetic) language from the outset: 'L'ecrivain est M, 
irr6futable, ma"itre de sa Iangtie comme on 1'6tait au grand siMe' (p. 5). He goes on to 
justify these initial subjective judgements, but they are important for giving a different 
cast to his methodology. The difference of his approach is confirmed by Bonnefoy's use 
of thematic rather than chronological sub-divisions. 
The works of academic criticism oil Genet's fiction which in illy view do the most 
justice to the complexity of the texts were written by Camille Naish (1978) and Laura 
Oswald (1989). 27 1 will reserve quotation from them and detailed discussion of them 
until specific points in my own analysis. However, it is appropriate to outline their 
approaches here. Naish writes, as her title perfectly describes, A Genetic Approach to 
Stnictures in the Work, qf. lean Genet. She describes this as ail analysis of 'the process 
by which a work comes into existence [ ... ]' (p. 13). Although some space is devoted to 
events in the life of Jean Genet (1910-1986) in Naish's introduction, tile genetic approach 
mainly focuses oil those passages in the text which refer to tile creation of tile texts and 
the characters, as well as oil intertexts. As a consequence, Naish's text provides a 
sustained analysis of structures in the individual works of prose fiction (though without 
indicating as I do that structures - SLIC11 as tile introductory and concluding narrative 
frames - which are initially sketched out in a text such as Noti-e-Daine are not maintained 
recits de Jean Genet ou la littirature considerýe conimejeu de massacre (1993), K. -N. 
Liu, Genet faux conite de Tillancourt, Genet et le genre narratif (1984), P. -M. 
Barriquand, PompesfinMres de Jean. Genet, structure ct technique narrative (1986), 
C. R. Rowe, Jean Genet and HNne Cixotts, Reading Genet Virough The Feminine 
(1985). 
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By academic criticism I mean all the monographs which have the words 'Jean Genet' in 
their title, that is all except: J. -P. Sartre (1952), G. Bataille (1952) (not a monograph, published as part of La buji-ature et le mal, Paris, Gallimard, 1957), J. Derrida (1974) 
and H. Cixous (1975). 
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for tile entire length of the text and that their non-completion is as important as their 
origin). It is for this reason that, within language conSCiOLIsness, I also look at those 
passages in tile text which read or re-read other sections of text because interpretation, 
criticism and diSSOILItion are just as important as structures and their origins. Naish's 
awareness of intertextuality leads her to an analysis of correspondences between Notre- 
Dame and the Bible, between Miracle and Franqois Rabelais's Gargantua and between 
Ponipes and Andrd Breton's Nadja. 
Of all the academic critics only Laura Oswald in her Jean Genet and the Setniotics 
of Perfonnance (1989) has been able to ground a textually based approach to Genet's 
early prose fiction colierently in a general theory of com mun i cation. As in the case of 
Naish I will provide more sustained discussion of specific intersections between Oswald's 
study and illy own in chapters two and three of the present thesis. However, let us 
consider Oswald's Study in general methodological terms. Initially she proposes 'an 
approach which investigates the act which allows subjects to participate in dominant 
discourse, an act of performance' (p. xiii). However, at tile end of her introduction, 
Oswald goes on to propose an accommodation or synthesis between a 'study of the 
subjectivity of language' which she associates with seiniotics and Jacques Derrida's 
6critique of metaphysics' . 
21 Althoug'll she does not state this directly, it is possible that 
what she is attempting to do is to put forward a critique of tile notion of tile speaking 
subject in semiotic approaches. Oswald will study 'those aspects of discourse which trace 
the subject's movement in textual performance'. Tile present thesis will study variation 
in the representations of subjectivity as they intersect with features such as gesture and 
language consciousness. However, it is also at this point that Oswald puts forward a 
developmental aspect to her study arguing that Genet's "'theater of tile double" evolves 
out of his early work with SUbject-address and reference in narrative' and that 'Genet 
takes Lip the question of tile subject in a problematic of narrative, draillatic, and cinematic 
voice, exposing the double at tile origin of speech and tile lie at tile origin of meaning. 
' (P. xvii). I have two reservations about Oswald's approach. The first concerns her 
28 
Oswald situates this accommodation or synthesis in a more precise way by pointing to how an Artaudian notion of pure mise-en-seene is taken tip and elaborated by Derrida in Dissemination (Paris, Le Seuil, 1972 and translated by Barbara Johnson, London, 
Athlone Press, 1981 (pp. 195 and 291)). Derrida uses the concept of mirne play to work 
out a 'poetics which would transcend theater per se' (p. xvi). 
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notion of the double which, for me, signals all approach in which only whole subjects can 
communicate with each other. Oswald is attempting to answer the 'question of the 
subject' using the concept of the double. In my own approach to tile early prose fiction, 
I suggest that the double is too structurally determined according to a binary system to 
account for tile complexity and multiplicity of the representations of the subject in the 
texts in question. The second reservation concerns tile developmental model (already 
criticised in my discussion of those works belonging to the second category) which 
undervalues tile early prose fiction and cannot account for its specificity. It is reductive 
to see the early prose fiction as but one stage on the way to Genet's theatre, not least 
because Genet's last work Un. Captýf anioureux was in prose. While I am sure that it is 
not Oswald's intention to undervalue the early prose fiction, it is nevertheless a potential 
consequence of her approach. There is a possible third reservation which is linked to the 
second one: in common with Naish, Oswald discusses only Notre-Daine, Miracle and 
Ponipes. 
The sixth and final category contains works which transcend tile genre of criticism 
because they are not responses to Genet's work alone, but integrate their response into 
a philosophical project which goes beyond tile works. The most original critical texts on 
Genet's early prose fiction belong in this category. 
Saint Genet Would belong to the sixth category if it were grounded in a 
philosophical framework related to tile language4of tile text rather than in Sartre's b t, 
questionable version of the biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986). Two texts belong 
squarely within this category; they are H&ne Cixous's Soiff es and Jacques Derrida's 
Glas. 
Mene Cixous's most sustained engagement with Genet's works is fOUnd in 
Soqffles (1975). In common with Glas, the other work in this category, Soqffles does not 
present a systematic or equal treatment of all five works of Genet's early prose fiction; 
it refers only to pOjjjj)C. V. 2' Tile first person narrator of Cixous's text is illoving through 
an imaginary topography which is also a topography of the finagination and the psyche. 0 Cý 
29 
The section is entitled 'L'Autre Part' (pp. 78-99). In terms of tile number of references 
and quotations of the individual text, Glas foregrounds Mit-ade and Journal, followed by 
Notm-Dame and Poml)es; Qjj(, i-ejje is only mentioned three tinies (see Gla. 5sary, J. P. Leavey Jr. and G. Ulmer, Lincoln and London, Nebraska University Press, 1986. p. 
226). 
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As the title suggests, Cixous's text is concerned with tile intersections and echoes running 
between language, body, text and voice. In French 'souffle' is much more visceral than 
'parole' and yet more tentative because, unlike 'langue' and 'langage', it is not specific 
to a people or to a geographical location. The aim for tile narrator and hence also the 
attraction of Pompes is a type of writing which takes account of the body, its specificity 
at given moments in the text and its potential for change (in growth, puberty and sexual 
congress). The first person narrator in 'L'Autre Part' explores its counterpart in Pompes. 
Both texts begin with a death to which the narrators work out their emotional reactions. 
As the narrator of Soifffles states tile difference between herself and tile niale narrator of 
Genet's text, she explores the nature of the relationship between the latter and his dead 
lover Jean: 
[ ... ] je ne suis pas dans son flacon. Mais son dernier ne, ce fils qu'il s'etait donne 
pour epoux, Fautre Jean, le deuxieme, le nleilleur de lukliýnle? Non pas lui. Lui 
qui tire de son corps le corps de ses aniants faits pour qu'en leurs flacons son anne 
re'fugie au pr6sent son angoissant d6sir detern it6? 311 Ln 
It appears that the contents and linlits of the vessel of the narrator's self and position 
within the archetypical family structure are indeterminate. Tile narrator of Genet's text 
is thus at once bisexual, incestuous and of indeterminate gender. Cixous's first reading 
of Pompes in VAutre Part' ends with the following question: "'C'6tait tin honline. " De 
quel genreT (p. 84). It would appear that CiXOUS is focusing on the problernatic 
representation of subjectivity in one of Genet's works of prose fiction, though primarily 
in terins of sexual and familial difference. 
It has already been stated that the works in this sixth category do not fall under 
the rubric of academic criticism and thus it is permissible for them to write about the 
connection between Genet's texts and a whole series of questions, themes and problematic 
areas (as in tile case of Cixous's text above), whereas in academic criticisill it is usually 
tile case that at least a provisional answer has to be provided for an initial question before 
a second or third question is proposed. It seems that tile more literary and fluid type of 
writing of texts in tile sixth category is particularly suited to the representation of fluid 
subjectivity which is such ail integral part of Genet's works discussed here. If we 
compare Cixous's open syntactic structures to Richard Coe's mention of subjectivity 
30 
p. 8 3. 
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interpreted in phenomenological terms (recalling that Coe foregrounded a rule of 
compositeness: 'he himself is in part made tip of others, and these others, conversely are 
partly or largely fashioned out of himself' (pp. 118-119)), Cixous has none of the neat 
equilibrium and reciprocity which is part of Coe's analysis; that is to say that there is no 
orderly exchange between narrator and character(s) in Soifffles. Cixous does not describe 
compositeness at the level of essences or fundamental structure as Coe does. She 
describes interaction in ternis of sexuality and familial relations. Although there is 
reciprocity in Cixous's analysis ('ce fils qu'il s'etait donne [ ... ]' and 'Lui qui tire de son 
corps le corps de ses anlants [ ... ]' (p. 83)) the individual elements are not related to each 
other in only one way, but as father to soil in the first quotation and as part to whole in 
the second. Cixous proposes other relations (for example tile shared name 'Jean') which 
complicate and intensify the interaction between tile first person singular narrator in 
Pompes [whom Cixous calls 'hii] and Jean, his dead lover. In this way it can be said that 
Cixous skirts along tile border of subjectivity ('le flacon') never pinning it down, but 
partially constructing it in ternis of other things which interact with it. 
The present analysis of Soifffles also provides an occasion to give a brief overview 
of feminist approaches to Genet's works. " 
Interestingly, writing about Genet's works is found in one of the founding texts 
of feminist criticism in English: Kate Millet's Smal Politics (London, Virago, 1977; 
first published 1969). Millet provides a critique of the power structures prevailing in 
society. It is indicative of tile overdeternlinedness of Genet's writing that it is analysed 
twice in Sexual Politics. Initially, Genet's prose fiction is said to be representative of the 
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Here are tile key publications with their authors, dates and short titles: K. Millet, Sexual 
Politics (1969), H. Cixous, Soifffles and La Jenne 1* (1975 and 1977), M. A. Frese 
Witt, 'Spatial narration in Jean Genet's Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs and Le Balcon' and 
'Mothers and Stories of Female Presence/Power in Jean Genet' (1985 and 1989), J. 
F6ral, 'Antigone and tile Trony of the Tribe" (1978), C. Running Johnson, 'Tile Medusa's 
Tale, Feminine Writing and 'La Genet' and 'Genet's 'Excessive" Double, Reading Les 
Bonnes through Irigaray and Cixous' (1989 and 1990), B. Klausnlann-Molter, 
Aussenseiter Fratt. Zur Darstellung der Frait in. den Werk-en von Genet (1996), M. 
Hanrahan, Djuna Barnes, Jean Genet et la (Iýffjrence des sexes, des sexualites, pour tone 
poetique A d6vir (1994), W. Thompson, Women in the Prose Fiction of Genet (1989), 
1. Marcia, Remembering the ph(Illic Mother: Modernism A litonomy and the Fetish (1990), E. W. Williams, 'Jean Genet, White Goddess, tile Search for the Woman in 
Notre-Dame-Des-Ficill-s, (1980) and E. R. Viti, 'Genet's Fantastic Voyage in Miracle de la rose; All at Sea about Maternity' (1990). 
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prevailing patriarchal power structures; however, Millet goes on to use Le Balcon in the 
conclusion of her study to indicate ways in which the power structures may be overcome. 
There are several points in Millet's argumentation that contain biographical slippage (I 
will not detail them because the reader is familiar with that tendency by now). However, 
when we look closely at Millet's analysis of Genet's prose fiction, it is possible to see 
that it is by no means condemned although it 'ape[s] and exaggerates the "masculine" and 
"feminine" of heterosexual society' (p. 19). This is because Millet expertly discerns (in 
a similar way to her contemporary Philip Thody) an ironic position both in the prose 
fiction and tile way in which it can be interpreted. This irony comes about because 
tiliasculine' and 'feminine' in Genet's texts are freed from biological predetermination. " 
As a consequence, what Millet calls tile 'homosexual community' (p. 19) in Genet's texts 
allows her to analyse tile power structures which underlie patriarchy. At tile end of her 
analysis of tile prose fiction Millet suggests that 'the homosexual code becomes a satire 
on the heterosexual one' (p. 19). 
Although Millet's approach is far from illy own, I admire it because her enquiry 
centres, not on how realistic ('true to life') tile representation of lionlosexual communities 
in Genet's prose fiction is, but oil this representation as a paradigin for patriarchy as a 
whole. Millet is not trying to measure the depiction of tile 'tantes' in Montmartre in 
Notre-Dame against a putative notion of historical reality (or against tile biography of 
Jean Genet (1910-1986)); instead she examines the structures Of SLIbinission and 
domination that inform tile fictional representation of the milieu in the text. Feminist 
criticism is most impressive when, as in the cases of Cixous and Millet (rather than in 
the case of tile specific examples of female spaces given by Mary Ann Frese Witt), it is 
freed from biological predetermination (the very moment of overcoming gender 
distinctions is liberating as far as tile broader critical relevance of the argUrnentation is 
concerned). 
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Similar conclusions are offered at the end of the theses of B. Klausniann-Molter (1986) 
and W. Thompson (1989) from whom I quote: 'Finally we see how tile entire notion of 
a rnale/feniale, masculine/feminine dichotomy is put into question, as wornen may be 
strong and authoritative, even masculine [sic], while men may be effeminate, 
transvestites, may even be referred to using tile feminine pronoun "elle". In the world 
created by Genet, what in the end is "male", what is "female"? ' (Dissertatioli Abstracts International 50/09A p. 2920). 
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Some of the interpretations of the narrative structure of the five texts studied in 
this thesis are similar to those in articles and essays which belong to the category of 
feminist criticism. The main example here is the work of Mary Ann Frese Witt (1989) 
who argues that there is 'a fernale principle (primary matriarchal) as the unacknowledged 
power behind and ultimate destroyer of what appears to be a male-ordered world in 
Genet's texts' (p. 174). This comment seenis reductive in the light of preceding studies 
by Cixous (1975) and Millet (1969) which have suggested that Genet's prose fiction is 
bisexual. Coil sequen tly, it is a play of differences which is important rather than the 
ultimate, but hitherto hidden action of an essence or principle. Nevertheless Frese Witt's 
application of the Kristevan theory of a radically different female conception of time does 
bring important structures to light. Frese Witt describes (quoting Kristeva's A Woman's 
Time)" "'a concept of time that is all-encompassing and infinite like imaginary space" 
the time of female subjectivity from which niale-oriented linear time (SUbject-verb, 
beginning-end, history) emerges, seems to describe what I would call tile spatial 
temporality dominant in Genet's narration' (p. 180). Some of the examples of these 
female spaces are: Mettray (explicitly referred to as a maternal breast in Miracle; pp. 
254-255), the prison cell and 'La Rria', tile brothel in Querelle. However, the fictional 
possibilities of these spaces are not stressed. That is to say that they figure as self- 
sufficient descriptions rather than as in Camille Naish's analysis where tile prison cell is 
considered in terms of tile role that it plays as a narrative franie in Notre-Dame. Naish 
considers it as the place where the first level of the narrative is situated and tile place to 
which it will return. In my own analysis of tile narrative frame of Notre-Dame, I discuss 
a process by which the cell both is and is not hermetically sealed, that is tile process by 
which tile narrator receives information about the prison which is outside the cell and the 
world outside tile prison at tile same time as lie creates (see 3.3.2). 
The central problem in certain articles of ferninist criticism is the construction of 
a dichotonly between masculine and feminine and the location of tile interesting and non- 
standard aspects of Genet's texts only within the latter category. Millet denionstrated in 
1969 how even the early prose fiction can transcend patriarchy by satirising it (as we 
33 
First published as Te Temps des femnies', in Cahiers (le recherche de sciences des textes 
et documents, 5 (Winter 1979) 5-19. Translated as 'Women's Time' by Alice Jardine and Harry Blake in Signs, 7,1 (1981) 13-35. 
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have already mentioned). Millet's unambiguous praise, however, is reserved for Les 
Parav, ents, Les Ngi-es and Le Balcon. She considers these three plays as 'his most 
scathing critique of sexual politics' (p. 19). 
To provide a sustained account of tile methodology and implications of Jacques 
Derrida's Gla. v (the second text in my sixth category) for tile study of Genet's work 
would need a study of thesis length. It is important to note that there are only a handful 
of articles and essays which have explored Glas (1974) from the perspective of Genet's 
writing. 34 We have already noted how Derrida's text is partial in the sense that it does 
not aspire to a totalising representation, analysis or critique of Genet's work, or even of 
his five texts tinder consideration here: Pompe. v and especially Querelle are referred to 
in ail extremely cursory way. Glas is also partial in tile sense that it approaches Genet's 
texts on its own terms and within a philosophical project which goes beyond them, 
something it shares with Saint Genet. 
Glas has two colunins printed side by side on each page. The left hand column 
discusses Hegel's works and tile right ]land discusses Genet's. This right column contains C> 
hundreds of short quotations from Genet's poems, plays, essays and also from the five 
works of early prose fiction in the varying proportions that have been mentioned. 
Derrida's own text is woven around these quotations and longer ones from Walther von 
Wartburg's etymological dictionary of French, St6phane MallarnWs poetry and St. John's 
gospel. 
Following this brief description of what tile right hand (Genet) Column of Glas 
contains, the reader might expect a digest of what Derrida's text says about the five 
works which are the subject of this thesis. However, this conception of Derrida's text is 
reductive: although Derrida uses quotations extensively, they are not part of a close 
reading approach in which the text can easily be separated from the commentary. 
Therefore it is necessary to preface any discussion about Gl(i. v with all exposition of 
quotation as a technique. It is crucial to stress that Derrida fails only very rarely to use 
quotation marks when presenting the quotations, so it is not a case of paraphrase or 
unacknowledged quotation. Derrida's technique is more innovative because it facilitates 
34 
J. M. Todd 'Autobiography and tile Case of Signature, Reading Derrida's Glas', 
Comparative Literature, 38,1 (1986) 1-19, and J. Siniont, 'Saint Genet et Glas, ' Les 
Temps motlernes, 5 10 (January to March 1989) 113-137. 
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the build-LIP of multiple references and undermines tile strict division (in this thesis and 
in the other works of Genet criticism) between quotation and commentary. Derrida's text 
does this by conlillenting on and quoting its own 'commentaries' and by arranging 
quotations in such a way that they comment oil each other throughout the entire text. 
Another important aspect of quotation as technique in Glas is its use of puns 
which encourage multiple readings and illisreadings; this is because puns do not quote 
verbatim, but modify (or corrupt) an original reference. Jacques Derrida has directly 
acknowledged the importance of puns in Glav. " A pun cites part of its original 
reference and yet it also illodifies tile meaning of the original fragment, transforming or 
deforming it into something different from a verbatim quotation. 
Both of tile aspects of Glas mentioned immediately above suggest that it will be 
difficult to pin down in Derrida's text a unified critical judgement of Genet's early prose 
fiction. Just as in tile case of tile repeated (and sometimes unanswered) questions in 
H&ne Cixous's Soyffles, Glas does not provide a discursive account of Genet's texts. 
However, we can learn a great deal from Derrida's specific use of tile texts and from the 
wider philosophical questions suggested by his approach. In one sense, Genet's texts are 
the fuel on which the right hand colunin of Glas runs, but tile Column moves along 
leaving its fuel (tile quotations) intact because no single authoritative interpretation is 
constructed from them. 
Let us move oil to consider briefly a wider philosophical issue which is linked to 
my own exploration of subjectivity in Genet's texts. This issue stands at the intersection 
between ail elaboration of the specificity of Genet's writing (something which I do) and 
the extreme undecidability associated with Derrida's techniques of qUotation and punning 
mentioned above. With tile term undecidability I arn referring to what Derrida calls the 
'determined oscillation between possibilities'. " One concrete example of this is the 
homonymic punning connection between 'seing" (usually synonymous with 'signature' in 
standard French) and 'sein' (breast, a symbol of tile mother). Tile word 'seing' is 
35 
Puns and the suspicion that they arouse in academic discourse figure in Derrida's short 
essay 'Proverb: "He that would pun... " [would pick a pocket. (Alexander Pope)]' which 
is published in Glassmy (pp. 17-20). 
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Limited Inc, Evanston, Illinois, Northwestern University Press, 1988; p. 148. 
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important in Glas because it occurs at the beginning of Derrida's text (p. 8) and is the 
starting point for a 100 page exploration of names and naming, the signature, the name 
of the mother and flowers ('gen6t' means 'brooniflower' in French). But how is 'seing' 
relevant to the present discussion of Genet"s early prose fiction as it does not occur to the 
best of rny knowledge in tile five texts discussed here? It is important because 'seing', 
while it can initially be considered as synonymous with 'signature' and thus closely 
related to the proprietorial and the particular, breaks free from this relation in Glas. The 
scope of tile term's reference is widened to include lloillonyills such as 'sein' and a 
suggestion that it is problematic to represen t.. 17 Let us consider the following example: 
Le seing ne souffre pas (1'61re a cet 6gard illisible. Si du moins lire veut 
dire d6chiffrer un sens ou r6f6rer a que1que chose. [ ... ] Le noni propre ne 
r6sonne, se perdant aussit6t, qu'ý Finstant de soil (Ijbri. v, oii il se casse, se 
brouille, senraye en touchant au seing. 38 
This passage indirectly valorises the illegibility of 'seing' according to a model where 
reading is associated with deciphering a meaning or referring to something (for example 
the simple two part relation of 'seing' to signature mentioned above). We should note that 
this complexity is described in ail oblique way which includes two negatives ('ne souffre 
pas' and 'illisible'). In this Glas distinguishes itself from the discursive cast of Genet 
criticism as a whole. The failure of 'seing' to refer to something else is not a problem Z-ý 
here; it is not relegated to tile domain of the absent and ineffective in the passage. The 
4seing' has effects in the passage itself. These effects are elaborated in tile final clause 
Cen tOUchant au seing') and are indirect because it is the proper name which touches the 
4seing' and not vice versa. However, the 'seing' does have the necessary consistency to 
affect the proper name. A proper name such as Jean Genet resounds and yet immediately 
loses itself or is lost ('se perdant') breaking, clouding and jamming itself as it touches the 
6seing'. Tile 'seing' thus stops its movement but makes it send out a final signal (a 
37 
This freeing of 'seing' is similar in structure to my own exploration of subjectivity in r) Genet's early prose fiction. I consider subjectivity in plural textual terms, related to tile 
narrators and characters of Genet's texts rather than to the subjectivity of Jean Genet 
(1910-1986) or to tile definitions of tile term in the 0. ýfor(l English Dictionary which are 
based on personality and individuality (1.3). 
38 
p. 41b. 
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resounding) in the manner of a death knell ('glas' in French) or like the echo of a death 
rattle, heard after its source is no more. Almost every occurrence of 'seing' in Glas also 
refers to death and destruction (the implication is that this death is not final and is 
repeated at each occurrence). 
My analysis of Glas uses the term 'complexity' to describe the range of meanings 
associated with the word 'seing'. In Derrida's text complexity espouses characteristics 
which are traditionally thought of as negative, such as illegibility. In the case of 'seing' C> 
illegibility is a failure of a certain type of reading: the quotation from Glas above 
presented an intersection between the proper name (the locus of tile partiCLIlar and the 
proprietorial par exellence) and 'seing'; however, the proper name resounded only at 
the instant of its fragmentation and annihilation (which Derrida calls its 'Wbris'). To 
conclude tile present discussion of Glas, tile complexity of 'seiilg' is associated with an 
engagement with the proper name as well as with annihilation. It is important to be open 
to such readings when considering subjectivity in Genet's early prose fiction. Passages 
related to gesture and language coil sci ousness will describe the repeated dislocation of the 
narrator's and the characters' subjectivi ties; but they are never totally dissolved. 
In conclusion to this section, let Lis recall that Nathalie Fredette's survey of critical 
texts on Genet's work was mentioned in complimentary terms at the start of this section 
(1.4); however, her analysis is less convincing as regards the questions of tile current 
(1990) relationship between writer and work and her assessment of tile approach of 
modern criticism. She writes: 
[ ... ] la critique moderne pour sa part, en pr6nant 1'effacement dLI sujet, a et6, dans Fensemble, gb& par Peniphase lyrique, par Npanchernent, par le 
subjectivisme trop manifeste de l'oeuvre et par ]a place indue qu'y occupe son 
auteur. 19 
I would take issue with Fredette because there is no equivalence of terills between 'the 
subject' which she states modern criticism seeks to erase and 'the subjectivism' in the 
text. Subjectivism as a theme is not synonymous with tile subject; it is already at one 
remove from it. My analysis in the present thesis will seek to put the distinction between 





It is important to recall that none of tile texts above (nor Fredette's selective 
survey of them) was written in time to benefit from tile existence of Edmund White's 
biography of Genet (1993). Critics are no longer tempted to perform two functions in 
their writing, elaborating unknown details (or reinterpreting known ones) from the 
biography of the writer, while also interpreting his work. " I suggest that White's 
biography will draw a line under the second category of criticism which exhibits 
biographical slippage and a developmental approach. More imaginative approaches to 
Genet's texts which do not necessarily refer to his life in its detail are necessary now and 
in the future. 
1.5 Publication History 
One of the ways in which this thesis hopes to make a particular contribution to critical 
writing oil Genet's early prose fiction is by insisting on tile specific publication history 
of these five texts. This is to continue the shift in emphasis in criticism away from the 
personal history of Jean Genet (1910-1986) initiated by Thody (1968) and independently 
consolidated by Derrida (1974) and Cixous (1975). 
The texts were first published for subscribers froill 1943 to 1948. The publication 
history of the subscribers' editions will be contrasted to the circurnstances of the 
publication of Genet's Oeuvre. v (.. -ompMte. v by Galliniard from 1949 to 1953 -I call these 
texts the public editions. 
1.5.1 The Subscribers' Editions (1943 to 1948) 
It is important to set this account of the publication history of the subscribers' edition of 
Genet's early prose fiction within tile context of tile Second World War and tile 
restrictions and hardships that it caused to every day life in France. It is interesting, how 
in tinies of crisis, people adapt by failing back oil older systems (as well as developing 
new ones). Genet's texts were able to be published oil account of (literally, in a financial 
sense) an age-old system which ran parallel to the mainstream, that of patronage. 
40 
This is evinced in the acknowledgements of and references to White in the special LI numbers of journals devoted to Genet's oeuvre which have appeared since the publication 
of White's biography in 1993. Cf. L'E. vj)rit Criateur, 35,1 (Spring 1995) pp. 4 and 84 
; Europe, number 808-809, (August-Septeniber 1996) 29 and Yale French Studies, Genet; in the Language (? f the Enciny, number 91 (June 1997). 
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However, even if there had been peace in France in tile 1940s, it is certain that no 
conternporary French publisher would have risked bringing onto tile open market texts 
with sexual content such as that of Genet's early prose fiction (Edmund White notes that 
Gallinlard actually instigated tile clandestine publication of Poinj)es; see p. 339). Hence 
the subscribers to these books did not pay an open market rate for a pre-existing product, 
instead they invested in the writer's work. They had tile impression that each book was 
made to order for them and owed its existence to their investment. Genet himself was 
quite happy to intensify the intimate and exclusive relation with his subscribers. He 
signed forty copies of a collectors' sub-edition of the subscribers' edition of Querelle 
which bore the motif Tour les Amis de Querelle' (this edition also inClUded a set of 
twenty nine unsigned erotic lithographs by Jean Cocteau). The preface annOLInces a 
further acquisition opportunity for collectors: 
Nous allons regrOLIper ses aventures sous le titre 'Capable du fait'. L'ouvrage fini 
Fann6e prochaine au printemps, nous pourrons le vendre ý I'automne. 41 
Tile exCILISiVity of the subscribers' editions is perpetuated in three other ways: 
first, by tile high quality of tile production of these books, secondly, by their linlited print 
runs, thirdly and finally (as a consequence of the first two) by their high price. 
All the books were printed in a quarto format oil high quality paper. Richard Coe 11-1 
was tile first scholar to catalomie and document the physical descriptions of Genet's early 
prose fiction in meticulous detail . 
42 For instance tile subscribers' edition Of Miracle was 
first published by Marc Barbezat in 1946, printed on single ply Rives paper and in 18 
point red and Black Bodoni, with cream boards in a slipcase; sonle copies were made in 
the publisher's leather. The print run of the subscribers' edition numbered between 350 
and 525 copies (Coe (1969), p. 117). lEach copy of Miracle cost nine thousand francs, 
tile equivalent of f. 126 at 1997 prices. If we include tile less sumptuous second print runs 
of the subscribers' editions, I estimate that before tile public editions began to appear in 
1949 there were approximately 7170 copies of Genet's early prose fiction in existence. 
41 
no page number. 
42 
R. N. Coe 'Jean Genet; a Check-list of his Works in French, English and 
German. 'Aum-alian Journal (? f Fi-ench Studies 6,1 (January-April 1969) 113-130. 
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The high price and exclusivity of these books means that they are unlikely to have been 
lent widely (and certainly not in any organised way, through libraries for instance). 
Therefore the total readership of tile subscribers' editions is unlikely to have numbered 
much more than ten thousand. 
The subscribers' editions were not books in tile legal sense of the word. The law 
of 19th May 1925 required all printed matter to have a 'dep6t 16gal' which means that 
a copy was deposited at the Bibliothýque Nationale. Until 1941 there existed a provision 
whereby editions with a small print run were exempt. The publishers of the subscribers' 
editions, Marc Barbezat, Paul Morillien (who was Jean Cocteau's secretary) and Robert 
DenoO all acted as if this provision was still in force and did not apply for a 'depot 
16gal'. Moreover, Paul Morihien and Robert Denoýl did not include their own names as 
publishers in the colophons of the subscribers' editions, using instead conventions which 
had been associated with tile anonymous publication of pornographic texts since the 
eighteenth century at least. 43 
The publication details of the subscribers' editions are as follows. This list is 
based on Richard Coe's (1969). Tile corrections and elaborations are a result of the work 
done by Albert Dichy. 44 
Notre-Dame-(Im-Flcurs, Monte Carlo [Paris], 'aux d6pens d'un anlateur' [Paul Morihien], 
no date [1944] [print run of 350, completed in December 1943, but sewn and distributed 
after tile Liberation]-, r6serv6 aux souscripteurs. 
Miracle de Ia. rose, Lyons, Marc Barbezat, 30th March 1946, print run of 475; r6serve 
43 
Entry 541 of Guillaume Apollinaire's 1913 catalogue of tile Enfer (le Ia. Bibliotheque 0 Nationale is 'La Foutro-Manic - pobne lubrique, a Sardanapolis [Sardanapalus, the last king of Nineveh is associated with luxurious effeminacy], aux 136pens des Amateurs, 
1780 [the date is genuine]. 
44 
Albert Dichy, 'Aventures 6ditoriales' (Le Mon(le (10th September 1993) 26). There is a 
minor error in this article. Dichy states that the subscribers' editions were published from 1943 to 1947; it was in fact from 1943 to 1948.1 would like to record my gratitude to Albert Dichy and to the Institut Willoires de I'Mition coil tem porai ne for permission to 
consult and quote from their copies of the subscribers' editions of Genet's early prose fiction. 
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aux souscripteurs. 
45 
Querelle de Bi-est, no place [Paris], no name [Paul Morihien], no date [November- 
December, 1947] [print run of 525] 'strictenlent hors cominerce'. 
Poiiipes. fiiiiýbi-es, ä Bikini [Paris], 'aux ddpens de quielques aniateurs' [Patil Morihienl, 
no date [Noveniber-Deceiliber 1947] [print run of 4701. 
Journal du voleur, no place [Geneva], 'aux d6pens d'Lin Anii' [Albert Skira], no date 
[S epteniber- October 1948] [print run of 400, for subscribers only]. 
It should be noted that all of these books bear the author's name, although only Miracle 
has the name of tile publisher. There are four important points here; first, details not 
included in the original colophons are reproduced here in square brackets. Secondly, the 
conventions 'Aux d6pens d'un Anli' and 'Aux depens de quelques Amateurs' concealed 
tile name of tile publishers. Thirdly, many details such as dates are missing from tile 
colophons of the subscribers' editions. Fourthly, some details are falsified, as exemplified 
by the spurious place nanies; Bikini in tile case of Pompe. v and tile more plausible Monte- 
Carlo in tile case of Notre-Dame. 
The motivation for this equivocation and dissimulation, on the part of Genet's early 
publishers was undoubtedly the erotic content of these books and this defined tile method 
of their publication in the past .4 -' Genet"s work 
is still being read erotically today. For 
instance the student newspaper at Leeds University (Leed. v Student) included a photograph 
of Genet and quotations from Noti-e-Dame (p. 77) in an article on erotic fiction in May 
1996. 
However, Genet's early prose fiction Could not be contained in this faithful 
relationship of patronage -and exclusive artistic production: the five texts had enough ZD 
philosophical and artistic merits to break OLIt of that relationship - in commercial terms, 
45 
In 1965 Maurice Girodas, tile editor of tile famous Traveller's Companion series of erotic 
fiction, chose extracts from Notre-Dame for an anthology of erotic fiction: The Olympia 0 Reader, Selectiotufirom 'The Travellers Companion' Series. New York, Grove Press, 
1965; pp. 306-326. 
46 
they were ready for repackaging. 0 
1.5.2 The Public Editions (1949 to 1953) 
Journal was tile first work of Genet's early prose fiction which was available to the 
general public (in 1949). From its title, we can see that Jean Genet (1910-1986) had 
taken on a role as the thief. Tile title also posits a clear narrative relation in which the 
narrator is Jean Genet tile thief (we will see in 3.6 that this is not confirmed by the text). 
So Journal and not Notre-Dame was Genet's first public text. Noti-e-Dame is more 
fragmented and the conventional autobiographical element is woven into the fluidity of 
tile narrative persona. The habit of reading Jean Genet for tile narrator began with 
Journal. 
What are the main aspects of the publication history of tile public editions of the 
texts? They were the first widely available editions distributed through a national retail 
network. Tile first print run of each Volume of tile public editions was of tile order of 
2500 to 3000 copies. Laurent Boyer, Genet's literary executor at Gallimard, has told ille 
that in the course of eight reprints nearly forty thousand copies of the volurne of the 
Oeuvres complýfes which contains Notre-Dame, Le Con(lalnný b mort and Miracle have 
been produced. That figure does not include the reissuing of tile revised texts in 
Gallimard's Collections Soleil, Folio and Biblos. 46 it is worth recalling, by way of 
comparison, that the total number of copies from all print runs of tile five texts in the 
subscribers' edition was only 7170. 
It could be argued that the use of mass production techniques was nothing unusual 
for a promising work of the post war period published by Gallinlard. However, Jean-Paul 
Sartre's and Simone de Beauvoir's intercession as promoters of Genet's work was an 
extraordinary factor. Regarding the aims of his Saint Genet, Sartre writes: 'retracer en 
Mail I'llistoire d'une lib6ration; voila ce que j'ai VOIIILI' (p. 645). Sartre was justifiably 
fascinated by the process by which Genet overcame tile contingencies of his illegitimate 0 
46 
The 'Collection Soleil' is a de luxe edition of the OEuvre. v con? j)INe. V text. The dates of 
publication for tile three works appearing in the 'Collection Folio' are as follows: Miracle 
in 1977; Journal in 1982 and Notre-Daine in 1986. The public edition of Journal appears 
in the 'Collection Biblos' (1993) with a reprint of the subscribers' editions of Pompes and 
Querelle as they appeared in the 'Collection L'Inlaginaire' (in 1978 and 1981 
respectively). The 'Collection Biblos' text also has a preface by Philippe Sollers. 
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birth, his lack of formal education and his isolation from intellectuals and still became 
a writer. For Sartre, Genet was an exemplary, living embodiment of his theory of 
history. Genet had realised the possibility of liberation that was open to all human beings 
and especially to the French in tile early years of the Fourth Republic. The French had 
been liberated and in part had liberated themselves from the Occupation and its 
limitations of personal freedom and freedom of expression. These new readers of Genet 
believed that as a thief he had spent much of his adult life including the war years in 
prison - but that lie had liberated himself by writing in prison: lie had something in 
common with them. In short, lie was a mail of the Liberation. 
The publication of tile public editions of tile texts by Gailiniard proceeded without 
a hitch. Nicholas Harrison in his Circles (? f Censoi-shil) (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1995) 
has noted that censors are principally concerned with what seduces and subverts, rather 
than with immutable standards regarding tile levels of sexual explicitness and violence in 
a text. " Genet's texts were not censored despite high levels of sexual explicitness 
because the public had been forewarned because Jean Genet's works of early prose fiction 
were made a 'special case' by the authorities. The same reasoning which made Genet a 
special case to whom the laws should not be applied, OCCUrred in his pardon by the 
President of the Republic Vincent Auriol in 
, 
1949. It is probable that the main reason for 
the non-censorship of the public editions of Genet's early prose fiction was the 
presidential pardon and the main reason for tile presidential pardon was the attestation of 
the artistic merit of Jean Genet (1910-1986) by Jean-Paul Sartre and Jean Cocteau. 48 
47 
A concrete example of the unpredictability of the censor in relation to Genet's work was 
recounted by Philip Thody in his 1967 inaugural lecture at Leeds University Tour Cases 
of Literary Censorship'. Thody indicated the importance of historical contingencies 
regarding the censorship of Genet's plays. In 1957 tile authorities in Paris claimed that 
they could not guarantee tile safety of the actors in a forthcoming production of Le 
Balcon. and it was cancelled. However, when the French government of 1966 wanted to 
publicise tile death of its Algeria policy they allowed Le. v Paravents to be staged at the 
Odeon theatre. The run was not cancelled despite violent right-wing protests in what 
became known as ']a bataille des Par(wents'. 
48 
'Notis avons d6cide d'avoir recours a votre hatite autorit6 pour prendre tine mestire 
exceptionnelle en ce qui concerne un 6crivain que 11OLls adinirons et respectons touS: Jean 
Genet. Nous Wignorons pas que soil oetivre est en niarge des lettres et lie satirait courir 
Aes rues. Mais 1'exemple de Villon et de Verlaine nous 
- 
d6cide h vous demander 
- 
votre aide 
POLir un tres grand- poete.; Quoted in- Jean-Mmard Moraly, Jean Genet, ja vie ecrite, 
48 
1.6 Excision 
Excision is an activity; but it is also the result of that activity: tile portion of text which 
has been removed. Ill Genet's early prose fiction substantial excisions of approximately 
sixty five thousand words have occurred; however, to mention tile excisions also begs the 
question as to who performed tile activity of excision. It is to an illustration of one 
important type of excisions made (those concerned with sex and sexuality) and to a 
justification of my own decision to catalogue tile excisions ill ftill in tile appendices of this 
thesis that 1.6.1 (A Concrete Consideration of Excisions) will be devoted. It could be 
said that the two subsections of 1.6 are in conflict with each other because in 1.6.1 1 
valorise the excisions in their own right, whereas in 1.6.2 (A Theoretical Consideration 
of Excision and Excisions), I eniphasise both tile provisionality of tile excisions and the 
unattributability of the activity of excision. There is a rationale behind this conflict: 1.6.1 
is formulating a strategy in the face of a future authoritative edition of Genet's textP 0 
and 1.6.2 depends oil my own elaboration of tile interdependence of language, 
representation and subj1ectivity as a new paradigm for understanding Genet's texts and in 
particular on the possible application of that paradigm outside Genet's corpus. 
1.6.1 A Concrete Coil si derati oil of Excision and Excisions 
Although other critics have consistently underplayed their importance, the excisions are 
important for tile sake of completeness. "' The excisions from tile subscribers' editions 
Paris, Üditions de la Diffýretice, 1988; p. '. 11.16. 
49 
Gallimard plans to publish tile five early works of prose fiction in tile 'Collection La 
P16iade' in the year 2000. 
50 
One of the main spurs towards tile sustained analysis of excision in tile present thesis was 
the 'Note on Authorship' at the start of Laura Oswald's Jearl. Genet (Ind the Senliotics of 
Peýfimnance. Despite the other strengths of Oswald's book the 'Note' left many questions 
Unanswered. It interpreted tile differences between the editions in terms of censorship 
(attributed neither to Genet nor to an external censor) and made a sweeping judgement 
about tile whole of tile excisions without presenting their full diversity as I do in the 
appendices of this thesis: 'all of the censored passages contain profane language or depict illicit sex acts [ ... 1'. Similarly, Thody (1968) 
0 
writes: 'Tile novels were slightly bowdlerised [ ... ] but the essential of the works was conserved' (p. 18). Naish (1978) 
writes: 'Last but not least, her [Divine's] divinity is explicable in terms of her skilfUl 
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of Notre-Dame, Quei-elle and Mii-aclc are catalogued in this thesis for the first time. The 
excisions from tile subscribers' editions of Pompes and Journal were listed in two 
unpublished maltrise dissertations at the University of Paris IV, but in both cases in a 
way which did not give a clear impression of their context by means of a comparison 
between the subscribers' and public editions. Unfortunately, one of the maitrise 
dissertations contains occasional omissions and tile other includes additional interpretative 
material; thus both obscure tile precise measure of tile excisions as the dýffet-ence between 
the subscribers' and tile public editions. " 
To illustrate how excisions are important in a concrete sense, I will briefly 
examine those excisions which (lea] with sex and sexuality in a sustained manner (this 
subsection was written before I read Leo Bersani's writina about sexuality in Pompes in 
Holnos). " The excisions concerning sex and sexuality are important for the study of 
performances in bed, the most expressive of which have been excised from Galliniard's 
commercial version of the text' (pp. 81-82). However, Naish does not quote any of the 
sexually explicit excisions from Notre-Dalne. Even White (1993) writes: 'He [Genet] had 
marked tip the original editions when Gallimard had decided to reprint, but those changes 
do not substantially alter the texts' (p. 465). 
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Pierre-Marie Wron, 'La Poetique de Jean Genet dans Journal (ht voleur' (unpublished 
maltrise dissertation, University of Paris IV, 1990); Pascale-Marie Barriquand, Tompes 
funebres de Jean Genet, structure - et technique narrative' (unpublished nialltrise 
dissertation, University of Paris IV, 1986). 
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Like his A Futurefi)r Astyanar; Character an(I Desire in Literature, (Boston, Toronto 
Brown and Company, 1976. pp. '4186-291) Leo Bersani's Homos (Cambridge, 
Massachussetts, Harvard University Press, 1995; pp. 15 1-18 1) contains some of the most 
powerfully argued and insightful writing about Ponqw. v. In his recent work he analyses 
betrayal in tile text and in particular ']low [it] is inscribed in homosexual love itself' (p. 
157). Referring to p. 163, Bersani writes: '[iln psychoanalytic terms, the fury of anality 
(suggested by tile image of tile attacking rat) reinforces the murderous impulses of 
orality. But Genet's aniorous attack also eliminates differences between him and Jean; 
rimming is a symbiotic operation. He erases the difference between Jean and himself not 
only through his fantasies of making a meal of his ]over's corpse, but also through his 
project of disappearing, into Jean's body, of being "digested" by Jean from below' (p. 
158). The serious reservation about Bersani's analysis concerns his use of the name 
'Genet' to indicate both the narrator of Pompes and Jean Genet (1910-1986). This is not 
a merely pedantic objection because it affects his reading of the rimming episode (Bersani himself mentions 'the slight discursive dizziness we experience in the constant references 
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subjectivity because they exhibit its characteristic bivalency; it is both singular and plural. 
This is because sexuality relates to psychological and physical make-up and is thus unique t> 
to the individual. However, in sexuality tile individual also engages with the other so it 
is the domain of intersubjectivity par excellence. 
Let us now consider tile excisions concerning sex and sexuality. Although I 
disagree with Laura Oswald's theory that all the excisions from tile subscribers' editions 
of Genet's early prose fiction fall under the rubric of sex and sexuality, a significant 
proportion do indeed fall into that category. While many of these are small scale 
excisions of a word or two which may considered as vulgar or taboo, " each of the texts 
contains as many as ten excisions in which sexually explicit language is used in a 
sustained manner, but in which subjectivity, its limits and intersubjectivity are also at 
issue. 54 Tile principal modes of representation of subjectivity with which these sustained 
excisions deal are as follows: 
1. Tile individuals engaged in sexual acts lose the distinctiveness of their human physical 60 
form. They are viewed as a new and unusual entity which is comprised of combinations 
subjectivity-based approach). The episode takes place between Paulo and Hitler in the text 
and Bersani does not explain his rationale for transposing this episode to Jean Decarnin 
and Genet. Moreover it is not clear to which Jean Decarnin and Jean Genet he is 
referring, to the pair which existed in empirical reality or the characters in P0171pes? I 
believe that it is to both and illy approach examines how this apparent equivalence 
between thein comes about. 
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The following examples in which the underlined words were excised from the 
subscribers' edition of Journal are representative: '[ ... ] con-inle nion mouchoir tach6 d'un sperme esstiv en 6tait la pretive' (p. 23); '[ ... ] trouver tin mec, il avait encore envie de se faire enctile ' (p. 116), and '[in a footnote] tine moto, j'ai band6. j'etais 6nitt' (p. 140). 
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Genet's texts are never merely pornographic in an uninlagi native and crude sense. Indeed 
a concomitant to the erotic reading of Genet's texts that was mentioned as part of the 
publication history is an undervaluing of tile same texts as holding 'a special and superior 
place in tile erotic canon' thus excluding them from the literary mainstream (See J. Weightman, 'Tile Indiscreet Charms of an Enfant Terrible', The Times, (8th July 1993) 
37). This reductive view is thankfully less common today than in the forties and fifties. 
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of their individual elements. -" 
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2. There is a specific focus on the body fluids exchanged during the sex act because their 
congress is also a mixing of individual identity to the point that it is un recogni sable. 
These excisions usually involve the recycling and repeated exchange of fluids (or 
simulacra) between individuals. " 
I On other occasions a third partner is included in a sex act, not as an equal participant 
but performing a mediating role between the first two partners. " 
4. During penetration by the male, the penis . gives certain attributes of its owner to thý 
penetrated partner. The penis is therefore a supplanting and transforming presence. 58 
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An example of the first category of excision is: '[ ... ] qui Pavaient de leur verge perfor6e. Et sans souci de leurs goAts, elle les accouplait: c'6taient Lin chasseUr du Claridge, un 
boxetir italien, tin officier canadien. Elie imagina de beaux nionstres michel-angelesques ID 
quatre t6tes, quatre bras, quatre sexes enfOLlis et huit jambes' (Notre-Dame, p. 119). 
Other examples can be found in-Mii-acle (p. 385) and Ponlj)es (pp. 222-228 (and 
especially p. 225)). 
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An example of the second category of excision is: Te qui sort du nez doit We mouch6, 
puis perdu. 11 faut encore que je me cache pour sucer le doigt, qui vient dexplorer ma 
narine. Je ne sais plus si cette phrase, aussit6t dite, fut d6cisive mais, quand un soir, 
Villeroy voulut, pour ]a prenliýre fois, selon son expression: "Me bouffer ]a chatte", il 
ramena contre le mien son visage niouiII6 de nia sueur odorante et, de son propre foutre 
qu'il y avait dejý d6pos6. Alors, je lechai sa nIOLie boueuse et j'enfonqai ma langue dans 
ses narines, heureux de faire miens les d6chets de son corps' (Afiracle, p. 464). Other 
examples can be found in Non-e-Dame, p. 43; Journal, p. 46 and Polnjws, pp. 60-61 and 
62. 
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An example of the third category of excision is '(C'est Gabriel qui lui fit ce r6cit [ ... ]) - Son frere et lui firent tin jour Faniour avec tine jetme putain, lun devant et Pautre 
derriere. Leurs niotivenients s'accordaient. Mais, quand ]a jeune fennnie voulut baiser ]a 
bouche de celui qui 6tait allong6 par-devant elle, elle eut ]a honte de trotiver cette bouche 
prise par celle du frere. Ils s'6taient rejoints par-dessus la tete de ]a femnle... ' (Notre- 
Dame, pp. 194-195). Further examples are found in Miracle, p. 378 and Querelle, p. 163. 
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An example of tile fourth category is: 'Doucenlent le grand negre s'allongea stir mon dos. Doucenlent, mais avec tine sure pr6cision, sa verge me pen6tra. Elle ne tremblera pas. 
Elle ri'aura pas les soubresauts pr6cipit6s de ]a mienne. Cette pr6sence en moi me 
comblant au point que j'oublierai de jouir. Le riýgre plus immense que ]a nUit' (Journal, 
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5. Despite the profound engagement with the other which occurs during sexual acts, the Cý t) 
individual can also realise his fundamental separation and alienation from the partner 
particularly at the moment of orgasm. Oil some occasions this singularity is considered 
with despair and on others with triuniph. " 
The first three cases concentrate on miscegenation and mediation. In the first the r) 
boundaries of the individual are broken, indeed it is not a case of an in-dividual (someone 
who cannot be divided) in the traditional sense because division and rearrangement takes 
place. In the second and third the focus is on tile mediation between individuals engaged 
in a sex act. In the second case body fluids are exchanged and re-exchanged and thereby 
represent the unity of the congress through a mixing of the products from two 
individuals. This is a paradoxical movement in which one identity is gained through the 
loss of two individual identities. In the third case the third partner is objectified to 
perform a similar role to tile body fluids in the second case. Tile fourth and the fifth 
cases are related; tile fourth describes the abolition or forgetting of the self that occurs 
during penetration by tile niale. However, tile fifth and final case stresses that the 
abolition or forgetting cannot be taken for granted. In each example tile penetrated 
partner keeps something of himself in reserve. There is nothing absolute about the act of t) 0 
will or tile individuality which holds something back (that is to say the individuality can 
be undermined at a later stage). Nevertheless it is a moment of resistance. 
p. 267). Other examples are found in Noti-e-Dame, p. 194; Querelle, pp. 190-191 and 
Pompes, p. 183. 
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An example of tile fifth category is: Trofond6nient enfiI6 par ma queue, il devient autre 
chose que soi-in6nie, autre chose quun ailli. Cest une etrange partie de moi qui conserve 
encore tin peti de vie propre. NOLIS ne fornions qu'un setil corps mais il est a deux tetes 
et, chactine d'elles s'exerce a eprotiver sa, propre volLIPte. A ]'instant qu'elle jollit, cette 
excroissance de mon corps qui 6tait mon ailli devient sans tendresse, s'assonlbrit. Dans 
Fobscurite je devine sa durete et qU'1111 voile d'onibre s'6tend stir son visage crispe par 
la souffrance et le plaisir. Je sais qu'il sait ce plaisir le tenir de moi, Pattendre de ma 
main qui le braille mais je sens qu'il n'js`t--p-I-Lis attentif qu'ý sa Venue-'. - Si nous sommes 
relies par ma queue toutes nos relations anlicales sont coup6s. Nos bouches qui pourraient 
les r6tablir peut-ýtre ne peuvent se joilldre. 11 ne cherche qt"a s'empaler Wavantage. Je 
ne puis le voir car il a murnwr6: " Eteins la luqliýre% niais je sens qLI'il est devenu autre, 
etrange, lointain. Cest quand il jouit par rnoi que je le sens me hayr, (Journal, pp. 121- 
122). Further examples can be found in Notre-Dalne, pp. 148 and 163 and Pompes, pp. 
304-305. 
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Let us now rettirn to tile jtistification of my decision to catalogtie the excisions in 
a way that allows the differences between tile editions to emerge. In the light of the 
excisions concerning sex and sextiality, one of tile main principles of an imminent re- 
_ 
publication of the early_pro_se fiction in_the Tollection La P16iade' should be a_ 
reintegration of tile excisions: any exchided from tile main body of the text shotild be 
reprodLiced as variants in endnotes. All sextially explicit material shoLild be considered 
for reinclLision. However, it is most important to reintegrate the passages of two or more 
sentences in length becaLise, as we have seen, they do not only make direct reference to 
sex and semiality, bLit also to stibjectivity and interpersonal relationships as well. 
However, it rmist also be possible for tile reader of the (partially) reconstittited text to be 
able to distingLiish which portions of tile texts were excised; some typographical 
convention sLich as italics or tinderlining coLild be adopted to convey this. In this manner 
at least tile trace of the activity of excision as performed by Jean Genet (1910-1986) is 
retained. 
If these sustained excisions about sex and sexuality were reinstated in the case of 
Querelle, tile reader would understand better the fascination that Querelle holds for the 
other characters in the text. Tile subscribers' edition has a network of sexual relations 
which complements tile narrative connections between Querelle and tile other characters 
in the text. Querelle has sex with Nono, Gil, Mario, Joachim (tile Armenian) and Mme. 
Lysiane (and in all but tile last case tile encOLInters are described in great detail). Without 
this sexual network the reader has less of a sense Of QUerelle as tile emotional linchpin 
of the text because in the subscribers' edition lie leaves each of his partners with a 
physical memory of himself. There is exactly the same network (without the fascination 
and physical memory) associated with Divine in tile subscribers' edition of Notre-Dame. 
1.6.2 A Theoretical Consideration of Excision and Excisions 
The theoretical consideration of excision and excisions elaborates the provisionality of the 
excisions and tile unattributability of the activity of excision; however, its starting point 
is situated clearly within the domain of tile concrete. This is because there is a general 
consensus aniong critics that the excisions were made by Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
Although, to tile best of nly knowledge, there is no record of any direct commentary by 
Jean Genet (1910-1986) oil tile activity of excision or oil the excisions themselves, 
Edmund White notes that lie has seen a complete set of tile proofs of Journal, Querelle 
and Polnpe. v corrected in Genet's hand (cf. White, p. 764). However, notwithstanding 
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this, excision still confounds forensic speculation as to why tile excisions were made. It 
is impossible to provide a verifiable explanation for individual excisions, just as it is 
impossible to discern a logic which dictated tile activity of excision in an individual text 
taken as a whole. And it is precisely this ability of excision to confound logical analysis 
seeking to reconstruct intention which I will focus on in this subsection. 
However, let us first briefly criticise ail interpretation of the excisions which 
attempts to reconstruct intention. Bernard Freclitnian, Genet's American translator, 
describes the differences between the subscribers' and public editions of Genet's early 
prose fiction as a meliorative revision performed by Jean Genet (1910-1986). Frechtman 
writes: 
The cuts and changes which lie [Genet] made were dictated solely by artistic 
coil sideration s and not by prudence. A comparison of the text of the Gallimard 
edition and those of the earlier editions would show that the passages which were 
dropped do not exceed in violence and frankness others which were retained. This 
holds for Om, Latly (? f the Floivei-s as for the other works. Genet revised bUt did 
not censor his books. "' 
Frechtman's final assertion is technically true; however, having actually performed the 
comparison to which lie refers, I would add that the excisions are so frequent and 
substantial that there is a difference, for instance in tile degree of 'frankness' between the 
subscribers' and public editions of each text considered as a whole. However, I would 
suggest that the ability of excision to confound logical analysis only allows us to make 
general comments oil the degree of difference between the editions and not assertions. 
Therefore, I cannot catetorically assert that the primary motivation for the excisions was Ll 
self-censorship. Frechtman's analysis is a speculative interpretation and has no claim to 
absolute authority. 
Pursuing the theoretical issue, which concerns how excision confounds the 
reconstructive analysis of intention, it is possible to draw a parallel between this 
interpretation of excision and the concept of subjectivity in the present thesis which is 
different from that outlined in the previous subsection (1.6.1). We have seen in this 
chapter, how this thesis questions the validity of those critical approaches which seek to 
equate the narrator of Genet's texts with Jean Genet (1910-1986). Excision presents us 
with a complementary case which is in harniony with my approach emphasising more 
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'Genet CensoredT in New Statesman, 67,1725 (3 April 1964) 520. 
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pluralistic i nterpretati oils of subjectivity which take account of the language in which it 
is mediated and the fact that difficulties of mediation can cause the representation of 
subjectivity to be incomplete. Excision as an activity is difficult to attribute completely 
to Jean Genet (1910-1986). This does not necessarily mean that I am implicating another 
person in a putative revision or censorship of tile subscribers' editions of Genet's texts, 
but I argue that it is impossible for tile critic to construct a unitary consciousness behind 
the activity of excision, whose acts are rational and accessible to forensic logic. Put in 
another way, if we attribute - as Frechtnian does - the excision to an individual he is 
likely to be as diffuse as the narrator of any one of Genet's texts, rather than as unitary 
and unequivocal as Frechtnian's 'Genet' (tile 'Genet' for whom Freclitnian speaks in the 
quotation above). 
1.7 Subjectivity in tile Second and Third Chapters 
This introduction has attempted to lay the conceptual and historical basis for the analyses 
of gesture and language consciousness which follow. Tile second chapter is entitled 
'Gesture' and analyses tile concept of gesture by means of the guide-word 'geste' which 
is used in a similar way in all five works of Genet's early prose fiction. Stich an 
examination of a single word throughout tile five texts will have a synthesising force. 
After critically reviewing sociological approaches to human movement which consider 
it as an alternative language, I analyse how gesture is niediated by language in these 
literary texts. The most important consequence of this mediation is that gestures are only 
partially represented in visual terms and not necessarily dependent on one character. This 
incomplete visual representation and independence shifts the reader's attention to the 
language in which the gesture is interpreted. Radical representations of the self occur 
when interpretation is internieshed with the plurality of the self in Genet's texts; for 
instance there is frequently a shift in a third person singular narration to allow the 
character to describe his own gesture in the first person singular using a reflexive verb 
and quotation marks. I argue that this is not a narrator's strategy, but an 
acknowledgement that one narrative centre is not sufficient and an attempt (however 
partial) to create a rival subjectivity and vocabulary. It is an attempt to transcend singular 
subjectivity. 
The third chapter, entitled Language ConsciOLIsness, concerns references by the rý C) 
narrator to the production and reception of a passage, section or the whole text. I use 
passages which contain such references to analyse the representation of the narrator and b 
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the processes of interpretation because in language consciousness, language intersects 
with forms of subjectivity. Tile narrator and the language vary from attempts at 
metalingual commentary by a transcendental self, to the devolution of interpretative 
authority to characters in a text (thus eroding tile functional distinction between narrators 
and characters) and even to tile undermining of previously affirilled discursive aims. For 
instance, in Poinjw. v the narrator's initial airn of commemorating Jean D., by means of 
historical references to tile Second World War during which his death occurred, is 
partially undermined by quasi-autobiographical and poetic modes. 
In contrast to tile chapter oil gesture, tile chapter oil language consciousness 
conducts its analysis primarily within the context of the individual work. This is because 
the concept of language consciousness helps to elucidate the works' basic structures (for 
example their narrative frames). Structure has been one of tile points emphasised because 
previous studies have tended to ignore the often initiall clear organisation of the t> y 
individual text, preferring to stress tile anarchic disaggregation of structure and tile non- 
linear plot full of interpolations (with the exception of Camille Naish (1978) discussed 
in 1.4). Therefore the third chapter acts to counterbalance tile synthesising force of the 
analysis of gesture in tile second. While it may be argued that tile thesis increases its 
specific focus from the second to tile third chapters, I would also suggest that this 
structure seeks to maintain -an equilibrium between tile competing forces of gesture and 
language consciousness. This is because if there is too much emphasis placed on the 
individual narrative constellations of each work, the thesis runs tile risk of becorning 
fragmented, and if, oil tile other hand, there is too much emphasis on the occurrence of 
a single word, the five individual texts in the corpus will appear to melt into a single 
amorphous mass of words. 
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10 GESTURE I 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Overview of tile Second Chapter 
The introduction to this chapter begins by clarifying tile most important premise 
regarding tile use of tile concept of gesture in tile present thesis; this premise emerges 
when gestures in prose are distinguished from gestures in empirical reality (2.1.2). The 
fundamental difference concerns the mediating role of language in the case of gestures 
in prose. The next subsection (2.1.3) evaluates previous critical approaches to gesture 
beginning with sociological approaches which consider gesture as an alternative language; 
they are farthest removed from illy own analysis. Tile subsection then considers Honor6 
de Balzac's Vicorie (/e la (Minarche (1833) which remains convinced of the indexical 
value of gesture. Finally the subsection moves oil to the previous discussions of gesture 
in Genet's texts and their limitations which arise from insufficient attention to the range 
of tile term 'geste' in Genet's texts. The following subsection (2.1.4) introduces 'geste' 
as the guide-word for illy own analysis of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction and also 
indicates tile advantages and limitations of such a technique. Tile final subsection of the 
introduction (2.1.5) provides a commentary on a selection of representative examples of 
of tile word 'geste' in Genet's texts. 
Shifts in Narrative Authority and tile Naming, Interpretation and Description of C) 
Gesture (2.2), takes tile analysis of tile use of 'geste' one important stage further by 
bringing in two elements and analysing the relationships between them. Tile first is: 
subjectivity, or rather, the subjectivi ties of the narrator, character and ideal reader. The 
second element is different forms of language which give meaning to gestures (nanling, 
interpretation and description). Tile task of the section is to examine, by means of 
representative examples (2.2.2), whether there is a shift in tile representation of the 
subjectivity of either narrator, character or ideal reader from when the gesture is 
performed to when it is named, interpreted or described. In addition, can different types 
of shifts be attributed to nailling (simple marking of the gesture), interpretation (relating 
the gesture to the wider narrative context and/or to domains which do not concern human 
Movement) and description (a more detailed elaboration of the gesture, frequently in 
visual terms)? 
The word 'geste' is used with higher frequency with reference to characters than 
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in any other domain; hence tile section on Gesture and Character (2.3) is the core of the 
second chapter. The concept of a character in a literary text shares many aspects in 
common with illore traditional notions of subjectivity (as defined by tile Oxford English 
Dictionmy in 1.3). For instance it implies a globalising, generalising concept of a given 
individual. The traditional notion of gestures within this received concept of character is 
that they helong to a character. Gestures which are possessed by character in this way 
are required to be visually distinctive. However, the occurrences of the terin 'geste' in 
Genet's early prose fiction deniand a different conceptual framework: because gestures 
are not completely defined in visual terms, it is difficult to attribute theill to a single 
character in an unproblematic way. There is no visually distinctive element of gesture 
which consolidates character in a straightforward manner. Tile importance of the different 
ways in which language conveys the meaning of gesture in prose makes tile term 'geste' 
in Genet's early prose fiction an ideal means to investigate further the relationship 
between fornis of subjectivity and forms of language 
As far as tile intervening subsections are concerned, Narrative Mediation of tl 
Gesture and Character (2.3.2) examines a passage in which the narrator refers to the 
relation between gestures and the representation of characters. The following two 
subsections, Gestural Models (2.3.3) and Tile Double Gesture (2.3.4), are linked 
thematicall because the gestuml passages that fall into these categories present gesture y6 ID r> 
as visualisable. However, it will be seen that notwithstanding this, the gestures in these 
subsections are not linked absolutely to a particular character. 'Gesticulation' (2.3.5) 
serves as a transition because on one ]land it (, ives emphasis to the gesture in a specific 0 
context in common with Gestural Models and Tile Double Gesture, while on the other 
hand it uses a new and original turn of language to extend the range and the significance 00 
of gesture outside tile boundaries of the term which have been valid thus far. The final 
two subsections Tile Concentration of Gesture (2.3.6) and Gesture and 'la mise A illort' 
(2.3.7) are also linked thematically because they both attempt to connect gestures with 
attributes which are conventionally considered to be outside their semantic range. The 
first concerns the connection between gesture and the language of weight and especially 
density. The second deals with the brevity of gestures connected with tile death of a 
character as a representation of absolute power. 
In the conclusions of tile chapter (2.4) 1 review the diversity of the types of 
language which are associated with gesture in Genet's early prose fiction. Gesture is so 
important for tile question of subjectivity which is at tile centre of tile present thesis 
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because it foregrounds cases where representation is not straightforward, where the 
connection between signifier and signified is problematised. It is a remarkable 
characteristic of these cases of problematic representation that singular subjectivity is 
undermined or at least temporarily put into question at the same time. Therefore, the 
writing of the term 'geste' in Genet's early prose fiction gives its a foretaste of the 
theoretical implications, for this thesis, of subjectivity in Genet's early prose fiction. 
These implications concern the different modes of tile interdependence of three concepts: 
plural subjectivity, tile problematisation of representation and tile foregrounding and 
modification of language (in ternis of seillantics or genre). Cý b 
2.1.2 Vision, Human Movement and Language 
When tile subject perceives human movement in the empirical world it is primarily the 
factilty of sight which is active. It is tile subject's eyes which are mainly responsible for 
the perception of the velocity and form of the movement. However, there is a 
fundamental distinction between tile perception of human movement in tile direct vistial 
spectacle of the performing arts such as drama and dance and the indirect experience of 
imagining human movement when it is described in words - when the subject composes 
a moving picture for the mind's eye. Language is thus tile key to the difference between 
the genres. In the case of poetry and prose which tile subject experiences and understands 
by means of the text, tile representation of human movement is illediated by language. 1 
The present discussion of hunlan movement in Jean Genet's early prose fiction 
acknowledges this mediation by language as a fundamental principle. z! ) tý 
It follows that in Genet's early prose fiction, language and human movement 0 
cannot be completely separated and that therefore human movement is not an 'alternative 
language' because in prose, it alw(lys has a relation to language (I will go on to evaluate 
critically sociolotc:, )ical approaches to gesture which make such a separation). Therefore 
the simplest vesture can be drawn out by description which can relate its components and 0 
It might be postulated that the reader of tile theatrical text is in ail exceptional situation, 
and the reader of the stage direction even more so, because tile latter is faced with Cý language which, conventionally, is pared down to represent movements in tile theatrical 
space. Notwi th stand i ng this, the hunian movement in tile stage direction, thOLIgh it may t> 6 exist in a linguistic form and register which is reserved for such a purpose, is still not 
experienced directly but is represented in language. 
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its development in great detail. In addition, non-visual interpretation frequently assigns 
moral or aestlietic attributes to gesture. 
However, it is equally tile case that tile visual component associated with human 
movement in empirical reality cannot (and should not) be evacuated from representations 
of movement in language because, even if tile movement is not explicitly described, the 0 
reader still imaoines and understands the representation in terms of hurnan movement. ID 
As we will see, this visual component is often only partially described in Genet's texts; 
that is to say that the text does not give tile reader enough material for a perfect visual 
reconstruction of the movement in his or her mind's eye. Therefore human movement in 
Genet's early prose fiction is sometimes translucent, in shadow, or partially obscured, 
but it is never invisible. As a consequence, it is possible to put forward this initial 
formulation: in Genet's texts human movement is more and less than language. ' The 
main task of the present chapter is an elaboration of this form of words. 
The use of the word 'geste' in Genet's texts is important for the study of 
subjectivity (of narrators and characters) because it problematises straightforward, 
visually-based representations of human movement by drawing attention to the signifying 
structures of language. It thus goes beyond a specular relationship between reflected 
object and reflection to integrate information abOUt tile nlirror which creates the reflection L' 
and tile light which transmits it. 
2.1.3 Survey and Critique of Previous Approaches to Gesture 
This subsection first presents a brief critical evaluation of previous analyses Of human 
movement in the domains of anthropology, sociology and senliology. Secondl', it moves LI 0y 
on to a more general discussion of gesture in prose (Honore de Balzac's Theorie de la. 
demarche of 1833). Thirdlyý and finally there is a detailed evaluation of previous 
a proaches to gesture in Genet's prose fiction (concentrating on Jean-Paul Sartre's Saint p 
Genet, conAlien, et martyi). 
Previous general theorisations of liuman movement which mention gesture 
2 
I am grateful to Nicholas J. White for this fonnulation and for the reference to the article 
by Sonya Stepliens and Rosemary Uoyd; 'Promises, Promises: The Language of Gesture 
in Baudelaire's Petits poMws en prose', Moilem Language Review, 88,1 (Jantiary 1993) 
74-83. 
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maintain a distinction between movement and language because they tend to take their : _ý C) 
source material from empirical reality. The theorisations originate in the fields of physical 
and cultural anthropology, sociology and seiiiiology, ' and hybrid disciplines such as 
socio-linguistics. ' 
Let us first give an example of the first type. Tile third part of 'Fragments for a 
History of the Human Body' in Zone (M. Felier (ed), New York, MIT Press, 1989) 
includes an annotated general biography of gesture which asserts the importance of L- 
Marcel Mauss's Le. v Techniques (lit corps' as one of the founding texts of the theorisation 
3 
Kendon A. (ed. ), Noll vei-hal Communication, Interaction an(I Gesture, Selections from 
Selniotica, Tile HagUe, Mouton, 1981. Fernando Poyatos in his essay, 'Forms and 
Functions of Non verbal Communication in tile Novel; a New Perspective of the Author- 
Character-Reader Relationship. ' (pp. 106-149) not only separates gesture from language 
but then goes on to compare gesture Unfavourably with language: 'tile repertoire of non 
verbal communication symbols is much more limited than tile one symbolizing verbal 
language, that is, what traditionally - but perhaps not one hundred percent accurately - 
we call words' (p. 109). 
4 
SOCiO-ling"istics includes the subdisciplines of proxenlics (tile study of tile spaces that interlocutors leave between each other when communicating), kinesics (the study of the - 
principally hand - gestures that accompany verbal communication). Norbert Freedman in 'Toward a Mathematization of Kinetic Behavior; a Review of Pali] Bouissac's La 
Mesure des gestes' (see above Kendoil A., (ed. ) pp. 151-164) evaluates Bouissac's aims in these terills: 'His overall goal is to arrive at a model for the quantitative and objective 
segmentation and representation of corporal sequences. His ideal model strives for the 
mathenlatization of body movements as construed in a VOILInle of three dimensional space 
so that behavioral sequences can be delineated as successive volumes. ' Clearly Bouissac's 
attempt to circumvent words in favour of mathematics represents a scientific approach 
to gesture which is almost diametrically opposed to illy understanding of the 
representation of gesture in Genet's texts. This is not to condenin BOLlissac's theorisation 
nor Freedman's integration of it into the broad church of senliotics, but to indicate once 
again that existing theorisations of gesture are of linlited value in tile present chapter. 
(Bouissac's work was originally published in AI)I)roaches to Semiotics, paperback series 
3, The Hague, Mouton, 1973). 
5 
Mauss M., 'Les techniques du corps' Journal (le psychologie, volume 32, numbers 3 and 4,1936. (also available in Mauss, Sociology anil Psychology; Essay. y, ROLItledge and Kegan Paul, 1979, pp. 95-123). Another title which shares this broad approach is Jousse M., LAnthropologic du geste, in three volumes, Paris, Galliniard, 1974 (first published: Paris, Resnia, 1969). 
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of hunlan movement: 
Tile senlinal article by which half a century of social-science research on the body 
has been influenced. Every society has its way of sitting and walking, standing 
and swimming. Polynesians do not swini like us, and my generation does not 
swinl like that of today. As obvious and central as these facts are, ethnology has 
treated them tinder the rubric 'varia'. When writing this article Mauss complained 
that his colleagues treated him as ail outsider, because he made this congery of 
observations into tile object. of his discipline. ' 
We can see that Mauss's work oil human movement has made a contribution to the way 
that we understand gestures in other cultures and their relation to our own. Mauss's 
influence is still clearly discernable in cultural anthropology today. ' However, the 
systernatisation, classification and contextualisation of human movements and the 
subsequent comparison of these systems is not relevant to Genet's early prose fiction 
because the separation between language and geStUre which prevails in the direct visual 
experience of gestures in empirical reality (and in tile theatre and dance) does not apply 
to thern. This is because tile language in which these human movements are mediated is 
generally not the main issue in anthropological, sociological and semiological. texts. 
Since late twentieth-MItUry theorisations of gesture are based on human 
movements in empirical reality, let us see if there is a writer or theorist who has 
established a conceptUal framework for the analysis of the language of gesture in prose 
(of 'geste' and related ternis) which might be relevant to Genet's early prose fiction. One LI 
possible candidate is Georgio Agamben for whom gesture is associated with pure C- 
mediation. ' I have not been able to trace any pUblished work by him oil this subject and 
Zone, volume 5, pp. 562-3. 
7 
Cf. Brernmer J. and Roodenburg H., A Cultural Histoly (? f Gestureftom Antiquity to the 
Present Day, Cambridge, The Polity Press, 1991. 'But most modern writing on the t-15 
subject starts from tile assumption that gesture is not a universal language, but is tile 
product of social and cultural differences [ ... ] It was given classic expression 
in 1935 by 
the anthropologist Marcel Mauss in his essay on 'Tile Techniques of tile Body. ": from 0 the Introduction by Keith Thomas (p. 3). 
8 
'Gesture as Pure Mediation' was tile title of a lecture that Agamben gave on 29th 
November 1995 at tile Slade Centre for tile History and Theory of Art, at University 
College London. 
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my knowledge of his ideas on gesture come from a single lecture that lie gave on the 
subject. Agamben uses gesture in a looser way than my own approach which is grounded 
in the specificity of tile use of tile word 'geste' in Genet's early prose fiction. He is more 
interested in using gesture to develop his concept of pure mediation, rather than a specific 
investigation of gestures in the empirical or tile textual domains. 
Aganiben focuses oil how gestures can 'open aesthetic and ethical dimensions' 
because a gesture 'shows itself as a gesture, detaching itself from its end', that is to say 
from language used for communication. He gives the concrete example of the difference 
between dance and walking from point A to point B which is goal-oriented. My approach 
has taught us to be sceptical of any link made between gestures and visibility and this also 
applies to Agamben's use of the phrase 'shows itself' here. This 'show[ing]' should not 
be associated with objectivity or intrinsic purity (Agamberi does this) because gestures, 
in the case of Genet's texts at least, are always linked to language. The mediation (and 
it is impure) is in the language. However, tile part of Agamben's analysis which is most bbb 
relevant to tile present approach (which is sensitive to tile range of the term 'geste' in 
Genet's early prose fiction) occurs when lie broadens his concept of pure mediation to 
include poetic language. He does this by reproducing tile structure of gesture (which for eý C) r. ý- I-D 
him is pure mediation because it is detached from teleology) ill tile realm of language. 
Following this lie asks the following question: 'how does language say itself without 
beconling a metalanguage'. Aganiben is interested in a type of language which is 0 CýI 1ý 
detached from pragmatic communication. He consolidates his concept with a quotation 
from H61derlin who calls tragic poetry a machine -a machine - to show tile pure word 1-: 1 
'irn Mittel seines Erscheinens'. This is a valorisation of language which is still pregnant 
because it has not yet been carried to term and because it has not been expended by being 
used pragmatically. This valorisation has much in common with occurrences of the word 
6geste' in Genet's texts which are difficult to pass over in a spirit of pragmatic 
communication in order to move on to tile next passage of text. They are complex knots 
of incomplete visual representation, shifting subjectivity (of tile narrator, character or 
ideal reader) and focus oil language as tile agent which mediates all this. Z5 
We have to look back to the nineteenth century and to Hollore de Balzac to find 
a writer who discusses gesture ill a sustained manner. Tile people in motion along the b 
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Parisian boulevards, about whom Balzac writes in his Tho'(We de la dimarcW are 
clearly subjects, in the scientific sense, but it remains to be seen whether Balzac will 
refer to the way that language mediates gesture. tý' Cý 
I will use Balzac's text in a pragmatic way, foregrounding tile literary aspects of ID t) 
his analysis of gesture but questioning two assumptions; first, that gestures reveal the 
truth about the individual who performs them and, secondly, that Balzac is able to 
interpret gestures with absolute authority. Tile method and conclusions of Balzac's theory 
are not directly relevant to tile present chapter; this is because they primarily concern 
human movements in empirical reality. In order to get an idea why Balzac's method falls 
outside the scope of tile present thesis, let us consider his statement of ainis: 
Je r6solus de constater simplenlent les effets produits en dellors de Illolill-ne par 
ses mouvenlents, de quelque nature qu'ils fussent, de les noter, de les classer; 
puis Panalyse achev6e, de recliercher les lois du beaLl ideal en fait de illouvement, 
et Wen r6diger Lin code pour les personnes curieuses de donner Line bonne We 
Welles-m6nes, de leurs mocurs, de letirs habitudes: ]a (16illarche 6tant, selon moi, 
le prodrome exact de ]a pens6e et de ]a vie. "' 
Here, in a single passage, we have many of tile elements of an outmoded nineteenth- 0 r> 
century scientific theorisation of gesture. oil tile basis of this passage, we could 
justifiably term Balzac a seiniolooist of gesture avant la lettl-e: his method, in cornnion rý k: > 
with his twentieth-century counterparts, is primarily based oil observation of human 
movement in empirical reality. Tile aini of Baizac's theory is to instruct by means of 
codified laws. Earlier in the text lie invokes a comparison between gait and physiognomy 
in the following aphorism: 'La d6inarche est la physionoillie du corps' (p. 31) and lie also 
writes at an earlier point: 'il me parut impossible de faire mentir le niouvement' (p. 17). 
Thus, according to Balzac, gait and movement have a type of absolute authority. 
However, this passage does more than confirm Balzac's concept of the objectivity of 
gesture, because Balzac also puts tile laws of ideal beauty in movement to practical'use 
and it is at this point that a second type of authority is introduced: Balzac is also implying 
The work was first published in I'Em-ol)e fluftaii-e in 1833. It is reprinted in the second 
volume of OEuvres (liverse. v in tile OEuvres completes; pp. 1-63 (Paris, 'La soci6t6 
d'editions litteraires et artistiques, 1855). 
10 
pp. 23-24. 
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that certain 'personnes curieuses de donner une bonne We Welles-rnýmes' will be able 
to see and understand their own movement; consequently (and this is not stated explicitly, 
although the implication is there) these people will also be able to change the way that 
their gestures appear to others. Therefore gesture can be used in a pragniatic way. In the 
above passage Balzac offers certain curious people tile opportunity to give a good 
impression of themselves. However, to succeed they must first submit theniselves to the 
authority of Balzac the writer who sets himself as the supreme interpreter and theoriser 
of gait. Subsequently, however, these readers, their curiosity satisfied by the codified 
system of the law of the ideal beauty in movement, are able to take a more active, even 
authorial role because they will be able to compose the interpretation of their own 
gestures. Therefore Balzac is proposing a second type of authority which is indirect. 
In contrast, interpreters of the term 'geste' in Genet's texts do not perform with 
absolute authority. Furthermore, Genet's texts contain neither Balzac's type of indirect 
authority nor practical advice about gesture for tile reader because they deal with 
represented gestures. " In addition, it is evident that tile narrator in Genet's texts does 
not take his authority as an interpreter of gesture for granted (unlike the narrator of 
7beorie de la Wmarche) because oil some occasions - approximately five in each text - 
the narrator explicitly signals that his interpretation of a gesture is an authoritative one, 
for example: 
Le surveillant, qui OUvrit ]a porte, le fit avec solennit6, avec line sorte de 
tendresse. Sentiment qui fut indiscernable clans son geste, seulement je sais qu'il 
There is one instance of the narrator of Miracle modifying his gestures ex postfacto in 
order to give a more favOUrable impression of himself, bUt, here the modification relates 
to a specific gesture made by tile narrator and does not have any general relevance as in 
Balzac's case: 'Quand s'avanqait vers moi, en guerre, tin unarle, ]a peur des coups, la. 
peur physique me faisait me reculer et me plier en deux. C'etait Lin geste si naturel que je ne pus jamais Nviter, illais ilia volonte ni'en fit changer ]a signification. En peu de 
temps ftit prise I'llabitude, quand je me courbais en reculant, de poser nies deux mains 
stir ilies cuisses ou nies genoux fl6chis, dans ]a position de I'llomilie qui va bondir, 
position dont, aussitot que prise, je ressentais ]a vertu. Feus la vigueur qti'il fallait et 
nion visage devint m6cliant. Ce Wetait plus par Lin geste de frousse que j'avais dt6 plie, 
mais par tine rnanoeuvre tactique' (p. 162. ). Tile term 'geste' and the term 'position' indicate that tile immobility suggested by tile second term can co-exist with a reference to 'geste' describing tile narrator's movement. Therefore there is no absolute link between r) 
gesture and movement. 
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ftit, ce gAfe, soudainenlent attendri, prýt A foildre en larnies. " 
This extract begins with the narrator's description (in the third person singular) of the 
prison warden's initial gesture. Tile description is neutral in terms of authority because 
the third person singular is by far tile dominant mode of narration in Miracle. From this 
mode the narration shifts to tile first person singular at the point where tile affirmation 
of authority comes: je sais qu'il fut, [ ... ]'. Tile above passage comes at a key moment: 
Harcanione has been condemned to execution and is being led away. Tile narrator asserts 
his authority because it is vital for the narrative to elicit the reader's sympathy for 
Harcanione. Therefore tile narrator uses the first person singular to assert authority in 
respect of an interpretation of a gesture which is difficult for the reader to believe - the 
readiness of the hitherto anonymous and characterless warder to cry. Tile narrator asserts 
authority, but lie is askina too much of tile reader's credibility. Tile narrator is 
deliberately exaggerating. It is difficult for tile reader to believe that a warder is moved 
by Harcanione's fate because his character has not been elaborated other than in this 
e isode. Consequently, tile narrator's exaggeration of tile interpretation of the warder's P CýO 
gesture provides a model for the reaction of the reader to Harcanione's Situation. This 
t pe of authority is not the norm as in Balzac's text, but a strategy which proposes that y tP 
if the warder is moved then the reader should definitely be moved. Thus the specific 
context and detail of the interpretation is less important than the rhetorical ftinction of the 
authoritative tone used in tile interpretation of gesture which attempts to elicit tile reader's 
sympattly. 
Interpretations of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction have a greater variety of 
tone in comparison to Balzac's TWorie de la (IjInai-che. This variety allows for a 
modulation of narrative authority through tile use of different personal pronouns which 
relate to different degrees of narrative authority. " This modulation ranges from 
12 
Miracle, p. 272. 
13 
There appears to be no pre-ordained pattern in tile shifts of personal pronouns. if the 
narration is principally in tile third person then shifts in authority will be signalled in the first person singUlar (as in the case above). However, if the narration is mainly in the Cý first person singular, as in Journal, then shifts of authority are signalled by a move to tile 
third person Singular. For example: le soir, Lin homme se retournait-il stir mon passage, Stilitano subtilenient s'introduisait en illoi, il me musclait, il assouplissait nia d6marche, 
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assertions of authority -as in tile sentences that we have been considering to an abdication 
of authority as in tile second quotation of gesture from Querelle (p. 80) in subsection 
2-1.5: '[ ... I Pon ne petit dire que [ ... 1'. Such a direct abdication of narrative authority 
in the interpretation of gesture is unknown in Balzac's text. In 711corie de la dimarche 
the tone of authority is constant: 
Doric, cette science est h moi! Le prernier, j'y plante ]a hampe de ilion pennong 
conline, Pizarre, en criant: Ceci est au roi d'Espagne! quand il mit le pied sur 
I'Am6rique. " 
In this passage, Balzac, tile self-proclainled discoverer of tile unknown continent of 
gesture casts himself as tile performer of a textual gesture. The injunctions 'Continuez' 
(p. 11) and 'Arr6toils-notis" (p. 53) belong to the same order where the progress - in the 0 
etymological sense of 'moving forward' - of the theory is made to continue and is finally 
brought to a halt. 
The essential difference between Genet's and Balzac's texts and tile source of 
complexity in Genet's early prose fiction is that they put forward, but also put into 
question, the authority of narration in a much more overt and more self-conscious way 
than Theot-ie de la (/()/ ' nai-che. The interpretation of the word 'geste' in Genet's texts can 
lead to a questioning of narrative authority. 
Let us now move on to evaluate critical approaches to gesture in Genet's texts. 
Considering the frequency of the term 'geste' and the intimacy which characterises the 
representation of space in Gene't's texts, it is remarkable that gesture has been so 
sparingly analysed and evaluated in works of Genet Criticism. Indeed, there has been 
only one analysis of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction which might claim to call itself 
4stistained'; it is Jean-PaUl Sartre's twenty-six page discussion in Saint Genet. Apart from 
Sartre (and Coe (1968) whose discussion of gesture is profOUndly influenced by the 
philosopher's) there are two other published discussions of gesture which are worth 
mentioning. The first that I will analyse - by Jean-Marie Magnan (1966) - is 
representative of a superficial analysis; the second - by Claude Bonnefoy (1965) - is 
hardly any more sustained, but contains some interestina findinus. 1-11 0 
il 6paississait nies gestes, il me colorait presque. 11 agissait' (Journal, p. 205). 
14 
pp. 5-6. 
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In his Essai surJean Genet (1966) Magnan devotes two pages to a subsection that 
he entities 'le g6nie du geste". Magnan's technique consists of binding together a tissue 
of quotations (without page references) in an attempt to make a discursive work of 
literary criticism from Genet's early prose fiction with tile ininimurn of analysis. Despite 
the biographical slippage in his discussion (for instance, Gil's gestures in Querelle are 
said to correspond to Jean Genet's own) and his apparent confusion between disguise and 
gesture in the following extract, Magnan also usefully raises the possibility of the fluidity 
of character in Genet's texts which lie backs tip with quotations froill Sartre and Proust. 
This extract analyses tile episode in Querelle in which Gil dons Querelle's sailor's 
uniform to rob Seblon and is subsequently pursued. Magnan writes: 
Talonn6, il fait moins gratuitement, avec une n6cessit6 qui confýre son prix, 
1'exp6rience que Sartre consigne: "ll n'y a que des anies nionientan6es. " Celle qui 
derneure le plus longtenips ou qui revient. le phis souvent nOLIS I'appelons notre 
Arne et nous nous 6tonnons, aprýs nos longs voyages, de la retrotiver. Cet 
dtonnement que Genet cultive, Proust Va 6prouv6 aussi et il s'est. SOLIvent. demand6 
comment "apres tin long sommeil de plomb... cherchant sa pensee, sa personnalite 
comme oil cherche tin objet perdu, on finit par trOLIver son propre Illoi phit0t. que 
tout atitre. "l-5 
Magnan's formulation 'anies momentan6es' in this passage refers to a certain t pe of r> y 
plural subjectivity dependent oil time and composed of a series of singular entities. In this 
formulation, a singular subjectivity does tile searching and a singUlar subjectivity is what 
is found. Another way of approaching tile question is to argue that tile starting point 
concerns a narrator who is different from a singular subject in empirical reality. As a 
consequence, tile plurality found in tile text is a plurality of fractions and of degrees 
which is played OUt ill the language of the texts. It is impossible to say whether Magnan 
had an inkling of this interpretation of Genet's texts because the quotation above marks 
both the beginning and tile end of his treatment of gesture. 
As we have seen in 1.4, despite its linlited scope, Claude Bonnefoy's Jean Genet 
(1965) has tile unique merit aniong critical works from tile 1960s of attempting to 
privilege an analysis of Genet's literary language over biographical concerns. Bonnefoy's b 
reference to gesture in Genet's text occurs oil a single page; however, the expression b, b 
15 
p. 142. 
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6osmose' (p. 55) 16 that he uses to describe tile process of tile mutual transfer of gesture 
between characters is indeed felicitous because it is a proportional transfer which operates 
by degrees rather than by transposition or metamorphosis. The implication of Bonnefoy's 
expression is that, being exchangeable, gestures gain importance for themselves in 
contrast to the attributes associated with tile characters. With Bonnefoy, readers can trace 
the development and mutual interaction of tile attributes of gestures, rather than simply 
reading the descriptions of the static characters or archetypes in Daviron (1989-1990) and 
Magnan (1966). Thus gesture increases in importance in proportion to an increase in its 
fluidity and ambiguity. 
As we have seen in 2.1.2 gesture in Genet's texts is not recoverable from the 
language which represents it. It is for this reason that I have avoided mentioning the 
range of gestures in the texts under discussion in the present introduction because to do 
so is to resurrect the distinction between gesture and language which is not applicable to 
gesture in any literary text. It is to separate human movement and the language which 
represents it and then privilege movement for the purposes of a typology. There are many 
possible elements in potential typologies, for example: everyday gestures, ritualised and 
religious gestures, as well as possible gestural archetypes based around individual 
characters or a gestural sociolect centred around social or occupational groups (for 
example: sailors, pimps and thieves). However, at bottom, all these typologies will be 
shown to be inadequate (2.3)" because they overvalue the visual component of gesture 
and undervalue its representation in language. 
16 
Genet does not use the word 'osmose, however, there are parallels between osmosis and 
the exchange between self-sufficient categories: 'La trahison, le vol et Vhoniosexualit6 
sont les sqjets essentiels de ce livre. Un rapport existe entre eux, sinon apparent toujours, 
du nioins nie semble-t-il reconnaitre une sorte (Pechange vasculaire entre inon goth pour 
la trahison, le vol, et mes amours' (p. 193). Cf. the word: 'oscillation: 'il existe un 
itroit ralymn entre les. fleurs et les hagnartls. La fragilite, ]a delicatesse des prerniýres 
sont de meme nature que ]a brutale insensibilit6 des autres' (p. 1); a footnote relating to 
this passage states: 'Mon 6moi c'est Poscillation des tines aux autres'. 
17 
Similarly, in illy discussion of tile connection between tile gesture and violent death and 
murder in Genet's texts (2.3.7), 1 concentrate not on the type of movement which ends in death (stabbing, cutting of the throat, shooting) but oil the wider context in which such 0 Z> 
gestures are pre-empted by the narrative and more specifically on what impression the tone and rhythili and choice of words are attempting to convey. 
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In her Le. y CaractHe. v chez Jean Genet (m6nioire de iiialtrise, Universit6 de 
Toulouse-Le Mirail UFR de Lettres Modernes, 1989-90), Caroline Daviron attempts a 
partial classification of gestures in Genet's early prose fiction. Daviron isolates character 
archetypes such as the pinip ('le niac') and then briefly (pp. 40-44) discusses 'quatre 
gestes naturels au iliac: pisser, ftirner, remonter son froc et gestes de drarne, de violence' 
(p. 40). 1 feel that tile title of the last category ('gestes de drailie et de violence') 
implicitly acknowledges tile limits of Daviron's own classification because, for example, 
tragic gestures ('gestes de dranie') are by no means tile preserve of tile 'Iliac'; they are 
not even the preserve of tile male. I quote: 
Le Pr6sident fit avec ses belles mains le geste que les trag6diennes font avec letirs 
beaux bras. Trois frissons subtils agitýrent sa robe rouge, cornme tin rideall de 
th&re, comme si a son pail, vers le niollet, se fussent accroclides les griffes 
desespdrees cl'un petit chat agonisant dont les muscles de ]a patte auraient et6 
crisp6s par trois petites secousses de rnort. " 
In the passage above the 'geste que les trag6diennes font' even transcends the category 
of human, movement because a comparison with an animal is invoked. Daviron's 
invocation of archetypes thus simplifies tile complex metaphors which are part of gesture. 
Tile illost sustained analysis of gesture in relation to Genet's texts deserves the 
most detailed evaluation. This analysis is twenty-six pages long and is found in Sartre's 
Saint Genet, comidien et martyr (pp. 411-437). Tile second section of the first chapter 
('ttrange enfer de ]a beaute... ') of the third book (Deuxiýnie m6tanlorphose: Pesthýte') 
of Saint Genet is devoted to gesture. 
The present critique of Sartre's study which is focused oil a single aspect (gesture) 
cannot do justice to tile breadth and depth of his project to write: 'I'llistoire d'une 
lib6ration' (p. 643). This breadth and depth is testified to by tile fact that articles, essays 
and theses about Saint Genet (both expository and critical) form one of the largest 
potential subdivisions of the bibliography of this thesis. " However, leaving this caveat 
18 
Notre-Dame, pp. 349-350. 
19 
References to the most important texts are: R. N. Coe (1968) and The Theatre (! f Jean Genet, a Casebook, New York, The Grove Press, 1970; C. -E. Mease, 'Genet and the Phenomenology of Criticism', unpublished doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 0 1983, abstract in Dissertation Abstracts, 43 (1982-83), 3459A (pp. 78-132 and especially 92-96); R. D. Laing, The Sell' and Othem, Furthei- Studies on Sanity and Madness C) 
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aside, my evaluation of Sartre's writing on gesture still has to balance conflicting 
dernands. The first is to retain tile focus oil gesture in Genet's texts while providing an 
exposition of enough of tile context of Sartre's argumentation to fulfil illy intention (stated 
in the introduction) to write against Saint Genet (by at least taking up a position in 
relation to its aims, methodology and conclusions). This is difficult because Sartre's 
discussion of gesture is not easy to separate from the structure of tile argument in Saint 
Genet and from tile evolution of its main protagonist ('Genet'), who becornes a thief then 
an aesthete and, finally, a writer. Secondly, it also presents problems because Sartre's 
study is such a formidable piece of argumentation; there are many specific points where 
I agree with it, despite tile selective use of biography in its construction. 
I hope to address these conflicting demands in the following ways: first, by nleans 
of a detailed focus oil the examples of the word 'geste' that Sartre takes from Genet's text 
(there are only three, indicating that his analysis is not based on examples of 'geste' in 
Genet's texts): secondly, by analysing how tile word 'geste' is used within the structure 
of Sartre's study. Tile first approach is a piece of comparative textual analysis and the 
second is an analysis of the rhetoric of Saint Genet in terms of 'geste'. 
Although there are only three quotations from Genet's texts in Sartre's study 
which include tile word 'geste' (, and one of them is simply mentioned in passing), the 1-ý 
term abounds in the third book of Saint Genet, thus indicating that Sartre appropriates 
6geste' as part of his own rhetoric (which will be examined shortly). Now let us look at 
GenetlSartre, London, Tavistock PUblications, 1961 (pp. 179-182); L. A. C. Dobrez, 'Jean 
Genet, Solitude and the Sartrean Look', 77ic Southern Review, 10 (1977) 174-186; 'Tile 
Image and the RevOlUtionary, Sartrean Relations in Work of Jean Genet, Southern 
Review, 11 (1978) 57-71; L. D. Nordstrom, 'Sartre and Evil, a Study of Saint Genet' 
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University Of COILInibia, 1973, abstract in Dissertation 
Abstracts, 37 (1976-77), 3697A; J. -I. Yoon, 'Saint-Genet, coni6dien et martyr, de la 
pr6face a ]a critique litt6raire', unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Paris X, 1991 
(Order number 91PA100014); C. Howells, Sartre's Theory (? f Literature, London, Modern Humanities Research Association, 1979 and 'Derrida and Sartre: Hegel's Death Knell' in Derri(ja an(I Deconstruction, (ed H. J. Silverman), New York and London, Routledge, 1989 and 'Sartre and the Language of Poetry' in p1jilosophers' poets (ed. 
David Wood), New York and London, Routledge, 1990). Tile following articles 
L 
demonstrate a more critical approach to the niethodolooy of Saint Genet: C. Davis (1994); J. Siniont, 'Saint Genet et G/as', Les 7ejnp, v lno'tlernes, 510 (January-March 1989) 113-137; B. Sichere, 'L'Ath6ologie de Jean Genet' Cliffini, 16 (Autunin 1986) 27-37 and L'Ilifini, 17 (Winter 1987) 102-128; J. Guicharnaud, 'All Existential Analysis 
of Genet' Yale Review, 53 (1963-64) 435-440; N. Fredette (1990) and A. Dobson (1993) pp. 138-149. 
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the textual analysis of passages in Saint Genet. The first example is a passing reference CI 
to the killing of Sonia by C16illent Village. Here the killer recounts tile events to the I> 
narrator of Notre-Daine. Sartre writes: 'Genetjoue aMgrement sur deux tableaux: le plus 
grand crime dans le prenlier systeme sera le plus beau, geste dans le second; Facte 
abominable de I'assassin cest en m6nie temps le geste tragique du sacrificateur' (p. 418). Cý 
As this is a passing reference which does not concern the specific use of gesture in this 
passage nor human movement in general, I shall reserve my own detailed analysis of this 
passage until 2.3.7 which is devoted to tile relationship between gesture and killing in 
Genet's texts. At this stage I will simply point out that the passage contains the basis of 
Sartre's approach to gesture which consists of two systems working ill parallel. The first 
system reads the gesture in the text as if it were all act in empirical reality and condemns 
it. The second system, in which fatality plays a role in tile killing, is then integrated into 
an ordained pattern of sacrifice. This dual system will be analysed in greater depth later, 
especially in terms of ]low what seems to be a binary opposite of an act in one system 
is brought closer by Sartre to tile fictional construction of gesture in tile second. 
Tile second example of a textual analysis of gesture from Saint Genet concerns 
tile first description of Robert in Journal. I quote first from Genet's text: 
S'il Wavait pas crachd dans ses deux mains pour tourner un treuil je n'eLisse pas 
renlarque un garqon. Ce geste que font les travailleUrs, tile donna Lin tel vertige 
que je crus toniber en chute libre jusqu', ý tine epoque - ou tine region de inoi- 
m8me - depuis longtemps oubli6. Mon coeur se reveillant, nion corps flit d'un 
coup desengourdi. Avec tine precision et tine rapidit6 follej'enregistrai le garqon: 
son geste, ses clieveux, Son COUP de reins, sa canibrure, le manýge de chevaux 
de bois stir lequel il travaillait, leur mouvement et la musique, la. f&e foraine, la 
ville d'Anvers le contenant, ]a Terre tournant avec pr6caution, I'Univers contenant 
un si pr6cieux fardeau, et nloi-mýille la, effray6 de poss6der le nionde et de tile 
savoir le poss6der. 1" 
Sartre quotes the portion of tile extract froill 'Moil coeLir se r6veillant [ ... ]' to 'et. de nie 
savoir le poss6der. ' We should note that Sartre misquotes tile filial words as : effray6 




This is not the only example of Sartre misquoting Genet's texts. Others in that portion 
of Saint Genet which discusses gesture are found on p. 424 'elle arrache son bridge', p. 
425 'Je suis reine' (Notiv-Daine reads: je serai reine, quand menie' p. 213). There is 
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the following phrase: 
Mais parfois, en prison, dans quelque cour des Miracles, Wimporte oO, 
I'agencenient des objets les plus vulgaires le frappe, Genet s'enfonce, il. se noie, 
Vapparence se referme stir lui: il a ýIwouW la Beaut6. Rappelons-nous sa 
rencontre d'Anvers [ ... 1.11 
Sartre then begins his analysis of the extract with the question of possession: Tette 
possession est imaginaire: comment ce paria pourrait-il poss6der Punivers si celui-ci ne 
s'etait change en apparence pour provoqUer une apparence de possession' (p. 419). 
Following this, Sartre then analyses how tile gesture is a source of an inversion of values: 
'Le tenips s'invertit: le coup de niarteau West pas donne pour monter le manýge, mais 
la foire, les gains fUtUrs que le forain escompte, le rnanýge, tout. cela Wexiste que pour 
provoquer le coup du niarteau. ' From tile outset, in tile phrase which introduces Sartre's 
analysis, we can see tile strengths an(] weaknesses of that analysis. Tile forcefulness of 
Sartre's writing is evinced by the introductory phrase. Sartre describes the actions of a 
man called 'Genet' in concrete and active ternis ('Genet s'enfonce, il se noie'). However, 
the actions that lie attributes to 'Genet' here, are as imaginary as tile appearance that 
'Genet' embraces so forcefully in Sartre's interpretation. These actions have no situation 
(to use the Sartrean terni). Rather, Sartre's descriptions of 'Genet's' actions have a 
discursive function and introduce tile textual analysis of a passage from Journal: they are 
Sartre's interpretation performed in advance. 
Let Lis now move oil to the start of Sartre's analysis in which tile possession of 
the world b 'Genet' is affirmed as imaginary, that is to say it is an illUsion. However, y In 
Sartre expresses his notion of the imaginary am the start of the section on gesture in the L- 
following ternis: '11 petit y avoir une causalite de Viniaginaire. Le n6ant, sans cesser 
d'etre n6ant, petit produire des effets reels' (p. 411). Therefore tile imaginary is never 
divorced from the real in Genet's case. It will be seen that the whole of tile third book 
another example of misquotation where Sartre writes provocatively-. "T'art, dit Genet, 
de vous faire bouffer de la merde. Cette beaut6 West pas facile; elle exige une tension 
de toute instant, tin effort soutenu pour faire tenir ensemble ces deux ternies - ordure et joyau 433); this does not correspond to the original passage in Pompes: 'La 
poesie ou I'art d'utiliser les restes. D'utiliser la merde et de vous la faire bouffer' (p. 190). Colin Davis (1994) cites another example on pp. 52-54. 
22 
p. 418. 
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of Saint Genet, with gesture at its centre, is the mid-point of Sartre's argument in terms 
of the structure of his whole text. Therefore Sartre's interpretation of the term 6 geste' 
also plays a pivotal role linking Non-Being and Being; this link also mirrors the evolution 
of 'Genet' from someone who conformed to his pour autrui to a writer in his own right. 
Let us now move on to consider tile start of Sartre's analysis of the passage from 
Journal. Sartre dismisses tile possession that is affirmed in the passage. Once again, 
Sartre's analysis is forceful and direct, his 'Genet' cannot possess anything because the 
verb 'possesses' is_valid_ onlyin aworld from which 'Genet' is excluded. This means that 
'Genet' is concerned with tile siniulacruni of possession, which follows the usual 
structures of possession in the real world, but possesses illusion rather than something 
concrete. However, I suggest that possession in tile passage from Journal should not be 
judged against the real world at all. Sartre undervalues the focus of tile passage which 
is Robert's gesture of spitting in his hands in anticipation Qf turning tile winch (this is 
found at the start of the extract in Journal, but it is not quoted by Sartre). The anticipated 
turning movement imposes its own structure oil tile text: circularity. The narrator does 
not describe at any point wily tile gesture moves him in such a profound way. However, 
tile extract focuses oil the anticipation of seeing movement, which is then translated into 
the narrator being moved (in ail emotional sense). The emotional movement is at once 
liberating and terrifying. The whole of tile experience is an oscillation between a loss of 
consciousness through fear and an intensification of movement in the narrator's emotions. 
This is indicated in oppositional pairings between 'vertiae' oil tile one hand, and 'mon 
coeur se r6veillant' and 'mon corps d6sengotirdi' oil the other. Tile oscillation is also 
reproduced in tile pairing of tile two adverbial phrases which follow the neutral verb 
6 enregistrer': 'Avee tine pr6cision' and '[avec] title rapidit6 folle' - tile first suggesting 
intensification and the second a loss of control. And, finally, when tile narrator possesses 
the world, lie also describes his emotional state as: 'effray6'. Furthermore, it could be 
suggested that the oscillation between, oil one hand, tile intensification of perception and 
dizziness and, oil tile other, a loss of control, is reproduced in the two types of circular 
movement represented in tile extract. First there is tile regular circular movement of the 
fairground ride and tile earth ('le maiftue de chevaux de bois stir leqLieI il travaillait, leur 
mouvement, et ]a niusique, la fýte foraine, ]a ville d'Anvers les contenant, la Terre 
tournant avec precaution, l'Univers conservant [ ... 
I'); this regularity is empliasised by 
the verbs 'contenir and 'conserver', yet it is simultaneously opposed to the eccentric 
movement outwards from roundabout to fair, to Antwerp, to tile Earth and finally to the 
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Universe. We should also recall that the whole experience is cranked up by Robert: 'S'iI 
n'avait pas crach6 dans ses deux mains pour tourner tin treuil [ ... ]'. The narrator is 
describing a coup (lefinulre. 
With the third example, we conle to Sartre's analysis of an extraordinary gesture 
from Notre-Dame performed by Divine. It takes place aniong the 'tantes' at the brasserie 
Graff in Montmartre. Tile analysis of this scene, the gestlire and tile objects involved, 
represents by far tile most sustained discussion of ail individual gesture in Saint Genet: 
including digressions, it occupies eight pages (pp. 423-43 1). 4: ý r. > 
Let us first quote at length tile relevant passage from Notre-Dame: tý 
Divine rit aux Mats. La couronne de perles tonibe a terre et se brise. 
Condol6ances auxquelles la joie m6chante donne des richesses de tonalit6: 'La 
Divine est d6couronn6e! ... [ ... ] Les petites perles roulent clans 
]a sciure senn6e Stir 
le planclier o6 elles sont semblables aux perles de verre que les colporteUrs 
vendent peu de chose amix enfants, et celles-ci sont pareilles aux perles de verre 
que nous enfilons chaque jour clans des kilonletres de fil de laiton, avec quoi, en 
d'atitres cellules, oil tresse des couronnes illortuaires pareilles A celles qui 
joncliaient le cimetiere de nion enfance [ ... ]. Dans 
le cabaret, toutes les tantes 
sont soudain agenoui I lees. Seuls, les homilies s'6rigent droits. Alors, Divine 
potisse tin rire en cascade stridente. Tout le monde est attentif: Cest soil signal. 
De sa bouche ouverte, elle arrache soil dentier, le pose stir soil crAne et, le coeur 
clans ]a gorge mais victorietise, elle s'6crie d'une voix cliang6e, et les IMes 
rentr6es clans ]a bouclie: - Eli bien, inerde, mesdames, je serai reine quand 
nihie. Quand j'ai (lit que Divine etait faite Wune eau pure, j'aurais dO prdciser 
qu'elle 6tait taillee dans des larnies. Mais faire soil ggeste 6tait peu de chose a cote b de ]a grandetir qti'il Iiii fallut pour accomplir celui-ci: retirer de dessus ses 
Clievetix le bridge et le rentrer clans ]a bouche et I'y accrocher. Ce n'dtait pas rien 0 
pour elle de parodier tin couronnenient royal. " 
In his coil textual i si ng of Divine's gesture (pp. 423-424), Sartre weaves together extracts 
which come from other parts of the text than tile passage quoted here. For instance, the 
phrase: 'Divine entra vers deux lieures du inatin chez Graff a Montmartre [ ... ]' (p. 423) 
is found much earlier in Genet's text (p. 37) than tile extract above (pp. 212-214). Sartre 
needs to put Divine's gesture into a wider context than Graff's in Montmartre, because 
for him the essential point about tile gesture is that it is a performance which is intended 
to have an effect oil others. For Sartre, Divine's is a public gesture. As they affect 
others, Sartre calls such gestures 'actes'; thus, '[s]es actes sechappent Welle et vont 
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Tile use of tile term 'acte' to describe what Sartre also calls a gesture is indicative of the 
way in which gesture can impinge on Being and on the real world. Of Course, the real 
world in a concrete and empirical sense is one of tile areas that Sartre addresses in his 
analysis of Genet's writing in Saint Genct. However, here it is more a case of Sartre 
seeing Divine's gesture as relevant outside tile particular scene in which it occurs. In his 
reference to incubi and succubi, Sartre is referring to gestural osi-nosis (that I develop 
using Bonnefoy's term), but does not discuss it in depth or refer to any other examples. 
Sartre returns (p. 425) to Divine's situation before her pearls fall to tile floor and focuses 
on the pretence that is an integral part of tile existence of the transvestite. However, for 
Sartre, Divine is not a character in Notre-Dalne who must be considered independently 
and as a narrative creation-, for Sartre j ... ] Divine Cest Genet lui-rnýrne, puisqu'elle 
figure Phorrible d6ch6ance p6d6rastique qu'il redoute [ ... ]' (p. 425). Then, however, in 
a characteristic move, Sartre goes oil to question whether '[ ... ] nous ne sommes pas si 
diff6rents Welle: sonnnes-nous magistrats, d6put6s, illedecins ou jouons-nous ý 1'6tre? ' 
(p. 425). 
It is by means of Sartre's stress here on tile ontological implications of gesture 
that it is possible briefly to examine the role of Sartre's analysis of gesture within Saint 
Genet. These implications emerge from his textual analyses. On one point I arn in total 11-15 
agreement with Sartre: the writing about gesture in Genet's text is writing about 
transformation (although, for ine, this transforination concerns plural subjectivity and 
language rather than ontology alone). This is why 'geste' is the middle terill in a tripartite L, 
chapter division in Saint Genet which starts with 'Finiage' and ends with 'le mot'. These 0 
three terms also represent a progressive concretisation of the intentions of 'Genet's' 
writing: 'le mot' means language in Sartre's schenia. Hence gesture is considered as a 
privileged way to reach the goal of 'making languaue' (later described as writing) which eý t5 
is so important in Saint Genet. Sartre's notion of language as the goal of gesture is at 0 
odds with illy own which sees gesture and language as perpetually connected because 
language mediates gesture in prose fiction. 
At the start of the section entitled 'Le Mot' Sartre states that: 'Genet tentait 
d'irrealiser les choses par cles gestes: c6tait se donner trop de mal; il suffisait de parler: 
car ]a parole est geste et le mot est chose' (p. 437). There is a problem in Sartre's 
argunientation at this point. It concerns the use of Genet's texts and the attribLition of 
gestures to Jean Genet (1910-1986). Although Sartre had stressed in the section on 
gesture that it was impossible to derealise objects by gestures, lie now attributes this 
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desire to derealise to his protagonist 'Genet' in tile past. Sartre's strategy focuses on how 11-1) 
speech ('Ia parole') comes to provide a linguistic alternative to gesture in the present (that Zý tý- 
is the stage that 'Genet' has reached in his development at that point in Sartre's analysis; 
Sartre has not yet moved oil to Genet's 'future' as a writer). I Would argue that this 
strategy caricatures and distorts tile subtleties in Sartre's own gesture section. Moreover, 
it is unclear what Sartre is referring to when he states that 'Genet' was attempting to 
derealise, when it was enough to speak. Tile only examples of 'Genet's' gestures that 
Sartre gives us in this part of Saint Genet are from tile five works of early prose fiction 
(except for a passing reference to Genet's film, Un Chant Wanlollr). It does not make 
sense to isolate two different elements of Genet's texts (passages which include 'geste' 
on one hand, and direct spoken utterances which do not and then ascribe to them different 
language uses. They are both extracts from a narrative and any distinctions between them 
must be made in the context of the individual work (as in the case of language 
consciousness in the next chapter). It is not a case of one or some of them being (an) 
attempt(s) to derealise and the other being. speech (parole'): hoth are mediated by 
language. 
The second aspect of the problem with Sartre's argumentation is his concept of 
language and this emerges when we examine tile phrases: 'La parole est, geste' and 'le 
nlot est chose' which are subtitles in tile section oil 'le mot'. In this quotation Sartre 
begins to concentrate oil the intersection between language and gesture (he calls the 
intersection: 'le geste verbal'). Tile titterances that Sartre focuses oil frequently have no 
relation to human movement whatsoever but, draw attention to themselves as Litterances 
in tile saine way as language conscious passages which will be the subject, of tile third 
chapter. Sartre states: quand Divine s'6crie: "Je suis la Toute-Folle", elle se designe 
et se maquille autant que si elle posait tin dentier stir soil crane' p. 437). This second 
aspect of the problem concerns Sartre's concept of language at tile time when he was 
writing Saint Genet (1949-1952). The problem will appear more clearly if we examine 
how Sartre elaborates verbal gestures: 
Des lors Genet prendra I'liabitude de faire I'6conomie du geste et de le reniplacer 
par son 6quivalent verbal: ]a plirase. Et, puisque, le geste estli6tique avait pour fonction de convertir une r6alit6 sordide en luxtieuse apparence, le geste verbal 
sera un jugenient categorique (ILI type "x est y" (lans lecluel. le stijet sera 
regulierenient choisi parnii les ternies du systeme " niisýre" et Fattribut parmi ceux 
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du systNne "luxe of . 
24 
This analysis indicates that Sartre's view of the verbal gesture (and also of language) is 
rather mechanistic. What Sartre is describint, here is a division of language into a dualist Cý tý- 
systern; following this, according to Sartre, ternis in Genet's writing are frequently VD t> 
inverted: the base term (in a moral sense) is referred to with an elevated attribute. 
However, it is one thing to note the use of inversion in Genet's writing and quite another 
to ascribe it to a personalised, derealising function of pederastic aestheticism ('I'office 
irrealisant de Festh6tisme p6derastique'). Christina Howells (1979) has pointed Out that 
Sartre's ideas of language underwent significant modification throughout his creative life 
and in particular in the period from the publication of Saint Gellet in 1952, to the 
appearance of the third volume of L'Wiot (lefiamille in 1972 (pp. 170-219). Howells 
argues that Sartre becomes more aware of the alienation of lanouaae. Alienation is what r) In 
happens when language is articulated and becomes part of history and the en soi, when 
it becomes 'formally immutable but vulnerable to the interpretation of others' (p. 175). 
Another aspect of alienation in Sartre's ideas about language is the increasing importance 
for him of Ia part du (liable' that is tile proportion of unintended meaning that can 
accompany each utterance or phrase. 'La part du (liable' in fact represents a (growing) 
realisation oil Sartre's part that meanings are not only to be understood in ternis of the 
originator of tile words and his or her free act of choosin4g, to give meaning to them. Thus 
the receiver of meaning, the addressee or the reader are also implicated in the act of 
COMMUnication. However, as we can see from Sartre's analysis above, he did not return 
to Saint Genet to revise his writing about language. And therefore the writing about 
language in Sartre's study remains tied to a reductive version of tile biography of Jean 
Genet. 
For tile sake of completeness it is necessary to include a note on Richard Coe's 
discussion of gesture. Coe (1968) is the only critic writing in English to have made more 00 




Cf. Coe (1968), pp.; - cursory references are in parenthesis - 41,43-46, (47-48), (53), 70-71, (89), (92-93), (106), (113), 121, (124-125), 137, (142), 184,217,221. 
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is an addendum to the analysis of Saint Genet because Coe discusses gesture with Sartre's 
terminology: 'Writing, in fact, is an act - no different from other acts in an existential 
view of the universe: a free choice for whose repercussions from now until the end 
of time he who acts has absolute responsibility. [ ... ] tile act of writing is the 
first act-in- 
reality that lie had achieved' (The Vision (? f Jean, Genct, p. 12 1). This quotation recalls 
Sartre's '[ ... ] 6crire est tin acte, non tin geste [ ... I' (p. 446), but does not acknowledge 
it. Coe mentions gesture within his individual discussions of each text (an approach I 
avoid). I would suggest that the fragniented discussion of gesture in Coe (1968) is a 
consequence of the broad range of his Study. Its index continues to be useful for an 
overview of over two hundred themes in Genet's oetwre. However, it is also my 
contention that Coe adds nothing to Sartre's account of gesture. On those occasions, for 
example, where Coe brings in a suggestive link between gesture and stasis (in tile form 
of statues and sculpture), the link is obscured because it is discussed as 'gesture out of 
thne'. That is to say immobile, just like a film projection in freeze frame. Coe does not 
elaborate (as I do) either the frequent dissociation in Genet's texts of gesture and 
completely visualisable descriptions of human movement (2.1.2), or the concentration of 
gesture (2.3.6) and its association with weight and density, qualities which may at first 
seenn alien to gesture. 
Once again, as with the quotation from Coe (1968) above, all one can extract 6 
from the following citation is ail inkling that Coe understood that tile word 'geste' is 
associated with writing about transformation; it is possible to say this because of Coe's 
emphasis oil tile word 'dýffcrent': 'A gesture cannot be spontaneous, it must have a cause, 
ail origin; but once it has come into being, then it can discard its origins, and beconle 
symbolic of some totally (Ifffýrcnt psychological motivation, which might have expressed 
itself in the same symbolic gesture' (p. 45). By ascribing 'being' to gestures, Coe tends 
to neglect the mediating role of language in the case of gestures in prose fiction. The 
links between gesture and stasis and gesture and trail sformati oil which are briefly touched 
on by Coe can be fruitfully elaborated only within an approach which takes into account 
the complex ways in which language mediates gesture. As far as the question of gesture 
and being is concerned, it is possible to analyse their interaction, but it must be 
acknowledged that being is relwesente(I in the texts considered here and is therefore best 
considered at one remove, as subjectivity (provided that we do not consider this 
subjectivity as one-dimensional). 
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2.1.4 'geste' and 'gestes' 
In this subsection I present tile specific usage of tile term 'geste' (and its plural 'gestes') rý 
in Genet's early prose fiction. These terilis give this second chapter a concentrated focus. 
'Geste' has advantages over tile more general terili 'human movement' because the term 
is found in both editions of all five of Genet's texts (there are seventy eight occurrences 
of tile word 'geste' in tile variants and excisions). Most importantly, however, 'geste' 
imposes itself as a guide-word because of its remarkably high frequency in all of the texts 
tinder consideration. 26 1 have not yet read another work of fiction which displays the 
term 'geste' with tile same degree of frequency as Genet's early prose fiction. 
There are, however, two caveats regarding tile use of 'geste' as a guide-word. 
First, if 'geste' becomes an automatic indicator of significance within the texts, the scope 
of the present chapter will be limited to a mechanical searching for examples which 
include it. To avoid this danger I include other representations of hunian movement in Cý 
my discussion even if they do not contain the word 'geste'. 27 
26 
In order to convey all impression of tile frequency of tile word 'geste', tile following 
figures refer to tile IlUmber of tinles that the term occurs ill the first one IlUndred pages 
of Genet's texts: Pompes, 55; Querelle, 44; Notre-Dame, 44; Miracle, 30 and Journal, 
19 (here, tile numbers refer to tile 'Collection Folio' editions, except ill tile case of 
Po1nj)e. v and Querelle where tile 'Collection L'imaginaire' editions were Used). 
27 
Examples of each of the other words whose Lise is similar to 'geste' are '111OLiveillent': 
'Grec, it [Mignon] entra chez la mort eil niarchant stir Pair pLir [ ... 1. A son passage - 
cela se rev6la par un imperceptible niouvement du buste -[... ]' (Notre-Dame, p. 23); 
'tics' and 'nianieres': Taimais un honlille au point d'entrer (tans sa peati, ses manieres, 
et devins tres apte a d6couvrir cliez les autres ces tics que Voil vote A celui qu'on ainie' 
(Miracle, p. 179); 'poses': les jours suivants, presque inconsciernment, parce qu'il 
[Gil] sentait autour de lui le d6sir du maqon, que1ques gestes de coquetterie lui 
echapperent. 11 exagera les poses aguichants [ ... ] it canibra les reins [ ... ] 11 voyait 
le 
regard de Th6o capter chactin de ces gestes aigus [ ... ]' (Querelle, p. 94) and 'postures': 'Malicieusement Querelle cherchait a 1'exacerber; avee un naturel 6tonnant it trotivait les 
poses les plus suggestives; soit qu'il s', -ipptiyAt contre le charnbranle, un bras souleve pour 
montre son aiselle, [ ... I soit qu'il prit pour repondre a l'officier une posture plus 
audacietise encore et qu', ý son appel, it s'avanqat, les mains dans les poches tendant 
Ntoffe de la braguette stir la verge et IeS COUilleS, le ventre insolent' (Querelle, p. 106), 
and finally 'acte' which can be a near-synonym of 'geste' WithOLIt tile Sartrean association 
with empirical reality: 'Ses g6nuflexions et. ses gestes se firent ]a copie fidNe de cetix tl qu'ex6cutait ]a soeur d'Alberto stir ce prie-Dieu chaque dinianche. 11 se parait de leur 
beaute. Ainsi, les actes Wont-ils de valeur esthetique et morale que dans la niestire oti 
ceux qui les accomplissent sont dou6s de puissance' (Notre-Dame, p. 180). 
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The second caveat is that, unsurprisingly, not every single occurrence of the word 
4geste' is relevant to my approach. In the first place, referring to a human movement 
with the term 'geste' raises it out of tile ordinary, out of the domain of human movements 
which are means to ends (Sartre understood this very well). Calling a movement a gesture 
ups tile stakes because the term puts the movement within a franle which draws attention 
to it as a possible bearer of significance. This is because readers have a tendency to 
imagine gesture in visual terms according to human movements made themselves or 
which they have seen others make. It is important to note, however, that within tile whole 
range of examples of tile word 'geste' in Genet's texts, the framing effect of the term is 
sometimes indeed only one-diniensional, as in tile following sentence: 'Mario fit tin geste 
d'agacenlent. Sa bouche se crispa. "Tu n'penses pas qu'j'ai les jetons, des fois? "' 
(Quemlle, p. 47). Here the gesture is quickly passed over, the gesture is not described 
visually (tile reader might presume that Mario makes tile gesture with his hand); ID 
however, the text does not return to the gesture and make the lack of clear visualisability 
an issue (as in so many cases in this chapter), nor is a second voice introduced to 
interpret tile gesture (this would give a second linguistic perspective on it): it is enough b 
to assume that tile gesture is an expression of Mario's feelings. In this case the gesture 
merely takes place sonlewhere in front of the reader: it is noted, but it is not situated 
more precisely in space. Precise situating of this sort would occur if it were performed 
by one character and viewed by another, or by several others. 
Let us now look at the wider context in which references to gesture are found in 
Genet's early prose fiction. Its importance is increased due to the small-scale 
representation of space in these texts. Let us first consider an example of our visual 
perception of tile empirical world: a liand gesture illade by a person viewed from afar in 
an isolated landscape is less likely to be significant because it is less likely to be seen or C) 
its parts distinguished. Genet's texts present tile opposite case; they are remarkable for 
the proximity of characters in enclosed spaces. Tile characters and tile narrator are in 
sight of each other and very frequently within touching distance. Making gestures and 
seeing gestures being made becomes particularly important in environments such as these. 
Thus, despite tile setting of significant parts of three of tile texts in towns (indeed Notre- 
Dame and Pomj)eY take place in Paris), the reader never has tile sense of a cityscape or 
of a panoramic view. The action takes place between people (narrator and characters) on 
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a local level and in enclosed spaces which are sparingly sketched: for example, cells, t; - 
stairwells, attics, ships' cabins, bars, brothels and bedroorns. Even the Parisian rooftops 
in Pompe. v are enclosed in the sense that they are surrounded by the Free French Forces. 
The representation of space oil a small scale also means that the reader has a sense of 
intimacy and complicity with the characters and tile narrator and this ftirther increases the 
importance of gesture. 
2.1.5 Examples of Gesture 
The three examples, of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction which follow are intended 
to illustrate representative characteristics of gesture. The first example is taken from t, 
Pompes where Erik, tile German soldier, narrates his movements in the first person: 
Ma main gauche 6baticha un trýs subtil geste pour saisir ý terre le calot tornbe. 
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This example has been chosen for its simplicity and because it also illustrates a key aspect 
of the relation between gesture and language in Genet's early prose fiction. Frequently 
tile clause, sentence or passage which contains the word 'geste' does not include a 
description of a movement. Indeed, one of tile surprising findings of the present chapter 
is that passages which include the word 'geste' frequently do not describe human 
movement in detail. In tile passage above, the character interprets tile quality of his own 41) 
gesture using the term 'subtil' without direct] describing it in terms of motion. Thus, y0 
it is possible to understand tile subtlety of the gesture in linguistic terms as tile difference 
between the phrase 'saisir a terre' and tile more prosaic 'ramasser'. That is tile difference 
between two types of language, between a circumlocution and a simple verb, between a 
more poetic and a more prosaic discourse. However, tile above quotation has another 
characteristic which concentrates tile relationship between language and gesture in tile 
difference in register between 'saisir a terre' and 'raillasser. The verb '6baucha' in tile 
extract above stresses the tentative nature of the gesture, indeed tile second verbal phrase 
6pour saisir a terre' with its infinitive form does not indicate whether Erik completed tile 




If the completion of tile action was important one might expect the following formulation: 6et saisit ý terre le calot tombV 
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Erik's gesture may be 'very subtle' but it is also partially obscured in terms of human 
movement despite tile use of a descriptive unit as precise as 'subtil' accompanied by an 
intensifier. In suni, then, this extract foregrounds the variation of register in the 
interpretation of tile gesture and does not simply present a visual description of it. 
Let us move oil to tile second example from Querelle which concerns the naming 
of Lieutenant Seblon's gesture: 
[ ... ] le lieutenant voulut endosser sa capote de drap bleti mais dans son geste, il, 
mit tant de coquetterie, vite et inaladroitement corrig6e que Fon ne peut dire qu'il 
Fendossa tant le mot est fort - et lui-m6ine spontan6nient nonlilla son geste 
"s'envelopper". 11' 
In Genet's texts gesture is frequently a representation of hunian movement which draws 
attention to itself and thereby to the signifying system of language which represents it. 
In tile extract above, the performer of the. gesture - Lieutenant Seblon - draws attention 
to tile language which lie uses to describe the gesture that lie has made. Thus, in the 
passage above, it is the interpretation (literally, the naming - 'noillmer') of the gesture 
itself which is at stake. The passage first presents a neutral interpretation of the gesture 
that Lieutenant Seblon is to perforill in tile transitive verbal phrase: 'voulut endosser sa 
capote'. Tile verb 'endosser' implies that the performer of the gesture intends to put the 
greatcoat on a specific part of his body in a conventional manner. However, the reference 
to gesture in this case brings tile verb 'endosser' into question; literally, 'Pon ne peut dire 
que [ ... I' (one cannot say that). Then, the performer of the gesture himself interprets his 
own gesture and chooses a reflexive verb which relates back to himself as subject. In the 
rest of this chapter and especially in its conclusion, I will argue that passages of this sort 
are not part of a narrator's strategy to create a temporary textual effect of independence 
for a character within tile narrative, but that they indicate that one narrative centre is not 
sufficient and that they attempt (however partially) to create a rival subjectivity and 
vocabulary. Passages of this sort are attempting to transcend singular subjectivity. 
The third example of gesture comes froill Pomjws and it concerns a movement of 
ainling a revolver to shoot (lead a French boy. In this case tile whole of the 'slow' and 
6solei-nn' gesture is described visually, so the niediation of language draws the gesture &I ID 
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out. Here Erik is speaking in the first person singular, but no sooner has he given the 
gesture attributes, than the arni-with-weapon ('Ie bras armfl beconles personified in its 
own right: 
Pour viser [... ]; il suffit de quelques milliniNres dans l'inclinaison nouvelle. 
Pourtant nia main pour y arriver decrivit tin geste lent, solennel. Le bras arm6, 
v&u de noir, s'6carta inimenshient de moi, porta la main dans ]a nuit, passa 
derriýre le tertre domW par Penfant, le contourna, enveloppa. le gosse plusieurs 
fois, se replia, revint en arriere, passa derriere moi qu'il nOLia A I'enfant reli6 
toujours A moi par la colonne de t6nýbreS, PLIN le bras, tOLIjours plus long et plus 
souple, enfernia ]a canipagne, saisit ]a nuit, la tassa, ]a bOUcIa dans ce inotivement 
lent mais souverain dencerclement de l'instant pour en faire tin bloc dcoeurant 
traverse par le rayon bleLl du regard d'Erik de plus en plus humain. Le bras I-- d6crivit encore qUelques boucles, saisissant, 6tranglant tout ce qu'il rencontrait de 
vivant, et il rainena devant illoi a la hatiteur de ]a ceinture, tin peu plus hatit, et 
16gýrenient Plus A droite, le revolver (I&W. ` 
There is a clear contrast between tile minimal movement in physical space 'il suffit de 
quelclues milliniNres... ' with which the passage begins and tile sheer scale of the 
prodigious, enveloping gesture of taking aim. The esture has its own structure with 0609 
variations in tile narrative point of view from which it is described. Thus although the 
passage begins in the first person, it is immediately made impersonal 'le bras [... ] 
s'6carta inimens6illent de moi', then, just before tile arm making the gesture returns to 
Erik, the third person singular of the main narrative is re-employed ('le rayon bleu dLI 
regard d'Erik'). Tile passage ends with a reference to tile first person singular and tile 
impersonal anthropomorphism of tile phrase 'le revolver d6cicld'. In this passage the 
gesture is isolated from a type of logic in which movements are willed by a clearly 
defined individual, hence both the fragmentation of tile body making the gesture ('le bras 
arm6, v6tu de noir, s'6carta immensenlent de moi, porta la main clans la nUit) and the 
fluctuation in narrative point of view from which tile gesture is described. Hence, visual 
description too can be associated with a complex or plural representation of subjectivity. 
Let us now look at elements that tile examples of gesture quoted above have in 
common. All three examples contain shifts in the narrative point of view and in the 
representation of subjectivity. In the first example, the shift to the first person singular 
from the third person SillgUlar occurs before the gestural passage. However, this has the 




because tile same person who makes tile gesture goes oil to describe it. However, shifts 
in narrative point of view are not always signalled by a variation in the personal pronoun, 
as in the case of Seblon's enveloping gesture above. indeed, the extract frorn Querelle 
maintains the third person singular to narrate Lieutenant Seblon's gestures, but we have 
seen that the type of language used changes (inverted commas and a reflexive verb are C) 
used), thereb enacting in language tile way in which Seblon would potentially name his y t> 
own gesture. In this way tile extract which is taken from tile main body of the text 
approaches the first person narrative of tile Lieutenant's private notebook (which is 
printed in inverted commas in the subscribers' edition of tile text). 
2.2 Shifts in Narrative Authority and the Naming, Interpretation and Description of 
Gesture 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Gesture is not completely dependent oil its visual component and, therefore, what is 
important in the relationship between gesture and language is the language in which 
gesture is named, interpreted or described. These three aspects are the key to the way in 
which gesture creates meaning in a given case. The present section will take two 
examples. In the first, the narrator interprets his own gesture and modifies his subjectivity 
in the process. In the second, tile narrator's claims to be able to interpret tile gesture of 
a character infallibly are undermined. 
proceed by examining tile interpretation, description and naming of gestures in t. 
the text, asking first, whether there is an interpretation, naming or description of the 
gesture and secondly, if so, by whom and at what point in the text this event or a 
combination of these events occurs? Thirdly and finally, I ask whether any of these 
events accompany -a temporary shift in the relationship of forces between character, 
narrator and reader in the passage containing the terni 'geste'. That is to say within a zn 
mainly third person narrative (such as Notre-Dame), does it remain the case that the 
mediation of a character's gesture is directly traceable to the narrator alone; or is it r) 
possible that the mediation is transparent or made by the character her or himself? 
2.2.2 AnalYsis of Examples 
Let us begin with the following extract from Miracle: 
[] et, lorsque je vis nies, scýiies interieures, jai Vivresse de les vivre totijotirs 
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a cheval, stir un cheval allant au galop et qui se cabre. le suis cavalier. C'est 
depuis que je connais Bulkaen que je vis h clieval, et j'eiltre h cheval dans la vie 
des autres comme un grand d'Espagne dans ]a cath6drale de Sdville. Mes cuisses 0 tý 
serrent des flancs, j'6peronne une monture, ma main se crispe stir des renes. 
Non que cela se passe tOLIt a fait ainsi, c'est-ý-dire que je me sache 
vrainlent ý clieval, mais plut6t je fais les gestes et j'ai I'Ame d'un liollillie qui est 
h cheval: nia main se crispe, ma týte se relýve, ma voix est arrogante... et ce 
sentiment de chevaucher Une býte hennissante et noble, d6bordant sur ma vie 
quotidienne, me donnait cet aspect que ]'on dit cavalier, et le ton et Pallure que 
je croyais victorieux. " 
The first paragraph stresses tile sense of living tile experience of being on horseback; 
6vie', 'vivre' and its cognates are mentioned no less than four times here. The first t:, 
implication of the notion of 'living' links tile experience to the specificity of the 41) 
narrator's life because lie lives his internal scenes (lie uses tile possessive to affirm that 
they are his scenes: 'nies scenes interieures'). The second iniplication ties the experience 
of being oil horseback to a state rather than a series of actions. Thus the experience takes 
place inside the narrator. Within such a context the metaphor je suis cavalier' is 
understood by tile reader in a literal sense as a concrete reference to tile narrator's 
physical situation at a given moment in time which the reader tends to imagine in a visual 
way. 
The second paragraph, however, presents a critical perspective on the narrator's 
living of the experience and its visual component. Gesture is invoked by the narrator to 
qualify the first paragraph. AlthouLgh it occurs only once, 'gestes' is an important term 
because it refers to the suni of the movements in tile previous paragraph. Tile experience 
of the first paragraph is qualified by the narrator ('non que cela se passe tOLIt ý fait ainsi') 
and gesture is invoked to reconstruct and redescribe the experience of living on 
horseback. This transforms the experience into a conscious siniulacruni; there is a 
distancing movement from the self-referential and reflexive formula of 'se savoir ý 
cheval' to the more critical formulation which recomises that the soul ('ame') and 0 
gestures are part of a wider context. In this context tile narrator sees hirilself on 
horseback, he characterises himself as making tile geStUres of a man oil horseback and 
thus is at one remove from the self-sufficient experience of 'Jiving oil horseback' in tile 
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previous paragraph. 
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Tile difference between both paragraphs SIIOLIId be understood less in terms of a C, 
binary distinction between tile narrator's inner and everyday life, than as a qualification 
of the original description of experience by language. There is a linguistic shift between 
the paragraphs from concrete visual inlages to more figurative language. This is 
demonstrated in the shift of tile term 'cavalier' which is understood substantively and in 
visual terms in tile first paragraph. In the second paragraph, however, norms and ways 
of seeing are not internal and private, but external and public in the sense that they are 
commonly held as opinions, indicated by tile phrase 'cet aspect quon dit cavalier. The 
word 'cavalier' in French is both a noun meaning 'horseman', which corresponds to the 
usage in the first paragraph and an adjective meaning 'offhand' or, in another more 
colourftil. term, 'cavalier'. Thus in English the movement of language between both 
paragraphs is illustrated in the difference between tile following sentences: 'I am a 
horsernan' and 'I am cavalier'. 
In this extract the use of tile terni 'gestes' is part of a critical perspective applied 
to inner experience. This perspective offered in the term 'gestes' in tile second paragraph 
simultaneously names, externalises and highlights the specifically linguistic components C. 
of inner experience, thus relativising them. This second level of critical judgement 
facilitated by the language of gesture is ftirther indicated by a shift in tense: tile imperfect 
of the last phrase, Tallure que je croyais victorieLIX', suggests that the narrator of 
Miracle in the second paraumph does not evaluate tile internal experience of living on 
horseback in the same way as lie did in tile first. 
It was stated in 2.1.5 that gestural passages often contain a shift in tile viewpoint 
of the narrator and that this shift. is often subtle as in the example from Mit-acle above 
and the second example quoted in 2.1.5 where the narrator allows Lieutenant Seblon to 
name his own gesture because the narrator cannot call it what lie originally intended 
(T-j Pon ne peut dire qu'il [Seblon] Pendossa tant le mot est fort'). As far as the 
example above is concerned, tile shift is not from the narrator to another character but 
a shift within the authority of tile narrator. Tile narrator first considers the experience of 
being on horseback as part of his own inner scenery and then goes on, by illeans of the 
reference to gesture, to adopt a much more. critical attitude to his earlier position. 
Moreover, this critical attitude also introduces a notion of tile other, and while this other 
is not another character, it may be SLI41114gested that the narrator is referring to the reader 
as other ('cet aspect que Pon (lit cavalier' refers to linguistic norms held in common C: - 
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between narrator and reader). Therefore, whereas tile scenes froill the narrator's inner 
life are played out for tile narrator alone, the use of gesture in the second paragraph 
makes a call oil tile visual component of gesture in a structural way, distinguishing 
between the person who makes the gesture and the person who perceives it and goes on 
to name it. Tile structural use of tile visual component of gesture does not involve the 
reader picturing the physical situation of the narrator on horseback as in the first 
paragraph. Tile visual component of gesture in tile second paragraph opens the possibility 
for the person who perceives the gesture to be different from the person who makes it 
and in so doing explicitly admits tile other as part of a relation between perceiver and 
perceived, not merely a self-referential description of inner scenes (je vis mes scenes 
int6rieures'). In the second paragraph the narrator understands himself as performing the 
gestures of a man oil horseback. It is at this point that tile narrator has left his inner 
world and singular subjectivity behind. He communicates with tile reader. 
Tile following passage from Notre-Dame contains a series of shifts of narrative 
authority concerning the interpretation of Divine's gesture. Interpretation is the key 
activity here: the shifts take place around interpretation and concern the idioni, voice and 
the linguistic register in which tile interpretation of the gesture will be made. The passage 
starts from tile point of tile absolutely authoritative, but absolutely transparent, narrative 
voice (it is transparent because tile narrative voice is not explicitly indicated by the use 
of tile first person singular or plural). There follows a notion of tile independence of the 
gesture. and, finally, it is the voice, idioni and linguistic register of Divine which 
interprets Divine's gesture (I will examine later whether this development represents a 
self-sufficient circularity in which the character both performs and eventually interprets 
the gesture). Tile passage describes Divine at a Montmartre caf6: C. 
11 en 6tait de nihie pour les gestes. Divine en poss6dait tin tres grand qui, sortant 
le mouchoir de sa poclie, decrivait une ininiense courbe avant de le poser stir ses 
Iývres. QLli efit voulu deviner le veste de Divine se fAt infailliblenient tromp6, car 1-1 cliez elle deLIX gestes 6taient contenus en tin. 11 y avait le geste 6labore, detourn6 
de son but initial, et celui qui le continuait et Faclievait en se greffant jUste ý 
Fendroit oil le premier cessait. Dotic, en sortant sa main de sa poclie, Divine avait 
voulti allonger le bras et secOLier son mouchoir de dentelle d6ploye ati bout. Le 
secouer pour tin adieu a rien, ou faire toinber Line poudre qLi'il tie contenait pas, 
tin parfitni, non: c6tait tin pr6texte. 11 failait ce geste immense pour raconter ce 
drame 6touffant: "Je suis Settle. Me sative qui peut. "" 
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This passage begins with a visual description of an extraordinarily expansive gesture 
which the narrative voice presents as ail example of Divine's gestures in general; indeed, 
here, Divine is said to possess the gesture ('Divine en poss6dait till tres grand [ ... ]'). I 
hope to demonstrate how tile passage immediately undermines and finally subverts the 
authority of tile narrative voice in relation to gestures. Tile undermining and the 
subversion of this authority necessarily entails tile admission of the other and that is 
exactly what occurs in the next sentence. Here tile narrative voice excludes tile possibility 
of a correct interpretation of Divine's gesture by tile other, presumably this is from any 
source other than the narrative voice, such as tile reader for instance; however, this 
exclusion simultaneously opens tile possibility of an interpretation of Divine's gesture by 
tile other because it names tile other and adillits tile possibility of its intention to interpret 
('QUi e0t voulti [ ... I'). The narrative voice follows the description with what would 
appear to be tile announcement of ail absolutely authoritative interpretation: 'Qui eU^t 
voulu deviner le geste se Mt in fail I iblement troinpe. ' However, the narrative voice does 
not immediately go oil to interpret infallibly; instead there is a description of tile binary 
structure of tile gesture. The first gesture is diverted from its initial goal and is thus in 
suspense and incomplete. Tile second gesture completes the original gesture by 
supplementing it. The language used in the description of this supplementing process does 
not reveal tile cause of tile process. The reflexive verb 'se greffer' suggests the action of 
the second supplementary gesture is independent. Therefore tile structure of gesture itself 
admits the other, which at this point is ail independent element without a specific origin. 
The authority of tile narrative voice is thereby undermined. After the structure of the 
composite gesture has been described, tile term 'donc' suggests once again that the 
interpretation of tile c; esture is to follow. However, what follows is a visual description 
of the first and tile second gesture. The interpretation is further suspended. The string of 
negatives ('un adieu a rien', 'tine poudre qu'iI ne conteilait pas' and 'non') corresponds 
to the diversion of tile initial goal outlined in the description of tile binary structure of tile 
gesture. This description allows tile reader to compare tile whole of tile gesture as 
narrated at tile start of the extract to the description of the first subverted part. The 
second completing and supplementary part is not described separately and tile words 
4geste immense' indicate that tile narrator is referring back to the appearance of the 
'immense courbe' as described 'at the start of the passage. C) 
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Interpreting gesture is different from describing it in this case. The act of giving 
the gesture an explicit meaning in direct speech is all tile more important because there 
is no direct pre-existing link between the movements described and the final meaning of 
the gesture in direct speech. Accordingly, the visual elements of the gesture described at 
the start of the extract (handkerchief, curve, pocket and lips) cannot be integrated into 
any existing schema which can be equated to tile final verbal meaning of the gesture. 
That is to say there is no established relation between the signs and other movements 
rnade by Divine's hands which relate to pre-existing gestural signs. This is not to 
presume that all gestures are simply interpretable in the manner of a semaphore, but it 
is possible to imagine gestures which could suggest solitude in a simpler, less ambiguous 
way. For instance crossing the arms across the body and enclosing oneself in a protective 
embrace. As there is no pre-existing link between the movements and the meaning of tile 
gesture the moment when the gesture is finally interpreted is all the more important, 
because, until then, it remains obscure. 
As mentioned above, the shift of narrative authority takes place around the 
interpretation of gesture. Tile gesture is interpreted in the direct speech of Divine ("'Je 
suis setile. Me sative qui petit. "'). However, a central question is whether these words 
are spoken by Divine or the narrator. It is in these words that tile tragedy ('[1e] drame') 
is told and in these words that tile gestUre is guessed - 'deviner ce geste' - in tile terills 
of the start of the extract. 
One answer to tile central qUestion of origin is to maintain that tile gesture is 
guessed by Divine alone; tile preferred translation of 'deviner' would not be 'guessed' 
but Wivine(l' thereby indicating, tile unity of tile agent and tile action of interpretation. 
This is the only way in which Divine could repossess her gesture. According to this 
reading the location of the SOUrce of narrative authority changes: Divine interprets the 
gesture in the place of tile narrator. 
A second answer to tile question which refutes any shift in narrative authority 
(from the narrator to Divine) would maintain that the narrator interprets Divine's gesture 
in the manner (? f Divine - that is to say using her voice, idioni and linguistic register, 
even inflecting the adjective 'seUle' to take account of the feminine, the usual procedure 
used by the narrator to refer to her. However, I believe that this second view places too 
much stress on the strategies of rhetoric because it ascribes the subtle shifts in narrative 
authority (and the verbal echoes between ' deviner' and 'Divine' for example) to a 
putative intentionality which then has to be located in a clearly defined existence, an 
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existence not found in this extract at all. Tile narrative voice, as we have already said, 
does not occupy a specific personal pronoun in this extract, nor are there any references 
to physical presence or gestures which would imply a more concrete and ontological 
representation of the narrator. 
I would suggest that the interpretation of the gesture in the voice, idiom and 
linguistic register of Divine is better described in the first answer outlined above, but that 
it is also more radical and complex than that first answer. The interpretation is not 
specifically associated with tile narrative voice, yet nor is it something that Divine says 
in the situation because she does not speak; she makes a gesture. The inverted commas 
('guilleillets' in the original text) which enclose tile interpretation do not function as 
quotation marks of direct speech. I would argue - and this point will be developed further 
in 2.3 (Gesture and Character) - that the shifts in narrative authority (and particularly the 
shift that Occurs at the nionient when lie interprets Divine's gesture in direct speech in 
this case) reduce the distance between characters and the narrator, moving towards a 
point where there is no distinction between them at all. Conventionally, this distance 
between narrator and character is representative of the gap between tile creator and the 
created -a clear separation according to function. Whereas in tile cases of both of the 
quotations analysed above the situation is more complex and ambivalent. 
2.2.3 Conclusion 
In the 'cavalier' extract from Mh-acle at the start of this section tile first-person narrator 
names, describes and interprets his own gesture and is thus able to stand apart from it. 
If we view this in terms of the subjectivity of the first person singular narrator, it is then I-P 
possible to say that, at the moment when lie interprets his own geStUre from a critical 
standpoint, his subjectivity is sliglitly different from the moment when tile gesture was 
made without being interpreted. Therefore a shift in tile representation of subjectivity L, 
accompanies the filterpretation of gesture. 
In a different way, the extract from Notre-Dame also indicates how the 
interpretation of a gesture can throw uncertainty on the representation of the subjectivity 
of a parti cular character. Divine's subjectivity becomes complex and ambivalent at the 
monlent at whicli the narrative voice uses Divine's language to interpret her gesture (but 
in so doing implicitly questions her possession of the gesture). As we have seen, it is at 
this moment that three established propositions become uncertain: first Divine's 
possession of the gesture, secondly, tile use of tile feminine inflected adjective to denote t:, I 
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that Divine is speaking and, thirdly, that tile narrative voice who has been describing and 
naming gesture in the extract until that point interprets Divine's gesture. 
Both the extracts analysed in this section contain interpretations of gesture which 
are similar in register, syntax and form to direct speech but which are not identical to it. 
In the extract from Miracle tile narrator refers to lincmistic norms held in common 
between himself and tile reader in the phrase: 'qUe Pon dit cavalier'. In tile extract from 
Notre-Dalne the interpretation of gesture is in the voice, idiom and linguistic register of 
Divine without being directly spoken by her. 
We have seen that, although the representation of physical movement is 4! 5 
problernatised and partially obscured in Genet's texts, the word 'geste' is still frequently 
linked to movement in the narrative point of view, to shifts in narrative perspective. As 
soon as the word 'geste' is used it raises questions about signification and mediation. As 6 t: - 
soon as 'geste' is perceived, tile reader can (and should ask) what is being called a 
gesture, who is doing tile calling and for what purpose? It nlay be objected that many 
other terills and notions might act in a similar way; for instance, abstract qualities such 
as strength also have a link with tile body. However, I would argue that tile relationship 
between language ail(] gesture is a unique one for the following reasons. In both examples 
of gesture in 2.2.2ygesture has been linked with a specific character at a specific point. 
It is ail attribute of that character and belongs to him. However, tile possession of a 
gesture is highly ambivalent. Although a gesture is frequently dependent oil movements 
of the character's body, it does not have any fixed physical referent. Put simply this is 
the difference between the character's hand gesture and the character's hand. Gestures 
are therefore at one renlove froill physical existence. Gesture has its own temporality and 
it forms an episode or sequence with a start, middle and ail end. This structure relates 
it to language, but because gesture requires tile mediation of language, it is not in 
successful competition with language, bidding to supersede it. Thus in the first extract 
from Miracle the gesture was used at the point where tile narrator moved beyond a self- 
referential assertion of his own particularity in which tile pronouncement Je vis ý clieval' 
had to be taken at face value because it was unelaborated, to the point where the narrator 
is able to use gesture to view his own experience of being oil a horse in a critical way. 
In tile passages that have been analysed in 2.2.2 we have seen that the word 'geste' 
occurs at the point where there are subtle shifts in authority, at the very point at which 
the significance of tile episode is concentrate(]. 4 
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2.3 Gesture and Character 
2.3.1 Introduction 
In literary criticism the term 'character' usually denotes tile representation of an 
individual in a fictional text. The term tends to stress what is particular to the individual, 
but in the pragniatic sense of a particularity which can then be used to distinguish that 
individual from another. Tile use of tile word 'geste' in Genet's fiction confounds this 
pragmatic use of particularity. We will see that gestures in Genet's texts neither result 
from, nor contribute to tile 'character' of a particular character. 
Indeed occurrences of the word 'geste' in Genet's texts are particularly set against 
any conception of character which allows tile generalising, global notion of tile term to 
intervene. This is because, if given, this notion presupposes that gesture has a fixed 
relation to character in which a particular character would illake a specific gesture as a 
direct consequence of his or her personality and that tile gesture made (and all gestures 
preceding and following it) would contribute cumulatively to tile personality of that 
particular character. . 14 Another implication of this notion would be that tile gestures 
belonging to a particular character would need to be visually distinctive as afinction of 
the character. We have already seen in 2.1 that the relationship of gesture to its visual 
componenO' is a highly complex one; that is to say that most occurrences of the term 
6geste' in Genet's texts are remarkable because they refer only partially to visual 
descriptions (or even onlit such descriptions completely). We have also already seen in 
2.1.3 how taxonomies and classifications based oil the visual distinctiveness of gestures 
34 
If this cumulative effect of gesture were adopted it would also dictate the structure of the 
present section. As a consequence, each of the individual texts would be privileged as a 
self-sufficient unit within which to trace tile C111111.11ative characterising effects of gesture 
and the present section oil gesture and character Would have been structured in ternis of 
each of the five texts with an individual section devoted to gestures of the characters in 
each text. 
35 
The visual component of gesture is the highly variable and usually very slight extent to 
which a gesture can be visualised by the reader in a direct description in tile text. 
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break down. " Therefore I hope to explore in 2.3 how a notion of tile relation between 
gesture and character based oil visually distinctive gestures, as tile expression of the 
personality of individual unitary characters is untenable. 
Indeed 2.3 will go oil to suggest that characters in the texts by Genet considered 
here are best understood, not in terms of unitary personalities (with gestures playing a 
cumulative role in their construction and a consolidating role in maintaining them) but 
as temporary, fragmented and changeable clusters of subjectivity which are dependent on 
textual context, narrative mediation and oil the crosscurrents and echoes in the language 
of the passages in which they are found. It may be objected that this notion of character 
is stretching the term beyond its semantic breaking point. So be it. Tile conclusion of this 
section (2.3.8) will finally put the retention of the term 'character" into question 
altogether. 
It must be stressed in this introduction that there is no rigid distinction between 
gestures performed by characters and those performed by the narrator; both will be 
analysed here. The narrator cannot and should not be excluded, because, in all the texts 
except Querelle, " tile narrator is also a character who perforilis gestUres, and characters 
can also provide models for the narrator's gestures. Tile narrator of Notre-Dame is 
represented in the text at intervals" whereas tile representation of the narrator is 
progressively more important in Polnjw. v, in Miracle and finally in the first person 
singular narrative of Journal where the first person narrator predominates. " Therefore 
36 
The breakdown of the taxonomies of gesture in Caroline Daviron's 'mdmoire de "'alitrise' 
Les Caractere. v chez Jean Genet is examined briefly in 2.1.3. 
37 
Lieutenant Seblon in Querelle is a surrogate narrator who narrates his own gestures in tl the first person singular. Thus, for tile purposes of the present analysis of gesture and 
character, Seblon is equivalent to the narrator in tile other four texts (Querelle also has 
a narrative voice which occupies tile first person plural but does not have a determined 
physical existence and therefore does not narrate its own gestures). 
38 
Principally as a narrative frame at tile start an(] the conclusion of the text. 
39 
It should be noted that this progression (foes not correspond to tile chronological order 
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the relation between character and narrator in all five texts should be thought of as less 
a case of a rigid distinction between tile character oil one side and tile narrator on the 
other, where the relation between them is also conceived of as one of creator to created 
object. Rather, tile language of gesture in the texts indicates a more dynanlic relationship 
between narrator and character following tile niodel suggested by tile previous section, 
Shifts in Narrative Authority and tile Naming, Interpretation and Description of Gesture 
(2.2), which introduced shifts in narrative authority and the potential temporary 
independence of characters (in tile sense that they nlay name, describe, mediate or 
interpret their own gestures). As a consequence, tile present section will constantly seek 
to stress the role of language in the gestural passages. r_1 t: - Z: ) 
2.3.2 Narrative Mediation of Gesture and Character 
This subsection looks briefly at tile ambiguous way in which the narrator links the term 
6geste' and the representation of character. In tile case of the following passage from 
Pompes the ambiguity is illustrated by the absence of a visualisable. gesture, instead we 
have ail example of the fluidity of the term 'geste': 
Voici quelques notes qui essaient de pr6ciser l'image d'Erik. Je prends des gestes 
choisis stir des jeunes gens qui passent. C'est 
'tant6t 
tin soldat franqais, un 
am6ricain, tin voyou, tin barman... Ils in'offrent tout a coup tin geste qui ne petit 
ýtre que d'Erik. Je le noterai. "' 
From tile start of the passage, the narrator anIlOUnces tile representation of tile character 
in a way that leads their reader to think that the visual component of gestUre will be 
emphasised. That is to say that the narrator specifically sets out in tile first sentence to 
make Erik's image more precise. Therefore, it is assumed that tile reader will be able to 
understand the characterisation of Erik in a visual way and that there will follow an overt 
dictated by the dates Genet's texts were written (or published). In the present thesis, I 
have constantly sought to foreground ways of organising Genet's early prose fiction 0 L, 0 which are different from chronological ones. 
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Pompes, p. 67. This passage forms the start of a 210-word passage excised from the Lý Zý 
subscribers' edition of the text. It is highly unusual because it is separated from tile main body of the text by tile heading 'ERIK' in capital letters. Tile only parallels in tile whole 
of Genet's early prose fiction are the headings 'LA GLOIRE DE QUERELLE' (p. 141) 
and 'JE PRENDS LA PEINE A MON COMPTE ET JE PARLE' (Mjiacle, p. 344) and 
possibly also tile Tivinarianes' (Noti-e-Dame, pp. 78,202 and 362). 
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attempt to make the image more precise by means of langUage in the form of notes. Now 
let us explore how these transparent intentions are coniplicated and rendered ambiguous 
by what follows. 
In the whole of the rest of the passage the narrator indicates how lie comes to a 
final point where fie is given a gesture which can only be Erik's and which he will note 
down (je le noterai'), thus fulfilling the goal outlined at the start of tile passage to make 
Erik's image more precise. The linguistic construction VErik' usually indicates 
possession and this is intensified by tile use of 'ne [ ... ] que. Thus by tile end of the 
extract tile narrator has made tile image of Erik more precise for himself, but this image 
has been illade more precise by a gesture which remains invisible to the reader and by 
a process which is obscured as far as the reader is concerned. Therefore, tile gesture has 
no defining attributes other than its belon(Ying to Erik. There are also unanswered ZýI t5 
questions regarding tile process by which the narrator arrives at Erik's gesture. The 
narrator constructs a model in which Erik's gesture originates in the gestures of the series 
of young illen. Yet tile narrator has performed ail occulting and ail obscuring of the origin 
of tile gesture: the narrator uses 'geste' in tile singular in connection with Erik and in the 
plural when referring to the original movements of the series of young, illen. The 
originating process of Erik's gesture, despite tile narrator's statenlents, is not visualisable 
for the reader who has to take oil trust tile preciseness and the appropriateness of Erik's 
gestures to Erik's image. Finally, therefore, one could interpret tile entire episode of the 
narrator's reference to the visual component of making the image of Erik more precise 
and finally not characterising Erik for the reader in visual terms at all, as ail example of 
tile exercise of, and the drawing of tile reader's attention to, tile authority of tile narrator. 
In the lines which follow the passage abovel tile narrator both emphasises his 
key mediating role, the idea of borrowing gesture, as well as continuing to play on 
references to a visual component of gesture which is not described. He states: '11 
m9arrive d'essayer de refaire le geste decouvert. ' Therefore the narrator himself is now 
borrowing tile gesture which was associated (in the plural: 'gestes') with the young men 
41 
The text continues: '[New paragraph] Les r6flexions not6es furent entendues ou 
prononc6es par nloi. [New paragraph] Les sentiments sont, les miens. 11 ni'arrive Ll d'essayer de refaire le geste d6couvert. Je note 1'6tat qli'il ille fait connaltre. Je, note 
encore certains sentiments que je crois 6tre a Erik en face de certains faits' (Pompes, P. 67). 
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and which the narrator subsequently says is a gesture which could only have belonged to 
Erik. Thus the representation of character within tile passage containing the term 'geste' 
is associated with greater multiplicity and fluidity. 
In conclusion, this brief subsection on the Narrative Mediation of Gesture and 
Character is intended to act as a prelude to the discussions of tile implications of gesture 
for our understanding of character, implications which are analysed in detail in tile 
conclusion (2.3.8). 
2.3.3 Gestural Models 
This subsection develops the fluid association between tile OCCUrrence of the term 'geste' 
and tile personality of a character in the general sense by stressing tile importance of tile 
language which mediates gesture. The gestures in 2.3.3 are drawn from models in 
interesting linguistic ways. To illustrate this briefly let us reconsider the extract frorn 
Pompes analysed in 2.3.2. We recall that tile gesture which could only be Erik's ('qui 
ne POLIvait etre que d'Erik') is chosen from a series Of YOLIllg, men. Tile young men who 
are tile gestural models in that case should not be understood as models in tile sense of 
physically exemplary indiVidUals (as in tile English translation of the word 'mannequin') 
or considered in a general sense at all. Rather they are important on account of tile shifts 
in the language which represents tile gestUres performed by the models. One example of 
such a shift in language is the unexplained shift between 'geste' in tile singular and in the 
plural in the passage from Poln1w. v above. 
I quote both extracts which follow at length because they are probably two of the 
most sustained gestural passages in Genet's texts, as well as being the best illustrations 
of what I understand by gestural models. The first passage begins with a reference to 
Culafroy imitating the gestures of Alberto's sister who provides the gestural model (hence 
the future references in this subsection to models and imitators): 
Ses g6nUflexions et ses gestes se firent ]a copie fid0e de ceux qti'ex6CLItait la 
soetir (I'Alberto stir ce prie-DieLl chaque dinianche. 11 se parait de leur beaut6. 
Ainsi les actes n'ont-ils de valeur estlietique et morale que dans ]a mesure oti ceux 
qui les accomplissent sont dou6s de puissance. Je me demande encore ce qUe 
signifie I'dillotion qui se manifeste en moi, en face d'Llne chanson inepte, de la 
m6me faqon que le fait ]a rencontre d'un clief d'oetivre reconnu. Cette puissance 
notis est d6l6guee assez [sic] pour que nous ]a sentions en nous, et cela. rend 
11 supportable le geste de nous baisser POUr nionter en atito, parce qu'au moment o' 
nous nous baissons une m6nioire imperceptible fait de notis Line star, oil tin roi, 
ou tin truand (mais c'est encore tin roi), qui se baissait de ]a Ilerne faqon et que 
nous vinies dans ]a rue ou ý Vecran. Me hatisser stir ]a pointe (ILI pied droit et 
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lever le bras droit pour prendre au niur ilia petite glace, OLI saisir sur 1'6tagere ma 
garnelle est tin geste qui me transforme en princesse de T.... ý qui je vis tin jour 
faire ce mouvenient POUr remettre A sa place tin dessin q11'elle ni'avait niontre. 
Les pr6tres qui reconiniencent les gestes syniboliqUes se sentent. pen6tr6s de la 
vertu non du symbole mais du premier executant; le pretre qui enterra Divine en 
refaisant a ]a niesse les gestes sournois de vols et effractions se parait des gestes, 
, 12 depouilles opimes, d'un monte-en-l'air guillotine. 
There are five sets of gestures in the extract above, each with its own model and imitator: 
Alberto's sister and Culafroy, tile first person plural and the star, king or villain, the first 
person singular narrator and the 'princesse de T... ', tile priests and tile first performer 
('premier ex6cutant) and, finally, tile priest who buried Divine and a guillotined cat 
burglar. Tile examples of models and imitators are closely tied to each other and there 
are also strong rhetorical connections between tile first three pairs. Let us first trace this 
progression in order to see if it ends at a well defined point which reveals the essential 
aspects of tile gestural model. That is to say what exactly in each of tile gestural models 
causes them to be mimicked by the imitators. More specifically, since tile first three pairs 
of models and imitators are linked by an argument, is it possible to generalise about some 
common quality of all three gestural models? 
In the first example of model and inlitator tile sense of Culafroy's successful 
imitation of Alberto's sister is stressed by the narrator (']a copie fiMe'). We should note 
here that the model's gestures occur in a specific context (lience tile dennonstrative 
pronoun in the phrase 'ce prie-Dieti'). However, they are also repeated and repeatable 
because they occur every Sunday. Tile most important point to note in this first pair of 
model and imitator is that it represents a case where model and imitator are said by tile 
narrator to be connected by a faithful iiiiiiietic relationship. From this statement abOLIt 
genuflections and gestures the narrator goes oil to make a more general statement about 
what lie calls the aesthetic and moral valLie of acts. It may be presunied on account of the 
Lise of 'ainsP by tile narrator at the start of the niore general statement, that tile first case 
of model and hilitator is considered as a whole and is elaborated by the general staternent. b 
The term 'actes' is most. probably referring to tile geStUres of Alberto's sister on the prie- 
Dieu and yet they are also referred to as gestures so it appears that in this passage 'geste" 
and 'acte' are partially interchangeable. This is confirmed here by tile OCCUrrence of the 
42 
Notre-Dame, pp. 180- 18 1. 
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verb 'acconlplir' in conjunction with the noun 'acte' in contrast to the norm in the texts 
where the verb is almost exclusively found with the terill 'geste'. 43 Subsequently, we 
find this example, spoken by the narrator in the first person singular. It elaborates tile 
notion of aesthetic and moral value proposed in the general statement ('Ainsi les actes 
Wont-ils de valeur esth6tique et morale que dans ]a mesure OU ceux qUi les accomplissent 
sont dou6s de puissance'). Tile implication is that a clumsy song, if interpreted by a 
person endowed with power, can have the same effect as a recognised masterpiece. This 
power thus has tile potential to subvert traditional notions of aesthetic and moral value. 
However, it is important to note that tile source of tile endowment of power is obscured 
from a linguistic point of view by a passive construction ('sont douds de puissance'). The 
term 'puissance' is confronted in tile next pair of model and inlitator: 'Cette puissance 
nous est del6gu& assez pour que nous ]a sentions en nOUS, et cela rend supportable le 
geste de nous baisser pour nionter en auto Once again, tile source which delegates 
the power is not elaborated and a passive construction obscures the agent. As far as the 
function of the power is concerned, it is tile premise which makes the imitator's gesture 
bearable and thus possible. The text does not allow us to trace the source of tile power 
any further. 
There is, however, an indirect way of tracing a source of the power and that is 
to return to the first set of model and inlitator and more specifically to tile unelaborated 
indirect reference to the description of Alberto's sister kneeling down on tile prie-Dieu. 
The point here, regarding the (lead end encountered when attempting to trace the chain 
of influence from the first pair of gestural model and imitator oil through the general 
statenlent and examples, is that the word 'prie-Dieu' permits the word 'Dieu' to enter the 
passage in an apparently innocuous way. 'DieLi' is mentiolled as all accessory of the 
gesture. As a consequence, the word 'Dieu' is present in the text and can potentially be 
the source of tile endowment of power of the gestural model. Tile indirect importance of 
the divine is confirmed in the fourth and fifth pair of models and imitators. Tile fourth 
set are priests and the first performer of religious gestures. The fifth set comprises the 
priest who officiated at Divine's funeral and a guillotined cat burglar. While it is a 
43 
Miracle: 'Est pleine ]a Centrale, pour accomplir ces gestes, de durs fanidliques, au visage 
trop blane [ ... I' p. 238. Pompes: 'Si je lui ouvrais Line seLlIe et mince 6cluse son flot 
allait s'engouffrer dans nies gestes et qui sait quel accomplir' p. 41. 
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possibility that God and tile divine is the Source of tile power of the gestural inodel in the 
first three pairs of models and imitators in the passage, this possibility remains precisely 
that: something which is not explicitly confirmed by tile narrator by means of either the 
first person singular pronoun or the first person plural. Instead, in both cases the personal 
pronouns modulate the difference between models and imitators. Tile modulation means 
that the gestural model has no fixed source of the power, or the authority of tile narrator 
who interprets many of tile passages discussed in 2.2. 
Having completed the close textual analysis of tile first part of the passage, let us 
elaborate the relation between the gestural models and tile possible existence of an 
essential quality that causes them to be minlicked by their fillitators. We can say that the 
model does not have an essential nature, aside from its function as one part of the 
rnodel/inlitator pair. Although the gesture is taken tip by the imitator, the text does not 
reveal directly what it is about the gestural model that gives it the power to attract the 
imitator. An explanation of inotivation is not a part of passages which involve gestural 
models. 
Thus far I have emphasised the importance of the indirect action of tile divine as 
far as the power of tile gestural model is concerned. However, the process of mimicking 
and the transfer of gesture is just as important. This is confirined by the presence of the 
verb 'se parer de' in tile first and last references to gesture. This is a linguistic 
occurrence which encloses the passage in a frame in a similar manner to the first and last 
pairs of models and fillitators which are both religious gestures. 
The following detailed extract, from Miracle, illustrates a different feature of 
gestural models. Here tile exact context of tile model's and the fillitator's gesture is not 
revealed until tile end of tile extract: 
Ainsi il arrive souvent qu'un geste accidentel fasse de VOLIS le personnage d'une 
scýne c&bre par I'histoire, oil qu'un objet place de telle sorte reconstitue un 
d6cor oil se passa la scene, et tout a coup VOLls avez le sentiment de continuer line 
aventUre interrompue par Lill long SOMmeil, ou bien encore il senible Wexister 
qu'un repertoire restreint. de gestes, ou encore que vous appartenez a line sorte de 
faillille 116ro'ique dont chaqUe menibre recommence les m6nes signes, ou encore 
que vous etes le reflet (lans le temps d'un acte pass6 comine stir till 111iroir le reflet 
dans Fespace: dans le m6tro, me SOLItenant, parfois des deLIX mains a la mince 
colonnette verticale plantee entre les portes, n'6tais-je pas le reflet, de Jeanne d'Arc au sacre de Reims, tenant la liampe de son 6tendard? " 
44 
Miracle, pp. 289-290. 
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In common with the previous extract from Notre-Dame., a general presentation of the 
possibilities of gesture (here the second person Plural is used) precedes a specific example 
where the narrator's gesture reminds him, in a complex way which I will explore, of a 
pre-existing gestural model. However, in this case there is only one pair of model and 
imitator (compared with five in the previous extract). Here tile general presentation is 
sustained: there are three possibilities which follow tile initial one and they are all 
introduced by 'ou'. The first possibility outlines two elements which comprise the model 
of gesture: character and scene. Tile second possibility is tile possibility of a decor which 
relates to the scene. The ensemble that these three elements form is the Source of a 
sudden feeling of taking tip an adventure again - tile suddenness is familiar to its from the 
first passage analysed in this section where tile narrator experiences tile sudden realisation 
that the gestures performed by series Of YOU11" men can only be those of Erik ('QLI'ilS 
ni'offrent tout ý coup un geste qui tie petit We que d'Erik'). Tile next two possibilities 
limit the repertoire of gestures and tile range of original models of those gestures. In the 
final phase, before tile move to the specific set of gestures of Joan of Arc as model and 
tile first person narrator as imitator of the gesture, the visual element is invoked. This is 
not done directly because the mirror, a familiar method of transferring an image, is 
mentioned as part of a comparison. Consequently ail image is transferred and the C) 
relationship between the model and tile imitator is sti-tictured in terms of the familiar 
relation between a body and its reflection in a mirror. The phrase with which tile narrator 
finally chooses to express tile relation between model and inlitator is not described in 
directly visible terms because there is a reference to reflection in time rather than in 
space: 'tin reflet dans le temps (Pun acte passd'. It is at this point, just before the shift 
to tile first person plural, that tile relation between model and inlitator is at its most 
abstract. 
If we look at all tile possibilities mentioned in tile passage in terms of tile possible 
essential quality of the gestural model, we see that the possibilities do not offer Lis an 
essential quality of tile gestural model alone. At each point and with each possibility the 
model is one particular thing. For example it is variously a famous person in history, one 
of a limited repertoire of gestures, 45 tl a member of a heroic family or even a reflection 
45 
This suggests tile world of Genet's drania and 'Mame miroir, the ballet that lie had 
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in time ('Ie reflet dans le temps d'un acte pass6 [ ... ]'). 
Yet the gestural model is only 
realised when it is expressed with its imitator at the end of the passage. This is when the 
narrator supporting himself oil the thin colunin in a Metro carriage is similar to Joan of 
Arc holding the staff of her standard at Rheinis. 
When considering each of the possibilities in turn, one might suppose that they 
are alternatives because each of them is introduced by 'ou'. However, if we consider 
them in the light of the gesture which follows them, they are not Mutually exclusive 
because they also have a cumulative effect which introduces the radical comparison 
between the narrator in tile Metro and Joan of Arc at Rheims. They prepare the reader 
for tile shock of the comparison (in the passage froill Notre-Dame tile naille of the 
princess into which tile narrator states that lie is transforilled by gesture is elided ['la 
princesse de T... ']): Joan of Arc is one of the mythic figures in French History. This 
comparison between the imitator and tile illodel is presented in all seriousness by the 
narrator and appears not to be ironic. Yet it is highly transgressive because it moves 
across gender, indeed, a few coil servati vely- ni i nded readers might even regard it as 
blasphemous. 
As tile third example of a gestural model, I refer to ail extract from Querelle 
where the term 'geste' does not occur but which nevertheless does refer to a gesture: 
Vic marchait selon le rythme long et IOUrd de Querelle, ý mesure qu'il entrait 
dans cette d6marche, Line grande confiance Phabitait [ ... ]" 
Tile entire extract here concerns a process; this is indicated by tile adverbial phrase 'ý 
mesure que' and confirmed by tile abundance of imperfect tenses. Tile gestural model is 
Querelle's gait and Vic is the fillitator. Tile iniplication here is that Vic's increasing 
confidence is a function of the length and the weight of Querelle's gait. I will explore tile 
link between gesture and weight and particularly density in 2.3.6 (Tile Concentration of 
Gesture); however, with reference to the extract above, tile most important point to note 
is that tile gesture is in limbo. It is in the process of being appropriated by Vic, but that 
process is not complete; the gesture has not been transferred froill Querelle to Vic. What 
already written in 1946. Tile occurrence of words such as 'personnage', 'sc6ie', 'd6cor' 




occurs resembles a CILIPlication of gesture because Vic walks in the wake Of QUerelle, 
following the rhythm of his gait. Cý 
Ill SL1111, the present discussion of gestural models stresses that the model is part 
of its whole textual context and not simply a specific gesture characteristic of the 
personality of a particular character - the introduction to the present section (2.3-1) 
proposed that tile latter notion of character is not consistent with Genet's texts. In 
addition, a gestural model has no absolute validity outside the specific context of its 
occurrence in the text. Furthermore, in this subsection I have given examples of the 
partial and the complete obscuring of the visual component of the gestures of the models. 
If tile gestural models were visually determined, visualisable and linked to one particular 
character their transferability and fluidity would be curtailed. 
2.3.4 Tile Double Gesture 
The term 'double geste' is found in Miracle, PoInpes and Querelle and refers to gestures 
made simultaneously by two characters or two gestures which complement each other. " 
In both cases the effect of the double gesture tends towards the assimilation of two 
gestures stressing the ways in which they interact, intersect and are harnionised. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that in every case tile double gesture is 
described in a visual way. Although, as we have seen above, tile visibility of tile double 0 
gesture is unusual because it combines tile gestures of two characters rather than asserting 
the visual distinctiveness of a single character. The following double gesture takes place 
after Querelle offers Seblon a mandarin: 
L'of17icier s'approcha en souriant. Alors s'accoiiiplit ce dottble geste, coilii-nenc6 
sinitiltanenient: cependant que Querelle portait sa niain a un fruit en essayant de 
le (letaclier, le lieutenant %ortait la sienne de sa poche et la tendait lenteiiient vers 
47 
The Double Gesture is also tile ftindamental premise upon which the interaction between 
tile sailor and his image in Genet's ballet 'Malne miroir is founded (before the iniage 
starts to make independent movements): VInlage recopie alors ses derniers gestes. Le 
matelot passe title main stir le miroir, comme pour effacer ]a buee qu'il vient de faire 
avec la bouche. L'Inlage fait le m6ine geste. Enfin le illatelot donne tin coup de poing 
en direction du miroir mais ]a main, au lieu de rencontrer la glace, lieurte le menton de 
I'linage dont la te^te vacillait Le illatelot porte les deux mains en avant, I'lillage fait de 
nlenle, le illatelot recule, I'linage rectile; le inatelot se rapproche encore, I'lillage se 0 rapprocile; le illatelot recule, mais cette fois l'Iniage avance et sort du nliroir' (pp. 36- 
37). 
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le illatelot qui, souriant y dýposa son cadeau. L'harilioilie de ces deux gestes, plus 
que totit trotibla l'officier. " 
One of the main features of the double gestures here is the simultaneity of the two 
composing gestures from each of the characters. Tile double gesture brings the characters 
closer (physically and emotionally) for a moment and neither their differences nor the 
relationship of desire founded oil Seblon's lack Of QUerelle's attributes is stressed during 
this passage. The object that Querelle hands to Seblon becomes progressively less 
concrete-, before this passage it is referred to as a mandarin and during tile passage it is 
first called a fruitl' and then a gift. This shift foregrounds the increasing lack of 
definition between the characters and tile emphasis oil the symbolic importance of this 
moment of tile double gesture. Here we are concerned with a symbolic and delimited 
moment of harniony between two characters who for tile length of tile passage revert to Zý 
general type (not in the more general global sense of personality but, in this case, in the 
sense of their professional relationship within tile navy). Tile narrator no longer refers 
to them by their proper nailles: one is a rating ('matelot') and the other an officer 
('officier') 
. The double gesture which involves a gift is all the more important in this 
context because it also temporarily abolishes this difference in status. it is important to 
note that the final element of the double gesture is a reversal. It is the very harmony of 
the double gestUre which troubles tile officer. In ternis of the wider context, alt1lOLlgh tile 
gesture is harmoniOLIS, it is ill fact tile sole act of unsolicited generosity to Seblon on the 
part of Querelle. 
Tile second example of a double gesture is also taken from Quei-efle; it relates to 
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Q11crelle, p. 118. 
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There are certainly implicit parallels between this double gesture and tile figure of the forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge in Genesis. Of COUrse, at a basic level the fact 
that the branch with the mandarins has been stolen and was hidden in Querelle's trousers is a travesty of tile biblical account. In ternis of struCtUre, tile double gesture marks an 
exceptional moment in the relationship between Querelle and Seblon because it is one of 
the only nionients of kindness of tile sailor towards tile officer - the linustialliess of the situation is therefore the reason why the officer is troubled - and it also signals the officer's mistake: lie believes that the gift of the mandarin might signal an awakening of Querelle's love for him. In a moment of bathos Seblon is disillusioned almost immediately afterwards because Querelle farts in his direction. 
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Querelle and Norbert as they undress: 
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Les deux honinles dresses face ý face s'assotiplirent et simultan6ment portýrent 
leurs deux mains derriýre eux. Ce double geste, si parfaitement accord6, les 
6tonna Ptin et Fautre. 11 y avait ]a tin 616ment d'entente. "' 
As in the case of the first extract the sense of harmony and understanding ('11armonie' 
in the first extract and 'entente' in the second) and simultaneity ('siniultan6ment' is found 
in both extracts) of the double gesture is stressed here. In addition, as stated above, the 
double gesture tends to abolish tile difference between characters: 'le double geste' is 
echoed in the lack of distinction between Nono and QUerelle who are referred to simply 
as 'les deux hommes. ' In this passage tile element of understanding has a rather unusual 
relation to the gesture itself. One would presume that the understanding is a result of 
their intentions, yet it appears that a different notion of the source of the gesture is 
operational. The understanding which is a constitutive part of the double gesture appears 
not to be part of the intentionality of the two men because they are simultaneously 
astonished by it. Therefore this lends independence to tile gesture and its own 
intentionality whose source is obscured, as we have so often seen in other aspects of 
gesture and character. 
The notion of the independence of gesture is also to be found in the third example 
of a double gesture which is part of a 150-word excision from the subscribers' edition 
of Miracle between the words 'gabion', " (1). 283) and 'Je sortais' (p. 283): 
Ati cours d'une promenade, je ni'etais plac6 prýs de Toscano - car nous allions 
quatre par quatre - et sans ill'en rendre compte, i'echangeai avec lui des fletirs, 
ou des herbes petit-etre, poudreuses, cueillies en passant, stir le bord de la route. 
Machinalement, ilous les nilmes a nos bouches. A peine fait, le dOLIble geste 
parfaitement simultan6 d6clencha le niecanisme des amOUrs. 11 
The lack of intentionality is so marked in this passage that the narrator Uses the term 
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Querelle, p. 64. 
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The word is the saine in English and denotes a cylindrical construction woven from 
branches and sometimes filled with earth; it is used for protection. 
52 
Miracle, subscribers' edition, pp. 404-405. 
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6peut-6tre' to signal tile uncertainty of which object was exchanged in the double gesture. 
In addition, the lack of intentionality is further indicated by the words: 'niachinalernent' 
and 'n-lecanisme'. As in tile case of tile exchange of the mandarin, the fruit and the gift 
in the first extract, tile double gesture is intinlate and linked to love (in tile second extract 
Querelle and Nono are undressing before they make love)" as indicated by the phrase: 
'le nlecanisme des aniours' which still does not reveal the causation of the double 
gesture. 
The last two examples of double gestures are slightly atypical in the sense that the 
first does not include tile term 'double geste' and that tile second is more complex and 
does not present a clearly visible image of the gesture. The first extract comes from Cý 
Miracle: 
Pendant tin instant tres court, je me trOLIvai tin genou en [sic] terre devant inon 0 idole qui tremblait Viorreur, ou de honte, ou Waniour, en ille regardant comme 
si elle ni'eut [sic] reconnu, ou setilement si Harcamone eut reconnu Genet, et qUe 
je fus ]a cause de son atroce 6moi, car nous avions fait Pun et Fautre exacternent 
les gestes qui pouvait s'interpreter ainsi. 11 6tait (I'Line pAleur niortelle et ceux qui 
virent ]a scene de loin purent croire que cet assassin avait ]a fragilite d'un duc de 
Guise ou d'un chevalier de Lorraine, dont PHistoire nous dit qti'ils d6faillaient, 
terrasses par lodeur et la vue d'une rose. " 
We have seen in this section that in previous extracts there is a progressive increase in 
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The following gesture from Pompes is intimate to tile point of becoming highly sexual 
and, yet, paradoxically, the double gesture here is part of the narrator's intention to avoid 
a ftinctional physical gesture linked with bodily hygiene and visibility ('sous nies yeux'). 
The narrator desires a further level of intimacy: 'Par tin souci trýs grand de Wi 6viter 
sous ilies yeux, les nioindres gestes d'une toilette intinle, je passai ilia main entre ses 
fesses, conime si je Peusse caress6 ], ý, et lui, par title seiliblable pudeur, craignant que 
ma queue tie fAt salie par sa merde, Vesstiyait avec sa main libre. Nous accomplinlies en 
nienle tenips ce double geste avec la niýnie innocence, conime si accidentellernent, dans 
la nuit, sous les draps, ilia inain avait rencontrd ses fesses et ]a sienne ilia quetie' 
(Pompe. v, p. 60). The intimacy achieved in the passage is one Of 1111.1tual feelings which 
contextualise tile (IOUble gesture. In addition, the narrator's aini here, as indicated by the 
phrase 'coninle si accidentellenient' is the avoidance of intentionality. Thus in tile passage 
an intimate, even highly sexual double geStUre OCCLirs and a functional one is avoided. 
The crucial difference between theiii is that the double gesture is intimate yet harmonious. 
The functional gesture WOUld be intimate (as is explicitly stated: 'Ies moindres gestes d'une toilette intinie') yet, in contrast, this intimacy would be forced and embarrassed. 
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Miracle, pp. 25-26. 
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the lack of differentiation between characters. In this case the character of Harcamone 
is first referred to, not by name but as an idol. It appears that tile narrator is prey to an 
increase in uncertainty and that lie is unable to interpret the reason why Harcamone is 
trembling and puts forward three possibilities: horror, shame or love. Following this the 
narrator characterises himself and Harcanione together (it is, however, important to note 
that this characterisation is by no ineans authoritative and permanent because it occurs 
as part of a condition of possibility with the terni 'coilime si'). Once again, tile (double) 
gesture is associated here with a transformation (from ilitirderer to nobleman). 
The final example of a double gesture is taken from Pompe. v and is more complex 
than the passages considered previously in the present section: 
Erik, preste, se rangea clerriýre ]a clienlin6e, dans Foillbre, de faqon ý s'y 
confondre. Aussi rapide, mais d6s6quiliW par sa cuirasse de balles, Riton 
esquissa le nlýme niouvement et le loupa. [ ... ] Au soninlet 
du toit, Riton 
accomplit quelqUe chose coilline un grand 6cart iniparfait, tine jallibe allong6e et 
Fautre repli6e en arriýre [ ... I Leurs arines s'entreclloquýrent [ ... I Erik 
d6fit son 
6treinte et laissa pendre ses bras. Riton perqut une 16gere sensation d'humidite et 
de froid stir le dos cle sa main qu'il porta machinalement ý sa bouche. A peine 
s'6tonna-t-il. 11 comprit que ]a salive d'Erik conservee dans les alv6oles de 
I'llarmonica avait cou16 stir sa main. L'6toffe de laine bleUe sombre, dont etait fait 
]a culotte du milicien, et celle, noire du soldat, contenaient une odeur que les 
journ6es et les nuits (raoCit, la fatigue et Fangoisse, avec leurs sueurs avaient 
accuillul6e, mais que ce double geste lib6ra, fit se nieler, et des guerriers noirs 
au corps luisant, nus et la ceinture ornee de chevelures, porteurs de piques, 
sortirent des bambOLls. Le coeur (I'Afrique palpitait dans ]a main ferinde de 
Riton. -" 
The complexity here stems from tile gradual increase in the harniony of the gestures and 
from the fact that the double geStLire is not completely visualisable. As far as the gradual 
increase in tile harmony of the gestures is concerned, -at first tile narrator describes Riton In 
attempting to reproduce Erik's gesture of moving behind tile chininey. However, Riton 
is thrown off balance by his ammunition belt and fails to reproduce Erik's movements. 
Tile first indication of tile harniony that will exist between Erik and Riton is a paradoxical 
one in that it originates in tile movement of their guns which knock against each other 
('Leurs arnies s'entrechoquýrent'). Tile double gesture here is composed of opposite 
movements; Erik undoes his embrace lets his arms hang loose, whereas Riton lifts one 
of his hands to his 111OLIth. As we have already seen in the double gesture in tile passage 
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Pomj)es, pp. 64-65. 
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excised from Miracle where the narrator and Bulkaen mechanically put tile blades of 
grass into their mouths, the extract above also contains the adverb 'machinalernent' which 
describes Riton's gesture without reference to intentionalitY. 
Clearly, there is a difference between (IOUble gesture passages and tile other types 
of gestural passages. Whereas in the other passages tile visual component of gesture is 
understated, ironised or subverted, the visual description of tile double gesture with its 
concentration oil the creation of the composite gesture frorn two parts is a sine qua non. 
However, the double gesture passage is typical of tile other gestural passages in Genet's : zp 
texts in the sense that it also serves to refute the notion that these texts possess unitary 
characters performing specific gestures. 
2.3.5 Gesticulation 
The Petit Rohen dictionary defines 'gesticulation' as: 'I'action de gesticuler' and this verb 
is defined in turn as: 'faire beaticoup, trop de gestes'. The verb 'gesticuler' can be traced 
back to tile Latin verb gemiculatio and to the notin genicultu which is tile diminutive of 
gestus. Geniculatio has the nuance of excess because it frequently refers to pantonlime 
and tile Uncontrolled and unsystematised use of gestures in contrast to the gestures of 
actio in Classical Rhetoric and thus to a regulating system of control where tile meaning 
of hurnan movement can be circumscribed. From tile point of view of logic it is quite 
interesting that the verb related to the diminutive of gestitv ShOUld be concerned with the 
notion of excess, that is to say with too many gestures. Probably tile best way to attempt 
to reconcile this touch of illogicality within tile etymology of gesture is to consider ge. vtu. v 
in actio as tile norm, and to assume that etymologically related forills are used to signify 
any aspect of gesture which differs from tile norill of gestuv. What was important was the 
difference not its degree or characteristics. As a consequence, we have tile diminutive of 
gestu. v (in gesticithis) and gestia taken to an extreme in a parody of itself (in gesticula- 
tio). 16 
Genet's early prose fiction uses the word 'gesticulation' in a unique way. In an 
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The Latin neuter noun 'gestum' which signifies 'deeds' and 'exploits' and has given rise 
to the French term 'la geste' also seenis to have developed in a similar way to its 
masculine gendered COLISin 'gestus'. In English the terin 'jest' comes from 'gestum' and 
adds an ironic and parodying nuance to heroic or exemplary deeds and exploits denoted 
t, 
by 'gestum' and 'la gestel. 1-1 
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oeuvre which is striking for its respect of conventional diction and lexis in higher 
linguistic registers (outside tile domain of slang of course), any modification of received 
definitions is extremely significant. In tile use of the term 'gesticulation' in Genet's texts 
all connotations of excess and a lack of control over the body inherited from classical 
antiquity are evacuated. In the context of tile five works Linder consideration here, 
'gesticulation' signifies tile totality of tile gestures associated with a specific character in 
a particular situation. " Admittedly, compared with the ubiquity of the term 'geste' there 
are relatively few occurrences of 'gesticulation' in the five works tinder consideration. 
I have been able to locate five examples. However, the meaning of 'gesticulation' does 
indeed remain constant in all these occurrences, so I would maintain that they indicate 
a coherent concept and the possibility of considering as ail organic whole the gestures that 
a character makes in particular circumstances. 
Let us now look at examples of tile use of 'gesticulation'. The first is a short 
example which clearly conveys that tile use of tile terill has no connotation of excess. 
Indeed, the very opposite applies in this case where the narrator describes Culafroy on 
tile point of performing: 'Line danse a la gesticulation retenue, ebauch6e, tout en 
intentions (Notre-Dame, p. 221). " Tile second example retains the connotation of 
understatement and illeasure in gesticulation: 
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In tile 1970s there was an increasing interest in gestures in the empirical world and their 
relation to speech (tile majority of the publications mentioned in 2.1.4 date from this 
period) The following terms were coined within these anthropological, lingUistic and 
sociological approaches to denote the totality of the gestures associated with a partiCUlar 
person in empirical reality. They are: ']a gestique', 'le geStLiaire', and ']a gestuelle' 
(examples taken from: Le Trisor ile la Langue Fivn(vise Paris, Editions du Centre 
national de ]a recherche scientifique, 1981) pp. 231 and 233. The principal difference 
between these terms and tile use of 'gesticulation' in Jean Genet's early prose fiction is 
that these ternis imply a degree of permanence in time, an idea of durability and a sense 
of universality not present in tile Genetian terill 'gesticulation'. b 
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Although the following passage makes no reference to 'gesticulation' tile use of tile term 
'langage' aspires towards tile same totality of reference to tile gestUres in tile scene being 
described by tile narrator of Journal. And in this passage tile link between sober and 
restrained gestures -and tile total picture is emphasised. In this extract the narrator is 
speaking about beggars: 'Leur langage gardait ]a retenue des classiques. Se sachant 4: ý tl r> 0 ombres ou reflets, d6form6s et malheureux, ils travaillaient pieusernent a poss6der la 
discretion mallieureuse des gestes et des sentiments' (Journal, p. 183). 
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Les anciens 6taient d'accord pour se souvenir qu'Harcanione continuait a vivre 
dans son illonde - de plus haute lignage que le n6tre - humiliait autrefois les 
prev6ts. Non qtiil refusait d'ob6ir, iliais par ses gestes non empliatiques, car sa. 
gestiCUlation etait trýs sobre, il prenait en face d'eux, des poses d'une autorit6 
insolente. " 
Here 'gesticulation' is tile gestural norill. There is a specific reference to Harcanione's 
non-emphatic gestures which are indicative of his sober gesticulation in this scene. In this 
passage the lack of expansiveness in gestures and gesticulation is considered by the 
narrator to be as expressive as a movement which directly subordinates the 'pr6vOts'. 
Harcamone's gestures are non-emphatic that is to say not like tile gestures in actio. The 
notion of sobriety is further eniphasised in the shift in terminology in tile extract which 
moves from 'gestes' to 'gesticulation' and finall to 'poses' getting progressively less t> y t) 
expansive and progressively less mobile, yet simultaneously taking on authority" ('pose' 
is also an example of one of the words such as 'niouvenlent', 'attitude', 'posture' and 
'tic' which are related to 'geste'). At the end of tile extract it appears that Harcarnone is 
almost immobile, facing his antagonists. Therefore, while it is clear that 'gesticulation' 0 Cý 
in Miracle (and in the other texts as will be seen) is both different from its conventional 
etymological meaning and aspires towards totality, it is also tile case that it is 
simultaneous] presenting a face of gesture which is different from tile ambitions of the y t) 
'geStLIS' (if we understand that 'gestus' as ail adjunct to spoken discourse in Classical 
rhetoric and that it is used strategically by tile orator to mark time and give emphasis). ID 
In the passage above, gesticulation is linked to near-irmilobility and non-emphatic 
gestures. Returning to tile original proposition of this chapter (gesture is more and less 
than language), it would seeni that 'gesticulation' is less than language in terms of tý 
movement, but more than language in terms of the authority and significance that it 
acquires as a consequence of this, winding down towards immobility. C) 
The following example of 'gesticulation' concerns the attempt by tile narrator of 
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Miracle, P. 106. 
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'Gravitas' is another possible description of the end product of the progressive 
concentration of gesture in this extract. We will see in tile next subsection, the 
Concentration of Gesture ('410.6), how gestures conle to be related to weight, dense 
physical matter and plasticity. 
2.3.5 Gesticulation III 
Miracle to discern similarity of gestural type between a boy whom he loves (Bulkaen) and 
one of the nameless tranips who -are randomly abused in Mettray. Jeannot, the narrator 
of Miracle, states: 
Mais je Wosais croire que je me trotivais en face de deLIX types (BLIlkaen et le 
p6d6) identiques au fond. J'6piais stir Bulkaen ]a r6ponse des gestes de la lope. 
Pessayais de surprendre Line correspondance entre leurs gesticulations. Rien 
n'6tait mani&6 chez Bulkaen. Un exces de vivacite le faisait paraltre tin peu 
brutal. Portait-il au fond de lui tin p6d6 honteux et fr6tillant pareil au clodo piteux 
que tout le monde meprisait? " 
In this passage it is a case of the narrator raising the possibility that tile two visually 
distinct types (or 'blokes') are identical, but not daring to confirm it. If tile were 0y 
identical his lover would be a tramp. This would be unbearable and the narrator leaves 
this conclusion as a question. Therefore gesture partially subverts the cherished 
differences between characters who are first considered (by the narrator in this case) to 
be irreconcilable opposites. This reading is confirmed by tile narrator's activity of being 
on the look out for a gestural response from the tramp, in case tile feared equivalence 
between tile characters is confirmed. 
The next example from Journal is related to the previous one from Miracle, but 
it deals with the difficulties of distinguishing between the touall philp ('maquereau') and I. n Lý tý 
weak queen (the Spanish term: 'maricona' is used). That is to say that the passage is 
concerned with their fundamental similarity. Both this jUxtaposition and the one in the 
previous passage between Bulkaen whom tile narrator loves and the tramp whom he 
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Mimicle, pp. 32-33. 'Gesticulation' also occurs in a variant passage from the original Lý 
edition of Miracle. Tile text of tile Folio edition of the text reads: Nous [les 
colonistes de Mettray] sommes tin livre dhistoire familiere et vivante OLI le p&te sait 
dechiffrer les signes de Pbernel retOUr. La faute qLie Toscano [ ... ]' p. 290. Whereas the 
subscribers' edition of the text reads as follows (tile differences between it and the 
'Collection Folio' version are indicated by underlining): 'Nous somilles tin livre d'histoire 
fanliliere et, vivante oti le poCte sait dechiffrer les signes de Itternel retour. Mais on tl 
comprendra que cette interpr6tation ne perniette pas au-pMe d'employer de tels gestes 
qui le font p6n6trcr au coeur niýme Wintinlit6s q, Wil viole ainsi Ijuisque ce sont les gestes 
de morts ou de mortes. 11 oeuvre_donc dans ]a nuit. La nuit. le VoNe seci-Ne de ]a niort. 
Et lui setil petit s'occuper-de cette gesticulation car. ý voler des attitudes yous risquez d 
12otirstiivre jusqu'au bout le destin dangereux des 116ros. Cela est arriv6. La faute qUe 
Toscano [ ... ]' (p. 415, AM-acle, subscribers' edition). As far as the use of 'gesticulation' in this passage is concerned, we can see that it follows a reference to gestes, when a 
more general term is required to indicate the heroes' gestural language as a whole. Z> C) Z: ý 
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despises would appear at first sight to be illogical. However, it will also be seen that 
gestures and gestiCLIlation are freqUently associated with apparently illogical contrasts 
which point to a different logic, that of the oxyiporon. Thus here, tile 'gesticulation' is 
obscured and equivocal and Stilitano mistakes the tough pimps for weak queens: 
Un soir il [Stilitanol dut se battre. Nous passions, calle Carmen, et ]a nuit tombait 
presque. Les Espagnols ont quelquefois dans le corps tine sorte de flexibilit6 C: - 
I Ini ondoyante. Certaines de leUrs poses sont alors 6quivoques. En pleine II ere 
Stilitano ne se Hit pas tromp6. Dans ce d6but d'obscurite il fr6la trois hommes qui 
parlaient doticement illais dont ]a gesticulation etait a ]a fois vive et langoureuse. 
En passant pres d'eux Stilitano les interpella, de sa voix ]a phis insolente et de 
quelques mots grossiers. '2 
Once aaain, as in the case of the previous extract, 'gesticulation' refers to the totality of 
gestures of a particular character (in addition, a single OCCUrrence of tile terni refers to 
the movements of no less than three indiVidUals). However, within tile gestural passage 
in both cases we see ail example of how 'gesticulation' precisely is not able to be used 
in a strategic rhetorical way to distinguish one character froill another. In tile previous 
extract from Miracle the phrase 'deux types identiques ail fond' is used, and in the 
extract from Journal ininiediately above, the term '6quivoque' indicates the equivalence 
between two poses and gesticulation which appears to be contradictory to its very core. 
How are we as readers to visualise 'gesticulation' which is at once lively and languorous 
('ý la fois vive et langoureuse')? Furthermore, a complete representation of the visual In 
component of gesture is not realised in both cases. That is to say tile narrator does not 
perceive gesture clearly in either case, nor is a visual perception of the gesture 
communicated to the reader. In the extract froill Miracle tile narrator hardly dares to 
believe his physical situation in front of two types (or 'blokes), identical at bottorn (en 
face de deux types identiques ail fond'). Both adjectives 'en face de' and 'all fond' are 
able to denote perspective and physical position; however, although tile narrator is 
positioned in space as a potential observer (lie is in front of the object he can potentially 
see), vision is not realised and neither tile geStUres nor the gesticulation are described. 
Vision is also obscured in tile extract from Journal, but in a different way. The whole 
scene of Stilitano's mistaken interpretation of gesture is shrouded in semi-darkness (the 
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Jollival, p. 73. 
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precise turns of phrase are: 'la nuit tonibait presque' and 'dans ce d6but d'obscuritC). 
" 
Therefore in both of the extracts above (and indeed in all of tile passages containing the 
term 'gesticulation' that I have been able to locate in Genet's five texts) tile distinguishing 
visual features which one would expect to be indicated by a term which denotes the 
totality of a specific character's gestures in a particular situation are obscured. 
Thus the terin 'gesticulation' does not reinforce the unity of a particular character; 
that is to say that it does not characterise, associating visualisable gestures with a 
character as part of that character's singular subjectivity, or personality - to use a 
traditional terni which psychologises and ontologises the textual construction of character 
and also recalls tile definitions of the word 'subjectivity' from tile 0. ýford English 
Dictionaty in 1.3 (as well as the generalising, global use of tile term 'character' 
mentioned at the start of 2.3.1). 
However, 'gesticulation' cannot only be clefined in the negative in ternis of what 
it cannot or does not do. Thus I maintain that tile term is acting in at least two directions 
at once; first, it is obscuring tile visual component. Secondly (as illustrated in the first 
example from 2.3.5), 'gesticulation' denotes the totality of tile gestures of a specific 
character in a particular situation. This is in direct contrast to the meaning of 
6gesticulation' in classical antiquity and to tile miance of a potential loss of control over 
the body which tile terill still retains in conventional definitions today. Thus 
6 gesticulation, when defined by the adjectives in tile two passages above, simultaneously 
affirms its significance but within a structure of the retention of movement rather than 
in the strategic gesture of aclio, denoted by 'gestus' tlleftýre ennemi of gesticulation. 
2.3.6 Tile Concentration of Gesture 
In the previous subsection tile narrator attributes adjectives to gesticulation which lend 
it weight by concentrating and reducing descriptions of movement. We should note that 11=0 tn 
in both cases tile SOUrce of the force which concentrates, reduces and restricts gestures 
and gesticulation is not elaborated. Tile absence of the originary force and tile 
impossibility of tracing the chain of influence back suggests a similarity between the 
models of gesture - where it was impossible to definitively trace tile source of the power 
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The metaphor of light and, in particular, that of light fading into imminent darkness is 
also found in the conclusion of this section (2.3.8). 
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of gesture - and what I will call the concentration of gesture. This concentration of 
gesticulation and the concomitant increase in gravitas and authority is also found in 
gestural passages (passages containing the term 'geste') across all five texts, of which a 
selection will be examined here. Clearly, the suggestion of a heaviness of gesture alone 
is a well known feature in fiction' -and Genet's texts also contain many examples of this 
more straightforward usage. For instance, tile following quotation refers to the effect on ZD 0 
Seblon when Querelle suddenly pulls off his beret to reveal blond tresses: 'Son bras, son 
geste furent soudain de plonib' (p. 72). 
However, Genet's texts go much further because they elaborate commonplace 
references to the weight of gestures. They refer to gestures with tile sarne vocabulary as 
is used to talk about Sculpture; that is to say a vocabulary concerned with physical 
substance and tile degree to which, and the means by which, hunlan movement is 
represented in ail inanimate physical object such as a sculpture. The possibilities for the 
word 'geste' to represent the concentration of movement will involve the juxtaposition 
of opposites such as heaviness and lightness, speed and slowness and in tile following 
case liveliness and the inanimateness of the material which composes the sculpture. One 
of the straightforward examples of the concentration of gestures Occurs in tile description 
of tile arrival of Mignon at Divine's funeral (which is also the first tinle that Mignon is 
described in Notre-Dame). Within this passage there is tile following reference to the LI 0 
physical concentration of Mignon's gestures: 'Depuis qu'il est parti, libre, a ses volsje 
retrouve ses gestes si vifs quils le montraient taiI16 dans tin, cristal a facettes, si vifs ses 
gestes qu'on les soupqonnait d'ýtre tous involontaires [ ... ]' (Notre-Dame, p. 22). Here 
the narrator represents Mignon's gestures in plastic form; ail enterprise made all the more. 
difficult because it takes place in the absence of Mignon. After Mignon has left to thieve, 
the narrator attempts to elaborate the adjective 'vif' which was applied to his gestures. 
The dictionary definition of 'vif' also contains ail aspect of movement ('lively') which is 
subverted in the plastic representation. The other aspect of the meaning of the adjective 
6 vif' which is 'live' is also subverted because the cast of words in the passage stresses 
that it is a question of a representation (J ... ] qU'ilS le montraient. [ ... ]') and that this 
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Cf. Emile Zolas LAssommoh- (Paris, Livre de Pocile, 1983) relating to tile gestures of 
tile roofer Coupeau: 'Alors il se risqua, avec ces niouvements ralentis des ouvriers, pleins 
d'aisance et de lourdeur' p. 13 1. 
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representation occurs for tile first person narrator ('je retrouve ses gestes'). Thus the 
effect of Mignon's gestures is to create a siniulacruni of Mignon and the narrator is 
explicitly conscious of tile status of tile sinlulacrum as a fictional representation. 
A similar process of overt subversion of movement occurs in the following 
extract, where, after burgling an apartment tile narrator of Journal is looking to make a 
quick getaway: 
Le trAor dkouvert il fatit sortir. La petir alors etivaliit nion corps. Je voudrais 
totit prkipiter. Non nie prdcil)iter, aller plus vite, niais faire que tout, 
inagiquement, se presse. Queje sois hors d'ici et tres loin, niais quiels gestes faire 
pour aller plus vite? Les plus lotirds les plus lents. La lenteur aniene la peur. '5 
Before gestures are nientioned tile narrator introduces -a notion of wanting to make 
everything speed Lip, rather than speed Lip himself. Tile narrator explicitly describes this 
OCCUrrence as part of a magical process which is still traceable back to tile narrator's je 
voudrais'. However, when tile narrator asks himself what gestures lie needs to perform 
to go faster it is not clear whether lie is referring primarily to himself or whether there 
is also an implicit reference to the previous idea of making everything go faster ('tout 
pr6cipiter'). GeStUre, just as in tile cases of tile shifts in narrative authority in 2.2, caUses 
a shift in language which is contradictory to tile point of beconling an oxyriloron. " It 
is at this point that the concentration of the gesture occurs. It would appear that the 
contradictory concept of a gesture being dense represents the same structure of opposites 
as tile thief who makes tile slowest gestures in order to go faster, or to speed everything 
tip. Therefore once again there is a contradiction concerning the opposites of two terilis. 
The reference to fear in tile final sentence of tile extract also reminds us of the structuring 
role of gesture (indirect in this case since tile a(ýjective associated with the gesture is 
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Journal, p. 175. 
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The following extract contains a pairing between speed and slowness which is nearly identical to tile quotation above: 'En cellule, les gestes peuvent se faire stir tine extr8me lenteur. Entre chacun d'eux, on petit s'arrýter. Oil est maitre du terrips et de sa. pensee. On est fort d'8tre lent. Chaque geste s'inflechit. selon tine courbe grave, on h6site, on 
choisit. Mais Cette lenteUr dans le geste est title lenteur qui va vite. Elie se pr6cipite. Ueternit6 afflue dans la courbe (Pun geste. oil possede toute sa. celitile parce qu'on en 
remplit. tout Vespace avec ]a conscience attentive. Quel luxe (Pacconiplir chaque geste 
avec lenteur, nienle si la gravit6 ne r6side pas en elle' (Mii-m-le, p. 204). 
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substantivised in the word 'lenteur'), because the reference to 'peur' echoes the start of 
the extract: ']a peur alors envallit mon corps'. It is not clear whether fear is the cause or 
the effect of gesture and thus the paradigm of cause and effect is undermined. t, rp 
We SlIOLIld note that the phenomenon of reversal continued to be important in 
Genet's later prose and essays. Thus not only (lid gestures take oil weight and density as 
in the passages analysed in this subsection, but, as evinced by Jean Genet (1910-1986) 
in his essay on Alberto Giacoilietti. " Tile artist's paintings and sculptures also take on 
some of the attributes of movement that are traditionally associated with gestures. Again, 
it should be recognised that neither tile process whereby gestures in Genet's early prose 
fiction are linked to physical characteristics nor that of Giacornetti's art taking on 
movement are transformations which are absolute, complete and permanent. Rather, both 
testify to the reversibility and fluidity of gestures. " LI 
I will conclude tile present subsection oil tile Concentration of Gesture by 
suggesting that tile passages analysed here attempt both to make tile language of gesture 
achieve new levels of intensity and also to increase the semantic scope of tile term 
geste'. Tile traditional conception of gesture connects it irrevocably with movement and D tl 
self-contradiction emerges only when this traditional conception is linked to weight, 0 
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L'Atelier d'Alberto Giacometti, Mines, L'ArbalNe, 1992 (unpaginated). 
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The following example from Genet's essay on Giaconietti is typical: Cette aprýs-midi 
nOLIS sommes (tans Fatelier. Je remarqUe deux toiles - deux t&es - d'une extraordinaire 
acuite, elles semblent We en marche, venir a ma rencontre, ne jamais cesser cette 
niarche vers moi, et de je ne sais quel fond de ]a toile qui Warreterait pas d'6mettre ce 
visage tranchant. "Si je considere mieux ]a toile, 'relief' convient mal, il s'agit plutOt 
d'une duret6 infracassable qu'a. obtenue ]a figure. Elie aurait tin poids moleculaire 
extremenient grand. Elie ne s'est pas mise a vivre a ]a faqoil de certaines figures dont on 
dit qu'elles sont vivantes parce qu'elles sont saisies dans tin moment particulier de leurs 
motivements, parce qti'elles sont signalees par tin accident qui Wappartient qu'ý letir 
histoire, c'est presque le contraire: les visages peints par Giacometti seniblent avoir 
accunitile a ce point toute vie qu'il ne leur reste plus une seconde a vivre, plus tin geste 
h faire, et (non qu'elles viennent de niourir) qu'elles connaissent enfin ]a niort, car trop 
de vie est tass6e en elles' (LAtelier (I'Alberto Giacometti, L'ArbalNe, unpaginated). 
These two paintings are in perpetual motion, they have a material quality in their 
hardness ('dtireW). They also have a high molecular weight which is a key terni in the 
density of element. Finally, Genet plays off the elements of the binary of life and death 
and of stasis and movement against each other to great effect to increase the semantic 
weight and hence the density of the paintings. 
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density and plasticity as in the passages of this subsection. However, in my conception 
of gesture self-contrad ict i oil does not arise because it call equally well be argued that 
gesture in Genet's early prose fiction has become such a fluid term, with so many diverse 
semantic ramifications and free of any one particular imitator or model, that it is no 
longer limited by traditional conventions which assume that gestures have a fundamental, 
if not always visible connection to movement. Thus we have seen ill tile course of the 
present subsection that tile language of gesture aspires towards many attributes which 
might be regarded as fundamentally opposed to it: the concentration of materiality, 
weight, and density. 
2.3.7 Gesture and 'la illise a niort' 
Why ']a mise a mort'? I use this term to refer to gestures which end in death because it 
is impersonal and acknowledges tile tendency in the texts to concentrate attention on the 
finality of the gesture itself and to disregard the killer, tile victim and tile social tP tD, 
consequences of death. 'La mise a illort' is also used to describe the monlent after the 
defeat of tile bull, when the bulifighter dispatches tile exhausted animal by lining tip his 
sword and then swiftly piercing the nervOLIs systeill with it. "' What is more, the gesture 
is concentrated because tile matador has a time limit of ten minutes, after which lie is 
warned; if lie does not kill the bull by the fifteenth minute lie must withdraw. 
In the previous SUbsection we saw Ilow tile language of gesture and tile terill 
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Tile term 'la mise a nlort' was first SLIggested to tile by ail explanation from Gellet's 
ballet score 'Adame miroii- in which a sailor (who is part of a (IOUble entity with his 
animated mirror iniage) is killed by tile highly stylised figure of the dornino: 'Enfin le 
dornino se d6cide, et choisit le niatelot. 11 le poursuit till moment, puis le poignarde avec 
le inanche de I'6ventail. Durant ]a mise A illort I'linage est accouclee a till portant et 
examine ]a scene sans montrer demotion' (Adame Inimir, p. 39 - reprinted, in Fragmena... et autre. v teve. v, Paris, Gallimard, 1990). 1 note ill passing that these charac- 
ters appear to have even less psychological depth and unity than those in the prose texts. C. The first sentence of tile introduction of tile sailor reacts: 'C'est till lilatelot qui n'a pas 
de passe. Sa vie commence avec ]a choregraphie, qui la contient tout a fait' (p. 34). The 
present section is thus pointing towards a notion of character ill Genet's early prose 
fiction which makes a distinctive representation of an individual redundant. 
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I am grateful to Guy Danigo for this reference and for clarifying my ideas on this 
Subject. 
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'geste' aspired to refer to -areas of signification, such as physical density, which lie Cý 
outside traditional notions of what gestUres may signify (see 2.1.3). The same applies to LI 
gestures associated with tile death of one character caused by another. 
The present exploration of tile relation between gesture, character, death and 
killing will necessarily mean confronting (if only briefly) the ethical dimensions of 
violence in Genet's texts. As we have already seen in the Critical Survey of Secondary 
Literature (1949-1997) (1.4), many early critics noted the frequency of killings in Genet's 
texts with disgust. Franqois Mauriac famously took a stand against what lie perceived to 
be the moral degradation of Genet's work. " The perplexed reaction of Alfred Cismaru 
is no less characteri StiC. 72 These critics reacted with hostility to what they saw was tile 
general toile of the texts. What struck them above all was the frequency of killings. 
Notre-Dame, Querelle (in tile subscribers' edition) and Mii-acle all have three killings 
each and Pompes -and Journal both contain one each. " Yet in addition to the high 
frequency of killings in the prose fiction of Jean Genet, we must also consider how these 
killings are represented. First, tile killings are abrupt. " Secondly, there is such an ID 
intense concentration oil the instant of death that all concomitant factors are ignored; for 
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Franqois Mauriac: Te Cas Jean Genet', Le Figaro litteraire, March 26th 1949 and 
VExcr6nientialisi-ne', Le Figaro IiWraire, 1501 August 1950. 
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Alfred Cismaru, 'The Antitheism of Jean Gen& [sic]'Antioch Review, 24 (Fall 1964) pp. 
387-401. The author maintains that, as liberals, 'we must defend ourselves against this 
antitheism' (p. 394). 
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We should also note, none of the representations of deaths in Genet's texts contain the 
term 'geste' in the relevant passage (with tile exception of Querelle's killing of Vic and Gil's killing of Theo). However, as I indicated at the very outset of this chapter (in 2.1.1), tile present discussion of gesture is not exclusivel Iiiiiitedtotliosepassaceswhicii y include 'geste'. 
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The gestures which kill are invariably very short: 'il. [Querelle] tranclia ]a carotide au 
matelot'; 'il [Gil] coupa ]a carotide au niaýon% 'QUerelle Ntrangla'. Tile movement thus 
shocks and surprises. The deaths are all narrated in the third person in the past historic tense; tile implication is that the narrator is relating a. fait acconqVi. 
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instance the character who dies is not represented as feeling paill, nor does the character 
who performs tile gesture which ends in death feel any remorse. The reader has the 
impression that death and killing are being trivialised. However, this is not tile case; 
instead there is a concentration oil finality and extreme experience at tile moment when 
the fatal gesture is performed. It is possible therefore to understand why fatal gestures 
in Genet's early prose fiction were overwhelmingly disturbing to the early (1950s and 
1960s) critics. 
What arguments can be used to contradict this charge of disturbing immorality in 
Genet's early prose fiction? If we insist oil a direct relation between tile representation 
of characters in Genet's texts and empirical reality, then there is no way to avoid the 
charge that Genet's texts occasionally dellunianise the i1ldiVidUal. However, if we follow 
the present analysis in not taking such a relation for granted, or even problernatising it 
(as this thesis has constantly attempted to do), then the notion of fragmentary character 
will help the reader to foreground the linguistic elements of the build tip to these killings. 
Tile texts seem to eniphasise ail exploration of the language of tile context of death, rather 
than a detailed description of the killing itself. 
The social consequences of tile fatal gesture are pre-enipted in the texts, leading 
to a foctis oil gesture and speculation as to how the gesture was carried OUt and not why 
it was peýfimned and ii. 4io performed it. Pre-empting needs to be explained with specific C5 
examples. When a fatal gesture is pre-enipted the reader is aware that there will be a 
killing. In addition, killing is acknowledged as a forthcoming narrative event at the level L, 
Of Plot. QUerelle's killing of his shipmate and partner in crime, Vic, is pre-empted three 415 
times; oil the first occasion it occurs iii, pliCitly, 73 oil tile second and third occasions it 
is quite explicit: there is a reference to Querelle's murders" and tile clearest case of 
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In the first sentence of the Quemlle there is a connection established between: 'marins, 
mer et nieurtre' (p. 9). 
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'OLItre le b6n6fice mat6riel qu'il en tirait, ses meurtres enrichissaient QUerelle' (p. 19). 
The narrator uses tile term murder because it is important that Querelle prominces 
himself guilty and ready to be executed after tile event: 'D'une faqon tres indistincte il. 
sentit que tout n'6tait pas fini. 11 lui restait ý accomplir la derniýre fornialit6: son 
execution. -" Faut que j'rn'ex6cute, quoi! "' (p. 59). The j udgement and the sentence are 
self inflicted; Querelle remains wholly untouched by the police investigation into the 
murders of Vic and Th6o and his execution consists of being sodonlised by Nono. 
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pre-empting occurs just before the narration of tile killing of Vic when tile TrUet r) 
Maritime' is described as being astonished that a sailor had his throat cut on the ramparts 
of the port. There are many other cases of detailed pre-emptings preceding the 
representation of fatal gestures in Genet's early prose fiction. " 
. 
The killing of Sonia by C16ment Village is narrated in this way. Sonia has 
threatened to leave her pimp and is busily packing her suitcase: 
La valise 6tait pos6e stir le lit. C16ment. renversa stir elle sa maltresse, qui 
bascula, couch6e en arriere, et clont Nquilibre perdu lui mit sous le nez les pieds 
encore cliatiss6s de souliers d'ament. La Hollandaise poussa till tout petit cri. Le 
negre I'avait enipoignee par les chevilles, et ]a soulevant comme tin mannequin 
d'Lin geste vertigineLIX, tin geste de soleil, faisant demi-tour rapide stir lui-m6me, 
ILli fracassa la týte stir le montailt du petit lit de cuivre. Cl6nient. ille racontait 
Faffaire avec soil parler doux de cr6ole, OLI les i- manquent [ ... I" 
Here the brevity and speed of the fatal gestures are striking. The sequence of gestUres 
au above follow in rapid succession, the row of verbs in the past historic emphasize this 
movement . 
79The 
extract is typical from this point of view. All the killings narrated in 
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In AM-acle Harcanione's existence is defined at the very OLItset as that of tile Illan 
condemned to death for murder: 'En quittant ]a Sant6 pour Fontevratilt, je [tile narrator] 
savais d6jý qu'Harcanione y attendait son ex6cution' (Alit-acle, p. 10). In Non-e-Dame, 
Clement Village is referred to as Tassassin noir' (p. 177) before lie relates llow lie killed 
Sonia. Notre-Daille is likewise called ail 'assassin' (p. 104). Admittedly, not all murders 
in Genet's prose fiction are pre-enipted, for example Riton's shooting of Erik, Daniel's 
drowning of 'soeur Zo6' (Aliracle, pp. 31'. 2-313) and P61)6's stabbing of the Spaniard 
(Journal, p. 43); however these unpre-empted murders are in a distinct minority. 
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Notre-Dame, p. 186. 
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Tile representation of sound ill these sequences is characteristic of tile silence usual in the 
arena before the matador performs tile 'mise a mort'. The SOLInds are subdued before the 
movement of tile killer begins. Tile death takes place ill silence because the narrative t> fOCLIS is on the brilliance of gesture (in a literal and metaphorical sense). Tile gesture is 
often described in light imagery: 'un geste de soleil' (Notre-Dame, p. 186) and 'iI [Gill 
ellipoignait le litre que doun geste rapide, brise en deux fignes de feu, il cassait contre la b C) 
table. Avec le tesson 1116 comme une vrille, il coupa ]a carotide all l1laqon' (Querelle, P. 99). 
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the texts are swift, precise, almost surgical moves (this recalls tile use of the term 'la eý 
inise A nlort' in connection with b Lill fighti ng). Death is encompassed in a single gesture; 0 Cý 
there is no unsightliness or disorder, nor, as has been mentioned, does there appear to 
be any pain. 
The killings in Genet's texts also exhibit a double alienation of the people involved 
in them. The depersonalizing of the victim is more familiar and also occurs in QUerelle's 
killing of Vic; however, Querelle is also depersonalised to an equal or greater degree. 
Tile single fatal gesture which ends tile life of the sailor Vic in Querelle is preceded by 
a detailed and progressive abolition of the self, in which the killer loses his identity: 
Querelle sentit clans tOLIt SOII corps la pr6sence du meurtre. Cela vint d'abord 
lentement, a peu prýs comme les Ollois anloureLIX, [ ... ]' (p. 52). 'll laissait se d6velopper en lui-meme cet emoi [ ... ] qui tOLIt a I'lleUre, [ ... I prendrait tout 
h fait 
possession de lui, chasserait toute conscience, tout esprit critique, et 
commanderait a son corps les gestes parfaits, serr6s et sCirs du criminel. "' 
The depersonalisation of the victim follows: 
Quand il. relAcha soil etreinte, avec une grande prestesse il tira de sa poche son 
couteau otivert et il tranclia ]a carotide au matelot. [ ... ] Les yeux exorbit6s, 
le 
moribond chancela, en faisant de ]a main tin geste tr6s d6licat, se laissant glisser, 
s'abandonnant dans tine attitude presque voltiptuetise [ ... 1. Querelle le retint fermenlent sur soil bras gauche et il le posa doucement stir I'llerbe oL'I il expira. " 
First the victim is referred to by his ilame Vic" then there is a shift in tile text's 
representation of the victim from tile term 'le matelot' to 'le moribond'. In addition to 
turning away from the specific identity of tile person who is killed towards a 
depersonalised victim, the text invariably characterises these people very sparingly (Gil's 
killing of Th6o is ail exception). In this way Sonia is referred to only in tile narrative 
so 




In the case of the killing of Sonia by C16nient Village there is the following shift in the 't', representation of the victim: she is first called 'Soma then 'La Hollandaise' and filially 
6 tin mannequin'. 
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sequence which leads to her death-, the same applies to tile episode of the opium 
silluac, ling in Querelle which is Vic's first and last appearance. Other examples of this 
tendency are: Divine's killing of the infant and both of the killings associated with 
Harcamone in Miracle. Tile depersonalizing of tile victim is commonplace in much 
violent writing. Genet's early prose fiction, however, also displays tile less familiar 
tendency to depersonalise the killer. This ralymochement or relativisation of apparent 
opposites is reminiscent of Hegel's master/slave dialectic, the termination of the existence C5 
of tile other also beconles the death of the self or an aspect of the self. The performance 
of a fatal gesture is therefore often similar to suicide. " At tile level of the wider 
historical context of Genet's texts and the existence of capital punishment in particular, 
we can see that at tile very nionlent when tile fatal gesture is performed the killer is 
simultaneousl sentencing himself to death within the binary of crime and ensuing y0 
punishment. In all five texts there is a preponderance of fatal gestures which correspond 
to the most common fornis of capital pUnishinent (in particular tile slicing of the throat 
and death by strangulation). it must lot be forgotten that 'la mise a mort' may be used 
to translate the execution of legal or judicial murder carried out by tile State. This point 
should not be laboured because we risk introducing a taxonomy of fatal geStUres or 
geStUres in general because there are many gestures which do not fall into this category 
such as the killing in Miracle of sister Zo6, Who is SiMply PLIshed into a pond. b 
Tile death of tile killer's self after a killing can also take tile form of tile end of 
the unitary character by fragmentation. Thus Cl6nient Village, faced with what to do with 
the body of Sonia, is transformed: 
11 se sublinlisa. 11 se fit general, pr6tre, sacrificateur, officiant. 11 avait ordonn6, 
vengd, sacrifi6, offert, il Wavait pas tud Sonia [ ... ]" 
The transformations are so extreme in this case that the killing of Sonia is itself 0. 
subverted. In the description of Divine just before the moment of tile infant's death the 
fragmentation of the unitary subject is extreme: 'Soil corps toujours se manifestait. 
Manifestait mille corps' (1). 362). 
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I arn grateful to Andrew Brown for lielp in clarifying nly thoughts on this point. 
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Notre-Dame, p. 188. 
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Summing tip Gesture and Ia illise ý mort', it is evident that tile fatal geStLire 
definitively ends interaction between characters; it is therefore a towering and irreversible 
fact. Tile fatal gesture is ail expression of total power - not power of one person or 
character over another but impersonal and absolute total power. The movement is final 
and decisive although tile character who perfornis tile killing is not consistently portrayed 
as being oninipotent. Yet abSOILIte power is indeed achieved at the moment when the 
gesture takes place. Genet has often been criticised for glorifying killing on account of 
the portrayal of the act uniquely in terms of its power. There is no explanation or 
interpretation of the gesture that ends in death and it is precisely the sense of finality that 
is conveyed by a short gesture which is contextualised ill detail beforehand. The t-D 
following passage, addressed to the imagined reader, exemplifies the fatal gesture: 0 
Vous ne connaissez pas, vous, cet 6tat surhunlain OLI extra ILIcide, de Vassassin 
aveugle qui tient le couteau, le fusil, ou ]a fiole, ou qui, deja, a deciench6 le geste 
qui pousse ail pr6cil)ice. '-' 
This passage captures that unusual element of the representation of killing in Genet's 0 
prose fiction whereby not only the victini but also the killer is depersonalised and subject 
to capital punishment the moment that the fatal gesture occurs. Here the killer is the 
object of the relative clause 'qui POLIsse au pr6cipice'. 
2.3.8 Conclusions oil Gesture and Character 
At tile start of the present section I criticised the notion that gestures either result from, 
or contribute to a unitary entity known as 'character'. Th roug hout 2.3 we have seen tile 
diverse ways in which the writing of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction is altogether 
more complex than the unitary conception of character. Throughout 2.3 we have also 
seen tile build-up of a cluster of words used in the analyses of gesture; they are words 
associated with partial contradiction, potential contradiction and self-contradiction, words 
such as paradox, oxymoron, ambivalence and ambiguity. It is tile implications of these 
recurring ternis for tile representation of character and gesture and the relation between 
them that 2.3.8 proposes to explore. 
The writing of gesture in Genet's texts is. indicative of a writing of character 
which works against the unity all(] independence of the latter. Tile complexity of tile 
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Notre-Dame, p. 30. 
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narrator in Genet's fiction who is selectively present, performing a structural function, 
and mediating Ili mself and other characters, is in fact the best model for the way in which 
gestures modify tile unitary notion of character in Genet's texts. It will be seen that the 
complexity and fluidity of tile narrator as indicated by 2.2 has parallels with the present 
evaluation of tile characters in Genet's texts. 
Tile following passage deals with a named character (Stilitano) all unnamed one 
(Michaelis) and another referred to principally by tile musical instrument that he plays 
(the guitarist)-, it also deals with the narrator and the connection that gesture makes 
between all of them: 
Encore que je Woubliasse pas Stilitano, Pautre prenait sa place dans nion coelir 
et contre nion corps. Ce qui denieurait. dit prernier c'6tait plut6t line sorte 
d'influence donnant a nion sourire, qui se cognait contre le souvenir du sien, tin 
peti de cruaut6, et de rigueur a nies gestes. Favais et6 Faiili6 d'un si beau rapace, 
sacre de la plus hatite espece, qu'a Fegard d'un guitariste gracieux je pouvais 
arborer certaines insolences, quoiqu'il Wen permit que peu tant soil oeil. 6tait 
6veille. Je Wose entreprendre soil portrait, VOLIS y liriez les qualit6s que je 
retrotive chez tous nies amis. (Pr6textes ý nion irisation - puis a nia transparence - 
a nion absence enfin, - ces garqons dont je parle s'evaporent. 11 ne denneure 
d'eux que ce qui de moi denieure: je ne suis que par eux qui ne sont rien, n'etant 
que par moi. Ils ill'6clairent, maisje suis ]a zone d'interf6rence. Les garqons: nia 
Garde cr6pUsculaire. )'6 
We should note that in this passage we are dealing with the narrator of Journal, 
references to whose body an(] physical existence are the illost numerous aniong tile 
narrators an(] narrative voices in all five works under coil si derati oil here. However, what 
comes to the fore here is a different way of understanding the narrator in terms of his 
interaction with other characters by means of gesture. At tile C011CILISiOll of this passage, 
tile narrator proposes that we should understand him in such a way that his body is not 
of prinle importance ('nlon absence' and je suis ]a zone d'interf6rence'). However, the 
final representation is not only concerned with de-emphasising the body (within tile 
traditional mind/body dichotoilly). We understand the narrator in terms of his fluid and 
non-deternlinate relation with the other characters. 
Let us first concentrate oil tile start of the passage. Tile situation presented here 
is a fluid and transitional one because the narrator has not yet forgotten Stilitano although 
another (as yet unnamed) character begins to OCCUPY the place in his heart and the 
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Journal, p. 106. 
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physical space beside his body. Tile reference to Stilitano is in the negative Suggesting 
that, although Stilitano is distinct because lie is named, the unnamed other ('I'autre') is 
in the ascendency. However, this ascendency remains as a potential and is not resolved 
in the passage. The imperfect tense of the verb 'prendre' used with reference to the 
ascendency of the other also suggests that the transition between the two characters is a 
continuous process. The narrator goes on to refer to Stilitano as a remainder. And this 
remainder of Stilitano who, by definition therefore, is not a unitary character, still 
influences tile narrator. Tile recollection of Stilitano's smile is material and solid because 
tile narrator's smile builips tip against it ('se cogner contre'). The references to the 
solidity of Stilitano's smile and the rigour of his gestures are good examples of the 
aspects of gesture discussed in The Concentration of Gesture (2.3.6). Therefore, just as 
it would first be considered rather self-contradictory that gestures could be associated 
with the density of physical matter, memories in tile extract above are linked to precisely 
this physical quality. Clearly, if the illenlory of a character manifests itself in a physical 
way, this undermines the more traditional nleans of representation, whereby tile body of 
the character is represented in material ternis and tile personality of tile character is 
referred to in non-concrete vocabulary. Equally clearly, then, the characters in Genet's 
texts are different from characters in tile traditional mould. 
At this point in tile extract ('j'avais et6 Fainid (Pun si beau rapace the 
narrator is still under the influence of Stilitano, though tile influence of tile second 
unnamed character is steadily increasing. it is in this context that the narrator feels able C. 
to attempt a Seduction of a third character, tile guitarist. Tile narrator expressly states that 
he is not going to paint the portrait of this third character in visual ternis ('Je Wose 
entreprendre son portrait), however lie goes oil to state that this third character cannot 
be distinguished from tile narrator's other friends: 'vous y liriez les qualit6s que je 
retrouve chez tous mes anlis'. From this point in tile passage the parenthesis is opened 
and the narrator begins to speak about himself and begins to disperse all notions of a In C) 
unitary character. 
The narrator describes his friends/characters as pretexts ('pr6textes) for his own 
progressive dispersal. The stages in this dispersal are linked to the metaphor of light and 
we recall that they follow tile narrator's refusal to provide a visual representation of the 
guitarist by means of a portrait. First, the narrator describes his diffraction ('irisation') 
which refers to the break tip of white light into the prismatic colours. Secondly, there 
comes tile narrator's transparency and finally his disappearance. Moreover, the characters 
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(who are referred to as 'garqons' at this point) also undergo the same process in tile sense 
that they change state ('ces garqons dont je parle S'evaporent'). Tile narrator goes on to 
invert the traditional hierarchy whereby tile narrator is responsible for the creation of the 
characters because lie ties the characters' fate tip with his own. And the circularity of this 
relationship is reiterated in tile phrase: 'll ne deineure d'eux que ce qui de nioi denieure: 
je ne suis que par eux qui ne sont rien, Wetant que par Illoi., 87 The relationship between 
the narrator and the characters is marked by interdependence, but interdependence to the 
point that the distinctions between theill collapse in the same manner as their self- 
sufficient unity as individuals. In a subordinate clause of tile sentence quoted directly 
above, tile narrator states that the characters are nothing; a statement which follows the 
expression of the narrator's absence an(] a reference to tile evaporation of the characters. 
Given this void where the characters used to be, what renlains therefore is the 
relationship between tile narrator and the characters (je tie suis que par eLIX [ ... ] n'6tant 
que par nioi'). Tile dual use of 'par' empliasises this interdependence once again. 
How is tile narrator to continue from this point where narrator and characters are 
rotating in a hermetic circular formulation around a central absence? What happens is that 
the text returns to the metaphor of light. Now the narrator states that tile characters 
enlighten him Cils ni'Mairent'). Tile characters' light thus shines from a void. This is 
a highly paradoxical figure. In tile final movement of tile extract the narrator states that 
he is the interference zone. This term has quite a precise meaning in optics: it is tile place 
where the paths of the waves of light cross. Moreover, interference can produce equal 
and opposite effects because the waves or the systems of waves can either reinforce or 
neutralise each other. Interference has implications for tile relationship between narrator 
and character and for tile understanding of character itself. The narrator stated that the 
characters were light which enlightens and illuminates the narrator. It is important to note 
that the characters are not represented as being the source of tile light - the source of tile 
light is not elaborated in the text and tile previous descriptions of tile source of tile 
characters and tile narrator are obscured in tile hermetic circular formulation ('il ne 
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The dual use of the verb 'denieurer' at tile MICILISiOn of tile passage recalls its use at tile 
start in reference to Stilitano who is named and has a clear influence, but who, in 
common with the narrator, is in tile process of being forgotten and superseded by two 
other characters. The narrator is thus drawing an implicit parallel between Stilitano's 
position in relation to the narrator and tile narrator's position in relation to his characters. 
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derneure d'eux que ce qui demeure de moi: je ne suis que par eux, qui ne sont. rien, 
Wetant que par moi'). The narrator, in describing himself as the interference zone - the Cý 
place where the paths of tile waves of light cross and where tile waves can either be 
reinforced (thus doubling them) or neutralised, reducing them to nought - maintains the 
existence or the absence of tile characters' as a potentiality. " 
Tile representation of the narrator as interference zone implies that the 
understanding of character, characters and the narrator in tile extract is arbitrary and 
polyvalent. Yet, this interference zone is not the last word that is said abOLIt character in 
the passage. The whole of tile reference to the metaphor of light takes place within a 
context of tile decline and waning of this liollt. Tile increasina darkness is linked both 
with tile twilight (cr6pusculaire') and also with a more metaphysical notion of decline, 
reminding the reader of tile potential of tile void, nothingness, darkness and death. 
One short (27-word) paragraph before tile passage that I have been analysing is 0 
the following aphoristic statement: 'Ce livre, Journal du voleur: POUrsuite de l'Impossible 
Nullite. ' There have been several interpretations of this rather dense statement, the best- 
known of which is found in Saint Genet. " However, I would argue that this phrase 
refers to the absence of the narrator, with characters who are described by the narrator 
as nothing and with the general decline in light and life. Admittedly, it is difficult to take 
the link between characters and the void further. Notwithstanding this, I propose to 
highlight passages from tile texts which express a similar situation from a viewpoint 
which is less tied to notions of nothingness and tile void. 
To end the present section oil gesture and character I will present a series of 
extracts from tile texts which confirm tile understanding of character which 2.3 has been 
outlining. It is an understandina which undermines tile notion of unitary character and 
thus perhaps challenges the term 'character' itself. Here, just as in the case of the Zý' 
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The bivalency in tile concept of rays of light which are either doubled or neutralised will 
be mentioned in 4.2 in connection with another crossing: Martin Heidegger's striking 
through of 'Sein' with the X-shaped crossing out. C) 
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J. -P. Sartre links 'nulliW directly to his own concept of 'n6ant' in his philosophy of being. For Sartre it is simple: Jean Genet (1910-1986) is speaking about nothingness in 
relation to himself. 2.1.3 has raised sonle of the problems associated with equating the 
narrative voice in Genet's texts with Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
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interference zone in tile passage from Journal above, the narrator creates a space for ZI 
duality and plurality where there is no tipper limit to the attribUtes and other characters 
that tile individual character can encompass. As in the case of tile light in the passage 
froill Jout-nal above, tile source of tile multiple attributes is obscured; tile character does 
not*create them; they only manifest themselves thrOLIgh hilll or her. Tile following 
passage refers to Armand: 
[ ... ] il parlait, ]a voix irr6elle de si peu prendre part a la conversation. De certains 
regards on petit dire leurs rayons (ceLix de Lucien, de Stilitano, de Java), non 
d'Arinand. Pas davantage ne rayonnait sa voix. Au fond de son coeur, ce qui 
Nmettait etait un groupe de minuscules personnages qu'il gardait secrets. Ne 
trahissant rien, elle WeCit pu trallir. On y discernait toutefois lin accent vagliernent 
alsacien: les personnages de soil coeur 6taient Boclies. "' 
Muitiplicity and PlUrality express themselves in tile voices of Armand. Thus at this basic 
level tile narrator regards a character trait such as an Alsatian accent as the result of a 
group of tiny characters inside Armand who embody a whole speech community with its 
diversity. The multiple origin of tile accent means that it is not a completely unified self: 
it is described by the narrator as va4g,, uely ('vaguenlent') Alsatian. 
Tile extract from Notre-Dame which follows explicitly includes the term 'geste' 
as part of the representation of a fluid and multiple character: 
Ses niouvenients, et plus particulierement wie prise de ceinture, tine mise en 
garde devaient ä tout prix, au prix de la victoire nienie, faire d'elte, plutot que le 
boxeur Divine, certain boxeur admirý, et quelquefois plusieurs splendides boxeurs 
ensenible. Elle chercha des gestes males, qui sont rarenient des gestes de niale. 
Elle siffla, mit ses niains dans ses poches, et tout ce siniulacre fut exýctit6 si 
nialliabileinent qu'elle paraissait &re en wie setile soir& quatre ou cinq per- 
sonnages a la fois. Elle y gagnait la richesse d'une multiple personnalitV1 bC 
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Journal, pp. 208-209. 
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Noti-e-Dame, pp. 125-126. The following passage also makes a connection between 
gesture and a multiple personality, but Notre- Dame-cles- F1 eU rs is estranged froin himself here because his name is used to refer to the Virgin Mary. His gender also becomes bivalent like the masculine noun attached toa feminineadjective 'tin garde-franqaise' (this 
word denotes soldier in a pre-Revoltitionary reginient which mounted a gUard at important buildings in Paris): 'L'assassin 6tait assis au banc des accuses. La delivrance, des chalmes perniettait qtiil mit ses mains au fond de ses poches, ainsi, il semblait etre Wimporte ou [ ... ]. A tin moment donne il sortit tine main de sa poche, et, comme tOLIt h Fhetire il rejeta avec, en meme temps que (I'Line secOLIsse de sa jolie petite tete, la 
nieche bloncle et boucl6e. La foule cessa de respirer. 11 acheva son geste en lissant sa 
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In this passage a movement is described, but tile most important aspect is not what the 
movement is, but its effects oil Divine. Rather than a generic conflation of the type of 
the boxer with Divine, Divine becomes a particular boxer or several boxers. The male 
gestures that Divine is said to look for are a parody of the gestures that males make, but 
these genuine gestures are not described in tile passage and I would propose that 
authenticity in gesture is not important in either this text or in Genet's early prose fiction 
as a whole. What is important is tile ongoing process of Divine's attempt to look for 
gestures which she associates with tile iliale. It is from this attempt at an artificial 
simulacruill that Divine gains something positive, froill this mistake in missing authentic 
male gestures (and we never learn what they are) that Divine wins tile riches of a 
multiple personality. The loss of unity and singularity are thus not a frightening 
unravelling of sutýjectivity; '2 this extract suggests that polyvalency may also be positive. L-Zý- 
2.4 Conclusions on Gesture 
In this section I develop the particular implications of gesture for the representation of 
subjectivity in Genet's texts. Gesture is useffil for tile study of subýiectivity because it 
foregrounds the problem of representation. The word 'geste' not only frames a human 
movement drawing attention to its significance, but it is also possible to use the 
representation of the word to investigate tile possibilities of tile activity of framing itself, b 
raising tile following questions: who is performing tile gesture, who is watching it being 
performed and in which circumstances? In this way tile significance of tile gesture is 
negotiable; it can be interpreted by a character or the narrator. Moreover, the 
clieveltire vers l'arriýre, jusqu'ä la ntique, et par Itii je retrouve Vinipression etrange: 
quand, cliez un personnage deslitinianise par la gloire, on discerne tin geste familier un 
trait vulgaire (voilä bien: cliasser d'un coup de 2e brusque tine nieche de clieveux), qui 
casse la croCite petriNe, par la fente adorable coiliiiie un sourire ou tine erreur, on 
aperýoit un coin de ciel. Je reniarquai cela deja a propos d'un des mille precursetirs de 
Notre-Dame, ange annonciateur de cette vierge, un jetine garýon blond ("Des filles ZD C blondes coiliiiie des garýoiis... " Je ne nie lasserai pas de cette plirase, dýeidýiiient, qui 
a la sMuction de Vexpression: " Un (yar(le-fraiiýaise") que j'observais dans les ensernbles de gymnastique' (Notre-Dame, pl). 32.5-324-6). 
t' 
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As Andrew Bowie would have it (see 1.3). 
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visualisability of tile gesture becomes an issue. Tile following questions are raised: is 
gesture completely visible? if not, what obscures it? And who describes it (however 
partially). This foregrOLInding of framing and interpretation and especially the language 
in which they take place, frees tip gesture from the character or narrator who is supposed 
to have performed it. So the freqUent occurrence of tile word 'geste' is a linguistic featUre 
in Genet's text which is associated with a whole series of non-singular representations of 
subjectivity. 
Throughout this chapter we have seen narrators' and characters" subjectivity 
modified in passages which contain the word 'geste'. We will see in the next chapter on 0 LI 
Language Consciousness that gesture is not unique in being associated with complex and 
plural representations of subjectivity; however, it is unusual in the way that it does this 
and this chapter has denionstrated the great variety of writing about gesture in Genet's 
texts which exhibits plural subjectivity, which probleniatises representation and which 
foregrounds (and modifies) language. Examples of this writing have been analysed in all 
the subsections of 2.3: Narrative Mediation of Gesture and Character (2.3.2); Gestural 
Models (2.3.3); The Double Gesture (20.4); 'Gesticulation' (2.3.5); The Concentration 
of Gesture (2.3.6) and Gesture and ']a mise ý niort' (2.3.7). 
First, let us address the foregrounding of language. At a general level the tl 0 C> 
methodology of tile present thesis and tile approach to the word 'geste' as a linguistic 
feature of Genet's text means that language is necessarily foreg rou nded. However, 2.3-4, 
2.3.5 and 2.3.6 go further than this, because they concern a modification of language in 
the writing of gesture in Genet's texts. In 2.3.4 there is a departure from standard 
definitions (in tile case of 'gesticulation'). In 2.3.5, there is tile creation of a concept (in 
'le double geste') and finally in 2.3.6 there is a focus on attributes given to gesture (stasis 
and weight) which appear to contradict the way in which it is traditionally conceived (in 
ternis of movement). 
I would argue that it is unhelpful to consider the modification of language as an 
expression Of PlUral subjectivity or, alternatively, to maintain that plural subjectivity is 
the result of tile modification of language alone. Conceiving the question in this way 
automatically posits one concept as tile cause and tile other as the effect. This is too 
simplistic. Tile relationship between subjectivity -and language is much more dynarnic and &I ZD 
symbiotic; they feed off each other. Each of tile types of gestural language analysed in 
the subsections of 2.3 have clistinctive qualities; however, they are also linked by the 
language of tile interpretation, description and naming of gesture which was the subject 
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of 2.2 and 2.3.2. Language which gives meaning (interpretation, description and naming) t: 1 Z! 5 0 
becomes important because of tile fluidity of the term 'geste' in Genet's texts (we have 
already discussed how gesture is frequently only partially visualisable and always only 
partially dependent on one character). If it were possible to isolate interpretative language 
by distinguishing it from tile language which represents subjectivity in Genet's texts, it tl 0 Zýl 
might be initially possible to see one in opposition to the other. The instances of the clear 
assertion of an interpretation analysed in this chapter appear to be associated with 
singular subjectivity and with tile first person singular. As for example in tile following 
passage from Miracle: 'Sentiment qui ftit indiscernable dans son geste, seulenlentje sais 
qu'il fut, ce gAfe, soudainement attendri, pret a fondre en larnies' (p. 272). However, this 
opposition between tile plural representation of subjectivity and interpretative language 
is not always valid because tile subsections of 2-3 approach the relationship between both 
aspects in different and non-oppositional ways. 
Let us take the case of 'gesticulation' first. Since it refers to tile totality of the 
gestures associated with a specific character, a reader not acquainted with Genet's texts 
might associate it with a sing, . gle authoritative interpretation of gestures. This association 
would appear to be a necessary consequence of the way that 'gesticulation' addresses the 
totality of a given character's gestures. However, this view is not confirmed by the 
examples of 'gesticulation' found in the texts. Of tile five examples quoted, two concern 
the subdued nature of 'gesticulation' and two concern cases where mistakes are possible 
concerning its interpretation. One can conclude from this that either 'gesticulation' as a 
term is working in two almost completely opposite directions: oil the one hand 
distinguishing a gestural totality and thus interpreting and representing gestures while also 
on tile other hand indicating how mistakes in the interpretation of 'gesticulation' can 
occur. This apparent contradiction should not disturb us because 'gesticulation' is no 
different from tile subjectivity to which it is linked; subjectivity is associated with 
singular elements (such as characters' names and third person Singular pronouns) as well 
as plural ones (for example their 'gesticulation' is able to be confused with that belonging 
to another). It is also possible to elaborate tile connection between tile bivalency of 
gesture and subjectivity in relation to toile and style. Robert Smith describes tile apparent 
uniqueness of a writer's tone and style in the following terms: 'Like style, toile is perhaps 
inimitable, a token of singularity, but this singularity is possible only because it can be 
distorted, the tension altered, tile pitch deranged' (Derri(la antl AutobiogralAy, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1995; p. 190). Hence something is singular 0 
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because it can be distorted and be turned towards tile phiral. 
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Secondly, there is tile case of double gestures. They seem to be unequivocally 
asserting the singularity of gesture as ail ordering principle of human action, making a 
link between two characters. Double gestures (with one exception which does not include 
the term 'double geste) are all described in a clearly visualisable way. However, while 
the two characters who will perform the gesture are initially distinct in the 'double geste' 
passage, this clarity is not shown to prevail for the length of the passage. One 
interpretation of double gesture emphasises tile links between characters through their 
unconscious. However, this interpretation is not confirmed by tile language of tile text 
which depicts the characters in different ways and with different nouns in the course of 
double gesture passages. For instance in one passage from Querelle Seblon is referred 
to first by name, then as 'le lieutenant' and finally as 'I'officier. This is a progressive 
depersonalisation (pp. 117-118). It is paradoxical that tile characters lose all 
distinctiveness and merge at tile moment that the double gesture occurs. They merge not 
into one being which is then described, but into the double gesture itself which is then 
described visually. This recalls tile excisions conceriling sex and sexuality; they too 
attempted to represent the impossible union between individuals during sex by the use of 
body fluids or a mediating third partner. C) 
Let us now consider gestural models, the third type of writing associated with 
gesture in th s chapter. With gestural models there appear to be two distinct conceptions 
of gesture. These conceptions are exemplified by quotations from the two most detailed 
gestural passages in Genet's texts. The first is: 'Les prýtres qui recommencent les gestes 
symboliques se sentent. p6n6tres de la, vertu non (ILI symbole mais du premier executant, 
[ ... ]' (Notre-Dame, p. 181). This first conception seenis to emphasise tile singular 
subjectivity of the first performer of the gesture. The second conception can be 
sunimarised in the following quotation: '[ ... ] ou bien encore 
il semble Wexister qu'un 
r6pertoire restreint de gestes, ou encore que vous appartenez a tine sorte de famille 
herolfque dont, chaque membre recommence les m6nes signes [ ... ]'(Mimicle, p. 290). 
According to this second conception both gesture and sutýjectivity are associated with a 
singular plurality. That is to say that they are both generic and independent just as 
members of a family who are related by blood might resemble, anil also he (Iffiet-entfi-oin 
each other. However, if we return to the first extract we can discern tile singular plurality 
there as well; this is because tile gesture of the first performer is multiplied before it is 
transferred down tile ages to the priests. The unexplained shift from singular to plural and I-) 
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vice versa recalls the archetypal example of a gestural model which is quoted in 2.3.2. 
In this model several gestures are taken from various characters to produce a single 
gesture which cannot but belong to Erik (none of tile gestures are described). In Erik's 
case there is a movement from plural to singular. In the case froill Notre-Dame above the Cý 
movement which is unelaborated is from singular to plural. 
The fourth type of gestural language is the concentration of gesture (2.3.6). This 
subsection concentrates oil a particular type of language which modifies gesture because 
qualities not normally associated with it (such as weight and density) are attributed to it 
here. Perhaps more than any type of gestural language described in the subsections of 
2.3, the concentration of gesture illustrates how gesture is such a fluid terill that 
interpretation can affect and influence it in various ways. Gesture, now becomes linked 
to something more than tile singular suýjectivity of human beings; in Genet's texts it is 
taken one step ftirther, into the realm of inanimate objects. " This connection between 
gestures and objjects is extreme and counterbalances tile fluidity of the representations of 
the terni 'geste' in all of the texts. The concentration of gesture can therefore be said to 
be a forerunner of the gestures which end in the death of another (2.3.7, Gesture and 'la 
nlise ý mort). 
It is therefore in relation to the fifth and final type of gestural language that we 
find the implications of the concentration of gesture described in fiffl. We nlay note, for 
instance, that the concentration of his gestures occurs only when Mignon is absent 
('Depuis qu'il est parti, libre, ses vols [ ... I'). These gestures put Mignon on display as 
if he were a monument: j ... ils [ses gestes] le montraient taiII6 dans title cristal A 
facettes' (Notre-Dame, p. 22). Thus the narrator's interpretation is foregrounded as a 
concrete recollection of Mignon (concrete in the most literal sense possible). 2.3.7 has 
already adequately explained how the victim is depersonalised in gestures associated with 
death and also how these gestures exclude tile sociological and legal consequences of 
killing, both of which are linked to tile modification of singular subjectivity. Therefore 0 
let Lis focus again oil tile performers of the gesture in order to understand how their tP 
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It is possible to discern sonle similarities between tile concentration of gesture in Genet's 
texts and en-soi existence in Sartre's philosophy. Particularly in the danger for all hunian 
beings of turning the other in to an en. -soi object, by their gaze and by their actions. And 
also in the impulsion that characters (Antoine Roquentin for example) have towards 
objects, the en-soi pour-soi. 
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subjectivity is represented. Querelle is inhabited by his criminal self immediately prior 
to the killing of Vic. " This manifestation of subjectivity. defined by the gesture of 
killing and the way and tile circumstances in which it took place, temporarily occupies 
what could be considered before the murder as QUerelle's singular subjectivity before he 
committed the murder. The killer Querelle becomes known and is named according to 
tile interpretation of tile gesture (in this way Clement Village is called a priest and a 
off iciant). A killing is thus a temporary -abolition of the self which then becomes defined 
by the gesture, which in turn is determined by the mediation of language and wider 
concerns such as tile narrative authority -and the relationship between the narrator and 
characters. However, performing a gesture which involves the death of another opens the 
representation of tile subjectivity of a given character tip to dissolution, fragnientation and 
frequently also to death. Let its consider the case of Gil: before killing Thdo he is simply 
a builder; but afterwards lie must isolate himself following the association between his 
narne and criminality in the newspapers of Brest (this situation is called Tapprentissage 
douloureux de ]a po6sie' p. 151 and is analysed in more detail in 3.2.3). It is also after 
the killing that Gil has sex with Querelle, thus connecting himself with tile physical and 
emotional linclipin of tile text. Therefore tile range of representations of Gil increases as 
a consequence of his gesture. 
Similarly, Harcanione commits two Murders: tile first condellins him to death and 
the second to ininiediate execution; however, the representatives of tile society who seek 
to punish him, tile judge, the lawyer, tile chaplain and tile executioner, do not simply 0 
carry out the capital punishment; instead there is a complete loss of scale and they 
wander within Harcamone's body, visiting different parts, like so Illany cells in a prison. 
Harcamone's death is therefore prefigured as a merging of the self with the world outside 
it. At the end of the episode the four men are themselves lost at tile centre of 
Harcamone's heart which is called a mystic rose: '[ ... ] au coeur de ]a rose: c'6tait, tine 
sorte de puits tenebreux. [ ... I Us firent tous les quatre les gestes de gens qui perdent 
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cet 61110i [ ... I qui tout a I'lieure, [ ... ] prendrait tout a fait possession de lui, chasserait toute conscience, tout esprit critique, et commanderait a son corps les gestes parfaits, 
serres et sfirs du criminel' (p. 53). 
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1'6quilibre, et ils tonlbýrent clans ce regard profond' (Miracle, p. 369). " Lou-dLI-Point- 
du-Jour announces Harcanione's death in the following terms: 'Du beall gosse, on en a t, 
fait deux! ' This description is a challenge to the way that the executed body is usually 4-P 
mentioned; in this boutaile, Harcanione the murderer is executed, but tile guillotine blade 
does not divide and terminate, it multiplies. 
Tile developing focus of this chapter towards representations of subjectivity 
provides us with a new and radical nleans of extending tile implications of the flUidity 
with which gesture is written. This is particularly tile case ill 2.3.8 where the word 
4geste' is linked to a radical exploration of the narrator's subjectivity and its relation with 
that of his friends (probably used here as a euphemism for 'lovers'). Gestural osillosis 
does not only precede the exploration of subjectivity ill the text, it is a part of this 
exploration; it deals with the saille constellation of questions (SUbjectivity, problematic 
re resentation and language) but with 'geste' as its linguistic core. p LI CD 
Let us now return to the initial formulation of gestural language: 'gesture is more 0.0 
and less than lanutiave'; tile essential point is tile connection between language and 0 LI 
gesture. This formulation captures tile problematic nature of the connection: language and 
gesture sometimes appear to be working in different ways and it is often difficult to C. 
describe exactly how they interact (Ilence the use of both 'more' and 'less' here). 
However, the formulation does eniphasise that, in spite of tile difficulties, gesture and 
language are always connected in Genet's early prose fiction and it has been tile ailli of 
this chapter to describe and analyse the variety of the ways ill which the connection 
occurs. This conclusion has refined the notion of language to stress interpretation and 
problematic representation, before making a final link between tile types of gestural 
language and representations of sulýjectivity. 0 
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In the subscribers' edition of the text the nien re-enierge in Harcanione's cell in an 
adaptation of the birthing process: '[ ... ] ce regard proforid. Ce qui dLira ]a chute... Les jupes ballonnantes de Vatinionier, du juge, de Pavocat, les soutinrent et leur permirent 
tine descente en doucetir, malgi-6 leLir bouche otiverte par ]a frayetir et la verticalit6 et tn 
rnalgr6 leUrs gestes effar6s pour s'accrocher a tine paroi dure et lisse comme le marbre. Le bourreau descendit plus brutalenient. Enfin it touchýrent un fond solide, soupir&ent, 
et, rotivrant letirs yeux, its se virent dans ]a cellule, en face d'Harcanione qui les 
regardait en souriant, výtu seulement de sa chemise de toile blanche et dUre et de son 
pantalon de bure... ' (p. 528). 
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3.0 LANGUAGE CONSCIOUSNESS 
3.1. Introduction of Ternis 
Language coil sci ou sness is a ubiquitous feature of Genet's early prose fiction (in crude 
fractional terms it comprises between a tenth and a twentieth of each text). Hence the 
main body of this chapter will refer as frequently to 'the language conscious passage' as 
to the concept which is most simply defined as a reference by tile narrator to the 
production or the reception of a passage, a section of text, or of tile text as a whole. As 
we will see in tile course of this chapter, although language consciousness is a linguistic 
feature it continuously interacts with subjectivity and representation and it is therefore 
fruitless to attempt to abstract it as a discourse from the individual works in which it 
occurs. So it is a simplification to say that terms such as those which follow sum up 
language coil sci ousness: 'livre, finiot', 'poNe', 'matiere-pr6texte', 'ortilographe, 
'denouement'. All of these terms occur in Genet's texts, some of them many times, but 
language consciousness cannot be reduce(] to self-reflexive vocabulary. Therefore 
language consciousness is not exclusively a lanclUage. 
Neither is language coil sci ou siless exclusively a consciousness; we can also 
exclude ail exclusively ontological interpretation of language consciousness in which it 00 C) 
is ascribed to both ail author (for tile references to production) and to a reader (for tile 
references to reception). Language coil SCiOLI sness is not exclusively any particular CD tý 
individual's consciousness (? f language; this is because stated discursive ainis are 0 -"- 
undermined ail(] modified in Genet's texts. For instance, in Pompm tile narrator's initial 
aim of commemorating Jean D., by means of historical references to tile Second World tl 
War, during which Ilis death occurred, is partially underillined by language consciousness 
linked to quasi-autobiographical and poetic illodes. This affects tile representation of tile 
subjectivity of the narrator who proposed tile initial aim. Therefore language 
coil sci ou sness, like gesture, is linked to interpretation and representation in complex ways 
which this chapter seeks to describe, analyse and evaluate. 
We will see that 'narrator', a term which is so often taken for granted in literary 
criticism, is at the centre of the implications of language consciousness. The narrator 
neither exists in empirical reality nor possesses a specific discourse. Tile discourse and 
ontological ly-based approaches perhaps have inore to do with a spurious search for the 
abSOILIte origins of language consciousness, than with an analysis of its interaction with 00 
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three fundamental concepts: sutýjectivity (both transcendental and plural forms), 
representation (both successful and problematised) and language (which is both simply C, 
foregrounded by the narrator's qUotations from his own narrative and also modified by 
his recasting of certain passages). tl 
I will now briefly discuss previous uses of tile term 'language consciousness' and 
the similarities and differences between these uses and illy own. Tile term is found in two 
theoretical essays oil realism. Stephen Heath uses the terni in his essay 'Realism, 
Modernism, and "language consciousness"' (in Realism ill European Literature, N. Boyle 
and M. Swales (eds. ), Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1986; pp. 103-122). 
Heath is concerned to redress tile undervaluing of what lie calls 'language consciousness' 
in debates about realism. His key argunient is that reality is represented by language in 
fiction and all fiction, including realist fiction, Must acknowledge this mediation by 
language. For Heath, language consciousness should also be part of a 'new' realism 
which acknowledges the importance of (its own) language in the representation of reality: 
'What is at issue is not a loss of realism but a contemporary redefinition of it to include 
the awareness - the 'laril, 'Liage-consciousness' of tile ternis of its production' (p. I 18). 
Heath refers to J. P. Stern's (hyphenated) use of tile terni in his Oil Realism (London and 
Boston, Routledge and Keaan Paul, 1973; lip. 159-167). 1 have not been able to locate 
any sources which predate Stern, so I presume that lie coined the terni. Stern's book is 
a rich description and survey of realism. 'Language-consciousness' is found at the end, r> 4-; ý 
in a section entitled 'Distensions, Alternatives, Concentrations' and applies to 'fictions 
[which] are dominated by language, or rather by an articulated consciousness of the 1-1) L-I 
creative process, its psycliolo,, y, technical i ties and institutionalisation' (p. 159). While 0 
illy use of the terni has nothing to do with a theoretical definition of a genre such as 
realism, I would agree with the basic emphasis that the terni places oil language and 
representation in Stern and Heath (but particularly in Heath and with tile provisos 
mentioned at tile outset of this chapter). 
Let us now briefly consider the differences between illy own understanding of the 
term and Heath's, Stern's and related concepts developed by other theorists. I agree with 
Heath's shift of emphasis in realism 'to include the awareness [ ... ] of the terms of 
its 
production'; however, the ability of realism to mediate the real and its concomitant 
teleology is still present. Heath does not go far enough. For both Heath and Stern this 
mediation implies that reality is both pre-constructed and yet also passive. Their notions 
of the process of mediation are,, boilf"Ifinited lie separateness of the thing mediated <--Z/ 
b yýý 
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(reality) and the medium (langUage). In their type of mediation the medium conveys 
reality without exchange, without them both being affected (a process completely t:, 0 
different from the mediation of gesture by language described in chapter two. We recall L- ID tý 
that I argued that gestures in prose and poetry cannot be abstracted from the language 
which mediates them). In my discussion of language consciousness I prefer the term 
'representation' because it goes further than Stern and Heath's mediation and is a more 
open term which allows both language and what is represented by it to change as 
representation takes place. 
Stern concentrates on production in his reference to 'the creative process' above. 
However, in Genet's texts reception is also emphasised to at least an equal degree; this 
is a major limitation of Stern's definition at the level of his critical vocabulary alone 
(Stern does not engage directly with subjectivity and representation). More than this, 
Stern ultimately rejects language consciousness in his description of realisin because for 
him language quickly takes over as the exclusive concern of literature: 
What prevents tile literatUre of language-consciousness from being tin realisme 
(I'myour(Ond is that it is trapped inside a self-reflective circle which, in the last 
resort, turns out to be yet another form of inwardness. ' 
Stern goes on to characterise tile nouveau roman as ail example of 'tile literature of 
language-conSCiOUsness'. I will not be diverted from tile specific focus of this thesis on 
the early prose fiction of Jean Genet and pursue the validity of Stern's evaluation of the 
nouveau i-oman. here. Tile main point is that Stern situates 'language-consciousness' 
outside the bounds of his discussion of realism. Tile terrain of illy enquiry is completely 
different since language consciousness is one of its heartlands. 
Once discussions of language consciousness (or related concepts) attempt to define 
themselves, however tentatively, as a discourse separate from 'literature' (however this 
term is defined) they lose touch with fornis of subjectivity and, most. importantly, with 
the link between these forms and interpretation and representation. This loss of touch 
with subjectivity, interpretation and representation Occurs in all the critical works on 




Alter R., Panial Magic. T11c Novel as a Self-Conscious Gem-e, Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1975. 
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'metafiction" and 'reflexive fiction'. I will use this final example to illustrate what the 
loss means. 
Bruce Kawin in the intro(luction to The Mind (If the Novel; Rýflexive Fiction and 
the lnýffable (Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1982) states that: 
Although such awareness [of language] is recognised both by the author and by 
the reader as artificial and imitative, it remains compelling because of its systemic 
coniplementarity with the natural system of consciOLIsness - because, in other 
words, it offers such a good imitation. 3 tý 
Kawin discerns a link between the awareness of language and COIISCiOLIsness in an 
ontological sense. I would object to this way of considering language consciousness rý 
because it is seen as less than authentic in that it must fall short of hunian conSCiOLIsness. 
In nly view, language consciousness should be evaluated in ternis of its intersection with rý 
representation and subjectivity rather than as ail imperfect imitation of a normative 
6natural system of coil sci o1i sness'. 
Before moving oil to the structure of this chapter, it is important to note that, 
while examples in it are taken exclusively from Genet's five works of early prose fiction, 
language coil sci ou sness is relevant throuvilout Genet's writinu, both fiction and non- Cý Cý 
fiction. References to the structure and possibilities of tile theatrical act abound in Genet's 
plays. ' Analogous examples are found in Ilis political essayS7 and in Un Captýfamourettx. ' Z!, 
3 
Federman R., (ed. ) Sutfiction; Fiction Now and Tomorrow, Chicago, Swallow Press, 
1975. 
4 
A wide-ranging survey of the subject is to be found in Metafiction; The Theory and 





'Tout a I'lieure, il va falloir recommencer... tout rallunier... sliabiller... [... ] Redistribuer les r6les... endosser le mien... Elle s'ari*e au milieu de la scýlie, face au 
public. ... pr6parer le vOtre... f ... ] il faut rentrer cliez vous. OLI tout, Wen doutez pas, sera encore PILIS faux qu'ici... 11 fatit vous en aller... ' Vous passerez A droite, par la ruelle ... 9 
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The present chapter differs from tile previous one about gesture because language 
consciousness is analysed in terills of each individual work of Genet's early prose fiction 
(this also explains the brevity of 3.1 compared with 2.1). Language consciousness 
frequently concerns the basic structure of tile text: such as narrative frames and the 
particular narrative constellation (tile relative forces between the narrator and the 
characters, and whether or not the narrator is a character in the text; it also touches on 
which personal pronoun lie uses, either tile first person singular or plural, and whether 
he is represented as a character in the text. 
Le Balcon, Paris, Gallimard 'Collection Folio', 1979 (p. 153). 
7 
Tile following passage subtly points to tile difference between two dimensional 
photographic and film images and writing of the personal experiences of Jean Genet 
(1910-1986) in tile aftermath of the refugee camp massacre at Chatila: 'Une photographie Cý 0 a deux dimensions, Ncran du tel6viseur aussi, ni ]'tin ni I'autre ne peuvent etre 
parcourus. Min illtir, ý l, autre d'une rue, arqu6s ou arc-boutes, les pieds poussant tin illur 
et la týte s'appuyant ý Fautre, les cadavres, noirs et gonfl6s, que je devais enjaniber 
6taient tOLIS palestiniens et libanais' (L'Ennemi Wclarý, Paris, Gallimard, 1991, p. 244). 
Here tile dead people are almost breaking tile fraine made by the walls (a reference to the 
fraille of tile photograph and screen). The narrator is forced to move through them in a 
third dimension, in depth. L 
8 
Ta page qui fut d'abord blanche, est niaintenant parcourtie du hatit en bas de mintiscules 
signes noirs, les lettres, les niots, les virgules, ]es points (I'exclaiiiatioti, et c'est grace a 
etix qu'oii dit que cette page est lisible. Cependant [ ... 1 ... la rýalitý est-elle cette totalit6 
L" 
de signes noirs? La rboltition palestinienne ftit-elte derite stir le nýant, tin artifice du n6ant, et la page blanclie, et cliaque minuscule ecart de papier blanc apparaissant entre detix niots sont-ils plus Keis que les signes noirs? ' (p. 11). t' 
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3.2 Language Consciousness in Querelle de Brest 
3.2.1 Introduction: tile Specificity of Language Consciousness in Querelle de Brest 
This section analyses tile interaction between language C011SCiOUsness and the 
representation of subjectivity. In Querelle both are different from their counterparts in 
the other four works of Genet's early prose fiction. Let us consider subjectivity first. The 
representation of tile self is unique in this text because neither the narrator nor any of 
tile characters has an autobiographical relation (however tentative) to Jean Genet (1910- 
1986). In the other texts the autobiographical relation exists either at a thematic level, for 
instance tile imprisoned narrator in Notre-Dame shares aspects of his experience of 
incarceration with Jean Genet (1910-1986), or at a linguistic level: tile narrators of 
Journal and Pompes are called 'Jean. Indeed, in Querelle, it is more appropriate to 
speak of a narrative authority rather than a narrator because the narrative authority does 
not represent itself in a distinct physical way with a body capable of making gestures, for 
example. In this section I refer to the narrative authority Using tile neuter personal 
pronoun 'it' and we will see that it is sometimes male and sometimes female (but neither 
in a concrete biolocical sense - this indeterminacy is elaborated in 3.2.5). Allied to this, 
tile narrative authority uses the first person plural to indicate the source of its own 
language consciolis i nterven ti oils' (we will see in tile conclusion that this first person 
plural should be understood more as a sign of tile plurality of the narrative authority, 6 
rather than simply as a reappropriation of a well-established forill of rhetorical solidarity 
between reader and narrator or orator - the 'nous de modestie'). 
Querelle maini displays language coil sciou sness in tile forill of self-reflexive y tn t: - 
references to the text and to language in general. Tile unique aspect here is not tile type Zý- 
of language consciousness per se, but tile fact that the narrative aLlthority uses the voices bb 
of all tile major characters (and tile vast nlaýjority of minor ones) either to make 
staternents abOLIt language, or to exemplify a particular attitude to it (in, tile other four 
works of Genet's early prose fiction it is primarily tile narrator who is responsible for 
9 
There is a single exception where the narrator uses the first person singular: c'est 11P ainsi que j'annerais que l'on se repr6sentAt ]a partie d6llLId6e cles cuisses de Querelle" (p. 66). It is impossible to say for certain whether this usal, )e 
is a crucial moment in the text; it would seem not, since the passage is similar in content to many of those which guide interpretation and which are analysed in 3.21.21. 
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such self-reflexive statements). In Querelle no less than nine characters (or groups of 
characters) perform in this way. They are: QUerelle and Seblon, Madaille Lysiane and 
Robert, followed by Gil, Mario and 136de and the police, tile builders and, finally, Nono 
and Roger. 
Tile present analysis of the interaction between language consciousness and the 0 
representation of subjectivity will examine whether they are mutually interdependent. It 
focuses oil two aspects: the first is the link between, oil one hand, tile representation of 
the subjectivity of tile narrative aLithority (which is not described in physical terms) and, 
on the other, the distribution aniong all characters of comments on tile text illade by the 
narrative authority. Is this distribution simply a devolution of the representation of 
subjectivity from the narrative authority to tile characters, or do certain characters have 
an independent subjectivity (and how are we to understand this possible independence; 
how can a character be free of tile narrative authority)? 
3.2.2 Tile Narrative Authority and tile Plurality of tile Self 
This first subsection briefly examines tile language conscious interventions of the 
narrative authority which is a distinctive type of interrelation between tile representation 
of subjectivity and language consciousness. That is to say that the narrative authority is 
actively language conscious and is not represented in a distinctly physical way (whereas 
tile other characters are less actively language conscious but are the main protagonists in 
the physical action of text). Throughout the text tile narrative authority is tile arbiter of 
language use, structure and toile. Here is the first of three quotations which illustrate the 
interventions of the narrative authority: 
Et cette clarte des sourcils troubla (nous volilons ici employer le verbe trOUbler 
dails soil sens le plus intinle: d6truire ]a purete) trOLIbla soil inqui6tude, la pureI6 
de son inqui6tude [ ... ]. 
10 
Here tile narrative authority clarifies the use of a particular verb. The second example 
concerns the narrative authority as determining the structure of the text: r) 
Lorsqu'eut lieLl la. scene d6cisive (qU'afin (I'ob6ir a une logique liabittielle nOLIS 
aurions dCi placer ý ]a fin du livre) de sa, rencontre [la rencontre de Seblon] avec 
10 
p. 45. 
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Gil au Commissariat [ ]. " 
The third example has the narrator as a judge of the tone that can be given to an 
individual phrase: 
Sous les pantalons de toile bleue (ajoutons pour notre 6motion, que les dockers 
portent encore le pantalon de toile seniblable, quant A ]a couleur, au caleqon des 
galeriens) rapi6ces et t6nus [ ... ]. 
11 
The tone in this last extract signals a shift from a more realistic description to a sexually 
charged one. 
These three extracts are by no means exhatistive: ffirther examples of this type of 
active language consciousness can be found oil pp. 56,74,12 1,181 and 227. In common 
with tile examples above, many of these interventions are in parentheses and this 
bracketing-out distinguishes the extracts from the text which encloses them and performs, 
the same ftinction as the speech marks which separate Lieutenant Seblon's diary from the 
rest of the text. Tile extracts occur when tile interpretation of tile narrative needs to be 
guided. Thus the personal pronoun ('nous') appears when it is case of eniphasising that 
the narrative authority is the originator of these interventions. 
This t pe of active language consciousness which is 'spoken' by a first person y C) rn 
plural is stable. That is to say that tile plurality of tile 'nous' is not* an issue in these 
extracts; indeed, one could say that in tile extracts above the first person plural is closest 
to its conventional usage as a symbol of rhetorical solidarity between reader and author 
or writer: the 'nous de modestie' (in the saine way for example that tile phrase 'let us 
[consider]... ' is use(] in the present thesis). Thus in these interventions the first person 
plural is equivalent to a Singular and sub ectivity is stable when it is a case of giving 0J 
guidance to the reader. These examples also characterise tile narrative authority in a 
certain way; it is precise (first example), playful (third example) and conscious of literary 
norms (second example). 
However, this type of active language consciousness is not tile only type found 0 4-1 
in Querelle. The second type of language consciousness and representation of subjectivity ID 0 
P. 18 1. 
12 
p. 69. 
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is found in the opening passage of the text in tile first occurrence of the first person C. 
plural: 
L'id6e de meurtre evoque SOLIvent Vid6e de mer, de marins. Mer et marins ne se 
pr6sentent pas alors avec ]a precision d'une image, le illeurtre plut6t fait en nous t: l Vemotion d6ferler par vagues. " C> 
Here, tile narrative authority is not plural in a mathematical sense (tile simultaneous 
existence of more than one manifestation of the narrative authority), rather, we have an 
acknowledgement of the vast extent of the narrative persona. Indeed, this persona exhibits 
indeterminacy because of its scale. Emotions break in it like waves, but its internal space 
cannot be easily determined: it is as vast as the sea. 
In Querelle tile oceanic clescriptions of the subjectivity of the narrative authority 
coexist with concrete guiding phrases from the saille source. Let us give an example of 
this coexistence: oil tile first page of tile text tile narrative authority guides the reader in 
the parenthesis: '(nous parlons toujours de ce d6guisement et du crinlinel)' (p. 10) - this 
sort of guiding phrase was discussed above. However, there follows on tile second page, 
a language consciolis commentary which analyses a portion of tile first page. This 
commentary demonstrates the ability of tile narrative authority to subvert and to ironise 
what was previOLISly held to be worthy of direction by guiding phrases and clarifications. 
What is interesting is that this ironising commentary presents a different representation 
of subjectivity from the one dimensional authority of tile guiding phrases which were 
outlined above. Let us now consider the commentary: 
Dans ]a tres longue phrase d6butant par: "il enveloppe de nuees... " nolis nous 
sonlines abandonlids a Line facile po6sie verbale, cliacune des propositions n'dtant 
qu'un argument en faveur des complaisances de Pauteur. Cest donc SOLIS le signe 
d'un 111OLIvement int&ieur tres singulier que nous voulons pr6senter le drame qui 
se deroulera ici. Nous voulons encore dire qu'il s'adresse aux invertis. " 
As far as subjectivity is concerned, the extract asserts the validity of the 'complaisances 
de Fauteur'. The word 'auteur' occurs rarely enough in Genet's early prose fiction to Cý 
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author figure is not developed ill tile text and when the reader is referred back it is not 
to a concrete reference to tile biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986) as is tile case of the 
references to tile birth certificate and photographs of Jean Genet (1910-1986) in Journal 
(see 3.6). Here, we learn nothing about tile specific identity, personality or Situation of 
the author other than his homosexuality. The author's sexual orientation, perhaps tile 
word 'tendencies' better captures the uncommitted nature of 'complaisances', is not 
expressed in terms of identity, but in a conjunction between hoillosexuality and textual 
and fictional terins through the figure of tile sailor and the criminal. Tile sailor is a 
source of confusion, lie covers the tracks of a criminal: 'il enveloppe de mi6es le criminel 
[---1' (p. 9) and 'le fait s'avancer sur les eaUX, personnifier ]a Grande-OUrse, I'Etoile 
Polaire ou la Croix du Sud il le fait renionter de continents t6n6breux oti le soleil 
se leve et se couche, ou ]a lune perniet le meurtre sous des cases de ballibous [ ... ], il lui 
accorde d'agir sous 1'effet d'un mirage Thus the specificity of subjectivity is at 
once affirilled and denied; affirmed in its relation to Jean Genet (1910-1986) as author 
of Querelle and denied because what tile reader is given is a noll-hunlan systelli of 
intentionality which is supernatural because it does not obey the laws of physics. In this 
system tile criminal call walk oil water, and personify constellations, the criminal comes 
to Brest froill afar, accompailied by other systems of morals in which tile moon. permits 
murder (perhaps this is all indirect fenlinisation Of QUerelle who illight be subject to a 
menstrual cycle; " symbolic ramifications of this sort are discussed in 3.2.5). Moreover, 
the criminal, ill conlilion with many of the gestures analysed in the previous chapter, is 
not directly visualisable (Teffet (Pun mirage'). All these elements are mediated by the 
sailor, who is not defined by his occupation ill a sociological or existential sense, but 
simply in ternis of his sailor's clothes - '[P]hoilinle qui rev& Funiforme de illatelot 
(the implication is that any man can he tile sailor). 
The next sentence (C'est doric sous le signe elaborates tile 'complaisances', L, 
the references to indeterminacy and movement are intensified in the phrase: 'inotivement 
interieur'. Thus it is possible to conceive of an interaction between the subjectivity and 
the language consciousness of the narrative authority oil two levels. The first is singular 
and is concerned with al. 1thoritative structural comments and guiding phrases. The second 
15 
ani grateful to Louise Bloor for this insight. 
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is concerned with an elaboration Of tile plUrality which is always present in tile first 
person plural pronoun. These two levels coexist and are made possible because the 
narrative authority is not limited to one particular physical representation and both 
references to its subjectivity and to the language consciousness associated with it are C7,4! 5 
constantly shifting. Therefore, discursivity - such as the ability of the narrative authority 
to clarify language, tone and structure - requires at least a potential Of PlUrality in order C) 
to function in both a grammatical ('nous') and textual sense; yet this plurality is not tied 
to a determined physical representation. 
3.2.3 Language Consciousness and all Characters Except Querelle and Seblon 
This subsection anal ses language consciousness associated with tile following four y In tl 
categories of single characters and groups of characters: 1. Madame L siane and Robert; r) y 
2. 'Gil; 3. Mario and D&le, tile police and tile builders ('les nlaqons') and finally, 4. 
Nono and Roger. The different aspects of tile language consciousness of these characters t) rý C> 
are analysed together in one subsection and follows tile discussion of the langUage 
consciousness of tile narrative authority because tile former is mediated by the latter. 
Querelle and Seblon are not included in this category becaUse the narrative authority only 
partially mediates the language conscious passages associated with them. Seblon has his rý t) 
journal intime' and Querelle is also partially independent from the narrative authority 
because lie has a 'carnet' (p. 195). 
Tile first of the characters is Madaille Lysiane; tile language conscious passages 
associated with her introduce a sensitivity to the intersection between language and her 0 
body. Thus froill the first sustained descriptions of her appearance and character in the 
third fifth of tile text, tile narrative authority foregrounds Lysiane's sensitivity to language 
(p. 154; this does not include cursory references to ']a patronne' at the opening of 
Querelle, p. 11, in which her name is unknown to tile sailors who talk about 'La Feria'): 
L'opulence de ]a chair de Madame Lysiane etait ]a forme m6nie de sa. g6n6rosit6. 
Sa peau etait blanche et douce. Aussit6t allong6e (Madame Lysiane avait horreur 
dLl Mot couch6, par respect pour sa d6licatesse, nous ne Pemploierons pas en 
parlant Welle, nous toticlierons un mot de ses "delicatesses", des mots interdits) 
allongee elle regardait ]a chanibre. ' (p. 156) [ ... 
] 'Elle etait en securit6. Le mot 
que 11OLls allons employer ne ]a c1loquait plus a force de se Vetre nlentalenlent 
repet6, qu'un docker avait lAche a son passage: son 'prose' 16 [SiC]. La 
16 
The ambiguity of the word 'prose' should be noted as it represents an explicit intersection 
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responsabilit6, ]a confiance en soi de Madame Lysiane r6sidait dans son prose. " 
Both these extracts indicate that the relationship between Madame Lysiane's body and her 
language is tile central aspect of tile language consciousness associated with her (her's is Z!, L- 
the only significant feinale body in tile text). In the first extract the narrative authority 
portrays her as being excessivel sensitive to tile slightest hint of tile visceral or the t> y 
vulgar in language. This sensitivity to lan(lUage is related to her gender in perhaps a 
clumsy way, but it distinguishes her from the male characters all of whom use slang 
(except Seblon who is associated with a lyrical register). Both extracts above are typical 
in tile way that they stress and repeat tile femininity of Lysiane by continually referring 
to her as Ma(lame Lysiane. This sense of fornial address accords with her linguistic 
propriety. 
However, Madame Lysiane's sensitivit to language is paired with her inability y r) C) 
to verbalise and use language in a rhetorical way (this inability is in no way presented 00 
as fenlinine in Quel-elle because both Querelle and Robert exhibit a similar tendency). 
This characteristic is emphasised to such a point by tile narrative authority that her speech 
confounds tile norms of French usage, as in tile following reqUest to Robert: '- Allunle 00 
les rideaLIX... ' (P. 165). Tile grammatically unconventional nature of Madame Lysiane's 
relationship with language is also underlined in tile following extract: 
Mais a peine Pavait-elle pens6, qu'elle s'affaissait dans la lionte. Sotte Madame 
Lysiane voyait 6crit ce qu'elle prononqait, mais ecrit, selon Porthographe q11'elle C) 
possedait. Songeant a ses aniants elle voyait ceci: "lls chante [sic]. "" 
Madame Lysiane's mistake acts as a sign of her fascination with the PlUrality of Robert 0 
and QUerelle who appear to her to act as a singular entity, hence tile PlUral personal 
pronoun twinned with the singular verb. Her fascination troubles her, but also makes her 
between tile slang vocabulary of tile body and language conscious vocabulary: 'prose' has t. tl Cý the additional meaning of buttocks. There is a second example of this usage: '[ ... ]elle- menle 6tait une forte femelle, forte de soil argent, de soil aLitorit6 sur les filles, et de ]a 
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linguistically stupid ('sotte')*, thus we could say of Madame Lysiane, in a colloquial 
register of French, that la. fascination PeniNte (in the sense of both 'annoying her' and 
6 making her stupid'). The quotation above is an example of how the relevance of a 
concept (tile twins considered as a singular plural and a plural singular) is maintained by 
using the perspective of another character to examine the concept via language 
consciousness. " 
Robert is the second character whose relationship with language is portrayed by 
the narrative authority. More will be said about Robert in relation to his twin Querelle 
in tile next subsection; however, at this point it is sufficient to note how the narrative 
authority alludes to his inability to think discursively. This passage is part of the sustained 
self-reflexive exchange between Madame Lysiane and Robert (pp. 159-166): 
[ ... ] tine 6trange 6illotion s'emparait de Robert. Ce ftit d'abord assez trouble. L'id6e de soil frýre il'y avait aticuile part visible mais setilement I'We de salet6s. 
Robert ne pensait rien [sic]. Soil regard avait trop de rigiclit6, son corps immobile 
atissi, pour qu'il pAt penser intelligeniment. 11 ne savait pas penser. 20 Z: ) 
However, in the exchange with Madame Lysiane regarding the word 'saletds' the 
narrative authority shows that Robert overconies his general difficulty with language, L- 
temporarily at least. This is a process which is even clearer in the SUbscribers' edition 
of the text where there are two scenarios proposed for Robert's concept of tile word 
6saletes'. Both scenarios were excised from tile O&wres comj)Iýtes edition of tile text. 
The first is a reminiscence of a family outing; Lysiane's 'salet6s' here sullies his idea of 
his family: Vid6e de salete le gýilait, souillait soil idee de la famille. 11 songea 
douloureusenient: "Cest la fianlillc tuyau de poMe! "' (P. 162). Tile second is: 'Lentenient 
Pid6e de saletd se pr6cisait A Robert, cette id6e enfin se conforidait avec l'idde de la 
ressemblance et de la beaute' (p. 163). Finally, Robert begins to see clearly, lie does not 
see the spelling of tile word but perceives the idea, tile mental iniage of his own 
resemblance to his twin brother and the iniage of beauty. This is a unique moment for 
19 
This structure is reminiscent of the third type of excision discussed in 1.6.1 where a third 
partner is included in a sex act, not as ail equal participant but performing a mediating 
role between the first two partners. 
20 
p. 162. 
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Robert: he is able to imagine for the first time, albeit clumsily, as indicated by the verb 
'se confondait'. This is a moment of language coil sciousness par excellence because a 0 1-n 
character of whom it was said: '11 ne savait pas penser' (p. 162) is described as thinking 
about the meaning of a word ('11 songea [ ... ]') and more than this, the 
idea of the word 
becomes more precise in the second scenario. 
Gil (Gilbert Turko) is tile third character and lie exhibits a concern for poetry (this 
is compounded by Cid's solitude in the disused prison colony in Brest): 'Gil faisait. (sans 
qu'il s'en doutAt) Vapprentissage douloureux de ]a po6sie' (p. 15 1). This extract explicitly 
states that Gil is not aware of his poetic apprenticeship; thus his language consciousness 
is directly mediated by tile narrative authority. Tile poetry associated with Gil is different 
from Seblon's lyricism and tile narrative authority stresses that Seblon himself is 
responsible for it. 21 In addition, Gil's language consciousness is on a much smaller scale Cý LI 
than Seblon's. 2" However, one other aspect does emerge: it concerns Gil's reading of C) 
his own name as poetry: 
Le jewie nia, ýon conntit wie &range biotion quand it vit pour la prerniere fois de 
sa vie, en grosses lettres, son noin. C'etait a la preiiiiýre page. Totit dabord il 
critt qti'il s'agissait en niUle tenips d'un autre et de lui seul. ' 
Thus poetry paradoxically concerns his name as well as a simultaneous alienation of this 
name from Gil's notion of his own sutýjectivity. " At the start of this extract Gil is 
21 
'(Si les autres personn, -ages sont incapables du lyristile (loilt ilotis notis servons pour plus 
efficacernent les reconstituer en vous, le lieutenant Seblon est setil responsable de celtii 
qti'il manifeste. )' (p. 26). 
22 
The relevant passages are found oil p. 51 (Gil's use of the word 'nlkle'), p. 146 (a 
commentary oil the emotions behind Gils dialogue with Querelle), p. 151, and p. 192 




These passages which denionstrate tile power of the news media to affect the individual 
who is the subject of the stories are an important precursor to the critique of 
representation in tile mass niedia which emerges strongly in Genet's later political 
writing. Genet's article about the misinformation in the media concerning the nationality 
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referred to by his profession-, however, by the end of the extract his concept of himself 
is doubled by a process of incomplete alienation from himself. And by tile end of the 
following page (p. 193) Gil is inextricably linked with the figure of the criminal (this 
transformation from builder to criminal mirrors tile metamorphoses of 'Genet' in Sartre's 
study). Another characteristic of poetry is its transience; this is indicated by what happens 
to the newspaper articles in the course of time: 
Mais chaque jour tin peti plus I'liabitude d6pouillait les articles de leur 
merveilleux. Gil potivait les lire et les discuter: ils cessaient d'ýtre des poNnes. " 
Thus with the passage of time the intense link between Gil's name and the newspaper 
articles fades and lie is able to externalise and rationalise them and treat them as any 
other text. The penUltiniate language conscious passage relating to Gil confirms the theme LI LI LI 
of affirmation of, then alienation from, tile name as well as tile theme of transience: 
[ ... I comme encore, dans son enfance, accroupi stir le bord de la route, 
il avait 
6crit dans ]a poussiýrc ayec les doins, son nom en creux et qu'il avait connu cette C" 
etrange douleur provoqu6e par le velout6 de la poussiere sans doute et ]a courbe 
des lettres - ou il s'oublia jusqu'a 1'6coeurenient, jusqu'a sentir son coeur 
chavirer, presqu'ý d6sirer s'allonger stir soil nom et s'y endormir malgre les 
automobiles: il ne fit pourtant qu'en brouiller les lettres, d6niolir leUr renipart 
fragile de poussiere, avec ses dix doigts ecartes doucement passes stir le sol. " 
This passage displays the same language conscious concern for the materiality of the 
letter of tile name as for the format of tile letters in tile newspaper; in tile newspaper the 
name is printed 'en grosses lettres' whereas in tile passage above it is hollowed out of the 
dust and yet tile words chosen by the narrative authority also invoke the opposite of a 
hollowing OLIt becaLISe we can read 6en creux' as 'encreux' - like tile ink applied to the 
of one of the leaders of the May 1968 student uprising, Daniel Colln-Bendit, is important; 
its title, 'Les maltresses de Unine' draws a parallel with tile propaganda disseminated 
concerning tile communist leader (tile article is reprodUced in L'Ennend dklam, Paris, 
Galliniard, 199 1, pp. 29-3 1). More directly relevant to Genet's early prose fiction is the 
fine article by Philip Watts, Tolitical Discourse and Poetic Register in Jean Genet's 
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newsprint in order to create the headline in which Gil features. Gil's experience of his 
own name in this passage is at once sensuous ('le veloute de ]a poussiýre'), alienating (tile 
text specifies that Gil writes his 'nom' which is 'Turko' which recalls tile phrase 't6te de 
turc' (not found in Querelle) which denotes tile other), as well as transient (the name is 
written in dust and is then obliterated). The final gesture draws a parallel between writing 
one's own name and self-effaceillent. 
The final passage of Gil's langua., e coil sci ousness concerns tile end of transience 
(and poetry) and tile fixing of his identity: 
Gil se laissait gagner aux arguments de Querelle. 11 voulait se laisser gagner. 11 C' 0 Wavait plus le sentiment de courir un grand peril, mais au contraire il 6tait sative 
car il itait f4j. Quelque chose de Rd allait denieurer, 6tant ecrit, 6chappant 
encore a ]a justice puisque d6signe par la Gloire, encore qu'il s'y nielat [sic] dans Lý 
sa bouche Famertume dLI (16sespoir: Gil se sentait perdu puisque son norn 
s'accompagnait toujours et partout du mot "crinies". 1" 
The fixing of Gil's identity also represents tile fixing of a relationship between his name 
and the coillpanion-word 'crimes', which will be permanently associated with it. This 
fixed word association is the definitive end of 'le ilierveilleux' which characterises Gil's 
impression of the poetry of the newspaper articles (p. 192). Ill the passage above, Gil's 
narne is always accompanied by tile word 'crimes'. Gil's SUbjectivity is now defined by 
his killing of Theo (and tile murder of Vic the sailor which Querelle and tile newspapers 
attribute to him). We will see (in 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) that QUerelle and tile narrative 
authority are not fixed ill this way; they retain their plurality. 
Tile characters and groups of characters that follow all exhibit the saille type of 
language consciousness, which is linked to a heuristic reading of Querelle as a 
crime/detective story. They are: Mario and Wde, the Police and the Builders. Mario's 
language consciousness represents ail 1111SUccessful attempt to Understand the events in tile 
text heuristically. It is part of Mario's job as a police inspector to uncover motives and 
to trace the pattern of events. The crimes which Mario has to solve are tile murder and 




Tile murders of tile Russian sailor and tile Armenian and the other murders committed by QUerelle stand outside the franle of reference (and legal jurisdiction) of Mario's investigations in the crime story. 
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parallels between tile inspector and tile reader who seeks to understand tile narrative in 
terms of cause and effect. Mario's apparent faith in tile ability of words to access the 
truth is confirmed by his use of the following construction: 'Je dis ce queje dis' (p. 168), 
thereby asserting his linguistic authority. However, this faith is clearly not confirmed by 
the results of his investigation. The crinies in Querelle are not solved because Querelle 
escapes and it is not known what happens after Seblon has accused himself of committing 
the robbery of which lie was a victim. Rainer Werner Fassbinder (in Fibne befreien den 
Kopf, (ed. ) Michael T6teberg, Frankfurt am Main, Fischer Cinenia, 1984) writes that the 
plot of Querelle, when divorced from the iniagination of Jean Genet (1910-1986), is little 
more than a 'third rate crime story'. " Fassbinder does not specifically mention the 
Mario's investigation, but it is a plausible explanation for hisjudgenient. If this is indeed 
the case, we could say that Fassbi n (ter's judgement is too summary to take account of 
two different interpretations of Mario's investigation. Tile investigation and the crime C. 
story may be third class because they are short; however, we should note how unusual 
it is for a crime story, of whatever class, to have no solution to the crinies committed at 
all (as is tile case in Querefle). 
Now let us examine the language consciousness of two groups (police and t: ý V 
builders) which is connected to the conception of Querelle as crinle story. As part of the 
investigation of Th6o's murder, the narrative authority explores the way in which a series 
of associations and assumptions is built tip from individual words. Tile police 
investigating the murder are seen to use tile word 'assassin' (, illurderer') as tile focal 
point for a creation of a being which is a travesty of Gil's character: tin enfant 
persectit6 par tin obs6de (p. 129). In these passages the narrative authority explores 0 
the possibilities for fantastical constructions of tile murderer which are siilltiltaneOLISly 
described as poetic but they also subvert tile investigative (heuristic) reading of tile crinles 
in the text. Thus a police commissioner (not Mario) '[ ... ] ne pouvait s'empecher 
Winventer de toutes pieces tin assassin stir niesure'. (p. 129). A more explicit example 
29 
Fassbinder writes: 'Querelle (le Brest von Jean Genet ist vielleicht der radikalste Roman der Weltliteratur, was die Diskrepanz von objektiver Handlung und subjektiver Phantasie 
ailbetrifft. Das äusserliche Geschehen abgelöst von der Bilderwelt des Jean Genet, ergibt Z:, ein wenig interessante, eller drittklassige Kriminalgeschichte, mit der züi beschäftigen sich kaum lohnte' (p. 117). 
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of the sarne phenomenon occturs when tile police interview tile rest of tile gang of 
builders. A trigger to their poetic imagination comes from the word 'tapette' (in a similar 
manner to tile way in which the police construct tile figure of the murderer): 
Aux policiers Us [les maqons] d6couvrirent cent Mails prouvant que Fassassin 
6tait bien tine tapette. [ ... ] Tinlides eil face des inspecteurs, ils s'aventurýrent 
dans 
tine description folle, 116sitante - et folle a cause de soil tremblenlent dans 
I'll6sitation - et de phis en plus appuy6e A mestire qti'ils parlaient. Ils 
s'apercevaient sails doute que toutes leurs affirmations Wavaient pas de bases 
effectives, qti'elles Wetaient qu'un lyrisme leur permettant de parler enfin avec 
serieux de ce dont ils avaient orne leurs jurons - donc letirs chants -[... ]. 30 
At the end of this passage tile narrative authority makes the association between the 
swearwords of the builders and song. Again, paradoxically, it is the opportunity of tile Zý- r_1 
continuing criminal investigation which causes the lyricism of the builders; there is a 
repeated intersection in the passage between the seriousness of tile situation of gathering 
evidence and tile resulting laxity of 'une description folle'. In the final sentence of the 
passage there is a movement from affirination, to lyricism, to seriousness, to swearwords 
and finally to song. 
The fifth and final grOL11) of characters is formed by D&le, Nono and Roger. In 
their case self-reflexive references to language are taken to an extreme: the narrative 
authority comments oil the way that D6(16 views tile world and this corresponds to an 
objective type of language use: 'D6de ftit tine inerveilleUse machine ý enregistrer' (p. 
229). Me is Mario's eyes and ears in tile criminal fraternity. Oil tile saille page it goes 
on to stress that the impersonal world view is important, rather than a character trait 
specific to D&16. This is because tile narrative authority uses tile sailie verb after an 
authoritative intervention concerning tile structure of the text: Te livre dure depuis trop 
de pages et nous ennuie. Enregistrons donc le profoild espoir [ ... ]' (p. 229). 
In the case of Roger and Nono tile narrative authorit compares the characters to C, y 
language at a level below that of tile individual word, that Of pUnctuation. Here tile notion 
of language can be extended to include tile t pographical sion: t) y t, 0 
Le visage de Nono etait compose de virgules: la courbe des SOLircils, Ponibre de 0 ]a courbe de ]a narine, les levres, les illoustaches. La supreme fornitile de ]a 
30 
pp. 129-130. 
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structure cie toute sa týte avait son essence dans la virgule. ' :D 
It is in tile case of these minor characters that the narrative authority employs phrases 
such as '[fla stiprýnle forintile de la structure' which appear to correspond to a describing 
language with absolute authority, in short, to a illetalanguage (a describing language 
within the text which nonetheless claims to comment authoritatively on the text from a 
position outside it). However, in tile case above it is not the syntactical value of the 
coninia as a division or pause which is emphasised, it is its sheer shape and form. Thus 
the narrative authority uses essentialist vocabulary only when there is an absence of 
meaning in tile language (or punctuation) concerned. So this is not metalanguage but In 
figurative language. 
Querelle contains a second example of a comparison between Nono and 
punctuation. When speculating oil the friendship between Mario and the brothel keeper, 
the narrative authority states: 
Sans doute trouve-t-il [Mario] en Norbert un indicateur qUi est en quelque sorte 
Lin trait Wunion entre la soci6t6 avouable et une activit6 suspecte [ ... ]. 
11 
The extract above represents a more conventional figurative usage of an element of 
punCtLiation; tile focus is oil the function of tile hyphen and although tile comparison is 
entirely mediated by tile narrative authority, it is couched in more tentative language: 'en 
quelque sorte'. 
In our final example, the narrative authority adapts tile description of an element 
of punctuation to suit ail additional concept of mobility that it wishes to convey: 
Cependant, Roger disparti, devint pour QUerelle tin "illyst6rieLIX lien" quelque Cý 
chose de plus pr6cieux qu'il ne Pavait vu jtisqLl'iCi [sic]. Cest son absence qUi 
donnait a Penfant Line si rare existence, une si SOLIdaine importance. QLierelle 
sourit, inais il ne put s'enip&lier d'etre trOUble par ce fait qUe Venfant etait le 
trait d'union mobile entre deux assassins, il 6tait ce trait anime et rapide. " 
31 






Here tile narrative authority modifies tile strictly syntactical definition of a hyphen; Roger 
is a mobile link between the two murderers (Querelle and Gil). We shOLIld note that 
although tile same element of punctuation is used, to describe Nono and Roc.,,, er, the 
narrative authority takes account of Roger's youth, impressionability and role in tile text 
as messenger to adapt tile acCOUnt of punctuation. The brief discussion of these three 
passages denionstrates that adaptation and modulation is even possible in the case of 
punctuation. 
We have seen that in Querelle the clescription of a character by tile narrative 
authority is necessarily accompanied either by a speculation on Querelle as a literary text 
or on literary language itself. This accompaniment is developed in a systematic way (the 
only exceptions are Querelle's victims: tile Armenian, Jonas and Vic) and its validity for 
all of the other characters is a testament to the strong interrelation between the stable 
elements of characters oil tile one hand and the speculation on tile language which 
represents thern oil the other (this interrelation will be developed in tile conclusions of 
language consciolisiless (3.7) and in the General C011CILIsions (4.0). 
3.2.4 Seblon, Querelle and Potential Independence 
In this section, I will consider tile lanuLiage coil sci ou sness of two characters who both Z) L, 
appear not to be wholly mediated by the narrative authority: Seblon and Querelle. Seblon 
seems to be ail ideal candidate for this category of the partially independent character. 
This is because his distinction froill the other characters is founded in his notebook and 
14 the first person singular in which it is written. This distinction between Seblon and the 
other characters appears to be confirmed in tile following quotation: '[ ... I aticun des 116ros 
de ce livre (sauf le lieutenant Seblon, mais Seblon West pas ilans le livre) West p6d6raste 
[ ... ]' (p. 71). 
However, notwithstanding this initial emphasis by tile narrative authority on 
Seblon's distinctiveness (and the concrete matter of Seblon's use of the first person 
singular in his notebook), I will suggest that, if we consider the text as a whole, it is not 
34 
Extracts from Seblon's notebook are found on pages: 12-14,26-27,80-85,103,122-126, 141,166,231,232-/- 
" -d - 
'133,234 237 and '244 in tile Gallinlard 'Collection Viniaginaire' 
edition (which correspond to pp. 206-208,218-219,219-220,273-277,293,310-313, 
350,401,402-403,404-407 and 414 in tile Octivi-es complNes, volume III). 
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Seblon but Querelle who is potentially independent of the narrative authority. 
In a brief examination of tile ]anguage consciousness of Seblon's private notebook, C5 4-: ý 
we see that it is dominated by his fascination with QUerelle; first lie is conscious of the 
language in which lie expresses his fascination" and secondly, lie is conscious of 
Querelle's own use of language. " Seblon's notebook is singular in the obsession which 
it recounts; it does not have the plurality of the language consciousness of the narrative 
authority which refers to all tile major characters in tile text. Indeed, the narrative 
authority also comments on passages ftom Seblon's notebook. 
The following example concerns a commentary by the narrative authority which 
occurs immediately after tile first extract from Seblon's notebook. Here, tile narrative 
authority intervenes in Seblon's text for the sake of clarity and thus contribUtes to our 
understanding of tile language in which Seblon expresses his fascination with the 
sailor: -" 
Apres ces quelques notes relMes qa et la, mais ilon au hasard, dans Lin carnet 
intinle qui nous le suggere, notis Usirons qu'il vous apparaisse que le niatelot Lý 
35 
'Et chaque indiVidLi que je vois West que la momentail6e repr6sentation - fragmentaire 
aussi, et reduite - du Marin. 11 en a tous les caractýres: la vigueur, ]a duret6, la, beaut6, 
la cruaute, etc... satif ]a multiplicit6. Chaque matelot qui passe sert a comparer le Marin. 
Tous les matelots iii'apparaissent-ils vivants, pr6sents, A ]a fois, tOLIS, et aLIClIn d'eux 
separhient ne serait le illarin [sic] qu'ils composent et qui ne petit etre que dans nion 
imagination, qui ne petit ýtre qu'en ilioi et par moi. Cette We ni'apaise. Je possWe le 
Marin' (p. 122). 
36 
Seblon puts forward his own reading of Querelle's use of sexually explicit langLiage and 
slang: "'Ca, Cest tous les iliecs qui me font des pipes. Pendant qti'ils ille sticent ils se 
branlent dans mon froc. Qa Cest IeLir d6charge. Pas plus'" (p. 27). Of this Seblon 
writes: "'Il" en paraltra tres fier [sic for tense]. '11' porte ces SOUillures avec tine imptideur 
, glorietise: ses d6corations' (1). '217). Thus in the notebook, tile Lieutenant who is fascinated by tile sailor, first respects the integrality of Querelle's utterances (by quoting 
them) then imaginatively interprets QUertelle's illatter-of-fact realistic language, 
beautifying it, and thereby directly contradictintc, his beloved QUerelle's 'pas plus' to 
explicitly make something, more of the stains. 
37 
In order to avoid confusion of tile referent of the personal pronoun lil' in tile notebook, 
the narrative voice helpfully includes the referent QUerelle in parenthesis. Therefore no 
rigorous distinction exists between tile notebook and the narrative which surrOUnds it. 
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Querelle, n6 de cette solitude ol't l'officier lui-m6nle 6tait reclus, etait un 
personnage solitaire comparable ý Vange de I'Apocalypse dont les pieds reposent t-) 
sur la mer. A force de m6diter de Querelle, d'user par l'imagination ses plus 
beaux orneinents, ses muscles, ses bosses, soil sexe devin6, pour le lieutenant 
Seblon le inatelot est devenu un ange (il 6crira, nous le verrons plus loin, 'Pange 
de ]a solitude') 
The first thing to note is that the narrative authority has performed tile task of selection 
from Seblon's texts. " The second is that the narrative authority privileges itself over 
Seblon's text at this early stage because it commands both references to Querelle. It calls 
Querelle the Angel of the Apocalypse, but also introduces Seblon's name for tile sailor 
(Tange de la solitude'). Tile narrative authority also details the process by which Seblon 
came to his description. However, this alternative description has already been described 
as having its origins in Seblon's situation, alone at sea. The narrative authority is thus 
inediating Seblon's obsession With QUerelle at this point. 
Let LIS Ilow consider a series of language conscious references in tile last parts of 
Seblon'sjournal which stress tile artifice of the notebook. These references are a prelude 
to the total collapse of tile distance between Seblon and the narrative aLlthority. Their 
exact circumstances relate to Gils successful assault and robbery of Seblon. Subsequently 
Seblon is seen to experiment with different. conclusions to the robbery which are at once 
more romantic and portray him in a heroic light (in one of the scenarios Seblon resists 
his attacker and invites him to shoot him). Seblon understands tile robbery of which he 
is a victim in ternis of its relation to Querelle. ThLIS Seblon focuses oil Gil's dress 
(Querelle had allowed Gil to borrow his sailor's uniform). It is from this situation of 
partia knowledge that the officer constructs and speculates oil his various scenarios: 'le 
lieutenant mettait au point tin dialogue heroYque 'Apres de longues inqui6tudes, le C) 
lieutenant choisit ce d6nouenient: (p. 233). Tile concern with endings is reflected 
in the phrases 'mettre au point' and 'denotiement'. 
Having undermined Seblon's imagination and inaugurated a discussion about 




In the ternis of classical rhetoric there is an acknowledgment only of (Ii. vpositio, not inventio. 
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language consciousness and Seblon's private notebook. This collapse is expressed in this 
simple sentence: 'Ainsi Madame Lysiane 6tait bonne et soignait ses clients rnallleureUX' 
(p. 236). This is because this extract conflates Seblon's notebook and an intervention by 
the narrative authority. The narrative authority has taken over tile notebook because 
Seblon knows only where 'La Fdria' is, nothing more and because Madame Lysiane has 
not been mentioned in the notebook tip to this point. 
Tile above interventions by the narrative authority into the donlain of the notebook 
finally absorb tile distinctiveness of tile notebook into tile plurality of tile narrative 
authority. Therefore despite tile fundamental separateness of the notebook as fornilo and 
tile initial separation of the first person singular from the first person plural of the 
narrative authority, Seblon is not , in independent character at tile end of tile text. The 
plurality of the narrative authority, which takes over from him, makes us reconsider the 
role of Seblon's first person singular narrative and linlit its importance. It is a temporary 
centre of authority which is then subsumed into the main narrative authority at the end 
of the text (p. 236). In the longer extracts froill tile private notebook which open b 
Quemlle, Seblon's voice is ver distinctive in its elevated toile and high linguistic y0 
register; however, it occupies tile First person singular and thus lacks the plurality which 
appears to be necessary for discursive authority in Quemlle; narrative authority 
demonstrates this type of plurality. Seblon's private notebook is thus best understood as 
a provisional narrative register in the text, where tile distance between the first person 
singular and the first person PlUral (whose plurality encloses it) is progressively reduced, 
until the notebook is finally absorbed. " 
Let us now inove oil to a detailed examination Of QUerelle. We will now see that 
the sailor has more of a claim to be independent from the narrative aUthority because he 
does not occupy the latter's domain of rhetoric -and discursivity. Querelle is a character 
40 
The subscribers edition of the text encloses tile passages from tile notebook within 
6guillenlets' as if they were quotations from another text. Tile Gallimard OEuvres 
complNes edition uses italics. 
41 
This reduction in distance is pre-enipted in one of the key prolepses in tile text where tile first person PlUral of the narrative authority OCCLIpieS Seblon's private notebook: 'Mais 
en hii-illeme se levait tin vent trh 16ger, au ras des herbes: ("une brise, tin z6pilir A 
peine" 6crivons-nous dans le carnet intime)' (p. 181). 
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in tile same sense as tile characters whose language consciousness was discussed in the 
previous section; this is because his language consciousness is mediated by the narrative t: ý 4-- 
authority. However, what sets him apart froill them are the illany non-verbal and non- 
linguistic donlains in which lie remains outside the power of the narrative authority. As 
a consequence, Querelle is also outside tile power of other characters - whose language 
consciousness is completely mediated by the narrative authority. One such character is 
Mario whose attempt at a heuristic and forensic account of the robbery (of Seblon) and 
the double murder (of Vic and Theo) ill tile text is abandoned because Gil (who 
committed tile robbery on Querelle's prompting), Seblon (tile victim, who goes on to 
accuse himself in order to ingratiate himself with Querelle) and another police inspector 
conspire to conceal tile sailor's guilt (p. 18 1). The logical and linear connections between 
events and between cause and effect that Mario seeks are frustrated. Thus justice and 
linearity are not allowed to run their course ill Querelle; Querelle sets sail at tile end of 
his shore leave and the robbery and the double murder go unpunished, a state of affairs 
unique in Genet's early prose fiction in which the murderer typically receives the death 
sentence. 
Let us consider first whether tile language conscious passages associated with 
Querelle compete with and even possibly outdo tile authority of the narrative authority. 
If we look at some extracts which represent Querelle's general facility with language, 
they are apparently unequivocal: 
[Querelle] nianquait d'habilet6 pour lui donner [tile scene in tile bistrot where 
Roger and Gil sing together] tine signification pr6cise. 11 pouvait h peine penser 6 e) L_ 0 
en mots. 11 savait seulement qu'elle []a scene] avait provoqu6 en lui tine 16gýre 
ironie. 11 WeL 42 Cit SU (lire pourquoi. 
Querelle appears not as a source of absolute discursive authority ill text, but as a 
character who is educationally subnormal. In tile extract above QUerelie's inability to 
perform propositional thinking based oil tile logical construction of argUrnents is 0 




We should recall that Robert, Querelle's twin, is represented by tile narrative voice in tile 
sarne way: 'Son [Robert's] regard avait trop de rigidit6, soil corps immobile aussi, pour 
qti'il pCit penser intelligeniment. 11 tie savait pas penser' (1). 162). 
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Therefore lie is no match for the guiding phrases and structural comments tittered by the 
narrative authority. What is more, the narrative authority provides this evalLiation of 
QUerelle's abilities in tile saine illanner as the references to tile language of the other 
characters which are analysed above. So to answer the question put at the start of this 
paragraph: Querelle cannot compete with let -alone undo the statements of the narrative 
authority. However, this still leaves open tile possibility that lie may be important in non- 
rhetorical and non-discursive ways. In the passage above, Querelle has an instinctive and 
intuitive attitude to language. Irony is represented in this extract not as ail external verbal 
construction, but as a feeling located inside the sailor. Therefore Querelle has a 
relationship to language which is completely different from that of other characters. He In t: > 
is almost certainly not a rational producer of language, but may be more like a reader 
because his reactions to a scene do not pass beyond the bounds of his own subjectivity. 
In general, however, the narrative authority C011tinLies to stress tile poverty of 
Querelle's linguistic resources. The following extract suggests that Querelle's utterances I-) C" 
are frequently second hand. He is a stranaer to language because lie does not know the Cý 0 
words that lie unearths from his memory: 
[... ] tin cabotin nierveilleux qui essaye Wensorceler la mort, puise. au fond d'une 
iii6illoire attentive Lin mot qu'il ignore [sic], lit peut-6tre dalls Lin jOLirnal d6roM 
k a tin officier s'adressant a tin autre officier, et Querelle r6p6ta: "J'suis sans 
(Iffense. Auctine. 1144 
The origins Of QUerelle's language are obscured in this passage. Another character - an Cý 
officer - is po sited by the narrative authority as the origin of the phrase Tsuis sans 
d6fense. Auctine'. However, as a surrogate user of language, Querelle does not L-1 00 
understand the phrase ('un illot qu'il ignore'). In this passage, language is stolen from 




The following example stresses that Querelle is not a possessor of language; here lie borrows lanc u , agge: 'il [Querellel coninlandait A son double imaginaire des attitudes de peur, de revolte, de confiance et (I'efl'roi [ ... ] Des souvenirs de lectures Paidaient' (P. 58). 
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After considering the examples above we may assume that Querelle's difference 
and possible independence (if it exists) illust consist of something outside tile narrative 
authority's mediation of characters and the authority of its structural statements. 
Therefore we are looking for something which is beyond the reach of the most powerful Cý r) 
mediating and explaining discourse in the text - that of the narrative authority. It is 
undeniable that parts of the character and the language consciousness of Querelle are 
mediated by the narrative authority (those parts mentioned thus far, for instance). 
Therefore if Querelle's difference or possible independence will be indicated by the 
narrative authority itself, this indication will be in an inchoate form; it will be outside the 
scope of tile narrative which can be closed or accelerated by tile narrative authority. 
Thus Querelle's independence is beyond the mediation of the narrative authority, 
but will be gestured at by the narrative authority in references to Querelle's non-rhetorical 
language and a concern in tile text with the very limits of mediation and authority. The 
following language conscious passage shows us how the narrative authority appears to be 
able to touch the linlit of the divide between Querelle and itself, thus referring to 
QUerelle's independence (something which is beyond its own powers of mediation): 
Notis essaierons de tenir conipte de ce d6tail pour bien comprendre Querelle dont 
]a representation mentale, et les sentiments eux-nlýnles, d6pendent et prennent la 
forme d'une certaine syntaxe, d'une orthographe particuliere. Dalls son langage 
nous trouverons ces expressions: "laisse flotter les rUbans ...... "J'SLIiS sur les bOUlets... " [ ... ], etc... expressions qui n'6taient jamais prononc6es d'une faqon 
claire, mais plut6t murniur6es (I'Line voix till peLl sourde, et comme en dedans, 
sails les voir. Ces expressions Wetant pas projet6es, son lailgage n'6clairait pas 
Querelle, si nous Posons (lire, ne le dessinait pas. Elles sernblaient. au contraire 
entrer par sa bouche, s'amasser en lui, s'y (16poser, et former line boue epalsse 
d'OLl parfois reniontait une bulle transparente explosant d6licaternent ý ses levres. 
C'etait till mot Wargot qui remontait. " 
The passage denionstrates a concern with the language and the inside of tile body (the 
preposition 'en' is important) which goes beyond Querelle's veneral lack of discursive 
ability. At tile outset, tile narrative authority focuses oil Querelle's use of slang; however 
the passage rapidly moves oil to consider not what is said by Querelle, but how lie says 
it. The passage concentrates oil Querelle's relation to his language. The lack of clarity 
referred to in this passage corresponds to QUerelle's difficulties with propositional C) 
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reasoning which were referred to above. However, it is at the end of the same clause 
(' [ ... ] plut6t murmur6es dune voix un peu sourde, et comme, en 
dedans, sans les voir') 
that a relationship between Querelle's language and visibility is proposed by the narrative 
authority. QUerelle does not see his expressions - that is to say that lie cannot visualise 
their verbal representation - lie cannot see tile words. Thus there appears to be a 
connection made here between the visualisation of language and being able to Ilse it in 
a rhetorical way. QUerelle can do neither; Querelle's relationship to language is different 
and is introduced by tile phrase 'au contraire. It appears to be an inverted relation to 
language where words enter tile mouth rather than leave it. Querelle is a receptacle for 
language rather than a producer of it. There appears to be a total lack of strategic 
motivation in the fortuitous welling up of words from tile inside Of QUerelle's body. 
Querelle is inhabited by language but (foes not possess it. SO 111LICII for verbal language; 0 J-1 
there follows all important passage which concerns QUerelle's relationship with the 
manifestations of written language: In 0 
11 s'6tait llabitU6 a vivre dans ]a compagnie r6pugnante de ses crinies dont il tenait 
une sorte de registre (I'Lin format minuscule, un registre des massacres, qu'il 11-5 0. 
nonimait pour lui seul: 'nion botiquet de fleurs du pavC. Ce registre contenait le 
plan des endroits o6 avaient lieu les crimes. Les dessehis 6taient naYfs. Lorsqli'il 
ne savait dessiner Pobjet il le noilimait, et Portilograplie du noill qllelqtlefois dtait 
fausse. 11 Wavait pas d'instruction. " 
This extract illustrates Querelle using writing -as a last resort when a pictograrn is 
impossible. An earlier passage refers to the same process in greater detail: L- 
Ell plusieurs points (III monde il [QUerelle] avait des (16p6ts secrets, liabilenient 
notes stir des papiers conserv6s dans soil sac. Ell Chine, ell Syrie, atl Maroc, ell 
Belgique. Le carilet portant. ces inscriptions etait quelque chose conime le 'registre 
des massacres' de la police. Slianghfi, Nlaison de ]a France. Jardin. Baobab de C" 
]a grille. Beyrouth, Daillas. Dame aLl piano. Mur de gaticlie. Casa, Banque 
Alphand. Anvers, CatIl6dral [sic]. Cloclier. " 
In this form of notation tile entry for tile episode which takes place in Brest 
(encompassing tile whole of Quewlle) would be annotated in the same deficient 
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QUerelle's activity in the course of the text - murder - but also indicates that tile text as 
a whole can be seen as part of a series of events which are present in it, but not 
described in detail by the narrative authori ty. 49 in these extracts tile narrative authority 
touches on the possibility that QUerelle possesses, in a highly unliterary and even non- 
linguistic (pictorial) form, tile precedent and/or subsequent episodes of another larger 
narrative each of which is analogous to Querelle. 
In the following passage the narrative authority also acknowledges Querelle's 
freedom as far as tile structural organisation of tile text is concerned: 
Cette ex6cution serait capitale. Si un enchainement logique des faits WeCit conduit 
Querelle ý "La Fdria", nul dOLIte que I'assassin Wek agenc6 nlyst6rieusernent, en 
secret de soi-m6lie, un autre rite sacrificiel. " 
This passage sets tip twin centres of narrative power which can influence the direction 
of tile narrative. The first is tile one that we are more used to as readers: the narrative 
atithority describes it in terills of logic and rhetoric as 'tin enchaillenlent logique des 
faits'. QUerelle is set up as tile other pole in the passage: there is 110 dOUbt that QUerelle 
would have proceeded to perform an unspecified sacrificial right of 'his own' if tile 
narrative authority did not organise the exectition of Querelle at 'La Feria' into tile text. 
However, tile essential point to note here is that Querelle WOLI]d have acted in a 
mysterious way, lie would have been ignorant of his own actions. 
How are the readers of this passage supposed to understand its implications for Z> 
tile conflictual relationship between the narrative aUthority and QUerelle? Tile view which 
maintains that tile narrative authority is the source of all the characters inClUding Querelle 
and mediates their relationship with the reader might find this and other passages difficult 
to explain. This is because the narrative authority is acknowledging that Querelle would b 
have had the same power to alter tile course and struCtUre of tile text had the narrative 
authority not intervened. Another explanation, proposed from the point of view that the 
narrative authority is in supreme control of the narration, would be that the authority is 
49 
The following passage from Pomlws cursorily mentions a similar form of notation of 1-ý Lý Hitler's private executioner: il existait peut-ýtre Line liste ou tin cahier avec des 
pr6cisions deroutantes, et que ce tueur, pour tuer le temps, tenait ý jOLir' (p. 188). 
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merely acting out -a situation whereby Querelle has equal influence on the course of the 
narrative. In this view, therefore, the potential power accorded to Querelle is a feint and 
a ploy which is part of the rhetoric of the narrative authority which only cedes the 
possibility of narrative control to one of his heroes. However, I WOUld argue that this 
view of the narrative authority remaining in supreme control of the text does not square 
with the large number of examples where tile limit of this control is explicitly touched 
upon. 
Notwithstanding these examples it would seem that Querelle cannot break away 
definitively; thus within tile following quotation tile narrative authority goes from 
equating Querelle's thoughts with his own (almost as if Querelle were the name of an 
author speaking in autobiographical mode) to indicating tile escape of the character frorn b 
the author figure. Thus: 
En VOL11ant pr6ciser le iliouvenlent psychologique de notre heros, nous voulons 
mettre au jOUr notre Aine. Noter librement Vattitude que nous choisirions - en vue 
petit-etre ou plut6t en pi-ftision d'une fin convoit6e - notis conduit ý ]a d6couverte de ce monde psychologique donn6 stir quoi s'appuie la libert6 du choix mais, s'iI LI le faut, POUr le d6roulenlent de I'intrigue, que I'mi des 116ros prononce un 
jugenlent, refl6chisse, nous nous trouvoils tout a COLIp en face de I'arbitraire: le 
personnage 6chappe ý soil auteur. 11 se singularise. " 
In tile first part of the extract up to the 'mais' adverbs, verbs and nouns denoting choice 
abound (for example: 'librenlent', 'ciloisirions' and 'Ia libert6 dLI clioix'. -" These words 




It is also possible to suggest tentatively that tile draniatisation of conflictual freedoms of In the narrative voice and Querelle may have been influenced by Jean Genet's (1910-1986) 
close association with Jean-Paul Sartre during, the period from March 1945 to November- 
December 1947 when Genet was writing Querelle. However, it is notoriously difficult 
to chart tile influence of such empirical details with precision (tile inaccuracies in Saint 
Genet are a testament to this). Querelle does not offer a pre-emptive strike at tile 
overwhelming use of the Sartrean concept of freedom in Saint Genet, where tile whole 
of 'Genet's' personal history is directed towards (and subservient to) his free choice to become a writer. It is clear that Genet's notion of freedom of choice belonus to an 
altogether textual sphere when the representation of textual freedom ill tile language 
C011SCiOLIS passages is compared to Sartre's notions of freedom applied to Jean Genet's (1910-1986) life and tile character of 'Genet' (tile principal protagonist of Saint Genet). 0 
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the freedom of the narrative authority do not preclude tile freedoill of Querelle. We 
should note that the passage above (like several others that I have analysed in this 
subsection) enacts QUerelle's escape from the narrative aUthority. Tile escape is still in 
the present tense; it is still happening; it is not yet in tile past, not yet complete. Indeed, 
it cannot be complete; QUerelle cannot be entirely independent of the narrative authority. 
One might then conclude with the proposition that both Querelle's total independence and 
tile total control of Querelle by tile narrative aUthority are impossible in tile text. 
The following extract illustrates a rather paradoxical conclusion: 
11 [Querelle] 6tait apparu au milieu d'eux avec ]a SOLidaine promptitude et 
I'616gance du joker. 11 brouillait les figures mais leur donnait tin sens. 11 
This striking description of Querelle is taken from the penultimate page of the 
subscribers' edition and occurs as part of the subdued atmosphere around Madame 
Lysiane as she is faced with tile sailor's impending departure. It exemplifies tile question 
of Querelle's independence. Tile word 'eux' refers to Madame Lysiane, Nono and Mario. 
In the description the appearance of Querelle has a range of possible effects because of 
tile range of meaning of the term 'Figures' his appearance could affect tile (characters') 
faces, and/or the (structural) patterns and/or the (rhetorical) figures of Querelle. 
Crucially, tile construction '11 6tait apparu [ ... I' gives no indication of tile motivation and 
causes Of QUerelle's appearance. The reader is unsure whether to ascribe the appearance 
of the joker to chance or to the deliberate strategy of a card player in control of the 
game. There are two possibilities; first, Querelle's sowing of confusion and meaning inay 
be ascribed to a narrative authority for whoin tile joker is a wild card, something to 
which it can assign value at will because it is a player. Tile second possibility is quite 
simply that the appearance of the joker is beyond the player's control. Therefore, in this 
passage Querelle can be considered both as an independent character, and as an unusual 
card in a hand played by tile narrative authority. 
3.2.5 Conclusions 
Thus far this section has foreg rounded tile authority, language consciousness and 0 4! 5 tl 
subjectivity of tile narrative authority and that of Querelle in separate subsections. Now 
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it is time to elaborate a comparison and contrast between Querelle and the narrative 
authority. Subsequently, I will also contrast interpretations made in G6rard Genette's 
Figures I// (Paris, Galliniard, 1972) and in Jacques Derrida's Glas because these texts 
offer different models for the analysis of narrative structure and for the integration of a 
character such as Querelle into Such a structure. 
We have already seen how the narrative authority assigns different types of self- 
reflexive comments about language to nine different characters in tile text. However, the C) 0 
narrative authority does not only niediate the language consciousness of a large number 
of characters; it can (as we have seen) also make structural comments and guiding 
statements oil the text as if it were a singular. Therefore it seems that to be authoritative 
both the singular and the plural are required. One of the ways in which this singular 
plurality manifests itself in Querelle is in tile use of tile royal 'we', for example in the 
phrase 'nous-nienie' (found oil pp. 21,22,104 and 2.29). This usage is a combination of Z> 
the Singular and tile plural which also gives the impression of being grammatically 
irregular because the adjective does not agree with the personal pronoun (we will see that 
QUerelle also exhibits this singular plurafly in -a non-riletorical domain: his relationship 
with his twin Robert). 
Querelle's language consciousness does not concern rhetorical authority. This is 
becaUse it is not ail awareness of a particular register or toile of language; rather, it 
concerns the limits of linguistic expression. It is a non-language consciousness or a Z: ý rý 1 1: ) 
language unconsciousness (ail example of this is that Querelle expresses himself in 
pictogranis in his 'carnet' (p. 113). Querelle circumvents the need to convince altogether; 
he asserts authority through his body and his sexuality and tile fascination that all the 
other characters have for him (his authority is never in question, it is simply taken for 
granted). Querelle's sexual interaction with tile other characters and tile fact that he 
represents soillethinIg different to each of them, is the basis of an alternative type of 
subjectivity. In the comparison and contrast between tile narrative authority and Querelle 
in this Conclusion, we must examine whether Querelle's subjectivity should be integrated 
into a totalising view of the text, in which Querelle is subject to tile narrative authority 
because lie is ultimately described by it. Alternatively, it may be the case that Querelle's 
non-rhetorical authority is simply different and irrecoverable by tile latter. 
When we examine tile authority associated with Querelle with a view to answering 
the above question, we also see plurality, particularly in his subjectivity because it is 
shared with Robert, QUerelle's identical twin. There are several passages (pp. 67-68, 
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109,163 and 188 - this group was also excised from the subscribers' edition of tile text) 
which deal with the threatened coalescence between the twins. Here is a quotation froill 
one of them in which Querelle addresses his brother: 'Taisez-votis. Nous riscitions de 
nous dissoudre dans tine unit6 trop exactement pr6cis6e' (p. 109). This rather formal 
utterance is all the more incongruous because it is made during one of the brothers' 
fights. The Litterance ShOUld not be undervalued because it is a SOLirce of many paradoxes. 
Tile dissolution in tile text refers to tile individual subjectivities of (Georges) Querelle and 
Robert Querelle). However, this dissolution consists of an overly precise union between 
the twins ('une unite trop pr6cise'). More than this, Querelle who is the addresser already 
appears to have merged with Robert who is the addressee; this is because lie uses the 
second person plural. He is simultaneously addressing himself and Robert, addressing 
himself as part of Robert and Robert as part of himself (other examples of this type of 
writing - this time not excised from the subscribers' edition - are found on pp. 60,148, 
200 and 220). 
At one level tile simultaneity of the plural and sin, (-' , Ular of 
Querelle in the 
paragraph -above is very similar to tile royal 'we' of tile narrative authority in terms of 
the fact that it cannot be enumerated or that it counts as singular and plural at different 
times. However, it can also be argued that Querelle's plurality in the paragraph is a 
different order of plurality when compared with that of the narrative authority. This is 
because Querelle's plurality and occasional coalescence with Robert is not based on 
control, he does not control his twin. I would argue that this is a fLindailiental difference 
and it makes Querelle different from tile other characters, despite the narrative authority's 
comments oil Querelle's lack of facility with language. 
However, the narrative authority continues to attempt to control and define 
Querelle, for instance it tries to define his genealogy in the following way: Cý CI 
11 fallait qu'en 1101.1s-niýnie [sic] IIOLIS pressentions 1'existence de Querelle 
puisqu'en-'I [sic] certain jour, dont nous pourrions preciser ]a date avec I'heLlre 
exactes [sic], nous r6solhies d'6crire I'llistoire (ce nlot convient. peu s'iI sert a 
nomiller tine aventure ou suite Waventures dejý vecties). Pell a peli nous 
recondmies Querelle -a I'interieur de notre chair - grandir, se d6velopper dans n6tre Ame, se 11OUrrir du meilleur de nous, et d'abord de notre desespoir de 
Wetre pas nous-niýme en hii mais de I'avoir en nous. Apres cette decouverte de 
Querelle nous voulons qLI'iI devienne le Ildros nihie du coil teill pteU r. POUrsuivant. 
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en nous-in6me son destin, son (16veloppenient, nous verrons comment il s'y prete 
pour se r6aliser en une fin qui senible We (de cette fin) son propre voilloir et son 
propre destin. 
La scene que nous rapporterons est la transposition de Pevenernent qui 
nous rev6la QUerelle. (Nous parlons encore de ce personnage Wal et h6rdique, 
fruit de nos secrýtes aniours. ) De cet Milement nous pouvons 6crire qu'il fut 
comparable ý ]a Visitation. Sans doute ce West que longtemps aprýs qu'iI eut lieu 
que IIOLIS le reconnfinies "gros" de cons6quences mais dejA, en le vivant, Mims- 
nous parcouru d'un frisson annonciateur. Enfin pour 6tre visible de vous, pour 
devenir un personnage de roman, Querelle doit etre montr6 hors de nous-m6me. 
Vous connaitrez donc la beaut6 apparente - et r6elle - de son corps, de ses 
attitudes, et leur lente d6composition. " 
In the first part of this remarkable passage the narrative authority uses the metaphor of Ll 
pregnancy to describe the (level op men t of Querelle within itself. However, it must be 
stressed at tile outset that the passage describes Querelle's gestation rather than his 
conception (which attempts to circumscribe his origin, in a relationship reminiscent of r> 
mother and child). The narrative authority maintains its lack of corporality and 
emphasises its gender polyvalency in the reference to 'chair' (where Querelle develops) 
because there is never a mention of anatonlically pre-constituted parts of the body such 
as linibs or organs. Flesh and soul ('chair' and 'Anle') are indeterminate (poitrine', 
tyeLIX' and 'oeil' used oil pp. 14-15 are also used in a non concrete way; that is to say, 
it is not possible to distinguish tile situation, position or appearance of the body to which 
they belong). 
Tile Immaculate Conception is tile metaphor which suggests itself to describe this 
nurturing relationship between tile narrative authority and Querelle. This interpretation 
gains credence if we consider the capitalised (and thus presumably biblical) reference to 
tile Visitation and the 'frisson annonciateur' in the second portion of tile extract. What 
are the implications of the figure of tile Immaculate Conception for the totalising view b 
of the text in Which QUerelle is subject to the narrative authority? In the Immaculate 
Conception we are dealing with a human carrier and nurtUrer of tile divine (it is a case 




This also recalls Mary Ann Frese Witt's theory of maternal spaces, discussed in 1.4. 
However, in her article 'Mothers and Stories of Female Presence/ Power in Jean Genet' 
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Querelle who now has his own destiny and development and a goal which is self 
sufficient and not elaborated by tile narrative authority: 'il [Querelle] s'y pr6te pour se 
r6aliser en une fin qui semble ýtre (de cette fin) son propre vouloir et son propre destin. ' 
The supreme indication of Querelle's independence is that tile goal is not mediated by the 
narrative authority, one can only surmise that tile reason for this is because the narrative 
authority wishes to convey tile impression that the goal is unknowable by it. Indeed, the 
comparison might even be suggested in the comparison that it is as great a miracle for 
an independent entity to be born of tile narrative authority, as it is for the Divine to be 
born of human flesh. However, it must be insisted that, although one gave birth to the 
other, tile Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ remain different orders of divinity. The passage 
introduces and maintains a similar difference between the narrative authority and QUerelle 
at tile sarne time as claiming that the narrative authority nurtured him. 
This difference between family members, which exists between the Virgin Mary 
and Jesus Christ and between the narrative authority and Querelle is emphasised in 
another way which threatens to undercut tile narrative authority's claims to be the 
nurturer of Querelle: tile narrative authority does not have tile nionopoly oil tile genealogy 
Of QUerelle. This is clear froill tile text that Querelle has a mother (pp. 15 and 59). " 
However, tile mother does not automatically take precedence over tile narrator (she is 
already described as being (lead and buried in tile second reference, 1). 59). And Querelle 
Frese Witt foregrounds the concrete representations of maternal space in Querelle in the 
figure of Madame Lysiane's boudoir (pp. 183-184). 
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This passage stresses Querelle's independence from tile narrative authority who contillUes 
to put itself forward as the 'mother' of QUerelle. At the end of this passage Querelle 
appropriates his own plurality by calling his doppelgilnger his 'filles' (tile text makes tile 
link between creator and created clear because it uses tile example of Beethoven who 
spoke of his symphonies in the sailie way). Thus in the same passage as tile narrative 
authority posits itself as the source of Querelle it refers to QUerelle's plurality as self 
generated: 'Et le dernier Querelle, n6 d'un bloc ý vingt-ans, surgi desarII16 d'une 
thebreuse r6gion de nous-niýnie, fort, solide, avait alors tin joyeLix mouvenlent des 6paules pour se retourner vers sa souriante, joyetise et plus jeune famille dVection. 
Chaque Querelle le consid6rait avec sympathie. Dans ses moments de tristesse, il les 
sentait autour de lui, pr6sents. Et comme (Ntre Wes du souvenir les voilait tin peu, ce 
voile leur accordait une aimable grice, title f6minite doucement inclin6e vers lui. S'il en 
e6t I'midace, il les e6t appel6es ses "filles" comme le faisait Beethoven de ses 
symphonies' (p. 104). 
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has yet another origin: tile sea (1a iner' which can be read as another mother - 'mýre'). 
At the start of Querelle tile sailor conles from the distant seas to tile sanctuary of the port 
of Brest ('elle []a durete du port] les [les matelots] repose du perpetuel vague de la mer' 
p. 10). The first page of Querelle states that: '[ ... ] le marin "revient 
de loin" [ ... I' 
(p - 
9). This reference to the sailor's origin is not authoritative although comes at the start of 
Querelle. This is because it coexists with tile other two accounts of tile sailor's origins. 
It is therefore possible to say that Querelle has multiple origins and an undetermined 
genealogy. 
In order to take the comparison between the narrative authority and QUerelle and 
their respective subjectivi ties and language consciousness ftirther, I would now like to 0 L- 
contrast two critical texts: Gerard Genette's Fýqurcs III and Jacques Derrida's Glas. We 
will see how Glas both acknowledges the plurality of Genet's texts and displays a 
particular type of plurality in its own structure an(] language. Both texts are influential In tý- 
in their own right oil questions of narrative form and structure which are so important 
in tile understanding of Querell(% However, neither writes about Genet's text in a L- 
sustained way so the comparison between them will have to be indirect. it is impossible 
to give conclusive reasons for the absence of a sustained comparative analysis in both 
cases. Nonetheless it is surprising because, although Genette quotes many examples of 
different narrative modes in writers (such as Henry James, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Daniel 
Defoe, Stendhal, Honor6 de Balzac, Plato, Homer and Alexandre Dumas among others) 
there is only one passing and non-specific reference to Genet's writing in Figures III (and 
then only to his draina). The case of Derrida is similar; although lie quotes abundantly 
from Genet's other works of prose fiction (47 quotations from Miracle for example), he 
quotes only three times from Querelle. " Therefore in my contrast between the two 
critical texts it is necessary to create an element of mediation between tile present 
conclusion and Figures M and Glas. 
This niediation is straightforward in the case of G6rard Genette. Tile 1988 article 
in Stiulia Ncoj)hilologica 60 (pp. '235-250) by Sven Ake Heed provides us with elements 
of a Genettian reading of Querefle. 'Quei-clle (1e Brest - un scdnario de fantasi-nes' breaks 
new ground because it is the first attempt at an analysis of the text as a narrative 
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These quotations are found oil pp. 14bi, 13 1 bi and 190bi. 
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structure. At tile start of his article Heed writes: 
171 
Pour notre part, nous pensons plut6t que le recours aux r6ves et aux fantasmes 
dans les romans de Genet est le produit, conscient ou inconscient, de Facte 
d'6criture d'un auteur pour qui le r6le d'auteur justement West jamais oublie. " 
I would agree with this assessment, Heed is right to focus oil the authorial function in the 
texts in general and ill Querelle in particular. Ill this quotation Heed opens his analysis 
tip to the importance of tile many self-reflexive comments in tile text, but in particular 
to those which are connected with the narrative authority. These are the structural 
comments and guiding phrases referred to ill 3.2.2. However, to adopt a more critical 
tack towards Heed's analysis, it must be noted that his concentration on narration and 
narrative function leads him to neglect tile devolution of self-reflexive comments in the 
text from the narrative authority to almost all tile characters in tile ways that I have 
shown (3.2.3). 
Let us move on to a concrete example of Heed's analysis. Heed distinguishes 
three levels of narration in Quej-elle. First, there is tile story told by 'le narrateur', 
second is what Heed calls Seblon's commentary ('conimentaire') in his private notebook; 
the final level is represented by what Heed calls 'textes-citations' which are the 
uncommented quotations from other texts inserted into Querelle (see pp. 8 and 16-17). 
In the first level of narration, Heed stresses that the narrator is presenting himself 
as a fictional author because lie is in direct contact with his reader. Heed goes on to 




'11 ya Wabord Vemploi Wexpressions comme 'le livre' ou 'ce livre', en ref6rence a 
Foeuvre en cours d'6criture ou de lecture: 'Georges Querelle, le 116ros du livre' (p. 11), 
Te niouvement de ce livre doit s'accel6rer' (p. 218), Te livre dUre depuis trop de pages 
et nous ennuie', (p. 22-9). Ensuite, il ya Ieniploi Wun 'nous' de modestie pour d6signer 
le narrateur: '... nous parlons toujours de ce degilisement et du criminel... ' (p. 9), 
6 ... nous nous sommes abandonn6s 4 une facile po6sie verbale... ' (p. 10). Les adresses 
au lecteur sont fr6quentes: '... ceci ne parait etrange qu'aux lecteurs qui Watiront pas 
eprouve ces instants r6velateurs... ' (p. 182), '... le lecteur doit nous perniettre d'utiliser 
ce detestable lieu commun litt6raire... ' (p. 225), ainsi que les pseudo-dialogues avec le 0 lecteur: 'Enfin pour etre visible de vous, pour devenir un personnage de roman, Querelle doit etre montr6 hors de nous-meme. Vous connaltrez donc ]a beaut6apparente - et r6elle 
- de son corps, de ses attitudes, de ses exploits, et de leur lente d6com position' (pp. 21- 22). Finalement, il ya les coninientaires stir le processus (Ncriture: '... (IIOLIS V0111011S 
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Heed's brief examples correspond in a limited way to tile passages that I analyse in 3.2-2. t> 
However, his examples are not accompanied by analysis and serve merely to illustrate 
the uniformity of the first level of narrative: 'Ainsi, en ce qui concerile le r6cit prernier 
de Querelle (le Brest, nous avons affaire ý un exernple de focal i sation-zdro, Cest-a-dire 
que Fauteur analyste ou oniniscient raconte I'histoire tout en 6tant absent comme 
personnage de Faction' (p. 240). It would seem that the terminology of Heed's analysis 
is not elastic enough to apply to Genet's text. For example, we have noted that the 
narrative authority is indeed absent from tile action of tile story in tile sense of a character 
who makes well defined movements with a body, however, the extract above (in which 
the narrative authority describes itself as the incubator for Querelle) can be considered 
as being part of tile action of the story. More importantly, the relationship between the 
narrative authority and Querelle and tile latter's potential independence Suggests that the 
narrative authority is far from being ail oniniscient mediator of all the ramifications of 
all the origins (it is not tile sole originator of Querelle), all the relationships (the relation 
between tile Querelle twins escapes it) and all the scenarios (such as those which relate 
to the secret hiding places Cd6pots secrets' p. 113) which are not elaborated in the text: 
that is tile story of ]low something came to be hidden in 'Shanoll,,, fi, Maison de ]a France, tý Z; - 
Jardin [sic]. Baobab de ]a grille' (p. 113) - we mentioned above that these scenarios are 
distillations of narratives of tile scale of Querelle itself. In all three cases above QUerelle 
has knowledge and information which tile narrative authority is not party to. 
As is evident froill the term 'focal isation-z6ro' in tile quotation above Heed owes 
a general debt to G6rard Genette and this is -acknowledged at the start of his analysis 
where lie states: 'Notts avons acloptC pour cette analyse une I'lethode inspir6e cle Genette 
(Gdrard), Figures /I/, Paris, Seuil, 1972' (footnote 8, p. 250). However, Heed initially 
acknowledges the limits of Genette's terminology: 
Cependant, la position du narrateur dans Querelle de Brem est loin detre claire 
ou univoque. Si le narrateur selon Genette, sadresse a Lin narrataire lui aLISSi 
extradi6getique, comment expliquer le "Nous soninies a BeyrOLIth" (p. 207) par 
1equel commence le passage qui raconte le meUrtre de Querelle dans cette ville? 
A qui se refcre cc "nous"? Au narrateur? Au narrateur et au narrataire? Alors 
ici employer le verbe troubler dans soil sens le I)ILIS intinie: detruire ]a pLirete)... ' (p. 45), Te mot analyse nous gene un peti' (p. 56), 11 bOLIgeait serr6. Oil petit 6crire: "Querelle dejý jouait serre" (p. 74)' (Heed, pp. 238-239. This represents the entirety of Heed's 
examples, given by him in tabulated form). 
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que, dans la celtli qtli se trotive ä Beyrotitil, c'est bien le Uros. 
However, Heed leaves this question unanswered. I Would suggest that it is indeed 
unanswerable if we continue toadopt the framework and terminology proposed by G6rard C. 
Genette. I have pointed to the plurality of tile narrative authority; this means that it can 
be both inside and outside at the same time, but it also means that the narrative authority 
should not be considered as a single entity with a determined Subjectivity at all - it is 
impossible to make the copulative verb 'ýtre' link the narrative authority with an 
individual presence in Beirut. This is because we are dealing with a narrative authority 
which is not represented in a distinct physical way. Thus, the first person plural in the 
phrase quoted by Heed, simultaneously concerns all an(I none of tile possible attributions 
that Heed gives. It means both that the reader, narrative authority andQUerelle are 'in' 
the Beirut episode and also that the 'nous sommes' can be onlitted because it has no 
concrete referent. If it were omitted it would resemble QUerelle's aphoristic condensation 
of the whole episode as lie reports it in his notebook: 'Le carnet portant. ces inscriptions 
6tait. quelque chose coninie le "registre des massacres" de, ]a police. [ ... I Beyrouth, 
12 Danias. Dame au piano. Mur de gauclie' (1). 113). Therefore QUerelle writes an Z:, 
alternative language WithOLIt copulatives, without the verb 'ýtre'. 0 L, 
As we have already mentioned in this conclusion Querelle's language 
consciousness (and the representation of his subjectivity) provides a potential alternative 
to the narrative authority. Therefore we should not be surprised by the similarity between 
Querelle's notebook and one of tile possibilities for reading the first person plural not 
recognised by Heed (using Genette's terminology). Without a dOUbt, the PlUrality of tile I t-I 
narrative authority as we have outlined it in 3.2.2. is difficult to describe in the language 
of Figules 111; moreover, the potential independence of Querelle is completely 
unassimilable by it. 
Once again, as in the case of the narrative authority (and in the case of Seblon's 




Damas here refers to the administrative region in which Beirut was situated in the 1940s. I am grateful to Kamal SaIlli for this precision. 
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difference between Querelle -and the other characters, but this difference is still seen by 
Heed as attributed to QUerelle by the 'narrateur' (whereas I have attempted to show how 
Querelle is different from and potentially transcends the narrative authority). it is for this 
reason that Heed does not elaborate tile inadequacies of Genette's terillinology. I will now 
quote Heed's recognition Of QUerelle's difference in his Concluding remarks about C> 
Querelle (before lie goes oil to consider Fassbinder's filill); Heed writes: '011 petit done 
dire qu'apres tout le heros du roman est tin personnage essentiellement d6crit du dehors, 
objet plus que suýijet des fantasmes du narrateur et de ceux des autres personnages' (p. 
244). Heed is quite correct to highlight Querelle's lack of fantasy. It also concerns L- 
Querelle's lack of ability to feel love, I argue that lie nearly feels love towards Gil, but 
then goes oil to betray him. " However, tile concentration oil fantasy and Heed's t) 
analysis of it in a way which associates it with a binary distinction (either a character 
fantasises or is fantasised about; tile title of his article is 'Querelle de Brest tin sc6nario 
de fantasilies') causes him to ignore the representations of Querelle's language L- 
consciousness, which are non-rhetorical ('11 pouvait a peine penser en mots' p. 19) and 
non-represen tat ional son langage il'6c]airait pas Querelle, si nous Posons dire, ne 
le dessinait pas' p. 16). It also means fliat Heed passes over tile representation of another 
type of subjectivity which is associated With QUerelle who is not only represented in the 
text in ternis of tile fantasies of other characters. We have already examined some of the 
elements of the plurality of Querelle. They include doubling and his multiple genealogy. 
The writing of plurality in Jacques Derrida's Glas (that is both writing which has 
plurality as its object and writing which is plural - as a subject), will indicate that the 
latter has ramifications that are important for Querelle and Querefle de Brest as a whole. 
In the absence of an article or essay which deals with tile relevance of Gla. v to 
Querelle, I will provide tile mediation between Derrida's text and the range of ways in 
which Querelle is interpreted in Genet's text by analysing tile following four aspects from 0 
Glas: familial relations, autogeneration, mourning and 'la navette'. These aspects are 00 
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This passage explains Querelle, s relation to Gil: 'En QUerelle Faillitie pour Gil se d6veloppait jusclu'aux confins de Vamour. [ ... ] Obscurement il comprit que I'aniour est volontaire; il faut le vouloir. Quand on Waime pas les hommes, se laisser enfiler peut 
vous causer quelclue plaisir, mais pour les baiser il faUt, ffit-ce penclant le seLIl moment 
qu'on fait aller sa bitte, les ainier. Pour aimer Gil il devait renoncer a la passivite. 11 s'y 
efforqa [ ... I' (pp. 204-205). 
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useftil because they illustrate mul ti -layered interpretation in Querelle. 
In Glas, Jacques Derrida emphasises tile importance of familial relations at a 
symbolic level because they traverse and re-traverse Genet's texts (Derrida does not use 
fixed descriptions of familial relations with reference to tile biography of Jean Genet 
(1910-1986)). The present conclusion ainis to survey tile range of ways in which Querelle 
can be understood. First and foremost, familial relations are multiplied and sediniented. 
The way in which this multiplication and sedinientation occurs is important; it is not a 
case of starting with archetypal family (mother, father, son/daughter) and then 
supplementing it with grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins. In both texts we are 
concerned with tile repeated overlaying of archetypal family relations. The mother, 
father, and child are symbolic roles an(] can be adopted by any character regardless of 
their age, gender, sexual orientation and even whether they are alive or not. 
I will give concrete examples of the familial relations in Querelle and append to 
each of them a footnote with a comparable passage from Glas. Seblon uses an erotic 
modification of the figure of the Pictei to describe the nurtUring tender relationship that 
he longs for with QUerelle, bUt is it -a PieMi where Seblon is Jesus and QUerelle is the 
adoring Virgin Mary. Tile passage in question reads: 'Je ne connaitrai la paix que bais6 
par Iiii, mais de telle faqon qu'enfil6 il me gardera, allong6 stir ses cuisses, comme tine 
'Pi6ta' garde Jesus mort' (p. 244). " 
A second example is that in the deserted penal colony in Brest, QUerelle is both 
father/mother, brother and a ]over to Gil: T [QUerellel eprouvait N soil dgard Line sorte 
cle tendresse de frere cmait un lietit Querelle [ ... 1 eil fiace de qui Querelle 
conservait un 6tran, (,:, e sentiment de respect et de curiosit6, comme s'il e6t et6 en face du 
foetus de Querelle enfant' (1). 204). '-' 1 will not give full references for the third 
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V "ainsi de suite" [ ... I attaque encore Wun seul et meme cou [Derrida is referring to the strangUlation of the old man by Notre-Danie-des-ReUrs], serrez ]a cravate - revient 
toujours au mouvement de ]a fleur virginale (varginale: entre vierge et val; in de ]a vierge, 
petite pierre ou cloche clitoriclienne), du plialluspris a ]a Sainte Mere, et qui Wappartient 
pas plus au Prdsident de Sainte Marie [the name of the judge who presides in the trial of 
Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs] qu'h Notre- Dame-des- Fl eu rs ("Jestiisl'liiiiiiacLileeCoiiception")' 
Glas, p. 98b. 
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In the following quotations from Glas Derrida elaborates the symbolism of two of tile 
narrator's lovers in Jounial: TCpC, nom de p&e ou de grand-pýre, West-ce pas aussi le 
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example, which is perhaps tile most obviOLIS. It concerns tile familial relations among tile 
group of characters based around 'La Hria', Madame Lysialle, Nono, Mario and 
Querelle's twin Robert. Querelle is at once brother and son to Mario and son and lover 
to Madame Lysiane and to Nono. 
From all the examples above we can discern an important consequence of this 
sedimentation of familial relations in Glas and Querelle: tile prohibitions which usually 
operate in tile archetypal family begin to break down. " Incest is possible. This is only 
the first stage because both texts go oil to question the received roles of gender and 
sexual orientation within the family. What is more, the unique events in conventional 
family history such as birth, marriage and death gradually become repeatable. It is at this 
point that we move onto autogeneration, as in tile case of Querelle referring to the other 
manifestations of himself as his daughters (1). 104)" and to descriptions of mourning 
which indirectly subvert death as a unique event. The following example illustrates the 
dinlinutif de Joseph, le pere exclu (en soi ineffectif) de cela qui fut inimacul6nient. conqu? 
Son norn frappe Faccent circonflexe, non moins que ses caracteres d6virilises. 'Wpe, me 
dis-je, il se noillme Np6. Et je ill'en fus, car je venais de remarquer sa main petite, 
d6licate, presque f6minine. [ ... I- Je ni'appelle Np6, et il tendit sa main. [ ... ] 
C'est Line 
fille, pensai-je en 6voquant sa main gracile et je crus que sa compagnie nVennuierait"' 
(p. 198b). The second quotation reads: 'Joseph "est" (bande) donc tine fille, ý peu pr6s 
en erection ("De Vouverture sortait son cou solide, aussi large que ]a tete. QUand il ]a 
tournait sans bouger le buste, Lin tendon 6norme bandait"), ]'accent circonflexe Lin vieil 
OEdipe aveugle qUi monte au calvaire sotitenti par sa fille [Stilitano leads the narrator 
upstairs by the hand], mais sa fille est soil pere atiquel il tient lieu de sceptre ou de glaive 
ou de glaYeLIl. Pas WOE(lipe en marche sails gi [an important sound in Gkis]. 11 est donc 
le phallus de son pýre qui est ("I ]a fois sa mere et sa fille' (p. 199b). 
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These relations were outlined for the first time (and before the publication of Glas) by 
J. -M. Gardair in 'La mere homosemielle' Obliques, 2 (1972) 61-63. This is a highly 
original article, only three pages ]on(,, which, to the best of my knowledge, has been r-I In totally ignored by other critics. 
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I ... I au moment o6 Stilitano quitte la scene ouverte par "suis-nloi" [[I] 'am me' as well 
as 'follow me'] ]'accent circonflexe [tile transformation that can be operated between 
Genet and gen&, tile hrooninower] ouvre Line autre scene, ]a sienne, celle de Faccent qui 
s'annonce voici que je suis, o6 et comment je suis nd, comment je me nornme, me 
baptise nioi-ni6nie (Jean a baptis6 le Christ), je ni'appelle, je ni'ecoute, me surnollime 
fleur (le bapthie est une seconde naissance), je nais Line fois de plus, je ill'accouche 
conime une fleur' (Glas, 203b-204b). 
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last case (Seblon is narrating): 'Revu I'Amiral A... 11 est veLif, paralt-il, depuis plus de 
vingt ans. 11 est ftli-ni6nie sa veuve SOUriante et douce. Le gaillard qui Pescorte, (son t> Cý 
chauffeur et non son ordonnance) est la r6surrection glorieuse de sa chair' (p. 125). Here 
familial relations are upset because the husband becomes the wife, and perhaps more 
importantly the unique event of the death of the wife is subverted because the husband 
becomes his own widow. " 
It is only one step further from granting the repeatability of unique family events 
(birth and death) to admitting tile repeatability of the subject. And when we look closely 
at tile text of Querelle, it is possible to see that tile QUerelle twins are not the only 
doubles. We have already seen that Mario is associated with Ded6 but he has a 
professional double Marceflin: 'Quant ý ]a police dLI port et de ]a ville, Brest 6tait sous 
Pautorite du Commissariat ott travaillent a Npoque de notre roman, lies Ptin ý Pautre 
d'une singtiliere anliti6, les inspecteurs Mario Datigas et Marcellin. Ce dernier 6tait 
Mario tine sorte plut6t [sic for word order] d'excroissance (oil sait que les policiers vont 
par paire [sic]) assez lourde, p6nible', et parfois lieuretisenlent soulageante' (p. 16). This 
passage recalls Rotc; er's expression of his fascination with the Querelle twins: ce 
nionstre bic6phale [ ... ]' (p. 200). This connection between Mario and his 
dOLible and 
Querelle and his double, this doubling of doubles is confirmed in the forill of Querelle's 
monogram: 'Autour de soil propre amitel, Querelle brodait un voile protecteur oLl son 
nionogramme coninie SUr les nappes bleues est brode d'or le c&bre: Mthe first 'M' is 
,, 
e]' (p. 166). The doubling of Mario does not only take superimposed onto its mirror im-ag 
place at an interpersonal level. The passage above records his SUrname as 'DaUgas'; 
however, oil page 47, a reference to Mario repeats his rank and his police station (Brest) 
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'Derriere: chaque fois que le mot vient ell premier, Of Secrit doric apres Lin point, avec 
un majuscule, quelque chose en moi se mettait ýy reconnaitre le nom de nion pere, en 
lettres dor6es stir sa tonibe avant niýme qu'il y Hit' (Glas, p. 80). In this passage it is not 
a case of a memory, a recollection or commemoration of the father, corresponding to the 
familiar experience of mourning aftei- death; it is tile rather more disturbing case of a 
vision and pre-monition via their common proper name, of tile father's death and 
Derrida's own inevitable death. The passage is disrupting the usual chronology of 
mourning which has to take place after death. Nor should the passage be described as tile 
denial of tile death of Derrida's father because that too would be dependent on the 
empirical datum which is not given in the extract or the text - M. Ain16 Derrida died in 1972. Thus tile writin about death in this passage appears to be diametrically opposed 9 
to the usual conception of' mourning. 
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but calls him 'Mario Lanibert'. 
As we approach tile end of the present discussion of Querelle, let Lis return to 
QUerelle and introduce tile question of transcendence. Just as in the case of the self- 
reflexivity which is devolved down to tile minor characters in tile text, an impression of 
dizzying excess can be given by doubling and by tile way in which family relations can 
be multiplied in tile symbolic domain. Querelle is the only character who has the 
possibility of escaping this doubling by transcending his status as a single discrete t) t-P 
character. We have already commented oil the duality of the name 'QUerelle', but 
Madame Lysiane notes that Robert has a private name for his brother: 'Jo' (p. 160). In 
his Les Noms de Personnes, (Paris, Librarie Delagrave, 1924), Albert Datizat records (in L- 
the footnote on tile first page of the main text), that: Vo est le noin propre (abr6viation Lý 
deJah. veh, Rhovah), EI(i) le nom de Dieu [sic for punctuation]' (p. 19). This modulation 
Of QUerelle's subjectivity is not doubled, but is part of a tripartite structure (which has 
echoes of the Trinity; Jo/Querelle is the Holy Ghost, Jo-nas is tried and executed for the 
sins of Querelle, and Jo-achini is a father or parent figure who is suddenly sacrificed). 
The religious is linked to tile symbolic in psychoanalysis. In Civilisation and its 
Discontents (London, The Hogarth Press, 1973) Sigmund Freud refers to tile 'oceanic' 
feeling as one of tile bases of religion. In this feeling tile individUal's subjectivity is seen 
to grow to encoillpass all other sulýjecti vi ties and the material world, but also thereby to 
simultaneously lose its own subjectivity. Freud writes: 'That is to say that it is a feeling 
of an indissoluble bond, of being one with tile external world as a whole' (p. 2). 1 would 
suggest that tile way that the representation of Querelle constantly seems to transcend his 
Own SUbjectivity is akin to this feeling. 
Finally, let Lis conclude this section by putting the (loubling of characters and 
Querelle's trail seen d ence into the context of tile demands for certainty and finality 
associated with the end of a critical analysis. In a critical analysis there is a continuous 
injunction to interpret all tile raiiii ficati oils of meaning and to end only when this task is 
complete. However, Querelle, more than any other of Genet's five works of early prose 
fiction, conspires to make the end of the analysis fail to coincide with the end of new 
ramifications of meaning and further examples of Querelle's transcendence (I am not 
simply referring to the way that further interpretations of Querelle by other critics will 
follow this one, but arguing that it seenis especially important not to claim to say the last 
word about Querelle or Querelle). 
We can further illustrate the demands of the context of a critical analysis by first 
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drawing attention to Derrida's omission in tile following passage where Derrida stages 
the finding of the word 'navette', although lie is not able to say conclusivel whether or C, y 
not tile word is present in the corpus of Jean Genet (1910-1986). Of course the word 
4navette' is found in Querefle; it refers to tile launch which brings tile sailor and the 
officer ashore. It is the mode of transport which links tile sea and the land (I quote the 
following passage from Glas without detailed attention to Derrida's spacing): 
La navette est le illot. Cest Wabord celtii que je cherchais plus haut pour d6crire, 
quand tine gondole a croisd ]a galýre, le va-et-vient graninlatique entre langue et 
lagune (lacuna). 11 faudra inailipUler des cartes perfordes [Derrida refers to a 
master card index of all the words in Genet's corpus] pour savoir si le mot 
nawtte apparalt, conime tel [ ... ] dans lesdites "oeuvres coniplýtes". Le mot - ]a 
navette - est indispensable. 11 aura (16 6tre IA. D'abord parce que c'est tin terme 
d'6glise et que tout ici se tranle contre tine 6glise. 11 s'agit d'un petit vase de 1-11 t, C) metal en forille de navire (havis, nawwa). On y conserve 1'encens. Ensuite ]a 
navette du tisserand. 11 la fait courir. Va-et-vient tran16 dailS Line clia"Ine. La trame 
est dans la navette. Votis voyez tout ce qu'on aurait pu faire avec qa. 
LVaboration [tile term tised to describe the textual practice of Glas], West-ce pas 
tin 11101.1venient de tisserand? " 
So Derrida has overlooked tile precise naval meaning of the word 'navette'. However, 
tile context of this critical analysis also needs to highlight the artificiality of its own end. 
I will close the analysis by confirming the relevance of Glas to Quei-elle (no doubt nly 
analysis is relevant as well), despite tile fact that there are only few references to Genet's 
text. Derrida cannot find the word 6navette, but lie elaborates and analyses tile plurality 
of other texts by Genet in apt ways. I conclude that the raillifications of doubling and 
Querelle's trail scendence are similar to Derrida's discussion of the word 'navette" above, 
precisely because the similarity between them was not intended by Derrida. Derrida 
proposes a set of relations (linguistic, ecclesiastic, textile and even nautical) but Genet's 0 
extraordinary text always appears to have one more relation which analyses like illy own 




3.3 Language Consciousness in Notre-Dame-des-FIcurs 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The present section aims to lay open several latent structures in Notre-Dame. Let us give 
a concrete example of one of these structures: although the text is not divided into 
numbered chapters which appear in a 'table' oil tile final page, there is tile following 
reference within tile text: Vest au lecteur de se faire a soi-m6nie sentir ]a dur6e, le temps 
qui passe, et convenir que durant ce premier chapitre elle [Divine] aUra de vingt ý trente 
ans' (p. 78). This section forearounds references of this sort, first in terms of what a Cý 
possible chapter structure in Notre-Dame illight be and then analyses that structure in 
relation to other structures. This structural approach is not problematic in itself. 
However, because the structures of Notre-Dame are frequently fragmentary and 
incomplete, it is also necessary at the outset to sound a note of warning regarding the 
importance of structures in Notre-Dame. For instance, in the case of the example given 
immediately above, there is only one other reference to the word 'cliapitre' in tile text 
and this other reference is found one hundred and seventy six pages after the first one: 
'Pai relu les chapitres pass6s. IN sont maintenant clos, rigourellsellient [ ... ]' (p. 
354) 
Here tile word 'chapitres' is used in the plural, despite there having only been one 
definite and identifiable previous reference. Tile second reference does not divide tile text 
directly, but confirms the possibility that it can be divided into chapters. Therefore, in 
3.3,1 use tile term 'structures' in the plural to denote multiple patterns which cross over 
each other in the manner of a palimpseStV rather than a one dimensional master pattern. 
Furthermore, 'structures', however complex, are not the only ways of understailding the 
text and 3.3.5 will also attempt to present other ways of interpreting Notre-Dame which 
build on tile knowledge that structures provide, but which are incomplete, inchoate or 
even contradictory dynanlics and not static structures. And it is in these dynamics and 
structures which are in tile process of being undone that we find the intersection between 
language consciousness in Aroti-c-Dame and the representation of subjectivity. 
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G6rard Genette: Palimpsestm, la lim', rature au second degm, Paris, Iftclitions du SeUil, 1982. Tile palimpsest is a structural figure which takes account of accretions over time, 
as such it is a synthesis of the synchronic and the diachronic (in tile Saussurean model). 
However, Genette does not provide a detailed accOUIlt of tile palimpsest. 
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3.3.2 Tile Introductory Narrative Fraille 
At first sight it might almost seem odd that a device as conventional as a narrative fraine 
should be considered in the present discussion of a text which is reputed for its extreme 
complexity and fragmentation. A narrative frame necessarily suggests both clear 
structural distinctions (between it and tile rest of the narrative) and a certain notion of 
stability within the frame (because tile frame is a position from which a narrator 
introduces tile main narrative). That portion of the text from the dedication to the words 
6nez rectiligne' (on page seventeen of the 'Collection Folio' edition) call be said to form 
an introductory frame because it is narrated in tile first person singular (in contrast to the 
third person main narrative about Divine, Notre- Danie-des-Fl eu rs and Louis Culafroy). 
Camille Naish (1978) was probably tile first critic to explicitly mention the term 
'franie' with reference to this text (p. 6 1). However, Naish's is a brief three-page account 
of 'aUtogenesis, or [tile] fictional account of tile birth of a secondary fiction' that is to say 
'both the inception of the text Notre-Dame and the narrator's declared intention to 
compose a book' (1). 59). Naish does not justify the appellation 'fraille' by a detailed 
analysis of the connection between it and tile process of creation (I do this and as we will 
see it is an equivocation to describe the imprisoned narrator as the creator and the prison 
cell as the originating locus of the narration). For Naish, tile frame is the first 
manifestation of tile dUal struCtUre of tile text, a struCtUre which is insisted upon 
throUghOUt her study; it broadly corresponds to tile distinction between the fraille and 
what it encloses. It is indicative of the perceptiveness of her study that Naish repeatedly 
points out how Notre-Dalne confounds this dUal structure (1). 63 and p. 64). However, 
it is regrettable that A Genctic Aplwoach to Structurm in the Wot* qfJean Genet does not 
accord importance (as I do) to the ways in which tile structures in the text always visibly 
break down, thus thwarting the totalising ambitions of a structural approach (even if that 
approach grants exceptions). 
This section isolates three language conscious elements in the introdUctory C> 
narrative frame and all of them offer different perspectives oil the production of tile text. 
First, we will see how tile intersection between tile prison cell and the narrator creates 
narrative possibilities for tile place and tile person associated with tile inception of the 
narrative. Secondly, tile narrator introdUces a personal picture gallery" of images of 
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The word 'gallery' iS Used by Philip Watts in an article about EugNie Weidniann who 
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young nien that lie has cut froill newspapers and pasted to the back of the prison 
regulations hanging in his cell. This gallery becomes a illetaphor for the creation of the 
text inspired by sexual desire. Thirdly, the frame represents a relation between death and 
writing where writing is a parasitic activity, getting its energy froill dead matter. 
In ail overview of the introductory narrative frame, a conventional structural 
discussion would seek to begin to describe the narrative frame in terms of its separation 
from the rest of the narrative. One possible way of describing such a separation which 
appears to be confirmed by the text is in terms of a spatial and situational separation of 
the narrator from tile main body of tile text. This separation would be defined primarily 
in terms of the stable isolation of tile narrator in his prison cell. The imprisonment of the 
narrator would thus become a factor in the stability of tile first person singular narrative 
viewpoint. 
However, it is indicative of the subtlety and tile unconventionality of Notre-Dame 
that tile cell does not function in this way. The cell is not described in concrete terms and 
the references to it (to tile word 'cellule') do not concern tile narrator's state of being 
imprisoned within its four walls-, there are no references to state at all. Tile narrator does 
not exploit the existential implications of the cell as a 'situation' in the Sartrean sense. 72 
If the narrator wanted to eniphasise tile Sartrean sense of *situation' the frame would 
employ formulations which might be translated as: 'tile narrator who is in a cell' or 'the 
narrator who is here in a cell'. These formulations use the vocabulary of situation (such 
as the preposition 'in' with tile verb 'to be' and the adverb 'here') and are not fOUnd in 
was Jean Genet's favourite icon ('Saint Weidniann' in EvIvit Cl-Mteur, 35,1 (Spring 
1995) 11-19). It is not found in Notre-Dame, but it is tile most apt description of the 
narrator's arrangement of the pictures of the young men. 
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This point is made clearly and at length by Mary Ann Frese Witt in Evistential Prisons; 
Captivity in Mid-Twentieth-Century Literature, Durham, Duke University Press, 1985. 
In her treatment of Genet's writing Frese Witt notes his 'refusal of prison as a metaphor, 
as a representation of the "lluman condition" of tile metaphysical, psychological or of 
anything relating it directly to "your world"' (1). 196). In tile epilogue of her discussion, despite certain caveats rec; arding the existential aspects of the 'portrayal of power and humiliation, of fundamental solitude [which will be taken Lip in the present discussion] 
and failed solidarity [between prisoners], of the acceptance of prison as given, and the 
search for liberation from within', Frese Witt confirms tile difference between the 
representation of prison in Genet texts and those of his contemporaries (such as Jean-Paul Sartre's Morrv sans sýpultiire, Le. v Vqucsfrýs (I'llitona and Hids Clos). 
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the frame. Tile narrator does use the verb 'to be' oil one occasion: Wes Ildros ce sont 
eux, coll6s au mur, eux et moi qui suis la, boucW (p. 16) but the Lise of 'lY instead of 
'ici' refers to a narrative situation, rather than a physical one. The narrator writes as if 
he were one of the figures oil the wall of the cell who themselves are part of a metaphor 
for the creation of the text. 
The cell needs to be understood in ternis of its narrative ftinction which intersects 
with the sensibility of the narrator, not with his subjectivity ill a singular situational 
sense. If we were to insist oil expressing this mutuality of narrator and cell with tile verb rý 
'to be' (which it appears to resist) tile following rather uncon veil t ional subjunctive phrase 0 
would be possible: 'tile narrator speaks as if lie wei-e tile cell. "' Both tile narrator and 
the cell form a locus. ft- the i-ecelvion of 1, L- anguage. This call be a reception of both verbal 
and written language. Tile following. first reference to tile word 'cellule' concerns the 
permeability of the cell to language because tile narrator can hear other inniates singing: L, 
les coniplaintes qLl'ilS cliantent le soir, que ]a voix qui traverse les celitiles, et 
rntarrive troublee, desesper6e, alt6r6e' (p. 10). Language call also arrive ill the form of C5 In 
fragillents of tex t: 74 'Cette nierveilleuse 6closion de belles et soilibres fleurs, [tile 
descriptions of murderers and their murders with which tile text opens] je ne Vappris que 
par fragments: I'mi iii'6tait livr6 par un bout de journal (p. 10). The communication 
of a narrative fragnient to tile narrator/cell call also be incidental and inadvertent: 
'QUelquef6is, le gardien aux pieds de velours, par le guicilet, me jette un bonjour. 11 me 
parle, et ni'en (lit long sans le vouloir, des faussaires nies voisins, des incendiaires, des 
73 
Tile following example of 'angels' serves as an archetype for imagining the intersection 
between the narrator and tile cell: 'car les anges nie font horreur, 6tant, je l'innagine, 
coilipos6s de cette sorte: ni esprit ni nlatiýre, blancs, vaporeux et effrayants coninle le 
corps translucide des fant6nies' (1). 10). This description is as unconventional as tile forillUlation with tile subjunctive above; in it tile angels are neither matter nor spirit. In 
the main body of tile text, outside tile frame tile narrator uses a more conventional 
L 
metaphor of breathing life into an inanimate object (though in a Genetian twist, waste air is also used): 'Dans ilia cellule, petit a petit, il faudra bien donner nies frissons au granit. Je resterai long , tenips seul avec lui et je le ferai vivre avec nion lialeine et Fodeur de rnes pets, solennels ou tres doux. Fen ai pour toute ]a dur6e d'un livre [ ... ]' (p. 40). 
74 
Tile formulation wit], the verb 'arriver' of a piece of information reaching or getting to the narrator in his cell is repeated on tile next page: 'Ces assassins maintenant. morts sont 
pourtant arriv6s jusqu', ý moi [ ... ]' (pp. 10- 11). 
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faux monnayetirs, des assassins, des adolescents crAnes [ ... ]' (pp. 16-17). 
Therefore the language which is communicated to the narrator and hence the 
material for tile text's inspiration is delivered to tile narrator from other sources. The 
stability of the frame which is necessary for it to ftinction as an introduction to tile text 
is a result of the fixing of the first person singular as part of the interaction of the cell 
and the narrator. This stability exists as long as tile first person singular refers to the 
narrator and in fact it does so for the duration of tile introductory narrative frame. 
However, characters such as Ernestine, Divine and Culafroy go on to Lise the first person 
singular in the main narrative and oil many occasions these incidences of je' are not part 
of direct speech and are thus not separated from tile third and first person singular 
narratives by speech marks. In addition, once tile narrative frame is at ail end the narrator 
himself will move into the plural and use tile first person plural. The narrative stability 
of the introductory narrative frame is thus temporary, limited to tile start of the text 
before the advent of plurality. Therefore. ft-mal stability is based on only a temporary 
position of a shifting personal pronoun. 
The second language conscious element, the representation of the picture gallery, z! ) t: ' 
is a metaphor for the creation of the text. This is because the picture gallery is a visual 
Support to tile narrator in the process of creating tile text. it would be expected that tile rn 
narrator who has cut these pictures from magazines and stuck them to tile reverse of the L, 
prison regulations sheet hanging in his cell, eiýjoys possessing tile images of sexually t> 00 
desirable young men. However, although tile picture gallery can be described as tile 0 C" Lý 
narrator's harem, there is also a strong sense in which the narrator also gives himself tip 
to be possessed by the images of the young men. Thus the abandonment of the self is a 
SpUr to creation. While this may appear contradictory, it should not surprise us in the 
light of the discussion different fornis of subjectivity in the present thesis. 
At first the visual clenient in the representation of the gallery appears to be 
fundamental because tile narrator compares his own use of the gallery with how the 
typical reader of tile text performs the act of looking: 'Le soir, conime vous ouvrez votre 
fen&re stir ]a rue, je tourne vers illoi Penvers du ftleillent' (1). 14). However, if the 
representation of tile gallery is examined closely, there turn out to be no descriptions of 
tile images in it. What concerns the narrator is rather the dynamic of delivering himself 
tip to these images which are unspecified and invisible to tile reader but visible only to 
him. The absence of a detailed vistial description of tile pictures in tile gallery echoes one 
of the main findings of the second chapter of the present thesis, namely that geStUres are 
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often disassociated from visual description in Genet's early prose fiction. 
The visual element of the picture gallery within the introdUctory narrative frame, t-- 
concerns fragments of the human body (not even those biological characteristics which Lý C) 
are usually associated with males) such as '[slotirires et 1-noues' (p. 14) or lau coin de la 
bouche ou a Fangle des paupiýres, le signe sacre des nionstres' (ibid). Thus the gallery Z:, 
is composed of the elements of an image rather than the finished prodUct and, in the final 
analysis, tile gallery appears to be more akin to the artist's pallet or the elements of a 
collage awaiting assembly. Tile narrator describes the relation between himself and the 0 
images in the following terms: 'La nuit, je les aime et mon allIOUr les anime' (p. 15). 
The narrator clearly has more of ail emotive relation to the images and more of an active 
role in composing how they will appear to him than the apparently straightforward way 
in which the typical reader opens his or her window onto tile street. The narrator has a 
direct sexual reaction to tile iniaues as lie niasturbates while imagining the face and then 
the whole body of the outlaw that lie has chosen for that evening's joy tout le corps 
du hors-la-loi quejai choisi pour mon bonlieur de ce soir' (p. 15)). However, the image 
remains depersonalised for the narrator so the latter is not completely dominant: '[ ... ] et 
tin corps vigoureux, une armoire a glace sort du ilitir, savance, tombe stir ilioi, me broie 
stir cette paillasse tachee dýja par plus de cent d6tenus' (pp. 15-16). The terin 'arilloire 
ý glace' may be translated as 'a great hulk of a nian' bUt becaUse it compares a Illan to 
an object, it depersonalises and defamiliarises tile images in tile picture gallery even 
further. Tile invisibility of. the young men in tile gallery for the readers also allows tile 
narrator not to reveal too inuch about his particular aestlietic sensibilities and to 
concentrate oil tile key process in which lie surrenders to these niales. 
Let us move oil to tile third element of language consciousness, just like Divine's I t; - 
attic room which overlooks tile cemetery, death is ail enduring feature of the frame (and 0 
tile text as a whole). Death is also of key importance for the langUage conscious 
description of tile creation of the text if' the introductory narrative frame. First I discuss 
tile undermining of death as a monolithic event, then I describe tile parasitic relation of 
the narrator to death. Indeed, the first dedication which precedes the text sets tip a causal 
relationship between the death of Maurice Pilorge and Notre-Dame (in a strictly 0 
structuralist approach to the text this dedication might be considered as a narrative level 
above that of the introductory narrative frame): 
salls Maurice Pilorge dont /a mort li'a pas. fini d'empoisonner ma vie je Welisse 
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jamais &I-it ce livre. Je le Wdie el sa 110110ire. " 
186 
However, the caLlsal link between Pilorge's death and Notre-Dame is undermined in the .1 
re-dedication which follows at tile start of the frame. Here, the narrator introduces other 
names in addition to that of Pilorge. There is Weidmann, Ange Soleil and a nameless 4-- t> 
naval ensign. " Subsequently, tile narrator considers his book as a votive offering to 
their crimes: 'Et cest en I'llonneur de leurs crimes que j'6cris nion livre' (p. 10). The 
frarne has both underillined tile causal link made between death and the text in the 
dedication outside it and yet it also goes oil to make the link more complex. In the first 
instance tile frame multiplies tile number of dedicatees. Secondly, tile frame also 
elaborates on tile original dedicatee thus confirming his place, at the same time as 1-1 rý 
reducing his status as ail absolute inspiration. Thirdly, the frame also creates a 
siniulacruni of the causal link between the death of Maurice Pilorge and Notre-Daine 
because it posits a double relation to death among the dedicatees. That is to say 
Weidniann and Ange Solcil are not only (lead but they are dead because they are 
murderem" their crime of murder is followed by judicial murder that is to say 
execution; both victim and perpetrator die. in this way the causality is retained, but its 
absolute nature is transformed into a double relation to cleath shared by several characters 
- the narration of whose crimes opens tile text - rather than tile monumental and 
monolithic form of ascribing tile origin of the whole text to one death explained in an iD t: ) 
extra-textual dedication. Tile dedication to Pilorge by itself is not adequate for tile 
PUrposes of a narrative such as Notre-Dame which has a multiple male population. 
75 
no page number. 
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Tile reference may be to Louis M61leSCIOLI who is described in tile following ternis in one 
of three epigraphs to Quei-efle de Bi-est: "Pendant les deux annees qu'ilpassa au coips 
de Ia. Matine, sa nature insoundse, Wpra We, lui valut soixante-seize punitions. 11 tatouait les novices, volait ses camai-a(les, et se livrait sul- les animaux ei des actes etranges. " Relation dU procýs de Louis Wilesclou Ag6 de 20 ails. Ex6cute le 7 septellibre 1880' (P. LI 8). 
77 
The implications of tile finality associated with tile mandatory death sentence for murder in Genet's early prose fiction was discussecl in 2.3.7, Gesture and Ia mise ý mort'. 
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Serving tile production or tile creation of tile narration is the most important 
function of all the types of language consciousness that are being described and analysed 2-: 1 tl 
in the present section. They are: 1. the intersection of tile narrator and tile cell; 2. tile 
narrator's private picture gallery and 3. tile making plural of tile original dedication of 
Notre-Dame to Maurice Pilorge. Let us now illove on to tile parasitic relation of the 
narrative to death which is described in tile following extract: 0 
Au ftir et A mesure que vous lirez, les personnages, et Divine aussi, et Culafroy, 
toniberont dLI mur sur mes pages comme feuilles niortes, pour ftimer nion r6cit. t- Leur mort, aurai-je besoin de vous ]a (lire? Elie sera pour tous ]a 111ort de 
(Weidmann). " 
Here tile narration ('r6cit') is tile product of a dynamic of decomposition whose source 
is dead matter, that is to say the characters who are also compared to dead leaves . 
79The 
present discussion of language consciousness will stress tile importance of such phrases C) 0 
such as 'fumer nion recit' which concern the production of the narration. It could also 
be said that the phrase suggests that the cremation of tile characters imparts a flavour to 0 1) 
the narration in tile saine way as the process of smoking food. Indeed, it could almost be 
said that the taste of (lead characters perineates Notre-Dame from beginning to end and 00 
that it is also found at the start of the introductory narrative frame, the main narrative and 
the concluding narrative frame. Tile main narrative, indicated by the temporal adverb 4D 
'hier', also begins with the description of Divine's funeral: 'Divine est morte hier [ ... ]'. 
If we take a secon(l overview of the introdUCtory narrative frame now that its 
principa language conscious features have been analysed, we can say that it is 
characterised by its receptivity to language. A necessary conconlitant of this receptivity 
is tile self-effacement of tile narrator, or, rather, tile narrator does not begin to describe 
himself as existing: there is an absence of situational vocabUlary with tile verb 'We'. Tile 
lowest denominator of a narrative frame is a stable personal pronoun; in Notre-Dame tile 




In his article (Tolitical Discourse and Poetic Register in Jean Genet's Poj? jpes. fjjnMres' in French Foj-um 17,2 (May 199'. 2. ) 192-3), Philip Watts has drawn attention to the term 'feuille' which means also means 'leaf' in the sense of page in French. 
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frame and the narrative frame of a text by another author, Gide's La Porte etroite for 
example, " denionstrates tile comparative ethereality of tile narrator in Genet's text. 
Where there is certainty in Gide (in the repetition of the personal pronoun and in concrete 
transitive verbs such as such as 'raconter', '6crire', 'rapi6cer', joindre' and 'apporter') 
there is doubt in Genet (in Gide any doubt is placed within tile realm of the individual 
character). This doubt is expressed first in a repeated turn of phrase ('Je ne sais pas si 
[ ... ]') which begins two paragraphs in the frame (pp. II and 12) and secondly in the 
words je ne sais plus s[i]' (p. 13). In these phrases the narrator is expressing the 
inability to distinguish between his dedicatees and the images in the gallery. Thus the 
narrator, as a receiver of language from other parts of the prison, is not wholly in control 
of the means and the material of the creation of tile narration. This is because the 
material and the means are too highly charged, emotionally and sexually. 0 
In addition, there is a set of imaues in which the narrator surrenders to or is CI 
penetrated by tile males in tile franie (that is to say tile dedicatees, 'ceux du mur' and a 
mail called Jean). Tile men enter his molith; ta verge traversait ilia bouche avec 
A 
apret6 soudain niaLivaise Wune cloche crevant. un nuage Wencre, une 6pingle h chapeau 
un sein" and then all his orifices: 'IeS Lins et les autres inexorables, ni'entrent par tous 
mes trous offerts, leur vigueur p&Nre en moi et ni'&ige'. The only other parts of the b 4D 
narrator's anatomy (in addition to his heart and orifices above) which are described in tile 
narrative frame are al. vo part of this dynamic of penetration: 'La main gauche fernie les 
contours, puis arrange ses Mots en orgaile creux qui clierche ý r6sister, enfin s'offre, 
s9ouvre (p. 15) and au point que le soir, a genoux, en pensee, j'encercle de 
nies bras leurs jailibes [ ... 1' (1). 13). In the second quotation tile narrator's arms 
form a 
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The brief narrative frame which opens Gides text reads: 'D'alitres en allraient PLI faire 
tin livre; mais Phistoire que je raconte ici, j'ai mis toute ilia force a la vivre et. ma vertu 
s'y est us6e. J'6crirai (]one tres simplenlent mes souvenirs, et s'ils sont en larribeaux par 
endroits, je Waurai recours a auctine invention I)OUr les rapiecer ou les joindre; 1'effort 
quej'apporterais a leur appret generait le dernier plaisir que j'espýre trouver a les dire' 
(Paris, Livre de Poche, 1964; p. 5). 
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The original subscribers' edition of tile text has the word 'clocher' where the Folio 
edition quoted above has 'cloche'. 'Clocher' accords much better with tile second 
metaphor and confirms the concept of penetration. 
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hollow organ around tile men's legs. Thus, except for his forehead and possibly his 
heart, 82 tile narrator in tile frame is a porous network of holes, permeable, much like 
the cell itself with its hatch ('guichet'), with its picture gallery on tile back of the prison 
regulations notice which is compared to a window onto a street (p. 14) and with the 
sounds from tile prison which penetrate its walls. 
Taken together, the absence of situational vocabulary, tile doubt and tile sexually 
and emotionally charged nature of tile fraine as well as tile constant penetration of the 
narrator's body and tile cell in the frame, Illight Suggest tile passivity and weakness of 
the narrator. However, in Notre-Dame these aspects are most definitely not part of a 
dichotonly between active and passive where tile former is considered to be of positive 
value in relation to the creation of text and the latter is considered to be negative and 
useless in the creation of text. The frame introduces the main narrative while also 
representing, the narrator as ethereal, doubting, sexually and emotionally enthralled and 
multiply penetrated. " Therefore at the start of Notre-Dalne passivity is valorised in tile 
sense that it is divorced from the notion of will. The narrator's passivity is neither forced 
82 
Tile heart surrenders: '[ ... I tin de ces astres de deuil tonibe dans nia cellule, mon coeur bat fort, nion coeur bat ]a chamade, si la chamade est le roulenient de tambour qui 
annonce qu'une ville capitule'(p. 11). However, the penetration of the invaders into 
surrendered town is imminent. Tile forehead is introduced following a subjunctive of 
possibility, therefore it can be said to be a gratuitOLIS hypothesis: '11 se petit que cette rý histoire ne paraisse pas toujours artificielle et que Von y reconnaisse nialgr6 Illoi la voix 
du sang: c'est qti'il me sera arriv6 de cogner du front dans ma nuit a quelque porte 
(p. 16). 
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The adjectives in this description can certainly -also be applied to the representation of 
Divine in the text. In one of the most sustained excisions (565 words in all) from tile 
subscribers' edition of the text Divine's first and only attempt to penetrate Notre-Dame- 
des-Fleurs is described,, (s)he is ready to take tip this position (Linique for her) when the 
sight of tile youth's pellis: 'donna a Divine ce vertige bien connu d'elle: Fabandon au 
niale. ' When the sex has finished the narrator suddenly asks: 'Avez-votis connu cela? 
Ainler tin jeune garqon longteilips, chýrement, et puis, Wen potivant plus de cet acte 
herdfque, j'abandonne. Mes muscles et nion esprit se relAchent. A ]a lettre, je chancelle. 
Etj'adore enfin, fr6netiquenient, les muscles qui me torturent, que me courbent sous eux, 
et cette domination ill'est apaisante coillme tin sanglot apres tin trop long temps stir les 
sommets d'un dranle hatit conlilie la inort' (Noti-c-Dame, subscribers' edition pp. 94-95). In this question addressed to tile subscribers' tile narrator begins by referring to the boy 
as the object of tile verb 'ainler' only to abandon this situation ('j'abandonne') and move, 
or, rather, return to being penetrated. The narrator has mirrored Divine's surrender. 0 
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on to him by another agent nor is it a wilful choice. it is simply a matter of fact which 
is the basis for the creation of tile text by tile reception of language. 
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The concluding narrative frame refers to that portion of text in tile 'Collection Folio' 
edition from page 374 to the end of Alotre-Dame oil page 377. This frame takes tip the 
language conscious elements of the introductory frame bUt modifies them. Thus 
confirming that it is correct to speak, tentatively at least, of structures in these parts of 
the text. As far as language coil sci ou siless is concerned tile narrator attempts to identify 
his own narration exclusively with Divine's story. Coil sequently, now that (s)he is dead 
the narrative of Notre-Dame must necessarily cease as well: Worte Divine, que me reste- 
t-il A faire? A direT (p. 374). Tile narrator introduces the possibility of his own liberation 
froill prison which would also imply the end of the intersection between the narrator and 
the cell. A change of forill is anticipated and tile link between liberation from prison and 
life is made explicit in tile following extracts: 'Si demain j'etais libre? (Deniain 
audience. ) Libre, c'est-, ý-dire exile parmi les vivants'. (p. 374) and 'Deja, jai le 
sentiment de ne plus appartenir iý ]a prison. Est bris6e la fraternit6 6pUisante, qui me liait 
aux homilies de ]a tombe. Je vivrai peut-ýIre... ' (p. 375). If tile narrator is going to rejoin 
the living if lie is freed we can assume that the narrator/cell intersection was a type of 
living death or rather a state before birth (, and is therefore related to tile subversion of 
death as a monumental event). 
Tile narrator, quoting language conscious passages from the introductor narrative :Dr. ý 0y 
frame, confirms that if his hearing results in a condenination tile narrative will continue: In 
I ... ) je referai, pour 1encliantement de ilia cellule, a Mignon, Divine, Notre-Dame et 
Gabriel, d'adorables vies nouvelles' (1). 376). More important than the obvious inference 
here that the narrator was indeed released from prison because the narrative ends, is tile 
quotation of the phrase 'pour Pencliantenient de ilia cellule' a variation of which is found 
in the introductory narrative franie (p. 17). At this point the narrator appears to stress his 
role as the creator of tile text, however, in tile last element of the narrative of Notre- 
Dame tile narrator returns to the role of reader, in tile same way that lie read about one 
of the crinies of his dedicatees in the newspapers at the start of tile text (Tun rn'etait 
livre par un bout de journal' p. 10) at tile end there is a reference to tile reading of 
letters: Tai lu d'emouvantes lettres, bourr6es de inerveilleUses trolivailles, [ ... ]. 
Fen 
choisis une qui sera cette lettre que Mignon 6crivit ý Divine de la prison', p. 376). These 
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letters are sent out from , in unspecified prison cell in a movement which is tile exact 
opposite of tile narrator's reception of text from verbal and written sources during the 
introdUctory narrative frame. 
At the conclusion of Notre-Dame there is an integration of pictorial representation In 
into the text of the letter (which is already a new story, one of the 'vies nOLIvelles' that 
the narrator has said that lie will write if lie is to stay in prison). The element of pictorial 
representation also recalls the personal picture gallery of iniages of young men in the 
introductory narrative frame and we will see that it is eqUally concerned with sexual 
desire. 84 This final passage of the narrative comprises a reading of one word in the 
letter: 'pointi]16' relating the description of it to ail event that the narrator witnessed in 0 
the prison: 
Ce pointille dont parle Mignon, c'est la silliouette de sa queue. Fai vil tin mac :D bandant en 6crivant a sa m6nie, sur son papier stir ]a table poser sa bite lourde 
et en tracer les contours. Je veux que ce trait serve ý dessiner Mignon. Prison de 
Fresnes, 194,26.8-1 
Thus the final passage of the text is concerned with tile description of Mignon but it also 
marks the limits of the potential of textual description in that it describes an expressly 
non-textual method of representation. " The final passage above refers to Mignon's 
representation of himself-, tile narrator has a secondary role as the reporter of the method 
of representation used, tile letter is not even addressed to him: it is destined for an 
addressee outside the prison. This prefigures tile narrator's own release which is C) 
84 
There are other periodic returns to the metaphor of the narrator's picture gallery of men 
cut from magazines in Notre-Dame: 'Elle [Ernestine] passait. dans ]a grand-rue du village, Cý 
quand elle croisa une jeune canaille, un de ces vinot. visages que j'ai decoup6s dans les 
magazines, (p. 67); 'avec Lin visage ecrase de bull-dog, celui du jeune boxetir 




It has similarities with Divine's 'carnet: 'Stir son carnet c6lebre par son etranget6, ou 
une page stir deux 6tait brouill6e (I'Lin fouillis de volutes ati crayon qui intriguerent Mignon jUsqu'ati jour oti Divine avotia que ces palges dtaient les jours de cocalne, pour des comptes, des redevances, des rendez-votis (p. 211). Also relevant are tile 
pictogranis in Querelle discussed in 3.2.4. 0 
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intimated in tile final pages of the text. c 
While those passages which analyse tile creating and ending of a text are 
important, there are other numerous and sustained language conscious passages in tile rest 
of Notre-Dame. Tile two sections which follow (3.3.4 and 3.3.5) will categorise and 
analyse a selection of them. 
3.3.4 Popular Fiction as a Genre 
Language coil sciou sness, because it focuses oil those elements in a text which relate to 
the production (writing) and the reception (reading) of that text, should be attuned to the 
ways in which Notre-Dame intersects with other works and this subsection demonstrates 
that references to popular fiction are by far the most numerous. Genet's text intersects 
with popular fiction, not principally in terins of references to authors, titles and extracts 
from popular fiction, but by ineans of tile norms of popular fiction as a genre. 17 That 
is to say its style, vocabulary, stock character types, iconography and even the common 
characteristics of the appearance of tile books themselves. Tile terill 'popular fiction' in 
this section refers principally to the 'roillan populaire', 'roilian Waventures' and tile 
4rornan policier'. References to popular fiction span tile entire leng-th of Notre-Dame and 
there are twenty eight ill total. " In diSCUSSing POPLI]ar fiction as a genre, I will 
concentrate first oil tile most sustained references which appear to caricature it negatively 
and then move onto references which praise it directly. Therefore ill tile first type of 
references the narrator is defining Notre-Dame against tile nornis of popular fiction and Cý L- 
87 
Mitwele is different because several authors are named: 'Pour voir avec plus de precision 
ces enfants, appelez a votre secours les rMs suscit6s par vos lectures de ronlans 
populaires. Michel Zevaco, Xavier de Mont6pin, Ponson du Terrail, Pierre Decourcelle, 
ont fait passer furtivement (tails leurs textes les silhouettes flexibles et l6g&es des pages 
mysterieux [sic] qui senlaient la mort et l'aIllOUr' (p. 168). 
88 
Notre-Dame, pp. 15,216,27,55,82,110,205,230- 1,252, '" 268,302-3,306-7,310,344 
and 371. Popular fiction also includes maignizines (pp. 11,67,69 and 167), the 'chanson 
POPLIlaire' and tile 'fait (livers' in newspapers (pp. 9,10,13,19,77,176,190 and 317-8) in this category. David H. Walker has provided a sustained analysis of tile importance 
of the latter genre for Genet's early prose fiction. Cf. 'Cultivating the filit (fivers: Detective', Nottingham Fi-ench Studim, volume 31, number 2, (Autunin 1992) 71-83 and Outrage anil Insight; Motlei-li Frciich VVritcl-s aml the 'fiiit (livei-s', Oxford, Berg, 1995, 
pp. 43-45,110 and 154-171. 
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in the second type the narrator is speculating, to the advantage of popular fiction, on what 
Notre-Dame lacks. 
Tile narrator views popular fiction as a genre, rather than in terills of particular 
quotations from individual texts of that genre. Therefore the representation of popular 
fiction in tile text is not rigorous and critical, instead, oil occasions it borders on the 
caricatural. However, this tendency towards caricature does not diminish the importance 
of those passages which are conscious of the general characteristics of popular fiction, 
because the nornis and literary practice of Notre-Dalne will beconle manifest by means 
of a comparison with those attributed to popular fiction. At tile same time, those norms 
and literary practice have interesting, similarities with popular fiction, because in 
repeatedly caricaturing Popular fiction, tile narrator is inlitating two of tile main features 
of popular fiction itself: repetition and tile caricatural representation of characters. More 
will be said about the general judgemental evaluation of popular fiction as a genre in the 
conclusion of 3.3.4. 
The present treatment of the importance Of Popular fiction as a genre in Notre- 
Dame also has general implications for the reading, of all five of Genet's works of early 
prose fiction. As we have seen in the Critical Survey of Secondary Literature (1.4), it is 
freqUently the case that those non-realistic elements in the texts (such as the depiction of 
characters and the scenarios which develop between them) are ascribed without question 
to something termed the 'method' or the 'imagination' of Jean Genet, whose development 
certain critics such as Tom Faw Driver (unsuccessfully) and Joseph McMahon (niore 
convincingly) have sought to extrapolate from the biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986). 000 
This point has been elaborated with quotations in 1.4. Consequently, the literary 
precursors and intertextuality of Genet's texts are undervalued. 
Let us first analyse what appears to be a caricature of popular fiction in Notre- 
Dame. At the end of tile first episode of the main narrative which concerns Divine's 
funeral, Ernestine (Divines mother, who has been introduced as one of tile gUests at tile 
funeral) is described in a scene of her own. " The scene is initiated by a quotation from 
an unspecified POPLIIar novel. Thus, in the first instance, POPLIIar fiction is performing 
89 
This scene (like tile episode with Alberto and Culafroy which precedes it) takes place in Divine's childhood when (s)he was called Louis Culafroy and lived in tile 'maison au toit d'ardoises' with Ernestine. 
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in a similar way to the clead dedicatees and tile images in the narrator's personal picture 
gallery in the introductory narrative frame, that is to say as a (re)source for the 
construction of scetiarios: "' 
"ll va mourir, je le sais", 6tait ]expression arrach6e tOLIte vive, F[Ernestine] 
aidant a voler, A un livre [ ... ] et murnitiree avec horreur par I'Mroine 
de ce 
ronlan populaire imprin16 menu, sur un papier spongieux - cornme Fest, dit-on, 
]a conscience des vilains messieurs qui d6batichent les enfants. 
- Alors je danse autour le chant ftlnýbre [sic]. 
Donc il fallait qti'il [Culafroyl niourCit. Et potir que le patli6tiqtle de l'acte 
en fCit plus virtilent, elle-nienie devrait catiser sa niort. [ ... ] Avee prkision, totit le nikanisnie du dranie se prisenta ä Vesprit d'Ernestine, et de la sorte au niien. 
Elle sinitilerait un suicide. "Je dirai qu'it s'est ttiV' La logique d'Ernestine, qui 
est wie logique de scene, n'a auctin rapport avec ce qti'on appelle la ZD 
vraiseiiiblance; la vraiseinblance &ant le desaveu des raisons inavotiables. Ne notis 
6tonnons pas, nous ilotis ýnierveillerons iiiieux. (41 
In the first section of this passage (tip to the phrase 'papier spongieux') a phrase stolen I In 
from an unspecified work of popular fiction plays a supporting role by helping Ernestine 
fly into a fantasy of having murdered her son. Tile register -and tile syntax of tile words 
in the phrase are unremarkable. However, it is the context which is important and also 
specific to popular fiction as a genre - these words are uttered as a prenionition" and 
90 
It should be noted that this reference to popular fiction, which is typical for Notre-Dame 
in the sense that it does not refer to a particular work by one author, is itself part of non- 





In Quemlle premonition and presentiment are associated with popular fiction and 
condeillned and yet used in a Ilighly ambivalent manner 'Notis ne voulons pas dire que Gil soupqonnait (mjei ce vers quoi [ ... ] le conduisait Querelle [ ... 1. Parler 
de 
pressentiment en pareil cas serait une erreur. Non que nous ne croyions pas ý ceux-ci 
mais qLi'ils r&vent (Pune 6tude qui West plus de Poeuvre Wart [ ... ] 11 nous a parti 
d'une 
ex6crable litt6rattire qu'on ait 6crit d'une peinture voulant representer I'Enfant MSIIS: "Dans son regard et soil sourire se distinguaient deja la tristesse et le desespoir de ]a I Crucifixion". Pourtant afin d'obtenir ]a v6rite quant aux rapports de Gil et de Querelle, le lecteur doit IIOLIS permettre d'utiliser ce (16testable lieu conlimin litteraire que nOLIS 
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their tone and delivery are important ('inurniur6e avec horreur) as well as the character 
who titters theill: a wonlan and the heroine predicting tile death of a Illan. 93 At the end 
of this first section the narrator uses tile physical appearance of tile work of popular 
fiction to introduce a notion of decay, which is a precursor for his negative evaluation 
of the genre which Ernestine has chosen as a model for her actions. 
In tile second section of tile passage it is made clear that Ernestine is conscious 4n 
of the 'mechanism of the drania' which is based oil popular fiction. This appears to the 
narrator only after it appears to her. At this point the narrator is PLItting POPLIlar fiction 
at two removes from himself. First, it is the sole responsibility of one of the characters 
and secondly, that character acted independently to snatch tile expression ('11 va InOLirir 
je le sais') from a text. This distancing of popular fiction is a prelude to what appears to C> 
be a negative evaluation of it by illeans of the disparaging description of Ernestine's logic C, In 
which does not bear any relation to verisimilitude. At this point the reader believes that 
the narrator is oil the side of verisimilitude and Ernestine's actions appear melodramatic, 
the 'horror' in tile heroine's premonition looks more like illock horror as Ernestine 
develops it. 
However, although a negative evaluation of the genre is prepared by the 
introduction of tile notion of decadence (in the term 'spongieux') and by tile distancing 
of popular fiction from tile narrator, there follows no condemnation of Ernestine and of 
tile genre which served as a model for her action. Tile essential point to note here is that 
the pronoun 'oil' in the phrase above ('La logique (]'Ernestine n'a aucun rapport 
avec ce qu'on appelle ]a vraiseniblance') call mean both 'nous' and 'vous' and that it is 
clear from the last sentence of tile passage that here it needs to be understood more as 
'vous'. There is no (lefiacto negative evaluation Of POPLIlar fiction-, however, as will be 
seen there is a complex condemnation of tile repressive force of nornis such as 
verisimilitude: 'lot only is it a disavowal, it is a disavowal of reasons which are 
inadmissible, presumably because of tile dictates of taste ('La logique d'Ernestine [ ... I 0 
condamnons et nous laisser ecrire que Gil C0111111t SOLIdain le pressentiment cle ]a trahison de Querelle et de sa propre immolation. Ce trait de banale litt6rature Wa pas pour seule 
utilite de preciser PILIS vite et plus efficacement les r6les des deux heros (p. 225). 
93 
Solange, the only other key feniale Figure from Culafroy's Childhood, pronounces a 
similar prediction on pl). 261-264. Both women's predictions are not fulfilled. 
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n'a aucun rapport avec cc qu'on appelle ]a vraiseniblance; ]a vraisemblance 6tant le 
d6saveu des raisons inavouables'). 
Regarding the act itself, it is unusual in literature for a mother to kill her son, 
despite the mythical precursor in the figure of Medea; however, tile reader may consider 
it incredible that Ernestine intends to do so in order to intensify her own conception of 
the pathetic nature of such an act. Despite all this, the narrator stresses in the final 
sentence of the passage that Ernestine's action should not astonish tile reader. The reader 
may consider tile act to be incredible, but the reader should also be in awe of it and of 
Ernestine ('Ne 11OUs etonnons pas, nous IlOUS 6merveillerons nlieux'). I would argue that 
the aim here is to foster the sense of wonder in the reader which is associated with 
popular fiction as a genre, hence the use of the first person plural 'nous' which contrasts rn 
with the interpretation of the pronoun 'oil' as 'vous'. Tile negative evaluation of popular 4D 
fiction is not confirmed; indeed tile narrator remains ambivalent towards tile genre 
because he does not embrace it immediately at this point; lie makes Ernestine use it as 
a model in place of him. 
The following extract occurs just before Ernestine makes tile attempt on 
Culafroy's life; it confirms tile use of popular fiction outlined in tile present section: 
Le geste final d'Ernestine aurait pu s'accomplir vite, mais, conime Culafroy 
d'ailleurs, elle sert un texte qu'elle ignore, que j'inscris, et clont le d6nouenient 
doit arriver en son lieure. Ernestine sait tout ce que son acte coniporte de 
miserablenient litteraire, mais qu'elle doive se souniettre ý line mallvaise 
litterature ]a rend plus touchante encore a ses yeux et aux notres. "' 
The narrator is about to describe tile failure of Ernestine's attempt to kill her son and 
disguise tile niurder as a suicide. Tile distancing of popular fiction from the narrator 
continues: Ernestine knows the literariness of her action-, she is C011SCiOLIS that it is a 
development from tile language of popular fiction. At first there is a separation in tile 
extract between Ernestine and the narrator. The narrator is in control and Ernestine is a 
character who follows a text. The narrator also invokes the term 'd6notienient' which 
belongs to the vocabulary of conventional literary norills that lie criticises in the passage 
above because the literary is juxtaposed with the adverb 'ill i s6rablement'. However, at 
the end of the extract, tile narrator uses tile first person plural (as in tile passage above) 
94 
p. 3 0. 
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to stress that the desired response from the reader should be an affective one based on 
sympathy (and not necessarily a literary critical one). 
It is sentiments such as wonder, awe and sympathy tempered by scepticism about 
their literary merit which characterise the language C011SCiOLIS interventions regarding 
popular fiction. This affective relation is developed in the following passage, which is tý 
worth quoting at length: C, 
Je continue ]a lecture de ines ronlans populaires. Moil amour s'y satisfait des 
gouapes costuni6es en gentilslioninies. Aussi nion goOt de 11111POStUre, nion goU^t 
pour le toe, qui ilie ferait bien 6crire SUr ines cartes de visite: "Jean Genet, faux 
conite de Tillancourt. " Au inilieu des pages de ces livres 6pais, aux caractýres C) 
6cras6s, des nierveilles apparaissent. Coninie des lys tout droits, surgissent des 
jeunes homilies, qui sont, Lin peu orike ý moi, princes et gueux a ]a fois. Si de 
nioi je fais Divine, d'eux je fais ses aniants: Notre-Danie, Mignon, Gabriel, 
Alberto, [ ... ]. Je ne pourrais faire qu'ils il'aient ]a nostalgie 
des ronlans bon 
march6 aux pages grises, coninie les ciels de Venise et de Londres, toutes 
travers6es des dessins et des signes f6roces des detenus: yeux de face dans des 
profils, coeurs sanglants. Je lis ces textes imb6ciles a la raison, inais ilia raison 
ne s'occupe pas d'un livre Wou les phrases empoisonn6es, eilipenn6es, forident sur 
nloi. La main qui les lance dessine, en les clouant qUelque part, la vague 
silliouette d'un Jean qui se reconnait, il'ose bouger, attendant celle qui, visant son 
Coeur pour de boil, le laissera pantelant. Faime a la folie, comille j'aime ]a 
prison, cette typographie serr6e, coilipacte coninie un tas d'i ni mond ices, bourree 
d'actes sanglants comme des linges, des foetus de chats niorts, et je ne sais si ce 
sont des sexes roidenient 6rig6s qui se transforilient en durs clievaliers ou les 1-n 
clievaliers en sexes verticaux. " 
Here, tile narrator outlines the importance of tile genre for his taste ['nion gok] which tý LI 
can also be described in a non-personal way as the particular literary sensibility of Notre- 
Dame. In the first instance, the idea of something which is an obviOLIS fake is shared Cý 
between popular fiction and tile text. " The bogus coullt of Tillancourt is yet another one Zý- 
of the personae that the narrator can assume by illeans of tile first person singular. This 0 




Tile example of the visiting card is significant because it immediately makes a connection between the fake and the name 'Jean"Genet'. As stated in the introdUCtiOn to the present 
section, the references to Jean Genet are not necessarily tied to Jean Genet (1910-1986). Indeed the text is itself concerned with multiplying the name 'Jean Genet' (the figure of 
one hundred is mentioned oil p. 305). 
4 
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silhouette d'un Jean' who may be the same character from an unnarned novel by Paul 
Nval who is referred to earlier by tile name of 'Jean-des-Bandes-Noires' (pp. 82,132 
and 205). " However, because of the onlission of the surname and the epithet, it is 
uncertain whether 'Jean' refers to the character in popular fiction or to tile character who 
appears on tile visiting card. 
The narrator admires tile fact that false identities always seem possible in Popular 
fiction. Cases of mistaken identity and imposture abound in POPUlar fiction and fairy 
tales: who is the real prince, tile young boy who is f&d in the palace or the urchin who 
looks at tile palace through tile gates? " Tile plurality of this situation appeals to the 
narrator and tile plurality of characters in tile text is stressed throughout the entire 
passage. There are sets of contrasting elements which the narrator finds in the characters In 
inspired by popular fiction. For instance: 6gotiapes/geiltils-lioilliiies', 'princes/gueLix', 
'sifflent en vaclie/couronne royale'. From the start of the extract these contrasting 
elements are said to appeal to the narrator's 'aniour'. Tile narrator's affective reaction 
to these elements is confirmed by tile following phrase: 'Je fis ces textes imbeciles a la 
raison, mais ilia raison ne S'OCCLIpe pas (I'Lin livre dVi les phrases [ ... 
] forident stir nioP 
Once again, as in the cell during the start of the introductory narrative frame, the narrator 
is the receNer of another text or conimunication. The intersection between POPLIlar fiction 
and tile private picture gallery is explicit and is continued because the narrator iniagines 
tile author of the sentences nailing them somewhere, justas both Divine and Culafroy nail 
pictures of young men to their walls. Tile narrator loves the typography of popular fiction 
just as lie loves tile prison. It is a love which acknowledges tile horror of tile fiction and 
the prison. The final iniage in tile passage where tile knights of popular fiction beconle 
erect penises (or vice versa) is an example of tile narrator's attempts to represent his lack 
of control. Tile figure is circular and confuses origin and result, raw material and tý 0 
product, beginning , and end. A similar circularity is developed in Jacques Derrida's 
97 
The novel by PaUl 176val tile Elder, Les Habits noii-s (1863), concerns a gang that 
terrorised Paris in tile 1840s (I ani grateffil to David Coward for this information). 
9K 
Marthe Robert gives a comprehensive treatment of tile theme of origins in Roman des 
origines, orighim du roman, Paris, tditions Bernard Grasset, 1972. 
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reading of the verb 'bancler' in a loose leaf sheet which accompanies Gla. v. " 1-ý 
The final aspect regarding tile references to popular fiction in this passage 
concerns the physical appearance of tile books which are represented as artefacts 
belonging to prison life, printed on tile cheapest paper in small fonts. Tile contrast 
between those books and the beautifully produced subscribers' editions in which Notre- 
Dame was first published would have been evident to the early readers of the text. The 
material appearance of tile books is also a continuation of tile contrast between the pairs 
of terms used to describe the characters in tile above paragraph; for example: 
4princes/gueux'. The subscribers to tile first edition of the prose fiction were thus made 
aware that for tile narrator the most cheaply produced book can be highly moving. 
As mentioned in tile introduction to 3.3.4, the physical aspect of the actual books 
in popular fiction is also relevant to the representation Of Popular fiction as a genre. As 
we have seen, in Notre-Dame we are not primarily concerned with a particular author or 
work, but with the physical appearance of the books in tile genre. For instance, even 
though a figure is determined in the following example of an illustration from popular 
fiction, its exact Source is not: 'Divine voit ses doigts se crisper en crochets 
crinlinels, comme ceux du vampire de Dilisseldorf stir les couvertures des romans' (p. 
252). Returning to the detailed passage above, it is in this vein that tile narrator describes 
the additions that tile inniates of tile prison have made to these books ('[ ... ] toutes 
traversees des desseins et des sigiles f6roces des detenus [ ... ]'). 
I (K) 
The second part of 3.3.4 undertakes to examine a representative extract which is 
overtly in praise of popular fiction. Here the narrator speculates to the advantage of 
99 
Thaque colonne figure ici un colosse (colossos), nom donn6 au double du niort, au 
substitut de son erection. [ ... ] L'6criture colossale d6joue tout autrement les caiculs du deuil. Elie surprend et d6r6sonne Peconomic de la mort dans tous ses retentissenients. 
Glas en d6composition, (son ou sa) double bande, bande contre bande [ ... ]. ' A translation of the whole of this passage is found in Glassary, the companion volume to the English 
translation of Glas (Lincoln an(] London, University of Nebraska Press, 1986; p. 28). 
I 
Also relevant here is the following extract: il [Mignon] s'y [a la prison] sait v0116 ineluctablement, peut-&re depuis le jour ott, SUr la page d'un livre de ]a bibliotheque, lut ces graffiti: Mfficz-vous: Prilno: Jean Clement (lit la Lope, Secundo: Robert Martin dit la Ndale [ ... 1' (1). 55). 
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popular fiction about what Notre-Dame lacks as a piece of prose fiction. Tile pages which 
precede the following extract contain a detailed analysis of the poetic phenomenon created 
by the contrast between: 'le monde s6výre et nu des ouvriers d1usine' (p. 230) and the 
rich and romantic vocabulary of popular songs. Once again, it is a case of a general 
reference to genre: without naming specific songs, tile narrator quotes a list of twenty two 
words and phrases from tile songs. The list begins with tile words: 'oti se rencontrent des 
mots tels que: succonibe... tendresse... ivresse... jardin de roses ... 
(p. 230). For the 
narrator, the essential and overtly acknowledged point is that the above words are Vim 
luxe f6roce' for the workers who sing them. The narrator then goes on to conflate 
popular songs and popular literature: 
Voyez s'ils sont beaux! Tous leur corps busqu6s par les machines, comme llne 
locomotive quon inaugure, s'ornent, conime s'orne aLlssi d'expressions 
6mouvantes le corps solide des cent mille voyous quon rencontre, car une 
litt6rature populaire, 16gere Wýtre non ecrite, l6gýre et volant de bouche en L- 
bouche, dans le vent, dit d'eux: "Ma petite gueule", "Petite gouape" e) 
The lightness of the vocabulary of popular fiction is praised here by tile narrator. He 
links tile unwritten corpus of popular literature (which we have just seen includes songs 
as well) to tile collective body of the delinquents who appear to make lip tile stock 
characters in the genre. Thus, oil one hand, we have the liglitness associated with poetic 
expressiveness. This is familiar to us from a lanmmoe conscious passage located 
immediately after tile description of Divine's funeral which follows tile introductory 
narrative frame. In that passage tile narrator speCLIIates about those parts of tile text which 
are relevant to Divine: 
La Divine-Saga devrait We dansee, illim6e, avec de subtiles indications. 
L'iillpossibilit6 de la mettre eil ballet ni'ohlige a ille servir de Mots IOUrds d'id6es 
pr6cises, mais je tAcherai de les all6ger Wexpressions banales, vides, creuses, 4: 1 
invisibles. 102 
The lightness of words has a semantic dimension here. For the narrator words with 
101 
p. 23 1. 
102 
p. 36. Tile subscribers' edition of this extract contains following interesting variant: 'Je 
suis le poete tout trouv6. La Divine-Saga devrait ýtre dansee [ ... ]' (Non-e-Dame, subscribers' edition, p. 29). Here the narrator confirms his status as poet. 
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precise ideas are heavy. Whereas expressions which might be described as colloquial and 
without the weight of concepts and ideas - the text uses the term 'banal' - have the ability 
to lighten the words laden with precise ideas. This concords with the oblique compliment 
paid to popular fiction in those passages in the first part of 3.3.4 ('ne nous etonnons pas, 
nous nous dmerveillerons mieux' Notre-Dame, p. 27) which also seenled to criticise its 
pathetic nature from precisely the point of its failure to conform to recognised literary 
norms (as in the passage which refers to verisimilitude at the start of 3.3.4). The 
lightness of the words of popular fiction also resembles the son(' ('chant') and in 
particular the first example of language consciousness in Notre-Dame in which tile voice 
of tile inmates, who sing songs is able to cross from one sealed cell to the next, 
penetrating each one (1a voix qui traverse les cellules' p. 10). "" 
However, lightness may also be understood in at least one other way, tile 
multiplication of the number of delinquents ('voyous') and the sensuality of the metaphor 
for tile transmission of the expressions between tile hundred thousand clefinqUents ('de 
bouche a bouche', rather than 6de bouche ý l'oreille') means that the reader has the 
impression of a physical communion between the mass of definquents, even of sexual 
congress between them. This is the fluid and promiscuous element associated with 
lightness. It is part of the affective an(] nostalgic response of the narrator to popular 
fiction as a genre. 
To conclude the present discussion of popular fiction, tile literary critical 
relevance of the treatment of this genre in Notre-Dalne should not be overlooked. 
Although, as we have already said in the introduction to 3.3.4, Genet's text is by no 
means a work of criticism, it nevertheless engages with many of the weak points of 
popular literature: incredible plots, stock character types, sentimentalism, the clumsy 
narrative devices such as prenionition and imposture. " 
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Two other terms related to songs and to popular fiction are 'complainte" (p. 308) and 
'histoires contees' (p. 371). 
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The narrator of Notre-Dame also uses premonition '([ ... ] puisque les 
litt6rateurs 
expliquent que les yeux des petits Jesus sont tristes jusqU'a ]a niort de ]a pr6vision de la Passion du Christ, j'ai bien le droit de vous prier de voir, dans le fond des prunelles de Notre-Dame, Piniage microscopique, invisible a votre oeil nu, d'Une gLijilotine. )' p. 268. An almost identical example is found on 1). 225 of Querelle. 
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POPLIlar literature has been chanipioned (and with justification) because it is the 
only literary genre which provides a snapshot of the fornis of literary expression enjoyed 
and consumed by the majority of people at a given time. "' it is significant that this 
sociological valorisation of popular literature is not invoked ill Notre-Dame which 
constantly presents ail intensely personal reading of tile text ('Je continue ma lecture des 
ronians populaires [ ... ]'). The narrator of tile text is thus not attempting to portray a 
community of readers, either ill the prison or in the world at large. Therefore it is no 
more than of incidental interest to know exactly which titles were available in tile prison 
libraries of La Sant6 and Fresnes in tile early 1940s and thits could have been read by 
Jean Genet (1910-1986). Tile treatment of popular fiction ill Notre-Dame does not engage 
directly with the representation of subjectivity, but it touches oil this donlain indirectly 
because it denionstrates ongoing variations in the authority of tile narrator. There are 
aLlthoritative pronouncements oil popular fiction in Notre-Dame, highlighting both the 
strengths and weaknesses of tile oenre and their clarity confirms tile self-sufficiency and 
integrity of the representation of the narrator's subjectivity at individual points. However, 
it is important that there is no single final evaluation of tile usefulness of popular fiction 
for tile narrator of Notre-Dalne. Tile lack of such ail evaluation warns tile reader that the 
interpretative power of a textual entity such as tile narrator stops short of total authority 
and a necessary concomitant of this is that tile changes to the subjectivity of the narrator 
are also not brought to a halt. 
3.3.5 Conclusion: Tile Structural Palimpsest of Language Coil sci ou sness in Notre-Dame 
and Beyond 
For the sake of clarity, the discussion of language consciousness in Notre-Dame thus far t. LI 
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The introduction to Popular Literature; A llistoi-y (mil Gid(le by Victor E. Neuburg 
(Harmondsworth, Pelican, 1977) contains the following justification for the study of 
popular fiction: 'It is more than thirty years since a French historian, Lucien Febvre, 
urged a change in the direction of historical studies, so that what lie described as "Phistoire des mentalites collectives" should be given greater prominence. By this phrase lie nleant the assumptions, beliefs, feelings and modes of thought of men and women in the past. [ ... I In the continuing process of its exploration it becomes increasingly clear that tile study of popular literatiure has an important role to play, for it can throw light upon what the relatively unlettered members of society were really like - how they thought and felt, their attitudes and values, the way they looked at life' (p. I I). 
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has been careffil to either focus oil each aspect of language consciousness separately (SLIch 
as references to popular fiction as a genre, for example), or to analyse an aspect within 
the context of a well-defined section of tile text (such as references to tile picture gallery 
within the introductory narrative frame). As a consequence, it is possible that Notre- 
Dame might appear to be highly struCtUred and ordered. However, many readers would 
disagree, describing it as a complex and fragmented text, impossible to reduce to a single t: ) 41 
structure. The present section ainis to illustrate how Noti-e-Dame contains tile remains 
(or, if you will, the nascent outlines) of a majjor structure. However, it is not sufficient 
to simply understand the text in ternis of structure. It is by leaving structure behind that 
the present analysis can go beyond the palimpsest. 
This Conclusion relates primarily to tile main body of tile text (that is to say to that 
portion enclosed within tile narrative frames). Tile struCtUre of the text is illustrated by 
the further references to tile narrator's private picture gallery as a metaphor for the 
creation of text. In the main bodY of tile narrative the characters (Divine, CLIlafroy and 
Ernestine)"' also have galleries (which have different narrative ranlifications for each 
of them). What is more, tile metaphor of a character creating a text is also developed in tl 
the course of tile narrative. In the main narrative it is therefore also a case of the 
adaptation of the gallery metaphor and not only of its transposition. This adaptation is Lý 
most sustained in the case of Mignon. After his arrest in his cell, Mignon first imagines 
elements of characters: Tans ses nausees, des taches claires font des fles: c'est le geste 
d'une maitresse, c'est le visage imberbe et lisse d'un boxeur, d'uneieune fille' (p. 301). 1 
The narrator ends this adaptation by making an explicit comparison between Mignon's 
practice of imagining characters and his own re-creation of characters: Lý 
[ ... I Ol est ainsi semblable a illoi qui recr6e ces homilies, Weidniann, Pilorge, Soclay, dans nion (16sir d'ýtre eux-nlýnles; illais il est bien dissemblable de moi 
par sa fi(16146 ý ses personnages, car je me suis depuis longtemps r6signe a etre 
illoi-111611e. 107 
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The first references to tile narrator and the picture gallery have already been analysed in 3.3.2 Divine reproduces tile gallery in her attic room (p. 48) and tile gallery metaphor is also used by the narrator in connection with Ernestine (1). 67) and Culafroy and Ernestine (p. 68). 
I Cr7 
p. 303. 
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These two extracts forin a sustained comparison between Mignon and the narrator which 
starts as an implicit comparison and becomes an explicit one (but which acknowledges 
differences nonetheless). This comparison illustrates the way in which the aspects of 
language consciousness which have been dealt with separately thus far overlay and are 
intercalated into each other. Hence tile plurality of the metaphor of tile gallery, which 
was threefold in the first instance, because it was used by Culafroy, Divine and 
Ernestine, but which is now raised to a higher power to become '1111.11tiply plural, in an 
exponential rather than a linear arithmetical sense because it is adapted by Mignon and 
compared to the narrator's procedUres. 
The structure can be further described in this way. The main narrative contains 
references to tile intersection between narrator and cell (as in tile introductory narrative 
franie) and to tile penetration of the narrator by inforniation and by nien. However, in 
the main narrative, there is also situational vocabulary which appears to refer to tile cell 
as a place and the narrator as ail inhabitant of that place, thUs appearing to contradict tile 
frame. However, this vocabulary is a modification of situational vocabulary, because, 
although the verb 'ýtre' is used there is never a straightforward description of tile 
narrator's situation. That is to say that 'etre' is always paired with ail abstract notion and 
a failure to 'be' (thus in the main text it is more a case of illodulation of tile 
representation of the narrator's subjectivity in the franies): 'De qLIOi s'agit-il potir moi 
qui fabrique cette histoire? En reprenant ilia vie, en reniontant son cours, emplir ilia 
celitile de ]a volupt6 d'ýtre ce que faute Wtin rien je inanquai d'6tre [ ... ]' (pp. 
36-37); or, 
alternatively the situation is posited as part of a condition am in the following extract: Te 
quelle v6rit6 veux-je parler? S'il est bien vrai que je suis tin prisonnier, qui jotie (qui se 
joue) des scenes de ]a vie int6rieure, vous Wexigerez rien d'autre qu'un jeu, ' (p. 244). 
Even the most concrete references to the narrator's situation, as in tile following 
reference to 'du fond de ilia prison', mention that the text is a transposition or a 
subliniation of tile condenined man's life: 
11 faut qu'a tout prix, je revienne a mot, me confie d'une faqon phis directe. Ce 
livre, j'ai voulu le faire des el6ments transpos6s, sublini6s, de ilia vie de 
condanine, je crains qu'iI tie dise rien de nies liantises. Encore que je ni'efforce ý tin style dkliarn6, niontrant l'os, je VOLIdrais vous adresser, du folid de ma 
prison, tin livre cliarg6 de fleurs, dejupons neigeux, de rubans bleus. ALIcun autre 
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Tile modifications of situatimal vocabulary in these three extracts and those which 
resemble them in tile main narrative of Notre-Dame are thus one further layer which is 
part of the structure. However, it must now be recoanised that the structure of the text 
as I understand it also contains incomplete modifications of strUctures where an allUsion 
is made to something (situational vocabulary in this case) which, despite appearancesi 
does not completely cancel OLIt what has preceded it. Thus the integrality of the language 
consciousness in the introductory narrative frame is not completely disrupted by those 
references which contain the modifications of situational vocabulary. 
Perhaps the most fundamental structure in Notre-Danic which is both referred to 
and subverted is the structure of time; that is linear chronology as it is usually measured Cý 
(in days, niontlis and years). I will analyse the linearity of the narrative with its sections 
and subsections (around tile central narrative thread of Divine's life and death) at tile end 
of 3.3.5. 
However, let its look first at the linguistic references to time in the main narrative 
in connection with fragments of tile narrator's personal history. As soon as tile main 
narrative starts there are clear references to linear chronology. For instance, at tile start 
of the main narrative there is a reference to tile month and tile start of a New Year" 
and there is also a reference to a tinle scale of eight months"', which ties in with tile 




'C'estjanvier, et aussi dans la prison, ot'i ce matin a ]a promenade, sournoisement, entre 
Menus, "Otis nous soninies soullait6 la bonne ann6e (p. 18). This reference 
repeated on p. 175. 
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Ta veille du jugement, ne ni'aperqus-je pas tOLIt ý coup que j'avais attendLI cet instant 
pendant huit nlois, alors que je Wy songeais jamais Hier, clans l'une de ces etroites 
cellules de la Sourici&e oO Pon -attend I'lieure de nionter clans le cabinet du juge d'instruction [ ... 1' (1). 20'7). In tile subscribers' edition the character Notre-Danle-des- Fleurs also had a gestation of eight months: 'Mignon Vavait fait un matin d'avril (ce qui le fit naitre en decembre) ý une fruitiýre de la rue Lepic, clont nous ne saurons jamais 
rien' (p. 82, subscribers' edition). 
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takes place oil tile eve of the verdict: 'Ma cellule, bercee par cette bonne mort, est 
aujourd'hui si douce! Si demain j'6tais libre (Denlain aUdience. )' (p. 374). "' Many 
language conscious passages combine references to the first person singular with In 
references to present tinle. "' It is not tile specific temporal phrase which is important 
in each case because it is impossible to distinguish which morning is being referred to 
within the period of eight nionths in what can now also be described using situational 
vocabulary as 'tile ClUration of the narrator's incarceration. ' However, tile supposition that 
the narrator is incarcerated under tile ternis of a sentence imposed by a court can only 
be entertained for approximately the first third of tile text because the reader is 
subsequently able to deduce that tile narrator is oil remand and thus in CLIstody awaiting 
tile verdict of tile COUrt. "' The narrator is thus not serving time with the teleological 
implications of the sentence, lie is simply waiting, which indicates that even the 
references to linear chronology are not completely one dimensional. 
Tile apparent otýjectivity of the period of eight months which encloses the narrative 
is also associated with passages which describe the narrator getting older as the narrative 
progresses. There is a link between the specificity of tile narrator (now understood as a 
being who grows older) and the references to time. Tile site of this link is also the site 
III 
There is a further reference on the next page: le Wai pas envie de me COLIcher. Cette L- 
audience demain, c'est une solennit6 pour laquelle il faut une vigile. C'est ce soir que je 
voudrais pleffer - comille un qui reste - pour mes adieux. Mais ma luciditd est comme 
une nudite. Le vent, dehors, se fait de plus en plus f6roce et la pluie s'en mele. Ainsi, 
les elements pr6ludent aux c6remonies de demain. Nous sommes bien le 12 West-ce pasT 
(p. 375). 
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Te matin, apres tine nuit ou j'ai trop caresse nion couple ch6ri, ille voici arraclid a mon 
sonlineil par le bruit du verrou' (p. 74); 'Je ill'interromps ici pour observer "ce matin" 
tine araignee qui tisse dans le coin le plus noir de ma cellule' (p. 264); 'Aujourd'hiii, je 
votis fais cet aveu: je ne sentis jamais que Papparence des chaudes caresses (P. 278). 
113 
moil rýve ob6issait encore a ilia volont6; mais le jour it est derang6 par Finquidtlide 0 de i-noil procýs F (p. 119) and in a subsequent exclamation; 'C'est ]a peur du 
J1.1gement. Pesent stir mes pauvres epaules le poids atroce de lajustice de robe et le poids de mon sort' (p. 120). 
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of the link between tile narrator and his character Divine' 14 because the three parts of 
the 'Divinarianes' can be interpreted as attempts to convey the passing of time for the 
narrator as well as for Divine. In addition to their relevance in tile analysis of the linear 
structure of the narrative (below), tile second and third parts of the Divinarianes are 
preceded by references to the passing of tile time for tile narrator (and the first and the 
second enclosed passages in which the narrator speculates oil his life). Tile first one gives 
an explicit reference to tile construction of chronology: Vest ati lecteur de se faire A soi- 
m6nie sentir ]a dur6e, le tenips qui passe et convenir que durailt ce prenlier chapitre elle 
aura de vinot ý trente ails' (p. 78). It goes oil to describe ten states ('6tats pris tn 0 
Finiproviste'). 111 It is possible to understand each these states as representing one year 
in Divine's (and also tile narrator's) life. Tile second part of tile Divinarianes is preceded 
by a passage in which the narrator, speaking in the first person plural, speculates on the b 4: 1 
ageing effects of living a plurality of fantasy lives - 'Nous occupons nos facult6s ý nous rý L, 
donner des r6les splendides ý travers des vies de luxe; tellement en inventons-nous que 
nous restons debiles pour vivre dans I'action' p. 2 201 - (this is a way of describing the 
creative process): 'Nous soninies blas6s. Nous avons qUarante, cinquante, soixante ans 
[ ... ]' (p. 201). As in the case of tile other Divinarianes there is ail intersection between 
the narrator and Divine: 'Les cyclistes de Divine font sourdre en nioi tine antique 
6pouvante' (p. 204). The terror is antique here because it conles from tile narrator's early 
past lie is constructing himself a history as part of the states in tile Divinarianes. 
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'Coiliiiietit expliquerons-nous que Diviiie ait niainteilant la treiltaine et plus? Car il fäut 
bien qu'elle ait nion alge, pour que je cainie enrin nion besoin de parler de i-noi, ZD 
simpleinent, coniiiie jai besoill (je je plaindre et d'essayer qti'tiii lecteur ill'aiiiie! ' (p. 
225). 
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Only the subscribers' edition has ten, one was excised before tile text was reprinted for 
the Gallimard OEuvrcs coml)lNes (I quote the opening words of each one): 'Divine ý Mignon (p. 78); Divine est lluilible'(p. 78); '- La niort West pas tine petite 
affaire (p. 80); Un Dur a Divine: " Qu'est-ce que Cainles le mieux: qUe je Venctile ou me faire tine pipe T' Divine, goulue, et sinc&e jusqu'a joindre les mains et 
arranger sa bouche en rond: " Mon Dur, les deux ,. i la fois"' [only found in tile subscribers' edition] (p. 59); '- It est Me comme un bOLiton... ' (p. 80); 'Elie avait, 
constarnment stir elle (p. 80); Stir le boulevard [ ... ]' (p. 81); '- Divine: 
'Tai 
le coeur stir ]a main (p. 85); La bont6 de Divine. ' (p. 86) and QLiatorze 
juillet [ ... I' (p. 87). 
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As mentioned above, linear chronology is both affirmed and denied in the tl 
narrative structure of Notre-Dame. Initially, this strLICture answers simple questions such 
as 'who is the main character in Non-e-Damc? ' Tile answer to this question is clearly 
'Divine' if we glance at tile structure of sections and SUbsections which follows-"' 
However, a closer look at the structure will confirm that it is in fact incomplete (all page 
references are to the 'Collection Folio' edition of the text): 
Five Sections: 
1. pp. 17-103 Divine's Funeral and Life in Paris. 
2. pp. 104-202 Divine's Lovers 
3. pp. 202-295 Divine's Fame Increases as her Love Life Collapses 
4. pp. 295-356 Mignon and Notre- Dame-des- Fl eurs 
5. pp. 356-374 The Last Divinariane and Divine's Death 
The first and second of these sections are each divided into four subsections: 
Section I (Divine's Funeral and Life in Paris): 
a) pp. 17-36 Divine's Funeral 
b) pp. 37-78 Divine's Life in Paris and Meeting with Mignon 
c) pp. 78-87 The First Divinariane 
d) pp. 87-103 Divine and the Life of the other 'tantes' in Montmartre 
Section 2 (Divine's Lovers): 
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The differences between the subscribers' and the Gallimard OEuvre. v comjWtm edition 
of tile text are important in the description of its structure. If we look back at tile earlier 
version of the text the structure is precisely confirmed (in tile first two sections of the 
text) by tile conspicuous technique of highlighting structurally significant paragraph 
breaks. This technique entails making a four line break (tile norm is one line), printing 
the first word of the new paragraph in small capitals and the first letter of the first word 
in a font four times the usual size. This non-standard typographer's convention was not 
reproduced in later editions of tile text. In the subscribers' edition there were twenty four 
of these breaks in total. Tile 'Collection Folio' text omits three of theill (pp. 17,68 and 
90) adds others (pp. 78-9,211 and 227-228) and breaks signalled with only three blank lines. The following breaks in the subscribers' edition are also modified: two breaks of 
a triangle of asterisks (Folio, pp. 247 and 376), one break where the new paragraph starts 
one third of the way down tile page (p, 152) and one break which leaves a whole page blank before the dramatic description of the entry of Notre- Da me-des- Fl eu rs (p. 104). It is not possible to state categorically whether this typographer's convention corresponded 
to a specific notation in tile manuscript. The Austin 
Typescript/mantiscript 
may give Lis 
the elements of an answer. 
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a) pp. 104-142 Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs 
b) pp. 143-152 Gabriel 
c) pp. 152-171 Rivalry with Mimosa over Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs 
d) pp. 171-202 Seck Gorgui 
(Sections 3-5 do not have any clear subsections. ) 
If we look at the above list of the first five sections of tile main narrative, it is 
possible to distinguish that even this simplified picture of the narrative is not linear. 
Divine's ffineral begins the main narrative and her death ends it thereby notions of 
overlap, of recurrence and of circularity are introduced. They indicate a dynamic which 
transcends the most complex structural palimpsest - which is itself an extrapolation into 
another dimension of tile simple structure (of beginning, middle and end, for instance). L, In 
However, even this list of the first five sections of the main narrative is a simplification. 
To illustrate this we only need to look at tile additional narrative strands within the first 
subsection of the first section. According to tile list this concerns Divine's funeral; 
however, it also contains references to other narrative scenes and episodes such as 
Divine's life in tile attic room ('le grenier'), tile life of Ernestine (Divine's mother) and 
her attempt oil Divine's life when (s)he was young and called Louis CLIlafroy and, 
finally, the fantasy life of the priest who officiates at Divine's funeral. Tile saille 
complexity is found in each subsection and section. 
In Conclusion, it has been tile ahil of 3.3 to analyse tile language conscious 
passages within Notre-Dame. These passages refer to tile production and interpretation 
of language. Once this had been (lone, it was important to emphasise that the structure 
of tile text, does not represent tile totality of the complexity of the references to language 
within tile text. It is therefore necessary to signal that this totality is impossible to 
represent as a complete structure or even as a palimpsest (which is a 111LIlti-level 
structure), however complex it is. 
It is also clear that language, consciousness is centred around tile narrator and the 0 
use of the first person singular. However, complete transparency is also not possible in eý 
this area because tile narrator makes use of the first person plural and it is impossible to 
enumerate tile elements which maý-e tip this plurality in every case (on some occasions 
it is a question of a collective reference to the inniates of the prison, but, 'nous' also 
refers to the narrator and his lover 'Jean' as well as to the reader and to tile 'tantes' of 
Montmartre aniong, .., many other possibilities). As mentioned in the introCILICtiOn tO tile 
present section, language consciousness is thus part of a dynanlic, rather than a static 
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structure. It is in Notre-Dame, perhaps more clearly than in any other of Genet's early 
works of prose fiction, that tile tension between language (tile variety of coil structions) 00 
and consciousness (a force which traditionally orders what is perceived) emerges. 
4 
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3.4 Language Consciousness in PompesfifiOres ZD 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Language consciOLIS passages in Pompes will enable us to analyse, both interpretations of 
the text and the representation of the 'narrator'. Tile narrator is important because he is 
also a character in PoInpes and his development and change affects how the text is 
narrated and what it is called, the choice is between novel oil one hand, and poern on tile 
other. Representations of tile narrator's sulliectivity and narrative authority are closely 
intertwined in this text. The most striking feature is tile partial undermining of the 
discursive aini of Pompe. v which is to commemorate tile narrator's lover Jean D. by 
means of historical references to the Second World War durinc, which his death occurred. 
This type of closed interpretation, discursive aini and commitment to commemorative 
fiction is partially undermined by qLi, -tsi-, -ttitobio(,, r-apilicaI and poetic modes, associated 
with ever more radical representations of tile narrator's subjectivity. 
3.4.2 Tile Avowed Aim 
Ponyws is different from tile other four works of Genet's early prose fiction because tile 
name of the dedicatee is also tile naille of a nlqýjor character ill tile text (this may be 
contrasted with Notre-Dame for example, where Maurice Pilorge is immediately 
supplemented by Weidnianil and Ange Soled; moreover, Pilorge's name is not carried 
by one of the characters in tile text. See 3.4.2). Pompes is dedicated to Jean Decarnin 
who is referred to in the text as Jean D. I am going to assume that tile relation between 
the two is simple: that 'D. ' stands for Decarnin (I will reconsider this relation in the 
following section). We should, however, bear ill mind that tile relation between dedicatee 
(Jean Decarnin) and the character (Jean D. ) is commemorative because the dedicatee is 
dead. At the start of Pony)es, the death of Jean D. is foregrounded as both tile ernotional 
centre and the raisolt (PNI-e of tile text: ]a mort cle Jean D. qui clonne pr6texte ý ce 
livre' (p. 8). Let us first look at how the importance of Jean D. is constructed. This will 
tell Lis about the narrator's subjectivity and authoritative language which gives an 
interpretation of tile plot and meaning of the text. 
At the very start of Pompes there is a language conscious passage which concerns 00 ID 
all the aspects mentioned immediately above: (il [ce livrel a pour but avolle de dire la 
gloire de Jean D. ' p. 9). Let us look at the different aspects of this passage. First, there 
is the notion that the book can have an aim which is stated plainly. This 
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straightforwardness resembles the way in which I have already linked tile dedicatee (Jean 
Decarnin) with one of the main characters in the text (Jean D. ). Secondly, there is the 
activity of avowal which is ail intrinsically personal act and in this case it can be traced 
back to a source: the narrator. So avowal has tile particular narrative effect of 
consolidating both the person who avows as well as the what is avowed. And the third ID 
aspect is precisely the aim that is avowed. It concerns the telling of tile posthumous glory 
of Jean D. One of the main questions for tile narrative of Pompes is the forill that the 
telling will take. 
Tile opening of the text seenis to imply that the telling will be a historical tý eý 
contexualisation of Jean D. 's life and death. The narrator be"ins by recalling Jean DA 
death (pp. 38-45) and continues thrOUghout the text with references to episodes in the 
narrator's life with Jean D. (see for example: pp. 57-63,141-143 and 151-153). In short, 
this seems to be a type of straightforward coni me inorati oil; this is because from the start 
Jean DA death is closely linked to tile wider historical context. Tile extract above 
describes it as situated within the larger tragedy. Poinj)es opens with quotations frorn the 
banner headlines which announced tile Liberation to tile people of Paris. This importance 
accorded to a historical event is unique in Genet's early prose fiction. "' 
It is possible to SUM LIP the avowed aini of PoInI)es in the following terms: 
language will represent the individuality of the deceased Jean D. using a illode of realistic 
representation which puts him back in a living context 11sing dates and references to 
extra-textual historical events. Indeed tile first fifty pages of Pomjvs (in both tile 
subscribers' and tile public editions)"' contain more dates than anY other of tile other 
four works of Genet's prose fiction (see pp. 7,13 (two dates), 14,38 (four dates) and 
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Philip Watts discusses historical and political discourses in his article: 'Political Discourse 
and Poetic Register ill Jean Genet's Pompes. fimMi-es', Frencl) Forum 17,2 (May 1992) 
191-203. Watts' article ranks alongside Leo Bersani's as one of the most original and 
sensitive readings of Pomj)(!. v. He shows how the narrative constantly plays politics off 
against poetry at many different levels. I would agree, but admit subjectivity into the 
relationship between politics (which I term novelistic diSCOUrses) and poetry. Subjectivity 
also introduces into the discussion ail awareness of language and the way in which 
subjectivity is represented. 
118 
We will see that in the case of public editions of Notre-Dame and Miracle a date and 
place were added to tile end of tile texts. 
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50). 
3.4.3 One Secondary, More Unforeseeable Aim: Autobiography Post Mortem 
Despite the clarity of the historical contextualisation of tile life and death of Jean D. by 
means of realistic representation, the avowed aim is not tile donlinant aim in Pompes. 
This is illustrated in the way that the avowed aini is linked to uncertainty. This 
uncertainty enlerges when tile avowed aim is put into the context of the whole language 
conscious passage in which it appears. Thereby a link is made between the avowed aini 
and the situation of the narrator: 
Je ne ni'attacherai jamais assez aux conditions dans lesquelles j'6cris ce livre. S'iI 
est vrai qu'il a pour but avou6 de (lire ]a gloire de Jean D., il a peut-etre des buts Cý 
seconds plus inipr6visibles. ftcrire, Cest choisir Fun entre dix mat6riaux qui vous 
sont propos6s. 1" 
The tentativeness of tile whole passage is remarkable. We see that tile avowed aini is 
expounded in a subordinate clause with a concessive use of 'si'. Tile narrator also 
acknowledges the possibility of secondary ainis or sub-,,, oals, though does not elaborate 
them within tile language conscious passage itself. Nor is any indication given as to tile 
number of secondary ainis there are. 12" This is perhaps indicative that these aims will 
be less explicit than the avowed aim. 
Immediately after tile passage above and following its logic tile narrator links tile 
uncertainty of the avowed aini with his own subýiectivity. First, lie asks himself why lie 
chooses one event over another of equal importance and then, in another question: 
Pourquoi suis-je limit6 dans nion choix et me vois-je d6peindre bient6t le 
troisieme enterrement de chacun de -Ines trois livres? Avant m6lie queje connusse 




After reading the whole text, the following narrative strands may conform to tile ten 
subjects ('dix materiaux'): the maid and tile funeral of her child, 'le r6cit des evenements des toits' (p. 275) with Erik and Riton, the Berlin executioner and Erik, the mother of Jean D. and Erik in Paris, Hitler and Paulo, tile maid and tile captain of the 'Milice', the 
narrator alone in Paris, the narrator as a thief, Pierrot and suppression of tile prison 
revolt and Erik oil the Russian Front. 
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loin 
This passage might be described as hyper-language conscious because it extends reference 
from Poml)es to an oeuvre (later Notre-Dame is even mentioned by name). In this 
language conscious passage there is a rare moment of potential equivalence between Jean 
Genet (1910-1986) and the narrator. Therefore it would seem that the narrator's 
subjectivity is at its most concrete and singular at this moment. It is also at this moment 
that the linlits of Pompes as a work of fiction are transcended and a reference is made 
to a wider corpus of three works which includes it. 
It is possible to consider this as straight autobiography (in the sense that it is a text L- 0 
about the life of Jean Genet (1910-1996). Such ail interpretation is backed lip by the 
hyper-language consciousness. However, this passage also sows a grain of doubt as to 
tile purity of the autobiography that is being proposed. Paradoxically, it is at this aci-ne 
of its singularity that the narrator's subjectivity can admit the other through a 
correspondence of nanies between Jean the narrator an(] Jean the character and dedicatee. 
It is significant that the initial which stands for the surname 'Decarnin' is onlitted here. 
As a consequence of this, it is possible to discern ail overlap between the two Jeans. 122 
So at the nionient when we thought that the narrator was at his niost pure and singular 
lie is also internieshing his Mltýjectivity with another. It is not a case of autobiography as 
a rival to the avowed aini, rather we are dealing with precisely what is presented in the 
language conscious passage as one of the tiqlbresecahle secondary ainis; that is to say it 
was not avowed. Here, it is a case of what we could call 'autobiography post inorteni'. 




The three extracts which follow explicitly undermine a notion of glory, as in the avowed 
airn ('dire ]a gloire de Jean D. ). 'Ce livre est sincýre et cest une blague. Je le publierai 
afin qu'il serve la gloire de Jean, mais duquelT (1). 194); 'Supposons que je tue ý l'instant Jean Genet et qu'aussit6t de ce mort naisse Jean Genet... Je coupe ici ma, vie. [ ... I Depuis que j'6cris ce livre tout entier devo, 16 au culte d'un niort, dans l'intinlite de 
qui je vis, je connais Line sorte Wexaltation qui me pr6cipite, voilee par Valibi de la gloire de Jean, vers une vie de plus en plus intense [ ... ]' (pp. 201-202) and, more elliptically here because Erik is the name used, j ... ] il savait qUe ]a foule connaissait Pexistence d'Erik Seiler, Erik Seiler que lui seul pouvait &re. La renonim6e suffit, encore qu'elle 
soit de nature infamante, s'opposant donc ý ]a gloire si ]a "fania" est ]a gloire' (p. 239). 
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continues to be a character. So what miolit have appeared at the outset as a failing back 
into a traditional genre (straight autobio., raphy) is in fact a niodification of this genre 
which entails a radical representation of subjjectivity. This representation does not aini to 
supplant the historical contextualisation of the life and death of Jean which continues in 
other passages which follow. However, references to Jean D. in subsequent passages are 
made more complex and overdetermined: it becomes possible to read Jean D. in the text 
not only as Jean Decarnin but also as 'Jean D&MC or even 'Jean Wcharne' which 
includes the narrator as one of the dead. 
I will now give another example of autobiography post mortem, showing how it In 
relates very closely to the production, reception and interpretation of language. This 
particular type of autobiography provides a convincing interpretation of a passage which 
may have merely seemed uninotivated before. However, we 1111.1st also recognise that 
autobiography post morteni is not a master diSCOUrse or nietalanguage, but competes with 
other interpretations, rather than definitively supplanting them. This episode is found at 
the start of tile text and is part of the opening of the narrator's visit to the house of Jean C) 
Ws mother. At first tile narrator is almost stoical. Jean DA mother offers her 
commentary oil tile narrator's situation; tile narrator does not react to this in detail but 
merely repeats the last word as a question: 'Elie ine dit: "Vous qa vous a expose. " 
"Expose? " (p. 10). Following this there occurs ail important failure of narration (in illy 0 
approach failures are as important as completed narration which tends to be taken for 
granted): et sans me regarder elle (lit une phrase dont je ne compris que les derniers 
niots: "... des bOLIgies"' (1). 10). The narrator fails to reply and puts forward tile 
following reason: j ... I afin d'ýtre moins vivant. ' This concurs with the notion of 
autobiography post inorteni and is consolidated in the phrase which lie manages to 
construct. despite himself; a phrase which is dislocated from a possible source in his 
rational illind: 111 
[ ... ] dans nion esprit lamentable, illogique et de plus en plus port6 vers le vague, 
123 
Other examples of what illay be terilied 'the loss of the narrator's rhetorical control' are: 'Je ne hais pas Jean. Je veux aimer Riton. (Je ne puis (lire pourquoi, spontanement, j'appelle Riton ce jetine illificien inconnu. )' (p. 5 1); 'Je ne sais quoi provoqua en moi I'Mosion de cette We qu'il gbait, (I'We assis stir ]a chaise de paille, soil "oeil de Gabes. "' (p. 15); '[il] le [soil corps] plissa de vagues trCs subtiles et que me vint aussitOt 
cette pensee: "Le jardinier est la plus belle rose de soil jardin"' (p. 50). 
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ces deux niots ["expose" and "des bOLIgies"] qui concernaient sans doute les 4: ) bougies du buffet s'organisýrent dans cette phrase: "Vous vous exposez au milieu 
des bougies. "I" 
The narrator thus titters a phrase disassociated froill himself in which words organise 
themselves ('sorganis&ent'). We can see in this example how tile language conscious 
passage intersects with a radical interpretation of subjectivity where the narrator is 
describing himself as already dead. The phrase that is constructed represents the body of 
the narrator laid out for the nialit-time vigil according to Catholic tradition. "' 
3.4.4 Genre and Subjectivity 
In the language conscious passages of Pompes genre is foreggrounded ill terms of a 
contrast between poetry and novels. Genre is linked to subjjectivity in a concrete way in 
Pompes because the choice between poetry and tile novel is also a choice between 
whether the narrator calls himself 'romancier' or 'poýte. " There are only two 
occurrences of tile term 'roman' in Pomj)es (pp. 103-4 and 119) and ill tile Illore 




Autobiography post mortem brings a new dimension to tile narrative of Pompm because 
ancillary meanings are appended to dominant ones. For instance the dominant reference 
of tile appellation 'la mere de Jean' is Jean DA mother; however, it may also be 
understood as the name of the mother of Jean the narrator: (no 'D' is present and the 
woman is never called Mille. Decarnin - though she is once referred to as 'Gisele' (p. 214). This ancillary meaning adds another level to the theme of betrayal because the 
narrator's mother is now enCOUraging him to fall in love with Erik, tile German, one of L- LI Jean DA sworn enemies. 
126 
There are also several other references to poetry as a linguistic register: poems are 
intercalated within the text (see p. 61) but there are also lyrical addresses to Jean which 
are not se arated from tile text. (E. g.: tile passage beginning 'Jean! Jeune arbre aux P tn 0 
cuisses deau! Ecorce blasonn6e! Dans le creux de toil coude se d6rouleraient. des f&es internlinables and ending 'Le vent dort debout' (pp. 217-218)). And finally, there 1ý are also other lan,,, uage conscious references to poems and to poetry as a genre. (E. g.: 'Enfin ce monde sails galte ni beaut6, que je sors de moi lentement, avec I'idee de Porganiser en tin poýine que j'offrirai a la m6moire de Jean (p, 198)). Other 
references of this sort are f0LInd oil pp. 186,176 and 157. 
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subjectivity: 
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A propos de ce h6ros que fut Jean D., j'aurais voulu parler encore stir tin ton 
pr6cis, le inontrer en citant les faits et les dates. Cette forintile est vaine et 
trompetise. Le chant seul dira le moins mal ce qti'il fut pour nloi, mais le registre 
des poNes est assez r6duit. Si le romancier petit aborder Wimporte quel sujet, 
parler de il'iniporte quel personnage avec toujours une pr6cision rigouretise et Cl 
obtenir ]a diversit6, le poCte est sounlis aux exigences de son coetir qui attire Cý Iiii tous les Wes inarqu6s ý Vangle par le nial et par le mallieur, et tolis les L, 
personnages de illes livres se resseniblent. [is vivent, A peine niodifi6s, les mernes 
moments, les m6iies p6rils, et pour parler d'eux mon langage inspire par eux 
redit stir tin m6ne ton les m6nes poýilies. " 
This is a key language conscious passage in Po1nj)e. v and should be compared with the 
staternent of the avowed aini and secondary more unforeseeable aillis. They have one 
linguistic element in common; where tile statement of tile avowed aini uses uncertainty, 
the passage above uses approximations and conditions (J'aurais VOIIILI [ ... 
]', 'dira le 
moins mal [ ... 
1', 'assez [ 
... 
I' and 'Si le romancier [ ... 
]'). However, a clear distinction 
emerges between the language of tile novelist and that of the poet. What is more, the :DZ!, 
language of tile poet is favoured by tile narrator. In contrast to tile statement of avowed 
airn the narrator uses li per-language coil sc i ousness in an unanibi"LIOLIS way to consolidate y Z". ý 60 
the choice of poetic lan"Llage: 'tous les personnages de illes livres se ressemblent Cý t, 1-1) 
(P. 104). " Tile use of the plural ('Iivres') and tile possessive (for example 'mes) also 
personalises the poet's work which is 'soumis aux exigences de soil coeur' (p. 104). 0 
The novel is associated with a precision of linguistic expression and citation. 
Describing tile novelist's technique in this way necessarily links it to a body of facts or 
a linguistic corpus which existed before the citation was made (in tile same way that the 
body of Jean is supposed to have existed before his death). Thus the narrator implicitly 
draws a parallel between tile avowed aim of telling tile commemorative glory of Jean D. 
and tile novelistic technique of disclosing by citation: 'le niontrer en citant les faits et les 
dates [ ... I'. We have seen that tile avowed aim is partially undermined by secondary, 




Although the phrase 'nion livre' is found in Pompes prior to this extract, (for example 
on pp. 16,17 ['nion Ilistoire] and 49). 
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completely in the passage above. z! ) 
Thus, as far as genre is concerned, this passage appears to illustrate a move from 
novel to poem and from novelist to poet. Tile differences between characters and events 
does not appear as central as the style in which these characters are represented and this 
style is a direct consequence not of extra-textual reality but of tile demands of the poet's 
heart. The narrator/poet is describing a self-sufficient circular pattern of inspiration: the 
poet's heart attracts certain beings (Ious les ýtres nlarqu6s ý Pangle par le ilia] et le 
malheur') who in turn inspire tile poet's language ('mon langage inspire par eux'). The Lý C, CP 
poet's heart is the acknowledged centre of tile creative process, attracting poetic material t: l 
which in turn inspires it. This relation between tile poet -and his inspiration is a self 
perpetuating cycle. 
It may be thought that tile above passage signals ail irrevocable change in the way Cý 4-- t> t: l 
that the work is conceived and tile way in which it will be written. However, as in the 
case of tile avowed aim, the affirmation of tile shift from novel to poetry with the help 
of hyper-language coil sci oil sness is not confirmed. This is because tile neutral terni 'livre' 
also still ineans that Pompes is not necessarily defined by the choice between novel and 
poetry or a combination of them. This means that tile space occupied by autobiography 
post niortem is still intact. Even the avowed aim soon reappears; we have to look no 
further than the paragraph which follows tile passage that we have jUst analysed: 
cette phrase 6clairait encore les contours de Jean, les precisait, et le illontrait comille Lin 
116ros de lajuste cause contre le mal, comme chevalier, comme le tres pur contre ]a bete' 
(p. 104). Jean is called a liero and there are repeated references to the precision with 
which he is represented; both of these aspects are consistent with tile historical 
contextualisation of the avowed aim. 
3.4.5 Conclusions 
The originality of POmp(, s lies in its overdeterminedness and the accretions of the 0 
different ways of interpreting the narrator's subjectivity, tile genre of tile text and the tý t. 
language of interpretation and representation itself. 
Language consciousness is useful as a critical terni in Pompes because it does not 06 
have to be unitary and individualised. Language coil sci ou sness is not one particular L, Z!. 
individLial's consciousness of language, but allows us to explore tile interactioll between 
language and subjectivity. This is exemplified in the way that tile narrator's subjectivity 
is inerged with the sub ectivity of tile dedicatee in autobiography post niortem. The J LI 
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narrator is not 'himself' but lie continues to speak about himself although what be says 
may just as well apply to another. The overdeterminedness of Pompe. v is in this double 
or triple applicability of a particular utterance. Tile language C011SCiOLIS passages act like 
a series of gates opening and closing possibilities for plural interpretations directing tile 
flow of interpretation, dividing it and occasionally joining it together before separating 
it in a different way. 
As far as interpretative language is concerned, we have seen that the language 
conscious passages in the text do not demonstrate the progressive emergence of a poetics t: ý z: I 
of Pomj)es that the reader can abstract from the text (nor a putative poetics of Genet's 
early prose fiction). The narrator of PomI)es, unlike the narrator in Tfisti-am Shandy does 
not bask in tile absolute power of tile narrator to determine the shape and the direction 
of the narrative. 129 What they (Io show is a number of shifts in tile representation of the 
narrator's subjectivity and the genre of tile text. No partiCUlar absolute value can be 
accorded to the final shift which is one of narrative transposition: 
Cette phrase ni'a W offerte il ya trois mois par Jean, et je ]a pose sur ]a bouche 
d'un milicien qu'un soldat allenland vient Wenculer. Riton murIllUra: "Maintenant 
[sic] j'ai l'inipression que je Caime plus qu'avant. " Erik ne comprit pas. 130 
Despite the emphasis oil the function of the narrator as ventriloquist in this extract - he 
literally puts words into other people's niouths - tile narrator also posits himself as Erik. 
It would be more correct to say that lie posits an undefined part of himself as Erik (we 
have learned that it is impossible to speak of the narrator and tile characters as single 
indivisible units). Soon after this extract Erik is killed by Riton, so we could consider this 
to be the narrator's description of his suicide. However, as we have seen as part of 
autobiography post mortem the narrator refers to himself as already dead. Pomjmv both 
undermines and uses the fundamental qualities that are usually taken for granted in the 
case of characters: life and singularity. 
129 
'And in this, Sir, I ani of so nice and sing, ular a humour, that if I thoutg)ht you were able 
to form the least judgement or probable conjecture to yourself, of what was to conle on 




3.5 Language Coilsciotisiiess in Mirach, de la rose C 
3.5.1 Introduction 
Miracle (like Journal discussed in 3.6) en-a-es with autobiography more than the other 
three works of Genet's early prose fiction. Autobiography is difficult to define as a genre. 
In the present section I will go on to question -and modify the definition of autobiography 
with reference to Miracle, but at this point in the introduction I use the term in its 
traditional sense: tile recounting of tile writer's personal experience in a text. "' Cý 
The potential that personal pronouns have for modulation is a concrete example 
of how this traditional view of autobiogralAly affects tile present analysis of Miracle. For 
instance, in Notre-Daine many (though notall) of tile language conSCiOLIS passages contain I" Cý tý ?P 
the first person ShIgUlar pronoun, referring to a narrative voice. This pronoun is then 
modulated by tile use of the first person plural pronoun which refers to a combination of 
tile following: narrator, main character, author and narrative voice, which varies 
according to tile passage. 1.12 Njodulation of this sort is usually absent from 
autobiography because tile first person singular is occupied by a single autobiographer; r) LI b 
Jean Genet (1910-1986) is tile candidate in the case of Miracle. Similarly, the first person 
plural should be occupied by other prison ininates who share parts of the autobiographer's 
experience. "' 
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This is the theory of autobiography formulated in the first of Philippe Lejeune's books 
on tile (autobiographical) subject. Lejetine writes: Tentends par ces niots [Line personne 
r6ellel, qui figurent plus haut dans ilia d6finition de Fautobiograpilie, title personne dont 
1'existence est attest6e par 1'6tat civil et v6ritable. Certes, le lecteur Wira, pas v6rifier, et 
0 
il peut tres bien tie pas savoir qui est cette personne; mais son existence est liors de 
doute: exceptions et abus de confiances tie font que SOLIligner ]a creance g6ndrale 475 
accordee ý ce type de contrat social. ' (Le Pacte atuohiogi-alMique (Paris, tditions du 
Seuil, 1975) p. 23. 
132 
This is analysed in 3. '4.1.1 IntrodUCtiOn to the Specificity of Language Consciousness in Querelle (le Brest. 
133 
'A nion arriv6e (a Fontevrault), je flis doilc saisi par le mystýre d'un de mes anciens 
caillarades de Mettray, qui avait su, notre aventure a IIOLIS tOLIS, ]a pousser jusqu'a sa 
pointe ]a plus t6nue: ]a niort stir 1'6chafaud qui est notre (,, Ioire' (p. 10). tn- 
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In 3.5.2 (Autobiographical Foundations) I will examine tile first twenty pages of 0 
the 'Collection Folio' edition of Miracle (henceforth referred to as the 'opening') and the Cý 
prefatory note, analysing the traditional autobiographical occupation of the first person 4n 
pronouns (singular and plural) by a singular subjectivity. In addition, tile occupation of 
the pronouns will be analysed in terills of the rhetorical stability needed at tile start of a 
work of fiction. It establishes a status quo which can be subsequently explored or even 
undermined. Thus, in this limited sense, I consider tile autobiographical opening of 
Mimcle to be anal0aOLIS to tile introductory narrative frame of Noti-e-Dame discussed in 
3.3.2. 
Language consciousness which speculates on tile mediation of experience by 4! ) 
language does not occur Until page twenty of tile text. 3.5.3 (Language COnSCiOLIsness -a 
Marginalised 
jand 
Marginalising Discourse). wil I enquire about the place of plurality in a narrative 
constellation where tile first person singular and plural appear to be occupied in such a 
complete sense. In addition, it traces tile process by which both language conSCiOLIsness Z: - 
and autobiography are relativised: it is no lonLger a case of only language consciousness 
as a marginal discourse within the larger work of autobiography. I suggest that both 
language consciousness and autobiography are estranged as part of a text which uses these 
and references to other genres (Such as poetry, popular fiction, letters, speeches, factual 
accounts and even filin) in order to write about tile prisons of Fontevrault and Mettray. 
3.5.4 (Complex Poetry) considers tile various manifestations of poetry in Mb-acle 
and its relativisation of autobiography an(] language consciousness in tile text. 0 tý 
Tile first person singular pronoun predominates in Mit-acle and 3.5.5 L- 
(Conclusions) as a whole ainis to examine the complexities of this 'je' in detail. This 
conclusion puts forward the reasons for developing 'je' as a complex site within the 
whole of this complex text. Tile traditional view of autobiography does not sufficiently 0 
account for tile complexity both of pronoun and text an(] indeed reduces them. 
3.5.2 Autobioaraphical Foundations Cl 
Tile first page of Mil-acle is typical of tile opening because it inaugurates what can only 
seeill to be a traditional autobio1graphy. The first sentence is general and without a 
personal viewpoint: 'De toutes les Centrales de France, Fontevratilt est la plus troublante, 
(P. 9). However, it refers explicitly to Fontevratilt prison as disturbing ('troubl ante'). 
Inevitably this reference sets up ail expectation as to tile location of the disturbance. Tile 
disturbance has to occur somewhere and the most failliliar locations are a mind or a 
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sensibility. This expectation is fulfilled immediately in tile second sentence which begins 
with the words: 'C'est elle qui ni'a donn6 ]a plus forte impression [ ... ]' (p. 9); these 
words valorise the subjectivejudgenlent in the first sentence by means of the subjectivity 
in the second. "' This subjectivity is situated in a mind which describes tile reception 
of an impression. 
The subject immediately goes on to establish a connection between his own 
feelings and those of other inniates ('et je sais que les Menus qui ont connu d'autres 
prisons ont 6prOLIve [ ... I title 6motion, title souffrance, comparables aux iniennes' p. 
9); 
this connection is then consecrated in tile first person plural (notis'). However, it is 
important that tile consecrated 'nous' is also a fixed point against which the subject's 
experiences may better be defined. This process continues in tile following phrase: '[ ... ] 
mais h toutes ces raisons, POUr moi s'ajoute cette autre raison, qu'elle [FontevraUlt] flit, 
lors de nion seJotir a ]a Colonie de Mettray, le sanctuaire vers qL10i montaient les r6ves 
de notre enfance' (p. 9). This phrase illerits analysis because it signals the beginning of 0 
one of tile main techniques by which tile sutýject is consolidated: the use of personal 
history. 
In the other three works of Genet's early prose fiction characters or narrators 
frequently remain undetermined and fluid because there is either no discernable logic to 0 
their appearances within the text, or because there is often ail oscillation between the first 
person singular and plural which nleans that their identity is constantly shifting. 135 
However, in Mby1cle (and Jolu-nal) the subjject is an autobiographer who appears to be 
locked into a particular representation of time and space - his own time and space. Tile 
134 
It should be noted that Journal also uses a similar sequence. In this case tile opening 
sentence is an apparently simple statement of factual observation ('Le vetement des 
forqats est ray6 rose et blanc'-, p. 9). The second sentence is an explicit gesture of 
individual will (but commanded by the heart) which fashions a flower from the apparently 
straightforward adjective 'rose' in the first sentence: 'Si coillmande par mon coeur 
l'univers oL'i je ine complais, je Nius, ai-je le pouvoir au illoins d'y d6couvrir les 
nombreux sens que je veux: il existe (Ionc un I etroit rapport entre les fletirs et les bagnar(ls' (p. 9). 
135 
One of the principal manifestations of this shifting is analysed ill 2.3.4 Tile Double Gesture and it concerns how a sintgle Lgesture can forni tile basis oil which two characters are organised. 
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sentence which follows tile quotation above exemplifies this. It continues tile reference 
to Fontevrault: 
Je sentais que ses murs conservait [ ... ] ]a fornie inýille du futur. Alors que le 
gosse que j'6tais a quitize ans s'entortillait dans son hamac autour d'un ami [ ... I il savait que sa forille d6finitive r6sidait derriýre eLIX, et que ce puni de trente 
berges [ans] 6tait I'extrýilie r6alisation de lui-iii6me, le clernier avatar qLie la inort 
fixerait. I" 
Any potential undeternlinedness or oscillation in tile subject (both found in Non-e-Dame) 
is thus neatly subsumed into two categories: Fontevrault adult pri soil/ man/thi rty years L, 
old, oil one hand, and Mettray reform school/boy/fifteen years old, on tile other. In the 
quotation above the autobiographer (whose arrival at Fontevrault is described in detail in 
the opening) recalls and recounts that during his childhood at Mettray, Fontevrault Lý :n 
represented the very form Of tile fUtUre. We can see in this quotation at tile end of tile 
first page of tile text, how self-sufficient the autobiographical SUbject's occupation of the b 
first person plural can be. Tile prison walls of Mettray are reproduced in the prison walls 
of Fontevrault, but tile kid ['le gosse que j'6tais'] is already definitively formed by Cý 
Mettray (his personal history). Once enclosed in the prison walls of Fontevrault at the age 
of thirty lie will remain tile same; there will be no further avatars; lie is tile final 
realisation of himself (we will see later how this callin" of a halt to tile successive r5 
incarnations of the subject is ail example of the stability required at tile opening of a text, 
rather than the final word oil subjectivity in Miracle). 
The first twenty pages of Miracle recount the autobiographer's transfer from La 0 C, 
SaW prison to Fontevrault and his arrival there. "' These pages also forge the link LI 
between feelings and experience oil one side -and tile autobiographical subject on the 00 
other. I will go oil to look briefly at two further illanifestations of tile link. However, this 




The noun 'arrivee' and tile verb 'arriver' (and counates such as 'arrivant') occur seven times in the opening of the text pp. 10,11,12,13,15,19 and 22. Six references to 
arrival - all except 'arrivee' on p. 19 - occur at or near tile start of paragraphs, indicating that that very struCtUre of the opening is permeated by the trope of tile arrival. The individual paragraph thus reproduces in microcosm tile structure of the text as a whole. 
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subscribers' and public editions of the text. "' We saw in 1.6 how tile variants between 
the subscribers' an(] public editions almost all consist of excisions to the former text. 
However, there is one ýaddition' in the public edition of Miracle: it is a prefatory note. 
This note reinforces tile link between the experience of prison and the autobiographer as 
Jean Genet (1910-1986) before the main body of the text. I quote the note in full: 
Avec Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs, Miracle de la rose marque le d6bLIt de loeuvre de 
Jean Genet. Ce roillan est dat6 de 1943.11 retlNe les passions du prisonnier, ses 
souvenirs, sa vie et celle de ses compagnons quil transforme en l6gende, en C) 
oeuvre Wart. Le recit commence ý I'arriv6e de I'auteur a ]a centrale de 
Fontevrault. Mais ]a pr6sence Wun conclanln6 ý illort, Harcanione, qu'il a connu 
jadis, est une occasion d'6voquer ]a illaison de correction de Mettray, oU' Jean 
Genet avait &6 enfern16 a quinze ans. "' 
The note makes three links between Jean Genet (1910-1986) and tile aLltobiographer. The 
first is a reference to the text as reflecting passions, memories and life using the terin Cý 
'legende' which harks back directly to Genet's first widely published and apparently 
'straight' autobiographical text: Journal. "' Secondly, tile note refers to tile author's 
arrival at Fontevrault (this phrasing may be contested because there is no biographical L- 
confirmation of tilis). "' Thirdly, there is a reference to the age of Jean Genet (1910- r) 
138 
Miracle contains the greatest number of variants (totalling some twenty two thousand 
words) between tile subscribers" and tile public editions of the text. 
139 
no page reference. 
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I have explained in tile introduction to the present thesis how the public at large read all 
of Genet's texts as autobiographical in the sense of the recounting of past experience. 
However, this was to fundamentally reduce the complexity of tile texts. The following 
parenthesis oil '16gende' from Journal denion st rates tile complexity of tile chronology of 
the fiction which is associated with it (to take but one example): '(Par legende je 
Wentendais pas Vid6e plus ou mois decorative que le public connaissant mon nom se fera 
de nloi, mais I'identit6 de ma vie future avec I'M& la plus audacieUse que nloi-nl6nle et 
les autres, apres cc r6cit, sen puissent former. 11 reste ý pr6ciser si I'accomplissenlent 
de ma. l6gende consiste dans la plus audacieuse existence possible dans l'ordre criminel)' 
(p. 233). 
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A biographical footnote: there is some doubt as to whether Jean Genet (1910-1986) was D 
ever an inniate at Fontevrault. This extract is taken from a postcard sent to Marc 
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1986) when lie was at Mettray. This reference to tile fifteen year old Genet then appears 
to be confirmed on tile first page of tile text in a phrase analysed above ('le gosse que 
j, etais a quinze ans' p. 9). However, I hope to show in 3.5.2 how tile numeral specificity 
of the age is not of prinle importance. Fifteen in this context simply illeans 'young' just 
as in modern interpretations of the synoptic gospels the phrase 'forty days' is understood 
to mean 'a long tinle'. In sum, then, the three links between Jean Genet (1910-1986) and 
the autobiographer in this prefatory note added in 195 1, despite being open to criticism, 
lead the reader of Miracle to expect a straight autobiography in tile way that Journal had 
been read in its public edition from 1949 onwards. 
Let Lis now consider two further manifestations of the link between subjective 
feelings in Miracle and the autobiographical sutýject. These two examples are interesting Zý 
because, while language consciousness usually foregrounds the possibilities of language 
as a medium for communication (speculating oil the prodUCtion and tile reception of a 
passage of text, or the text as a whole), these examples describe the failure or non- 
activation of language (in particular poetic and explicitly fictional language). In both cases 
poetic language concerns the narrator's ability to embellish otýjects or actions by the Use 
of metaphor which aggrandises the narrator or inibues what lie sees with eroticism which 
is attractive to him. 
Tile black maria ('le panier a salade') is described in one of the seven references 
to the arrival at Fontevrault in the opening of the text, or rather, the autobiographical 
subject examines how his experience of the vehicle has been denuded of a charm 
('d6shabille de ce charme p. 12) that it had when lie first had occasion to ride in it. 
At that time the charm transformed it, 'faisait de lui tine voiture d'exil, tin wagon fOU de 
grandeLir [ ... I' (p. 12). In the writing present, however, there is a sense of loss and what 
he is left with is described in a single-sentence paragraph: 'C'est ]a, en entrant dans la 
voiture cellulaire, qUeje nie sentis ýtre devenLI tin visionnaire exact, d6sencliant6' (p. 12). 
The exactitude in the quotation above recalls the avowed aim of Pompe. v (3.4.2) 
Barbezat oil 8th May or April 1944 from Fontevrault: 'Je terilline ici mon livre. Uendroit 
ne pouvait etre mieux choisi. Tout ni'6voque... ' (Lettres ei Olga et Marc Barbezat, p. 90). This is also mentioned by Edinund White (1993, pp. '188-2.89) who writes that no 
stay in Fontevrault is noted in Genet's 'precisely documented prison record' (p. 289). White adds that 'much of Genet's authority as the narrator of Miracle depends on the 
veracity of his personal account' (p. '2)89). 1 would armie that the autobiographical subject 
cannot be reduced to Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
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which was to 'dire la gloire de Jean D. ' (p. 9) and it is significant that this stated 
* 
aim is 
also accompanied in Pomlmv by a problematic relationship between the narrator and 
language: 'Wannioins, dans nion esprit lamentable, illogique et de plus en plus port6 vers e) &) 
le vague, ces deux mots (p. 10). In a later reappraisal of the avowed aini the 
narrator clarifies his initial approach to his subject: 'A propos de ce 116ros qUe fut Jean 
D., j'aurais voulu parler encore stir un toil pr6cis, le niontrer en citant les faits et les 
dates' (p. 103). This quotation thus invokes tile history of a character (who was also a 
real person) in a manner which is similar to tile personal history of the autobiographer 
in Miracle. 
Tile second example of the failure or tile non-occurrence of poetic language is 
more marked, although it also concerns -a reference to tile black maria four pages after L- C) 
the one quoted above. Here tile subject attempts in vain to recall a Youth who boarded 
the vehicle with him: 'iliais alors queje voudrais orner ilia d6solation avec son souvenir, 
in'attarder stir son visage, il me fuit' (p. 16). The subject then succeeds in recalling tile C> 
movements made by the youth in order to be chained to an older and stronger man, but 
he is soon tired (je suis vite lass6', p. 16). 1 quote the sentence which follows: 
'D6velopper ce fait bref [ ... ] n%kjoute rien ý sa connaissance, d6truit plut6t le charnie de 
]a fulgurante nianoeuvre' (p. 16). Tile futility of tile verb 'developper' here accords with 
that of the verb 'orner' in the quotation above. The second quotation maintains that it is 
sufficient to know a fact; to develop it is to destroy its charill. We recall that tile first 
reference to the black illaria analysed above also referred to tile loss of charni ('desilabiII6 
de son charnie', p. 12) and subsequently the autobiographical subject described himself 
as an exact visionary Cun visionnaire exact', p. 12). 
Both these examples, added to tile autobiographical foundations laid in the 
prefatory note and oil the first page of the text, confirm the exact, unitary, historical and LI 
prosaic nature of tile autobiographical subject. These examples of i naugu ration, 
consecration and consolidation -are reprodUced at tile level of the content of tile text in the 
repeated references to ýarrival' in the opening of tile text. The linear progress of the Cý 
narrative is thus interpolated into a series of returns to tile beginning and to tile arrival 
which is examined from many different perspectives. 
3.5.3 Language Coil sciousness as a Nlarginalised and Marginalising DiSCOUrse 
It is important to note that the personal circuit between tile autobiogmphical subject and 
the speculation on experience does not exhaust tile narrative possibilities of Miracle. The 
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personal circuit is occasionally broken and language consciousness is found at the 
moments where it is interrupted or weak. 
We have alread seen that there are no language coil sciou sness passages in the y r. ) 0 
first twenty pages of Miracle. What does tile apparent incompatibility between language 
consciousness and foundational autobiooraphy tell us about language consciousness in 
Miracle? Perhaps language consciousness has effects which are contradictory to the 
autobiographical subject; that is to say that it works in a way contrary to tile exact, 
unitary, historical and prosaic autobiographical subject. Indeed, it could be advanced that 
language consciousness works fi)i- language and against consciousness, especially if C:. r-1 
consciousness presents itself as self-sufficient and unitary. In this section I propose to 
examine how language consciousness marginalises the self-sufficiency of tile 
autobiographical subject. This would suggest that language consciousness is parasitic, 
only able to exist once the autobiographical sutýject has been grounded and that it is not C, t: - 
able to solidify and then supplant tile sutýject. 
The language conscious passage beginning 'Je vais tenter (1'6crire ce que me fut t) 1) r, C, 
Harcanione F (P. 20) is not distinguished froill the rest of the text by a typographical Cý &- 
convention; it is simply cast at the beginning of a paragraph which would appear to be L, Lý 
no different from any other in Alb-acle. However, this first language conSCiOLIS passage Z!, Cý 
is different from tile opening of tile text. It continues: et, a travers lui, ce que me 
ftirent Divers, et Bulkaen surtout que jaime encore et qui ni'indique finalernent mon 
destin' (p. 20). It is here that tile autobiographical subject is displaced temporarily 
because there is speculation oil the way language and writing mediate experience. Not 
only that but Harcamone, who is like a historical entity during tile opening of the text, 
is also different because lie is tile main element connecting tile prisons of Fontevrault and 
Mettray. In this passage lie also performs an expressly fictional ftinction by mediating the 
narnes of other characters such as Divers and Bulkaen. What is more, there is a spiral 
of mediation in tile lines that follow. Bulkaen, one of tile characters who conles to tile 
narrator through Harcanione, indicates the narrator's destiny to the narrator. Tile narrator 
then sketches a cosmology in which Bulkaen is referred to as 'le doigt de Dieli'142 and 4! 5 
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The formulation is borrowed from the French Bible: Exode 9,14-15: 'Les poux etaient 
stir les hoinmes et stir les animaux. Et les magiciens dirent A Pharaon: C'est le doigt. de 
Dieu! ' (La Sainte Bible, Paris, Soci6t6 bib] i que franqaise, (no date) [nouvelle edition 
d'apres ]a tra(ILICtiOll de Louis Segond]). 
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Harcanione as God. However, the important aspect of language consciousness here, is 
that tile cosmology is sell-*createtl: 'Cie parle de ce ciel que je me cr6e et auquel. je me 
voue corps et Alm)% Dedicating oneself to a personal heaven and having one's destiny 
dictated by one of the characters sent from this personal heaven is Of COLirse not the 
opposite of autobiography - it has elements common to it, such as circularity, which we 
saw as a feature of the opening of AM-acle. However, there are two significant :n 
differences here. First, tile narrator describes himself as receiving something (his 
destiny). Secondly, references to mediation abound, not only between the 
autobiographical subject and his experience but also between one element of that 
experience (Harcanlone) and others (Divers and Bulkaen). Therefore, althOLIgh the 
prefatory note (Harcanloile, quil a connu jadis') and tile opening ('Setil, Harcanlone 
avait dte avec moi ý Mettray'; pp. 19-20) give tile impression that Harcamone is tile 
unique single link between Mettray and Fontevrault, it transpires that both Bulkaen and 
Divers were also inniates there. They are both subsequently 'recognised' by tile narrator 
within tile space of four pages. "' It illust be stressed that this apparent inconsistency 
is not a case of the autobiographical subject deliberately leading the reader astray. It does 
not belong to the domain of discursivity -at all, in which inconsistencies are judged 
negatively as failures in argumentation. Tile autobiographical subject call never be 
untouched by such a profusion of references to mediation. Tile autobiographical subject 
passes away, but its passing is not a perillanent death in the sense of tile terni in the 
empirical world; in due course tile subject will return. It is more apt to describe the 
autobiographical sutýject as an opposition between tile discourses of the opening and tile 
rest of the text. The first discourse, concerning. Harcamone, appears to be based on fact 
and experience and is governed by the verb 'connaitre'. The second, concerning Bulkaen 
and Divers, is a much more creative process of recognition (governed by the verb 
6reconnaltre') which is concerned not only with a recollection of the past but also with 
143 
'Bulkaen ne descendait jamais a la Salle de Discipline Mettray, oý il passa, sa LI jeunesse, nous enivrait I'mi et I'autre, et 11OLIs r6unissait, nous confondait dans les m6mes 
vapeurs du souvenir Wheures exquises' (p. 5 1) and 'S'il avait 6t6 au repos pendant qu'il 
commandait ]a manoeuvre je Waurais pas reconnu le visaLge du pr6v6t [ ... ] etje reconnus Divers' p. 54. 
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the fictional possibilities created by the recognition at the molnent which it occurs-144 
This sort of use of language coil sciou sness ftindarnentally changes our 
interpretation of the text. However, we must not lose sight of tile fact that language 
consciousness, occurring as it does in well-delinlited passages and not active all the tirne, 
is a rnarainal discourse. The end of the first language consciousness passage on page 
twenty of Mii-acle demonstrates this marginality because it is linked to a documentary- 
style account of armed members of the public hunting for escaped child-inniates from 
Mettray. 14 -' Here is tile link: 'Par Harcanione, Divers et Bulkaen, je vais encore revivre 
Mettray qui fut nion enfance. ' Although there is no overt typological difference here, the 
names are being used in a sense slightly different from language consciousness concerned 
with mediation (and quoted above). Tile names mediate tile autobiographical subject's (it 
is appropriate to return to this appellation now that we have returned to autobiography) 
experience of his past. There is no reference to language or writing and concrete 
experiential verbs are employed ('revivre' and 'retrouver'). 
We have seen an oscillation of the autobiographical subject in this first language 
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Terence Cave also explores variOLIS fictional possibilities of recognition in the 
introduction of his book: Recognitions (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1988) pp. 1-9. In 
Miracle, tile verb 'reconnaitre' is used in relation to Harcanione outside tile opening and 
its autobiographical foundations. Indeed it is used in one of the most oneiric moments in 
tile text: tile first miracle of tile rose when Harcanione's chains turn to flowers. It OCCLirs 
in tile PILIperfect sutýjunctive, a mood which conveys a sense of this event as part of an 
improbable imaginary and gratuitous hypothesis: 'conime si Harcamone e6t reconnu 
Genet et que je fusse ]a cause de soil atroce 6moi (p. 16). 
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The documentary account begins in the subsequent paragraph with the words: 'Se peut-il t, rý que le monde ait ignoi-6 ]existence de trois cents enfants 1'endroit le plus beau L_ a de ]a plus belle TouraineT In Mii-aclc the account could be sunimarised by tile following 
words: 'chasse ý 1'enfant' (which do occur in it). These words would have been known 
to the majority of contemporary readers oil account of tile revolt by inniates of tile Belle- 
Isle [sic] childrens' penitentiary oil 27th August 1934 (a short article in The Thne. v of 29th 
August 1934 describes how 'fifty-six boys, inniates of Belle Ile [sic] Reformatory, 
attacked their guards while assembled in the dining hall [ ... ] and escaped into tile country 
... ]. Tile guards and local inhabitants immediately or4gailised search parties, remaining 
out all night, captured 47 of the fugitives, tile other nine are still at liberty. ' p. 9). The 
words 'chasse a I'enfant' also forill tile title of a 1936 poem oil tile same subject by 
Jacques Pr6vert (set to music by Joseph Kosma. See Album Jacque. v Newt, Paris, Gallimard, 199'2) p. 119). The poem is reprinted in tile Collection Pamle. v (Paris, 
Gallimard, 1993, first published in 1949) pp. 86-87. 
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conscious passage in AM-m-le. The subJect first waned under the influence of mediation 
and then waxed again. I argue that this oscillation is enabled by the mediating function L, 
of language coil sci ou sness, so language coil sci ousness is not simply a counter-discourse 
to autobiography in its most traditional sense. Autobiography will return before and after C) 0 
the language conscious passages that will be analysed in this Subsection. However, the 0 
relativisation and maminalisation of autobiography by language consciousness means that Zý Cý r) C, 
self-sufficient autobiography is but one tone in tile text rather than the master discourse. 
Language consciousness too is a tone which is even less prominent, but it is worthy of k> 4> 
being the central focus of the present discussion because it is a relativising and a 
relativised discourse: it relativises other discourses and relativises itself. 
What more can be said about language consciousness as a tone? If we t. L, 
acknowledge that as a tone it cannot take the place of tile narrator and thus cannot be 
embodied, its attributes will be of -a linguistic and stylistic order, rather than the 
characteristics of a person. This linguistic and stylistic understanding of language 
consciousness is important from the start of tile text onwards: tile first language conscious 
passage ill Miracle includes the verb '6crire', thus foregrounding tile language in which 4n 
the narrator will write: 'Je vais tenter d'ecrire ce que me fut Harcarnone (p. 20). 
Let us now consider language conscious passages after tile opening of Miracle; r-I r, 
they draw attention to tile possibilities that other discourses offer for tile writing of 
Mettray and Fontevrault. The most important of these discourses are: poetry, speeches, 
letters, lists, songs and popular fiction and even film. The language conscious passage 
in each case introduces a citation from or reference to each one, thus integrating these 
different discourses (or genres) into tile text in ternis of what each can offer for the 
writing of both prisons. Let us take first the apparently incongruous example of a list of 
nanies: 
Fontevrault, conlille Mettray, pourrait s'6crire par une longue liste de ces couples 
form6s par des noms: 
Botchako et Bulkaen. 
Sillar et Venture. 
Rocky et Bulkaen. 
Deloffre et Toscano. 
MOLIfine et Monot. 
Lou-6-POint-du-Jour et Jo. 
Divers et Moi. 
Bulkaen et Moi. 
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Rocky et Moi. "' 
This quotation opens the possibility that Fontevrault and Mettray can be written as a list 
of couples. This possibility (toes not then remain abstract and unfulfilled, tile list of 
COLIPles duly follows. If we look more closely at the list, we see that certain names 
(Rocky and Bulkaen) occur more than once-, therefore the representation of Mettray and 
Fontevrault in the list entails a certain degree of shifting and disturbance of the couples I-- Zý 
which compose them. This is confirmed by their representation in the rest of the text. 
Another way of understanding tile repetition of nanies is a certain promiscuity and 
doubling of the names of Rocky and Bulkaen in particular. That it to say that these two 
naines are part of two different couples simultaneously. Yet another possibility is that 
some of the couples relate to Fontevrault and tile others to Mettray. However, this last 
possibility is almost completely exClUded when tile subscribers' edition of Miracle is 
consulted because it developed entire subplots set in Fontevrault with couples in the list 
whose relationship is not elaborated in tile public edition of the text. "' in sum, then, 
the list is an attempt to write Fontevrault and Mettra . However, I suggest that this y C)1-5 
attempt at writing the prisons is also incomplete: Harcanione is missing from the list and tl 0 
tile capitalised disjunctive pronoun WoP is ail example of a 'name' which is completely 
opaque. 
This raises tile question of relativisation. It might be considered preposterous that 
the above list could ever summarise Mettray and Fontevratilt. This possibility takes two 
things for granted (two things which t1iril out to be not sure at all). The first is that the Zý 
reference to Mettray and Fontevrault above is automatically a reference to the experience 
of tile prisons by the autobiographical subject, of the boy aged fifteen and tile man aged 0 t: 1 ID 
thirty. However, what if Mettray and Fontevrault were being considered as no more than 




This happens in the case of Toscano and Deloffre (four substantial references pp. 174-5, 292,412 and 459), Rocky and Hersir (three substantial references pp. 333,367 and 373) 
and the mysterious character called Jo-la-Voix-d'Or (fifteen references pp. 145,146,15 1, 221,224,228,263,270,308,318,330,3622,405,477 and 479). All page references in this note are to tile subscribers' edition of tile text. 
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it is no lonaer one dimensional. Fontevrault and Mettra thus have tile potential to C) y 
ftinction in a manner similar to Rocky and Bulkaen in tile main body of tile list who are 
doubled and pronliscuous. The second thing taken for granted regards the possibility that 
a list can suniniarise Mettray and Fontevrault (understood as prisons now). What the 
whole quotation does in raising the possibility of such a summary by a list is to question 
tile notion of suninlary as a whole. That is to open tile possibility of such an apparently 
limited formal device as a list suninlarising or being able to write Fontevrault and 
Mettray. Just as in the case of nuilliple dedications in Notre-Dalne and several different 
characters or issues being described as tile goal of the text of Miracle"' tile possibility 
of sunimary is but one of niany. Tile reason that it is made -at all is that the specific form 
of the fixed list of couples (which as we have seen has a certain amount of internal 
fluidity) is equallyas valuable as tile others. It could be argued that instead of improbably 
suggesting how Mettray and Fontevrault could be suninlarised by the list of tile couples' 
names, the sentence which introduces tile list simultaneously introdUces a particular 
discourse (the summary) and sets its limits. 
3.5.4 Complex Poetry 
It is possible to distinguish poetry in Miracle from language conscious passages in a 
concrete way. That is to say, between the prose text and fragments of verse which are 
quoted within it. "' However, this subsection (toes not foreground verse quotations, but 
rather looks at tile overlap between language consciousness and poetry in tile way that 
language conscious passages refer to a discourse called poetry. These passages frequently 
contain the ternis 'po6sie, 'po6tique', *poNe', 'poeme' and 'chant' (p. 26). 
There are precedents for this approach; we have already seen the overlap between 
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Other summaries are analysed in detail in tile course of this section. They include a 
reduction of the book to tile liberation of the autobiographical subject from a state of 
torpor (p. 39) and tile proposition that Harcamone is (lie sublime goal of the book (p. 
56). 
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A significant seven stanza poem about Harcamone and his penis was excised from the 
subscribers' edition of the text (p. 318). There are also prison solirgs transcribed on pp. 
188-189 and the following reference to Le Comlal? W (1 111011: '(1 ... ] c'est Bulkaen que j'avais pr6vu au milieu des fougeres, quand j'6crivis le "Condamn6 a mort") (p. 142). 
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poetry and language consciousness in Querelle (see: 3.2.3; Gil and Poetry) and in 
PoInpes (3.4.4) where a key language conscious passage (pp. 103-104) developed a 
tentative distinction between two modes of fiction: the novel and poetry. This distinction 
was personified in the figures of tile 'romancier' and the 'poete' each of whom exert 
different demands oil the text: the former, principally in terms of exactitude and the latter 
in terms of an almost obsessive repetition of emotionally charged characters and tl 
situations. 
Poetry in Mii-acle is another factor in tile relativisation of autobiography because 
it provides ail additional category which, although it appears to undercut the 
autobiographical subject at first, actually co-exists with it. Poetry, therefore, relativises 
autobiography by infection or miscegenation rather than by straight Substitution in a given 
number of cases. Indeed, tile autobiographical subject never calls himself an 
autobiographer (although there are several references to tile mode of his vision which 
were discussed in 3.5.2 and which could be sunlinarised in the phrase 'visionnaire exact' 
(p. 12)). -(' There are, however, at least four occasions when the noun 'poete, is used 
in language Consciousness passages which also have a strong touch of the 
autobiographical subjject. I have chosen to present two of them; one is ail excision from 
the subscribers' edition and tile other is from the public edition. "' 
One of the most interesting of these occasions is a parenthesis excised from the 
subscribers' edition of tile text where the first person narrator, attempting to become an 
authentic autobiographical subject, assures the reader as to tile veracity of the name of b 
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Some examples of this mode of vision: 'Je vis la prison conline petit la voir Wimporte 
quel voyou, c'est tin cachot ou j'enrage cNtre enferm6, illais aujourd'hiii, stir le nitir dLI 
mitard, au lieu de lire: "Jean le TatOLIV, tine ilia] formation des lettres grav6es dans le 
platre ille fait d6chiffrer: "Jean le Tortur6"' (p. 35); Teus Vinipression de sortir d'une 
caverne peuplee (Ntres merveilleLIX, que I'm devine PILIt6t [ ... ], pour entrer dans tin espace luillineux oti chaque chose West que ce qu'elle est, sans prolongement, sans 
atira. [... ] Di6vetue de ses ornements sacr6s, je vois nue la prison, et sa nudit6 est cruelle. 
Les d6tentis ne sont que de pauvres gars aLIX dents rong6es par le scorbut, courb6s par I la nialadie' (p. 43); 'Au d6but de ce livre, j'ai parle d'une espece de d6senchantement de 
]a prison. 11 s'op6rait a meSUre que j'examinais les delinquants et les crinlinels avec le 
seLd regard de ]a raison pratique' (p. 149). 
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The other two are found on pp. '290 and 3612. Tile subscribers' edition contains four 
further references on pp 91,2693,415 (quoted in 3.3.5. ) and 456. 
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an inniate at Mettray: 
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Larochedieu (une fois pour toutes, jaffirme que ces nonis sont exacts et qu'ils 
furent illes camarades tous ces gosses dont je parle ici, je prononce le serment 
solennel, et que Pon ine croie car les poNes croient au ciel et le redoutent, que 
j'ai, de quinze a dix-huit ans v6cu cette vie prodigieuse). 152 
This passage is interesting because at the very moment when the first person singular 
narrator attempts to enforce his own authorit regarding the name LarochedieLl, lie brings y L, rý 
into play a character (tile poet) Which Could lead the reader to suspect that the name is 
a fiction, chosen for its own beauty. It is a paradox that at tile very moment of an attempt 
to gain inaximum authority and credibility with the reader, tile narrator names himself, 
calling himself a poet. The co-existence in this passage of the first person singular 
narrator striving for authenticity and tile poet indicates that there might indeed be a Z!, 
relationship between them. 
Let us briefly examine another occurrence of tile noun 'poNe' to see whether this 
relationship can be elaborated. The following passage is part of the pre-empting of the 
narration of tile killing of the little girl and tile prison guard by Harcanione, for which C5 L- v.:, 
he is first sentenced to prison and then to death. "I After these killings are 
acknowledged (they are narrated later) there is the following passage: 0 Cý 1-n 
Ainsi dans la vie certains actes. Les fautes parfois - qui sont des faits - font surgir ]a po6sie. Beaux ces faits Wen sont pas moins un danger. 11 ille serait difficile - 
et impoli - d'exposer ici 1'examen mental d'Harcamone. Je suis p&te en face de 
ces crimes [... 1154 
This passage begins as the last one ends with a reference to life ('vie). It must not be r) 
forgotten that we are dealing here with a siniulacrL1111 of life in both cases (that is to say 
with life mediated by language). This passage, though it lacks tile vigorous vocabulary 4: 1 b z: -:, t: - 
of the preceding one (J'affirme, je prononce'), nonetheless attempts to close down a 
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p. 299; subscribers' edition. 
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particular line of enquiry regarding tile killings which havejust been acknowledged. That 
mode of enquiry is forensic and judicial; it Would seek to establish Harcallione's 
motivation and niotive for these killings (in using the term 'killing' I have tried to L, 
reproduce the amorality in tile passage, an issue which has already been examined as part 
of the gestural representation of death in 2.3.7. ). Tile words 'll me serait difficile [ ... ], 
occur at the precise moment of tile refusal by the first person narrator to set out 
Harcamone's mental examination. This refusal is grounded in both a personal incapacity 
and a subjective matter of decorum which are paradoxically presented in an impemonal 
construction. However, the source of tile authority is revealed immediately afterwards as 
the first person narrator pleads in his defence that lie is a poet. The poet has other 
concerns-, the passage continues: ' et je ne puis dire qu'une chose, Cest que ces crimes 
libererent de tels effluves de roses qu'il en restera parfuin6, et son souvenir et le souvenir 
de son s6jour ici, jusqu'aux plus recul6s de nos jours' (p. 59). 
In the light of these two passages it seems that tile poet and tile autobiographical 1- 0 
subject are linked. It might have been assumed that they were fundamentally 
incompatible, the first concerned with tile linguistic repetition of emotionally charged 
characters and situations and the second with the exact representation of the facts as is 
the case in Pompm. In Alil-acle, however, the autobiographical subject, in moments when 
it wants to use its own authority or eniphasise its own truthfulness, does not invoke itself; 
it does not name itself, but names another, tile poet. This is because the autobiographical 
subject bases the appeal oil something which is undetermined (in the sense that it does 
not have a history or a body) but which is close to tile text in a way that the 
autobiographical subject cannot be because it carries tile baggage of personal history. 
What the autobiographical subject is in fact doing is recognising tacitly and pragmatically 
that the highest instance within tile text is a textual instance - undetermined in all other 
respects. 
3.5.5 COIICILISiOnS 
The introduction to this section noted tile importance of redefining autobiography in the 
case of Miracle. This redefinition uses tile marginalising function of language 
consciousness to look back at the text and relativise autobiocrapily in the way that it is 
traditionally conceive(l. We have seen that early theorisations of autobiography have been 
quite content to present it as something unitary which seanilessly links subjectivity and 
text, that is to say, something which links tile individual aUthor to tile work. This has Llý 
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been the rationale for attempts at defuling autobiography as a genre. Recently (post 1980 
and especially post 1985), in connection with tile impact of Jacques Derrida's works on 
contemporary philosophical, literary critical and cultural debates, the problenlatic status 
of autobiography has increasingly conle to be recognised. '-'-' Tile reasons for this are 
manifold but can be attributed in part to tile incommensurability between subjectivity and 
text. 
In his Deri-N(i mul Autobiography (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1995) which is both ail assessment of Derrida's works oil and of autobiography as well 
as a re-evaluation of tile importance of redefined autobiography in philosophical texts, t) 
Robert Smith considers autobiography to be more 'continuent, 'erratic' and 'deregulated' V.: ý L- 
than subjectivity. Regarded in this way, autobiography has a specific ironic role to play C71 4ý 
in relation to Smith's investigation of reason in philosophical texts. I agree with Smith's 
redefinition of autobiography. However, tile present detailed discussion of one specific 
autobiographical work dictates its own requirements. 
It is a convention of the present thesis that the notation Jean Genet (1910-1986) 
is used to refer to the real Jean Genet, as distinct froin the many and various narrative 
manifestations of subjjectivity. Thus, when plausible dates are used in tile opening of 
Miracle (and repeated within the text)"' the reader is led to believe that tile 
autobiographer is identical to the narrator, who, in turn is identical to tile main character. 
The assumption is that these three form links in a strong chain. This would be the 
traditional concept of autobiography first sketched b Philippe Lejeune in Le Pacte y 
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Autobiography can be said to have been an issue in Derrida's works since Of 
Grammatologic (Paris, Les tditions de minuit, 1967); however, there is always a delay 
in tile inflUence of texts permeating outside their professed domains (usually considered 
to be principally philosophy and literary criticisill in Derrida's case). Therefore although 
Derrida's more autobiographical texts (late from the mid-seven ties (GI(is - Paris, Galil6e, 1974 - for example shares its (late of publication with Lejeune's Le Pacte 
autobi(ýqraj)hique) it was not until tile eighties that many of their implications for tile 
theory of autobiography were realised. This process has continued in the present decade 
with the publication of Tirconfession' (in Jacques Deri-Na, Paris, Iftditions du Seuil, 
1991) which is recognisable as more conventionally autobiographical while problemati sing 
autobiography at tile same time. Z3 
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For example in 3.5.4 the first passage where the subject refers to himself as poet and the 
passage quoted in 3.5.2. where lie says 'le gosse que j'6tais A quinze ans' (p. 9). 
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autobiographique (Paris, tditions du Settil, 1975). 
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However, I would suggest that, despite appearances, we are not dealing with 
absolute equivalence here. Tile autobiographical subject is not co-terininous with Jean rý- 
Genet (1910-1986). However, tile challenge for this conclusion is how to phrase and L- 
describe the difference between tile -autobiographical subject and Jean Genet (1910-1986) 
and the role that language conscious passages play in artiCLIlating this difference. 
The difference could be most straightforwardly described in ternis of a difference 
of representation. In Alii-aclc tile reader reads the representations of feelings and feels 
through reading which is different from (and emphatically not inferior to) experiencing 
feelings in the empirical world. Derrida's understanding of the difference would give a 0 
special mediating role to what lie calls '6critUre'). "I Smith also refers to tile work of 
Michael Ryan as representative of a certain type of Marxist criticism which would argue 
that: 'Marxism, like deconstruction, would question Lqjjeune's founding axioni which 
posits the sub ect of autobiography as isolatable, constitutive and self-identical' (quoted J Cý 
in Smith op. cit.; p. 56). "' All of these cases have the same result: autobiography 
4gives off tile effects of finitude' (Smith, p. 7). 
We have already seen that the autohiouraphical subject is grounded and founded I" 
in tile opening of Alii-acle. Dates are used to great effect in the manner of objective 
historical discourse before tile text (in tile prefatory note - which we have seen was added 
in tile preparation of the public edition of tile text) and after the text in the words: Ta 
Santd. Prison de Tourelles, 1943' (1). 376). These dates appear to situate the 
autobiographical sutýject and the atithor Jean Genet (1910-1986) in the saine time 
continuum in which historical events are placed and which we share in 1997,54 years 
later. The date of 1943 as ail end marker seenis to take oil a unique value as it is 
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Cf. Jacques Derrida U&-riture (, t /(I (IURrence (Paris, t-ditions du Seuil, 1967) pp. 293- 339 'Freud et ]a scene de 1'6criture'. Smith -ainis to revitalise autobiography by means 
of a new determination through writing' (1). 7). Ll tlý 
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Original reference: Michael Ryan, 'Self-evidence' Diacritics (June 1980), 10,14. 
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(discounting the prefatory note because it is an addition)"' tile only date which is 
printed in connection with tile main body of tile text which functions in this way. 
However, this marker of certainty is not without its problems. For instance, the opening 
of the text, as we have seen, concerns the autobiographical subject's arrival at C> 
Fontevrault. Moreover, there are many references in the rest of tile text to the subject's 
continued incarceration at Fontevrault -and to his writing his book in that location. "" 
These many references within tile text are in direct contradiction to one date and two 
places which follow it. They appear to indicate that Jean Genet (1910-1986) was in a 
different place. What status do the final references to (late and to the places have after 
this comparison? It is now possible to understand how a marker of certainty has tile 
potential to undermine any remaining belief in the link between objective historical 
discourse an(] tile autobiographical subject and how tile subject is sent tumbling into the 
realms of fiction, which is of course where it belongs, as part of what Smith calls the 
problematics of a narrative of the subject' (1). 57). 
Regarding Derrida's fragmentary and self-problenlatising writing about himself t5 42,0 
in Ch-cmife. vsion, Smith writes: '[tllle only way to keep memory is not to keep it to 
oneself, nor to 'keel) oneself to oneself'. Ail intercalated style, unique but never entirely 
one's own, imposes itself upon tile autobiographer' (1). 45). Froill tile preceding 
discussion we can see that this description can apply to all of Mji-acle which contains 
language conscious passages, that is to say all of tile text bar tile first twenty pages. 
Smith's description could be criticised as a meaningless paradox; but the potential 
opposites in the phrase: 'unique but never entirely one's own' do not cancel each other 
OLIt. Sinith is affirming that it is possible for ail autobiographical text (now understood 
in its new multiple sense) to correspond to both potentially opposite elements in the 
159 
The note is the only example of Jean Genet (1910-1986) apparently referring to himself 
outside his texts in tile third person as ail 'author. This perhaps gives reason to suspect 
that the note was added by the editors at Gallinlard dUring the preparation of the public 
editions. 
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'[ ... ] qui me conduisit Wabord en cellule (IC I)III'litiOn OLI j'ai commenc6 ]a r6daction de 
ce r6cit' (p. 49); '[ ... ] j'avais commenc6 la redaction de ce livre stir les feLlilles blanches 
qu'on me remettait pour ]a confection de sacs en papier. ' (p. 55) and 'Alors que j'6cris 
cette nuit, Vair efincelle' (1). 101). 
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phrase. Language consciousness call help us to apply Smith's apparently absurdly 
paradoxical description to Miracle. 
We have seen how language consciousness is a niarginalised and margi nal i sing 
discourse, and an important aspects of this is that it is not active at all times. However, 
when it is active it draws attention to how it is represented ill language (to its specific 
syntax, genre and tone), and to the way that they mediate experience. Ill this sense 
language Consciousness can be said to be exquisitely fictional because it draws attention 
to ways in which experience is not self-sufficient. Language consciousness marginalises 
autobiography, but does not take its place. It is in language conscious passages that the 
reader realises that writing and reading of tile text is dependent oil different people and 
that language is the connection between them. " Even thOU"ll the autobiographical 4: 1 Z: - t: 1 
subject goes on to reassert itself (such as ill the 'liberation episode')"' it cannot escape b 
the language Conscious passave which preceded it. After page twenty and the first Lý 
language conscious intervention the autobiographical subjject cannot assert itself in the 
same manner as in the opening of tile text (that is unique because it is not preceded by 
a language conscious passage). In this way language consciousness has a cumulative 4ý t) 4n tn 
influence much greater than the total number of words that it occupies in the text would 
suggest. 
Towards the end of the text there are increasingly inventive means used to re- J-15 
establish tile autobiographical sutýject's singularity. For instance a page is hea-ded with 
tile following words in block capitals: 'JE PRENDS LA PEINE A MON COMPTE ET Cý 
JE PARLE' (p. 344). At one level, the aim, here is to create a direct confessional illode. 
Elsewhere, the narration of the execution by tile gobs of spit launched at his face by tile b 
other inmates 163 is enclosed in speech marks in ail attempt to enable the 
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It could be argued that a difference based oil function applies even when the author re- tý 
reads his or her own text because tile re-reading is necessarily more critical. 
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l ... ]je Wai votilu par ce livre qui niontrer l'experience illeilee de nia liberation d'un 'tat e de pýnible torpetir' (p. 39). 
163 
Tile gobs of spit are turned into roses in aI rail sformat i on reminiscent of the first miracle 
which does the same with the links of Harcanione's chains. The narrator then ctits off one 
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autobiographical sutýject to reclaim some sort of 'authentic' voice. However, it is a ripe 0 
paradox that the method used to attempt to annul the mediation of language is unique to 
written language: typography. Therefore there is no triumph of the poern over tile novel. tD 
The attempt at restoring singularity is in vain, the text is irredeemably plural. 
of the roses; 'la pr6figuration si st^ire de sa iliort' (p. 25). 4: 17, A. 
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3.6 Language Consciousness in Journal (lit volem, 
3.6.1 Introduction; the Specificity of Journal and tile Relevance of Jean-Patil Sartre's 
Foreword 
Journal is Jean Genet's most faillous prose work. This is partly because, although it was 
written as the last of tile five early texts, it was tile first work to be published in an 
edition accessible to tile general public, in 1949 (its publication history is discussed in 
1.5.1). However, the principal reason for its faille was the notoriety of Jean Genet (19 10- 
1986) himself at this thile, particularly in Left Bank intellectual circles. And Jounial is 
a work which appears to engage with aspects of Genet's life story most directly. " Its L- Z: 1 
faille has been durableand, perhaps more than -any other of Genet's works, it has become 
canonical and exemplary (both in terms of his oeuvre and in ternis of writing in French 
in general). 161 
What is more, during the first thirty-seven years since tile publication of Journal 
in a widely available edition (1949-1986), both critics and the public have been confident 
about tile limits of its relevance; this is indicated by tile fact that only one article devoted 
to the text was published before 1986.1" These limits were established by Saint Genet 
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This engagement WOUld seem to be evident from its title alone, althOLIgh Jean-Paul Sartre 
suggests in his foreword, that Jout-nal marks itself out from autobiography. This text is 
the only work of Genet's early prose fiction with a foreword written by another writer. 
Sartre, who had yet to begin Saint Genct, comMien et manyi% is extremely concise here 
Oust over 300 words). Oil the question of autobiography lie writes: 'Son autobiographie 
West pas Line autobiographie and 'Ses souvenirs ne sont pas des SOLIvenirs (no 
page ref. ). 
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Among the corpus Of illUstrative quotations in Le Roben Nectronique, there are 262 frorn 
Genet's work, illustrating all aspects of language use in French. 258 citations are taken tý, 0 1-n from the early prose fiction. of tilis number only 14 come froni Noti-e-Dame, 24 from 
Mh*acle, 45 from Querelle, 51 from Pomj)m and no less than 124 from Jom-iial. 
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Carlo Emilio Gadda, 'I] faut ýtre coupable - stir Genet' (1980). Only two other articles 
are not comparative and are three pages ]oil,, instead of two or less, they are by J. -J. Rinieri (1949) and D. SLItheriand (1964). Other articles appeared in newspapers and literary reviews (inany in 1965 accompanying tile publication of tile translation of Journal in tile United States of America and oneaccompailying tile German translation; see W. D. 
Heist (1962)). Cf. R. C. Webb (1982) pp. 1215-135 for summaries of the shorter articles. 
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(first published in article form in 1950) which call be described as the companion volunle 
to Journal. Saint Genct limits Journal in terills of Sartre's notion of 'Genet's' struggle 
to become a writer, after being disadvantaged by all illegitimate birth and by his choice In L- 
of a life as a thief and homosexual. In tile Introduction to tile present thesis Saint Genet 
is also described as Genet's autobiography as written by Sartre. This is because it 
simultaneously demonstrates a greater reliance on his version of Jean Genet's biography 
than Journal, as well as a significantly more complete treatment of 'Genet' the subject 
than Genet's text. It is perhaps because Sartre was already envisaging a detailed 0 Cýl 
autobiography of Genet in 1949 that lie refrains from using this term in his foreword to 
describe Journal. Whether this is or is not the case, we sliall be looking more closely at 
exactly how lie understands Genet's text in a moment. 
Of Course, 1986, the last year of tile interpretations of tile text determined by 
selective tise of the biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986) - in the rnanner of those written r. > 
by Bettina Knapp, Toni Faw Driver and Joseph McMahon which were reviewed in 1.4 - 
was also the last year of Jean Genet's life. The death of ail atithor tislially provokes a 
rettirn to his or her texts and critical responses to Jotirnal certainly benefitted froni being 
liberated froni tile concerns of biographical detail (after 1986 there was no longer the Cl 
possibility of tile critic being contradicted by Jean Genet (1910-1986), the living 
autobiographer). Consequently, criticism of Jounial tended to 16ecome more text-based 
and stistained in its disctission of tile fictional possibilities of lailgLiage in tile text 
(inchiding those which related to tile possibility of atitobiography). "' 0 
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Cf. C. Davis, 'Genet's Journal (lit volcul- and the Ethics of Reading" Fi-ench Studies, 
volume 48, number I (January 1994) 50-62.; D. Lloyd, 'Genet's Genealogy, European 
Minorities and the Ends of tile Canon' in Jail niollamed A. R. and Lloyd D. (eds. ), The 
Nature and Context ql'Minority Discourse, Oxford University Press, 1990, pp. 369-393; 
S. Meitlinger, 'LIrr6el de jouissance dans Le journal (lit voleur de Jean Genet', 
LittCrature 62 (May 1986) 65-74; M. Sheringliam, 'Experience and Narration in Journal 
A voleur' in Gibson R. (ed), Studies in Fl-ench Fiction in Honow- (? f Vivienne Mylne- 
London, Grant and CLItler, 1988, pp. 289-306 and D. H. Walker, 'Antecedents for 
Genet's Persona' in Keefe T. and Smyth E., (eds. ), Autobiogi-aphy and the Existential Self, Liverpool, Liverpool University Press, 1995, pp. 147-168. Tile first dissertations devoted to tile text were also submitted at this time: P. -M. Heron, La poetique de Jean. Genet dans Joul-nal (lit volem-, unpublished maitrise dissertation, University of Paris IV, 1990 and B. Unger, Jean Genet: 'Journal (lit volem-', le mythe dit sujet, 1111PLiblished 
maitrise dissertation, University of Valenciennes and of tile Hai naut-Cambr6sis, 1993. 
R-) 
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The present discussion of language coil sci ousness continues, in the same manner LI t, 
as the five recent articles and essays mentioned in tile last footnote, to disrupt the 
familiarity which is always associated with a fainous work. This will be achieved by 
critically interpreting Sartre's foreword, outlining a basic narrative structure of the text L, Cý 
and, principally, by elaborating and stretching tile notion of how it is autobiographical el 
(by means of lesser known passages). This final element is by far tile most complex and Cý 
demands tile most space here. It examines ]anguage C011SCiOLIS passages in terms of how Z11 4n 4"=ý 
they chart tile representation of sut1jectivity by language, how they reflect and contribUte 
to the changes in this subjectivity and how they interact with other notions such as 
morality, time, solitude and tile appellations with which the narrator refers to himself 
('voleur', '6crivain', 'poete, 'cr6ateur' and 'artiste'). 
In his foreword Sartre, linlits himself to two key themes in Joumal. He first 
presents '[Ile thenle inqui6tant du double' and then moves oil to the idea of the sacred in 
tile text. In summary, Sartre's brief note contains the promising suggestion that the iv 
representation of real events in the text is not straigghtforward; however, the idea of the L- 
sacred which Ile advances to explain this complexity is then linked, reductively once 
again, to a single true version of personal history. 
Let us now look at the foreword in niore deptli. For Sartre, doubling occurs at all 
levels in the text. First, between Genet'" and his image; however, the doubling also 
mirrors itself because when Genet sees himself reflected in others lie reveals to tile others 
something about themselves: [ ... ] il s'aperqoit et met 'au 
jour du m6ile coup leur PILIS 
profond secret'. The non-narcissistic perspective on doubling r. n. which transcends the 
personal circuit between the narcissist and his image" is one of Sartre's main 
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We have to assmile that Sartre is referring to Jean Genet (1910-1986). In 2.1.3 1 discuss 
how both tile complexity and tile imprecision of Sartre's argunientation in Saint Genet 
depend on the different ways in which lie uses tile proper name 'Genet'. In addition to 
Jean Genet (1910-1986), it also refers to tile narrator in tile early prose fiction, the 
characters, 'Genet's'j)our-soi at various st-aves in its development and 'Genet's' situation 
as an 01.1tsider in a social structure founded oil inheritance. 
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However, they are never completely self-sufficient because there is always a goddess (Aphrodite) or tile reader of tile nlyth looking, oil. 
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arguments in Saint Genct for the relevance of Genet's texts to others and to tile just 
person ('le juste'). In his foreword to Join-nal, Sartre makes a connection between 
reflective doubling (that is tile doubling of tile human being and his or her iniage)" 4n rý 
and autobiography. And it is at this point that lie is simultaneOLISly able to argue for the 
difference between Journal and other texts such as Michel de Montaigne's Euals. Sartre 
refers to Montaigne's enterprise schematically as: 'le projet bonlioninie et familier de se 
peindre'. Here Sartre introduces the notion that Genet is not familiar to himself (as Sartre 
believes Montaigne to be) and that Genet's truth (tile truth that lie writes) is sacred truth: 
'Bien Or il dit tout. Toute la verite, rien que ]a v&U: niais Cest la v6rit6 sacr6e. ' For 
Sartre, Genet's truth presupposes the reader's faith in a world view. 
Tile quotation above introduces tile concept of tile sacred which is the leitmotif in 
the rest of Sartre's foreword. How exactly is Sartre using this concept? In tile first 
instance it grounds the difference between writing in Journal and elements which are a 
feature of autobiographical texts. For instance, in relation to the objective (factual) 
history in the text, Sartre argues: 'vous croyiez qu'ii vous racontait des faits et vous vous 
apercevez SOUdain qu'il vous d6crit des rites [ ... 1'. 
Sartre turns away from Journal as a 
notation of tile experiences of a human being in the empirical world in a way with which 
I would agree (it is a way which accords with tile title of his Saint Genet, but which 
contradicts its critical practice anchored in Sartre's highly schematic version of the 
biography of Jean Genet (1910-1986); see 2- 1.3). However, Sartre does not develop his 
concept of tile sacred in detail. What lie does suggest is that Genet's lack of familiarity 
with himself produces a defanliliarised autobiography. Nonetheless, Sartre is careftil to 
leave open the possibility for truth which can be acceded to by tile reader: 'Si pourtant 
vous savez voir, ý la jointure, la ligne illince qui separe le nlythe enveloppant du illythe 
enveloppe, VOUS d6COLIvrirez ]a verit6, qui est terrible. ' Thus tile defamiliarisation is not 
complete because in these final words of the foreword, Sartre indicates that tile reader 
has access to truth. However, tile truth is not revealed to tile reader by a (divine) external 
agent; it is tile result of a discovery made by the reader. Immediately before the quotation 
above Sartre describes Genet's writing practice in tile following ternis: 'il parle de sa vie 
coninle tin evang6liste, en t6moin 6nlerveill6. --'- From this quotation it seems that 
Sartre 
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In the ternis of Sartrean philosophy this is the difference between 'pour-soi' and 'pour- 
autruP. 
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continues to adhere to the paradigill of tile life story, a paradigni problenlatised, but a 
paradigni nonetheless. While Sartre is correct to point to tile sacred in tile text, I would 
argue that it is too closely linked to tile revelation of tile truth in terms of a life story to 
accord with the way in which I hope to mark Jom-nal Out from autobiography in the 
present section. There are no direct references to the Gospels in Join-nal; I will argue that 
this text is a book with a chronological component which divorces itself from tile life 
history of ail individual (tile narrator), putting forward a poetic, visionary and non- 
objective view of tile world which is partially crystallised around two gratuitous 
hypotheses. The first is a sequel to Jow-nal called 'Une Affaire de illoeLirs' (which was 
never written) and tile second is the use of the text as a book of laws for the future of the 
narrator (who cannot transcend the text). 
At the start of the final paragraph of Journal (to which I will return in the 
Conclusion - 3.6.4) tile text is described in the following terms: 'HeroYs6, mon livre, 
devenu nia Genese, contient - doit contenir - les commandements que je ne saurais 
transgresser [ ... I' (p. 306). Here the text attributes to the 
first book of tile Old Testament, 
which is historical in tile fundamental sense of cosmogony, qualities of tile secon(I book, 
Exodus, which is principally a book of laws (containintc, laws, ordinances and the ten 
commandments). The text reads tile history in Genesis as juridical; both it and Journal 
become books of laws for tile future. 17 'A perceptive critic like Sartre could not fail to 
pick tip the reference to history. Indeed, there is a reference earlier in his foreword to 
the text as a 'cosmogonie sacree' - tile history of the creation of tile world. However, tile tn' 
juridical sense of this reference and the misreadinu of Genesis in Jow-nal are not V) 
elaborated by Sartre and they are overwritten by tile subsequent reference to personal 
history and Genet as the writer of his own Gospel in tile manner of Saint Jean (Genet). 
3.6.2 Narrative Frames: 'Les fýtes du bagne intime' 
We have already seen, most clearly in tile case of Noti-c-Dalne in 3.3, but. also in relation 
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We have already seen in 3.5 how Mii-aclc referred to Exodus in describing the character 
Bulkaen as 'le doigt de Dieu'. There is also a language C011SCiOLIS passage which includes 
speculation on ail alternative title for AM-acle; this pass-age also refers to Genesis twice: 'Un verset de la Genýse nous dit que: "Les enfants de Dieu, voyant que les filles des homilies etaient belles, prirent pour feninies celles qui leur avaient plu. " Et le livre d'Enoch: "Les anges se choisirent chacun une fenime (p. 192). CI 
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to Miracle in 3.5, ]low , in individual work- of Genet's early prose fiction has an 
elementary structure composed of a narrative frame which encloses the main body of the 
text. Journal also has a narrative frame and it is principally organised around the penal 
colony in Guyana as ail imagined emotional place"' (we recall that tile narrative frame 
of Non-e-Dame is organised around tile imprisoned narrator). The importance of this 
einotional element dictates the title of this subsection. 
In Journal tile narrative frame is distinguished from the main body of tile text in 
a clear typographical manner because there is a break between pages 13 and 14 of the 
'Collection Folio" edition of tile text. Tile concluding narrative frame is indicated by the 
extra blank line at the paragraph break oil page 305 of tile 'Collection Folio' text (also 0 tl 
found in tile subscribers' edition). In common with Noti-e-Dame and Mil-acle, the 
introductory narrative frame is much more developed than the COnClUding one. Here the 
former is five pages long and tile latter just over one page. '" tl> Cý LI 
Tile penal colony in GLIyana was tile destination of deportees from France and as 
such it has a particular place within tile penal history of tile Republic. However, it is not 
depicted in great detail in Jom-nal; there are no scenes in tile text which take place 
there. "' indeed, in tile introductory narrative frame it is described as defunct. 17' As 
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Many of the twenty five references to tile Guyana prison colony outside tile introductory 
narrative frame accord with tile understanding of it as an emotional locus. For example: 
'Ainsi nion trouble se prolonge-t-il jusqu'a cette r6gion de moi-m6iie: ]a Guyane' (p. C, 0 16). Guyana is the ultimate punishment because the narrator and the other characters risk 
being sent there if they commit a murder; see pp. 95 and 161 (see also pp. 289 and 292). 
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Michael Sheringliam (1988) suggests the following ffirther divisions: pp. 14-161,162-180 0 L- L- Cý (tile Lucien section) and 181-306 (Sheringliam, p. '61.91). All references are to the 
Collection Folio edition of tile text. As in tile case of my analysis of the narrative 
structure of Notre-Dame in 3.3.5, divisions of this sort are always approximate in Genet's 
early prose fiction. 
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In 1994 L'ArbalNe published Genet's incomplete film script and play called Le Bagne both of which are set in tile colony. I quote from Albert Dicily and Laurent Boyer's introduction to the text: 'I'lus clu'un lieu Welection, le bagne constitue sans doute le L- sanctuaire de Finlaginaire de Jean Genet. des fýtes secrNes du bagne qUi hanta Genet Cý durant environ quinze ans [1950 to 1964 inclusive], auquel il cons" acra des milliers de 
pages, usant et 6puisant tour a tour les fornies du poeme en prose, dU r6cit, d1i film, du th&re, sans qu'il ne r6ussisse ni ý le mener a publication ni ý l'abandonner totalernent' 
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a consequence, Guyana should be considered as a place in the iniagination which is not 
only tied to a visible historical reality or representation: 'Le bagne - noninions cet endroit z: 1 
du nionde et de 1'esprit [ ... I' (p. 305). Journal illustrates that tile word 'nionde' here 
is 
not understood principally in ternis of tile geography of the globe. 
Another example of the primacy of a location in the imagination occurs in a 
passage from the main body of the text, in which the narrator first refers to himself as 
a winged ginestra (genCt ai]6'), but then takes off and leaves tile planet altogether: 
De ]a planete Uranus, parait-il, I'atiliosphere serait si lourde que les fougeres sont 
rampantes Si ]a m6tenipsycose [the transmigration Of SOUIS] ni'accorde Line 
notivelle denieure, je choisis cette planNe maudite, je I'llabite avec les bagnards 
de ilia race. 116 
In addition, the role that the penal colony of Guyana plays in tile text raises the 
possibility that other locations such as Spain, however concrete their representation in the 
text, are no less important as affective coil struction s than as geographical locations. The 
narrator of Journal frequently refers to an internal geography which is not completely 
mappable (even in ternis of a chronology based oil dates; for example, by specifying that 
(pp. 5-6). 
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'Cependant que j'ecris ce livre les derniers forqats rentrent en France' (p. 11). There is 
an important connection between the Guyana penal colony and Mettray which is described 
frequently in Miracle as 'le bagne Wenfants d6truit [sic]' (1). 20). Furthermore, just like 
Mettray, Guyana is compared to a maternal space which envelops niales within its folds: 
Te lieu semble contenir ]a s6clieresse et I'ariditd ]a Plus cruelle et voici qu'il sexprinle 
par tin thenle de bont6: il suscite, et 11jillpose, I'iillage d'UIl Seill niaternel, charge coninle 
hii de puissance rassurante, Wou nionte tine odeur tin peu naLls6abonde, ni'offrant tine 
paix ilonteuse. La Vierge iliýre et la Guyane je les noninie Consolatrices des afflig's' (p. e t) e 289). Compare this passage from Miracle: 'll ni'arrive de parler de ]a Colonie en disant: 
"La vieille", puis "la s6vere". Ces deux expressions neurent sans dOLIte pas suffi ý nie )a 
, 
faire confondre avec tine feninie mais, outre que deja elle qualifient liabittiellement les 
meres, elles ilie vinrent, a propos de ]a Coloilie, alors que j'dtais ]as de ilia solitude d'enfant perdu et que mon Ame appelait tine niCre. Et tout ce qui West quaUX feninies: 
tendresse, relents tin peu naushbonds de ]a bouche entrouverte, sein profond que la lioule 
soulýve (pp. 253-254). 
176 
p. 49. 
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the narrator was at a particular location within a certain period of tillie). "' An example 
of this unniappability occurs at tile end of the text whose final words are: 'Je nie propose 
d'y rapporter, d6crire, coninlenter, ces t. &es Wun bagne intinle que je d6couvre en moi 
apres ]a travers6e de cette contr6e de moi que j'ai nomm6e I'Espagne' (p. 307). Spain, 
that is to say tile narrator's attitude towards others (especially Stilitano) and towards 
language during his stay there, is just as important as the concrete representation of 
people, places and local colour. 17' The similarity between Spain and tile penal colony 
in Guyana is also illustrated at tile level of sound, in the resemblance between tile words 
in French: 'Espagne', 'bagne' and 'Guyane'. tý 
Tile penal colony is the foundation of the specificity of language consciousness in L- 
Jounial. If we look at tile first lines of the text, the reference there to 'univers' presents 
the Guyana penal colony as ail imaginary space chosen by the narrator. It is also a poetic, L- 
linguistic"' and ail aesthetic jurisdiction, in which tile linguistic connections made in 
the text are legitimated (such as the connection between convicts and flowers, for 
example): 
Le výteilient des forýats est ray6 rose et blanc. Si coiliniand6 par mon coeur 
Punivers 06 je ille complais, je 1'eitis, ai-je le pouvoir au moins d'y d6couvrir les 
nornbreLIX sens que je veux: il existe (Ionc un Mvit i*appoa enti-e les. fleur. v et les 
bagnmWs" 
177 
One example of such a specification is: 'La vie dont j'ai parI6 plus hatit, c'est entre 1932 
et 40 que je Paurai v6cue' (p. 162). 
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Journal embraces tile anecdote and tile picturesque fra t , nient more than any other work of Genet's early prose fiction and ill this it moves closest to beconling POPLI]ar fiction. 
Perhaps this abundance of trUe-to-life representations is another reason for its popularity. 
179 
The introductory frame contains the following reference to tile intersection between 
eroticism and lantguatge: 'Les jeLIX ee ouvrent un monde innommable que rMle 'rotiques d'c ee le langage nocturne des amants. Un tel langatge tie s'6crit pas. Oil le chuchote ]a nuit, Foreille, d'une voix rauque' (pp. 9-10). 
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p. 9. 
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In the analysis of his foreword we have seen how Sartre enipliasises the role of 
sacred vocabulary in Journal. However, as far -as tile introductory narrative franie is 
concerned, the erotic charge of the Guyana penal colony and its convicts is far more 
important. The narrator ofJounial is enthralled by the convicts in a way which is similar 
to tile narrator's surrender to the niales in the personal pictilre gallery in Notre-Dame (see 
3.3.2). He is also troubled (sexually) by the oscillation between tile convicts and the 
attributes that lie gives them. Thus, once again, as in the case of Notre-Dalne, there is 
an element of reflexivity in the narrator's emotion. The present discussion of language 
consciousness allows this reflexivity to appear because language consciousness is 
concerned with those nionlents in tile text where tile function of the reader is imitated, 
that is to say where a reaction to text is given. The first footnote oil tile first page of 
Journal illustrates this point with reference to the insistent comparisoii (quoted above) 
between flowers and convicts: 'Mon 6moi Cest I'oscillation des Lines aux autres' (p. 9). 
'ti-noi' means agitation or trouble in the emotional domain. From ail etymological point 6 
of view, the word can be traced back to two verbs, one in Old French 'esillayer' and 
ffirther back to the Latin verh bexiiiagare' which illeatis to 'deprive of (one's) force'. The Lý 
force removed here can be considered not only in a concrete sense, as tile force by which 
tile indiViClUal acts, but also as the force which keeps tile self or Ego ('le moi') together. ID 4ý1 
suggest here that (and go Oil to HILIStrate in subsequent SUbsections) tile word 
6oscillatioil' describes more than tile narrator's trouble or emotional agitation. The 
narrator's subjectivity can also be described by that word with tile understanding that it 
implies a potentially continuous oscillation between two elements. '" 
The word 'dilioi' in Genet's texts always has a sexual component. 
112 111 the 
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In Linifted hic Jacques Derrida writes: 'I want to recall that undecidability is always a 
deteiinine(I oscillation between possibilities (for example of meaning, but also of acts)' 
(Evanston, Northwestern University Press, 1988,1). 148). Glas indicates how oscillation 
may function with the proper nanie, because 'Genet' is both the name of Jean and his 
mother, and also with honjonylilic plins such as 'seing' and 'saint' and 'sein. ' 0 
182 
QUerelle sentit (lans tout son corps la pr6sence du nieurtre. Cela vint d'abord lentement, a peu prýs comme les 611ois amoureux [ ... I' (p. 52, Querelle); 
Taime 
secretement, oui, j'aime ]a police. Je ne lui dirai pas mon emoi quand je passais A Marseille, cours Belsunce, devant la cantine r6servee aux polici. ers' (p. 247, Journab. 
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introductory narrative frame, the effects of tile destruction of tile penal colony on the 
narrator are described in the following ternis: 'En illoi-m6me ]a destruction du bagne 
correspond a tine sorte de chAtiment (ILI chAtinlent: oil ine chAtre, on nl'opere de 
l'infaillie' (p. 11). This castration is therefore a given at the start of tile text. The narrator 
will dwell oil tile sexual resonance of the colony despite its destruction already having 
deprived him of his strength by castrating him. The eroticism in tile text is thus intended el el 
to be doubly estranged from reality. All this points to tile self-CO11SCiOLISly fictional Cý 
elements of Jow-nal, stressing tile artifice of tile representation of the narrator's self. 
3.6.3 Language Consciousness and tile Representation of Subjectivity 
This subsection is tile core of 3.6 because it discusses the main body of tile text in detail. 
Let us give a summary of the main points of tile discussion which centres on the 
intersection between language consciousness and a number of themes and structural In :n 
features in the text. The first is morality and more specifically, tile use of tile narrator's 
past life for moral ends. "' This sort of theille is Imiguage conscious because at intervals 
in the text there is detailed speculation about the language in which the moral titilisation L- L- 
of tile narrator's past life is conducted. The inere use above of tile phrase 'tile narrator's 
past life', indicates that morality has concrete implications for the representation of both 
the narrator's self and the representation of time. We will see how there is a gradual 
move away from the moral titilisation of the narrator's past life, to a focus oil tile writing 
present and the notion that JoIji-ijal is a work of art, estranged from morality. Tile focus 
on tile writing present and tile text as a work of art has definite consequences for tile 
representation of the narrator's subjectivity because it is frequently represented in non- 
material and relational terms. The solidity of tile narrator's self dissolves. What is more, 
there is all illiplicit shift of focus froin the narrator as a thief to the narrator as an artist, 
poet and creator (tile French equivalents of all these appellations are implied within the 
first one hundred pages and they actually occur later in the text; see pp. 242,193 and 
235). 
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Tejournal qtiej'deris West pas qutin (Masseilleilt littýraire. A illestire quej'y progresse, ordontiant ce que nia vie pass& nie propose, a niesure que je nVobstitie dans la rigtietir de la coillposition - des cliapitres, des phrases, du livre Itii-ili^ille -je nie sens iii'afferillir e dans la volontý Wutiliser, ä des rins de vertus, nies iiiisýres d'autrefois. Feil eprouve le potivoir' (p. 69). 
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The shift froin a moral to ail aesthetic interpretation of tile text ill tile language 
conscious passages does not occur abruptly. We have seen the shift ill temporal focus 
froill past to present. Subsequently, there is a crisis at the level of the narrative flow of 
the text (from pages 115 to 120) where short fragments predonlinate (they are very 
similar to tile 'Divinarianes' in Noti-e-Dame). In tile one hundred pages following this 
narrative collapse there is a ffirther questioning of the moral value of tile text in language 
conscious passages which occur at intervals ill tile text. On page 233 there OCCUrs the 
start of another shift which introduces a focus oil tile ways in which it might be possible 
for the narrative to have ail impact oil tile future. This emphasis on tile ftiture has 
concrete effects oil the representation of sutýjectivity ill the text. For instance, the narrator, 
calls himself many names; his conception of himself becomes plural. It includes the 
following ternis: 'artiste' (1). 242), 'createur' (three occurrences on p. 236) and 'poete' 
(two occurrences oil p. '4135). The narrator also defines the relationship between himself 
and characters illore clearly. In addition, lie is represented as being ever more solitary. 
Tile final phase of language consciousness ill Joiti-nal is particularly interesting. t: ý L, 
It raises the possibility that tile text is working towards tile dissolution of both tile text L- 
as work of art and tile text as a work with moral import. Tile final language conscious 
passages (which run right into the concluding a oriainal notion L, -,, narr, 
tive frame) focus on an r> 
of transcendence in which the text has formulated a series of laws or commandments for 
use in the narrator's future outside tile text. Indeed, tile laws or commandments are tile 
only aspect of this future whicil call be represented within tile text. It is then possible to 
look back at the text in the light of transcendence and recognise important language t: ) I-D 
conscious nionlents within it which refer to autobiography (ill which there is an C, 
equivalence between the narrator and Jean Genet 1910-1986) and a carrier of meaning 
in the external world (a photograph, birth certificate or notebook for instance). These L- 
retrospective examples of transcendence involving other cultural objects will be examined L, 
as part of tile conclusions of the present section in 3.6.4. 
Before we move oil to the detailed discussion of language coil sci ou sness ill Join-nal 
following tile key elements of the representation of subjectivity (tile narrator as thief or 
writer), the representation of time (past, present and ftItUre) and tile appellation of tile 
text (moral work or work of art), the relationships between Saint Gellet and Jounial must 
be outlined. I have already mentioned tile links between Journal and Saint Genet in 3.6.1 
in ternis of tile publication history of tile early prose fiction; however, I believe that 
critics have not been sufficiently sensitive to comparisons between Sartre's and Genet's 
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texts on a structural level. At specific points in the analysis in the present subsection, I 
will make parallels between their texts. Tile aim of tile comparison is not to trace the 
complexities of cross fertilisation between tile works - that would be a task fratight with 
as many difficulties as an explanation of tile precise motivation of the excisions which I 
avoid in the introduction to the present thesis - rather, it is illy aini to show how Sartre 
does not acknowledge tile importance of tile strLICtLire of Journal for his own study. 
However, tile most important point is that lie also does not follow the structure of Journal 
in its entirety. He omits that part which focuses oil trail scenden ce and the future. This is 
because Sartre has to call a halt - not looking to the ftiture but looking back in order to 
achieve the totalising ainis of his study which provides a definitive account of how Jean Z! 5 
Genet (1910-1986) became a writer and had his OEuvres comI)INC. v published by 
Gallimard froill 1951 onwards (as we know the first volume of these complete works is 
Sartre's own study). 
Tile first example of language consciOUsness in the illain body of tile text is found 
at the end of tile four-page discussion of violence which opens the main body. It reads: 
Une telle d6finition - par tant d'exeniples contraires - de ]a violence vous iliontre- 
t-elle que j'titiliserai les mots noil afin qu'ils depeignent mieux Lin Mriernent ou 
soil hdros mais qu'ils vous instruisent stir rnoi-mýnle. " 
This statement is clear in intent and unambiguous in formulation. Tile narrator reduces 
tile depiction of external events and heroes (who are tile main characters) to what they 
teach the reader about the narrator's sulýjectivity. Tile term 'instruire' carries moral 
weight, grounded in literary history because it is part of tile dyad frequently used in 
seventeenth century France: 'instruire et plaire'. " However, the didactic force of the 




'En ces sortes de feinte, il faut instruire et plairej Et conter POLir conter me semble peu d'affaire' (La Fontaine, Fahles, Le PAtre et le Lion, VI, vv. 5-6). 1 ani grateful to David Shaw for this reference. The most probable source of tile dyad is Aristotle's Poetics, Chapter 4, 'Tile Origins , in(] Development of Poetry' (translated and introduced by T. S. Dorsch, Harniondsworth, Penguin, 1965). Tile relevant passage reads: 'Tile reason for LI this is that learning is a very great pleasure, not for philosophers only, but for other 
people as well, however limited their capacity for it may be' (p. 35). 
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the discussion of violence which precedes it. The main example is RenCs narration of 
how lie fleeces old 'closet' homosexuals who approach him for sex. Tile example is 
contradictory because while tile narrator advises Rei16 oil tile finer points of techniqUe (' - 
Laisse venir le gars, laisse-le tourner autour de toi, p. 16), tile narrator also imagines 
himself both as victim and criminal ('Mon trouble senible naitre de ce qu'en moi 
j'assume a la fois le r6le de victime et de criminel', p. 16). He instigates the attack, yet 
is also tile victim of it. As far as the passage itself is concerned, the reflexivity mentioned 
immediately above (the narrator as victim and criminal) is a SOUrce of stability in the 
grounding of the self: the narrator is both producer and receiver of an act. The resulting 
representation of tile narrator's subjectivity is solid. 
Tile following passage develops tile notion that tile narrator's life has moral value 
and situates it clearly in the narrator's past: 
De cette p&iode je parle avec enlotion et je la niagnifte, niais si des mots 
prestigietix, charges, vetix-je dire, a nion esprit de prestige plus que de sens, se 
proposent a inoi, cela signirie petit-etre que la misýre quIls exprinient et qui ftit 
la mienne est eile aussi source de nierveille. Je veux reliabiliter cette epoque en 
Ncrivant avec les nonis des choses les plus nobles. Ma victoire est verbale et je 
la dois a la soniptuosite des ternies niais qu'elle soit benie cette misýre qui nie 
conseille de tels choix. 111 
As far as morality is concerned, the retrospection in this passage is directed towards a 
portion of tile narrator's life which is described in chronological terms. The passage 
addresses the action of language upon a unit of time in the past ('6poque' and 'periode'). 
This action can be best summarised as the articulation of the unit of tinle. This unit, 
expressed in language is also generalised in tile terin 'misere' (poverty) and in tile same t) Zý LI 
phrase it is also appropriated by the narrator ('qui fut ]a mienne'). Thus the narrator 
makes tile poverty his own at the precise moment when his language articulates tile unit, 
of time which sums tip the poverty. The movement in this passage can therefore also be 
described as a movement from tile impersonal, indicated by the demonstrative pronoun 
('cette periode' and 'cette 6poque'), to tile personal (Ia illienne'). 
This passage focuses oil tile process of creation and its relationship with tile self. 
The passage could be described as the narrator's appropriation of his language, thus 
binding his concept of self to tile linguistic expression of a period in his past. There is 
186 
p. 65. 
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a proftision of phrases, particles and prepositions which refer to the self: 'a mon esprit', 
'ý rnoP, ']a nlienne', 'Ma victoire', 'qui me conseille'. In the last sentence the narrator's 
victory is a linguistic and verbal one; however, its origin is traced to poverty (both the 
emotional and material poverty that lie lived through in the past). This poverty is 
described here as guiding his linguistic choices and is another example of the 
consolidation of the link between the self and linguistic expression in tile passage. 
As indicated at the start of tile present section, there is a shift away from tile 
emphasis oil tile narrator's past and oil the moral worth of tile text and the solidity of the 
narrator's subjectivity. The following passage in Journal (quoted by four of the five 
modern critics who favour a text-based approach: D. Lloyd, M. Sheringilaill, S. 
Meitlinger and D. H. Walker; see 3.6.1) announces the shift and the direction that tile 
narrative will take: 
Avec des mots si j'essaie de recomposer mon attitude Walors, le lecteLir ne sera 
pas clupe plus qUe moi. Nous savons que notre langage est incapable de rappeler L- C, 
nienle le reflet de ces 6tats d6funts, 6trangers. 11 en serait de niýnie pour tout ce 
journal s'il devait ýtre ]a notation' 97 de qui je ftis. Je pr6ciserai donc qti'il doit 
renseigner stir qui je suis, aujourd'hui que je Vecris. 11 West pas une recherche ID du temps pass6, mais title oeuvre Wart dont ]a matiýre-pr6texte est nia vie 
d'atitrefois. 11 sera un pr6sent fix6 a Faide (lit passe, non Pinverse. QLI'on sache 
donc que les faits furent ce que je les dis, mais Finterpr6tation qUe j'en tire cest 
ce que je SLIN - deventi. 'xg 
Tile most distinctive thin(' about this passage is its valorisation of the narrator's present 0 tl 
life. It does not immediately stress tile moral value of tile present life, but stresses the 
way in which the past life is relativised. Tile most interesting phrase here is: 'matiere- 
pretexte' which carries both the sense of something coming before tile text as well as the 
slightly deprecating sense of ail 'excuse' for tile text. Tile terill also echoes vocabulary 
of a phenomenological slant because it tacitly puts forward a notion that the text is 
produced from 'raw inaterial'. 
The start of the present Subsection Outlined a crisis of representation which was 
situated from pages 121 to 124 of Journal. This crisis is prefigured in two important 
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The Collection Biblos reprint of the text contains a misprint at this point; the word 6notation' is erroneously replaced by tile word 'notion' (p. 59). 
188 
pp. 79-80. 
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ways which lead oil froill the passage above and which emphasise tile writing present ('Lin 
pr6sent fix6 A ]'aide du passC). Tile first is a concrete alternative to considering tile text 
as a moral work, a view which waned in the quotation froill pages 79-80 above. This 
alternative is found in a footnote which insists oil a description of the text as 'tin chant 
d'amour' and 'tin livre d'aniour'. 1" I quote the note in full: 
1. Le lectetir est pr6venu - c'est bien son tour - que ce rapport stir ilia vie intime 
ou ce qu'elle suggere ne sera qu'un chant Wanlour. Exacternent, ilia vie ftit la. 
pr6paration Waventures (non dejeux) 6rotiques, dontje veux mainteriant d6couvrir 
le sens. Helas, c'est I'll6rdisme qui ill'apparalt le plus cIlarg6 de vertu aIlIOUreuse, 
et ptiisqti'il West de h6ros qu'en notre esprit it faudra doric les cr6er. Alors j'ai 
recours aux mots. Ceux que j'tttilise, m6me si je tente par eux title explication, 
chanteront. Ce clue j'6cris fut-il vrai? Faux? Seul ce livre Waillour sera r6e]. Les 
faits qui lui servirent de pretexte? Je dois en ýtre le (16positaire. Ce West pas eux 
que je restitue. I'll 
Here it is a case of love as eroticism Caventures 6rotiques'). Moreover, tile note absorbs 
love into morality in the phrase: 'vertu amoureuse'. This concept of a song of love or a 
book of love is not developed further in Joui-nal and therefore represents one alternative 
branch to the moral text or the work of art which is not pursued at length. However, it 
is possible to include tile ten sustained sexual excisions (some of which were quoted and 
analysed in 1.6.1) as part of this attempt. Their onlission in tile public edition of the text 
would be another reason to favour the subscribers' edition. 
However, tile second prefigUration of tile crisis is am least equally as important. 
It concerns an unorthodox representation of the narrator's sutýjectivity: 
Quelques pages plus hatit j'6crivais: ... "une campagne au crepuscule". elle 0 r) [la campagne] devenait si dotice, maternelle et bonne, queje craignais de ne rester 
Illoi-m6me afin de me fondre mieux dans cette bont6.11 ni'arrivait souvent de 
descendre d'un train de marchandises [ ... 
]. Je supposais la campagne parfois 
theatre d'un fait (livers o6 je plaqais ces 116ros qui, avec le phis defficacite, 
symboliseront jusqu'a la mort illon veritable dranle: entre deux saules isoles un 
jeune assassin qui, une main (fails la poche, braque un revolver et tire dans le dos 
d'un fermier. La participation iniaginaire a une aventure, humaine donnait-elle aux L, 
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B. Sichere (1986 and 1987) has suggested that the whole of Jean Genet's Oeliffe could be called 'un cliant d'aniour' (p. 121). 
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pp. 112-113. 
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vegýtatix tailt de rkeptive doticetir? Je les coililireiiais. "' 
From tile outset this passage puts forward a certain instability of tile narrator's self, 
which risks melting ffondre dans') into the countryside around it thereby abolishing In 
the boundaries between what is inside and outside the self. In the second sentence there 
appears to be a return to a more conventional representation of tile countryside as the 
theatre in which events take place (tile narrator states that he arranges tile characters in 
the tragedy which is about to played out). However, this tragedy, which is also the 
narrator's tragedy, will include death. And it is at this point that tile narrator appears to 
pass from the hunlan world completely in tile sense that lie introduces a distinction 
between the human world and plant kingdom. Tile final sentence indicates that his 
sympathies lie with the plant kingdom (more specifically, with the field of grass and with 
the two isolated willows). What is more, we have to recall that the narrator mentions that 
he has been conveyed to tile place, not in a passenger, but in a goods train. The narrator 
is therefore linked at his arrival with the world of inanimate, illaterial and non-hurnan 
objects. His sympathies with the plant kingdom need to be understood in ternis of this. C- 
Now that we have provided an account of both prefigurations of tile crisis, let us 
move oil to the crisis itself. It begins with ail interruption of tile narrative flow, 4-1 
introduced by the following language conscious passage: 'Ce livre decevra sails dOLIte. I L, 
Afin Wen rornpre la monotonie, je veux bien essayer de conter quelques anecdotes, 
rapporter quelques mots' (1). 115). This passage warns the reader in a more explicit way L, 
than both prefigurations above, that Journal is about to undergo a modification of form. t) 
There follow seven distinct fra,, ments of increasing length which break tile narrative flow Lý Cý t) 
(and then partially restore it oil account of their increasing length). Let its give an 
example of tile second fraimient which can almost be described as a joke at tile expense 
of Stilitano. His interlocutor asks him if lie liked Greece, Stilitano replies: '- Cest pas 
mal. Mais c'est en partie detruit' (p. 115). Fragments such as this one am significantly 
different from tile rest of tile text because of their frivolity. Tile fragnients continue until 
page 119 which beoills to take tip the thread of tile narrative again. The narrator is at 
crisis point in the narrative as well. He makes his way to the Polish-Czechoslovakian 
191 
P. 101. It is also possible to understand this representation of subjectivity in Sartrean 
ternis as the impossible 'en-soi pour-soi'. The fatal desire of humans towards matter. 
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border (in tile company of Michaelis) but both are arrested. It is at this point of the 
narrator's impotence that lie discovers that Michaelis loves hini and lie rejects that love. 
It is also at this point that there is a sustained language C011SCiOUs analysis of the text (pp. 
121-124). 
The crisis begins with a deprecation of language consciousness: Tarler de mon 0 
travail d'6crivain serait un pl6onasme' (p. 121), but this is precisely what the narrator 
goes on to do. However, this deprecation still serves to introduce tile first (and only) 
reference to tile narrator as writer (6crivain'): so the thief`. v journal does not tell the 
whole story. The narrator goes oil to compare two attitudes to writing. Of tile first the 
narrator says: 'Cependant si j'examine ce que j'6crivis jy distingue aujourd'hui, 
patieniment poursuivie, title volont6 de r6habilitation des ýtres, des objets, des sentiments 
r6putes vils' (p. 122). This first attitude is familiar to its as the attempt to write a moral 
work. Of the second lie writes: '[ ... ] mais aujourd'hui clue 
je tile relis, j'ai oubM ces 
garqons, il ne reste d'eux que cet attribut quej'ai chant6, et c'est lui qUi resplendira dans 
nies livres d'Un 6clat egal a Vorgueil [ ... 
]' (p. 122). Tile second attitude which emerges 
in the course of time privileges the writing as a product at tile expense of tile model who LI LI 
inspired it. 11, this second attitude there is an equivalence, however cursory, between the 
self and the text: 'queje tile relis', reading the text is thus reading the self. Tile narrator 
thereby consolidates tile initial proposition that lie is a writer, which risked being lost on 
account of the deprecation which accompanied it. Tile fact that both attitudes to writing 
are his own, implies that (seff-) criticism (even self analysis) is part of the 'travail 
d'ecrivain'. In language conscious ternis, criticism is tile representation of a reception of 
a type of writing which emulates tile function of the (ideal) reader. 
We will recall that in tile return to tile narrative thread immediately before tile 
start of the crisis, the narrator fOLInd himself tile object of another man's (Michaelis) love 
and stopped loving Michaelis at that very moment. In the same way, tile narrator who 
calls himself (however tentatively) -a writer proceeds to announce his own death as a 
writer: 
En enibellissant ce que vous meprisez, voici que mon esprit, lasse de ce jeu qui 
consiste a nommer d'un noill prestigieux ce qui bouleversa nion coeur, reftise tout 
qualificatif. Les etres et les choses, sails les confondre, il les accepte tolis dans 
leur 6gale nudite. Puis il refuse de les výtir. Ainsi tie veLIX-je PILIS dcrire, je nieurs 
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ý ]a Lettre. "I 
This passage describes a turning away froill writing which ends in a type of death that r. > tn C: I 
it is useful to elaborate. "' This is because, viewed in tile light of what follows it, tile 
death is not permanent. What is described is the (temporary) passing away of an attitude 
to language in which tile abject (for the ideal reader) is embellished. What is being 
proposed is a different relationship between tile writer and tile subject of writing (that is 
to say characters and objects: the phrase 'les ýtres et les choses, is used here). The first 
element of the narrator's different relationship with the subject of his writing after tile 
death of an earlier attitude to writing is solitude. Indeed, tile first element is part of what 
could be described as tile narrator's resurrection. Tile narrator's solitude is introduced by 
a reference to empirical reality in the 1940s from which the narrator then distances 
himself: 'lesjOUrnaux in'enseignent que le monde est inquiet. Oil reparle de guerre [ ... ]. 
En nloi-m6nleje rentre. [ ... ] Je les [tile noises 
from tile world at war outside] eloignerai 
encore par les couches multiples, et toujiours plus 6paisses, de nies aventures d'autrefois' 
(pp. 122-123). While tile narrator's raw material is still described here as 'aventures 
d'aLltrefois', its use is no longer to create a moral work (even though, as we will see, the 
possibility of such a work is not abandoned until much later). Instead, the narrator uses 
the adventures to isolate himself from the world outside his own subjectivity. Tile 




The phrase j ... ] je meurs a ]a Lettre' is used (omitting the capitalisation) by Gisele A. Child Bickel as tile subtitle for one of tile sections in her book Jean Genet. CriminaliM 
et transcen(lance (1987). The section (and the book) ends thus: 'Les Paravents est la 
piýce qui va le plus vers le vide, Paneantissement total de ]a vie: a sa mort, il ne restera 
plus rien de SaYd, car meme sa survie dans une chanson est douteuse. Et donc, si m6me 
]a parole du vide devient, chez Genet, un 6cliec pour traduire cette exp6rience, il ne lui 
reste plus qu', ý garder un silence total. Les paroles qU'il &rivit quilize ans avant sa derniere piece s'averent, apres COLIJ), pr6monitoires: 'Je meurs a ]a lettre' (p. 129). This 
passage slips ftom ail analysis of fictional survival in a play by Jean Genet (1910-1986) 
to a conclusion about tile author. More important than tile unexpected posthumous 
publication of Un. C(jptý1'(j1jjojjj-ejj. r which contradicts Child Bickel's notion of Genet's 6silence' is tile mistake of reading the first person singular pronoun in tile phrase ftoni Journal simply as the expression of the author. In that passage it is a case of the temporary passing away of a narrative self. 
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the world: 'Le nionde 6tait un torrent, un rapide de forces unies pour me porter a la mer, 
h la mort' (p. 123). Tile open and untamed space of the sea (and the countryside 
mentioned above) contrasts with tile enclosed domestic space of the narrator's 
cocoon. 194 A psychoanalytic description of this passage is also possible: tile fatally LI 
dangerous open space is maternal (there is a homonymic connection between 'la mer' and 
t ']a rnýre' familiar to us from Querelle and 3.2.4 (this maternal element is also found in 
the countryside passage: 'elle [la canipagnel devenait si douce, maternelle et bonne, que C) 
je craignais de ne rester nioi-m6iie p. 101)). This space is contrasted with the 
cocoon which is a nurturing space, bUt its most important aspect is that it is self-created. ID 
The penultimate moment in the crisis refers to pride (Torgueil') for the second 
time (the first reference - p. 122 - concerned a shift in the emphasis of writing, from tile 
model which inspires it to writing as a product ('I'attribut que j'ai chantd' (p. 122)). This 
pride comes to tile narrator because lie is aware of his own poverty. Tile narrator now 
addresses Ilis readers in the plural: 
Votis qui me m6prisez Wetes pas fait (Pautre chose que d'une succession de 
pareilles niisýres, mais vous Wen aurez jamais la conscience, et par elle Porgueil, 
c9est-a-dire ]a connaissance d'une force clui vous perillet de tellir tete A ]a lilisere - 
noil votre propre nlisýre, mais A celle dont I'liunianit6 est composde. " 
Here it is no longer a case of tile work being moral because tile narrator transfers the 
importance of his own poverty to himself. He valorises himself and his own awareness, 
comparing tile latter very favourably with the reader's lack of awareness. By implication 
the narrator is more qualified throu.,, 11 his awareness to comment oil the human situation 
in general than tile reader. 
The final moment in the crisis is analogous to the generalising of poverty above. 
The narrator makes a reference to an octivre of '[qjuelques livres et. quelques poýiiles' 
and then proceeds to anIlOLInce tile end of writing (we recall that the crisis began with tile 
narrator indirectly calling himself a writer for tile first time in Journaý: Tai trop 6crit, LI 
194 
This discussion of space recalls the analyses of Mary Ann Frese Witt evaluated in 1.4. 
195 
124. 
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je suis ]as' (p. 125). "1 
It must be stressed that tile crisis that we have now finished analysing in Journal 
should not be understood as tile permanent renunciation of morality. This renunciation, 
like the death(s) of tile narrator, is ongoing. In an important language conscious passage tn tý t:, 
the narrator states: 
[ ... I nia vie doit We l6gende, Cest-, ý-dire lisible et sa lecture donner naissance 
quelque emotion nouvelle que je nomme po6sie. Je ne suis plus rien, qu'un 
pr6texte. "' 
Before it was a case of the narrator's past life (that is to say tile material which was 
transformed into the moral work) being a 'niatiýre-pr6texte', now it is a case of his whole C" 
life being described as all excuse. The lowest ebb of tile representation of morality ill tile 
text is most probably represented by tile following passage: 
La bonne volonte des nioralistes se brise contre ce qu'ils appellent ma mauvaise 
foi. S'ils peuvent me prouver qu'un acte est (16testable par le mal qu'iI fait, moi 
seul PLIiS d6cider, par le chant qu'il soi*ve ell moi, de sa beaute, de son 
0 elegance; moi seul puis le refuser ou Faccepter. " 
As in the case of the extracts above, tile discussion about morality has been personalised. 
Here tile narrator is at his most uncompromisingly aestlietic. It is no coincidence that a 
Sartrean concept, 'mauvaise f6i', should be used here, nor that this extreme aestheticism 
should be allied to an emphasis on the narrator's subjectivejudgenients (this aestheticism 
corresponds to Sartre's description of 'Cienet' in the third book of his study, 'Uesthete'). 
There is one further shift in tile language conscious passages in Jow-nal. The Ll Ln 
196 
Here are sonle other examples of tile use of tile same metaphor: 'Ma lassitLide - je ne 
croyais pas que ce f(it la fatigue - ni'empWiait de nie reposer', 1). 172-, Ve lie me sens 
pas la. force (Pen entreprendre im nouveau ricit', p. 188; 'Je viens de ilia] ddcrire cette 
op6ration qui consiste a prendre pour soi la peine des autres mais [ ... ] c'est trop tard, 
je 
suis trop ]as pour que j'entreprenne de vous le montrer nlieLIX', P. 19 1; 'Aujourdhui que je suis riche mais las je prie Lucien de prendre ilia place'. Moreover three of the 
narrator's lovers: Np6, Stilitano and Armand are described with tile terni 'las' or its 
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following passage contains the silift which anticipates tile C011CILIding narrative frame and tl 0 
begins by calling an end to writing (73 pages before the end of the text): 
Depuis cinq ans j'6cris des livres: je peux dire que je Pai fait avec plaisir mais 
j'ai fini. Par 1'6criture j'ai obtenu ce que je cherchais. Ce qui, ni'6tant un 
enseignement, me guidera, ce West pas ce que j'ai V6CLI mais le ton sur lequel je 
le rapporte. Non les anecdotes mais Poeuvre Wart. Non ma vie mais son 
interpr6tation. C'est ce que nl'offre le langage pour I'6voquer, pour parler d'elle, 
]a traduire. Missir ma legende. Je sais ce que je veux. Je sais o6 je vais. Les 
chapitres qui suivront (j'ai dit qu'un grand noilibre est perdu) je les livre en vrac. 
(Par l6gencle je Wentendais pas Fidee plus ou nloins decorative que le 
public connaissant mon noill se fera de moi, mais l'identit6 de ma vie future avec 
l'id6e ]a plus audacieuse que moi-nlýilie et les autres, apres ce r6cit, s'en puissent 
former. 11 reste a pr6ciser si I'accomplisseillent de ma l6gende consiste dans ]a 
plus audacieuse existence possible dams l'ordre criminel. )"' 
The narrator call now speak about tile text as if it were already a finished prodUct at the 
end of a literary career. This finality enables tile narrator to make a series of clear 
oppositions concerning the value of tile text. Oppositions between what lie lived and the 
toile in which lie reports it, between anecdotes and the work of art and, filially, between 
his life and tile interpretation of his life. Tile use of the ftiture tense of the verb 'guider' 
is important because tile narrator is starting to sketch here how tile work will transcend 
its own bOUndaries. Of course, it is not a case of literal transcendence, a projection of 
the work (into another inedimil for instance), rather it is tile hypothetical application of 
the principles acquired in the writing of the work (after the artificial finality with which 
tile passage begins) to tile narrator's 'future'. Tile narrator goes oil to elaborate the 
relation between tile text and tile ftiture in tile terni '16aende' which is related, not to the 
past in its usual sense, but to the ftiture in all explicit way (it will be recalled that the 
terin 'legende' was used differently, as a synonym of 'lisible' above). Tile text (tile word 
6recit' is used at this point) is thus valued in ternis of its potential influence in an 
unspecified future period. 
As a conclusion to 3.6.3 1 will quote the whole of the concluding narrative frame 
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Ce livre ne vetit pas ýtre, poursuivant dans le ciel son trajet solitaire, une 
oeUvre Wart, objet d6tach6 (I'Lln atiteur et du monde. Nia vie pass6e je pouvais la 
dire stir un autre toil, avec d'autres mots. Je I'ai h6rolis6e parce quej'avais en nloi 
ce qti'il faut pour le faire, le lyrisme. Mon souci de ]a coh6rence me fait un 
devoir de poursuivre nion aventure A partir du ton de nion livre. 11 atira servi a 
pr6ciser les indications que me jwý. wllt(' 1('P(ISSý, Stir la pauvrete et le crime puni 
j'ai pos6 le doigt, plus lourdement, et ý plusieurs reprises. C'est vers eux que 
j'irai. Non avec la pr6ili6ditation r6fl6cilie de les trouver, ý la faqon des saints 
catholiques, mais lenteinent, sans chercher A escanioter les fatigues, les horreurs 
de la demarche. 
Mais comprend-on ? 11 ne s'agit pas Wappliquer tine philosopilie du 
mallieur, ati contraire. Le bagne - nommons cet endroit du nionde et de 1'esprit - Cý 
OLI je nie dirige ni'offre PILIS cle joies que vos lionneUrs et vos f&es. Cependant 
ce sont ceux-ci que je reclierclierai. Faspire ý votre reconnaissance, a votre 
sacre. 2M 
We can see from the very start that tile conClUdin" narrative fraine proposes that the book 
does not want to be a work of -art. It reaffirms tile links with the narrator's subjectivity 
and tile world. After re-establishing this link tile narrator speaks in the first person to 
affirill tile choice of both a toile (tile lieroi C)20 ' and a technique (lyricism). It is 
important to note tile reflexive self-sufficiency of this personal circuit: the narrator is the 
creator of the narrative, lie makes his own past life heroic by means of his own technique 
of lyricism. Here it is a case of a veritable act of appropriation. The phrase 'poursuivre 
moil aventure' is an important one because it signals tile point at which the passage 
begins to consider not the use of the past, but tile use of the tone of tile book in the 
future. It is because of this that tile narrator can use tile future tense of tile verb 'aller' 
to describe a move towards poverty and crime, which at one level would suggest that the 




In an autobiographical analysis of two photographs of himself earlier in the text, the 0 Cý narrator stresses that lie desired vicadous heroism experienced through identification with Cý. another character: 'Par ces deux i mages je J)Lfis retrouver ]a violence qUi alors ni'animait: 
de seize ý trente ans, dans les ba, ones Went'ants, dans les prisons, clans les bars ce West 
pas Faventure h6roYclue queje recherchais, j'y poursuivais mon identification avec les 
phis beaux et. les plus infortun6s criminels' (1). 97). 
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to describe tile spirit in which journey will be undertaken and to define it in contrast to 
the spiritual journey of tile Saints towards sainthood. For tile narrator, tile journey and 
its experiences will be of greater importance than tile destination. In the second paragraph 
more details abOUt the journey follow. However, although there was a reference in the L, 
previous paragraph to '[mlon souci de coll6rence', the narrator rejects in advance any 
sense of a logical and teleological application of a philosophy. L- t, 
In his 1988 essay, Michael Sheringliam argues that the portion of the second I 
paragraph of the passage above (beginning with the words 6Le bagne 'reveal[ed] b C) e) bb 
clearly Genet's awareness that the real issues - for instance reconciling his private world 
with the public one - remain unresolved' (Sheringliaill, p. 306). The essay is an excellent 
account of tile opposition between narration and experience in tile text. However, in the 
partiCLIlar case of this portion of tile passage, I discern ail important difference between 
the 'bagne' for which tile narrator is headed and the lionours and celebrations of the 
reader's world which lie will seek out ('recilerciierai') and to which lie aspires (J'aspire 
ý'). This difference is that attributes in the reader's world are limited to that world, 
whereas in tile case of the penal colony tile narrator is referring both to a place in the 
reader's world (Guyaria) aml a place in his own mind. There is also something more 
factual and objective about the statement that lie is ]leading for tile penal colony ('oii je 
me dirige') in comparison with the statenients of intent which govern the references to 
tile reader's world. 
As a consequence, I would not choose the same portion of the passage as 
Sheringliani as the single end point of a reading of Journal; instead, I propose to read on tý Cý 
to see what the next paragraph offers. I cluote both tile second and final section of the 
concluding narrative frame: 
WroYse, nion livre, devenu ilia Genýse, contient - doit contenir - les 
commandenients que je ne saUrais Iransgresser: si j'en suis digne il tile r6servera 
]a gloire infAille (Iont il est le grand maitre, car, sinon ý lui, ý qui tile ref6rer? Et 
dLI seul point de vue d'une morale phis banale ne serait-ce logique que ce livre 
entrainAt ilion corps et iiiattirAt en prison - tion, le precise encore, selon line 
proc6dUre rapide coiliniand6e par vos nioeurs; mais par title fatalite qu'il contient, 
que j'y ai mise, et qui, conime je Fai voulu, tile garde conime thloin, cliamp 
d'exp6rience, preLIVe par 9 de sa vertLI et de ilia responsabilite? 
t' 
Ces fýtes (]it bagne, j'en veux parler. La pr6sence autour de illoi de iliales blesses c'est deJA un grand bonlieur qui ni'est accorde. Je le signale ý peine 
cependant, d'autres situations (I'ariii6e, le sport, etc. ) ill'en peuvent offfir Lin 
pared. Le second tonle de ce "JOUrnal", je l'intittilerai "Affaire de moeurs". Je 
tile propose Wy rapporter, (16crire, coilimenter, ces f6tes (I'mi bagne intime qUe In je d6couvre en moi aprýs ]a travers6e de cette contr6e de nioi que jai nonini6e 
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I'Espagne. 2( Y2 
Parts of the first paragraph above were considered as part of tile discussion of tile penal 
colony in 3.6.2. It is now beconling clear that the Guyana penal colony does not only 
play a role as a poetic and iniaginative centre in tile text; it is also important in ternis of 
the narrative. It was mentioned in 3.6.2 that the narrator reads tile cosillogony and 
genealogy of Genesis as if it were predominantly a book of laws like Exodus. Perhaps 
the inserted phrase '- doit contenir -' indicates that the narrator is just as nitich expressing 
a wish regarding what his book shouhl contain, as lie is stating what it dom contain. 
Once again there is a further reference by tile narrator to the authority of his text ('Ie 
grand nialtre') and once again - in coninion with the start of the COnClUding narrative 
frame - tile text is personified. 
I would situate one end point of Journal in tile question which starts with the 
words 'Et du setil point de vue [ ... ]'. The question concerns whether the book will 
lead 
tile narrator into prison in tile future. This, of course, is a question which the text cannot 
answer because tile narrator is dependent oil and a product of tile text. What the narrator 
can specify and what Journal as a whole has done is to discuss tile process by which tile 
hypothesis might be fulfilled. However detailed this discussion is, it is not the sarne as 
saying that the narrator will go to prison. It is important to note that it is not a case of 
whether the narrator will go to tile Guyana penal colony, but whether lie will go to 
prison, which in Genet's early prose fiction usually means prison in Europe. Here the 
narrator is not referring to tile imaginary penal colony. In accordance with this more In tl 
aUtobiographical discourse (which we still must remember is fictional in tile extreme, 
because it is discussing a hypothetical proposition without giving an answer) the phrases 
which discuss how the process might be fulfilled, foregrOUnd tile narrator's realistic 0 
qualities (many of which are also part of Sartrean philosophy). They are: the fact of 
having PLIt (J'y ai mise) one's fate into the book, as well as remaining as a witness (the 
phrase: 't6moin enierveille' is found in Sartre's foreword - see 3.6.1) and the reference 
to responsibility ('ma responsabiliW). It can be said that this paragraph represents the 
end point of tile more realistic autobiographical discourses in tile text which stress the 




However, the. lournal has a second end point which is of equal status although it 
conles after tile first. Tile reference to *Ces fýtes dU bagne directly renews the link 
with the penal colony (mentioned in the passage two paragraphs above) as a place in the 
mind as well as in the world, but it foreg rounds tile notion of tile penal colony in the 
world at this point because the last reference to 'bagne' is associated with the concrete 
vocabulary of a place to which the narrator is heading ('OL1 je me dirige'). The narrator 
can speak of the place to which lie is heading in ternis of the present (tile injured inales 
around him - each one of them presumably bearing tile sexual charge which is so 
essential for tile colony). However, tile most perfect expression of tile penal colony as 
a world is another text. This other projected text announced at tile end of a text which 
the narrator has already sworn to be tile last (p. 232), is the complement (in tile world 
of the prison colony) to tile unanswered question in tile paraurapil above (regarding 
whether the narrator will be incarcerated) which belongs to the more realistic and 
autobiographical world of French and European pri S011S. 203 It is only at this point that 
tile text moves towards another understanding of 'bagne' and mentions tile term 'bagne 
intime' because the pr(ýJected text, like Journal, cannot eXCILIde tile life of the emotions 
and the imagination. 
3.6.4 Conclusions 
We have seen how the narrator does not hesitate to describe himself in ternis of inanimate 
objects or even abstract relat io,, S. 
2(4 As a consequence, tlie self is configured in a 
radically different way. However, there are passages in tile text which appear to be 
difficult to interpret other than in a straightforwardly autobiographical way. The first of 
203 
A biographical footnote: tile petition by Jean Cocteau and other intellectuals to annul Jean 
Genet's two years of unspent convictions probably began to circulate about a year after 
these words were written. Genet (1910-1986) could not have known about tile petition 
and its success at the time of writing. 
2(4 
We have already seen sonle examples of this in the first type of language consciousness. 00 I quote three further examples: '[ ... ] jusqula la fin ne suis-je qu'un chapelet d'6mois [ ... I' (p. 132); '[ ... I puis cessant (Petre le ballon me voici devenu "le coup d'envoi", et je 
cesse de Petre pour devenir l'idee qui va du pied au ballon [ ... I. ' (p. 133) and 'Ms d'eUX, je les contenais, contenant l'i(16e d'eux-m6nies, j'6tais leUr conscience 
refl6chissante' (p. 295). 
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these is a shock to the reader because it occurs in tile narrative flow when Barcelona is 
described. Suddenly the flow is interrupted by the following new paragraph: 'Je suis n6 
a Paris le 19 d6cembre 1910' (p. 48). Tile statement of one's birth date appears as tile 
inaugurating act of autobiography (to use tile ontological vocabulary which is constand t" 0y 
undermined in Journal), grounding the self within tile uniqueness of time and place. 
However, announcing one's own birth (late is simultaneously to ask questions in an 
indirect way about the authority of a historical narrative. Strictly speaking, it is 
impossible for a person to confirm their place and (late of birth in a court of law, because 
although they were there at a given monlent in thile, they did not possess sufficient 
mental capacity to record that moment. This proclaillation of provenance is problematised 
in Journal in other ways than the fact that tile father was unknown and that the child was 
entrusted to the 'Assistance Publique'. Provenance is a problem, or rather a illatter for 
interpretation, because it depends oil a material document which is outside the donlain 
of the text: the narrator's birth certificate . 
2t " This document is tile motive and the 
support for that portion of tile narrative. However, the apparent certainty of the birth 
certificate is undermined because it does not enable the narrator to discover anything 
more about his origins. He is met by a refusal. This prompts him into an extraordinary 
flight of tile inia'gination across time and space which moves to the Morvan, thence back 
in time to the age of Gilles de Rais who lived close by, thence to tile vegetable kingdom 
and, finally in a passage analysed in 3.6.2, away from planet earth altogether; his 
destination is Uranus (tile homosexual connotations of the nanie Uranus are not 
developed). 
Tile use of a physical artefact (tile birth certificate) in this way occurs oil several 
occasions in tile text. For instance, both photographs of tile narrator function in the same C) 
way (on pp. 95-97). They ground -, in apparently infallibly aUthentic narrative abOLIt, the 
self. The photographs -are both described in ternis of the visual image that they carry and 
as a consequence it would appear that they are tile best evidence in tile establishment of 
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The more directly autobiographical passalges or Journal do not narrate the abandonment 
of the child by his mother, this is left for tile reader to infer from the context. However 
tile narrator does explore abandonment and its cognates in his imaginary enCOLInter with 
his mother who lie imagines is an old thief (1). 11 
L 
0 22). Colin Davis (1994) has discussed the explicitly fictional aspects of this encounter -and indicates how Sartre's selective quotation 
of the passage in Saint Genct elides it (pp. 5 1-54). 
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the link between the narrator and Jean Genet (1910-1986). After all they are: 
'photographies de l'identit6 judiciaire' (p. 95). However, this certainty is gradually 
dismantled as part of a process of defamiliarisation outlined by Sartre in the foreword to 
tile text. For tile narrator, the first photograph already represents a stranger: 6Je parlais 
avec bont6 d'un autre Jean que moi-mýme' (1). 95). It is the photograph itself which 
enables the kindly toile, but what is said in the kindly toile attacks the objectivity of the 
photograph. This initial reflexivity between tile narrator and tile photograph of the 
narrator signals the start of a whole series of expressions of the doubling of the narrator, 
a stranger to himself and yet self-sufficient because tile secondary beings (like 'Jean' in 
the photograph) are his own creation. Here are some examples of these reflexive 
passages: 'Tant de solitude ill'avait forc6 A faire de moi-iliýnie pour illoi tin compagnon' 
(p. 96). In the followint, passage tile narrator proposes ingestion of tile other (who is also 
part of the self) as a method to maintain duality and a stable external form (as in the 
photograph). Evidently, tile metaphors here owe a great (lea] to Catholic liturgy 
(transubstantiation) as well as to conception and pregnancy: 
[ ... I sails modifier les dimensions de nion corps mais parce qu'il etait plus facile 
peut-etre de contenir Line aussi pr6cieuse raison ý tant de gloire, c'est en inoi que 
j'6tablis cette divinite origine et disposition de moi-meme. Je Pavalai. Je Iui tý 
d6diais les chants que j'inventais. 2` 
Tile next object (after tile photograph) which suggests trail scendence in tile texts Lý L- Lý 
is found in a new paragraph oil page 285 which begins with the assertion: 'Dans chaque I C" Cý 
ville importante de France, je connais au moins un voleur avec qUi j'ai travailld [ ... F (P. 
285). The narrator goes oil to name some of them, referring to a notebook in which their t> r-I 
names are recorded. This notebook is then referred to as a piece of evidence to 
underwrite the authority of tile narrator: 'Le carriet que j'ai dans ]a poche est ]a preuve 
6crite que j'eus de tels ainis' (1). 287). However, it is at this saille moment that tile 
narrator notes his solitude and the fragmentary nature of their relations; the passage 
continues: mais leur vie est aussi incoll6rente appareninient que ]a mienne et je ne 
sais reellement rieil d'eux' (1). 287). The narrating subJect who asserted himself in such 
a vigorous manner at the start of tile paragraph is also affected; he fades, becorning 
indistinct. This leads us towards the conclusion that the self in Journal is dependent on 
206 
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tone and that tone is a linauistic construction which is frequently initially linked to a Cl 
singular narrating sulliect. However, the subject should not be seen as the origin of the 
tone. 
Perhaps the most conclusive references to objects which will link the narrator with 
Jean Genet (1910-1986) (and which also transcend the text in tile ways that we have seen 
above) concern the many references to other works in Genet's oeuvre. It is freqUently the 
case that references are made in . 1ournal to 'mes livres' rather than to the singular with 
specific reference to the text (ce r6cit). Therefore at these nionlents tile narrator harks 
back to himself as ail author" not only of Journal, but of a whole oeuvre which 
includes a poem (1). 54) Miracle (p. 181), Notre-Dame (1). 259) and tile ballet 'Mame 
Miroir (p. 302). These references would seenis to provide comparisons, elaborations and 
reinterpretations of characters and situations. However, when they are examined closely, 
they seeni to be a gratuitous mention of tile other works of Jean Genet, rather than an 
essential part of tile narrative structure or a centre of poetic resonance . 
201 These 
references are a type of hyper-language consciousness which transcends tile work in 
which they are written. In ternis of their extreme nature they would seem to accord with 
tile climax of Saint Genet, comMien et manyr, where 'Genet' becomes a writer. 
However, we should not forget that they are narratively and poetically infertile for 
Journal because they are directed OLItSide it. 
Considered together, these examples of transcendence in Journal (references to 
the narrator's legend, 4! 1 to a sequel to the text, to olýjects and to other works) which are all 
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The term 'auteur' is used only twice in the text: '(un texte - reconciliation avec Java - est 
mipprim6 par les soins de I'ametir comman(16 par sa tendresse potir le h6ros)' (p. 285). This parenthesis takes the place of a reconciliation excised from tile stibscribers' edition 
which begins with tile narrator instilting Java and ends with sex. The second occtirrence is found at the start of tile concluding narrative frame: 'Ce livre ne veLit pas 6tre, 
potirstiivant dans le ciel son trajet solitaire, ime oetivre Wart, objet (16tacild d'im atitmir 
et dLI nionde' (p. 305). 
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On the other liand the references to characters which occur in other texts are inconspicuous, integrated into the narrative and do not aim to transcend it. They are L- found on pp. 56 (Rasseneur from Miracle); p. 81 (a nameless naval ensign from Notre- b Dame, p. 10); 119 (Erik from Ponyws) and 267 (Seck Gorgui from Notre-Dame [spelt 
'Sek' in Journafl). 
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directed outside tile text in some way, offer tile only possibility of a single organising 
principle for tile text, but only if applied in retrospect. If we look at the language 
consciousness which does not attempt to transcend the text, Journal appears to be 
organised around constantly renewed episodes or scenes which are often in a 
contradictory relation to one another. Journal is a text which is creatively and beautifully 
deformed by forces pulling it in several different directions at once. There are the 
combined forces of transcendence towards the narrator's Nture and towards extra-textual 
artefacts; there are those forces which seek to rehabilitate the narrator's past life for a 
moral end and also those which stress the self-sufficiency and finality of the writing of 
the text itself as a work of art. The achievement of Journal is perhaps that no single one 
of these forces is allowed to dominate the text, regardless of how much space it occupies 4n 
within it. 
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3.7 Conclusions on Language Consciousness 
This conClUsion has two main ainis. The first is to draw attention to the similarities and 
differences between the results of the analysis of langUage consciousness in all five works 
of Genet's early prose fiction. Tile second aim is to widen the discussion, in anticipation 
of tile General Conclusions which follow, to examine how it is possible to elaborate the 
relationship between language consciousness and subjectivity and language (in particular 
the larimiaoe of representation and interpretation). To achieve these ainis this conclusion 
will address three main areas, narrator, narrative function and genre, relating tile first and 
the second ainis to each of them in turn. 
So often literary criticism takes the meaning of the term 'narrator' for granted. L- 
Tile term is one of tile tools of tile trade in literary criticism and is applied to tile majority 
of fiction in prose. The problem with tile prevalent use of terili is that tile balance of 
power between self and function is rarely discussed. The narrator's self can manifest 
itself in different ways; for instance tile narrator frequently acts in tile saille way as other 
characters in the text and is often represented in a distinct physical way; that is to say that 
we see him or her performing actions in world represented in tile text. If I were to situate 
each of the narrators in Genet's five works of early prose fiction oil a scale between pure 
textUality and ontology (I will say below wily it is impossible to find Genetian a narrator 
occupying the extreme of either scale) the results would be as follows: tile most textual 
is the narrator of Quci-efle, who is not represented in tile text in a physical way. Tile 
second most textual narrator is that of Noti-e-Dame who is most concrete during tile 
limited duration of the narrative fraille which encloses the main body of tile text. The 
narrator of Ponipm stands at mid-point between textuality and concreteness (lie is a 
character in the text, but there appears to be a constant flight from his occupation of the 
first person singular pronOL111 Which Shifts away to be used by other characters). The 
narrators of Mii'acle an(] Journal are both concrete and tile narrator of Joui-nal only 
marginally niore so because in that text there are fewer digressions into the lives of 
groups of characters of which tile narrator is not a part. 
If the narrator is not positively identified in a text, then this dissimulation is 
usually seen as part of a deliberate narrative strategy. However, what distinguishes the L5 
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narrator from the rest of the characters is his2` ftinction which I will cursorily describe 
as the mediation between tile reader -and the text. The narrator seeks to channel the 
reader's interpretation and exclude certain other interpretations. For conventional literary 
criticism, ontology and function can be found in the same textual entity and do not affect 
each other. On some occasions tile narrator is considered as a character, on others the 
embodiment of the author and on yet others ail impersonal mediating force. 
However, we can never take tile narrator for granted in Genet's early prose fiction 
because each of tile five texts draws attention to the specific way in which each narrator 
is constructed in ternis of both self an(I function. Their interrelation deniands to be taken 
notice of in criticism of Genet's texts, but has been ignored Lip till now. The narrator's 
self is not straightforward and always synOIlyIllOUS With personality or individuality, with 
ontology. We have already seen in 1.4 how illany previous critics of Genet's work have 
simply equated the narrator with Jean Genet (1910-1986); this leads them to create and 
discuss a Spurious ontology of the narrator. In their texts tile narrator is often referred 
to as in the same terms as a person in empirical reality. Even the most perceptive critics 
who base their analyses oil tile language of tile text (tile fifth category in 1.4) fall into this LI Cý LI 
niode of writing about the narrator in Genet's texts. Take tile following extract froill 
Philip Watts's generally excellent article 'Political Discourse and Poetic Register in Jean 
Genet's Po1nj)e. v. fimH)1-(, sI (1992): 
As a character in his own work, Genet is constantly confronted with media iniages 
and is decidedl writing against them. In an attempt to distance his writing from y C. L- tile language of society, Genet predicates what lie calls a 'registre des p&tes. "' 
The naining of the narrator in this extract bypasses a SOUrce of tile complexity of Pompes 
which is the way that the narrator undermines a straightforward notion of autobiography. 
The narrator is indeed called Jean Genet (Jean Gen& in the subscribers' edition); 
however, as we have seen, the narrator also writes about llijilself as (lead, instead of 
recollecting his past life with Jean D. My language-conscious approach to Genet's early 
prose fiction avoids positing ail equivalence between the narrator and Jean Genet (1910- 
1986). In tile main body of this chapter we have seen how tile narrator acts; however, 
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Only the narmtor of Querelle is of indeterminate gender. 
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his actions have a textual effect without necessarily tying, him to a particular identity or 
nanie: after all, the narrator shares the use of the first person singular and plural with tile 
characters. Therefore, instead of discussing the narrator as 'Genet [who] predicates', my 
own concrete references to the narrator ill this chapter concerti his textual effects. Here 
are sonie examples of references to the narrator's actions in tile present chapter: 'the 
narrator is a poet who writes books' (3.4.5), 'tile narrator is ill control and Ernestine is 
a cilaracter'(3.3.4) and 'tile narrator is dependent oil and a product of the text' (3.6.3). 
Let us now move on to an examination of language consciousness from tile point 
of view of narrative function. This examination is tantamount to investigating the 
implications of language coil sci ou sness by asking what it does in the text. At first sight r) r-I z! ) 
it would seeill that a language conscious passage has no narrative function at all; this is 
because the narrator takes a rest from tile -activity of telling for its duration in order to L- 
speculate temporarily oil the production or reception of tile language which mediates 
between the text and tile reader. However, I have shown how we must not make an 
absolute formal distinction between the language conscious p, -lssage and tile rest of the LI tl 
text which envelops it-, tile introduction to this chapter (3.1) warns against considering 
language consciousness as simply a discrete discourse. Rather, I WOUld prefer to consider 
language consciousness as combining a speculation on aspects of language with the 
narration of the plot. This conibinatory approach coincides with two points made in the 
body of the chapter: first, language consciousness is not a metalanguage which is able to 00t: ý 
comment atithoritatively oil the text from a point inside it. And secondly, taken as a 
whole, language conscious passages provide neither a poetics of the text in which they 
occtir nor a I)LItative poetics of Genet's early prose fiction. Langmage consciotisness is C) Cý 
closely linked to the plot of Noire-Dame and especially to that of Querelle becaUse 
interpretative authority and a speculation on language is devolved to characters. 0 L- 
The final aspect of language consciousness that will be treated in this conclusion C, zn 
is its intersection witil genre. Genre can be understood in terms of tile other types of L" 
writing that are referred to in language conscious passages. Notre-Dame refers to and 
uses popular fiction as a foil for ail investigation of tile text itself. Pompes, Mil-acle and 
Quemlle all refer to poetry in different ways. Pompes opposes poetry to the avowed airn 
of the text to commemorate the death of Jean D. with references to his life and the 
narrator's past life with him. Afil-(Icl(' uses tile term 'poete' to relativise autobiography 
and Quei-elle expresses tile isolation of Gil as an apprenticeship of poetry. 
The references to tile genres of popular fiction and poetry are explicitly signalled 
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by the text and they may be considered as a theme within it, linking novelistic fiction 
with other genres. Furthermore, it is also possible to broaden tile notion of genre by 
considering language consciousness as the complex interdependence, particular to each 
text, between language (above all representation and interpretation) and consciousness 
(forms of subjectivity). As a consequence, it is possible to regard language consciousness 
as both an intersection between literattire and literary criticism and between literature and 
philosophy. In these more theoretical implications of genre and language consciousness, 
I am Ming a conibinatory approach once again. Language coil sci ousness is not literary 
criticism but it shares with literary criticism a concern abOLlt authority and interpretation. 
It implies tile following questions: who comments oil what and by what authority? In 
Genet's texts interpretation is never taken for granted as communicated by an omniscient 
narrator who holds sway over tile text clearly directing tile interpretation. Language 
conSCiOUS passages ill Genet's early prose fiction often have interpretation as their 
subject; not only ill tile sense that a partiCLI]ar textual issue is at stake, but also ill the 
sense that tile forms and tile language of interpretation are important in themselves. 00 
Language consciousness is associated with the intersection between literature and C. 
philosophy because, although Genet's texts are not analytically or discursivel Lý y 
philosophical, they experiment with different representations of subjectivity. This 
experimentation is exemplified by the dynamic way in which the concept of langLiage 
consciousness is interpreted in this chapter and thesis. It is not only a discourse, nor is 
it the expression of a SirigUlar subjectivity - language coil sci ou sness is not ontological; it 
is in fact a relationship between interpretative language (meaning) and forms of Cý &ý. t5 
subjectivity. Fictional writing in particular offers possibilities of exploring the limits of 
both in new and interesting ways. 
Let us finally review two examples of' this type of exploration which were 
analysed in tile present chapter. First, there is the innovative form of writin, ( 
autobiography post niortem in This type of writing subverts a datuill as 
fundamental as death. Secoild]Y, the introductory narrative frame of Notre-Dame 
speculates oil the creation of a fictional text in terms of a debate between creation as 
spontaneous production ex Whilo (this could be called the divine mode of creation) and 
creation as being possessed by inspiration and material from OLItSide (because of its 
association with tile muse, this could be called tile antique and human mode of creation). 
In having both modes active at once, the introductory narrative frame OILIS not only deals 
with the genesis of the narrative but plays Out tile tension in the narrator's way of writing 
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about his own subjectivity in terms of God or ill'an. The result is a most interesting 
combination of tile divine -, in(] the antique human, transposed into tile contemporary 
setting of a prison cell. 
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4.0 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
'[ ... ] dass über das Nichts und (las Sein [ ... ] keine Auskunft erteilen lässt, die in der Forin von Aussagesätzen griffbereit vorliegen kann' (Martin C Heidegger, Zut- Seiii. ýfi-(ig(, ). ' 
4.1 OLItline 
Before proceeding with the general conclusions of the present thesis, it is necessary to 
clarify the relation that they have with tile rest of the thesis. 4.0 will distinguish itself 
from tile rest of this thesis by the brevity and schematic nature of its references to the 
corpus. I intend this section neither to be tile prolongation of tile textual analysis in the 
main body of tile thesis, nor a substitute for it. The general conclusions are intended to 
briefly develop some of tile theoretical implications of the interdependence of subjectivity, 
representation and language. This interdependence was outlined in 1.2 and partially 
elaborated in tile conclusions of tile second and third chapters (2.4 and 3.7). Tile aini is 
a theoretical elaboration of tile study of Genet's early prose fiction rather than a detailed 
comparison between illy corpus and other texts by Jean Genet (1910-1986). 
Due to the fact that these three concepts are not usually considered together, it 
will be necessary to allow their specificity to emerge. However, because tile main D 
purpose of these General Conclusions is to emphasise tile interdependence and tile exact 
nature of the connections between them, they cannot be considered in isolation. To solve 
this dilemnia of simultaneous singularity and interdependence I have chosen to look at the L- 
same material from three different view points putting tile accent on language, 
representation and sutýjectivity in turn. Thus the sections are titled as follows: 4.2 
Language (Subýiectivity and Representation), 4.3 Representation (SUbjectivity and Cý 
Language) and 4.4 Subjectivity (Representation and Language). Bivalency is a featUre of 
all of these concepts because they can be understood both at ail individual and collective 
level. 
First published in Fi-eim(heluffiliche Begegnungen, Fesrvchrýftjth- D-list Kingel* (Frankfurt 
ani Main, Vittorio Klosternlann, 1955; 1). 9-45) with the title 'Ober "die Linie"' and later 
renamed: Zur Sehqfi-age [On the Question qfBeing]. I use tile first publication as illy 
reference text. Tile translation of tile epigraph of this chapter is: 'that no inforillation can be given about nothingness and Being which can be presented tailgibly in the form 
of assertions. ' 
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4.2 Language (Subjectivity and Representation) 
First and forenlost it is necessary to emphasise tile importance of language. Secondfy, it 
is important to foregrOLInd language modification. Genet's early prose fiction and tile 
other theoretical and philosophical texts which I will introduce here (by Martin Heidegger 
and Roland Barthes) actively go beyond tile dictionary as far -as tile use of individual 
words is concerned. They also include other types of language Use and the discourses of 
other genres at tile level of tile paragraph and the page. 
From the title of Martin Heidem-, er's essay Zur Sein. ýfrage [On the Que. ytion. of t:, L- 
Being] there would be seem to be no doubt as to tile question that tile philosopher wants 
to address. However, tile first title of Heidegger's essay was 'Ober "die Linie", a 
punning reference to a text by Ernst Ringer. 21 could propose a third title of the essay: 
'Zunl Sagen und Schreiben der Seinsfrage' - 'Oil How to Speak and Write tile Question 
of Being'. This is because the language with which lie speaks about Being is constantly 
eniphasised. -1 Three ternis are used to refer to language: Tede' 'Sprache' and 'Sagen'. 4 
Heidegger constantly struggles with language and, put end to end, his references to L- L5 
language demonstrate a dissatisfaction with merely expressive and scientific language 
('blosses Ausdrucksmittel' (p. 17); 'wissenschaftliche Aussagen' (p. 25) as well as 
2 
Ober die Linic, Frankfurt ani Main, Vittorio Klostermann Verlag, 1950. 
3 
Here are soilie exaniples of Heidegger's disclission about langmage (in addition to the CC t) C epigraph of 4.0): Tie Position des Niiiiiisilills ist, so scheint es, in gewisser Weise durch 
das Überqueren der Linie schon aufgeggeben, aber seine Sprache ist geblieben. Ich meine 
hier die Sprache nicht als blosses Ausdruck-smittel [ ... ]' (p. 
17); 'In den genannten 
Grundworten waltet ein anderes Sagen als (las wissenschaftliche Aussagen' (p. 25); 'In eC welcher Sprache spricht der Grundriss des Denkens, (las ein Überqueren der Linie 
vorzeichneff (p. 26); 'Die Rede vom "Sein" jagt das Vorstellen einer Verlegenheit in die 
andere, ohne dass sich die Quelle dieser Ratlosigkeit zeigen möchte' (p. 29) and 'Einmal 
urn anzudeuten, dass es keineswegs leichter ist, "das Sein" zu sagen, als voni Nichts zu 
sprechen; sodann aber, um erneut zu zeigen, wie unabwendbar hier alles auf das rechte 
Sagen ankommt [ ... l' (1. ). 30). 
4 
Language is considered in both its verbal and written forms (though Heidegger does not 
dwell oil the relationship or distinctions between theill at this point - Jacques Derrida in his De la g1-(, jjjjjj(jt0jogj(, (1967) made theill the cornerstone of his philosophY Of language). 
0 
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'Auskunft' and 'Aussagesdtzen' (p. 3 1)). However, this dissatisfaction does not lead to 
a fatalistic or defeatist attitude to lanouage; Heidegger will not seek to negate it in an L, LI tý' 
absolute way. Rather, at the same time as the dissatisfaction, Z111- &, in#i-age elaborates 
language as a remainder ('scine SImache i. vt gehlichen' p. 17) as another language ('ein 
anderes Sagen' p. 25) and as the right language ('das reclite Sagen' p. 30). 
It is possible to view the difference between these two types of language as a 
move away from language which is an emanation, directed outwards from one being to 
another (the prefix 'aus' is a common feature denoting the language with which he is Cý tl 
dissatisfied). Heidegger strikes through Being and thus also strikes thrOL1011 this type of 
lancytiaae use. Therefore tile expectations raised by Heideguer's second title appears to V.; ' C. CýLý 
promise that his work will address tile question of Being will not be fulfilled in tile form 
of an answer. Language has been modified and tile new form will be elliptical, non- 0 t, 
categorical (and the same applies to Being). To illustrate this, tile only positive 
formulation of Being in Zur Scin#)-age is highly elliptical: b -- 
[ ... ] uni es iiii Bilde zu sauen, das Sein der Schirni ist, den (lie Vergessliclikeit 
eines Philosophieprofessors irgendwo hat stellen lassen. -' 
Here, Heidegger expressly refers to his composition of -in image ('das Bild') of Being 
based oil absence and invisibility (, and Nietzsche's writing). This image of Being is 
oxymoronic because it has been annOUnced as visual, but does not have a concrete 
existence. In a modern technological mode, we could call it 'virtual'. 
Let us now consider the importance of language in this study of Genet's early 
prose fiction. I use the term 'subjectivity' in the present thesis in a similar way to 
Heidegger's use of the terill 'Sein' in Zur Scin. ýftage. They are the first conceptual ternis bcý 
in the titles of this thesis and Heidegger's essay. 'Sein' is the key problenlatic of 
Heidegger's philosophical work and I WOUld argue that the traditional definition of C) 
subjectivity is at tile heart of the fundamental problem in Genet studies: whether and how 
the work and tile life of lean Genet (1910-1986) are connected. This is because many 
critics have viewed the texts as expressions of tile subjectivity of Jean Genet ( 1910-1986). 
However, as explained in 1.2, this thesis (toes not treat subjectivity as coternlinous with 
individuality and personality. Although 'sutýjectivity' is written in tile SilltcýAllar in its title, 
5 
p. 36. To say it in ail image, Being is tile umbrella that tile forgeffidness of a philosophy &ý 00 professor left standin-a around somewhere. 
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the present thesis explores the plurality of tile concept because it applies to several 
different textual entities such as narrators, characters (who describe themselves in tile first 
person singular) and even the ideal reader (all of these textual entities differ according 
to the work in which they appear). 
Furthermore, the importance of language is underscored becaUse subjectivity is 
discussed in linguistic terms. This thesis is concerned with the writing of tile self in 
Genet's texts and Gesture and Language Consciousness, the two pillars of tile present 
thesis, are linguistic features, not theilies (other theses have provided sustained accounts 
of tile following themes: the sacred, the feminine, tile symbolism of tile mirror, nlyth and 
the organic imagination. See 6.2). Gesture in particular is linked to a specific gUide-word 
('geste'). Although language consciousness is more difficult to pin (town to a specific 
vocabulary, it nlay still be suilinlarised in terms of language Ilse becaLlse it concerns 4-D In 
passages which refer to the production or reception of a passage, episode, or tile whole rý 
text. Chapters two and three of this study have analysed the range of tile appearances of 1-n 
these linguistic features in Genet's early prose fiction, linking theill constantly with 
subjectivity, but also with processes which are inextricably linked to language such as: 
representation and interpretation. 
Let us now move oil to tile modification of language. I will look first at how 0 
language is modified in Heidegger's text (both at tile level of tile word and in ternis of C> LI 
genre) and then go oil to look at a philosophical reading of tile later work of Roland 
Barthes by Mary Bittner Wiseman, before discussing the modification of language in 
Genet's early prose fiction in comparison with them. 
Heidegger's modifies language at the level of tile word and concept of 'Sein' by 
striking it through with a cross, the first stroke of which runs from top left to bottom 0 rn 
right and the second from top right to bottom left. Strictly speaking, this bold use of a 0 
graphic figure is a non-lexical modification of language (we cannot find the meaning of 0 C. rn 
the striking through in a dictionary). Tile effect of this striking through is to signal the 00 C) 
provisionality of the concept which can neither be entirely affirmed or denied. 
Heidegger can also be said to modify language in ternis of genre and this L" LI t, 
modification is as important as tile question of Being. Indeed this modification of 
language in which Beinu is spoken or written is tile only answer to the question of Being L-ý 
and it is not ail answer in the traditional sense as it is more of a critique of tile premises 
of the question and a modification of that question, rather than a response to it which 
respects it and leaves it intact. Elliptical language (towards which zill. 5ejtqf1-age tends) 
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is not credible according to a strict interpretation from the point of view of analytical 
philosophy. However, the only positive formulation of Being quoted by Heidegger 
resembles poetry more closely than it does the scientific discourse of philosophy. 
In her 'Rewriting tile Self: Barthes and tile Utopias of Language, ' Mary Bittner 
Wiseman uses texts written in tile last ten years of Barthes' life to explore experimental 
uses of language which are associated with 'a theory of the material subject' (p. 295) 
which is different from 'Aristotelian, Cartesian and eighteenth century' notions of self. ' 
1 will return to ]low we can understand these conflicting notions of the self in 4.4 C> 
Subjectivity (Representation and Language); however at this point a working definition 
will equate tile Aristotelian, Cartesian and eiý,, Ilteenth century notions of the self with the 
traditional definitions of subjectivity based oil individuality and personality found in the 
0-ýford English Diction(li), and quoted in 1.3. My aini here will not be to analyse 
Barthes's contributions to tile debate in detail bUt to pick out those elements in Bittner 
Wiseman's analysis of his texts' which can then be compared to nly analysis of 
Heidegger's essay before relating them both back to tile theoretical implications of the 
concepts of Subjectivity, Languaae and Representation in Genet's early prose fiction. L- -- 
Once again, as in tile case of Heidegger's Zw- Scin. yfi-age, to ask questions about CN L- 
the self necessarily entails a consideration of the language in which the enquiry takes 
place. As Bittiler Wiseman sees it, Barthes's problem was how to experinlent with 
language and elaborate ail alternative notion of the self from a position which is inside 
language. Bittner Wiseman quotes Barthes who outlined a strate,, -,, y to overcome this 
in 
a 1977 lecture to the CoUge de France: 
Human language has no exterior: there is no exit. We can get out of it only at the 0 t: ' 
6 
Published in Literature and the Question (? f Philosophy, Anthony J. Cascardi (ed. ) 
Baltimore and London, Tile Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987 (pp. 292-313). 
7 
quote from Anthony J. Cascardi's synopsis of Bitmer Wiseman's essay, p. 292. 
9 
LeCon inatigin-ale dc la chain, de s'niologic litt'nih-e (lit CoWge de Fnince, pi-ononcee le 7janvier 1977, Paris, tditions du Seuil, 1978. However, BittIler Wisellian also refers to Le Plaifir (lit teve, Paris, t-ditions du Seuil, 1973; U Chanihn! claim; Note sur Ia. 
photogi-aphie, Paris, Gailimard and Editions du Seuil, 1980. 
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price of tile impossible: by mystical singularity... But for those of us who are I 
neither knights of tile faith nor superman the only remaining alternative is... to 
cheat with speech, to cheat speech. ' 
Tile subjects of Bittner Wiseman's essay are the activity of cheating with speech and the 
elaboration of a genre, a linguistic space where the cheating can be performed. Bittner 
Wiseman calls these utopias of lan"Liage. I am going to concentrate oil tile first of these 
utopias; 'The Theatricalization of Writing' where the assertive and referential ftinctions 
of language are cheated (as in Zur Schqftage there is a movement away from langLiage 
as expressive communication). The strategy of cheating closely resembles the effect of 
tile striking through of 'Sein' in Heidegger's essay where Being is crossed through and C> C) r-I t: I Cý 
initially negated, but is visible underneath. As if to underline tile virtual quality -a term 
I applied in the analyses of Heidegger and Genet's texts - of these strategies for cheating 
language. Bitter Wiseman writes: '[tllie effort simultaneously to use language and to 
disengage it from its assertive function involves acting actors quintessentially Litter b C) 
sentences without asserting theill, and writers who use language nonreferentially are, so 
far forth, like actors' (1). 300). And for Bitter Wiseman Barthes is one of these writers. 
What can Heidegger's Zur Scilqfrage and Bittiler Wiseman's analysis of Barthes' t--O 
later writings tell us about tile modification of language in Genet's early prose fiction? Lý 
In Genet's texts language is modified both at tile level of the indiVidUal word and at the 
level of genre. Concrete modifications of dictionary definitions do occur, but they are 
rare; tile illost conspicuous example is tile use of tile terni 'gesticulation' which denotes 
a character's gestures considered as a whole, rather than the standard notion of much or 
excessive gesturing. However, tile use of the term 'geste' can be said to be modified 1-n 
from standard Usave because, as we have seen, gestures in Genet's early prose fiction are t, L- 
neither inextricably linked to human movement nor are they understood primarily in 
terms of their visual appearance. So tile jilodification of tile term 'geste' is a modification 
which brings language into a connection between gesture and sutýjectivity. L- 
How about modification at the level of genre? Tile COIICILISiOll of Language 
Coil sciousness has shown how Genet's texts cail be seen to intersect. with both 
philosophical and literary critical discourses. Indeed, there is debate about whether to call 
the texts novels, or some other terni such as autofictions. Earlier critics such as Thody 
9 
p. 297. 
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(1968) and Coe (1968) followed the convention established since the publication of tile 
pUblic editions of the texts and made a distinction between fOUr novels and one 
autobiography (Jountal). 
Whether we choose to call these texts novels or early prose fiction, the ability of 
these texts to integrate other genres and discourses cannot be in doubt. In the case of 
12 Genet's texts, we find poems, " aphorisms, " cinematographic tableaux, letters, " 
speeches, " lists" and songs. " The fluidity of tile genre of these texts affects the 
representation of subjectivity and as we will discuss in 4.4, different genres coincide with 
different fornis of the narrator's subýiectivity. For instance in Pompes the narrator is both 
a novelist and a poet. 
The ternis 'modification' and 'shifting' recur at a structural level thrOLIghOLIt this 
thesis. This is because one of the features of Genet's texts is that once relations have been 
set tip (for example between SUbjectivity, Gesture and Language Consciousness, or 0 L, 
between subjjectivity, representation and language) the texts explore different permutations Lý 1: -ý 
of them, which form and deform the concepts. it is only possible to set down tile starting 
10 
Pompes, pp. 61 and 106-107 (a prayer-poem); Miracle, P. 131. 
Pompes, P. 50. 
12 
Notre-Dame, pp. 78-87,20"2-204 and 356-359. 
13 
Notre-Dame, pp. 376-377, Miracle, 1). 89. 
14 
Miracle, pp. 207-2 10. 
15 
Jourmll, p. 60; Miracle, 1). 22. 
16 
Notre-Dame, p. 85; Journal, p. 196; Afiracl(,, pp. 18g- 189. 
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points and the home keys of the narrative extemporisations in Genet's texts which never 
corne to an end and provide a definitive answer. In this thesis I have attempted to provide 
a complete series of representative snapshots of variOLls answers. 
4.3 Representation (Sutýjectivity and Language) 
At one level it would seem that tile link between representation and language must be 
taken for granted in Genet's five works of prose fiction. Hence it could be argued that 
it is impossible for the texts to provide anything other than representation in language. 
However, this is far from being tile case in Genet's early prose fiction and in tile texts 
by Heidegger and Mary Bittner Wiseman referred to in these General Conclusions. 
Representation is never taken for granted in these three texts because what is being 
represented is never straightforward. Language is complex, sutýjectivity is too, therefore 
their representation is affected by their complexity or, more correctly, is an integral part 
of their complexity. 
Returning to Heidegger's only positive formulation of Being in Zur Sein. ýfrage: 
'[t]o say it in an image. Being is the unibrella that the forgetftilness of a philosophy 
professor left standing around somewhere. ' I considered this above as a piece of elliptical 
language. Tile virtual nature of this formulation not only modifies language but also PLItS 
representation into question. Here, Being has no location and it is not a goal of rational 
thOLIght, indeed it is literally associated with aimlessness; tile only way that it is anchored 
is by a reference to a, statement by another philosopher which itself elliptical. Thus 
representation is not completed in a concrete sense where one thing is identified as 
another, or where a signifier latches oil to the signified (however temporarily). The 
umbrella mentioned as part of tile copulative phrase with 'ýtre' is arbitrary, any object 
which could have been forgotten would have served the same purpose. There is a relation 
between Heidegger'samid Nietzsche's text but this is a citational, punning relation and not 
a representation in the conventional sense. However, it is clear from tile dissatisfaction 
with language and ? -ý 
tile indications of another type of language discussed in tile previous 4n 
section that representation too must be problematised and must even fail, but that this 
failure is not absolutely negative, links can and must be made in other ways. 
In Genet's early prose fiction representation is associated with tile visible or 
visualisability which illanifests itself in a concrete way in references to vistial genres 
(such as photography and film) and in an indirect way in relation to the visual element 
in gesture. 
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As far as the references to photographs and films are concerned, it must be Cý 
granted that tile medium for tile communication of these different genres and types of 
artistic production is of course hillited to French prose. However, there is both a 
sustained commentary oil tile specificities of these genres oil their own ternis and in 
comparison with prose. Another added feature is tile speculation oil tile limits of linguistic 
representation which are linked to different forms Of SLIbýjedvity as well as to a 
foregrounding of visuality over text. Tile supreme example in this domain are the carnets 
of Querelle and Divine which are made up of pictogranis and which form part of the 
devolution of narrative authority (and power to en-age in representation) away from the In LI 
narrative authority itself to a character who commands a means of expression to which 
the narrator is not privy. 
Let us now consider visual representation in gesture. Contrary to expectations 
gestures are not always expressions of tile individual character which can be said to 
belong to that character oil account Of their visual distinctiveness. The visual component 
of gesture is nearly always referred to, but the particular feature of Genet's early prose 
fiction is that it is hardly ever completed and distinct (Tile Double Gesture is the 
exception, but these gestures are still not dependent oil one character). It is therefore tile 
failure of language to represent or mediate gesture clearly which is the most interesting 
aspect of gesture in Genet's early prose fiction and one of the Illaill aspects dealt with in 
the chapter oil gesture. 
I will reserve tile main substance of tile discussion of subjectivity until the next 
section; however, it should be stressed that one of tile most important reasons for tile 
complexity of representation in Genet's early prose fiction is that language must represent 0 Z: - 
subjectivity and this subjectivity takes many forms as does language and that tile two 
concepts inevitably have an effect oil representation which is never a simple process in 
Genet's texts. Representation in these texts must also take into account tile failures of the 
representation of subjectivity. 
4.4 Subjectivity (Representation and Language) Cý L, 
Tile methodological principles of illy approach in tile present thesis confirm both 
the importance of subjectivity and its intersection with representation and language. For 
instance the source material for the discussion Of SLIbjeCtiVity is not based on the 
corporeal individuality of ail author such 'as Jean Genet (1910-1986), a feature shared by 
the definitions of subjectivity from tile 0-ýIbrtl Englisli Dic-flonary mentioned in 1.3. 
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Instead subjectivity is elaborated exclusively in ternis of languagg, in two editions of five 
texts and in tile differences between them. I have deliberately sought to indicate how tile Zý 
publication history of tile texts is frequently distinct from tile personal history of Jean 
Genet (1910-1986) and how tile former can make a useful contribution to the 
interpretation of tile corpus. 
The concept of subjectivity which emerges in Genet's early prose fiction is diverse 
and is organised around the narrator, individual characters (and tile connections between 
characters - intersubjectivity) and even around a notion of an ideal reader of the texts. 
Subjectivity in Genet's texts is at one remove from Kant's transcendental subject because 
it is wholly mediated through language rather than through a self-conSCiOLIs being who L- LI LI t75 
can experience the world. Heidegger too, in his approach to tile question of Being which 
dominated his philosophical writing, continued to make a distinction between tile 
specificities of tile individual 11111lian being ('das Seiende' [entities in tile real world]) on 
one hand and Being, [Sein] oil the other. Tile importance of empirical reality in Kant and 
Heidegger distinguishes their concepts of subjectivity froill the one that I have attempted 
to elaborate here. However, tile location in Genet's texts of the source material for illy 
concept of subjectivity, does not mean that Genet's texts are irrelevant, in methodological 
terms, to other (more strictly philosophical) approaches to the topic. This is because it 
is advantageous for all writing and thinking about the sub ect to ilICILIde at least as 1111.1ch 
speculation oil concomitant factors such as its own forin and tile medium in which it is 
conducted, as oil the purported olliect of the thinking or writing itself (Heidegger's later 
work's appear to have been increasingly open to this shift in emphasis). LI 
4.5 Final Comments 
The prime subject matter of these General Conclusions is the interdependence between 
subjectivity, representation and language and how to discuss it. Genet's early prose 
fiction, the texts by Barflies, Heidegger and Bittiler Wiseman all confound attempts to 
establish a hierarchy aniong these three concepts. In all three texts language is not 
modified because it reflects tile variations in subjjectivity and thus is forced to express 
them. Nor is language tile instance which moulds sutýjectivity. I argue that Genet's early 
prose fiction brings to tile fore -a mode of conceivin.,; relations which suspends origin and 
possession. Of course this thesis does not aim to refute tile fact that Jean Genet (1910- 
1986) was the author of the five works of early prose fiction under consideration here; 
nevertheless this origin is not useful ill tile approach of this thesis. The writing of tile In 
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self, of subjectivity, should not be considered as limited to this origin or as the expression 
of its singularity. Herein lies tile general relevance of the interdependent concepts of 
subjectivity, representation and ]anguage, none of which can be altered without altering LI -- 
the others. 
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5.0 APPENDICES A-E: Lists of Excisions and Variants Between tile Subscribers' and 
Public Editions of Genet's Early Works of Prose Fiction' 
5.1 APPENDIX A 
Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs, Excisions and Variants 
'totis droits rýservýs ä la succession de Jean Genet' 
References to tile Collection Folio edition are followed by those of the subscribers' 
edition. Particularly important variants are marked with ail asterisk and additions with a 
mathematical plus sign. Speech marks replace tile French 'guillenlets' (-[ ... ]*) 
in the 
subscribers' edition. 
FI 1 [... ] de petir. Toutes les celltiles ... 1 et priaient 
Diett. Je vis 
12 [ ... ] de peur (totites les cellules [ ... et priaient 
Dieti). Je vis [ 
F12 [ ... ] en construction au travers desquelles on voit 
le ciel par les fenýtres de la faýade 
opposee. Coninie ces casernes [ ... 1 13 [ ... ] en construction. Au travers cl'elies, on voit 
le ciel par les fenýtres de la fnade 
opposee, et coilinie ces casernes [ ... 1 
F12 ] les deserts, car les d6serts sont clos et lie communiquent pas avec Vinfini. 
12 [ les d6serts (car les (16serts sont clos et lie communiquent pas avec Finfini). 
F13 ] belles fletirs, ces iiiacs, comme jardins en mai. 
13 [ belles fleurs (ces macs), coninie jarclins en mai. 
F13 ] s'ils sont des fis ou si lis 
13 [ SIN sont des lys Oil si lys 
F13 [ ... I leurs jambes, - tant de rigidit6 [ ... I Cý 13 leurs jambes, car en effet tant de rigidite 
F13 soudain mativaise d'un cloche crevant 
*14 SOLIdain iliativaise d'un clocher crevant 
F14 La faille stir leur visage Cý 14 La paille stir leur visage 
F17 nia propre Ilistoire. Sionalenient de Notre- Dame-des- Fleu rs: taille 1,7 1 ill, poids 
71kg, visage ovale, cheven blonds, yeux bleus, tehit mat, dents parfaites, nez rectiligne. 
Divine est morte Ilier [ ... I 
I am grateful to Guy Danigo for his careful proofreadings of my transcripti olls. Of 
course, any mistakes which remain are entirely my own responsibility. 
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*16 [ ... ] ilia propre histoire. 
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SIGNALEMENT 
de Notre- Dame-des- Fleurs: taille I m. 71, poids 71 kg., visage ovale, 
cheveux blonds, yeux bletis, teint mat, dents parfaites, nez rectiligne, 1-nembre en 
6rection: longueur 0 m. 24, circonf6rence 0 m. 10. 
Divine est morte hier [ ... ] 
F20 Des tantes-filles portaient des couromies en perles de verre, de celles precis6nient 
queje fabrique dails ma cellule [ ... ] les escargots et 
les linlaces. 
Toutes, les tantes-filles 
18 Des tantes-rilles portaient des couronnes en perles de verre (de celles prýcisýillent que 
je fabrique dans ilia cellule [ ... ] les escargots et les 
liiiiaces). 
im Et totites, les tantes-filles [ ... 1 
F22 [ ... 1 en eile ce qui inipressionne, c'est la viotietir, 
donc la beaute, de cette partie [] 
20 [ ... ] en eile ce qui inipressionne, c'est la viguetir - (donc 
la beautý) de cette partie [1 
F26 [ ... 1 je ile suis pas folle. Et elle iietait pas folle. 
- Lou Culafroy va illourir tout a l'heure. 
22 "[... I je ne sifis pas folle". (Et elle ii'6tait pas folle). "Lou (Culafroy) va mourir tout 
ý Fheure. [ ... 11, 
F27 Avee precision, tout le nikanisilie du drailie se pr&enta ä Vesprit d'Ernestine, et de 
la sorte au iiiien. 
23 Avec une pr&ision reiliarquable, tout le niecailisilie du dranie se prýsenta a Vesprit 
d'Erilestine (et de la sorte au mien). 
F27 [ ... I suffit a Iiii dicter soil attitude. Ce West pas 
la preilliýre fois que 
responsabilit6 d'un crime. 
23 [ ... I stiffit a hii dicter soil attitude (ce West pas ]a preilliýre fois que [ ... I responsabilitd d'un crime). 
F27 1 avec la brutalitý, qui Itii brülait les joues, dont ]es ýpiiisses illains 
23 [ avec la brutalitý, qui Itii brCilait les joties, coiliiiie les dpaisses iiiains 
F28 ] eile mit ses bijoux. Ainsi je faisais [ ... 1 23 [ eile mit ses bijoux. (Ainsi je fiaisais 1 ... ] tin (hanlant 
bornie). 
F28 Du plafond, (16tail important, pendait Lin lustre 6norme. 
24 DLI plafond (d6tail important) pendait un lustre 6nornie. 
F29 Iy motifir Wamour, gard6nal et fleurs, pour un Chevalier 
24 [y nlourir d'allIOUr (gard6nal et fletirs) pour un Chevalier [ 
F30 I cet 6tat surlIMIN-lill ou extra-lucide de Passassin 
24 [ cet etat (surliumain ou extra-lucide) Lie Vassassin 
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F33 ] son geste INrAt en Iiii, d'un placenta de noblesse, tine s6rie d'6tres 
26 [ soil geste INrAt en hii (d'un placenta de noblesse) tine s6ric d'&res [ 
F33 Wun pan de cette cliape de velours noir, velours clont soilt fa-its [ ... 1 26-27 D'un pan de cette cliape de velours iloir (velours dont sOllt faits le loup de 
Fantönias et celtii des Dogaresses) C 
F34 [ ... ] leurs cuisses brutales et colossales coninie celles et plus peut-Atre que celles d'Alberto, de Mignon, de Gorgtii, et le flanc [ ... ] 27 [ ... ] leurs cuisses brutales et colossales (coninie celles d'Alberto, de Mignon, de Gorgui) et le flanc [ ... ] 
F34 Us ont, Pabbd sait cela en r&e, fait 
27-28 Us ont (Pabbe sait cela ... ] en r&e) 
fait 
F35 [... ] presque attendri, pensait I'abb6; il remit en place 
28 [ ... ] presque attendri (pensait I'abb6) ; il remit en place 
F35 L'enfant de clioetir, un cMtif teigneux, qui 
28 L'enfant de clioetir (un cliýtif teigneux), qui 
F35 [... ] particulier aux danseurs, une main dans leur poche, qui finissent Lin tango. 
28 [ ... ] particulier aux danseurs (une inain dans leur poche) qUi finissent un tango. 
F36 la Saga, le dict de Divine. La Divine-Saga devrait ýtre dansee [ ... ] *29 ]a Saga, le dict de Divine. Je suis le poýte tout trouve. La Diville-Saga devrait 6tre 
dansee [ ... ] 
F38 [ ... ] eile avait un sourire de cratietise irritant. Ainsi le dit-on dans des hocheillents de tete. Pour le poete [ ... ] 30 [ ... 1 eile avait un sourire de craneuse irritant. (Ainsi le dit-on dans des hochenients de tete). Pour le poete [ ... ] 
F39 [ ... 1 des 111,1, (, lic-City. Au moindre mouvenient, s'ils nouent leur cravate, des 
appareils a sous. Divitie nouait [ ... ] 31 [ ... 1 des iliagic-eity (, ii, inoindre niouvenient, %'ils notient leur cravate, des 
appareils a sous. ) Divine nouait [ ... ] 
F39 [ ... 1 je les ahne. Fatal, c'est-ä-clire decidant du sort de cetix qui les regardent, 
in6duisýs. Je la ferais [ ... ] 31 [ ... ] je les ainie. (Fatal, c'est-a-dire (1ýci(iiýiit du sort de cetix qui les regardent, 
mMises. ) Je la ferais [ 
... ] 
F39 [ ... 1 IllystiqUes. Je la dý1)ouillerais de tout attirail sentimental. Qu'elle coilsentit ä 
etre 
*31 [ ... 1 iilystiqties. Et je le dýpouillerais de tout attirail sentimental. Qu'elle consente a etre [ ... ] 
F41 I et paillettes d'un falbala 
32 [ et paillettes (Pun falbalas 
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F42 ] fut conquise, trailsl)ortýe par la Hdeur de la nuit 
33 [ fut conquise (traiisportýe) par la tiNeur de la nuit 
F44 Signaleinent cle Mignon: taille 1,75 111, poids 75 kg, visage ovale, cheveux blonds, c C> 
yeux bleu-vert, teint niat, dents parfaites, nez rectiligne. 
11 6tait jeune aussi [I 
*34 Signalenient de Mignon: taille Im. 75, poids 75 kg., visage ovale, cheveux LI 
blonds, yeux bleLl-verts, teint mat, dents parfaites, nez rectiligne; membre: longueur en 
erection 0 m. 24, circonf6rence 0 ni. 11. 
11 6tait jeune aussi [] 
F45 [ ... I la Canebiýre [] 35 [ ... I ]a Cannebiere [... ] 
F53 I et ainsi de SUite: une til6orie de macs purs, s6výrement [ ... ] 40 [ et ainsi de suite, et une tli6orie de macs J)Urs et s6výrenient [I 
F57 Rentr6s au grenier, ils se caressent. 
Divine amie son honime. Sle lui cuisine 
*43 Rentr6s au grenier, ils se baisent. A Mignon, pour I'aniour, afin qu'iI soit facilitd LI et leur paraisse, parce qLI'il devient normal, consacre, regularis6, sacramentel, Divine a 
enseigne tine posture qu'ils recherchent naturellenient tOLIS deLIX. Couchee stir le dos, elle 
laisse Mignon enforicer sa verge dans sa bouche. 11 fait stir elle, son ventre stir sa figure, 
ses poils dans ses yeux, les niouvements rythili6s. Elles se maStUrbe d'une main, et de 
Fautre, caresse les fesses de Mignon. Elie a m6thodiquenient appris a pr6voir ]a second 
exacte de ]a jouissance de soil lionime et surveille sa propre main pour obtenir ]a sienne 
au nieme moment. Le sperille qui monte dans ]a verge de Mignon, elle le sent venir sous Cý C> ses levres. Elie en a la bOLIche pleine quand le sien jaillit stir lesjambes velues de I'autre, 
qui halete. Puis ils funient, et boivent l'6ternel t116. Se caressent. Autrefois, ]a partie "'ale 
de Divine effarouchait Mignon. Maintenant, il aime a sentir contre son ventre sa duret6. 
11 plonge en Divine coin b me en un n1iroir et la beaute un peu molle de son anii lui 
raconte, sans qu'il le comprenne bien claireinent, la nostalgie d'un Mignon mort, enterre 
en grand apparat, et janiais pleui-6.11 accepte que Divine boive tine gorge de th6 tiWe, 
le conserve tine seconde dans ]a bouclie, et, levres contre levres, le lui repasse. Et ainsi 
de suite. 
Ils dorment se regardant, la verge du maitre entre les cuisses rondes de Divine-la- 
Belle. 
Divine Faime, son lionime [] 
F60 La niýre de Diviiie, Erilestine, ippelant la lessive [] 
45 La iliere de Divine (Ernestine) appelant la lessive [1 
F62 
... ] qUatre OLI cinq jours... 
Le reste ne nous interesse plus. 
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46 [ ... ] qUatre ou cinq jours... Le reste ne nous 
int6resse plus. 
F62 [ ... 1 secotient - la rage (Vetre pris - 
leurs clievetix [ ... ] 
47 secotieiit (la rage (Ntre pris au piýge) leurs cheveux Ce 
F62 ] se sourient (I'Lin sourire litimide et 
47 f se sourient (sourire liumide) et [... ] 
F63 ... I dessine stir ]a niuraille du grenier de Divine. 
D'une promenade au parc Monceau 
*47 dessine stir ]a nittraille du gremer ou Divine, aprýs chaque masturbation, flanque 
son foutre. Car il fallait tin commencement ý ]a chose. Or les premiers coups 6changes, 
rien tie petit plus faire qti'ils tie soient suivis de beaucoup d'autres, et des coups, Divine 
se console settle. 
Mine promenade au parc Monceati 
F64 ] appliqti6es A elle-111ý111e. L'argot [ ... 1 48 [ appliqu6es a elle-meme. Jaillais elle WeLit ose (lire sails rOLIgir: "Ma bite 6tait 
braqu&". L'argot [ ... ] 
F66 [... ] comme de (16ill&r - il lui semblait clue sa main introduite soulevait la 
chemise - certains mots [ ... ] 49 [... ] comme de d6m&r (il lui semblait que sa main introduite soulevait ]a 
chemise) certains mots [ ... ] 
F66 murmurait ces mots en avalant ]a fum0e lourde de s-a cigarette. Pour illieux Ll 
49-50 murniurait ces mots en avalant ]a fum6e lourde comme sperille de sa cigarette. 
Pour mieux [ ... ] 
F67 ( ... I title jetine canaille, till de ces vingt visages que jai d6coupes dalls 
les 
magazines, qui sifflotait [ ... 1 50 1 Line jetine canaille (till de ces vinot visages que j'ai decoup6s dans les magazines) 
qui sifflotait 
F68 [ ... ] bull-dog, cell1i (ILI jetine boxetir anglais Crane que j'ai R'i parilli 
les vingt, sur 
le mur. 
Mignon pAlissait. 11 a assonlni6 Lin Hollamidais rose 
4-D jetine boxetir anviais Crane que 
j'ai Ih parmi les vinut, stir *51 [ ... ) de bLIII-dog (celid (ILI tý 0 le mur). 
MIGNON 
a assomm6 un gros Hollandais rose qui voulait Venctiler dans tine chanibre 
d'hotel. 
Mignon accepte de faire les miclietons au peze. Et j'en arrive a cc que je voulais 
montrer: Mignon, confondil avec cc robuste soldat que je connus ý la prison tililitaire du 
Fort-Saint-Nicolas. D6serteur, pour gagner le jury, I'Oniouvoir, il elit Vid, e de sinluler, 
avec une science instinctive parfaite, , dans sa caserne o' la I'llomoseWel passif bafOLle Ll 
vie lui est rendu impossible, qLl'il d6serte. 11 r6ussit son truc. L'alieniste d6clara qu'il 
n'6tait pas en etat de denlence au monlent de sa d6sertion, tilais qu'il etait atteint de 
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nombretises anomalies doilt le j ury devait tenir coillpte. Le soldat fut acqtiitt6, mais, dans 
]a prison, tout le temps de la prdvention, le splendide colonial Wosa plus sotifire, ni fire, 
ni parler, car nialgr6 hii, sournoisement, cette personnalit6 dont if se para. combattait sa 
nature virile 11 en 6tait pAle. [sic for punctuation]. 
Mignon pAlissait. 11 a assomn16 ce Hollandais rose 
F71 Le suicide fut sa grande pr6ocCLIpation: le chant du gard6nal! Certaines crises 
53 Le suicide fut sa grande pr6occupation (le chant du gardbal). Certaines crises 
F71 Mais tin jour, a port6e de nia main, se trouverait bien tine fiole de poison qti'il me 
suffirait de porter a nia bouclie; puis attendre. Attendre (fails tine angoisse intol6rable, 
[ ... 1 
53 Mais tin jour, a port6e de sa main, se trotiverait bien tine fiole de poison qtl'il hii 
stiffirait de porter A sa bOLIche, puis attendre. Attendre clans tine angoisse folle, 
intol6rablej 
... I 
F71 I et si proclie, encore dans le moillent, qu'oil dirait pouvoir Veffacer 
53 [ et si proclie (encore dans le moment) qu'on dirait pouvoir Peffacer [ 
F73 ] humains. Uenfant 
54 hunlains. Et Fenfailt 
F74 Ce matin, [ ... 1 
55 
Moi, 
ce niatin, [I 
F75 I ce qu'il me (lit. Mon r6veil ne m'enleva ce sentiment de bapt6lie. Mais [... ] 
56 [ ce qu'il me (lit. Et nion reveil ne ni'enleva ce sentiment cle b6n6diction, de 
baptenne. Mais [ ... I 
F77 [ ... 1 dails tin confessionnal. Le coiifes%ioiiiiýil vide nie reservait ces meines doticeLirs. De vietix journaux [ ... ] 57 [ ... ] dans un confessionnal (je confessionnal vide nie rýserwait ces inUies doucetirs). De vietix journaux [ ... ] 
F78 Divine ý Mignon: "Tu es mon Affolante. " 
- Divine est humble. Elie tie [ ... ] *58 Divine a Mignon: "Tu es ilion Affolante. " b 
- Divine est humble. Pas a ]a nlaniýre cle ce JeSUite, de qui I'm ille disait: "C'est tin 
lionlille qui vit dans title telle siniplicite! Ainsi, pendant ]a guerre, officier superieur, il 
avait etabli son P. C. dans tin chateati et soil bureau dans le grand salon. Eli bien, il t. 
reftisa pour soil usage tin beau nicuble de illarcitieteric et le fit reniplacer par Line table 
de cuisine en bois blatic. " Officiere, Divine il'eut pas vu ]a diff6rence entre les deux 
tables. Elie tie [ ... I 
F79 Des qu'un peu riclie, par le fait d'un Argentin, Divine s'entraina all Ilixe. tlý 59 Des qu'un peti riche (par le fait (I'mi Argentin), Divine s'entraina au ILIxe. L, 
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F79 [ ... ] tine seiliaine entiere, niaintenant elle sait Iaquais, ineubles de luxe. 
59 [ ... ] wie seniaine entiere et in, -ainteilant elle sait 
Iaquais (ineuble de luxe). 
F80 [ ... 1 de son certificat (Nftides supeneures. 
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marcher stir les tapis, parler aux 
marcher sur les tapis, parler aux 
- 11 est bete comme tin bouton... 
59 [ ... ] de son certificat d'6tudes sup6rieures. 
- Un Dur A Divine: "QLI'est-ce que Vainles le mieux: que je Cencille oli nle 
faire 
tine pipe? " 
Divine, goulue, et sincere jusqu'ajoilldre les mains et arranger sa bouche en rond: t: l 
"Mon Mir, les deux a ]a fois. " 
- 11 est Ute comme tin bouton... 
F80 1 quand le fils de la niaison eiltra. 
60 [ quand le fils de la iiiaison (17 ails) entra. 
F81 Elle regarcla encore d'un oeil 11jouille le fils de la niaison. 
60 Elle regarda encore d'un oeil iiiotiitlý le fils de la iliaisoil (17 ans). 
F81 Leurs sexes gigantesques vivent, frappent a petits coups 11 
60 LeUrs verges gigantesques vivent et frappent a petits collps el b 
F82 Jean des Bandes Noires; je le laisse [] 
61 Jean des Bandes Noires, et je le laisse [I 
F83 [... ] mesdames, une farandole de ah! oLli, oui, mes Belles, r6vez et. faites les 
Pochardes pour y fuir, ce qui je refuse (le vous (lire, ce qUi etait aile, bouffl, gros [ ... I 
*61 [ ... I Mesdames, une farandole de bites, 011i, OLIi, mes 
Belles r&ez et faites les 
Pochardes pour y ftfir, des bites ail6es, des pafs bouffis, gros [ ... I 
F83 [... ] de prison, que j'aime mainleilant coillille tin vice, ni'apporta 
62 [ ... I de prison (que j'aime illaintenant comme tin vice) ni'apporta [ 
F84 [ ... I trace fraternelle d'un ami. Car si je il'ai jamais SLI [ un male qui sait qu'il 
ne Fest pas. Fattends stir le mur [ ... 1 62 trace fraternelle d'un ami (car si je Wai jaillais su ] un mile qui sait qtt'il ne 
Fest pas). Fattends stir le niur 
F86 Sa confiance dtait totale, illvilleible, cialls les lioninies [1 
63 Sa coilfiance &ait totale (et invincible) dans ]es lioninies [1 
F86 Eile coniprit souclain, ou peit a peu, voulut prendre le colltrepied 
63 Elle comprit sottdain (peti ä peu) et votilut prendre le contre-pied [ 
F86 ] qui dissimule ilia] sa faiblesse 
63 [ qui dissimule (ilia]) sa faitilesse 
F86 [... ] (leur tenir la drag6e haute) pendant qu'ils [I 
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64 (leur tenir ]a drag6e haute), et ils t, 
F86-87 [ ... ] du tribunal, car elle est toniWe souvent surtout pour 
la. came, [] 
64 [ ... ] du tribunal (car elle est tonib6e souvent surtout pour 
]a came), [ ... I 
F88 [ ... ] le soleil. Mais [ ... 
1 entortilles. 
64-65 [ ... 1 le soleil. (Mais [ ... 1 entortiUs. 
) 
F88 I un objet de pur luxe. Si Divine consent [1 
65 [ Lin objet de pur luxe; et, si Divine consent [I 
F88 ] et deviner qu'il [ ... ] 65 [... ] et deviner (sentir) qu'il 
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F89 en entrouvrant la culotte, ce soin illysterieux de soil homme. Enrubann6 les 
poils 
*65 en entr'ouvrant la culotte, ce coin nlyst6rieux de soil Iloinilie. Parfunl6 les 
couilles. Enrtibannn6 [sic] les poils [ ... I 
F90 - Non, non, c'est nioi. 
L'amie du m6nage Ll 66 "Non, non, c'est moi. " 
L'AMIE 
du menage [] 
F90 Mimosa 11, qui etait alors ,, arqoil laitier, elle lui a laiss6 son iloill. C, 66 Miniosa 11 (qui etait alors garqon laitier) elle Iiii a laiss6 son noni. 1-n 
F92 Mignon, je suis peLlt-ýtre frapp6 Wamour pour toi 
68 - Mignon, je suis peut-We frappa d'amour I)OUr toi 
F94 ... I on dirait que ]a Belle descend. [ ... I Mignon souriait a peine. 11 sait. L-a Belle Grosse des lioninies 
69 on dirait que ]a queue descend. f ... ] Mignon souriait ý peine. 11 sait. La queue des lioninies b 
F95 - Pfais le tM. 
Coninie s'il dit conipris ( ... 1 Je sttis la Toute-Setile. 69 "J'fais le tM". Et coiiiiiie s'il etit coinpris [ ... ] Je suis la Toute Totite-Setile. 
" 
F95 I ]a Toute-Perskut&" Ayant a exprimer Lin sentiment [ ... 1 69 " ]a Toute-Pers6cut6e. " Quand elles avaient a exprinier tin sentiment 
F95 [ ... ] qui apaise tille tenil)ýte itivisibte. Le familier qui avait connu, du tenips de la 
grande Mitliosa, ]es cris ýperdus de libertý [ ... ] 69 [ ... 1 qui apaisait wie teillpete invisible. Et le fiiiiiitier qui avait connti (du tellips de 
la 
grande Miniosa) ]es [70] cris ýperdus de liberte [... ] 
F96 - Ta gueLlle, hein, gonzesse. Tu vas pas ilie faire manquer devant les copains. 
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La voix etait si froide, [ ... 1 70 "Ta gtietile, liein, gonzesse. Tit vas pas nie faire ilianquer devant les copains. " La voix 
etait si froide [ ... 1 
F98 Void Divine seule au monde. 
71 Et voici Divine setile au monde. 
F98 ... ] le pantalon d'un matelot. Divine est setile. 
*72 [ ... ] le pantalon d'un niatelot. Dans la foule qui va, il accoilipagne Diviiie quelques 
pas, la baise en niarchant clerriere, avec sa quetie la soLlleve de terre, la porte devant Itii 
sans la toucher des niains, piiis, arrive a la hautetir d'mie grande niaison iii61odietise, il 
la dýpose, reboutonne son pantalon, cligne de l'oeil et raiiiasse dans la botte du ruisseau 
ce violon biessý que Diviiie a vu. 11 disparait. 
Divine est setile. 
F99 ] M"" Roquelaure [ ... 1 72 [ Madame Roquelaure [] 
MOO ... I entrebaill6e 73 [ ... entre-Mill6e [ 
FIOI ... I mon corps d6tach6 de ilia týte, par nies doigts enfolices dalls les yelix, pourrie. 74 nion corps d6tach6 de ilia týte (par illes doiats eilfoilc6s dans les yeux) pourrie. Cý 
Fl02 1, les Üglises il'existatit pas, [ ... 1 74 [ ... ]es 
Üglises (toutes) ilexistaiit pasj 
F102 [... ] de tous les saints. 
74 [ ... ] de tous les Saints. 
F102 [... ] faire autrement. Que j'annonce que je suis une, vieille pute [ ... ] 74 [ ... I faire autrement. Mais, quand j'ai (lit que je suis Line vieille pute. [ ... ] 
F102 il ne petit que ille mepriser. Fai passe des nuits entieres a ce jeLI: [ ... 1 74 ne peut. que me m6priser. liliaginez ]a quantit6 de larmes que j'ai dCi dtouffer. 
Pai passe des nuits entiýres a ce jeu-ci: [ ... I 
F103 [... ] en rigolades. Moil sourire alors 
75 [ ... ] en rigolages. Alors nion sourire [ 
F103 [... ] il faut qLi'il le denieure, afin de conserver mon recit. 11 ne petit me plaire qu'ý 
ce prix. 
*75 [ ... I il faut. qu'il le demeure, afin de conserver cette apparence, de roe en marche 
avetigle h travers mon r6cit. (Foublie Ie Wavetigle, jai 6crit "avelial") 11 ne petit ine 
plaire qu', ý ce prix. 
F104 Ce mouvement le punissait. 
75 (Ce niotiveilient le punissait. ) 
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F104 Notre-Dame-cles-Fleurs fait ici soil entr6e [ ... 
I 
77NOTRE-DAME-DES-FLELIRS fait ici soil entr6e [] 
F105 ... I dit-il tout hatit Ces mots ne sont pas 
78 dit il tout haut (Et ces niots ne sont pas 
F107 Sails fard le chanter. Sans pr6tendre [ ... 1 
79 Sans fard le chanter. Sails excuses. Sails pr6tendre 
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+FI08 de sa jeunesse morte, et de sa illort. 11 eclabousse le mur d'un 6clat qui ne peut 
s'exprimer que par ]a confrontation de ces deux termes qui s'annulent: luilliýre et tenebre. 
La. nuit sort [... ] 
80 de sa jeunesse niorte, et de sa mort. 11 eclabousse le illur de beaut6. La. nuit. sort [ ... I 
F 108 ... ] setil dails les Mondes o('t les soleils tournent! 80 [... ] setile dans les Mondes oü les Soleils tournent! 
F109 ... ] stir tin autel, qLI'iI soil de planches basculantes ou 
Wair azur6. 
80 [... ] stir tin atitel (qu'iI soil de planclies basculantei ou Wair azui-6). 
F109 ... ] d'aucun ordre, car le soldat ]. tili hoilime perdu. 80 [... ] d'atictin ordre (car le soldat [ ... Un homme perdu). 
F109 Tout aussi bien qu'au Mexicain, [... ] 
81 Tout aussi bien qu'au jetine et beati Mexicain, 
FIll ... I cette voile qu'il apercevait. 81 [ ... cette voile qu'il Pa vue. 
F111 ... ] ne lui arrachera pas. Un jour, Mignon, oisif, 
*82 ] ne lui arrachera pas. 
Mignon Pavait fait Lin niatin Wavril (ce qui le fit naitre en decembre) A tine 
fruitiere de la rue Lepic, dont notis ne saurons jamais rien. Seize ans plus tard, le Pere 
et le fils devaient se retrouver juste ý tenips pour (16vorer ensemble les vingt mille francs 
du vieux etrangle. Jusqu'a ]a fin du livre, - et iiialgi-6 ilia tentation, car Vinceste coninlis 
aux cabinets entre Pere et fils est blen ]a fornie Wamour exquise (a ]a promenade, ne 
reste[sic]-je pas longotemps dans 1'escalier avec I'espoir de rencontrer ce Pere qui a vio]6 
son fils? Uenfant de quinze ans est au quatrienle, avec les mineurs. Le pýre est A 
quelques ceflules de moi), - jusqu', ý ]a fin (ILI livre, Notre-Dame et Mignon doivent ignorer ce qui les lie. 
Un jour, Mignon, oisif, 
F113 ... ] soil dessert, Divine 6tant soil bifteck, et il revint 83 [ ... soil dessert (Divine 6tant soil bifteck), et il revint [ 
F113 ... I et pour tout (lire fantomal costume 84 [... ] et pour tout (lire fant6nial costume [ ... 
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F114 Mignon Pexamina, car [ ... ] ggangisters marseillais. 
Cette simple 
84 Mignon 1'examina (car f ... I gangsters in-arseillais). 
Cette simple [ 
F 114 Faites ce qu'il vous plaira. 
84 Faites ce qu'il vous plaira... 
F115 ... ] (Ptin vrai iliac. Mignon portait 85 d'un vrai iliac. Et Mignon portait t) 
+F117 [... ] que Mignon d'un coup de 
enfonce loin, [ ... 1 86 que Mignon (Pun 6blouissant LI d'innocence, enfonce loin, 
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reins, roclier Winconscience et dinnocence 
coup de reins, splendide d'iticonscience et 
+FI 17 de I'assassin adolescent ptilv6rise par ]a gratitude! 
Cela potirrait ýtre aussi, illais ne sera pas. 
86 [ ... ] de I'assassin adolescent, fou de recoil ilai ssance, gorge 
de spernle, et qui pense: 
"Oh! Mi,,,,, noil, tout parce que Cest toi. " 
Ainsi, cela pourrait ýtre atissi, mais ne sera pas. 
Fl 17 quant au ilieurtre. NligIlOll fUt le thMtre [ ... 
I le (16sir de d6lation. 11 [1 
86-87 quant au ilieurtre. (Mignon fut le 1Witre le (16sir de (I'lation. ) 11 L- e 
F118 ... ] I'aveit (ILI sunioni. Enfin il y vint [ ... 1 87 11 restait a faire 1', aveu du surnoili. (Pourquoi ne pas le cacher? ) Enfin, il y vint 
FI 18 [ ... 1 dýguetiler des pafs. 11 prit de l'eilfant [ ... 1 87 deguetiler des liaf% vitlants de foutre. 11 prit de l'eilfallt t> c 
FI 18 [ ... 1 ]es yeux de son aiiii. D'un botit a l'autre [1 87 [ ... ] les yetix de son aiiii. Et, d'un botit a Vautre [1 
Fl 18 ... ] fix6 stir sa bouche, car il sentait 87 [ ... fix6 stir sa bouclie. Car il sentait [ 
FI 18 Quand le noili fut dans la cliaillbre [ ... 1 87 Et, quand le nom fut dans la cliaiiihre [1 
Fl 19 existence eil moi, car ils ne se contentent et le composent. Pappelle 
87-88 existence en illoi (car ils ne se contentent et le composent). Pappelle 
Fl20 [ ... 1 la dignitý de culte! Que je coninience le geste [ ... ] tres loin du ilionde. 88 [ ... ] la dignitý de culte! (Que je coninience le geste [ ... ] tres loiti 
du nionde. ) 
F120 cogn6 le front a tine challe cle granit. V) 89 [... ] cogne, le front a tine colonne de granit. 
F122 [ ... I denieure de Dieu et de sa Cour. Fai refait le chemin [ ... I 
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*89-90 [ ... I denieure de Dieu et de sa Cour. Quand je dis que le Ciel ni'a trompe, c'est 
ainsi qu'un autre disait: Versailles est implacable, Trianon, I'Elys6e, ]a Wilhelmstrasse 
sont muets. Le Ciel ni'a ben16. Et jai peur, mon petit. 
Fai refait le chemin [ ... ] 
F122 [ ... ] des populations p6trifi6es. Mais pas Wissue. 90 [ ... ] des populations petrifi6es. Et pas Wissue. 
F123 ... ) voisin du bonlieur pendant ]a clitite, mais c'6tait 91 [... ] voisin du boillicur (penclant la clitite), iliais c'6tait 
F124 Durant son seJour ý I'li6tel, Mignon [ ... ] 91 Durant son sýjotir a I'll6tel - un niois - MiLgIlloll 
F125 Ses niouvenients, et plus partictilierenient tine prise de ceinture, tine inise en garde 
devaient ý tout prix, au prix de ]a victoire nihie, faire d'elle [ ... ] 92 Ses niouvenients (et plus parliculierenient tine prise de ceinture, tine mise en garde) 
devaient a tOLIt prix (au prix de la victoire nienle) faire Welle [ ... I 
F127 L'aniour commence. 
Divine ile s'etait pas virilis6e: elle avait vieilli. 
*93-95 L'aniour commence. Je laisse aller, jusqu'a ce qu'ils soient presque ý poil tOLIS 
les deux. Bandent conline des cerf. s. (Divine alors inet sa lanc; ue entre sa. machoire 
inf6rieUre et la. peaLl de cette mAchoire et pense qu'ils bandent illieUx que des cerfs. ) 
Couche stir le ventre de Notre-Danle, Marchetti enfin entre soil nlenlbre et s'enfonce. Je 
Wapproche. Je trique aussi. Je nlouvre la braguette. Avec mes mains, je ne sais pas ce 
queje caresse: c'est peut-ýtre les cuisses de Marchetti. Enfin, nia týte s'approcile. Et nia. 
langUe trouve la base de ]a verge de Marchetti, verge tr6pidante et velue dont tout le reste 
est entr6 ý Pinterieur de Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs. Ma langUe liche verge [94] et pourtour 
du trou. Je b6nis Punion, j'adore ce miracle qui toujours iWinquiete et ni'emerveille: 
Finstant et le point precis ou deux ne font clu'un. 
Mignon observait Divine, ahuri. Notre-Danle Wapercevait rien de cela qu'il 
provoquait. Un jour qu'ils n'6taient que tOLIS deux dans le grenier, Divine decida enfin 
d'enculer Notre-Daine, qui, ailluse, se pretait ' 'I tOLIS les jCLIX de bonne grAce. Car Notre- 
Dame-des-Fleurs etait gentil, notons-le title fois pour toutes. Gentil, cest-a-dire: pr& au t-n jett. Ils s'embrasserent, inais (16ja dails le baiser, Notre-Dame, plus fougueux et plus fort, 
de sa larigue vibrante trouait la bouche de Divine. Elie ecartait levres, dents, et 
s'introduisait, victorietise. Et quand Divine voulut passer a Pacte definitif, elle chevauclia 
Notre-Dame d6bout=16, couch6 stir le sol, le menibre brandi hors de ]a braguette. Elie 
allait de sa verge un peLl souple Penfiler - il souriait toujours, ainuse - quand ]a bosse de ]a dLire quetie de ]'adolescent, plaqu6e et bondissante stir soil ventre, donna, ý Divine ce 
vertige bien connu Welle: Pabandon au inale. Elie se laissa glisser, saisit a pleines illains ]a verge de Notre-Dame et, ]a serrant bien fort, la dirig, -ea, PintrOdUisit elle-iii6ilie, en 
elle. Souriant t0IIJIOUrs, et 6carlate - et il semblait poss&16, si j'eil crois son visage d'alors, par le dieu du buisson ardent - comme il Pavait bien souvent entendu dire par Mignon A Divine, a son tOLir Notre-Dailie, hisse stir elle, disait: "Allons, ]a ilionle, donne-toi; faUt te donner. " Divine serrait contre elle, les pressait, les reins qui allaient 
et venait par A-coups terribles. Enfin, il jouit. Divine 6tait vainctie. Elie sentit ]a ti6deur du sperme stir ses cuisses, mais c6tait celui de Not re- Dame-des-Fleurs. Vainctie h peine, 
car elle Feut contre elle pantelant, saignant 1ý 
Wune 6norme blessure de bortheur. En 
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somme, elle r6int6grait son Ame. Avez-vous connu cela'? Ainier Lill jeline garqon 
lonotemps, cherement, et puis, Wen pouvailt plus de cet acte 116rofque, j'abandonne. Mes 1-11 
muscles et mon esprit se relAchent. A ]a lettre, je chancelle. Et j'adore enfin, fren6tique- 
[951ment, les 111LIscles qui me torturent, qui me courbent sous eLIX, et cette domination 
niýest apaisante comme un sanglot aprýs un trop loncy temps stir les sommets d'un draille Cý t: ' hatit comme ]a mort. 
Notre-Dame se leva et fut s'essuyer A ]a serviette, pendant qLie, honteLlse, 
s'efforqant de ne pas le niontrer, Divine se brarilait en le regardant devant le bidet, sa 
chemise relev6e, admirant de le voir plant6 naturellement stir ses deux jambes tel que 
jannais elle ne satirait ýtre ni montrer cette vigueur qui s'impose simplement parce qu'elle 
est. Ainsi Divine ne s'etait pas virilis6e: elle avait vieilli. 
F128 ... I Msus stir title croix (lit XVIIII: siecle [ ... 1 95 [ ... Mats stir une croix (lit dix-huiRnie siMe [I 
Fl31 [ ... ] sa inarche pieds titis, sous la lune, autour des planches de cliotix [] 97 [ ... ] sa inarche pieds nus (sotis la Itine) autour des planches de choux [ ... 1 
*F131 Coninie la fraicheur de la nuit 
97 La fraicheur de la nuit [ ... 1 
Fl33 [ ... ] en le fabricant - niais non en le concevant - il y avait Iluit 
jours ä peine [1 
99 [ ... ] en le fabricailt (iiiais non en le concevant), il y avait Imit jours ä peille [ ... ] 
Fl35 Potir etudier la niusique, c'est-a-dire pour faire les illeilies gestes [ ... 1 Culafroy fabriqua ]Instrument [ ... ] 100 Pour etudier la niusique (c'est-a-(lire pour faire les nibies gestes Culafroy 
fabriqua l'instruinent [ ... 1 
Fl36 Sa tete baiss&, afin qti'il se vit dans la glace. 101 Sa tete baiss&, pour qti'il se vit dans la glace. 
F137 [ ... I et pourtant prdsent. Cette enfance [ ... ] 101-102 [ ... I et pourtant pr6sent. Et [1021 cette enfance 
Fl39 [ ... 1 en souriant. Cette crainte [ ... 1 102 [ ... ] en souriant. Mais cette crainte [] 
Fl40 1 les poulains des lirýs. Les jotietirs eux-iiienies 
103 [ les poulains des pres. Et les jotietirs etix-iiiýiiies 
Fl41 ... 1 d'une fa, ýon violeilte (c'ýtait bien la des viols) presque totale. 104 [ ... 1 d'mie faýon violeilte (c'dtait bien l('a des viols) et presque totale. 
Fl41 [ ... 1 et collaient leur ventre iiii, a Vabri pourtant de la lune, ä illeilie le tronc 104 [ ... 1 et collaient leur ventre nu (a l'ahri pourtant de la hine) a illeiiie le tronc [1 
Fl42 Cela fit partie de l'enfance de Divine. 
105 
CELA 
fit partie de l'enfiance de Diviiie. 
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F142 [... ] ces craintes: colýre, m6pris, degoCits divins, Divine fit Cý 
105 ces craintes: (col&e, m6pris, d6goks divins), Divine fit 
F 142-143 Gabriel, malgr6 soil teilip6railleilt de feu, qui fait souvent rOLIgeoyer sa. 
face, craignit I'Enfer 
105 [ ... ] Gabriel (malgr6 soil temp6ranlent 
de feu, qui fait souvent rOLIgeoyer sa face) 
craignit I'Enfer [ ... ] 
F143 ] ils soutenaient Mlle Adna [ ... 1 
106 [ ils soutenaient Mademoiselle Adna 
F144 [ ... ] verticale, courant, pareil ý ce chien ensorceI6 qui 
descendit au village, par la 
grand-rue et comme [ ... 1 106 [ ... ] verticale (courant, pareil A ce chien ensorceI6 qui 
descendit au village, par ]a 
grand'rue) et comme [ ... ] 
F144 [ ... I que1que visage (I'adolescent, mal 
discenl6 en elle, avait iflumin6 la foule, PLIiS 
il a disparti. 
106 [ ... ] que1que beau visage d'adolesceilt, lumineux ou sombre, ilia] 
discerne en elle, 
avait illunlhi6 ]a foule. PLIiS il a disparti. 
Fl44 ] devant eile, dý1)loyant son dos [1 
106 [ clevant eile, et il deploya son (los [1 
F146 Et Divine: 
- Tu ne me racontes 
107 Et Divine: "Tti ne me racontes 
F147 
... ] leur couple. Divine [ ... 1 108 
... ] letir couple. 
Et Divine [ ... ] 
F147 Pattachement du chien. Trouver I'enfallt [ ... I ter fillelilent ses * 108 Fattachement, (ILI chien. Et Iiii enseigner plus tar(l a CO"'Ple 
plaisirs par le choix des cravates, le choix du gin, d6couvrir cette fine et presque 
imperceptible saveur qu'a le meilleur. Trouver Penfant [ ... I 
F150 11 rit, mais je le sens g&6. 
Elie est lieureuse. 
*110-112 11 rit, mais je le sens gene. Du plat de sa main, il frotte lentenlent sa braguette. 
"Regarde qa. - T'es salaud, Archange. " Divine SOUrit et feint de il'&re pas trop attentive. C- Soupirs, de 1'espoir d'We concimse. "De quoi qa te c1loque? - N4oi? 11 faut autre chose. " Gabriel rit, et cette ectime 16, gere clont j'ai parI6 mousse entre ses dents. 11 se penclie stir 
Divine. Cest-a-dire qti'il ose plut6t faire un geste qui incline soil torse vers, elle; elle 
cherche A s'6carter, et c'est justement ce rect-il qui attire les bras de Gabriel pour ]a 
saisir. Vite, elle 6chappe. "Laisse Cenibrasser, j'te (16goL^Ite? - Tu ne vois pas qu'on 
rentre ?" 11 saute ý ]a porte et tourne ha cI6, se retourne, et, elliport6 par ce nlýille satit, 
Plonge stir le fit. "Alors? " Divine s'6chappe et rit, inais soil ilienibre (que d'habitude elle 
sait, quand il est dur, replier entre ses cuisses) la trahit. Elie ne resiste plus. Colle sa 
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bouche stir Fatitre, et s'arrange pour faire glisser soil visagejusqu'a ce que ]a bOLIche de 
Gabriel baise ses paupiýres, ce qui est le baiser de tendresse. Sous sa r6cile 6corce bletle, 
il avait tine chemise de soie blanche, qui se nlýle au lin bleu du pyjania, et leur 
encliev6treilleilt, lentenlent agit6, Cest l'oriflaninie de Jeanne dArc qui flotte trýs 
suavement au fond (Pull liallier, stir till pilier de basilique. Divine avait plac6 sa langue 
entre ses IMes serr6es, pelt ý peu, elle ]a retire devant celle, (16cisive, de Gabriel, puis 
enfin elle desserre soil 6treinte. 
"Salope, d6fais mon froc, allez! " Divine rit, inais tie botige pas. D'une main, 
Gabriel d6boutonne soil pantalon. [I 11] Divine tie voit rien, 111als stir ]a peall de son 
ventre, elle sent forcer le menibre qui bient6t glisse, et se colle entre le ventre de Gabriel 
et le sien. Elie sourit tOLIJIOUrs, illais en se d6battant elle a fait Lill tel illolivellient de 
derobade que Gabriel sexcite et fait tin bond qUi place juste soil menibre ý hauteur de 
la bouche de Divine, et ceci fut voulu par Divine qui glissa till pelt vers le folld du lit. 
Les mains de I'Archange en nage caressent les clieveux, les eniin&nt, les d6inelant, car 
n'ose pas encore. Pour voir soil visage, il doit baisser ]a týte, et Divine SOUrit toujours, 
et ne dit pas till mot. Enfin, ses mains flottent l6gýres stir les handles de sel de Gabriel, 
puis elle entr'ouvre ]a bouche. Gabriel caresse toujours ses cheveux et vetit les m6ler ý 
ses poils cr6ptis. 11 craint de FetC)Llffer, car ses cuisses vont se resserrant. 11 pense une 
implomflon enfantine: "Divine, prends. " Doucement, et conline par tinii(146, il approche 
sa quetie de la bouche, et ]a bouche souriante se fertile. 11 vetit entrer. "Allez! petite 
fernine, allez prends! prends tout. " 11 le prononce cette fois, inais la bouche de Divine 
s'6carte encore et sourit. 11 est inaintenant ,i genoux stir le traversin. 11 sue. Soudain, il 
saisit ]a t6te ý deux mains et I'applique contre son ventre. "Allez, suce. " 11 crie: 
"Divine! " Un cri terrible. Puis title plainte Wenfant: "Si tu tie prends pas, je Vetrangle 
(i]. halete), je serre: laisse-inoi pas serrer, prends. " 11 presse stir ]a bOLIche. Elie 
s'entr'ouvre puis se referille, se retire, et sourit. Le cou de Divine est entre les mains de 
I'Archange pantelailt: " Vite, vite, oil tu vas crever. " Divine ri'a jamais 6te aussi leg&e, 
sainte, d6tachee de ]a terre. Elie tie bande m6iie plus. Elie petit refuser sa bOLIche et 
mourir 6trangi6e, et (lit niýilie coup entrainer Gabriel a 1'echafaud. Elle-nlýnie a envie de 
mout-ir, mais elle Wose le (lire de peur qti'il il'accepte. Elie le condamile ý mort. Mais, 
dans tin eclair terrestre, elle voit le ineillbre enorine qui 11.1i cingle les joues, et son 
sourire s'arrýte net. Son visage devient extrýinenlent grave, religieux: "TU es [112] 
beati. " Elie ouvre ]a boucile, ses joues se creAlsent dans title aspiration et ses joues tin peu 
creus6es Faffinent encore. 
Le golit du foutre. La douceur (VýIre cause de Papaisenlent (ILI Male. Comille 
chaque fois, Divine ii'a pas joui, mais le long de soil corps Gabriel a gliss6 et posd sa 
botiche 6cunlante stir ]a sienne encore pleine du fOLItre qu'elle ne pouvait avaier, car il 
fallait faire Lin mouvement de d6glutitiOll et Soil COLI 6tait gene par le poids du ventre 
chaud. Elle refait avec I'Archange le jeu qu'il accepte, et ils se passent, dents contre 
dents, le sperme nlysterieux. Enfin elle I'avale. Elle est lieureuse. 
F150 11 tenait Divine contre soi [ ... 1 112 11 tenait (nus tous deux) Divine contre soi 
Fl50 [... ] la Marseillaise 
112 [ ... 1 la Marseillaise [ 
Fl51 Elle inurnittra: 
- Oli! Archange. 
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Gabriel partit [ ... ] 113 Oil! Archange. " Elie murmura: "Oil! Archange. " Gabriel partit 4=1 t7l 
F152 [ ... ] presque lieureuse. 
En entrant cliez Graff [ ... ] *113-115 [... ] presque lieureuse. 
"Tit es mort, Gaby? Pauvre vieux Gaby! " 
Et, toujours souriante, elle se tourile vers Jimilly: "Enfin quoi, Gaby est mort. 
Mais Jimnly, moi je ne sais tout de ill&ie pas. Qu'est-ce que c'est, illort? Parce que 
comprends que tous illeurent (soil geste montre les tombes), m6nie les gens qui vivent 
encore. Mais Gaby? Gaby avec ses yeux? et soil sourire? " Elie semble disserter, mais de 
vrai, si elle c6dait a sa douleur, un souffle la ferait ilionter au ciel. Et vous connaissez 
son horretir de Fininionde surnaturel. Enfin, soudain, crevant le glaqage du discours: 
"Con-ime je Vainle, Gaby! Tit ill'as fait du nial en mourant. Et, pendant un bon moment, 
je Vai ex6cr6 de tile faire si inal. " 
Puis encore A Jimmy: "Mais, tit ne crois pas qu'iI pourrait nous arriver par 
derriere. En douce? En rigolant. Conime il ]'a fait un soir, au Tavernacle, tit te rappelles. 
Oil Fattendait plus, et puts , pan, le rev'la. 
- 11 ne faudrait pas qu'iI arrive. Non, parce qu'alors [114] (et je tile perillets ]a 
gravit6) il faudrait ill'expliquer ce qu'iI ya ]a-dessous, et oil ile pourrait pas. 11 y aurait 
deux Gaby. 
- Et voila ce qu'iI ne faut pas. " 
[page 114 ends at this point aild page 115 begins two fiftlis of tile way down the page] :n C) 0 
EN 
entrant cliez Graff [] 
F 152 [ ... ] denoncý, si toutefois il avait thit un niativais coup, niais eile [] dbolic, (Si totItefois e. il avait fait un mativais coul», niais eile [] 
F153 6POLlsailles. L'une et I'autre tantes en fureilt liorrifi6es. Toujours [ ... 1 115 6pousailles (et I'mie et I'autre tantes en furent liorrifi6es). Et totkiours [I 
*F153 [ ... ] garA par-devers eile [1 116 [ ... ] garde pour eile [ ... ] 
F154 I cette forme, les saints du Cie] veillaient en sourdine, et les saintes; ils [ ... 1 116 [... 1 cette forme, car les saints du Cie] veillaient en sourdine, et les saintes; et ils 
I ... I 
+F156 [ ... ] Notre-Danle, car il avait ses inoillents de douceur, tie colliblait pas le besoill d'6tre SOLImise. a title domination brutale CILI'61)rotivait Divine. Les Wes [ ... ] 117-118 [ 
... ] Notre-Danle (car il avait ses moments de douceur) tie coniblait pas son besoin d'etre sotimise a title domination brutale. [I 181 Les id6es [ ... 
] 
F157 [ ... I en revue ]a peati trop blanche et sMle, la maigreur, les cavites des yeux, les 
rides poudrees, les clieveux coll6s, les dents Wor. 
118 en revue: sa peau trop blanche et seclie, sa ni-ait"reur, les cavite de ses yeux, ses 
rides poudrees, ses cheveux coll6s, ses dents Wor. 
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Fl58 11 connut la jouissance 
118 11 etit la jouissance [ ... ] 
F158 ] elle devait payer ses amants. 
119 [ elle devait les payer. 
Fl58 [ ... 1 partotizes coiilpliqtiýes, a deux, trois ott quatre, et 
[1 
119 [ ... ] partotizes coiilpliqtiýes (ä detix, trois ou quatre) et 
[] 
F159 [ pour elle, connaitre le plaisir. 
*119 [ pour elle, (16charger ensemble. 
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Fl59 [ ... ] qui l'avaient perforýe. Sans souci 
de leurs goCits, eile les accotiplait. Elle 
acceptait [ ... ] *119 [ ... ] qui l'avaient de leur verge 1)erforýe. 
Et sans souci de leurs 90C1t, eile les 
accouplait: c'etaient un chasseur du Claridge, un boxeur italien, un officier canadien. Eile 
il angelesques a quatre thes, quatre bras, quatre sexes «nagina de beatix nionstres michel-- e 
enfouis et huit jambes. Elle acceptait [ ... ] 
Fl59 [ ... 1 trýs lasse. Bienffit s'ýiiiotissa le plaisir [ ... 
1 
119-120 [ ... ] t&s lasse. Elle n', ivait de son spernie que stir 
le ventre, illais elle essuyait 
[1201 pourtant sa bouche et ses cheveux. BielltCit clut s'diiiotisser le plaisir [ ... 
] 
Fl59 [ ... ] d'Alberto et se satisfait de Itii. 120 [ ... 1 d'Alberto (et eile le trotiva) et se satisfait de Itli. 
F160 I immoral: c'6tait un garqon 
120 immoral: il etait un garqoil Lý 
F161 I soil sourire. Quand 
121 [ soil sourire, et quand 
Fl61 [ ... 1 soi-nienie en inventailt avec sa propre bouche [1 121 [ ... 1 soi-nibie et invente avee la bouche [ ... 1 
F161 [... ] glace, elle [ ... ] 121 [ ... I glace et qu'elle [] 
F161 I Culafroy. Ce fut 
121 [ Culafroy. Et ce ftit 
F163 (Alberto parlait des serpents au f6minin. ) 
122 (Alberto parlait des serpents, au f6minin, toLkjours. ) 
+F163 le corps glac6, Itigubre. Cela fut 
122 le corps glace. Et cela fut 
F164 I tendresse, cependant que la main ( ... ] 122 [ tendresse. Mais pendant cc temps, la main 
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F165 [ le jour suivant ces jours avec le reste et ce souveilir [ ... I 
* 123 [ le jour Waprýs avec son menibre, le suqa, et ce souvenir 
F165 I leur charme. Culafroy tI tit bel [1 
124 [... ] leur charme. Et Culafroy fut be] [I 
F167 ] leur ombre. S'il ne totichait plus [1 
125 [ leur oilibre. Et sil ne touchait plus [I 
F169 ] alors il proilonqa [1 
126 [ et alors il pronotice [] 
F169 I pour Culafroy, I)ILIS tard pour Divine, autre 
126 [ pour Culafroy (plus tard pour Divine) autre f 





F171 ... I cherchait Faventure. 11 etait vLu [ ... 1 *127-128 [ ... ] cherchait Paventure. Signalement de Seck Gorgui: taille I ni. 77: poids 88 kilos, visage ovale, cheveux 
crepus noir, yeux noirs, teint [1281 noir, dents parfaites sauf une niolaire qui est en or, 
nez canius, nienibre en erection longueur 0 m. 28, circonf6rence 0 In. 14. 
11 etait výtu f ... I 
F171 [... ] elle songea, vaguement toutefois, t, 0 128 elle songea (vaguenient toutefois) tý 
F172 - Oui qa va, dit-il, et toi? 
Divine se collait A lifi. 
128 "Oui qa va, dit-il, et toi? " Divine se collait ý Iiii. 
F172 ] jarrets nerven pour pisser contre 
128 jarrets nervetix et qui pisse contre 
F172 I Alberto, Colosse de Rhodes, qui est [1 
128 [ Alberto (Colosse de Rhodes) et qui CSt [I 
F173 M" Adeline [ ... ] 128 Mademoiselle Adeline 
+F173 [ ... I ]'assassin noir, le faisait 129 [... ] ]'assassin noir, faisait [ ... j 
F173 ] de mes pets, qui West pas celle de nia nierde, odetir (16testee, tellelilent 
129 [ de mes pets (qui West pas celle de nia nierde, odeur (16test6e), tellement 
F174 [... ] eilregistrenlents pass6s, usure avant-courriere de purificatioll, lilais [I 
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129 [ ... ] enregistrements passds (usure avail t-cou rriýre 
de purification), mais [I 
F174 Entre ses doigts il roulait un soldat [ ... ] 
129 Je le revois, entre ses doigts roulant tin soldat 
Fl75 Je crois, bien que je sache que c'est fatix, que 
130 Je crois (bien que je saclie que c'est fatix) que [ 
F175 ] Polo du Gyp's Bar est 
130 f Polo du Gyp's Bar est I 
F176 Il avait tud sa femille, puis, I'ayant assise 
131 11 avait w6 sa fenime, et, Fayant assise [... ] 
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F 177 [ ... ] jusqu'a... Enfin j'ai mes Ilistoires. 
Celles qui sourdent de nies yeux. Les 
prisons [ ... ] 131 [ ... ] jusqu'a... Et puis, j'ai mes histoires. Celles qui sourdent 
de nies yeux. Et les 
prisons I ... ] 
F178 ] ce Veni Creatoi-, qu'on chante 
132 [ ce "Veni Creator", qu'on chante 
F179 I neufs. Peu A peu [] 
133 f netifs. Et peti a peu fI 
Fl80 [ ... ] de ses janibes. Dans le col [ ... ] 133 [... 1 de ses jaillbes, et voila le coilible de l'elegance niasculine. Dans le col [1 
Fl80 1 douM de piiissaiice. Je nie deiliailde [] 
133 [ doties de pttissaiice. Et je nie deillande [1 
Fl8l I la menie faqon et qLie nous vinies dans ]a nie ou a Pecran. Me hausser 
134 [ ]a illeme faqon (nous le vinies dans la rue ou h Nun). Me Ilausser [ ... I 
F181 I niontrd. Les prýtres 
134 [... ] illontre. Et les pretres 
F181 I du Premier exectitant; le pretre 
134 du premier exectitant et le pr6tre 
F181 [ ... ] se grefferent stir Culafroy, comme plus tard se grefferent des muscles, et 
il 
dut les porter [ ... ] 134 se grefferent sur lui (comme plus tard se greMrent des muscles), et il dut les 
porter 
F182 [ ... I silencieux, ses sabots se posant avant lui le portaient avec d'infinies 
precautions stir ]a haute laine du tapis, et l'odeur [ ... 1 134 [ ... I silencieux (ses sabots se posaient avant lui et le portaient avec d'infinies 
pr6cautions stir ]a haute laine du tapis), et l'odeur [ ... I 
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F183 Les doubles rideaux du tabernacle 
135 Les doubles-rideaux (ILI tabernacle [ 
F183 ] sortait d'elles. Hatiss6 stir [ ... 1 
135 [ sortait d'elles. Un silence fou. Hatisse stir 
F185 ] au Caprice viennois. 
136 [ au "Caprice viennois". 
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F185 [ ... I personne Wentendit. Elie eut alors 
Vid6e de chercher sa valise cach6e soils le 
lit, et conimenqa [ ... 1 137 [ ... ] personne Wentendit. Alors, elle eut 
l'idee de chercher sa valise cach6e soils le 
lit, et elle comnienqa [ ... I 
F187 tin temoin (les thloins sont presque toujours ý charge), jaloux [1 
*138 tin ternoin, et les t6moins sont presque tOlljOLirs a charge, jaloux [] 
F189 ] son bras. Quand [] 
139 [ son bras. Et quand [I 
F 190 Vous savez par Paris-Soir qu'il fut W6 
140 Votis savez par "Paris-Soir" qtt'il fut tue 
Fl90 [ ... ] j'aie jainais vu. Comment 
je caresserai [1 
140 [ ... 1 j'aie janiais vti, et coiliiiie je la caresserai 
[1 
F190 ] et vulgaire! Peut-ýtre son destin [ ... 1 
140 [ et vulgaire! 11 6tait beau, mais peut-We son destin 
F191 [ ... ] je ne sais comment. Les petits solclats [ ... I 140 [ ... ] je ne sais comment. Nous deux, nous... 
Les petits soldats [ ... I 
F191 ] pourquoi, et atissi sans que nos rapports 
140 [ pourquoi, et aussi, sails qUe nos rapports 
F191 [ ... ] cent mille! Bien que je tinsse la [I 141 [ ... ] cent mille! Et bien que je tienne 1,, 'i [I 
F192 - Gadez moin. 
C16111elit [ ... ] 141 ... I "Gadez nioin. " Cl6nient 
Fl92 ] sans qti'il y mit la niain je nie souviens de [ ... ] 141 sans qti'il y mit la inain: sa quetie en moi loin, brtitaleilient, et je rne souviens 
de [ 
Fl92 Avec Gorgui, Diviiie fut vite en l', air. 11 jotta avec elle coiliiiie Je chat avec la 
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souris. 11 fut f6roce. 
Sa jOUe pos6e stir la poitrine noire - sa perruque est coll6e - Divine 
*141-2AVEC Gorgui, Divine fut vite en Pair. 11 jOLia avec elle coninle le chat avec la 
souris. 11 fut f6roce. L'obligeant a rester allong6e stir le divan, immobile, les bras le long 
du corps, il s'arquait ati-dessus-d'elle, son nienibre battant de Coups durs son ventre noir 
et dur: un bouclier. It fit [142] pleurer Divine. 11 ne voulait pas qu'elle touchat. D'un 
setil coup, il se laissa tornber stir elle. La verge de Divine se COUrba. Gorgui baisa sa 
bouche. Sa langue 6tait dure, s6vere. Elle forqait les levres, les dents, et tine fois entr6e, 
accomplissait son labeur de vrille, de pieuvre, de sangsue, de nienibre. Ils furent mouillds 
Fun et Fautre. 
Et quoi donc? Sa joue pos6e stir la poitrine noire (sa perruque et bien coll6e), 
Divine [ ... ] 
F193 I des 6mois, ainsi I Sang, Peur, Amour. 
142 [ des 6niois (ainsi [ Sang, Petir, Aniour). 
F194 [ ... ] Divine. Elle [ ... ] 143 [... ] Divine. " Elle [] 
F194 ... ] tine place? Gorgui s'6veillait. 11 
143 ... I tine place? " Gorgui s6tait dveiII6.11 
F194 I ne parOt ridicule, 
143 [ ne parut ridicule, [ 
F197 - Oui qa bout. 
Stir le petit r6chaud 6lectrique, 1'eau 
144 - Oui, qa bout. " Stir le petit rechaud electrique, dans le ballon de verre blanc, Feau 
I... ] 
F197 - Attends, tu vas boire le tM. 
Divine [ ... 1 144 - Attends, tu vas boire le tM. " Et Divine 
F200 ] les rites, ainsi qu'elle 1'explique ý Notre-Danne, peut-etre 
146 [ les rites (elle 1'explique a Notre-Dame), peut-etre 
F200 ] qu'on leur reffise. 11 a trente ans. Marchetti [ ... ] 147 [ qu'on leur reftise. Trente ans, quil a. Marchetti [ 
F201 
... ] r6alis6es, sans espoir de Fýtre jamais, ce sera la mort de I'Espoir. Des vies 
cossues, captives d'une cellule en forille de de a jouer. Fen suis [ ... ] 147 [ ... I r6alisees (et. sans espoir de 1'6trejamais), la mort. de I'Espoir. Des vies cossues, 
captives d'une cellule en forme de de a jOUer. Et jen suis 
F201 Nous sommes blas6s. 
147 Nous sommes blas6s, nous. 
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F202 Car je vous liais d'aillour. 
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DIVINARIANE (suite) 
* 148 Car je les hais d'aniour, ces iiiAles, et nion iniagination (que Fon dise d'elle ce que 
Pon voudra; pourrions-nous jouir de la possession rdelle sans avoir recours a ses tr6sors 
d'analogies? ), mon iniagination invente pour eux cette humiliation: je laisse I'un d'eux 
tres reellement introduire sa queue dans ma bouclie. 11 entre en moi jtisqu'ý devenir moi- 
menie, prendre par cette pr6sence de son setil sexe toute la place que j'occupe, et alors, 
au moment extrýnie de quitter ilia personnalit6, j'attire a moi le souvenir d'un autre male, 
ý qui j'offre de ni'enculer. 
DIVINARIANE (suite) 
*F202 - Pitiall, pitiali, pour la Divliaiiie! 
148 Titiali, pitiall, potir la Diviiie. " 
F204 [ ... ] collines, nous les attendions dans la va116e [1 149 [ ... ] collines et les attendre dans la vallee [ ... 1 
F204 [ ... ] boue. Les cyclistes de Divine font sourdre en moi tine antique 6POLIvante. 
11 faut qu'a 
149 
... ] boue. " Et les cyclistes de Divine font sourdre en moi tine antique 6pouvante. 
Ecoutez: 
il faUt... 
11 faut qu'a 
F204 1 qti'il ne dise rien de iiies luailtises. 
149 [ qti'il ne dise rien, rien de nies liantises. 
F206 ] au tribunal 
151 [ au Tribunal 
F207 I par un fil. Pourtailt [1 
151 [ par tin fil. Et pourtant [] 
F207 [ ... ] en lioninie. Je seiltais [1 152 [... ] en lioninie. Et je sentais [1 
F208 ] il fuit soudain si prh de illoi que je crus qti'il 
152 [ il est soudain si prýs de ilioi que je crois qti'il 
+F208 [ ... ] "Je Fai (16pouille", c'est-a-dire d6pec6 ou encore conime il est dit: "Depouillez le vieil lioninic. " Et il dit encore: "Coninie qa [ ... 1 152 [ ... ] Je Fai d6pouill6e, Cest-, ý-dire (16pec6e. 11 encore: "Conime qa [ ... 
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F208 1 de des) il ille 
152 [ de des), il ilie 
F208 ] sans d6goCit. Partout [ ... 1 
152 [ sans ddgoCit. Car partout [I 
F209 ] crisp6. Quand 11 
153 [ crisp6. Et quand I ... I 
F209 ] ses bras. Elles y ont maqonn6 tin nid de terre sklie. Des 
153 [ ses bras. (Elles y ont maqonn6 tin nid de terre, sklie. ) Des 
F211 ] siennes. Stir son carnet celebre par [ ... 1 154 [... ] siennes. Stir son carnet (ce carnet c&bre par 
F21 I] noirs. QUe I 
154 [ noirs. Et que 
F212 - Die Puppe hat gesprochen [ ... 1 155 [ ... ]- Die Puppe hat ersproclien "[] 
F213 I le planclier o6 elles sont 
155 [ le planclier, et elles sont [ 
F213 ] changee, et les levres rentrees dans la botiche: 
Eh bien [ ... 1 155 cliang6e (et les levres rentKes dans la bouche)- "Eh bien 
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+F213-214 [ ... I ]a grandeur qu'il fallut pour accomplir celui-ci: retirer 
de dessus ses 
cheveux le bridge et le rentrer dans la botiche et Fy accrocher. 
Ce [ ... ] 155 [ ... I la grandeur (IAme quil lLli f, 'IIILlt pour accomplir cet autre: retirer 
de dessus ses 
clieveux le bridge et le rentrer dans ]a bOLIcIle. 
Et ce [ ... ] 
F214 I ]a noblesse. Culafroy f1 
156 [ ]a noblesse. Et Culafroy fI 
F214 [ ... I VOILIptueusement, comme il I'dit fait a I'Art, s'il I'dit connu. 
La [I 
156 [ ... I voluptueusement (comme il I'dit fait ý ]'Art, s'il I'dit connu). La [I 
F214 [ ... ] výn6res, toteills des vieilles familles, eris de guerre, titres, fourrures, 
6inaux, - 
ecussons [ ... 1 156 [ ... ] v6nýr6s (totenis des vieilles fanlilles, cris de guerre, titres, fotirrures, 
einatix), - 
ectissons 
F214-215 f ... I dtait, se croyait-il, Faboutissement 156 [ ... I etait (se croyait-il) Faboutissement [ ... I 
F215 [ ... ] cliamilieres, - Pemouvait [I 
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156 [ ... I chauniiýres, 1'6mouvait 
II 
F216 [ ... ] la GrAce. Culafroy ne sut se retenir 
de [I 
157 [ ... ] la GrAce. 11 ne put se tenir 
de [... ] 
F217 Cette Histoire devait 
158 Cette Histoire devait f 
F219 ] ne FeCit pas avou6: it fallait que je ftisse novice. Cest dans [ ... 1 
159 [ WeCit pas avou6 cela: it fallait donc que je ftisse novice. Or cest dans, 
F220 [... ] du Mo)*se de [1 
160 [... ] du "Wise" de [I 
F220 chefs-d'oeLivre. Culafroy [ ... 1 160 chefs-d'oetivre. Deja Culafroy 
F221 ] le regarderent passer 
160 [ le virent passer [ ... I 
F221 It pencha davantage [ ... ] 160-16111 baissa [161] davantage 
F222 I mais le muscle et le regard durs. Et tous [ ... 1 
161 [ mais avec la durete de muscle et de regard. Et tous 
F223 ] oil sifflant au vent ( ... ] 162 [ Oil, port6 conime Nýjinski atterrissant stir ]a scene, sifflant. au vent 
F224 Et je reste avec t6zig. 
- Slir, godasse. 
Mignon [ ... 3 162 Et je reste avec Uzig. - Sfir, godasse. " [sic3 Mignon 
F225 [ ... 1 Aine plirase, a la vue [ ... 1 163 [ ... ] d'une plirase botileversante, a la viie [1 
F225 [ ... I le noeud de putain. Comment expliquerons-notis 
*163-164 le noeud de putain. its se d6notient d'eux-nienies, pour peu qu'on y touche. 
Divine exatiqait. Un vieux micheton, a son contact, faillit pleurer. C'etait tin vieillard 
s6vere et droit. L'apparence de rectitude d'une vie plate et sans asperit6s s'effaqait assez 
vite. Le relief naissait dýs qu'on lui parlait, et m6me &s qu'on observait d'un peu prýs 
son visage. Son langage poli laissait parfois passer Lin mot, une intonation, Lin accent 
6tranger, ancien, perdu, appartenant a Lin autre nionde, ý Lin autre etat, a d'autres 
individus peut-We qu'il avait connus, signalant les pr6occupations nombreuses, diverses; 
tin clin d'oeil, tin bAillenient se souvenaient de vieilles vies endorillies. Cela faisait de lui 
tin personnage plein de ressources. Mais tout ce niystýre, jeu de charade ou de mots, 
comme fait pressentir une solution en forme de poerne, se trouva souffle, quand it voulut 
faire croire ý son rnephistoph6lisme. Un soir, it s'approcha de Divine et, stir tin ton doux, 
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voulant contraster avec le convulsif des niots: "Ne croyez pas en ilia siniplicite, elle est 
une science de Papparence. VOLIS pensez, Divine, que je tile livre a vOUs- Mais j'avoue 
beaticoup et beaucoup plus, afin Wkre ý nion aise pour cacher davantage. Et Von croit 
me dorniner, niais nion royaunle est secret. Et sournoise est ilia domination: afin de tile 
venger des outrages d'un adversaire inconsequent, je ni'applique ý le d6niontrer. Et je 
le possede secretenient, alors qu'il se croit en s6curit6 derriýre son rAtelier et ses lunette. " 
C'en fut fait de Iiii. 11 etait mort ý Divine. 
Comment expliquerons-nous [ ... ] 
F226 [ ... ] luxe chaud, 
dor6. Tout cela [ ... ] 
164-165 [ ... I luxe 
fou, chatid, dor6. [165] Et tout cela 
F227 ] ce luxe ill'entourat, Hit r6el, et r6elleilient ý moi, qu'il aurait silffl d'Lin 
165 [ ce luxe inlentoure, soit r6el, et A inoi. QuIl suffit d'un [ ... I 
F228 ] de couleur. 
165 [ de couleur. Le fait est exz-ict. " 
F228 ] du Tavernacle et 
166 [ du Tavernacle et [ 
F229 1 de Mignon augnientaient. 
166 [ de Mignon b t> 
F229 [ ... I retrOLIveroils bient0t. 
QLl'importerait [ ... ] 166 ... ] retrouverons bient6t. 
[new page, starts 1/3 clown the page] 
QUINIPORTERAIT 
[ ... I 
F231 I princesses. Voyez s'il sont beaux! Tous f ... 1 168 [ princesses. Voyez donc si c'est beati! Tous [] 
F231 I elle-ineme et si spontan6ment que [ ... ] 168 [ elle-menle. Et nous y rentrons si spoil tan6men t que 
F232 [ ... ] chantent. Et les [ ... 1 169 [ ... ] cliantent. Et - c'est curietix - les [1 
F232 I musicales, qu'il faudrait noter ici pour les bien rendre, qui 
169 [ inusicales (qu'il faudrait noter ici pour les bien rendre) qui [ 
F236 sourde coniiiie les lanternes des anciens rodeurs dirig& c> 172 [ ... 1 sourde, - coilinie les lanternes des ancietis rödeurs, - dirigýe [1 
F238 [... ] 6tranget6, mais elle est de taille, qu'arriver [I 
173 [ ... I 6tranggete (mais elle est de taille) qu'arriver [I 
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F238 I par Lin souci (Ntre [ ... 1 173 [ par Lin souci que vous direz exag6r6, Lin souci (Ntre 
F239 [ ... ] Seigneur. " Un tel pi6destal orgueilleux confond. 
Elie demanda [I 
173 [ ... I Seigneur " (Lin tel pi6destal, orgueilleux confond). 
Elie demanda [I 
F239 ] misericorde. Culafroy [1 
174 [ misericorde. Et Culafroy [I 
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F240 nion mariage! " r> Voici ce qu'etaient les nuits au patronage - ou colonie. Les te^tes 
174 [ ... I mon jilariage! " Voici ce qu'etaient 
les nuits au patronage - ou colonie. NOLIS 
sommes. Les tetes [... ] 
+F240 [ ... ] qui est au bout du (lortoir. Le silence 
174 [ ... ] qui est ý c6t6, au bout. Le silence 
[ ... 
I 
*F240 ... ] Line denli-lieure. le silence 174 [ ... Line denli-heure. Le silence [ 
F242 ] mal pos6. Ces 
175 [ mal pos6. Et ces 
F243 ] rnAle - c'est [1 
176 [ male - et c'est [I 
F243 I honime "tu defends ton froc". Fadmire 
176 [... ] homme tu defends toil froc. Fadmire [ ... 
F243 Ce furent les vetements des socurs qui 
176 Ce furent les vetements des Somirs qUi 
F243 Les religietises laissent des nuits entieres leur linge pendre danS Lin s6choir, elles 
I ... 1 176 Les Religieuses laissent des nifits enfiýres leur linge pendre dans un sechoir, et elles 
F243 I I'ouvrir. Avec tine prudence [ ... 1 176 [ l'otivrir. A I'aide d'une prudence [I 
F243 [... ] soil plan. 
"Si Lin type voulait... 
176 ] son plan. " Si tin type voulait 
F244 ... ] qu&er. Ne criez [ 
176 
... ] queter. " Ne criez 
F244 1 fait. Mais ll fatit 
176 [ fait. "Mais il fatit [ 
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F244 ] favorable h leur nerfs, pour voler cliacun 
177 [ favorable (a leurs nerfs) et volýretit cliactin 
F244 [... ] ils s'entrai&rent et 
177 [ ... I 
ils s'entr'aidýrent et 
F245 [... ] la route, qu'il [... ] 
177 [ ... I 
]a route et il [ ... I 
F246 [ ... ] le soir m6lie. 
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Je parlerai encore de Divine, mais d'elle en 
*178 ... ] le soir m6nie. Ce passage de ]a vie de Divine Winiportait peut-&re gLlere, mais il ni'alllýnerait 
du fond de mon enfance jUsqu'au coeur de cette grosse prison, otl Illon coeLir bat pareil 
ý chacun des pavds qui battent conline des coeurs, une. si dOLIce caresse! 
JE 
parlerai encore de Divine, mais de Divine en [I 
F246 [... I Line Anglaise. 
178 [ ... ] tine anglaise. 
F246 - T'as ton tire-jus, Seck? 
AussitOt [ ... ] 178 "T'as ton tire-jus, Seck? " AussitOt 
F247 [ ... ] des ethicelles. 
Ils vont [ ... 1 179 ... ] des etincelles. * 
** 
Its volit [] 
F247 a Gorgui: 
Non, dit-il 
179 ý Gorgui: "Non, dit-il 
F248 ] superstition, puis 
179 f superstition et puis 
F248 ] autrefois), ot'i de beaux 
179 [ autrefois), et de beaux [ 
F248 I reunissent: Toutes, mais surtout Preniiýre Communion, Balijo 
179 [ reunissent: toutes, mais surtOLIt Premiere-Comillunion, Janjo [ ... 
F248 Le cabaret est livr6 aux [ ... 1 179 Le cabaret est livr6 (livr6) aux 
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F249 [ ... ] des iliacs-elifatits. En soninie [ ... ] 180 [ ... ] des niacs-eilfants, genre Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs. En soninie [] C 
F250 ] Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs. 11 Wavait pas [ ... ] 181 [ Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs. Lui, it Wavait pas [] 
F251 ] de cliagrin; il prend alors Fassassin par 
181 [... ] de chagrin; alors, il prend Passassin par 
F251 [ ... ] jusclu'au jour. Divine voudrait [] 181 [ ... ] jusclu'au jour. Elie voudrait [ ... ] 
F251 ] ant6rieur ý Divine rappelle 
181 [ ant6rieur lui rappelle [ ... ] 
*F251 Elles se sativa stir 
181 Elie se sauva stir [ ... 
F251 I se gonflait; elle d6sirait 
181 [ se gonflait et elle d6sirait 
F252 [ ... ] inasques. Oil danse [ ... ] 182 [ ... ] niasques (la bergere et les loups). On datise [1 
F252 [ ... 1 de Düsseldorf stir [] 182 [ ... 1 de Dusseldorf stir [1 
F253 [ ... ] des travestis. Les aniants [I 182 [ ... ] des travestis. Et les amants [I 
F253 ] royaux-, ilia plus grailde jouissance 
182 [ royaux et ma plus grancle jouissance 
+F254 Tarabouln, (lie! 
Tarahown, die! Tarabolon, (lie 
183 "Tarabouni! 
"Tarabouni, lass! Taraboum, lass! " 
F254 ot u Pon aurait oubU de 
183 06 Fon a oublie de [ ... ] 
F255 Tarabount, Tarahown, (10 
Tarabouln, diM 
184 "Tarabouni, Tambouni lass! 
"Tarabouni, Taralass! " 
F256 - Un chotfia. 
Sans que [ ... ] 184 "Un cllouaT. " Sails que 
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F256 allUni6e, encore qu'il fit jour. Un gardien de la paix rentrant chez Iiii, ou il 
trOLIverait car il 6tait jewle, passa 
184 [ ... ] allurnee, bien qull At 
jour. Un gardien de ]a paix rentrant cliez lui (oU' il 
trouverait [ ... ] car il 6tait jeune) passa [ ... ] 
F257 ] tine tante, ce que ] Notre-Danle; il fallait 
185 [ une tante (ce que [ Notre-Dailie) il fallait [ 
F257 ] ce phýnoilieile de la langtie niaternelle [ ... ] 
185 [ ce pli6notilýiie connu de la langue niaternelle 
F258 [ ... ] pensait PILIS. En pr6sence [ ... I 185 f ... I pensait plus. Par ailleurs, en pr6sence 
fI 
F258 [ ... ] un socie solide. Alors [ ... 1 186 [ ... 1 un socle solide. C'est alors [1 
F258 [ ... ] male iniperieux, et pour elle, fenime non plus, 
Ernestine [ ... ] 
186 [ ... ] male inip6rieux et, beau, et pour elle, femnle, non plus 
Ernestine [] 
F258 ] avait connue au village. 
186 avait connue, gosse, au village. 0 Cý 
F259 Culafroy fut amoureux, pLlisqti'il fit, quand Solange fut mise au couvent, des 
pelerinages. t: - 186 Culafroy fut amoureux, puisque, quand Solange fut mise au couvent, il fit des 
pelerinages. 
F260 ] des tziganes 
187 [ des Tziganes 
F262 Le rocher devint, par la suite, tin fieti visit6, hant6. Ils y venaient comme Pon vient 
A tin toillbeau. Cette [ ... 1 188 Le rocher devient, par exemple, tin lieu visite, hante. Ils y venaient comnle Pon 
vient ý tin tonibeau. Et cette [ ... ] 
F263 [... ] au Usespoir qui [ ... 1 189 [ ... I au desespoir (d6s-illusion) qui 
F263 I tin nlystýre se trotivait [ ... 1 189 [ tin mystere (assez inqui6tant) se trouvait 
F264 ] de l'extýrietir. CulafroY raconta 
189 [ de l'exterietir. 11 racoilta [ ... 1 
F264 [... ] des fainilles. Solange [ ... 1 la chronique. Je [1 190 [ ... 1 des familles. (Solange [ ... 1 la cilroiliqtie. ) Je [1 
F265 ] ilienie, ceux-IA surtout, sont 
190 [ m6me (ceux-la surtout) sont [ 
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F265 [ ... 1 repondre. La 
He courait le danger d'ottbli. Au [1 t> 
190 [ ... ] repondre (la 
Ne courait le datiger (Poubli). Ati [] ZD 
F265 Prýs du taxi, Wayant plus ý penser, elle redevint Divine. Au lieu d'entrer (dejý 
[ ... 1 
191 
PRES 
dLI taxi, Wayant plus ý penser, elle redevint Divine. Au liell d'entrer (et dejý 
I ... I 
F266 I Divine ile se d6plissa pas. Atissi bien ] disait-elle. Le chatiffeUr 
191 [ Divine ne se d6roula pas. (Aussi bien disait-elle). Le chauffeur 
F266-267 [ ... ] Pobscurite qti'etablissaieiit 
les rideatix [1 
191 [ ... ] Pobscuritý que faisaielit les rideaux [ ... 
1 
F267 [ ... I tine cigarette, ý ses pieds, ]a masse nioussue 
des dentelles de sa robe lui faisant 
une sorte de socle fr6missant, et [ ... ] 191 tine cigarette (,, i ses pieds, ]a masse nioussue des dentelles de sa robe 111i faisait 
tine sorte de socle fr6missant), et [ ... ] 
F267 ] le frac 
191 [ le froc [ 
F267 ] amant le roi. 
192 [ aniant le Roi. 
F268 - OLli tiens, vas-y. 
Notre-Dame [ ... 1 192 "Oui, tiens, vais-y. " Notre-Daille 
F269 ] au Tavernacle 
193 [ au Tavernacle [ 
F270 [ ... I ]a bouche entrebAill6e de Divine. 193 [ ... ] ]a bouche entre-bAill6e de Divine. 
F270 ([ ... I joue de Divine), voulut [I 193 ([ ... ] joue de Divine) et voulut [I 
F270 Moi qa iii'excite. 
11 bOLIgea. 
193 ... I Moi qa iii'excite. " 11 bougea. 
F270 [ ... I le penetrer. Un d6sespoir [ ... I * 194 [ ... ] le p6n6trer. D6ja son nienibre intelligent 6tait plant6, son menibre dur et gros, 
plus dur et plus gros que celui de Notre Dame, et tin desespoir [ ... ] 
F270 [ ... ] bouche de Divine et trOLIvait [ ... I * 194 [ ... ] bouche de Divine pour y planter sa bite et trouvait [] 
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F271 - Oui, dit le nýgre. 
Son lialeine dut soulever les clieveux blonds de Notre-Dame. Un furieux 
motivement s'6branla au-dessus de Divine. 
"C'est la vie" [ ... I 194 "[... I- Oui, oui, dit le riýgre. " Son lialeine dut SOLI]ever les cheveux blonds de 
Notre-Dame. Un ftirieux niouvenient s'6brania ati-dessus de Divine. Notre-Darne avait 
retrouv6 sa bouche, et cette bouche s'ouvrit enfin, immense, terrible, pendant que sy 
6coulait le chaud liquide de Notre-Dame, plus vigoureux encore parce que Gorgui le 
baisait (quand Moaouia nie baisa POUr la premiere fois, sa verge loin rentr6e, tant fut 
imperieuse sa virilit6 qu'en moi j'en sentis assez pour jouir d'une fenime - et ce ftit la 
premiere et seule fois que j'en desirai une). 
"Cest la vie" [ ... I 
F271 [ ... 1 Voreiller. Elle [ ... 1 194 [ ... ] Voreiller. Sa rage et sa lionte. Elle [] 
F271 [ ... I aniour indiqud. Divine se Hit [ ... ] * 194-195 [ ... I aIIIOLir indique. Elie avait Ntat d'esprit de cette 
fille... (C'est Gabriel qui 
lui fit ce r6cit, tin soir, en ftimant tine cigarette, et elle se rappelle que son haleine 6tait :D 
sensible au palais, comine tine bille fralche qLI'on y eAt pouss6e). Son frýre et lui firent 
tin jour I'amotir avec tine jetine putain, Fun devant et Fatitre derriere. Leurs mouvements 
S9 accordaient. Mais, quand ]a jeune fenime voultit baiser ]a boliche de celui qui 6tait 
allong6 par-devant elle, elle eut la lionte de trOLIver cette bouche prise par celle du fr&e. 
Ils s'etaient rejoints par-dessus ]a t&e de la femme ... Divine se 
Hit [ ... I 
F271 Notre-Danle lui devenait 
195 Notre-Danie, lui, devenait 
+F271 Le soir, quand ils furent 
195 Quand ils furent [ ... ] 
F272 [ ... ] sans qti'oil la vit, niais [1 195 [ ... 1 satis qti'oii la voie, niais [1 
F272 ] Fetoffe palpitante. 
Ca, c'est [ ... 1 195 Petoffe palpitailte, faisait la verge. "Ca, c'est 
+F273 [ ... I physique dont on sait coninle elle est anlýre lui fut 196 [ ... I physique (on sait comine elle est amýre) lui fut [ ... ] 
F273 Cependant qu'elle 
196 Pendant qu'elle [ ... 
F273 'Tte lance tin autobus. " 
196 'Tte jette tin atitobus". 
F274 [ ... 1 clignite. Vers la trentaine [ ... 1 197 [ ... 1 dignite. Car vers la trentaine [1 
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F274-275 [ ... ] 
lotie. Au besoin [ ... ] netif trous. 
Que 
197 [ ... I loue. (Au 
besoin [ ... I netif trous. 
) Que [ ... I 
F275 ] sans elle, quand Notre-Danle 
197 [ sails elle, et Notre-Dame [ ... I 
F275 QLielqties secondes aprýs, Divine ajouta 
197 Quelques secondes aprýs, Divine ajoute: 
F276 1 s'alloilgeait, a la 1 vers le bas. 11 dtait 
198 [ s'aliongeait (ä la [ vers le bas). 11 6tait 
F276 [ ... 1 coninie un rayon de soleil un bouchon 
d'ýpines [1 
198 [ ... 1 comilie un rayon de soleil, till t)oticlioil 
d'epities [] 
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F277 [ ... ] ses pourstütes. Eil dýfinitive, ses 
fleches faisaieilt peti de inal ä Notre-Daille, 
nous avons dit pourquoi, et si [ ... ] 198 [ ... 1 ses poursuites. Mais en (ldfinitive, ses 
fleches faisaient peti de nial ä Notre- 
Danie (notis avons dit pourquoi), et si [ ... ] 
F277 [ ... ] cicatrisaiit. Eile redoutait [ ... 1 heureux. 
A cliaciiiie [1 
198 [ ... 1 cicatrisamit. (Elle redoutait [ ... ] lietiretix. 
) A cliactine [... ] 
F277 I adoucissant. Conime Notre-Danie 
198 [ adOLIcissant et conime Notre-Daille 
F277 I Notre-Dame-des-Fleurs. Quoique L1 
199 [ Notre-Dame-des-Fletirs, et, quoiqUe [ ... I 
F278 ] ne se dissolvat dans [ ... ] 199 [... ] ne se dissolve pas dans [I 
F278 1 cet aveti: je ne seiltis [ ... 1 199 [ cet avett: que je ne sentis [] 
F279 I ma pauvre vieille? 
Notre-Dame [ ... 1 200 ma pativre vieille. - Notre-Dailie 
F281 ] de prix. Acoute, va 
201 [ de pris. Ecoute, va [ 
F281-282 [ ... 1 au courant. 
- Faut y aller. Dailie. 
Le nýgre [ ... ] 201 [ ... 1 au courant. "Mais faut y aller, Daiiie. " Le ilegre [1 
F282 ] ses miclietons, le scruptile [ ... ] 201 [ ses miclietons, mais le scrupule [I 
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F282 ] il gardait ]a main 
201 [ il garde la main [ ... 
F282 ] gatiche, il retenait tine longue 
202 [ gauche, il refient Line longue [ ... 
F282 I d'6toffe brune. 
202 [ d6toffe noire. 
F282 ... ] c'est propre. 11 tenait par tin fil 
202 c'est propre. " 11 tenait par tin fil 
F283 ] je ne puis iii'eilipýclier de [ ... 1 202 [ je ne piiis - c'est plus fort que inoi - iii'eiiipýclier de 
F284 'Venvergud! " 
203 "I'Envergue" 
F285 [ tin filet IIIOLIvant les comptoirs 
*203 [ tin filet mourant les comptoirs 
F285 Iý Mignon. Linstant 
203 [a Mignon. A Vinstant 
F285 ] de petits Mercures 
203 [ des petits Mercures 
F285 [ ... I fallait qu'il en passat par la, c'est-a-dire qu'il volk 204 [ ... ] fallait qu'il en passe par ]a, c'est-a-dire qu'il vole. 
F285 ] il deposait, conlille par inadvertance, un petit 
204 [ il d6posait (comme par inadvertance) un petit [ 
F286 [... ] puisque Mignon poss6dait 
204 [ ... I ptiisqti'il poss6dait [ ... ] 
F286 1 la poche, perc&, de son pardesstis 
204 [ la poche (perc&) de son pardesstis [ 
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F286 [ ... ] connaissent. Mignon prýfýrait saisir, faire [ ... ] C *204 connaissent bien. Je connais illoi, leurs caIculs secrets. Mignon pr6fýrait saisir, 
d'un geste gracietix en somme, faire [ ... ] 
F287 I clients, toujours traitres, ne regardent pas. 
205 clients, toujours traitres, ile regardent pas. 
F288 naturel, puis encore [ ... 1 205 naturel (tin client naturel), - et puis encore 
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F288 [... ] ati passage les etalages [ ... ] 
205 [ ... ] au passage toute 1'etranget6 
des dtalages 
F288 [ ... ] les pitis pernicieux, c'est d'eux 
[ ... 1 
206 [ ... ] les plus perilicietix, ]es plus retors, et c'est 
d'etix [] 
F288 [ ... ] stir ]a plage. Par les mots [ ... 
I 
206 [ ... I stir la plage. Et, par les niots [I 
F289 ] filous, macs [ ... ] 206 [ MOLIS filant la nuit au fil de leur sifflet, macs 
F290 (11 inventa: - Ronitiald! ) 
206 (11 inventa, devinez? - Ronluald! ) 
F291 ([ ... ] gardien Pignorait. ) Mignon [ ... ] 207 ... I gardien Pignorait. ) Mignon 
F292 ] au p6nitencier furent [ ... ] 208 au penitencier des anges ftirent Cl 
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F292 ] devant hii, karte]6, au pilori deja, ses quinze ails en croix, le surveillant [ ... ] 
208 [ devant hii, 6cart6, ati pilori d6jý, ses quinze ails en croix (Ave Maria), le 
surveillant [ ... ] 
F292 ] durs (les sentinients [ 1) 
208 [ durs (et les sentiments [ 1) 
F293 I tine celltile. Enfin, sous 
208 [... ] tine celltile enfin, et sous 




F294 I vers Fouest, ]a 
209 [ vers I'Ouest, ]a 
F294 [ ... I dans ]a trag6die, - (en prison [ 1) 11-11 209 f... ) dans ]a Tragedie, - (en prison 
F294 [... ] referme. Le detenti West 
210 [ ... I referme. 11 West [ ... ] 
F295 ] gal6riens du roy) - le matelas 210 ([... ] Gal6riens du Roy) - le matelas 
*F295 [ ... ] de sein (elles battent comme une boticlie) les latrines des fffence blanche 
accordent leur [ ... ] 
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210 [ ... ] de sein, elles baUent cornme une 
bouche, les latrines de faIence blanche, 
donnant leur [ ... I 




F296 I dLi drame qu'il [ ... ] 211 [ dit draille surprenant qu'il 
F297 ... ] elle les annule. 
Aux pieds [ ... ] *211 ... I elle les annule. Quand tin c-amp-volant emporte en 
le trainant par ]a main le 
fils du baron, les valets et. les larnies sortent par les portes et. les yelix. Tout reste otivert. 
Enfin, le chAteau s'aýre. 11 s'dcrotile. 
Aux pieds [ ... I 
F297 s'agenOUille. La prison entraine avec elle toutes les cellules otl les prisonniers Cý dorment; s'allegge et file: Courez 
211 [ ... ] sagenouille. Et ]a prison entraine avec elle toutes 
les cellules oti les prisonniers 
dorment; s'allege et file ý travers les 6toiles. COUrez [ ... I 
F297-298 [ ... ] le prie-Dieti; aux 212 [ ... ] le prie-Dieu, aLIX [ ... ] 
F300 A Lin gafe. Soil sourire [1 
214 [ tin gaffe, et son sourire [I 
F300 ... ] je Wavais reniarquý de gardien [ ... 1 214 [1 je n'avais renlarque de jewie et beau gardien 
F301 [... ] tin autre gardien OLI ý tin assassin et qu'etant 
214 [ ... I tin aLltre gardien (OU a tin assassin) et qu'dtant 
F301 ... I et. reconnaissant. En face [ ... ] *214 ... ] et recoil nai ssan t- et ma bite dans sa bOLIche pensait: 
"Donne" que je 
dechargeai entre ses dents Whornies caillots de sperilie. 
En face I ... I 
F302 moment de bonlieur, fait de Fadorable facilite [ ... 1 215 moment de bonlieur. De quoi est-il fait? De Padorable facilit6 
F302 [ ... ] c'est-*a-dire coiliiiie... Dans ]es [1 215 [ ... ] cest-ä-dire coiliiiie... Et dans les [1 
F303 supportable. (11 est [ ]) 
215 supportable. (Et il est [ 1) 
F303 [ ... ] eux-m6iies; mais il est [] 
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215 [ ... ] eux-iiiýnies-, et 
il est [I 
F303 [ ... ] les eleillents tragiques 
[1 C 
*216 les elbient tragiques C> 
F303 detre multiple, parce qu'elle reste muette, fermee comme Lin tonibeau, cornme 
[ ... 1 216 d'&re multiple, car elle reste nitiette, ferm6e comme Lin tombeall, et con-ime 
I ... I 
F304 Jean iCi. QUand je dis [1 
216 Jean ici. Et qUand je dis [I 
F304 [ ... 1 qti'il iii'accorda de [1 216 [ ... ] qu'il iii'accorcie de [1 
F305 I cliastet6. Cest tin autre Jean 
217 [ chastete. Et Cest tin atitre Jean 
F305 qu'un geste irrefl6chi Cý 217 qu'un geste fou, irr6fl6chi 
F306 Psuis pas boil. 
Je continue [ ... I 217 ... I J'suis pas bon. " Ainsi le r6ve, a cheval, est entre par ]a porte cochere. 
Je Continue [ ... ] 
F306 Coninie des IiS tOLIt droits 
218 Comille des lys tout droits 
F307 1 la folie, coilltlie j'ainie la prison, cette 
218 [ la folie (coninie j'ainie la prison) cette [ ... 
F308 [ ... ] des h6ros, que Mignon devenait toLit ý coup, et 
il [I 
0a 219 [... ] des 116ros (que Mignon devenait tout a coup), et il 
F308 [ lente et lourde. Leurs pieds [ ... ] *219 [ lente et IOUrde. (Un petit soldat franqais, blanc, blanc, blanc et rose, Gabriel 
I'Archange, un petit soldat tombait, blanc, blanc, blanc et rose et blanc. ) LeUrs pieds [ ... I 
F308 [ ... ] flexibles. Je ni'6nierveille que le souteneur Horst 
Wessel, dit-on, ait donn6 
naissance a tine 16gencle et a tine complainte. Lý Ignorants, f6condants 
219 [ ... ) flexibles. Et je in'6nierveille que le souteneur Horts Wessel, (lit-on, ait 
donn6 
naissance ý tine 16gende et tine coniplainte. 
Ignorants, ils tombent stir Paris, qui toute Line nuit comprima les battellients foils 
de son coeur, f6condants [ ... I 
F309 [ ... 1 je rencontrais les illineurs [1 
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220 [ ... ]je reiicoiitr-ai ce pýre qui baisa son 
fils consentant, et les mineurs [1 
F309 ] des visites. Dans sa vie [1 
220 [ des visites; et, dans sa vie [I 
F309 [ ... ] jamais rien. Conime [] 2201 ... I jamais rien; et, coninie [I 
F309 it ne saura pas, (tails cette histoire que le gosse hii r6cite, que Pierrot-le-Corse 
[I 
cite, Pierrot-le-Corse 220 it ne saura pas que, (tails cette Ilistoire que le gosse Iiii re 
I ... I 
F309 [ ... 1 le gosse qui va parier, quand l'ascenseur 
de l'immettble s'arrýta au palier. Le 
bruit [ ... ] 220 [ ... ] le gosse qui parie, quand l'ascensetir de l'immeuble s'arr&a au patier. 
Et le 
bruit [... 1 
F310 ] Notre-Dame seraient morts de petir. C'est le gosse 
220 [ Notre-Dame niouraient d'epouvante. Cest le gosse 
F310 - Police. 
11 s'avanýa dans l'antichanibre. Totit le sol &ait couvert Wun tapis. Pour 
consentir ( ... 1 221 'Tolice! 
Et il avanQa dans Vantickanibre. Tout le sol 6tailt couvert de tapis, les policiers 
marchaient dails du reve. Pour consentir [ ... 
1 
F310 ] tin peti f6e. Les policiers inarchaient [ ... 1 221 f tin peu f6e. Hes sont les policiers. Ils marchaient 
F31 1 de crainte, dtraii, (, la le vietix. 
*221 de crainte, ýgorgea le vietix. CC 
F311-312 proposition, Pennui de son abstirde et de son possible: tin meurtre postiche 
I ... 1 221 proposition (et Pennui de son absurde et, de soil possible): tin nieurtre postiche 
I ... I 
F312 ... 1 iliannequin de cire utilisý par les tailleurs. Wannioins 222 [ 
... inannequin de cire que ]es tailleurs... N6aiiilloins [ ... 
1 
F313 ] basses-fosses, quitte I volte-face, et A cause 
223 [ basses-fosses (quitte [ volte-face) et a cause [ 
F313 [.. -I gestes absurdes. 223 [ ... I gestes incroyables. 
F314 ] avec le coillillissaire, ils revinrent 
223 [ avec le Coilimissaire, ils revinrent 
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F315 [ ... ] stir Line chaise. Aprýs tout 
[ ... 11 223-224 [... ] stir une chaise. Je vois ]a scýne, [2241 comille si j'y 6tais. Apres tO It I 
F317 - Oui, oui, c'est ILli. Laissez-moi. 
Ses cheveux [ ... 1 225 "Oui, oui, c'est Iiii. Laissez-nioi. " Ses clieveux 
F317 ] sa bouclie. Tout devient 
225 [ sa bouclie. Et tOLIt devient 
F317 [ ... ] pareilles ä Erilestiiie, nýe vieille, comme, les enfants 
itiifs [ ... 1 
225 [... 1 pareilles a Madenloiselle Adeline, n& vieille, coiliiiie ]es enfants juifs [1 
F318 ] pourquoi elle avait ainsi parle. 
226 [ pourquoi cette vieille nionlie avait ainsi parI6. 
F319 Ainsi, Ernestine partait 
227 Ainsi, Adeline partait I ... 
F319 ... ] des journatix. Elle en rbait. 227 [1 des journatix. (Voyez la vieille, d'un pas de niarionnette, se prenant a l'aimour! ) 
Elle en revait. 
F320 [ ... 1 divers, colonnes sanglantes et mutUes comille 
des poteaux de torture. Et, bien 
1 ... 1 227 [... 1 divers (colonnes sanglantes et mutUes comilie des poteatix de torture). Et, bien 
[ ... 1 
F320 [ ... I poussiýres acres, arroserent I ... 1 **227 [ ... ] poussieres sacr6es, arroserent [I 
321 [ fäule d'assises que tant de 111, ijestds voilt affaisser. 
228 [ fotile d'Assises que tailt de Majestýs vont affaisser. 
gre pour Divine? Ici F322 tin peuple. Vous souvenez-vous de I'ltalienne mai., 
[ ... 1 228 tin peuple. (Vous souvenez-vous de Vitalienne maigre POUr Divine? ) Ici 
I ... I 
F322 patronages de Padolescence parlaient 
229 [ ... ] patronages de IAclolescence parlaient f ... I 
F322 Les avocats, qui Wont pas ] des eccl6siastiques, faisaient 
229 Les avocats (qui Wont pas [ des eccl6siastiques) faisaient [ 
F323 C'etait ]a religion 
229 C'6tait sa religion 
F324 a son tour, donna, en clignant des yeux, un l6ger coup de tete, qui fit rebondir 
I ... I 
Cý t: - 
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230 h soil tour, donna un 16ger coup de týte, en clignant des yeux, qui fit rebondir 
I ... I 
F234 [... ] (soldat de la coloniale) 
230 [ ... 1 (soldat 
de la Coloniale) 
F325 1 la salle des assises füt 
230 [ la salle des Assises füt 
F325 [... ] tin polichinelle, ou 
230 [ ... ] tin Polichinelle, ou 
[ 
F325 I par ]a gloire, on discerne 
231 [ par ]a Gloire, on discerne 
F327 I etre contrebalanc6s par 
232 [ 6tre contre-balatic6s par 
F327 ]a bravoure. ) On petit dire [ ... 1 
*232 la bravoure. Car on petit dire [] 
F327 autres; PinfAmie nVit pas [misprint] 
*232 atitres-, l'infanlie Wetit pas 
F327 I poetisait. llmlt-ýtre ý[] 
232 [ poetisait. Et peut-We a[I 
+F328 [ ... ] serr6s, petris, comme 232 [ ... I serr6s, comme [ ... ] 
F328 [... ] sa cellUle. Les paysans [I 
233 [ ... I sa cellule. Et les paysans [I 
F329 ] legerenient entrouverte. Parfois 
233 f legereilient entr'OLIverte. Parfois 
F329 -La cour! 
233 'Ta Cotir! " [et passinl] 
F330 [ ... ] avec bruit. M. Vase de Saiiite-Marie [ ... 1 233 [ ... 1 avec bruit. Monsietir Vase de Saiiite-Marie [1 
F330 ] la iiiain fine de M. Vase de Sainte-Marie [ ... ] 234 ( la iliain fine de Motisietir Vase de Sainte-Marie 
F331 I du 7 au 8 juillet 1937, pen6tr6 [ ... ] 235 [ du 7 au 8 juillet mil neLif cent trente-sept, penetre 
F331 - OLli, monsieur. 235 - Oui, Monsieur. 
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F332 [ ... 1 l'avez dtrang16. c Le Presiclent prit la cravate. 
235 ... 1 l'avez 
6traiigiý. " Le Prýsident prit la cravate. 
F332 ] de ridictile. 11 se liäta [1 
235 [ de ridictile. Et il se liäta [] 
F333 ] avec le destin qui 
235 [ avec le Destin qui 
F333 Alors il I'a enlev6e. 
Et Fassassin [ ... ] 236 ... I Alors il I'a eillev6e. " Et 
I'assassin 
F334 [ ... ] la inisZýre. Cette clkhe [] 236 [ ... ] la iiiisýre. Et cette dklie [1 
F335 ] atitre chose. Pourtant, datis [] 
237 [... ] aLltre chose, et pourtant, dans [I 
F336 ... ] est pour nous. Tandis qu'il parlait 
238 ... I est pour nous. " Et tandis qLl'il parlait 
F337 [ ... ] du intir. M. Vase de Sainte-Mitrie [ ... ] 238 [ ... 1 du iiitir. Monsieur Vase de Sahlte-Marie [1 
F341 ... ] etre nion fils. Elie dit encore, [ ... ] 241 6tre mon fils. " Elie dit encore 
F341 [ Culafroy qu'il Wavait cess6 (Pýtre. 
*241 [ Culafroy quil Wavait pas cesse d'6tre. 
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F343 [ ... I avec - qui pouvait faire que le nionde ne 
Hit pas, que sa ni&e, que lui-meme 
ne fussent pas, Lin Dieti [ ... ] 242 f ... I avec - et qui potivait faire que le monde ne soit pas, que sa mere, que 
lukileme 
ne soient pas, un Dieti [ ... I 
F344 [... ] ]a porte entrebAill6e. Cliactin [I 
4 243 [ ... ] la porte entre-baill6e. Cliactin [I 
F344 C'est que se reconstruisait [ ... 1 *243 C'est ]a que se recoil strui sait I... ] 
F346 [ ... I dans Fespace, toute seule. Elie WoMssait deja plus aux 10is de ]a terre. A travers [ ... 1 244 [ ... I dans Pespace infini, toute SeLlIe. Elie Wob6issait deja pills aux lois de ]a Terre. A travers [ ... ] 
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F346 [ ... ] se füt or(, aiiisýe en cotiple pour clianter: 
'Ta vie [1' t> 
244 [ ... 1 se 
fut orgailisýe en cotipie et etit cliantý: 'Ta vie [1' 
F346 ] le Pr6sident Vase de Sainte-Marie. C'est si 
244 [ le PrýsIdent Vase de Sainte-Marie. Et c'est si 
F346 ] pensa-t-il. Atissit6t 
245 [ pensa-t-il, et aussit6t 
F347 ] Ecritures. Qu'est-ce au juste [1 
245 [ f-critures. Et qu'est-ce au i uste [I 
F347 C'etait sense I ... 1 245 C'etait trýs sens6 [I 
F347 frappez fort. 
En parlant [ ... ] 245 "[... 1 frappez fort. " En parlant [1 
F348 ] grec que ]a Minerve porte stir [ ... 1 246 [... ] gree que les Minerves portent stir II 
F349 ... ] pti bander. Le dernier [ ... 1 246 ... I pu bander. " Le dernier 
F349 I Lin organe, qui ne trouvant 
246 [ tin organe, qui, ne trouvant 
F350 I choix, deja fait, du juste 
247 [ choix (d6ja fait) du juste [ 
F351 la soif (allait-ii, illon Dieu, faire de Penfant tin Nre de Foucauld 
247 ]a soif (Allait-il, illon Dieu, faire cle 1'enfant tin pere de Foucauld [ 
F351 QuIl dit tin mot 
248 QuIl dise tin mot 
F351 ] d'assassin, tranquilles, assis ] Damnation. Leur aise 
248 [ d'assassin (tranquilles, assis [ Damnation). Leur aise 
352 [ ... ] claquer totit de suite. 
L'avocat[ ... ] 248 "[ ... 1 claquer totit de sitite. " L'avocat [1 
352 Wailticipoils pas. 
La cruaut6 du mot [ ... ] 248 "[ ... I Wanticipons pas. " La cruatite du niot [] 
326 
353 racla sa gorge. Le President eý 
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248 [ ... ] racla sa gorge. C'6tait terrible. 
Le Pr6sident [I 
327 
F353 [ ... ] expiatoires, qu'elles 
ftissent bOLIC, boetif, enfant, et qu'ont encore atijotird'hiii 
les rois et les Juifs. Les gardiens [ ... 1 
249 [ ... ] expiatoires (qu'elles 
fussent bouc, boetif, enfant) et qu'ont encore aujourd'hui 
les rois et les Juifs, et les gardiens [ ... I 
F354 ] sa v6ttiW. QLloique [1 
249 [ sa v6ttiste. Et quoique [I 




F355 ] il sourit. Ce ne fut plus [1 
250 [ il sourit. Et ce ne fut plus [I 
+F356 DIVINARIANES (suite etfin) 
251 DIVINARIANES 
+F357 [ ... I Val des Anges. 
Elle (Divine) [ ... ] 251 ... I Val des Anges. Elle (Divine) f ... j 
F357 [ ... ] la vanitý. Ainsi [1 252 [ ... ] la vanite. Et ainsi [] 
F357 r6ptignante. Croyant ainsi Wiler ses vaisseaux b 252 reptignante. Elle croit brAler ses vaisseaux 
F358 Geler soil visage. 0 *252 Gele, son visage. C) 
F358 ] de la Marche (le j(1 Z(IiibeýIIiite. Elle 
252 [ de la Marche de la Zauberflute. Elle [ 
F358 ] dans ]a rue, fantoiliale. Un jeLlne 
252 [ dans ]a rue, fant6niale. Un jetine [ 
F359 I un crime afin de se 
253 [ tin crime POUr se f ... 
F359 [ ... ] beati crinie. Eile chante [1 253 [ ... ] beau crinie. Et eile chante [] 
F361 ] connaissance. Cela [] 
254 [... ] connaissance. Et cela [I 
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F362 [ ... ] la illatiýre. 
Dans 1'espace [] 
254 [ ... I ]a rnatiýre. 
Et dans Pespace [I 
F362 [ Dieu ]a prit pour Line sainte. Rappelons [ ... ] 
*255 [ Dieu ]a prit et ]a fit une sainte. On me demandera ce qUe cela veut dire. Pai 
toute pr6te ]a forillule m6taphysique, mais je ne la livrerai que phis tard, quand je serai 
stir de ne plus vous 6pouvanter. Rappelons 
F364 ] M61usine dtait nlýre. Wre et fils dtaient 
256 [ Whisine etait tnýre et du fils 6taient [ ... ] 
F364 ] au debut. Divine [1 
256 [ au d6but. Et Divine [] 
F364 ] la sienne. Ce respect [] 
256 [ ]a sienne. Et ce respect [] 
F364 reconnaissent des signes qui avertissent plus shement qu'un crýpe elle avait 
I ... 1 256 reconnaissent - des signes qui avertissent plus sheilient quLin crýpe - elle avait 
F365 M. le Cur6 [ ... 1 256 Monsieur le Cur6 
F3 65 ] cacliant), ce nierveilleux 
257 ([ cachant) et ce merveilleLIX 
F365 I conservant - son buste [1 
257 [ conservant - et son bUste [I 
F365 [ ... 1 disait-elle. Eile [] 257 [ ... 1 disait-elle. Et elle [1 
F366 I dire grand-chose, car 
257 [ dire grand'chose, car [ 
F366 Trois tziganes y avaient organis6 une ecole de pick-pockets. t, 257 Trois Tziganes y avaient orgamse une 6cole de pickpockets. 
F366 ] stir le bat-flailc 
257 [ stir le bAt-flanc [ 
F366 ] deja. Aventure delicate, car 
257 [... ] de'ja. C'6tait d6ficat, car [ ... ] 
F366 ] se tournat dans 
257 [ se tourne dans [ ... 
F366 [ ... I de ses cuisses. 
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Quand ftit venti nion tour d'op&er, le tzigane [1 
257 [ ... ] de ses cuisses de niarbre. Quand fut vetiti ilion tour d'op&er, le Tzigane [1 
F366 Petoffe du veston, je seiltis le coetir [ ... 1 
*257 Vetoffe du veston, niessieurs, je sentis le coeur 
F367 [... 1 regardailt. Cotililie je [1 
258 [ ... 1 regardant. Et coninie je [] 
F367 ] il se gratte ]es clievetix 
258 [ il se gratta les clievetix [... 1 
329 
F368 [... ) du monde. Ce role dtait l'origine du monde et A Porigine du monde. 11 
m'appartit [ ... 1 258-259 [... ] du monde. 11.6tait l'origine du nionde et a l'origine du [259] monde. Et il Zý 
ni'apparut [ ... ] 
F268 Le nionde se r6duisit et son niystýre &s 
258 Le monde se r6cluisit (et son illystere) des 
F369 1 de son index sec 
259 [ de son doigt sec [ 
F370 [... ] il se leva. Stir la pointe [ ... I *260 [ ... ] il se leva et le geste qui posa son pied stir 
]a caq)ette flit till geste de reine de 
theatre. Stir ]a pointe [ ... I 
F370 [ ... ] mort que vif. Les inies [I 260 [ ... I illort que vif. Et les Ames [... I 
F370 I qu'il p6t. 
260 [ qu'il put. 
F371 le Veld 0-catoi-... 
Et, si ]a veilleuse 
*260 le ". Veni Creator 
Et, si la veilleuse [ ... 
F371 visage, telle, tine glaise 
261 visage, tels, tine glaise [ ... 
F371 ] Bernadette Soubirous, a I'lieure 
261 [ Bernadette SoubirOLIX, a Illeure [ 
F372 Mais c'est de cet instant que [ ... 1 261 Mais c'est de cet instant (la mort de la vieille) que 
F372 ] cette dignit6, quils 
261 [ cette dignit6 - qu'ils 
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F373 1 retrouver d'apaisantes, de coilsolantes 
262 [ retrouver, l'apaisaiit, de consolailtes [ ... 
F374 Morte Divine [... ] 
263 Et morte Divine [] 
F375 [... ] ]a fatalit6. Maintenatit que [1 
263 [ ... ] ]a fatalit6. Et maintenant qUe 
[] 
F375 ] d6sirs. Moi atissi [] 
263 [ d6sirs. Et nioi atissi [I 
F376 [ ... I d'adorables vies nouvelles. 
Fai lu [ ... 1 264 ... I d'adorables vies notivelles. * 
** 
Pai ILI [I 
F377 Je Wai pas de pot; recoililais-le. 
265 Je Wai pas de pote, reconnais-le. 
+F377 [ ... 1 dessiner Mignon. Prison cle Fresnes, 1942. 
265 [ ... 1 dessiner Mignoil. 
IN 
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5.2 APPENDIX B 
Mit-acle de la i-ose, Excisions and Variants 
'tous droits reservýs ä la succession de Jewi Genet' 
Page references are first given for tile 'Collection Folio' edition - preceded by an T' - 
and then to tile subscribers' edition. I only refer to the L'Arbalýte edition of 1966 
(preceding page numbers with an W) if it is different from both the subscribers' and the 
'Collection Folio' edition. 
F12 Cest ]a, en entrant dans la voiture cellulaire [ ... ] 13 Cest la, d'abord, en entrant dans ]a voiture cellulaire [] 
F14 ] ferni6e a cle. 
15 ferm6e A clef. [et passini for this spelling] r) 
F17 I 6clair6s violeniment, sentant le ripolin [1 
18 [ eclaires viol em nient. Qa sentait le ripolin [I 
F19 [... ] iiiais totis les boutons inanquaient, et cela cloilnait au costunie la tristesse d'une 
i-naison d6vastee. Je ine fis [ ... ] 21 [ ... ] niais totis les boutons inanquaient. (Cest ce inanque de boutolls qui donnait aki 
costunie la tristesse d'une iiiaison devast&). Je ilie fis [ ... 1 
F28 [ ... ] son role de d6nion de nie niontrer cette nouvelle direction. 11 apporte [ ... I 32 [ ... ] son r6le de d6nion - OLI dainion - de ine niontrer cette 11OLivelle direction. La fatalit6 qui conduit nies poýnies (donc ilia vie) h leur fin, se sert de celui-M. 11 apporte 
I ... I 
F30 ] absolunient, et d'une pAleur, d'une blanclieur pleine de saW. 
34 [ absolument, et d'une pAleur de mort. 
A18 [ ... ] absolunient, et d'une blanclieur (ma paresse quelquefois et mon goOt du tragiclue 
me feront souvent user de cette 6pithete, mais ici il sinipose r6ellenient), d'une paleur 
terrible. 
F38 [ ... ] tine vie dangereuse. Car le corps seul [ ... 1 43-44 [... ] une vie dang, ereuse. Le (langer physique est 1'el6nient dans [44] leqtiel se 
developpent les sentiments nobles. C'est justement Vesprit clievaleresque, c'est Pesprit 
du soldat de m6tier, cle Pexplorateur. Car le corps seul [ ... ] 
F43 I d'une pAleur d6bile. Ils ne ni'indiquent plus [ ... ] 49 [ d'une pAleur d6bile. Ils sont morts. Toutes leurs destinations 6tant destinations 
pratiques, je sais ce qu'ils furent et je ne pms tirer d'eux ces etincelles de vie que notre 
contact fait jaillir des oýjets nouveaux, comme elles sortent, jaillissent, avec des 
cr6pitements que moi seul entends, des doigts secs et precis de BUlkaen. Ces objets ne 
nl'indiquent plus [ ... I 
F47 [ ... ] de la Prison. Et qu'a ce danger [] c> 
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55 [ ... ] de ]a Prison. Et toute ma voloW qui tile cherchait tine issue dans 
Fair libre, ines 
efforts, nies exp6riences, nion refus de me laisser couler dans des r6veries, ma vie active, 
tout ri'aura servi a rien, ý cause de cet aniour qui iii'oblige a voir par Bulkaen, ý 
consid6rer la prison selon I'incidence quiI donne a illon regard, a nVy complaire. Et qua 
ces dangers [ ... ] 
F47 [ ... 1 dontj'ai voulu iii'affnanchir. Au surplus [ ... ] 55 [ ... 1 dontj'ai votilti iii'affrancliir. Ils retiendront ]es cliariiies. Ati surplus [1 
F52 [ ... ] avant de s'6teindre. 11 6tait aux fers [ ... I 61 avant de s'eteindre. Cette admirable clart6, c'est le chant du signe. 11 6tait aux 
fers ] 
F67 [... ] de 1'expression: 'C'6tait trop beau pour etre vrai'. 
79 [... ] de 1'expression: 'c'6tait trop beau pour etre vrai. 
F70 ... ] et ainsi durant HternU. 
Condanine a ]a relegue, [ ... 
] 
83 et ainsi durant Nternit6. Je ne sortirai pas dLI malheur ni ne quitterai le sentiment 
d'etre inatidit car les m6lies signes qui ille Fannoncýrent aLltrefois, stir moi gardent la. 
mýme puissance puisquIls font naltre le meme d6sespoir. Je suis enferm6 dans tin cercle 
de malheur. 
Condanln6 a ]a relegue, [... ] 
F72 ] qti'il faut), il fallait niontrer de l'audace, [ ... 1 84 [ qti'il fatit), Harcailiotie devait niontrer eil outre de l'audace, 
F72 ... ] en est incapable. Harcanione en vint donc 
85 [ ... ] en est incapable. 11 faut nier sa personnalit6 quand, au contraire, on sent le besoin de I'affirmer, et choisir entre l'intelligence quand on eprouve un tel besoin d'etre soi. 
C'est ce besoin qui tend a me faire connaitre comme casseur. 11 faut que ma vdrit6 dclate. 
Harcanione en vint donc [ ... ] 
F74 (Weidniann et sa balle clans ]a nuque, etc. ) 
88 (Weidnian et sa balle dans la nuque, etc. ) 
F77 [ ... ] les choses, ceux que [ ... I 91 [ ... ] les choses, atictin de ces mots de poete, des mots gratuits, ceLix que [ ... ] 
F79 I qui I'a verse. Par ses meurtres [ ... ] 93 qui I'a vers6. Le sang effraye. Par ses metirtres tý 
F80 composant un poýnle? Bulkaen renionta son froc 
94 [ composant Lin poeme. 11 remonta soil froc [ ... ] 
F83 Mais j'insistai. NOLIS dprouvions [ ... ] 99 Mais j'insistai. (Qu'ils me paraissent delicats nos premiers rapports a les 6voquer pour les 6crire! Nous eprOLIVions [ ... ] gestes). 
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F84 en danger. Bulk'aen se nioquait de ilioi. t> 99 en danger. Un nionient, je vis en niorceatix toute la construction qtie je i-n'6tais CD donne tant de nial, ä ýlever. Bulkaen se nioquait de ilioi. 
F85 Cette phrase me remplit d'espoir. 
101 Cette phrase me remplit d'un espoir fou. 
F85 Je capittitais. 
101 Je capittilai. 
F85 [ de cotips illirobolaiits et, surtout, 
102 [ de coups ilierveilletix et, stirtotit, 
F87 [ ... ] de ]a rue des Lis [] 104 [ ... I de ]a rue des Lys [I 
F89-90 [ .. j est sillOre. Quelques niots qu'il voulait souligner 
106 ... ] 'est sincere. ' Cette lettre - et celles qui suivirent - etaient gentilles. QUelques Illots qLl, il volilait 
souligner [ ... ] 
F90 Je sentais le cheval qui se cabre devant Vonibre. 
107 Je sentais le cliev, -, il qui se cabre devant le diable. 
F93 [ et de l'autre. La prison [ ... ] 111 [ et de Patitre, je coiiiposai avee des p&iiies brefs et botileversants, pAnes de 
prisonniers ot'i les niots sont saotils, agitýs, coninie tout ce qui touche a la prison, dune 
nausee. La prison [ ... 1 
F94 ] chute lui-mýme, etc. ). Un seul niot [ ... ] 112 chute hli-ineme, etc. ). Oil s'est laiss6 engloutir. Les choses pesent encore parce 
que leur niatiýre est pesante; les murs sont pleins, en granit, les portes massives, les clefs 
des serrures, le pas des gardiens sont lourds. Enfin ]a prison est lourde parce que Vair 
est charge de gaz carbonique, d'odeurs, parce qUe le sexe enornle des detenus est IOUrd 
comme tine haUre, et surtout parce qu'il 6mane de leur botiche, leurs yeux, leurs poles, 
les plus suffocantes imaginations, les peurs, les coleres, les angoisses, plus lourdes que 
les exhalaisons des corps, et stir quoi Pon flotte, au dessus de quoi tout, illenle les 
murailles, petit voguer. Les choses y sont donc encore d'une legerete effrayante, de la 
legerete qui appartient aux gens ivres. Par title grande douleff, par un grand Coup, oil est 
d6tach6 dU sol. Tout est vu de haut. Si, par m6garde, on se cogne ý till accident dU Sol 
des hunlains, oil rebondit, car oil est gonfI6 comme title baudruclie. Oil a ]a difforillit6 
des personnages de r6ves. Oil est lourd et leger. Tous ici, nous cherclions notre 6quilibre 
avec des mouvements grotesques. Un seul mot [ ... ] 
F96 [ ... I la f6erie. Nous 6tions 16gers [ ... I 115 [ ... ] ]a f6erie. Cest quand I'Ame est exasp6r6e, par I'attente par exemple, qUe Fon 
s9ouvre ý I'irr6el, aLl surr6el. Tout est devenu possible. Nous 6tions l6gers [ ... I 
F96 [ ... ] qu'il se passait quelque chose Witisolite [] 
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116 [ ... ] qu'il se passait, au coeur illýille du monde, quelque chose 
d'insolite [I 
F97 Je me tenais stir mes gardes en face du tatouage et, d'atitre part [ ... ] 
117 Je me tenais stir illes gardes en face de la fenime tatOL16e et, d'autre part 
F98 [ par ]a suite, aprýs elle, soil eilthousiasnie [ ... I 
118 [ par ]a suite, apres sa beaut6, soil enthousiasme 
F99 Elle etait ýtincelatite. 
Je fis mine [ ... ] 119 Elle etait ýtincelailte. Pierrot etait donc la gentillesse meine. 
Je fis iiiiiie [ ... ] 
334 
FIOI [ ... ] c'6taient ses angles. Ils faisaient soil 6clat. Ils 
fascinaient. Ils accrocilaient mon 4! ) 
anlour. 
121 Ils fascinaient. Et c'est grdce ý eux que je Fainlais. Ces angles 0a 
FIOI [ ... ] ce baiser refusý, pretive de [ ... ] 121-122 [ ... ] ce baiser refusý (et totit baiser qti'oil nie reftise pourtant iii'attriste et nie 
cotivre de lionte car il ine rappelle ce geste de Villeroy Mournant la tete quand, ä 
Mettray, aprýs Paniotir, je liii tendis ma bouche. Je crus d'abord que c'dtait ä catise du 
fotitre [1221 bu, niais c'etait bien plutät le fait d'un clegoCit qui vient toujours de l'homine t> 
aprýs le plaisir. Et nioi, sachatit, pour l'avoir ýprotivýe, leur tristesse, j'accorde aux 
garýons, stir la botiche, un baiser de recoiliiaiss, -, iiice), baiser reftis6, pretive de [ ... ] 
F103 [... ] en pens6e je vais le pen6trer, ma verge s'amollit, mon corps d6bande [ ... ] 
124 [ ... ] en pensee je vais le p6n6trer, que je sens le sperille nionter 
dails nia verge, ma 
verge s'aniollit, nion corps d6bande [ ... I A62 [ ... I en pens6e je vais le p6netrer, que je sens le sperilie nionter en elle, ma verge 
s'aniollit, ilion corps d6bande [ ... ] 
Fl06 Divers savait son autorite (a Mettray, le clief [ ... 1 128 Divers savait la litiissance de sa beautý (ä Mettray, le clief 
F107 ] tine belle captive? ). 
128 [ tine belle captive? Je le dirai plus loin). 
F 109 ] sans les aiiiier. QtjýIiid il eaillbriolýiiit, [ ... 1 131 [ sans ]es aiiiier. Totite sa nature &ait physique, la joie qti'il recliercliait, c'6tait 
la joie de son corps. Quand il caiiibriolait, [ ... 1 
FIll faisailt gicler entre letirs dents blanclies des injures Cý 134 faisant gigler entre ICLirs dents blanclies des iiýlures [Misprintl 
FIll [ ... ) pour We vus de nous. Cest au milieu [ ... ] 134 ... ] pour ýtre vus de nous. Ainsi ]a guerre IIOLIS senible-t-elle les siglies visibles et indeciliffrables d'une action nlyst6rieuse et tres vivante, liumaine, qui se joue dans le 
secret d'un clialet blin(16, au sommet des Alpes. 
Cest aLl IllilieLl [ ... I 
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F117 ... ] depuis Beaugency. Si dans vingt ans [... ] 
141 ... ] depuis Beatic , ; 
ency. 
Je compris soudain. Si dans vingt ans [I 
F119 Divers ne se iliela pas quelque tendresse, mais Line 16gere tendresse sernblait 
sourdre [ ... 1 144 Divers ne se iii& pas quelque tendresse - ni&r il'6tant pas juste - illais tine 16gere 
tendresse seniblait sourdre [ ... I 
F119 ... ] loin au fond de moi. Mettray s'6panouissait [ ... ] 144 ... ] loin au fond de nioi. Je ne savais encore si elle 
6tait 61oign6e, parce qu'en fuite 
et si nion sentinient 6tait tine nostalgie de cette tendresse, ou parce que naissante, elle 
apparaissait ý peine, et si nion sentiment 6tait tin espoir craintif qu'elle ne ni'en valCit 
tout. Quoi qu'il en soit, c'est tin nialaise insupportable que nle catisait ce sentiment car 
il me seniblait We tine trallison envers Bulkaen passionn6ment adoi-6, ptiisjen 6prouvais 
tine sorte de lionte (ilia position envers Divers 6tant celle de ]a feninie) et en meme temps 
qu'un nialaise, il nie mettait au cerveau tine espece de vertige auquel, si Bulkaen 6tait 
mort, je nie serait laiss6 aller. 
Mettray s'dpanouissait [ ... I 
F119-120 Elie exerqait stir notis tin prestige dangereux. Le prestige des arnioires h 
poison, des poudriýres, des anticlianibres Wainbassade. BLIlkaen negligeait 1'6vocation 
I ... 1 145 Elie exerqait stir notis tin prestige dangereux. Le prestige des armoires ?i poison, 
des poudri&es, des anticlianibres d'ainbassade. De mon temps, nous y connaissions 
1'existence de Jo ]a Voix d'Or, dont on ne savait rien Wautre que sa voix 6tait tine 
terrible charnietise, et qu'il la laissait pendre ]a nuit, se d6rouler, s'enrouler autour de 
nous. Bulkaen a qui, par tin biffeton, je demandai tin jour s'il avait entendu parler de Jo 
me rdpondit que non. La l6gende il'a pas surv6CU a ceux qui la cr&rent, inais il est vrai 
que Pierrot n6gligeait alors Nvocation [ ... I A72 Elie exerqait stir i1ous le prestige des armoires ý poison, des poudrieres, des 
antichainbres d'anibassade. 
Nous vivions sous le regard 
F120 [ ... ] de ]a Centrale, conline tin village [ ... I 145-146 [ ... ] de ]a Centrale, [146] tin peu comme tin village [I 
F120 ] etre dignes d'eux. 
146 [ 6tre dignes de nos clievaliers. 
F120 secretement du chateau. Par qui? 
146 [ secretement du chAteati. IN 6nianaient sans doute de Jo ]a Voix d'Or, mais 
transmis comment? Par qtii? 
F120 Nous somilies pour eux des POUrris. 
146 Nous soilinies des pourris. 
F121 [ ... I ou ils se fondent. Un air de famille [I 
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146 [ ... ] oü ils se fondent. Ils se rejoineilt la oü Venvers rejoint Vendroit. Un air 
de 
famille. 
F 121 [ ... ] inocul6s. 
Nous ob6issions 
147-148 [... ] inocul6s. Enfin, Von comprendra ce qu'il potivait advenir d'eux quand on 
saura que je vis 1111 jOLir Brulard, pourtant tres beaLl, le PlUs beau des gAfes, passer dans 
les couloirs au milieu de cinq admirables adolescents, PILIS OU ilioins voleurs, putains et 
bandits. Ils s'arr&ýrent. Raides, inipassibles, ils entouraient le gardien qui s'agitait et puis 
peLi a peti s'imnlobilisa. Je regardais ]a scýne de la cellule de Pinfirmerie, par Fespace e) 
de clarte que laisse ]a porte entre le bois et le mur, dU c6t6 des gonds. Je Ills le d6sarroi 
du gAfe. 11 porta sa main a soil visage et je crus que c'6tait ý son corsage et qli'il crierait 
se voyant sa beatit6 d6pouillee 
- fls ..... 
et tout ý coup, tin cri d6chirant, ses yetix butent contre les cinq branches aiguýs de 
1'6toile: 
[148]- Mes clips! 
NOLIS ob6issions 
F122 [ ... ] les lAcliet6s fascinantes. 148 [ ... ] de lacliet6s trýs belles. 
F124 Villeroy etait A Mettray parce qti'il avait w6 son pýre, un charcutier. Villeroy, 
c'etait mon honline. 
150-151 Villeroy etait a Mettray parce qu'il avait tLI6 SOll pere, Lin charcutier. Lui 
ayant arrac]16 le coeur, il Favait port6 au maire qui s'6tait suicid6 de cl6go6t apres Favoir 
[151] mangd. Villeroy, c'etait nion homme. b 
F124 ... Ia Vatelier des tailleurs. 
Mettray, [ ... ] 151-152 [ ... ]a Patelier des tailleurs. 
- 11 faut que tu te d6merdes pour qu'il ait trois vestes de faites pour le 17 au soir. 
Vas encore huit jours. Laco les prendra. 
Je savais Laco Wavoir jamais vu ni entendu le messager qui unissait ]a Centrale 
]a Colonie, etj'6tais sfir que les vestes coniniand6es et faites avec des coupons d6toffe 
volee, serviraient ý I'6vasion de trois detenus de Fontevrault. Etaient-ils aid6s par ]a Voix 
WOO Mais, me disais-je, puisqu'il peut donner de tels ordres, pourquoi Jo la Voix d'Or 
ne s'est-il pas dvad6? Coninie j'eil etais venu a aimer ]a Colonie con-ime d'un tel aniour - 
que j'analyserai plus loin -, j'imaginais que je pourrais y[ 152] rester durant toute ilia jetinesse, meme si Pon laissait libre Wen partir, en nie reservant n6annioins des faveurs 
de ce genre: je garderais mes clieveUx aussi longs que je voudrais, je ftimerais, etc. Je 
croyais que Jo ]a Voix d'Or avait pu se trOLIver a Fontevrault dans les nienies dispositions 
quej'inventais POUr moi iý Mettray. Cet essai Wexplications n'6tait pas si sot car, depuis, j'ai appris qu'on potivait craindre assez ]a vie et ses luttes pour aimer la prison jusqu'ý desirer Wen plus sortir, en sy etablissant tOLItefois Line existence aussi fastueLise que 
possible, nioins pour y ajouter du confort quafin d'y etre le premier, le plus haut, dans 
un nionde liumiU. 
Je sentais qUe nous vivions dans une anxi&6 immense a cause de nos anciens. Mettray, [ ... I 
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F125 [ ... ] hii tendre la palme - ]a palme du diacre 
ttientie - car cette palme, [I 
153 [ ... ] Iiii tendre la palme - la palme dLI diacre - car cette palme, [ ... I 
Fl25 ] de plus jetine. 
154 [ de plus jewie et de plus beati. 
F126 ] lotirde stir vous. Je tremblais [ ... ] 155 [... ] lourde stir vous. Et j'ai cru que totite cette po6sie en Nite serait rernplacee en 
moi par de PILIS grandes ardeurs anioureuses, et que cet amour, dans sa forille, profiterait 
des exp6riences po6tiques au point de me permettre d'accepter m8me le sordide. Pourtant 
je tremblais [ ... ] 
F128 [ ... I se distinguent tie ceux des casseurs. Pour les macs, les casseurs sont des caves 
157-158 se distinguent des gourbis des casseurs. Les seconds ont SOLIvent dans le ton Cý 
et dans les nianiýres title sorte tie gaillinerie sourde qui s'exprime par des coups d'oeil 
amuses, par des grimaces, enfin par des mots vifs, quelquefois trýs droles, stir le ilidtier, 
stir ]a prison, stir les caves et stir les gAfes. Ce inot tie Velours: oil lui disait qu'au lieu 
tie barboter du bronze, il aurait pit faucher tie Fetain, puis de I'argent, puis tie Por: 'Oui, 
Vas raison, nion pote, tOLIS les m6tals et je finis par la tOle. Les harengs, au contraire, 
sont la s6verit6 dans toute sa rigueur. lis sourient quelquefois, mais rarement, et d'un ZIP sourire grave. Leurs gestes sont en bois mais en bois de fer. lis tie plaisantent jamais. 
Leur correction est si grande que Fon comprend Ntonnement, la stupeUr menle oil les 
plongent certaines exclamations tie Lou-du-Point-du-Jour. 
Quand je parle tie gourbis, il tie s'agit pas d'organisation tres nette, d'une popote, 
un plat, Lin feu, autour desquels ne sont adillis que les marles appartenant a l'une ou 
Pautre categorie; c'est plut6t que les harengs se recoil ilai ssen t au passage dans les 
couloirs, [158] dans 1'escalier o6 nous nous croisons, et s'adressent till signe, Lin salut 
discret. Les casseurs entre eux font tie menle. Le gourbi est done un lieu ideal OU ils ne 
se rencontrent jamais puisqU'ilS SOnt tOujours separ6s par le travail a Fatelier, par la 
discipline, par les gafes, le nitirs, mais ils se savent solidaires et si a Pun des leurs on 
cherche des crosses, ils se soutiennent. 
Ullostilit6 entre les deux groupes West pas d6claree. Macs et casseurs se saluent 
puisqu'ils sont des durs les uns et les autres illais, dans le salut echangd, Wentre pas 
l'imperceptible signe de rallienlent - I'espýce tie sourire grave chez les macs, le SOUrire LI trýs leger, tie gavrocile, chez les casseurs. 
Un autre point: les casseurs ont souvent entre eux quelqu'uns tie ces mots dits 
grossiers: encul6, merde, petit con ... jamais prononc6 par les macs entre eux. 
- Ca, c'est un langage tie caves, disent-ils. 
Et pour les macs, en effet, au fond Weux-nihies, les casseurs sont des caves 
Fl29 [ ... 1 toujours prývöt. Je Meste [ ... ] 159 
... 1 totýjours prývC)t. Je Meste 
F130 [ ... I leur jetinesse, leur grAce, leurs gestes faqonnant clans I'air des joyaLix, et leUr 
puissance [ ... ] 161 [ ... I leur jeunesse, leur beaUte, leurs gestes faqonnant clans Nir des joyaux d'une 
magnificence princiere, et leur puissance [ ... ] 
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F132 par tin chant de clairon. 11 sonnait [ ... ] 164 [ par tin cliant de clairon (0 clairon de Mettray, je te veLix encore saltier! ) 
sonnait [... ] 
Fl34 1 qui est en notis et c'est la iiiiiie [ ... 1 166 [ qui est en notis - c'est notre tristesse et autour de notis - et cest la iiiine 
F134 I des objets, plus ingrate 
166( ... ] des objets - plus ingrate 
F135 ] r6serv6e aux colons les plus audacieux. De VaIlIOUr que [ ... 1 167 [ r6serv6e aux plus beaux colons et aux plus atidacieux. R6serv6e a Rigaux, dont 
je vais parler d'abord avec cette tendresse pmlt-ýtre dont m'en parla Deloffre. 
A Fatelier des forgerons (car la Colonie poss6dait de nombreux ateliers oti les 
garqons travaillaient sous la surveillance dun chef d'atelier) till peu A Ncart du Grand 
Carr6 et derriýre Line haie de lauriers tailles, des jeunes colons s'ainlaient et chantaient 
leur amour en battant le fer des socles, des fourches, des Nches et des pioches que 
d'atitres jetines garqons 6brechaient aux cailloux des vignes et des champs de betteraves. 
11 fabriquaient des clotis et des fers a clieval. Derriere le dos du chef, ils 6changaient Lin 
baiser rapide et ilitiet, du dos ou du plat de leurs mains Ilachur6es de menties coupures, 
tine caresse stir leur queue, elIlUe trýs vite, avant le geste m6nie, le pr6venant en sornme, 
gonflant deJA le froc a ]a braguette, puis ils retournaient a 1enclunle. Peut-etre comme 
beaticoup de colons, continuaient-ils tine idylle qui s'etait nou6e h ]a Petite-Roquette, 
grande pourvoyetise de Mettray. De I'aniour que [ ... I 
F140 Ce d6sir me lib6rait dun tournient, [ ... 1 174 Ce desir - OU r&e - me liberait d'un tournient 
F140 [ ... I ma douletir d'amoureux. En plus de ses [ ... ] 174-176 [... ] ma douleur d'anioureux. Je Wainle plus Divers du merne aillour 
qu'autrefois. Je joue le r6le d'un aniant passionn6, mais je joue avec toute ma chair - 
exasp6ree par le d6sir de BUlk-aen - engag6e dans tin dranie coillmenc6 ý la Colonie de Mettray et s'y continuant. 
Je parlais de ]a forge oO travaillaient les deux [175] amants. 11 serait difficile 
d'imaginer forge plus brutale que celle de Rigaux et de Deloffre (nous savions que 
Deloffre, qui s'6tait trouv6 dans tin accident de cliemin de fer, d6pouillait les victimes et, 
lorsqu'iI fut arrete, oil trouva dans sa poche ]a main coup6e couverte de bagUes 
magnifiques d'une belle daille morte). Cette forge dtait comme toutes les autres avec une 
enclurne aussi grave, avec le soufflet liabituel aussi gros... ce n'6tait pas tine forge 
d'enfants, ou les forgerons 6taient des gosses. La braise eclairait leur torse 1111, luisant , d6ja plus muscle qu'un torse d'honlille. Ils s'en approchaient sails precaution, pr6sentant 
au feu ou le retirant , au bOLIt d'une longue pince, les fers et les clous, Le gafe, assis dans tin coin, regardait sails voir, ou bien"il lisait tOIIjOUrs, indiff6rent a cette souffrance 
enfantine que la beautd exigeait. Parfois. Rigaux, ou Deloffre, plongeaient. tine barre 
rougie dans Peati, sails se douter qu'ils recommenqaient tin geste symboliqUe, tin signe V sacre, la p6n6tration de 1'eau trois fois, par le cierge b6ni, et d'acconlplir sans le savoir 
tin tel. geste, ces deLIX petits homilies acqu6rait tine dignite qui me fait, encore 
aujOUrd'llui, frissonner de crainte au souvenir Wavoir 6te le t6jllýin de pareils nlyst&es. Ils forgeaient consciencieusement, s'activaient stir le travail et j'ai, pour les evoquer avec 
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plus de precision, le souvenir plus r6cent d'un gamin de seize ans, joueur de xylophone 
stir ]a place publique. 11 frappait ý tour de bras les planchettes de bois et, de chacun de 
ses coups, qui sont autres que musicaux, d'un coup brutal, et d'un autre enfant. m6chant 
qui cogne de toute ]a redoutable force de ses poignets souples, vole Line note, et c'est. Line 
m6lodie connue, que tOLIt le nionde a chant6, que les violons ont. jou6e. Des coups sans 
piti6 font naitre les m6lodies. Si toute Fintelligence de ]a technique de cejeu est contenue '0 dans I'ampleur du niouvement qui brandit, tres haut, le maillet, toute la force joyetise s'y 
trouve aussi. Un bras d'enfant se soulýve, d6passe ]a t6te, s'imillobilise, attendant que 
Fautre ait fini son arpege 6tincelant. Chaque bras sait s'effacer devant I'autre. Uenfant 
fait battre tine enclunie musicale par deux adorables petits forgerons: ses bras jetines, 
muscles et pr6cis. A la forge, les deux gosses s'attendaient Fun Pautre, le marteau IM 
et, tout a coup, ils d6faillent ensemble et leur aniour les faisait se toucher en passant. Le 
clief Wavait. rien SOLIPqOI1116. Cette vie harnionieuse dans la fatigue et. les larnies qui 
coulaient des yeux cribl6s d'escarbilles dUra jusqu'au jour o6 Deloffre, le plus jetine et 
joli, s'eprit de Toscano, Lin m6nie de Patelier de brosserie, et de la famille Jeanne dArc. 
Car, en plus de ses dix families [ ... I 
Fl41 de Pautre. Coiliiiie dans les illtistrýs [ ... ] 178 de Vatitre. Ce coup de poing quIls nie donnent nie fit voir trente-six mille 
chandelles. Comille dails les illtistrýs [ ... 1 
F142 [ ... ] de la main. 11 me deinandait [ ... I 179 [ ... ] de la main, et qu'il conimenqa par cette admirable expression, voulu par sa 
nialadresse ý discourir, inais, si belle qu'elle pourrait s'adresser ý un souverain: 'Veuillez 
bien VOL110ir... ' OLI Pacte de VOLI]oir paraissait (16pendre de ]a volont6 de celui A qUi la 
lettre s'adressait. Son mot me demandait (1'6crire quelclUes vers stir un sujet qti'il nie 
donnait [ ... I faire des vers stir Lin stijet. 
F143 [ ... I 6tait la discipline, 111'6tonnant [... ] 180 [ ... ] 6tait ]a discipline dont je dirai plus loin quelques mots, ni'6tonnant [] 
F144 Sa VUlgarite bande. Cý Est-il possible que 
181 Sa vulgarit6 bande. 
Ces gosses dont je parle ne sont forts ou fragiles que par rapport A de nloins forts 
ou moins fragiles, et les plus costauds 6taient de d6licats objets en regard des mecs plus 
terribles - encore que moins soilibres - qui pr6sidaient inagilifiquenient ý notre existence, du fond de Fontevrault. Rigaux 6tait Lin des costauds de Mettray. Sa beaut6 dtait faite de 
ceci: soil sourire ý peine n6, ]a bouche se referinait, ]a levre sup6rieure reprenant sa 
place, avec le fr6missement d'une babine de c1lien, qui a montre Lin instant les crocs et les rentre. Oil prenait plaisir a faire naitre ses sourires. Si on ne 11.1i ell ^t ras6 les clieveux 
chaque mois, il ek fonc6 a travers nous, sourcils toujours tordLis, avec cette boule boucl6e des jetines taureaux, avec leur cou qui ]a supporte, capable de donner du front 
contre tel autre jeune taureatt boucid que j'ai vil a Fresnes, encore boucl6, las de ses 
arriours avec Line illitraillette 'r6chauff6e sur sa poitrine', Lin gosse blond enfin, h la 
prunelle claire. 11 avait les clents de ]a jetinesse qUi d6vore les vieillards et les femilies 
rien qu'a leur fire au nez. 11 ainlait Deloffre plus frýle et plus f6roce encore. Leur jalousie fut bizarre, 6pineuse. Elie 6tait une plarite - une fleur parce qu'odorif6rante jamais vue. Rigaux, par simple jeu, et pour se vider les burnes, attirait parfois 1'enfant derriere les lauriers ou, rapidenlent, il se Penvoyait sails tendresse. 
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- QUe je me le mette stir le bout, disait-il. 
Est-il possible [ ... ] 
340 
F144 en ahii6.11 me suffit [ ... ] 182 en aini6. Les visages glac6s, polis, des cartes postales, ý Ponibre dans 
Pepaisseur dU carton, se livrent-ils A de noires pratiques? Nous 6panouissions au jour 
notre beawd lisse et polie, je tie savait pas encore sa profondeur, ses racines, ses 
souterrains de taupe, pas plus clue bien souvent au theAtre le spectateur West emu par 
Finverse: la. beaut6 et la jeunesse prýtes ý bondir, si elles le veLlIent, du plus beau des 
acteurs qui ]a dissimule et la conserve sous les gestes et les traits d'un personnage 
horrible, mais il [183] suffit [ ... ] 
F144 [ ... ] dans tine region solitaire [ ... 1 182-183 [ ... I dans Line r6gion terrible, brAlante ou glac6e mais solitaire 
F144 [ ... ] jamais voulue quitter. De ]a cellule [ ... I 183-184 [ ... ] jamais voulu quitter. Les enfants dont la nature est faroticlie, en face d'une 
si terrible vie, eussent (16 penser au suicide Mais peut-6tre cette vie dtant une niort (Line 
mort se d6roulant lentenient, avec ses Lisages, ses c6r6nionies qui ne sont plus des Cý 
vivants, car deja elles notis niettent en intinle rapport avee les divinit6s secrýtes de la. 
terre et de Peau), les gosses ile croyaient pas que Fon p6t s'en d6barrasser. Ils 6taient au 
coetir de Fenfer, dWi la corde ou la noyade ne nous arracheront, car les enterrements 
des colons Wetaient qu'un des rites familiers de cette mort longue et lente, conipliqu6e 
de nies d6parts stir la galýre. Pour un rien jenibarquais en douce. A Pavant du navire, C) 
que ce fut quand le soleil se couchait, ou en pleine nuit, je donilais a ilia pens6e Line 
allure vive et fiere. Le vent jetait en arriýre nies clieveux. Fetais figure de prolle et, 
coninie [184] le cavalier se sent faire corps avec sa inonture, j'etais tin centaure ý corps 
de gAre. J'6tais ]a galere. Fai portd clans mon flanc d'extraordinaires d6sordres de 
pirates ivres Walcool, de sang, de. coups de fouet. Mais je me sentais participer d'une C) faqon immediate a ]a vie g6nerale. Uenfance est proche des el6ments. Cette enfance 
serait janiais perclue si ]a pr6sence de Divers ne nl'obligerait ý la revivre. De la cellule 
de [ ... 
Fl46 [ ... ] braver la mort et la vaincre. 
A Mettray, on faisait exacteiiieiit litlit fois par jour la priýre. Voici la nianoetivre 
du dortoir [ ... ] 187-188 [ ... 1 braver et vaincre la mort. Et ce West pas de l'amitie que potivait reveiller 
en moi le rappel des anlours cruelles de Rigaux et de Deloffre. Ce qui einalle de ces deux 
gosses eilclievetrds dans leur lutte, c'est tine odeur funýbre qui nionte ä la tete aprýs avoir 
totirne le coeur. Souvent, quand Rigaux prenait Toscano derriere la haie taillee au 
secateur, Deloffre assistait a la sýance. Quelquefois niUle, soll marle Itii perniettait 
t 
d'tiser du mino, et, solls poeil (je soll petit lioninie, le mönie Deloffre faisait acte de 
male. Mais c'etait totijours contre le grý de Toscano. 
Ces jetix offrent des dangers illtiltipies dont les plus terribles pour des enfants sont 4D 
cetix quIls ne petivent soupýonner, mUle lorsqti'ils les cötoient ä totis les instants, et l'amour entre autres. 
Je Pai dit. Deloffre s'ýprit de Toscano. Sans doute ainiait-il Rigaux, niais au für C> 
et a niesure que s'installait en ltii l'amour nouveatt, il se d&achait - coninie wie branche de son arbre - de soll illac. 11 allait jusqu'ä lufir l'enipire de Rigatix sur Itii et, petit-etre 
plus que ses jetix avec Toscano. Je ne sais comment Rigaux dkotivrit la trahison, je L- 
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Wassistai qu'ä la lutte, et de loin. Ce fut une lutte de geants. Elle est racont6e d'un bout 
ä l'autre dans la 'L6gende des Siecles' sous le titre de 'Mariage de Roland' et fut calque 
sous certains combats de Menus, au fond de Fontevrault, dans la salle de diseipline. 
Qu'&ait la discipline des nioines aup&s de celle des Honinies et des Enfants! Le soir du 
combat, quand le soleil se fut coucM, chacun d'eux regagna la famille. Ils boitaient Fun C 
et l'autre. Peut-etre Toscano ignora-t-ii tout de cette alousie et de son dclosion en un t> 
i 
combat qui fit Hinir les plantes et interronipit peut-etre la piti6. Quand le clairon sonna 
le rasseniblement des ateliers, pour rejoindre les familles ils se mýlerent aux autre colons 
qui ne deiliaiidýreiit pas d'explications. La tete dans Vassiette de fer, silencieusernent, 
sans un bruit de cuiller ni de IMes, coninie le veut Vusage et la rýgle, ils avalýrent la 
soupe, ils firent avec les autres la priýre du soir (car a Mettray on [188] faisait 
exacteiiient huit fois par jour la priýre) et nionterent au dortoir, dans ]es harnacs se 
coucher, aprýs avoir fait la iii, ý-iiiioetivre. Le dranie ne pouvait s'arr&er la. La niort sait denotier de tels noeuds, niais quand eile ne le fait, les acteurs, si leur vie contintie, durant 
toute leur vie, verront surgir ä la surface, &lore, si vous voulez, des gestes fous, des 
paroles nionstruetises qui sont le Mgaienient d'une tirade tragique qui devrait se dire en C 
quelques heures. Nous verrons ce que se chargea de faire la mort. Voici la iiianoetivre 
F148 [ ... ] ma jeunesse est vieille. 11 West pas impossible [ ... ] 190-191 [ ... ] ilia jeunesse est vieille. La beautd de ces gosses ni'apparait aujourd'hui car ils ne revaient pas tellement de vivre en truands, pour avoir de Pargent - leurs reves 
n'etaient pas cupides - ils ddsiraient tine vie qui les tiendrait en niarge du nionde, cette 
marge oti ils 6taient d6jý, &s leur naissance, de par tine fatalite int6rieure. Mais leur 
puret6 devait s'alt6rer avec I'Age et pour interpr6ter ]a reaction Cle Bulkaen - son 
voillissement stir le fric je nie refuse a toute analyse trop profonde. Cette manifestation 
extraordinaire de son iliepris pour Pargent le parait encore. Cette nialadie 6tait bien 
etrange, hli SeLll se la pouvait perniettre et, [1911 ce qui sortait de sa bouclie, les glaires, 
la preuve de son ivresse devenait d'une beaute inouTe! Et ses lioquets, ses liaut-le-coeur, 
son geste de se casser, tout cela il'6tait supportable cliez ILli, il fallait qu'il Hit puissant 
pour oser se permettre tin tel ilia]. Et cest a lLfi que je dois Wavoir conipris ]a beautd du 
Vol et, particulierement, (III cambriolage. A niesure qu'il nl'eii parlait, je le conipris Lin 
peti. Toute ]a folie et ]a betise de pareils actes disparaissaient pour ne plus nie niontrer 
que le principe qui les commandait: Paudace, mais Line audace doublee d'un, 6161lient 
trouble qui est ]a joie de fait la chose Winterdite. 
11 West pas impossible [ ... ] 
Fl49 de la prison. 11 s'operait [ ... ] 193 de la prisoil. Ce dýseilchanteilient s'op&ait 
F 150 ] ines freres. Ce mot ni'dcoeure [ ... 1 194 [ mes freres. Le mot de frere a la lourdeur charnelle d'un poýnle de Renoir, il 
ni'6coeure [ ... I 
Fl50 [ ... ] j'otiblie le present. 
Mon enfance nie renionte aux dents. 
194-196 [ ... 1 j'otiblie le prýseilt. Pendant des ýiiiiiýes, aprýs l'avoir qtlittýe, je lie pensais qu'en fonction d'elle. 11 fallut des ann&s pour qu'elle se dýtachat de nioi et inýiiie je ne 
ptisjainais croire que, de soil oillbre, j'&ais sorti totit a fait. On parle ainsi de la religion. 
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En effet, le prestige de l'une conime de Pautre participe des niýnles illoyens. Comme ]a 
religion, ]a Colonie 6tait encore riche en 6pisodes qu'un 16gere tendance a la litterature. 
qualifie de merveilleux. 11 ne fatit qu'un choc en vous pour que (Pun Lre vous apparaisse 
le m6canisme qUi conlinande A des forictions inhabituelles ou generalenlent. inaperques. 
Ainsi jai vu la Colonie sVever stir les nuages. Durant longtemps, elle presida, et 
davantage encore Pimage, fausse aux yeux qui ne voient que ce qU'on voit, mais 
essentielle et vraie, vraie de la verit6 po6tique, Pinlage quej'en garde presida A tous les 
actes de mon existence-, je ne pouvais pas ne pas ille voir habiII6 en colon. Pourtant. la 
vie que nous nienions ]ý-bas dtait. vache: le rdveil I'hiver, les stations, le buste nU dans 
le lavabo glac6, les glaqons que nous notis passions stir le cou et la figure pour faire 
croire aLl clief de faillille que nous 6tions laves, parce qu'on ne POLIvait. sortir du lavabo 
que le visage litimide, les coups du frere aln6 et ceux des autres illoniteurs, la Inauvaise 
soupe, nos tendres pieds blesses par les sabots de bois noir, mais tout cela ne coniptait. 
pas au regard de tant de illerveilles: celle Wabord d6tre entre nous, gainins f6roces, 
delicats, et presque toujours jolis. Ou phit6t si, les rigueurs que jai dites plus haut 
comptaient. Elles ajoutaient. encore A l'ininionde, c'est-A-dire qu'elles rejetaient. Lin peu 
plus 'hors du nionde' la Colonie p6nitentiaire. Eilfin elles me demefferent et. me 
donnerent. tine allure plus ferille, sails toutefois ine transformer proforid6nient, [196] car 
on pourrait, par exemple, se tromper stir nion caractere en voyant la brusquerie de 
certains de mes mouvements, et. me croire 6nergique. Je suis Findecision m6nie, et la 
paresse physique, ]a pauvret6 physique aussi, in'enferilie dans Line sorte de vague 
somnolence dont. je ne ille libere que par tin geste brusque, celui qui commence Facte ý 
accomplir. Et c'est cette brusquerie initiale qui donne a Pacte le rythilie vif qu'iI gardera 
jusqu'a son achevement, et. me fait paraitre decid6. Et cette brusquerie est diff6rente de 
ce qu'etait. la brusquerie violente de Bulkaen, en ce sens que le corps de Pierrot. dtait 
constaniment. en eveil, menle aux instants d'apparente nonchalance, alors que je vogue 
dans tine constante somnolence qui est. I'616ment parfait o6 les r&es et les raveries se 
deroulent, et que je romps brutalenlent. 
Moil enfance me remonte aux dents. 
Fl52 [ ... 1 galoches botietises. 198 [... 1 galoches lourdes de botie. 
F152 a votre vie. Je crois savoir [ ... 1 199 votre vie. Tels quels, mes prisons et mes bagnes nl'6nieuvent beaucouP. Ce 0 
nionde est aussi sacr6 que le illonde des Juifs, que IeUrs textes funebres, que leurs 
chnetiýres ou se deroulent ]a nuit, des scenes de vampirisme et de sortiftes. Je crois 
savoir [ ... I 
F153 [ ... I beaLlte morale. A peine [ ... ] 199 [ ... I beatit6 morale. Pexcepte les moments brefs de bonheur caus6s tant6t par Fombre par tin jour de pluie, par la rencontre (I'Lin beau visage, par je ne sais quoi et que 
j'ai horreur d'eprotiver all milieLl de gens absolument antipatiliques; parce qUe, s'ils 
possedent ce m6me bonlieur, all m6iie instant que nioi, il me senible communiquer avec 
eux, et pills intinienient que par tout autre mode, car c'est dans tin element capable de 
se nieler, de se fondre, d'interpen6trer avec petit-6tre encore pills de facilit6 qll'Llne 
vapeur dont notis serions conipos6s. A peine [ ... ] 
153 [ ... 1 je reste eveille. Je suis la seiltitielte [ ... 1 200 [ ... ]je reste eveiM. Je ne regarde pas dans le noir. 11 stiffit de savoir que je suis la 
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sentinelle [I 
F153 ] du r6ve. Le tenips 
200 [ du r6ve... Le tenips 
F153 ] Wimporte quel insecte. Nous ne sonimes [ ... 1 200 [ Winiporte quel insecte. Les nitirs SUintent des cris 6trangl6s. Les gardiens sont 
masqu6s de noir et výtus de rouge. Les assassins charment les araign6es. Les enfants 
pactisent avec le diable qui, quelquefois et POUr des besognes de S&ILICtion qui le servent, 
les metamorphose en nymplies, ou en faunes qui partent, couverts de haillons ou de 
joyaux, dans les rues ou dans les bals oii VOLIS les c6toyez. Le silence de ]a prison est le 
silence meme de ]a mort. Nous ne soninies [ ... 
] 
Fl53 [ ... ] teilipýte, la galýre iýffolýe [1 201 [ ... ] tenipýte, VOffensive affol& [1 
F153 des crimes passes. Par plus 16gers, 0 201 des crimes pass6s. Car la niort est le voisinage de Dieu et, si Dieu vous met ell C> 
peril de niort souvent, c'est qu'il veut vous honorer. Dieu sait ce qLl'il fait. Et par plus 
legers [ ... ] 
F154 ] en meme tenips, aniollis par cette [ ... ] 201 [ en menle temps, aniollis (foudroy6s) par cette 
F154 [ ... ] tin noeud d'aniours brutales. La mer litirlait [ ... 1 201-202 [ ... I tin noeLid d'aI11OUrs si violents qu'A le voir [2021 le (liable se Hit signe. La 
mer litirlait [ ... I 
Fl54 Ta cAre gontle tios voiles. 9 
202 Ta colere goilgle tios voiles. ' [Misprintl 
Fl54 ] le preillier soir, je fus [ ... ] 202 [ le prenlier soir, mit sa quetie dt'ýja d'honlilie entre iiies cuisses serrks, je fus 
[ ... 1 
F 155 ] ne souriait plus. Et, dans ilies bras, [ ... 1 203 [ ne souriait plus. Nis il jOLlit. Je ftis sa feninle. Et, dails mes bras, 
F155 [... ] d'un des nialabars cle la famille B. 
203 [ ... ] d'ttn des matelots de ]a famille B. 
F156 [ ... ] de honte. Villeroy ftit [ ... I 205 [ ... ] de lionte. Elle se transfornia en fureur qui ftit stir ses bras, stir ses cuisses fl6chies, quelque chose coninle des boas de fourrure aux bras et aux 6patiles des 
courtisanes. Villeroy fut [ ... ] 
F157 Ainsi j'esqtiiiltai [ 
... ] 205 Ainsi que j'esquintai [] 
Fl57 [ ... 1 le illönie La Guepe. 
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205 [ ... 1 la niortie La Gtiepe. 
Fl58 [ ... 1 et j'eiirageais cle liaine reiltrýe*, [1 206 [ ... 1 et j'enrage de liaine rentr&; [ ... 1 
F160 '[ ... ] boucler nia gueule. ' 
Les quatre ou cinq marles 
209-210 '[ ... ] boucler ma gueule. " Aussi jeunes que nous ftissions, cette d6claration impressionna. Sans dOLIte, 
Villeroy 6tait assez cabotin pour avoir senti la port6e qU'aUrait tine telle franchise, [2101 
tine si loyale probite, mais ce mot r6alisait le tour de force d'ýtre 1'expression d'un 
cabotinage savant et d'une exacte v6i-46. Wannioins tin geste de trop hatite grandeur 
n'et^it pas ete compris des gosses, car il existe tine grandeur - et c'est ]a plus grande - qui 
s'enseigne et s'apprend, car dans ]a grandeur morale, il entre tin facteUr individuel, 
litteraire m6iie, auquel tin enfant West pas accessible. Les quatre ou cinq marles [ ... ] 
F 160 '[ ... ] de toil niec. ' Dans mon livre, c'est Harcamone. 
Sur les quais [ ... 1 210 
... ] de ton nlec. ' 
11 se trouve de, ces enfants et ils me stup6fient. fls seniblent 6tre batis de ]a menle 
matiere exceptionnelle qui compose les lioninies durs, qui vont, aveugl6s par eux-ill6nnes, 0 
et qui, se cognant a la divinite, ]a feraient se deranger du chemin. Dans mon livre, 
Harcanione sera ce gosse. 
Stir les quais [ ... ] 
F161 [... ] d'un b6ret plat. 
Moil iliac [ ... ] 210 ... ] d'un b6ret plat. Notre couple - Villeroy et moi - et les aUtres couples Wenfants, attendrissaient. 
Mon iliac [ ... ] 
F161 [... ] quelques minutes, de sonCges [ ... ) 211 [ ... I quelques minutes, ]a t6te stir sa queue raide, de songes 
F161 [ ... ] plus de science. Avant de partir [ ... I 211 [ ... ] plus de science. Nous nous ainlions vertigineusenlent. Avant de partir [] 
Fl61 [ ... ] en meine teilips. Enfin [ ... ] 212 [ ... ] en nienie teilips (on connait cette sensation). Enfin [1 
Fl62 [ ... ] systeilie nerven. Je coilipris [ ... 1 212 [ ... 1 systýine iiervetix. Si j'dtais rest6 dix secondes des plus dails cet 6tat, peut-ehre 
me ftisse-je 6vanotii et c'eut &e la lionte dtertielle. Je coillpris [ ... ] 
Fl62 [ ... ] inain droite, tandis que [ ... 1 213 [ ... ] niain droite qui ouvrait la bragtiette et saisissait la quetie, tandis que [1 
F 163 [ ... ] de ses arnies. Je devenais le centre, la cle de voCite d'un systeille familial 
s6výre. Sur mes 6patiles [ ... I 
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214 [ ... ] de ses arines. Arrivant en douce, je me glissais dans ]a maison et je me 
faisais 
passer pour quelque fils adult6rin, enfant de Faniour. Je ni'installais. Je devenais le 
centre, ]a c16 de voCite d'un systeme familial s6výre, tragiquenient organis6, nou6, boucI6 
par cette 66 de voOte qUi est une fausse cl6. Sournoisenient, j'entrais Line place forte, non 
en combattant, mais par le cheillin des taupes. Sur nies 6paules [ ... I 
F163 [ ... ] la fin provisoire. Je serais marle [ ... ] 214 [ ... ] ]a fin provisoire. Par moi se continuerait Line famille qui ne serait phis cette famille. Fallais &re, sans qu'on s'en doutdt, Lin autre clief de dynastie qui conservait les 
noms de ]a vieille lign6e. Je serais niarle [ ... ] Cý 
F163 [ ... I tOLIS les dons. Encore qu'on puisse vivre coil fortablenient quand on s'est d6barrasse de Forguefl, et niýme qu'il existe [ ... ] 214-215 [ ... I tous les dons. D'avoir accept6 quelque chose tine fois, je me sotiviens que, des quej'eus surniont6 ]a preniiýre douleur qu'occasionne ]a d6chirure de Paniour-propre, 
j'6prouvai tine espýce de soulagenient, la douceLir de me sentir debarrass6 d'tin bloc Cý d'orgueil qui, s'iI me faisait tenir tres droit, me donnait tine rigidit6 de roe, rn'obli- r) 
[215]geait pourtant a des attitudes parfois g6riantes. Je me laissai done couler dans cette 
doticeur, et je sentis qti'oil petit vivre confortablement quand on s'est debarrass6 de 
Forguefl, 
F164 ... I devais me barricader. Le soir... Nous [ ... ] 215 ... ] devais me barricader. Je me fis les poings et les pieds stir les cloches, maisje sus ne pas ni'iniposer trop Cý 
t6t. Lorsque j'allais ni'occuper de quelclue troc avec Lin autre vautour, Villeroy, de loin, 
se d6tournait du groupe Whonimes et posait soil oeil stir nioi. Le soir... Nous [ ... I 
F164 [ ... I cl'une lieure tanclis qu'aLl-dessus [ ... 1 215-216 dune lieure. Et ces deux ,:, osses, penclant une liettre, botiche contre bouche, 
A eveilles et 1'esprit ban(16, serieusement et [216] ensemble, s'efforqaient de croire qu'ils 
se donnaient une nuit entiere, tandis qu'ati-dessus [ ... I 
F165 ] nion chant. QLli Bulkaen [ ... ] 217 [ nion chant. Et tLI Was pas ces oreilles qui 1'entendent. Qui Bulkaen 
F166 [ ... I ecart6. Je crois bien [ ... ] 218 kart6. Avec un garqon comme lui ouvert, ille semblait-il aLIX influences Imphis L, occultes, en clieville avee la poesie, je devais ni'attendre a tine trahison qui se 
manifesterait, (Pune faqon peu commune. Je crois bien [ ... ] 
F166 frapper. Favais I'avantage 
219 [ ... ) frapper. Fdtais sCir que nlalgr6 sa souplesse, je saurais le dominer si Vavais le 
t, 
courage de blesser tine telle beaut6. Favais I'avantage 
F168 
... ] propre abjection. Uenfance qui [ ... ] 221 [... ] propre alýlection. L'image des petits colons qui nl'aimaient ille visite, et ceux 
qui me halssaient. Ils s'agitent avec gravit6, car ils furent toujours graves. QUe Von ne L- crie pas surtout qu'ils 6taient des r6veurs. Aucun esprit plus positif que le n0tre. Toute 
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leur activit6 POUrsuivait tin but pratique. S'ils cr6aient de la po6sie c'6tait par accident, 
oil bien ils r6vent la nuit, pour 6chapper ý I'llorreur d'6tre des bagnards, oil pour se 
reposer tin instant dans tin monde phis confortable. Le seul fait romanesque qui fut peut- 
kre la cr6ation de ]a Voix d'Or, niais cette cr6ation ne s'6tait pas accomplie tin beaLl 
jour, de faqon ddlib6r6e. Elie relevait de ce plidnoni6ie qui fornie les grands courants 
religieux. Cest seulement quand cette bande ftit en 6tat de fait que, petit ý petit, 
s'organisa, ý Finterieff d'elle, Line discipline qui 6tablit son ordre avec ses distinctions, 
ses interdits, quelques rites tres 616illentaires. Ces gosses affol6s de beaut6 avaient 
compris qu'elle ne rdside jaillais dans ]a position confortable - ou postures - mais dans 
une suite de danses extrýnienient dangereuses, oil finpostures. Sans le savoir, ils aimaient 
la beaut6 et lui sacrifiaient leur confort. Uenfance qui [ ... ] 
F168 [ ... ] par mille gestes. Mais pour voir [ ... ] 222-223 [ ... I par un geste dont je fus le thloin stupefait. Quand me ftit connue par 
le 
journal ]a mort de Maurice Pilorge, je rencontrai stir le bOUlevard de Clichy six potes ý 
moi et h lui. Six niecs dont I'Age allait cle vingt ý trente ans. NOLIS nous ass"Inies A line eý table. Nos visages 6taient graves comme des visages d'enfants qui s'appliquent A ]a tý- C, 
gravite. Le plus vieLIX, Ricou, coninianda huit aperitifs, puis nous denieurAmes 
silencieux. Le garqon apporta huit verres, les servit ý chacun et Ricou prit le verre qui 
restait, en partagea le contenu entre les sept. Min air doux, et qui ne devait pas lui etre 
habituel, il regarda le garqon et 11.1i denlanda; 'Tu periliets? ' en nieme temps il laissa 
tomber le huitiNne verre qui se brisa. [223] Puis il expliqua: 'C'est pour qui qLi'est 
mort. ' Ce West qu'ainsi que je peux pr6senter Vaniiti6. POUr ceux de Mettray, il faut 
petit-6tre y ajOLIter qti'ils avaient le pressentinient (1'6tre les 116ros de la plus satanique 
aventure. Mais pour voir [ ... ] 
F169 I attitudes roides 
224 [ attitudes rigides 
Fl70 [ ... 1 les autres (iýteiiiis. L'affaire des bandes niolletiýres 
224-226 [ ... 1 autres (1ýtelitis. Je nie rappelle la confusion A nous mit la mort du clairon Beativais. Cetait liii 
le Chef de la bande (Je la Voix d'Or. 11 in'est impossible d'expliquer comment il arriva 
ä ce poste de pontife. Notis le soul)ýonnions (Ntre eil relation awec Jo. Aujourd'hui, je 
erois que s'ils [2251 ii'ýtaieiit pas relies eil fait, il Ntaient par une sorte de lien mystique 
qui perinettait a Beativais de recevoir et de d&hiffrer tous les inessages que lui adressait 
la Voix d'Or. Ces niessages ýtaieilt singuliers. Quelquefois, il concerliaiellt lin colon qtl'il z5 c fallait punir, un gäfe brinier, des cordes voler, des effets porter dans wie cachette 
d6terillinýe. Qui inaintenant serait le niessager? Villeroy, qui &ait le frere ain6 de la e famille B..., fit part de son illqtiiýtticte, ä Abondance, a Divers. Ventendis toute la 
conversation parce que j'&ais eilcore le page, le mino du frere ainý, et je surpris Rigaux 
dire qtt'il avait beaucoup connu Jo, qu'its avaient travaiN enseinble datis des affaires de 
casses. 11 fit son portrait. 11 parla (Je sa carrure, (Je son torse, des ses dents, de ses 
chevetix. Et Rigaux devint le chef de la bande. Quand il apprit l'extraordinaire aventure 
de son marle, Deloffre dut se sentir perdu. La violence de son anlour pour Toscano qtl'il 
rencontrait toujours en cachette (Je Rigaux aurait pu peut-Atre le delivrer de la servitude lý de vatitotir. Je voyais un combat iiitýrietir le deforiner aux yeux de totit Je monde. Par 
exemple, il passait trýs pres des illarles etjtisqtt'-, i les fr(^)ler. Aux autres girons, et a moi- 
menie, il disait: 'Alors, poupee. ' Ri&(aux devait assez Vainier, et d'assez p&s, pour ne 
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rien voir de ]a transformation ou bien n'osait-il rien dire, parce que [226] son ami devenu 
de plus en plus audacieux, depuis ]a scýne des lauriers, connaissait sa force. Deloffre 
6tait stir le point de trionipher quand le nouvel lionneur accor(16 ý soil hollinle d6rangea 
tout. En effet, Rigaux poss6dait une puissance extraordinaire stir ]a Colonie parce qu'elle 
n'etait plus accord6e par la force physique. 11 detenait bel et bien till polivoir magique. 
11 6tait du Seigneur. 11 ne pouvait esquisser un geste qu'aussit6t il ri'6nilt ses foudres, ne 
rompit la glace, nous Waboussk et nous figeAt de lionte. 11 6tait aim6 d'amour et, 
pourtant, il avait tres souvent des histoires avec les autres marles car il ri'dtait pas toute 
loyaut6. 
L'affaire des bandes niolletiýres 
Fl71 [ ... 1 palitalon retrotissý sous la bande. 
........................................................... 
- Riton niarche au pas 
228-229 [ ... ] pantalon retrotiss6 sous ]a bande. Rigaux etant forgeron, avait promis tin battant d'acier a Rey qui lui avait dorind 
de magnifiques bandes nlolletiýres. Mais Rey s'etant till jOUr diSpUtd avec Deloffre, 
Rigaux decida de garder les niolletiýres et de ne pas apporter 
le battant. QLiand it vit que 
Deloffre montrait sa force, ignorant toutefois que le giron etait excM6 par Fautorite de 
Rigaux, Rey nosa rien dire. 11 rentra sa Ilaine. 11 n'osa encore riell (lire quand Rigaux 
r6ussit son coup d'etat. Je in'6tonnais que Divers eCit laiss6 passer a portee de sa poigne 
terrible ]a chance de devenir clief de ]a bande de la Voix d'Or, sails bouger Lin doigt POLir 
la saisir. Plus que Wimporte qui, it pouvait le faire, par sa force et sa beatit6. De sa 
force, a Npoque je ne puis r6ellement rien (lire car je ne le vis jamais se battre. Auprýs 
des cliefs de ]a famille, it avait ]a r6putation W&re tine sale guettle. Mais cette r6putation 
lui vint peut-&re de Vautorit6 calme, souveraine, massive de sa musculature et de ses 
silences. Chacune de ses r6poilses etait tine riposte. 11 se taisait souvent. Fai SU qu'il dtait 
trýs fort en le voyant, it ya quelquesjours, faire crier grAce, h la salle, ý force de coups 
de pieds partout, (tails les c6tes et (tails ]a figure, d'un costatid raleur qui ile marchait pas 
en cadence. La scene fut rapide. 11 (lit au inec, calmement: 
[229] - Riton, marche au pas. 
[no stispension points across the page in subscribers' edition] Cý 
Fl72 et les yeux seuls vivants. 
Etonnons-notis [ ... ] 230 ... 1 et les yetix seuls vivants. Je pttis parler de sa beatit6, et par eile de la Beatitý. La beaute nie ferait croire en 
Dieti. Fen arriverais a dire qu'elle est Dieti, qu'elle est Vexpressioll de Dieu. Je ne ptlis 
admettre stirgie au liasard celle qui fait qti'tin jetine lioninie est beati. Car etoilnons-notis 
1 ... 1 
F173 ] chansons laides [ ... ] 231 [ chansons sails beatite 
F174 [ ... ] et de son jeu un chant. Parfois, pendant le cWU [ ... I 232 et de son jeu un chant. Et son geste avait de ]a grAce. Parfois pendant le d6fM 
I ... I 
F174 ] bandes niolletieres kaki 
233 [... ] bandes molletiýres kakies 
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F 175 1 nitir de la inUie faýoil. Ah! iiialgre [ ... 1 
233 [ inur de la inUie faýon. Dans un autre angle noir, il postait la inachine infernale 
d'une aussi grande beatitd. All! ilialgr6 
F175 I reconnue 
233 [ reconnu [ ... 
F175 Oe 
234 [Misprint. Brackets opened in the same place but not closed] 
Fl75 - Je voudrais t'eil jeter un coup dans les baguettes! ) 
Toutes ces blessures [ ... ] 234 - Je voudrais t'en jeter un cotip dans les bagtiettes! Z> 
Si je le voyais dejä ainsi, ne ilil, -, iccor(tez pas votre inepris parce que je trahissais 
Villeroy. Mon amour pour Villeroy &ait sin&re et je Itii fus fidele. Pagaýais Divers. Je 
passais, je repassais devant lui; avec beaucoup de prýcý-ititiotis car, enfin, c'&ait un marle. 
Je ine moquais de Itii. 
Toutes ces blessures [ ... ] 
F176 I matelots illutines. 
236 [ inatelots cliarmailts et f6roces. 
F177 ]a tine autre, stylisee 
236 [a tine autre plus belle 
F177 Villeroy de Mettray. 11 tie rafflait pas. 
236 Villeroy de Mettray. Je tie sais a quoi attribuer cette vision niagnifique. It tie raillait 
pas. 
F178 [ ... ]en d6sir -a Mettray. moll aniour [ ... I 239 [ ... ] en d6sir -a Mettray. Tant j'ai ahli6 Pierrot, 
je il'ai co"c"d ni d6s're coucher 
avec tin m6me. Moil aniour [ ... ] 
F 179 1 avec tranquillit6. Mon aniour [ ... 1 239 avec tratlqtiillitý. Parce qti'il Uait frýre aine, parce qti'il etait fort, qti'il 
m'aiiiiait, et que, nVayant clioisi, je (levais Vainier. Cet aniour etait fait de ilia faiblesse, 
il etait un illotiveilieilt qui ilie sativait de Vabandon. Et cet aillour [ ... 1 
lý 
Fl80 [ ... ]je ilie ealiiiai. La voix [ ... 1 240 [ ... ] je ilie cal niai. J', -iicce(lai ä l'espýraiice. La [24 1] voi x 
F180 [ ... ] tin peu pour me soulager. Durant les manoeuvres [ ... I 241-242 Lin peu pour tile soulager. 11 ne faut pas croire que les solutions les plus t: - audacieuses, les moyens de d6fense efficaces, mais conipliqu6es, se d6couvrent pluto^ t par 
de lentes m6ditations, par de p6nibles r6flexions, par des idees illises bout a bOLIt. Cest 
le danger qui fait naltre soudain et tout nionte Pappareil de leurs machineries retorses, 
ces conibinaisons travaillees. Elles 6clatent et fulgurent dans Vesprit. Elles vont droit au 
but. Ainsi Von voit (I'mi seul COUP ce qu'il faudra dire dans huit jours, PLIiS ce qLi'il 
faudra dire ce soir, PLIN le geste qu'il faudra faire denlain, afin d'obtenir tel rdsultat dans 
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un an. VoM ce que savent les llabitu6s des cabinets des juges. Et c'est Lin phbomýne 
pareil qui ni'apporta la c16 d'une situation d6licate. Je Wimaginais d'habitude aucun 
monde plus beau o6 je serais prince ou courtisane. Mais que ill'arrive tine tuile, que les 
flics rn'arrýtent, par exemple, &s que j'ai un moment de r6pit, la moindre pause entre 
les questions, mon esprit s'active a me niasquer ]a r6alit6 [242] trop atroce. 11 Ille tisse 
vite un nionde oti je suis courtisane, ou prince, OU roi, ou mousse... Mousse sur la sainte 
galere, toujours 1A, bonne ou niechante, mais prompte a me sauver des naufrages de ]a 
vie. Tout n'y 6tait pas rose pourtant. Durant les manoeuvres [ ... ] 
F182 [ ... ] j'6chappe A la mort. Un declic ouvre tine trappe par oti je tombe dans un 
monde imaoinaire venoeur. 
Comme nous-nienles, ici, dans Fontevrault retrouv6, la nuit nous laissons 
sangloter nos coeurs et nos queLies, o6 nos iliacs aUtrefois se d6solaient. Mais nous ne 
nous doutions 
243-244 [ ... I j'6chappe a la mort. Oil dirait qu'un d6clic ouvre tine trappe par o6 je 
tombe dans Lin monde iniaginaire vengeUr. Je ne sais pas au juste ce que je vais y 
chercher. Peniploie peut-We un procM6 d'auto-defense, tine sorte d'6cran pare-choc qui 
aniortit ]a violence de nion mallieur. Ce peut e^tre encore parce que ilia v6ritable fonction 
est de r6ver, et que ilia vie, trop agit6e, me ]a refusailt, &s [244] que cette vie se trOLIve 
coup6e d'un COUP sec, sails apparente solution de C011tinUite et ne requerant plus mon 
attention, le r6ve reprend sa proie. 
Conline nous-inýnies, ici, dans Fontevrault retrouve, la nuit nous laissons 
sangloter nos coeUrs et nos queues, ot'i nos macs autrefois se d6solaient. Elifin est venu 
ce moment tres grave oiýi je p6n6tre au coetir du nlystýre. Je suis report6 au debut d'une 
vie tragique dont les dessous secrets vont ni'6tre r6vel6s. Mais nous ne nous dolitions 
I ... I 
F182 [ ... ] un moine (I'atitrefois. Les hoilimes se racontaient [ ... 1 244-245 un moine d'atitrefois. Mais nialgr6 ses mignons, comme nous maintenant, Z: ' A ces durs a qui nous revions et leurs mignons eux-nienies devaient succoniber stir leur lit, 
se convulser dans des draps tach6s, laisser leur corps avoir des soubresauts que. leur 
donnait l'image r6calci-[245]trante des notres. Ils se racontaient [ ... I t: - 
F184 portees par les durs. 
246 port6es par les Durs. 
F185 ] cliatissure. 
248 [ cliatissure? 
F186 Car des voix en aiment WaUtres. Nos dieux verrouill6s, [ ... 1 249 Car des voix en aiment Wautres. Uaventure arrive ý tes t6ldphonistes. L'un dtait au 
Carlton, Vautre aU Ritz. fls ne se virent jamais et POUrtant leur voix s'a'doraient. Et nos dieux verrouill6s, [ ... ] 
F186 a Penfant. Wetre pen6tr6. Les voix [ ... ] 250 [ Penfant W&re p6n&6 de verges au p6nis epanoui en corolle. Et Penfant de 45 
vingt. ans r6pond: 'Ma bite dans ta viande. ' Les voix [ ... ] 
+F187 je 'tomberais' 
250 je tornberals [ ... 1 
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187 - Qu'est ce que tu sais coninie goidante? 
Leur argot dtait [ ... ] 
250 Qu'est-ce que tu sais coilinie goulante? 
11 faut reniarqUer que leLir argot 6tait eý 
187 ]a-bas? Peut-ýtre [ ... 1 250 lh-bas? Ce mystere ni'emetit. Peut-8tre 
F189 [No separation of individual verses of song in the subscribers' eclition. ] Zýl 
350 
F189 Les complaintes dont parlait Botchako [ ... 1 
253 A Mettray, tious chantions j'ai clit quelles chansons. Les complaintes dont parlait 
Botchako f ... I 
*F190 Sans 116siter 61iminaient le faible. [Tile 'Collection Folio' text is not grammatically 
sound] 
254 Ils 61iminaient le faible, sans lidsiter. 
F190 Je me d6fendis et Villeroy me prit SOLIS sa garde. Rare 6tait ]a tendresse [ ... I 
254-5 Je me d6fendis bien et Villeroy me prit SOLIS sa garde. VilleroY etait tine [2551 
brute t6tue que j'adorais (adoration: respect et crainte sails tendresse. Rare 6tait ]a 
tendresse [ ... 1) 
Fl90 [ ... 1 quand il 6tait las cl'eiiibrasser illes yeux, nia 
botiche [ ... 1 
255 [ ... ] quand il Uait las d'eillbrasser nies yeux, j'allais a sa quetie, ilia 
botiche [] 
F 191 1 PLIiS il la retirait. En passant stir sa gorge [ ... 1 255 [.. puis il la retirait et je stiqais son nienibre. Avald le sperme et bais6 les boucles 
emnlelees de ses poils, nia bouche remontait jUsqu'ati sienne. En passant stir sa gorge 
I ... I 
Fl91 1 heureux, la Charitý 
256 [... ] lietiretix, la saintetý [ 
F192 les Eilfants des anges 
257 [ les eliffints des anges [ 
Fl93-194 [ ... 1 ott de quelque autre. [1941 Dans les debuts de nion arrivde, 
259 ] ou de quelque autre. 
Mon iniagimation s', affote. Mais quiconque, (et stirtotit cetix que Von appelle 
jouisseurs), vouidra s'diever contre Viniagination, veuille voir qu'elte est la condition de 
toute jouissance. Habiter toute sa vie wie deineure dont Varchitecture &range et belle 
vous a plu, vous iVy serez heureux qu'aux rares instants oü vous pourrez vous dire que 
cette deineure est etrange, belle, et vous qui vivez au milieu d'elle, niais ne pouvez-vous 
le dire et le savoir qti'tin nionient tres bref. L'inlagination seule satisfait pleinement, car 
eile notis donne conscience d'ýtre. Je ne puis prolonger la beautý de cette niaison dans 
le temps qu'en recherchant des points de vue nouveaux de beautý, ou eil iii'6voqtiant, 
chaque jour, que j'y suis et plus en plus intenshient a niesure que je iil'y habittie, aui 
milieu de ses points de vue nouveaux. Dans ]es d&uts de nion arrWe, [ ... 1 
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F194 ] et Pavaient reconnue, toils, a soil approcile, s'affolaient [ ... 1 260 [ et Pavaient reconnue en tant que beaut6, mais j'ai vu que tolls, a son approche, 
s'affolaient [ ... ] 
F195 ] fort grande d6licatesse. Mais potivait-il ill'aimer? 
261 [ fort grande d6licatesse. Pourtant, il paraissait toujours tres a soil aise au milieu 
des conversations les phis libres, ne redoutant niýme pas certains gestes obscenes; je 
pouvais croire aussi que son ailliti6 pour moi avait fait naltre une certaine pudeur qu'il 
Wavait pas avec les autres, mais alors son anliti6 6tait bien loin de Vaniour; sinon il 
mWit embrass6 avec plus de transport. Mais POLIvait-il ill'aimer? 
195 [ ... I de mon visage; je veux parler [ ... I 261 de nion visage , et Voil sait que les ped6s ont besoin plus que 
les autres d'etre 
beaux ou forts, car il West pas d'amour inverti qui ne se coniplique, illeme chez les plus 
grossiers, d'une joie esth6tique. Je parle, bien entendu, de I'amour et non d'un bref desir 
physique exasp6r6 par le manque de femme, qui fait un casseur enfiler et oublier le mino 
le plus jeune. Du reste, quand il ill'avoua soil aillitie POUr Rocky, Pierrot ille dit: '... et 
puis, il n'6tait pas vilain garqon. ' Pai (lit qUe ]a vie ni'avait iliarqu6; j'ai VOUIU parler 
F196 [... ] Fautre ainlaient les mAles. 
Fai vu des oars tatou6s de IAigle 
263 Fautre aimaient les males. 
Par letir forme, par leur agilite et letir transparence, treS jeune les aiguilles 
m9avaient cllarm6. Elles ont pris nion coeur pour pelote. Fai su depuis les emplois 
inalicieux que les sorciers en firent: les statuettes transpercees, etc., illais auctin de leurs 
jeux, ni ceux des m6decins chinois, ne devaient ni'dinouvoir autant que les travaux ý 
Faiguille atiquels, stir ]a peau des marles Watitres marles liabiles se livraient: les 
tatouages. Fai vu des gars tatou6s de I'Aigle [ ... I L- 
F196 I cou et plus liatit. Ces figures [ ... 1 263 cou et plus haut. Les tatotiages, c'est Villeroy et son conseil, la balide de ]a Ll Voix d'Or, qui accordait le droit cle les porter. Ces figures 
F196 ... I chevalerie notivelle. Une clievalerie, iliais encore 
263-264 [ ... ] clievalerie notivelle. Fai compai-6 Bulkaen a tin clievalier, c'est illoins pour 
son esprit [264] et ses nioeurs qLI'a cause de soil allure. Les clievaliers r6alisaient donc 
une sorte d'616gance et de force plus que les autres guerriers. Cela tient-il ý leur armure 
habill6e, a leur casque, a la lance qui les allonge, les allege? UOLI vient leLir grAce? La 
16gende leur prete la pLiret6, les intentions belles. 11 faut qu'obscurdnient nion esprit ait 
retrouve chez Bulkaen tOLIS ces signes - mais SOLIS tine forille cachee peut-etre - ces signes 
qui composent Vinlage d'un chevalier. 
Une clievalerie, mais encore [ ... ] 
F196 noblesse d'empire avait 6t6 cr66e et ne tenait pas [ ... ] 264 noblesse Wenipire avait W cr66e par ]a Voix d'Or, et ne tenait pas 
F197 [ ... I sa peau, ses dents. Mainten-ant, A Npattle [] 
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265 sa peati, ses dents. C'6tait tine alpe, tine alpe homicide. Maintenant, ý Npaule 
[ ... I 
Fl97 (... 1 des baisers dborants. 
Comilie les autres, [ ... ] 265-6 [ ... 1 des baisers dborants. 11 nie mangeait. A la 
fin, it dýsira m'enfiler et, pour 
que j'accepte, il nie clitictiota: 
- C'est bon de se faire enculer. 
Je reinarquai la forine affinliative de la plirase et je dis, au flanc: 
- (7a te plait? 
- Par toi, oui, ýa me plairait, dit-il 
Je l'etreignis plus fort 
Coilinie ]es autres, [ ... 1 
Fl98 1 dans letirs litirleilieilts. Je restais [ ... 1 267 [ dails leurs litirleineilts iiotiýs. Je restais 
199 [ hurneur exacerb6e. Peut-6tre le capitaine [ ... 1 267 [ humetir exacerb6e. Un jour, plus tard, ayant moi-menle protest6 trop haut contre 
tin colon qui faisait reinuer la tringle des liamacs, en se braillant, je ni'aperqus quej'avais Z5 d6clenche tout tin systeme de haines de la part de ce colon contre nloi. Peut-etre le 
capitaine f ... ] 
F199 [ ... ] captifs chez les pirates. Je compris que Divers avait et6 
268-269 [ ... I captifs chez les pirates. 11 nie fut impossible de baiser Divers conime it me le deniandait. Je Iui faisais 
mal, ma verge etait trop grosse, mais, ý Pinstant qLi'il jouissait (tans ilia bouclie, ma main 
caressait. ses fesses et constatait qti'il s'enfonqait 11.6-meme tin de ses doigts dans le cul. 
(Fai quelquefois si puissailt le sentiment de ni'eloigner volontaire (ILI nionde social, et 
avec tine si grande facilit6 acc6der h till 6tat Wininioralisme parfait quej'attends, anxieux, 
Vinstant qui i-ne redonnera ilia v6ri-[2691table fornie: le diable). Je ne vais pas dire que 
Divers fut conipletenlent f6minin, ]a chose est phis coilipliqtl6e, car pendant les 
motivenients qu'il faisait stir ilia croupe, it ille dit ý Voreille, (tails till souffle: 
- C'est des litres qui devait te foutre, ton marle. 
Je compris qu'iI avait 6t6 [ ... I 
F200 d6critures sacr6es. Stir le lit, [ ... 1 270 [... ] (Ncritures sacr6es La bande de ]a Voix d'Or le rejeta d'entre les marles, 
POUrtant il en 6tait Lin, par ses tat0i. Kig:, es, et il Wen 6tait plus un par les verges qUi 
Penfilaient. Stir le lit, [ ... ] 
F201 I tine trallison de Bulkaen et, toute 
270 [... ] une trahison de Pierrot et, toute [ ... 
F201 [ ... I Line 6patile ou stir I'atitre. 
Lorsqu'ils voulaient faire chier tine cloche OLI Lin vatitour [ ... I 271-273 [ ... I tine epatile ou stir Patitre. Sails doute, tous les anciens de Mettray ont garde quelque chose des colons que j'ai connLIS, mais ]a vie en avait filti-6 les phis visibles signes. 11 ne leur restait qu'Lin air 
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vague, trýs subtil, Wavoir ete colon. Divers, denleur6 le plus pur, a vieilli. Seul Bulkaen 
est arriv6 ici, tout droit projet6 hors de Mettray, vrai colon avec le iii6i-ne regard que 
nous avions, avec les gestes sournois et francs, enfin tel que je crois le voir, en fermant 
les yeux, vetu tous les jours du pantalon blaric et de ]a blouse bletie. Voici des faits et 
des mots de lui qUi le prouveront. 
[272] Arnaqueur. Pierrot etait Lin sp6cialiste du coup d'arnac. GrAce A sa vivacite, 
il pouvait bondir d'un guichet ý Pautre, l'ouvrir, y passer sa t6te d'ange et promettre sa 
boule de pain contre deux ou trois inegots. Sa vivacite encore, je I'ai dit, me faisait 
croire ý sa spon=646, ou plut6t sa spontan6it6 en face des niarles me faisait croire qu'il 
avait la m6nie avec illoi, et c'6tait faux car, alors que les marles Wi faisaient perdre son 
contrOle, en face de inoi it le gardait trop. Sa jolie figure plaidait avec ]a chaleur pour 
sa bonne f6i - I'on pouvait We sCir que le refractaire 6tait tine brute insensible A la 
tendresse et ý ]a beautd de tous ordres - it partait avec les ni6gots et ne rapportait jamais 
le pain. Fai entendu les explications qti'il dontlait. Elles dtaient dites d'une telle voix, par 
une bouche si belle, qu'elles convainquaient toujours stir le coup, comme paralit vraie, 
soudain, d'une verit6 6ternelle, la phrase: 'Oil s'ainiera quelques jours, tu verras mon 
amour que la vie sera belle... ' parce qti'elle est, ce soir, cliantee stir tin air de feu par 
une voix d'enfant... je l'6coute. Je deniande h Dede, nion pote de cellitle, de faire silence 
pour I'6couter, pour me perniettre au moins de 1'entendre, niais it r6pond en rentrant sa 
tete sous les cotivertures: 'Oil s'en fout, c'est pas Pierrot. ' BUlkaen ne sut jarnais rien 
de tous ces lioniniages, car DW subissait son prestige. 11 me parle de lui, it Wenvie 
[273] de Favoir connu, it me dit avoir et6 marron d'une boule et d'un iii6got. Pierrot 
donc traversait ]a Centrale avec ce chapeau (le chapeau d'un niec: sa r6putation) et, 
pourtant, on I'accueillait avec atitant de sourires, stir les levres ou dans le coeur, que s'il 
IUe 
? -ý 
e DU reste, qui 6tait arnaque? n eu jamais tronip' personne. 11 6tait Viniage de la puret'. 
Toujours les caves. Bulkaen il'eut pas os6 faire le niarron devant les honinies. Non parce 
qti'il craignait les coups, mais par politesse. 
L'arnac differe de Fescroquerie en ceci, qu'il porte stir title victime choisie, 
voulue et iii6prisable, avec qui l'on est en rapport direct, liumain. 11 est bref. It n'a pas 
A ete arnen6 par Lin clienlitienient tortueux, par des calculs: it est porte Westoc, en plein 
front, en pleine lumiere. Malgi-6 lui, avec lui qu'il a rapport6 de Mettray oii joli vautour C) soutenu par son iliac, it arnaquait les cloches, Pierrot reste le signe de ]a plus certaine 
6legance. Les durs Facceptýrent et, par Iiii, je fus stir le point d'6tre admis dans le clan. 
Botchako me parlait coninle a tin pote. Lou ill'offrait ]a touche. 
Mais a Mettray, j'ai vu plus d'une fois cette scýne: lorsqu'ils voulaient faire chier 
une cloche ou tin vautour [ ... ] 
F202 [ ... I ecart6 de letir groupe. 
Bulkaen se faisait des poples. 0 274-275 [ ... ] kart6 de leur groupe. (D'avoir entendu les chansons de Pierrot chant6es par title autre voix que la sienne 
m'a fild le bourdon. ) 
Autre habitude rapport6e par lui de Niettray: Nchange des biffetons. J'y vois le 
goUt de la chose clandestine, du geste furtif, et pueril. 
Voici 6galenlent tine des nlaniýres quil avait de fire. 11 riait largenlent, mais en 
silence. Sa bouche s'ouvrait tres grande, jusqu'aux plus extr6iies d'un 6clat de rire, mais 
aticun son Wen sortait. Pourtant les 111LIscles 6taient tendus et oil sentait qu'iI faisait un 
[2751 effort prodigieux pour ne pas eclater. 11 riait ainsi meme lorsqu'iI n'y avait aticurt 
danger d'e^tre entendu. Evideninlent, c'est qu'il avait conserv6 en Centrale I'llabitude 
prise ý Mettray, dans le dortoir, le r6fectoire ou Vatelier, de rire sans brUit inais 
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Ionguernent, car on avait quelquefois le coeur gonfle de joie et de plaisir. Ce rire est 
aussi le rire habittiel des niarles. Bulk-aen riait selon eux. 
II nie dit wie fois se branler de la iiiain gauche afin de croire qu'un autre le lui 
faisait. 11 se faisait des pognes. c 
F202 [ ... ] des ponimettes, sous les yeux. Au matin le certle [I 
275-276 [ ... I des ponimettes, sous les yetix. Qu'il eut ce cerne depuis tin moment, chaque 
matin, compliquait encore d'une question notivelle I'6nignie. de Pierre Bulkaen. Car si je 
Wavais encore pu savoir de qui v6ritableinent il 6tait le ni6ine, je pouvais penser que 
c'etait de Fun des durs de Fune OU de Patitre des divisions et j'adniettais qu'il eU^t 
consenti cela, se rendant conipte a quoi l'obligeait sa jetinesse et sa beatit6, j'adi-nettais 0 
menle qu'il 6prouvAt quelque plaisir malin a jouer a la courtisane, quelque perversit6 h 
se voir d6sirer, enfant de luxe, aiinant ce qui brille, il etait le point de mire, je 
m9expliquais encore qu'il connOt tin plaisir phy-[276]sique a faire I'arnour avec tin mAle, 
car le contact devait suffire a Nillotivoir et, stir le coup, provoquer sa jouissance, mýme 
quand le inac qui jouissait de lui n'6tait pas beau. Mais au inatin le cerne [ ... ] 
F203 1 vilain garýon... ', ilioi je conilai. s 
276 [ vilain garýoii..., niais je connais 
F203 [ ... ] du bandit Botchako? Je ne me souviens pas [ ... I 277 [ ... ] du bandit Botchako? Je ne sais a qui ni'arreter. Pierrot dtait si beau qu'il ne 
pouvait que s'evoquer Iiii-nihie, car toute autre beaute venant s'ajouter ý la sienne pour 
former tin couple d'amour e0t fait perdre 1'6quilibre ý ]a Cr6ation - toute ]a beaUt6 
s'entassant d'un setil c6t6 du monde - et I'eClit renversee en Enfer. Sa beaute lui aurait 
permis de faire le mac, sa jeunesse atissi et sa force souple, mais le m6tier lui repugnait. 
Les macs le ddgOLltaient. Les macs et les casseurs se haYssent et je coniptais stir cette 
haine pour qu'il ri'appartint pas A Lou. 
Je ne me souviens pas [ ... ] 
F203 [ ... I les escrocs. 




Pai du nial, un ilia] fou a retrotiver Mettray. A travers ]a ouate forinee par nos 
exhalaisons, nos r&es, notre vie, ce qUi arrivait jusqu'a nous du illonde ext6rieur dtait 
deforni6, brise par refraction, de la nlýilie maniere que se brise, dit-on, le rayon 
lumineux qLli va traverser la niasse atniospherique et cette brisure donnait ý notre vision 
des eclats et des onibres inconnus de nous. Hitler dans notre imagination, 6tait line 
Catherine de Wdicis, 6tendant ses jupes noires stir I'Europe entiere. La Russie 6tait un 
lac glac6 oil dansaient de blanches ballerines, tandis qu'A travers les oceans passaient des 
navires charg6s de princes et de princesses, et quand les niatelots en guerre les voyaient, 
il se disaient: '11 ne faut pas tirer stir eLIX, car ils vont au bal', et que stir la France 
affolee deferlait, nuit et jour, le chant des sirýnes. 
Ce livre ill'a COW6 beaticoup. Pecris sans plaisir. Je ille force. Pattenue en moi ]a faculte poetique. Avee nioins de goCit, [ ... ] 
F204 ] de la vie en cellule. Mais cette lenteur [ ... ] 279 [ de la vie en celltile. Je rý1)ýte que Pon est fort. Mais cette lenteur 
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+F204 [ ... ] la gravit6 ne r6side pas en elle. Rien ne POUrra [ ... I 279 [ ... ] ]a gravit6 ne r6sicle pas clans cette lenteur. QLie ina facult6 po6tique s'attenue, je remarque que cela correspond avec nion d6gofit de la masturbation. Je ne peux plus 
me contenter de caresser en pens6e cles adolescents, il faut que je les prenne dans mes 
bras. Rien ne pourra. [ ... ] 
F204 [ ... I plut6t que les niontrer. Mettray ni'accorda des spectacles [ ... 1 280-282 [ ... I plut6t que les montrer. A propos de Mettray, je suis encore touch6 par le 
sentiment po6tique, niais d'une faqon de plus en plus vague - ce qui ne veut pas dire 
subtile - et c'est Bulkaen, touch6 par tine autre grAce que ]a grAce podtique, que me 
parlera de ]a Colonie avec pr6cision. Sa rencontre pour ]a premiýre fois dans 1'escalier 
m'avait donne Pinipression qu'iI dirigerait ina vie, soit par ]a seule image rapide que ma 
prunelle avait enregistr6e (Pun ange changeant d'effets dans Fonibre - image qLiej'eusse 
pr6cietisement conservee en moi, niodifiant ma vie, car c'est par des faits d'une telle 
tenuit6, mais insidieux, que ]a vie et soil allure est boulevers6e - ou soit par Finfluence 
sur moi de soil We physique. 11 devait me faire clonner tin sens nouveau ý Mettray, ý 
Fontevrault, dýs sa seconde rencontre, quand Rasseneur nous presenta Pun A Pautre. Je 
lui portais quelques m6gots et j'allais les lui renlettre, ma main pleine dtait dejý tendue 
vers lui, quand Pierrot partit. Rasseneur niabandonna pour bondir lui serrer ]a main. Ils 
0 etaient beaux Pun et Pautre, nlais diff6renlillent (Rasseneur est petit, trapti, puissant, il 
a trente ans), leurs deux beaut6s s'opposaient, POUrtant elles me seillblýrent se confondre 
par les regards qui 6taient pareils, de la meme luniiýre, de ]a m6nie eau. Ils 6taient durs 
et joyeux. Rasseneur et Bulkaen se [28 1] dirent trýs vite pourquoi ils tonibaient I'Lin et 
Pautre, puis aussitot, ils 6voquerent Clairvaux oti ils s'6taient connus, et Cest alors que 
j'entendis Bulkaen prononcer ces mots, entre d'autres aussi inquietants Pour moi: 'C'6tait 
pour Ren6 que je ine suis battu. ' Rasseneur ne bronclia pas, ni ne sourit. 11 n'eut menle 
pas tin regard vers moi. Qu'un jeune honline se soit battu pour soil nlOnie - j'avais cru 
qu'iI s'agissait de cela en voyant de quelle faqon simple Pierrot faisait I'aveti et 
Faccueillait Rasseneur - lui paraissant nature]. Peprouvai donc tin choc en constatant que 
Rasseneur - qui ll, 'fissait ces nioeurs - tolerait cliez Pierrot ce qU'il appelait tin vice chez les autres, et cela parce que flierrot etait beau et dur. Leurs deux beautes s'6taient 
reconnues. Us sautaient les barriýres des ilationalites, des races, pour se rencontrer dans 
une patrie dont ils 6taient les fils: la beaut6 du visage et du corps. Et c'etaient des beaut6s 
joyeuses. Je sentais que chez Bulkaen, ]a joie et la 16,, ýrete que je reillarquai d'abord 
dtaient causees par cette illusique int6rieure, joyetise, eclievel6e parfois, qui transporte 
les heros au sonlillet de leur vie. Les heros sont huniains et surhunlains. Ce sont les 
inenies. Les m6ines qUalites les coniposent. 11 suffit que ces qualit6s s'attristent en se 
donnant Lin but Pour que (I'litimain, le Wros devienne surhumain. 11 a des qualit6s sociales 
et des qualit6s huniaines. Etre [282] travailleur, intellic' , ent, 
llonn6te, utile, Cest posseder 
des qualit6s sociales, qui servent. Les autres sont la bravoure, Fall6gresse, ]a beaut6. 
Elles ne servent a rien (Pautre qu'a composer la statue qu'elles coniposent. Ce sont des 
qualit6s de luxe. Bulkaen etait tin We de ILIXe. Grace a son desinteressenlent, toute mon 
aventure in'apparait tragique. Je ne puis dire si je Vai Oev6 au-dessus de lui-ilieme. Si je Fai fait, c'est qu'il avait ce qu'il faut pour tine telle apothdose. Son visage, aux traits 
un peu trop doux, n'6tait trýs beau qu'aux grands instants de colere, par exernple ]a fois t. qu'iI se moqua de sa beaut6, alors que sa beaut6 atteignait son falte. La beaut6 est tin 
moLivernent vers ]a plus haute altitude. Attitude, altitude, divines sauvegardes! Avec Line A 
ame pareille, il devrait ainier les bagarres, il devait daillner soil d6sespoir et sa victoire, 
ou sa honte. Mettray seulenlent in'accorda des spectacles [ ... ] 
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F204 [... ] quitte son visage, ce rire 1eilibellissait [ ... ] 
283 f ... I quitt6 son visagge. 
Mais j'ai (lit 4 quel point ce rire 1'embellissait 
356 
F205 [ ... 1 de la prison. Un [sicl sorte de paix [ ... 1 283 [ ... ] de la prison. J'6protivai ce bien-ýtre qti'on 6protive devant 
la beatitý. Une sorte 
de paix [ ... ] 
F205 ] clique Mail particulier 
284 [ chaque beatitd partictifiýre 
F206 [ ... ]y gagne. Pai votilti [ ... 1 284 [ ... ]y gagne en beatitý. Fai voulti [1 
F206 [ ... ] les feuilles hunlides. Nous reniontons [ ... I 284-5 [ ... I les fettilles humides. C'6tait le soir, d'un conimun accord notis sommes 
tombes, dans nos manteaux de voyage, stir un tas de feuilles illortes. Tout en marchant Cý dans ma celltile, je n'ai pens6 qu', ý [285] hii et, aujourd'hiii par exception, aux plaisirs 
queje tirerais de son corps. En marchant, je le vois devant moi. Ma verge ine gene. Je 
m'allonge stir nion lit POUr cacher A D&I6 mon enloi, illais ]a pens6e de Bulkaen que 
j'etreins M-bas, dans le brouillard, ne me quitte pas et je dois lile retourner stir le cote 
car, couch6 stir le dos, il m'est difficile de ill'inlaginer le baisant. Je donne a nion corps 
la meilletire position potir Pacte que j'imagine. Dirai-je nos baisers de reconnaissance Cý 
mutuelle stir nos visages mouill6s par la brunle? Nous reniontons 
F206 ] coloils tordtis, totite la Colonie 
285 [ colons tondtis, toute la Colonie [ 
F207 ] chopaient leur illenibre 
286 [ chopaient IeLir bite [ ... I 
+F212 [ ... ] f6rocit6 inaccoutuni6e. On part soldat [ ... 1 292 [ ... I f6rocite extraordinaire: avec I'llabituelle folie de ces Ilittes partisalles. 
On part 
soldat [ ... ] 
F212 ... I la salle des f6tes. Si les dUrs choisissaient leurs 
292 [ ... ] la salle des f6tes. Toscano appartint enfin a Deloffre qui prit, grAce ý sa force, rang parnii les 
marles qui montaient. En effet, si les durs choisissaient leurs [ ... I 
F212 [ ... ] c'est que leur beautý les introduisait [ ... 1 292 [ ... ] c'est que leur beautý, sans doute, &ait si belle que totis les niarles ]es aiinaient - 
peut-etre - mais en totit cas, cette beautý les introduisait [ ... ] 
F212 ] forts de leur grAce 
292 [ forts de leur beaute 
F212 L'auteur d'un beau poeme est toujours niort. Les colons de Mettray [ ... 1 293 L'auteur d'un beau poeme est toujours niort. Je VOLIS prie de considerer cela et d'approcher les poetes miractileux avec le respect que Pon doit ý ]a mort. En silence, 
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d'abord, et d6cotivert. Les colons de MettraY [] 
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F214 [... ] par ses pieds nus. 
A la Colonie, Harcanione [ ... I 295 [ ... ] par ses pieds nus. 11 paraissait compter rapidement des noilibres tr6s grands, 
comme s'iI eCit pr6pai-6 title exp6rience grave et qu'iI se ]a r6petat. Ses IMes avaient le 
mouvement silencieux des IMes dLI prestidigitateur qui compte tout bas Pordre des cartes 
a jouer qu'iI pr6sente. 
Je pensais que de tels gestes n'6taient possibles que s'ils 6taient commandds par C- tin conseil solennel si6ceant trýs loin A I'int6rieur d'Harcatiloile, par title faillille royale. 
vivant dans title intinlite s6vere, trail siliettan t aux plus extr6lies points du royatime des 
decrets elabor6s dans tin chAteau d'un luxe inoul, au fond d'une inabordable foret de 
sapins. Si les chanibres sont 6tranges, et d'une destination inconnue les objets que 
d6placent les princes, comillent co ill prend roil S-IIOLIS les messages qu'ils nOLIs envoient? 
A ]a Colonie, Harcanione [ ... ] 
F214 ] douceur delicate 
295 [ douceur effrayante 
F214 I du rab 
296 [ du rabe 
F215 [ ... 1 de son idole. 11 faut voir les gosses [ ... 1 297 [ ... ] de son idole - et son geste valait celui du jetine soldat dont j'ai peut-etre parle dejä qui deserta pour aller voir le filiii ititittilý Capitaine courageux ot'i jouait le jeune 
Freddy Bartoloiliiew. 11 faut voir les gosses [ ... ] 
F215 I devenus celui qu'ils aiment. Us perdent alors [ ... ] 298 [ deventis celui qu'ils ainient (ce mac). Ils perclent alors 
F216 ] Faventure qu'il leur fallut [ ... 1 298 [ Paventure etonnailte qtt'il letir fallut 
F217 ... I vie d'esclaves. Larochedieu, cette cloche 
299 
... I vie d'esclaves. 
Larochedieu (tine fois pour toutes, j'affirnie que ces nonis sont exacts et qu'ils 
furent mes camarades tous ces gosses dont je parle ici, je prononce le serinent solennel, 
et que l'on me croie car les poetes croient au ciel et le redoutent, que j'ai, de quinze ý 
dix-huit ans vecu cette vie prodigieuse). Larochedieu, cette cloche [ ... ] 
F217 
... ] p6ril de ]a vie? Avec quel serrement de gorge 
300 ] p6ril de la vie? 
Bulkaen ii'll6sitajailiais. Des particularites de ses tatouages, je signale encore une 
chalinette ý ]a clieville, et le desir qtiil eut till jOUr, en voyant a Lin bagnard, du loup tatoue Stir le visage et stir soil dos (Ptin crucifix. 
Avec quel serrement de gorge [ ... ] 
F218 [ ... ] immobile et droit, au milieu [I 
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301 [ ... ] immobile et droit, Iiii, au milieti [] 
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F218 [ ... 1 pitie. Bulk-, aen souffrit [ ... ] 301 [ ... 1 pitie. Je crois atijotird'Iitii que je ii'attrai jaillais &ý assez dotix avec Pierrot. 
Il 
souffrit [ ... ] 
F219 [ ... ] taclids. Je I'dcoutais, [ ... ] 303 [... ] taches de foutre. Je Ncoutais, [] 
F220 [ ... ] secretement. Mes canibriolages, 
304-305 [ ... I secrýtenient. 11 ni'6crivit le lendenlain niýnie, 
il s'eillballa dans line lettre 
d'amour. Je transcris: '... ne crois pas, nion petit Jean, que cest le nianque de ferni-nes 
qui me fait t'6crire... non, car elles me d6goAtent profondement... Tit me demandes si 
nous soninles anlis et je te r6ponds par un grand OUI... tU es I'lionime avec qui je 
pourrai 6clianger toutes sortes de conversations stir nion travail O'entends travail avec une 
plume et deux bonnes cales). Quand nous sortirons, tit verras que je ne suis pas 
maladroit, et. je puis te (fire aussi sans aticutle pretention que beaucoup de truands se font 
un plaisir de sortir au flanc avec moi... nous serons amis ý ]a vie a la mort.... Cest ce 
qui j'ai cherch6 depuis Page de douze ails, quand j'etais en correction jusqu'a ce jour... 
malheureusenient, ce West pas dans 1escalier o6 toute title bande de caves... Maintenant, 
mon petit Jean, je Ven prie ne me parle pas de ma beaute, je finirais par te croire... je 
Vaiderai a faire un beau livre [305] et tit verras que je suis capable dans illon metier car 
je Faime coninie nloi-m6iie, conline un aniour. Je ne vis que pour voler. Cest ma vie, 
et 
I 
ma doctrine est la fienne.. voler pour le plaisir du danger, voler pour vivre, voler pour 
m aniuser, voler pour tout, m6iie pour ]'amour. Si tit pouvais voir cette flaninne qui 
brille dans nies yeux quand j'ai ouvert title porte avec difficult6 et danger. 11 me senible 
que je viens de conqu6rir le nionde entier... 
Mes caillbriolages, [ ... I 
F222 ... ] entre ses mains. 
A Mettray nous allions aux cabinets 
307 ] entre ses mains. 
11 est ý croire que ]a Providence, celle qui veille a l'ordonnance diabolique, s4ne, 
et sachant oil, des fragments de journaux, des enveloppes vides, des pages d6chirdes, de 
nialicieuses pages dechir6es qui IIOLIS saisissent par le poignet pour nous mener stir ]a voie 
de quelque botileversante aventure, soit qu'ils Pamorcent, soit qu'ils la terminent ou 
Fentretiennent. Rival etait tin de ces colons qui sont partout -' a ]a fois. Notis allions aux 
cabinets [ ... ] 
F222 chaul6 mon Mo. 0 Pour de pareils [ ... I 308 [ ... ] cl1aul6 mon doigt. Des cabinets, de Pune des latrines Rival rapporta tin niorceau de journal jauni dont nous ne punies connaltre ]a date. 11 s'agissait d'un bref article OLI 
un detenu de Fontevrault s'etait 6vad6 dans la IlUit et avait tLI6 Lin garde en s'enfuyant. 
Le bout de journal passa de main en main, en mains de marles 6videninient. (a propos de 
leurs mains, evoquez, quand elles sont ferm6es, des pognes terribles, mais quand elles 
sont, ouvertes, des mains en filigranes Wargent, avec des doigts ý donner des b6cots, ou' 
donner des b6cots). 
Dans la journ6e, avant cinq lieures, toute la Colonie fUt aU courant et me^n1e, je 
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ne saurais dire par quel prodige elle le sut, mais elle sut que Nvade etait Jo la Voix 
d'Or. En effet, le signalement donn6 du d6tenit correspondait avec celui de Jo. Grand fut 
le d6sarroi. Comment Jo avait-il pu fuir sans avertir ses lieutenants de Mettray? 06 etait- 
il? Peut-etre r6dait-il dans les environs, seniant autour de lui ]a panique et la mort, 
attendant, 6piant d'une cachette Pinstant heureux pour les d6livrer, les emporter tous, les 
colons les plus beaux et les plus marles tolljOUrs, au fond des poclies de sa culotte et dans 
ses bras. La Colonie haletait d'esp6rance. Le messie etait annonc6 pour demain. 
Pour de pareils [ ... ] 
F223 ] sanglotent [ ... ] 309 [... ] sanglottent [ ... ] [Misprint] 
F223 ] Fontevratilt. Je dirais [ ... 1 309 [ Fontevratilt. Si les 'oil(les' rýeeiltes de Morteiliart-Rochechottart veillent ä la 
porte, ces cartes de nion coeur ont wie architecture ailciellile, inMibale, roinane, que 
sais-je? Je dirais [ ... 
1 
F223 ... ] fideleinent. Malgrý Divers ä 
310 
... 1 fidMeinent. Comine Pon peut ainier quand on ainie hors du nionde: et je connais avec i-nes 
niots et avee iiioi-iiiýiiie la nibie desolante ivresse de deux llomnies absurdernent beatix 
qui ne s'ainient que de leur nionstruositý, ou deux enfants laids qui s'aiment 
d6sespýreiiient dans leur laideur. 
Malgrý Divers a[... 1 
F223 Fontevratilt Iiii-iii6ine. C'est tin illonsieur [ ... 1 310 Fontevrault lui-iii6nie. Le directeur est un monsieur 
F224 ] absolument perdus. Enfin [ ... 1 311 [ absoluilielit perdus. IN assistaient a une illesse inconipr6liensible. Enrin 
F225 de poesie charmante. Fy devais [ ... 1 312 de poýsie charmante. Je iii'diais eilibarque avec ilion destin dotilotireux. 
Pourquoi iii'et^it-ii lacM ptiisqti'il ile iii', abandonne pas dans les coins les plus obscurs de 
mes reves. Je devais [ ... 1 
+F225 [ ... ] les yeux un tel spectacle. Les Males aux muscles niouvants taille. Its formaient [ ... ] 313 [ ... ] les yeux le spectacle le plus beau du nionde. Les jetines lioninies aux muscles 
mouvants [ ... I taille qu'ils avaient adorablement fine. Its formaient [ ... ] 
F226 [ ... ] inalgr6 sa hatiteur. 
Il fallait bien que Bulkaen 
314-316 [ ... I rnalgr6 sa hatiteur. Les prisons, messieurs, cachent tant de beautes qu'oil Wose les montrer ni 
nornmer. Ce West rien, que ce plancher de cllýne d'une cellule, qui fut grave, tail16 avec 
tin clou par tin Chinois condailine a ]a reclusion perpetuelle. Accroupis durant des lieures, d'autres r6clu-[315]sionnaires gravent, comme lui, le so], ]a paroi de leUr coeur, de 
paysages de leur enfance. Avec tin aniour aussi fou, d'un seul coup d'ongle, nous avons 
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grav6 clans le plAtre tin ou cleux signes myst6rieux qui indicluent avec line precision 
terrible les regions niortes de nos r&es. Stir le niatin, j'entends les m6nies bruits intimes 
que clans le dortoir de Mettray et, plut6t, cette respiration par le nez, et le bruit de la 
salive avalee, le claquenient de ]a langue contre le palais, s6cl16 par le soninleil... c'est 
ce que faisaient entendre les gosses au r6veil, courant en chemise aux latrines, les yeux 
colles, et ne se reconnaissant pas Pun A I'autre quand ils se rencontraient. Je veux que 
tout cela soit ]a plus belle chose du nionde, que sanctifie I'aniiti6. 
Comment parlerai-je encore de Famitie? Je Fai vu niWe ý tant de choses, et la 
douceur des gestes qui ne sont qu'ý elle, s'insinUer clans Line arrestation jusqu'a. la rendre 
dOLIce et Famiti6 abominable: clans la foule, tin bras se roule autour de mon cou, tine 
voix joyetise de me reconnaitre crie: 'Tiens! mon pote! ' et, en tournant la t6te, contre le 
mien, pret ý sourire, j'ai vu le visage cle l'inspecteur Peyre. 11 fut heureux de sa. capture 
et sans pitie pour ce visage cl'oti ]a s6r6nite s'envola en d6sordre, et pour couronner son 
ouvrage, a ]a fin de Fenquýte, il ajouta gentinient: 
- Tpourrais encore Vinettre tine quatriýnie affaire [316] stir les reins, 111ais j'suis 
pas tine vache, et j'vais te faire tine fleur'. 
11 fallait bien que Bulkaen [ ... I 
F228 [ ... ] regagiiai Vatelier. Je conipris [ ... 1 t) 317 [ ... ] regagnai Patelier. J'dt. iis tres faible. La vue de ce jeti d'ailiotir ill'avait 6pLiisd. Je conipris [ ... ] 
F228 1 savoir de qui. La verite [ ... ] 318 [ savoir de qui, et je crus inenie qtt'il s'agissait de la Voix d'Or. Harcamone, C 
queue detacli& cliez nous de la Voix d'Or! La výritý [ ... 1 
F228 [... ) envoy6 son sexe superbe 
318 [ ... ] envoy6 sa bite admirable [ 
F229 Le plus beau jour de Nte. 
Ce que je conserve [ ... 1 318-319 Le pitis beau jour de Ute. 
Donnir la bouche ouverte et Pespfter venir 
La lourde et la ligere, attendre qu'elle passe, 
Attendre sur nos yew soil pim, le reteldr, 
Car on sait qu'elle Whre et chante dans Pespace, 
Ni lesfleurs ni /a mort Ili le. v portes deftr, 
L'oinbre et ses giifýs noirs lie sauront, paýfumee, 
Traýant soil traitfiatal empecher que dans Pair 
Ne la portent vers moi ses ailes emplulnees, 
0 ilia sainte Harcamone, e) vierge de nos lits 
Vous parcourez le ciel, errante, et seriez ime 
Sans le chant qui vous cbuvre et surtout sans ces plis 
De clarte qui vous. fimt Winnocence vOtite. 
Mais vous etes critelle, e) verge du ma(. ýon 
Pour vous, bouche paree, it bras tendus je chante 
Avec nies mains, avec mes doigts, mais (lit gazon OU' vous donnez encore, e) Ina belle niMiante, 
Que vous portent chez moi, sur moll visage ouvert 
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Vos ailes, vos patfians, votre musique. folle! 
Fennez la porte et stir mes yeux, ei inots couverts 
Chantez! Refusez-vous. Restez! Ott je nt'envole! 
Posez-vous stir monfi-ont, portez-vous a ines dents, 
0 gaule eWnebree et montez a ma bouche, 
Entrez aufond de moi 6 la mort vous attend 
Aile fille etendue stir sa fi-agile couche. 
H61as, les beaux maCons dont la queue par un trolt 
De la poche sevade, echangent sur Pechelle, 
Entre eux ces longs balsers plus chers que le Pirou 
Pour le pauvre Jtendu dans Voinbre de leurs ailes. 
361 
Et nous avions des soirs d'une douceur exquise, des soirs parcourus du vol 
d'autres bites. Mais si je pre^te l'oreille, je Warrive A reconnaltre auctine des paroles 
prononcees par les colons. Le texte des discours que Fon tint A Mettray West pas venu 
jusqu'a nloi. 
Ce que je conserve 
[A135-136 ibid] 
F229 ] attitudes bouleversatites 
320 [ attitudes splendides [ ... ] 
F229 ] Pautre derriere. Un autre, les janibes [ ... 1 320 [ I'autre derriere. Un autre fait le siniulacre de saisir par-dessus sa braguette sa 
queue en criant: 'Tiens, mon pote, avec tes dents, chipe-W'. Un autre, les jambes [ ... ] 
F229 Les marles Pont fait. 
Elle n'avait pas 6te [ ... I 320-321 Les marles Pont faite. Elle [tine model doit etre trýs vieille, autant que la 
Colonie de Mettray. On disait deja de nion temps que ]a Colonie n'6tait plus ce qu'elle 
avait et6, et Bulkaen me parlait de mon epoque, qu'il n'avait pas connue, comme une 
A epoque h6rdfque. Nous vivions stir le souvenir d'un age farneux 06 les marles savaient 
commander aux chefs, et ce pass6 de 16gende nous excitait. Nous ne savions pas nous- 
mernes que notis vivions tine des periodes les plus hautes de la vie de Mettray, puisque 
plus tard, quand [321] elle fut ferm6e, un ancien gafe me dit de la Colonie: 
-A la fin, surtout, c'etait difficile. Les colons faisaient ce qU'ilS voulaient. 
- Qu'appelez-vous la fin, demandai-je? 
- Une dizaine d'annee avant ]a fermeture. 
La niode 6tait done de tradition. Elle n'avait pas &6 
F230 [ ... 1a ces inerveilles. Tous les gars qui passent 
322 [ ... 1ä ces nierveilles. Fexpliquerai comment je passe du reve ä la rblit6, sans deranger Pordre logique, le deroulenient simple, lineaire, Aine sorte de recit sublime oü j'etais tanto^t actetir et tantot spectateur. 
Totis les gars qui passent [ ... 1 
F231 [ ... ] du surveillant. La s6v6rite de la vie [I 
323-326 [ ... ] du surveillant. 
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La beaut6 du metirtrier qui est vu coi-nnie un grand malheureux. 11 est Phomme 
que la fatalit6 a ddsign6 pour se punir lui-ni6nie, et d'une faqon niagnifique. 11 est choisi 
par les dieux. Un mallieur exceptionnel le courbe. (Je suis prisonnier d'un vocabulaire 
tr6s d6fini). 
Au Quartier, j'6tais en grande cellule avec cinq autres colons qui s'6taient 
entendus pour reunir tin peu de confiture que leur faisait passer Lin cuisinier. Cette 
confiture 6tait gard6e dans Line boite en fer, sous le bat-flanc. Je fus bien accueilli dans 
la cellule mais, d6s le premier matin au r6veil, alors que j'etais encore coucl16 dans ma 
couverture, Fun des gars parla de souris qui inangaient ]a confiture. Puis il y eut un 
silence parmi tous les autres colons et je compris qu'ils Waccusaient de m'etre levd la 
nuit pour manger de ]a confiture. C'6tait faux. Je Wavais pas setilement songd A le faire. 
Je vivais habituellement dans tin tel cliniat de consid6ration (quant a ina probit6 relative 
aux camarades), j'dtais tellenient respect6 - ou croyais F&re - que cette accusation, en 
me plongeant dans un monde meprise ot'i Je n'avais songe [324] jamais descendre, me 
laissa la chique coup6e. Enfin je rejetai les couvertures et, dressant 11-ion buste, sans 
meme consentir a me justifier, je leur declarai, (et je tremblais d'indignation), qLI'une 
telle accusation ne me perniettait plus d'avoir avec eux de rapports d'aucune sorte que 
ceux qui sont impos6s par tin contact forc6. QU'ils ne s'attendent plus a rien de bon de 
ma part. Fetais leur ennenii. Le reste du corps entortiII6 d'une couverture brune, mais 
le buste nu, dress6, j'6tais tin serpent qui siffle, debout stir sa queue. Et de ni'6tre dlev6 
avec cette violence contre eux me fit rectiler inini6diatenient dans un autre monde. Je fus 
seul. Je fus Fesclave qui se r6volte, non en tant qu'homme mais qu'esclave posant ainsi 
comme valeur absolue le fait d'e^tre esclave. Toute ]a societ6 etait repr6sent6e par ces cinq 
gosses, je ine dressais donc contre toute la societ6 et Fivresse que j'y trouvai fut si forte, 
de si haute qualit6 que, depuis, j'ai toujours cherch6 A la provoquer. Je serai seul au 
milieu de tous, contre tous. 
La richesse d'une finage tiendrait volontiers cliez moi ý 1'6c]at physique des C. 
objets, des choses concretes indiqu6es par les niots qui la composent: For, les cristaLIX, 
le sang, la lumiere, s'opposant a des zones d'onibres: les fourrures, Fombre, les vapeurs, 
Pensemble voulant donner tine impression de luxe lourd, assourdi, mais dU plus hatit luxe 
terrestre, et ce [325] sont des iniages pareilles que je tends pour essayer de capter la 
forme 6mouvante des assassins car je les vois conline le luxe m6nie, celui qui d6chire 
votre plus grande richesse pour Wen tirer que1quefois que le benefice d'une mort 
monumentale. La nikhancW du ftlement et des galfes nOLIs a fait le coeur dUr, et I'dclat 
de notre coetir 6tait dans nos yeux de colons, et dans nos gestes. Nos souffrances 
0'aimerais dire que nous ne Mines jamais niallieUreux car il ni'est penible d'amoindrir 
majeunesse. En second lieu, ces souffrances ont fait de notre tine si etrange oeuvre Wart 
quej'espere (mais aujourd'hui queje regarde en arriere) que nous comprinies ]a n6cessitd 
de nous souniettre avec: joie - et orgueil - aLIX exigences d'Un destin exceptionnel, mais 
si j'apporte tin peu de piti6 dans le rappel de cette 6poque, si je ni'attendris, je vois que 
nous etions niallieureux car I'agressivit6 Wexiste pas dans le niallieur, et nous dtions 
agressifs) nos souffrances nous ont pernlis de supporter les peines de ]a vie, de les 
accueillir en riant, aux 6clats mais en nous-nienies, niais surtout elles ont donn6 A nos 
trente ans cette cruaute sMre qui notis perniet de tuer les enfants, les vieillards, qui nOLIS ferait depecer les gafes. Les rondes au soleil d'aOLIt, au soleil de d6cei-abre, dans le 
quartier, nos faims, nos soifs, les bagarres, les niorsures, les humiliations, nos stations 
pieds-nus dans les lavabos glaces, [326] tout cela a petrifi6 notre coeur, a fait aux 
meilleurs d'entre nous des gestes de commandeurs. Nous sommes moins violents 
quIn6branlables. Nous avons tous grandi dans les supplices les plus aigUS, les Plus 
sdvýrement observes. Avant de fire de la gloriole dont se pare le dur qui vient de se 
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farcir du nlitard, du quartier, de la salle, voyons si d'abord il ne tire pas cette gloire du 
fait que le supplice est tine dpretive, tin bapt6me. 11 West pas vain d'y aller. La 
cons6cration accord6e West pas vaine. L'honinie est durci et 6purd par le travail des 
instruments de supplice: la faini, le froid, la fatigue, les coups, ]a marche en canard, les 
aboiements du chien et la niarche a quatre pattes pour obtenir la demi-gamelle de pitance. 
Cette rigueur convient h notre attitude rigouretise. La prison West pas un couvent de 
moines douillets, et j'ai vu stir le visage des durs de Mettray et des anciens de 
Fontevrault, dans les yeux de quelques vieux bagnards, cette onibre de ldgýre amertume, 
de d6dain, de regret quand ils disent: 'Oh la We, c'est Plus con-inie avant! ' 
La sdv6ritd de ]a vie [ ... I 
F231 [ ... ] accusation injuste. Les supplices [ ... ] 326-327 [ ... ] accusation injuste. Je suis prisonnier d'un vocabulaire trýs d6fini. Pai 
essaye Wen changer en [327] croyant, grAce au nouveau, decouvrir tin autre Linivers. 
Les supplices [ ... ] 
F231 [ ... I travaill6s par eux. Je 111'6puise ý[... ] 
327-8 [ ... I travaill6s par eux. Nos muscles dess6ches, nos corps ddcap6s, bris6s, durcis 
et, au milieu de ces Wats, nos coetirs d6licats battant sous ]a peati de nos poitrines. 
Toutes nos souffrances - ou plut6t letirs causes - ont dA se cristalliser en tin bloc terrible, 
et chactine d'elles est ]a facette dont le rayon s'est continu6, projetant stir le inur blanc 
de la vie, I'Line tin meurtre, I'autre tin vol, Pautre tin Viol, Line trallison et, peut-etre, 
Fune d'elles, que1que tendre niotivenient, tin baiser a tin enfant ou le sauvetage d'un 
chien qui se noie. Ainsi, c'est petit-etre les gifles que hii donnait I'aumonler qui sont dans 
Fimage d'une de ces facettes forniant le cristal de Sillar. La lumiýre de cette image a 
parcouru ]a vie; les spirales, les tremblenients de ]a projection Font peLl ý peu d6form6e 
et quand, arriv6e a son terme, au soniniet de sa course elle se fixe, voici que nous la 
voyons deventie l'6tranglenient d'un cur6 dans tine sacristie pillee. Notis pensions bien 
que setile ]a 'Corrida' potivait former des lioninies. Et quelle honte ici nous 6prouvons 
d'apprendre que des gosses de seize ý vingt ans, ouvriers sortant d'une usine (ceux que 
nous appelons des 'Pue-la-Stieur') se [3281 font terroristes, anarchistes ou communistes, 
et nous depassent dans le courage moral et dans I'audace physique. Par les gAfes eux- 
menies, notis savons que des bandes de jetmes gars, manipulant la initraillette comine 
d'autres tin 6ttii ý cigarettes ou tin briquet, arretent des trains en marche, entrent ]a nuit 
et le jour dans les ferines, tuent, sans voler Lin sou, et s'embusquent pour 6gorger des 
soldats alleniands qLI'ils appellent les 'Fris6s' ou les Trisous. 
Le culot que montrent ces enfants nous humilierait si nous ne disions, en nous- 
memes et entre nous: 
- C'est des caves. QLI'est-ce quiYont a se faire casser la guetile pour rien? Des 
caves, ces niecs-la. 
Et moi-m6ine - et c'est la pretive que j'ai pris le parti du diable - malgr6 Fadmiration que je leur porte, et 1'6i-notion delicieuse de savoir qti'il [sic] sont jeunes et 
violents, je suis stir que si j'avais A choisir entre eux et les voyous, je choisirais les 
VOYOUS. Je mourrai pour eux. 
Je in'epLiise a[... ] 
F232 Cependant je suis st^ir de Wavoir pas rendu [ ... 1 329 Je votis ai dit totit cela niais je suis sCir de Wavoir pas rendu 
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F232 ] l'Univers. La famille [ ... 1 329 [ l'Univers. Le reste c'&ait la iliort et ses iiierveilles: ses bals, ses caf6s, ses 
orchestres, ses cliäteatix, ses feiliiiies, ses iiavires. La faillille [ ... ] 
F233 ... ] dire douleur. 
Notis ne savions pas que les 
330-1 
... ] dire douleur. 
(Par un de ces homines A I'oeil exerc6, qu'on appelle [331] physionomistes et 
qu'emploient les grands casinos pour reperer les joueurs suspects, j'ai vu se d6couvrir 
Line bande innoilibrable de noirs accapareurs qui possddaient tous les marches de fleurs 
de France. Arretee la bande, la France fut priv6e de fleurs pendant Line semaine). Les 
mouchards, ou bourriques, jouent gratuitenient tin role quelque peu analogue a celui du 
physionomiste. Us flairent. Et leur nez les met souvent stir tine piste dont ils ne 
soupqonnent pas ]a gravite. Ainsi Larochedieu qui raconta au surveillant que nous nous 
passions un bout de journal (les journaux etaient interdits a ]a Colonie, et je dus attendre 
trois ans pour savoir qUe Lindberg avait travers6 I'Atlantique) qui faisait nos d6lices et 
parlait d'un 6vad6 de Fontevrault, grand, fort, beau, lumineux. 11 en parla si bien et de 
son meurtre, que le surveillant comprit qu'iI s'agissait d'un detenu &W il y avait plus 0 d'un an et guillotine maintenant. Nous e0nies vite connaissance de cela et notis 
derneuraines perplexes, nos petits coeurs battants, et nous demandant si c'dtait bien la 
Voix d'Or qui avait 6te guillotin6, ou alors qui dtait ce tueUr par qui nous avions 6td ID bouleversds dUmnt huit jours? 
Nous ne savions pas que les 
F233 policiers. Aussi profond6ment [ ... ] 332 [... ] policiers. En pen6trant ý l'int6rieUr de leurs pages, j'ai connu ]a v6ritable 
d6solation, celle qui est sans espoir, car ce nionde West compose que d'assassins, 
d'hommes ou d'enfants pour qui Wexiste auctin recours, qui ne remonteront jamais ý ]a 
surface oLl respire votre monde. De cet univers damne par aucull redempteur West 
possible le rachat. Aussi profond6nient [ ... I 
F234 [ ... 1 les vertus. Bulkaen nie parlant [ ... 1 333 [ ... 1 ]es vertus. Ainsi quelque charite soudaine in'aninie, oü je votidrais cacher la honte, la voiler, comme on verra que je le ferai de la lionte de Divers. Je voudrais vous 
faire visiter ]es prisons. Les oilibres dont eiles sont pleines levent la tete vers un coin du 
eiel, mais la baissent t&s vite vers les n16andres d'une histoire conipliquee et 
complaisante. Et Bulk-aen nie parlant [ ... ] 
F234 [ ... ] d'Hersir. Rares sont les marles [ ... I 333-334 [ ... ] d'Hersir. C'est le clievalier qui a entend" un trouvere parler de Melisande, 
et qui part. Bulkaen Wayant d'autre ressource, d'autre niatiere, d'autre espace, d'autre 
route, que le souvenir fuyant de Rocky, c'est a travers cette terre desol6e qu'iI dtait parti 
la recherche d'Hersir. 
Je devinais qu'iI fouillait tOLIS les buissons, les four-[334]r6s. 11 cherchait m6me 
ridiculement sous des faits trop petits pour contenir Hersir et le dissimuler. Mais peut- A etre a-t-il raison dans ces aventures, ]a malice petit transformer la Belle en tine fourini 
ou le buisson lui-mehle. Rares sont les marles [ ... ] 
F234 [ ... I la violence d'un sanglot. 
Parlerai-je des soirs [ ... I 
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334-6 ]a violence d'un sanglot et parce que je suis seul. dans rna cellule, aux prises avec: 
mon chagrin, et parlant d'amitid, je me rappelle avec angoisse le cri de Micha6li 
Andritch. C'dtait dans la prison de Darmstadt, ou' nous avions reussi ý rester dans la 
rnýme cellule. 11 y avait tin niois que nous nous rencontrions et, chaque fois, ý la 
promenade ou ailleurs, le regard qu'on 6changeait 6tait m6fiant et m6chant. 11 fallut un 
mot, une phrase pour que notre conversation se continuAt jusqu'au matin. 
Fdtais fatigu6, atictin muscle ne me soutenait. Faurais VOUlu dormir, mais it me 
paraissait convenable que je fisse h Foccasion de cette arniti6 soudainement d6clar6e un 
geste inhabittiel, et que je passe la nuit en parlant, comme on ]a passe h boire, A danser. 
Enfin je ne pouvais pas le quitter. Je lui dis: [335] 
- Tu ne ril'int6resses pas 6norni&ient... 
- 11 faut tout de menle que je t'int6resse pour que tu restes avec moi jusqu'ý six 
heures du matin. 
- Rien ne te prouve que je ne serais pas rest6 pour tin autre, Pour... - je cherchai 
autour de nous qui je pourrais indiquer et mon choix tomba Stir tin jeune OUvrier de vingt 
ans, long, sec, portant des lunettes - ... sur le prestidigi... 
- Non! 
-... gite ... AM Je me sentis chanceler. Michaýli Andritch avait crie, illais avec tine telle violence 
que je crus inlinediatenient qu'il me croyait anioureux. 
AM Qu'est-ce que tu en sais? Tu Wen sais rien! Tu dis non... 
11 eut cette r6ponse 6tonnante: 
- Oui, je dis non parce que moi je ne serais pas reste avec lui. A moi, it ne plait 
pas. 
Or, le plus troublant, c'est, qu'en effet, Fouvrier me d6plaisait. Je ne Favais pas 
montr6, it fallait donc que MichMi FeCit devin6 par son propre d6go0t. Mais alors it 
accordait que nous fussions aninies par les menies, d6goCits et, pour juger ainsi, it devait 
se sentir avec moi, et les, desirer meme, d'intinies affinites. 
Les saisons passaient stir les arbres, et par eux et les oiseaux, nous avions une 
connaissance sensible non de [336] I'6coulenient du temps, mais de la mort lente de notre 
jeunesse. OU petit-on trouver ces directeurs et ces gafes, ces homilies qui osent insulter 
la beautV Peut-6tre ont-ils le sentiment obscur d'ajouter encore ý cette beaut6 en la 
torturant? 
N'est-ce pas le merne d6sir qui me fait tin bet adolescent au visage joyeux et clair, 
frais comme la rose et I'azur, hunlide, Rde, qtii passe en riant dans la rue, le choisir 
pour hii apprendre I'aniour et voir son visage senibellir et s'enibruiner dans la torture 
de la voluptV 
Fontevrault contintiera toujours d'agir stir I'Ame et stir Fesprit des colons. 
Parlerai-je des soirs [ ... ] 
F234 se caressaient. Apres [ ... ] 336 se caressaient ]a queue. Apres 
[A139 ibideill] 
F235 cent ans. Nous savions [ ... ] 338 cent ans Wont pas SLIffi h cr6er un langage, (dont il faUt, pour voir PILIS 
profondement dans soil origine, comprendre qu'iI se modifie chaqUe jOUr). Le colon le 
tire de soi. Mis au jour par Wimporte lequel d'entre nOLIS, chacun le reconnait conime le parlant depUiS le commencement du nionde. Nous savions [ ... ] 
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F236 [ ... 1 soupýonnassent ]es gäfes. Ils entendirent 
[ ... ] 338 ( ... 1 soupýonnassent ]es gafes. Les gäfes ont des yetix et 
des oreilles. Ces organes 
ne collaborentjailiais. Autreinent dit, ]es gäfes sont des cons. Ils entendirent 
[A 140 ibideni] 
F237 I d'armes, 
340 [ d'arnie 
[A 141 ibidem] 
F238 [ ... ] ridictile. Fontevrault est plein de gestes de gräce. C'est le geste [ ... ] 341 [... ] ridietile. Le nionde de la Centrale est, en effet, botirr6 d'actes, de cris, qui lui 
donne cet air natisýetix. 
Fontevratilt est plein de gestes Aine beatit6 a pleurer. C'est le geste [ ... ] 
F238 Elle cingle. 
La Centrale contient d'atitre gestes. 
Utin jetine et de cent atitres ce geste encore, qu'ils font derriýre le dos des gafes, 
et dont j'ai vu au COUrs des ann6es la transformation s'accomplir, pareille ý I'6volution 
de certains vocables d'argot. La main a plat frappe la cuisse, reillontant A la braguette en 
faisant le rnotivernent de saisir la verge, conlilie pour pisser, geste qui devient celtii-ci: 
la main, apres avoir frappd A la cuisse, rernontejusqu'a ]a bouclie, toujours a plat, et fait 
le signe qui veut dire: 'Jusque-lA. ' 
Le geste ni6cliant d'un gars qui sous ]a porte d'un rival deteste, niais trop costatid, 
tr6s vite, glisse quelques POLIx et des punaises, raniass6s Stir lui-nienie ]a veille OLI le 
matin, et qu'il pousse dans ]a cellule enneiiiie, en soufflant, rapidenient accroupi. 
Je me deniande si tout cela est reel tailt c'est rdel, et si ]a Centrale West pas tine 
maison d'illusion. 
Bulkaen excelle a ces jeux discrets. 
341-342 Elle cingle. 
Le Iluitienlejour de ilia rencontre avec Bulkaen, je ftis certain que, quoi qLi'il fit, 
qtioi qu'on me dit de lui, je Fainierais toujours. Je revenais de l'infirnierie, accornpagne 
par tin gafe, qui eut besoin de dire un rnot [342] ý son collegue surveillant Patelier oti 
travaillait Bulkaen. Coninie notis passions pour aller au mien, devant cet atelier, le gafe 
me fit entrer. C'etait tine grande salle, partagee en deux par tin grillage perc6 d'Line porte 
ati milieu. Fetis petir. Je craignis tin instant que les niecs, me reconnaissent, nous 
chambrent Bulkaen et nioi, iliais its reniarquerent a peine nion entree. Its travaillaient 
dans ]a poussiýre. Les deux gAfes se parlerent et j'eus le temps d'apercevoir Bulkaen de 
Fautre cote du grillage, iliais de tres pres. 11 ne ill'avait pas vu. Soil travail voulait qu'il 
f6t accrOLIpi. 11 etait pres d'tin atitre d6tenti, tin vieux. Bulkaen petait et it riait. Le vieux 
Vinlitait. Its riaient tous les deLIX; Bulkaen en niettant sa main devant sa figlire et en 
regardant si le gafe le voyait, le vieux en laissant soil fire dclater Join au fond de hii, si 
loin que ce fire Warrivait pas a faire tressaillir les muscles de son visage. 11 se tournait 
vers Bulkaen: 
- Toi, tu as entendLI? 
- Un pour ]a classe, criait Pierrot. 
- Pan! Un pour ]a RevolUtiOn. 
Je me deniande si tout cela est reel, tant c'est r6e], et si ]a Centrale West pas tine 
maison d'illusion. Parfois, tin gars lib6r6 frapp6 dans ]a porte, enerv6 qu'on ne la [3431 lui ouvre pas assez vite: it clanie, it joue la libert6 stir ]a porte sonore et soil cliant nous 
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desole. 
Quand je passe, je vois encore des sourires d'arnis qUi se reconnaissent dans les 
couloirs. Us savent qti'ils ne peuvent ni se parler, ni se faire d'autres signes, ils 
s9envoient cornme tin message d'amour, tres doux stir ces levres de punis, Lin sourire 
amical. 
Bulkaen, toujours lui, excelle a ces jeux discrets. 
F240 [ ... ] bagnards. Je iii'approcilai. 344 [... ] bagnards. Sa beatit6 6clairait le nioncle. Je mapprocilai. 
F241 1 il fallut que je le touchasse. 
346 [ il faliCit que je le totielie. 
F243 [ ... ] la grace et 1'eclat. [change of position, then onto passages reproduced on p. 238 with the following paragraph divisions] 
La Centrale contient d'autres 
Min jetine et de cent autres 
Le geste m6chant d'un gars [ends with 'accroupi' then onto: ] 
Et tout cela 6tait saisi, fix6 dans la glace d'une discipline dont la s6v&A6 
s9accordait avec la s6v6rit6, avec Paust6rit6 rnei-ne des macs et des truands augnient6es 
par ]a solitude, par Pabandon qui nous force a etre ferme afin de Wetre pas abandonn6 
de soi-menle. Cela acconipli pele-niele par des casseurs ý Paine delicate, qui vont toute 
lajourn6e, les mains cach6es dans les nianches par respect peut-etre, comme les mains 
des Chinois dans letir kiniono, et qui ne voleront janiais, dans les appartements qu'ils 
d6valisent, posee stir la cheminee, ]a tirelire des petits enfants. 
Et ]a Centrale est pleine de ces inarles, qui sont des hommes hardis dont le travail 
de perceurs de coffres, de perceurs de plafonds veut qu'ils aillent bosser avec un 
paraphlie sous le bras (pour y faire toniber les gravats du plafond) et des rideaux noirs. 
Et Mettray Wetait pas plus linipide, pas moins troublant. Au contraire, notre jeunesse 
revait encore plus nionstrueuse une vie qui Ntait d6j, ý par mille faits qui d6concertent. 
Au reveil [ ... ] 
F243 ] unique c6rhionie. Cette double cerbionie [ ... ] 350 unique c6reillonie. Cela est sauvage et fort beau. Cette double cdr6iilonie Cý 
F244 II s'agissait de deux tres beaux garqoils. Les deux fr6gates -[... I 
350 11 s'agissait de deux tres beaux garqons, infalits dont Ftin n6cessairement n'dtait que 
le batard royal, et sans doute cet enfailt de I'aniour 6tait-il plus noble que I'autre. Les 
deux fregates -[... I 
F244 ] noires. Notre nionde [ ... 1 351 [... ] noires. QUe tout de nieme nous appartenions ý tin monde lointain, terrible 
cause de sa profondeur, de soil eloignement du votre qui est superficiel et POli! Car notre 
monde [ ... ] 
F245 Mettray et d'ici. 
11 ne seiiible pas que les noblesses 
352 Mettray et d'ici. Elle les ennoblit. Je sens que nous touchons Iä Porigine d'un des 
phenornenes les pitis eniotivants de l'Histoire, celui de la noblesse fýo(Iale. 
11 ne seillbie pas que les noblesses [ ... ] 
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F251 I coup de queue 
359 [ coup de bite [ ... 
368 
F253 [ ... ] cette meme nuit. II West pas douteux 
361-362 [ ... ] cette meme nuit. Quand, h Mettray, nous nOLIS couchions, c'est alors qu'allaient commencer notre 
vie, nos amours et nos jeux; a Fontevrault les surveillants bouclaient les cellUles et 
chaque detenu, par ce double tour de c1d 6tait tin peu plus isoI6, avec hii seul, coup6 de 
tous contacts hormis ceux [3621 du reve. 11 West pas dOLIteux [ ... I 
F253 [ ... ] veiller stir lui. 11 ni'arrive de parler de ]a Colonie en disant 
[ ... I 362-363 [... ] veiller stir Iiii. Tout naturellement, je pensais que Villeroy avait ete designe 
par la Voix d'Or, et nioi par quelque 616gant suivant de la Voix d'Or, [263] qtielqtie 
voleur rapide, endormi dans tine celltile voisine de celle du maitre. 11 nOLIS fallut 
longtemps pour apprendre finalement que Jo-la-Voix-d'Or n'existait pas, qu'auctin d6tenu 
de ce nom Wavait dtd enferni6 A Fontevrault. QUand nous Pappomes par le gardien de 
Mettray qui avait tin frere surveillant a la Centrale, nous Wen Hanes pas tellement 
etonnes. Chactin de notis cacha son dilioi. Mais on petit se deniander comment s'dtait 
form6 cette 16gende et stirtout d'oii venaient ces ordres secrets qui paraissaient lanc6s par 
la Voix WOO Quel phdnomýne Favait laissee suinter ici? 11 n'y eut sans doute alicune 
mystification. Personne ne jouait le r6le de Jo, niais chacun de notis si ardemment 
desirait tin dieu, que ce dieu devait naitre et se nianifester chaque fois qUe nOLIs avions 
besoin de lui pour justifier nos actes les PILIS fOIIS. Un Saint-Jean de dix-huit piges 
ecrivait son 6vangile. 11 arrive encore qti'eil parlant d'une chose abstraite, pour la d6finir, 
pour la rendre visible, il soit necessaire d'employer des images. Cest donner A cette 
chose tine vie de plus en plus concrýte. Elie se vivifie de cette sýve que lLIi transftisent 
les images, bientOt elle se d6tache d'elles et delimitee par des qualificatifs concrets, elle 
vit de sa propre vie. Ce ftit le sort de ]a Colonie. 11 m9arriva Welle en, disant [ ... ] 
F255 [ ... ] du meme sein que moi. 
11 nVapparaissait de plus en PILIS [ ... I 365 1... ] du m6nie sein que moi. 
En d6couvrant lirr6elle existence de ]a Voix d'Or, Villeroy ne montra rien de son 
desarroi. 11 continua A donner des ordres blanant cle Pon ne sait quel ciel. Divers resta 
impassible. 11 ni'apparaissait de plus en plus [ ... I 
F255 'QUelle connerie'. Son visage [ ... 1 365 'Quelle connerie. Et cette simple expression d6tachait de lui ses COUilles, les mettait 
la place de lui, les gonflait, les faisait plus grosses que IL'i-rnerne. 11 disparassait et, 
devant nous, ne restaient plus que ces belles couilles rondes et Lin peu brunes, IOLirdes, 
dont chacune eniplissait ma bouche de sa roncleur et de sa chaleur. Son visage 
[AI51 ibidern] 
F255 Et froide. 11 ne palpitait pas [ ... 1 366 Et froide. 11 6tait encore conime quelques poenles trýs beaux, mais d'Une beautd 
morte, sans vibration, sans ]a multitude de battements Wailes qui s'echappent de certains 
autres, sortent dLI marbre, du bronze, et courent, se prolongeant ý tel point qu'on ne 
Pourra jamais rien pour les arreter. 11 ne palpitait pas [ ... I 
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F256 [ ... ] accidentellernent. En me disant, [ ... ] 367-8 [ ... ] accidentellenient. Puisque rien dans leurs manieres ne trallissait aux yeux 
des 
copains que deux d6tenus 6taient aniants, il fallait que je comptasse stir le hasard pour 
me signaler ce que [368] j'appelais, a part inoi, la trahison de Pierrot. Pour Rocky 
defunt, et pour rnoi, je devais le surveiller. Encore que j'enrageasse de savoir qu'il etait 
aime parce qu'a travers Iiii, Bulkaen 6tait a la recherche d'Hersir. 
C'est sans doute tin ph6noni6ie po6tique qui obligea Bulkaen ý s'int6resser 
tellement a I'aini de Rocky. Pour parler de son pote abandonn6, ce ca7d dUt employer un 
mot ou plusieurs, qui, spontan6nient arriv6s A sa bOLICIle 6taient des poenies d'une force 
telle qu'ils obligýrent Bulkaen a piquer une t6te dans le r6ve. Et m6ine si c'est Lin 
personnage faux, lointain, niort ou enlaidi par ]a illisere, que Bulkaen recherchait et 
aimait, le passage de ce personnage dans la vie de Rocky perniettait h Rocky d, etre aimd 
Et j'6tais jaloux de Wavoir pas tin pareil attrait. Certes, je pouvais aussi evoquer des 
jeunes gens, et parler d'eux avec des niots bien habiles, inais il fallait que Dieti voulU^t 
bien rne faire prononcer, a propos de l'un d'eux, quelques-uns de ces mots rnagiques, qui 
eussent inqui&6 Bulkaen et ni'eUssent fait ainier de lui, parce quej'avais 6te aii-n6 de ce 
jeune amant passd. En effet, deux rivaux peuvent s'ainier En me disant, [ ... ] 
F259 [ ... ] oripeaux inagniftques. C'6tait un roi [ ... 1 372 [ ... 1 oripeaux iliagnifiques, d'un foulard de soie, d'une clietiiise 
de crepe de Chine 
blanc brodee rotige et vert, Aine ctilotte botiffante, de bottes. C'etait tin ilialtre, c'etait 
un roi [ ... 1 
F260 traits mais [ ... 1 372-3 traits (les [373] 6crivains disent plutot burinO, mais 
F260 [ ... ] ni'aimer. Divers ille dit: 
373 ] iii'aimer. Un jour illeille, le lillitienie de notre amour, il ill'avolia: 
Tu sais a quoi je pense. ]a nuit'? QUand oil va sortir, oil prendra tin appartenient, 
avec tine salle de bains. Oil restera que tous deux... 
11 6tait sincýre. 11 voulait ni'ainier. 11 luttait de toutes ses forces contre son comir 
qui Fobligeait h aimer Rocky et, plus loin que lui, dans le coeur de Rocky, Hersir. Mais 
ces intentions tie Peinp&liaient pas de nie faire tin inal terrible chaque fois qu'iI le 
pouvait et j'dtais sous cette impression douloureuse quand je descendis au mitard oii je 
trouvais Divers, a Pailiour de qui j'aurais cede, si je Wavais et6 liant6 par tin Bulkaen 
insolent et indiff6rent A illon amitie, lorsquil me dit: 
I ... I 
F260 au s6rieux. A Mettray [ ... ] 374 au s6rieux. 11 faut que je ni'explique. Pai pu enfin (lire a Divers que je Pairnais. 
Pai chante ilia passion stir le ton des aveux profonds, (lit gravenient des choses graves 
et fait des gestes qui vont avec. Divers ne s'en nioque plus et, surtout, il me laisse faire. 
A Mettray [ ... I 
F261 I oreilles collees, tin atitre tin 16ger b6gaienlent [ ... 1 375 [ oreilles collees, tin autre une seLile couille, tin autre tin l6ger b6gaiellient 
[A154 ibidem] 
F261 [ ... I tin cliarine. Et il West pas impossible [I 
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375-6 [... ] tin charme, si bien que longtenips aprýs, quand je ilie braillais en pensant ý tý- 
lui, c'est stir-[376]toLit ]a blanclieur de sa peati que j'evoquais. Et il West pas impossible 
I ... I 
F262 [ ... 1 l'excreilleilt. Et peut-etre [ ... ] 376 [ ... 1 l'excrýiiient, et lorsque Divers me 
dira, en passant prýs de nioi: 'Dans l'amour, 
plus c'est d6gtietilasse, plus ýa nie plait' en pensee, j'oserai Itii 'faire minou', introduire 
ma langue assez profondhient dans cette caverne que jImagine propre i-nais odorante, 
et, la nuit suivante que jImagine inerdeuse. Et petit-etre [ ... ] 
[A154 ibidei-n] 
+F264 [ ... ] devant moi. 
u foncer du prenlier coup, selon Je ni'accroupis en face du gosse. Villeroy avait d^ 
son habitude. 
- Allez en vitesse. 
Ici devrait suivre ]a description d'un jeu Wenfants que je vous invite 4 completer 
Cornme Villeroy [ ... ] 378 ... I devant moi. Y va te tailler Line plume pendant. Je ni'accroupis en face clu gosse. Villeroy avait (ILI foncer du premier coup, selon 
son habitude. 
-Allez en vitesse, tends bien ta bite. 
Et cornmeje Wallais pas assez vite, de ses deux mains, il ouvrit furieusement ma 
braguette, saisit nia verge band6e et la plaqa lui-meme dans la bouche (lit vautour. 
Comme Villeroy [ ... ] 
F265 Oh, inignoil [ ... 1 380 Oh, iliacarelle, inigtion 
F265 [ ... ] je Ven fotiterais un coup [ ... 1 380 [ ... ] je Ven fotiterais (et clac! ), un coul) 11 
F265 [ ... ] qui Winsulta. Je trahissais [ ... ] 381 [ ... ] qui ni'insulta. Ce souvenir ile lile touclie pas. Je trallissais [I 
F268 1 peu de nuits, 
384 [ peu de nuit, [ ... 
F268 [... ] corps de Botcliako. 
Au fur et h mesure [ ... I 384-385 [ ... I corps de Botchako. Nous m6lames si bien nos lialeines et nos corps, qu'iI me dit: 
- Jeannot, Ven faudrait tine dans la bouche... 
Je soupirai 
-Une quoi? 
- Une bite, mon chou! 
Ainsi Faillitie provoqUait les m6lies r6actions, toujours, ou bien suis-je seul, pris 
dans un reseau de faits dont les arabesques reviennent tOLIjOurs stir elles. Je crois que 
j'avais 'invent6' cette rdponse de Bulkaen parce qu'elle reprodUisait Vexpression la plus 
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precieuse de ]a plus precieuse ailliti6 que j'ai trouvee. 
L'amitid a ses mystýres qui surprennent les imes basses. Parlerai-je encore dans 
ce livre du plus tendre des amis, de Micliaýli Andritch. Nous volions ensemble a Anvers, 
des v6los qu'on revendait en Hollande. 11 etait aussi voluptueux que je pouvais 1'8tre et, 
s'il joua d'abord le r6le de Farnant, il voulut connaltre les joies de I'arni et, trýs vite, 
nous ne distinguArnes plus de nos jeux les attraits de Pun et de Fautre. Larnitie nous 
confondait. Nous poss6dions deux queues en tout pour notre jouissance. Nous arrivions 
a ne plus savoir a qui [385] Pune 6tait et a qui Fautre. Si Fune 6tait entierement enfouie 
dans une bouche ou ailleurs, il restait Pautre que nos mains se disputaient. Ainsi j'avais 
pense que Bulkaen enfin retrouvait, dans soil plus haut instinct, 1'expression du plus haut 
arnour. 
Au fur et ý mesure [] 
F268 [ ... ] battant. Le role de Bulkaen [ ... ] 385 [... ) battant. L'idee d'un etre de pure beaute tie me poss6dait-elle pas obscurement? 
Et n'ai-je pas donne forme a cette idee en decouvrant peu A peu les beaut6s qui devaient 
le composer, niais qui tie furent janiais en Bulkaen? Le r6le de Bulkaen [ ... ] 
F270 On les appelle les ames en peine. 
Chactine des chutes de mon an-iOUr pour BLIlkaen 
388 On les appelle les Ames en peine. 
Au moyen Age, deux jeuries garqons, par un pacte sanglant et visible, d'une 
marque stir le front, Us au Dhion WeLissent pas 6te phis eloign6s du monde que Bulkaen 
et Rocky. Ils etaient les continuateurs de ces couples audacieux qui se livraient au Diable 
afin qu'iI leur accordat tous les potivoirs terrestres et d'abord ceux de I'amour. Ils 
appartenaient au mal. 
Chactine des chutes de mon aniour pour Bulkaen [ ... ] 
F271 ] il etait en sang 
390 il 6tait sanglant 
F272 Le surveillant, qui [ ... 
1 
390 Le surveillant Rodiba, qui 
F273 [ ... ] Fenfer. La cellule etait pareille aux autres et pareille aussi la vie qu'y nlýnerait Harcanione, mais [ ... I 392 [ ... ] Fenfer. Ainsi en POesie. La cellule dtait pareille aux autres et pareille aussi la 
vie qu'il y illenerait [sic] Harcanione, illais [ ... I 
F283 [ ... ] gabion. Je sortais [ ... ] 404-5 gabion. b Les chateaux nous bOUleversaient. Je dois noter nion 6POLIvante quand jentendis 
un colon de la famille A prononcer devant DLIdule, le nom de Frdjean: 
- Mais c'est un chAteau, dit DUCILIle. Tu connais Frejean, toi? 
- Oui, rdpondit le niome, nia. soeur cest ]a chatelaine. 
Au cours d'une promenade, je ni'etais place pres de Toscano - car nous allions 
quatre par quatre - et sans m'en rendre conipte, j'6cliangeai avec lui des fleurs, ou des herbes peut-etre, poudreuses, cueilfies en passant, sur le bord de la route. 
Machinalement, nous les minies a nos bouches. A peine fait, ce double geste parfaitenient 
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simultan6 declenclia le m6canisme des aniours. PeUt-6tre inangeAnies-nous les herbes, je 
ne sais plus, mais il me plait de croire que c'est ainsi que nous notis flines, sans le 
savoir, nos premiers aveux d'une tendresse qui devait We fidele j usqu'a la mort. Villeroy 
ne dit rien de cela, mais nioi-m6me que savais-je de sa vie secrýte? 
D'une trappe qui s'ouvre au tMAtre, il est normal [405] que personne ne surgisse 
mais, dans notre chambre, qu'une trappe d6coup6e dans le plancher retombe ý minuit stir 
un etre qui disparait! A vrai dire, elle Wavait pas 6t6 d6coup6e: on avait declou6 deux 
planches. Je sortais [ ... ] 
F283 ] faire? Peitt-etre [ ... ] 405 [ faire? Ptfisque notis hons sürs qti'il n'y avait plus de Voix d'Or. Peut-Atre 
F284 ]ý nion oreille. Les phrases [ ... 1 406 [A mon oreille, qui le recueillait comme bouche le sperine. Les phrases 
[A 168 ibideni] 
+F288 [ ... 1 parcourait la Colonie. Harcailione! Fetais [1 411 [ ... 1 parcourait la Colonie. Fetais [ ... 1 
F289 [ ... ] sans potivoir y toiliber. Un jour, et j'en ressentis 
412-3 potivoir y tomber. 
............................................................................... 
Pdtais a ]a rep6tition generale lorsqu'un paysan ramena Lin des deux colons 6vad6s 
(le troisiýme ayant 06 fait marron ]a nuit de ]a ftiite). 11 arrive donc, traillant Mono les. 
poignets attaches derriere Itti par une corde et du sang coulant stir sa tenipe gaticlie. Nous 
le vinies passer, triste d'une tristesse phis affreuse que l'impose le retour d'dvasion et 
Fentree_ati quartier. Le paysan veriait chercher sa prime: cent francs. 
Mais, dit le sous-directeur, VOLIS Wavez droit qu'ý cinquante francs. La Colonie 
ne donne que cinquante francs par colon dvadd qti'on ranihe. 
- Mais y en a tin aut' M'sietir d'Luc6. 
- OLI eSt-il? 
- All ben, Vla. JTon laisse dans I'sillon. Mort. JTon w6 d'un coup de ftisil, 
presquI c6te d'la Centrale. 
[413) Si FandH6 petit mettre dans le meme fit, ou haniac, des jeunes lionunes oil 
garqons, le cas est frequent. Mais il est important qui I'un des deux denieure le plus fort 
et s'active. 11 faut aussi que le phis faible se r6signe gentiment et, quand il se laisse 
enfiler, qu'iI reste couch6 stir le dos, afin Wavoir contre le sien le visage de son amant, 
mais aussi pour Wetre plus litiniiW par trop de diff6rence dans la posture. Que tout cela 
ait Fair d'un jell et ne soit pas Fessentiel dans Vaniiti6. Jeu agreable, illais dont Pamiti6 
pourrait se passer car, avec Toscano, je ne fis jaillais I'aniour. 11 West pas impossible que 
le fait que nous fussions les deux fregates les plus choyes, all lieu de nous heurter, all 
contraire, nOLIS unit. Nous notis aimions dans I'amour que les aLltres nous portaient. 
N6anmoins, j'6tais lieureux de savoir que jusqu', ý present, il avait r6sist6 ý Deloffre, et 
cornme avec Deloffre, aux yetix de toute ]a Colonie pour tin petit niec qui d6fend bien 
son froc. Puisqu'un jour, et j'en ressentis une peine immense, nous apprinies qu'il 
['Toscano' added to 'Collection Folio' text p. 289] s'6tait erifin laiss6 mettre [ ... ] 
F290 l'Eternel retour. La faute que Toscano [ ... 1 415 l'Eternel retour. Mais on comprendra que cette interprýtatioii ne perillette pas 
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au p&te d'eniployer de tels gestes qui le font pen&rer au coetir nierne d'intimites qu'il 
viole ainsi puisque ce soilt les gestes de morts ou de niortes. 11 oetivre donc dans la nuit. 
La nuit, le p&te secrete de la niort. Et Itii setil peut s'occuper de cette gesticulation car, 
ä voler des attitudes votis risquez de potirsuivre jusqu'au botit le destin dangereux des 
heros. Cela est arrive. La faute que Toscano [ ... ] 
F291 [ ... ] stir Iiii. 11 avait c6d6. 415-416 stir lui et qui sa verge inipatiente toticha son [416] ventre chaud. Il avait 
c6d6. 
F292 ... ] moussait. 
A mesure [ ... ] 417 ... ] moussait. Parfois, soil coude heurtait ilia verge dress6e. A mestire [ ... ] 
F292 [... ) entre ses pieds. 11 foulait [ ... 1 418 entre ses pieds. C'etait un bras muscI6 au soleil, jauni des fleurs de narcisse 
A etoilant tine prairie. 11 foulait 
F292 ] sa main, mais [ ... 1 418 [... ] sa main et. voulus ]a porter A ilia verge, mais 
[A174 ibideni] 
F293 [ ... ] vapeur. Depuis que je Vai revu [ ... ] 418-9 [ ... I vapeur. Au milieu de ces d6baUclies, les r6p6titions tll6Atrales continuaient auxquelles 
prenait part Divers qui avait accepte de joLier le role de ]a vieille comtesse Solange dans 
une piece oti j'etais sa fille. Nous POUrsuivions notre jeu de cache-caclie. 11 ni'entourait 
la taille de son bras en ni'appelant: 'nion petit tanibour'. Quand il Ille dit cela pour la 
preiniýre fois, j'eus tant de bonlieur que ce nl'en fit mal. Les jours qu'il nettoyait du 
dortoir, son tarnbour, je sentais stir Ina peati title caresse de ses mains, et je crois que 
j'aurais reconnu entre cent autres le son dLI sien qti'il appelait: 'Ziliik'. 
Cest Dudule - le sous-dirlo - qui dirigeait les rep6titions. De nous envoyer des 
r6pliques que nOLIS trouvions droles nous divertissait. Fdtais ]a fille de [419] Divers et 
je hii parlais conime tin comir, sails le truclienient des IMes, parle ý sa rn&e. Et tout alla 
bien jusqu'au jour OL'I il fallut mettre les costumes. QUand il me vit (levant lui dans ma 
robe A traine, Divers eut tin sourire coqUin, mais quand il clut revetir la sienne, en faille 
noire, a peine Pavait-il pass6, par le haut, que ]a rage le prit. 11 d6chim la soie en face 
de M. de Luc6 qui ny comprenait rien. 11 s'enfuit en jurant et ses jurons 6taient le hurlement dechirant (]'tin c1lien aux couilles d6vor6es, decIliquetees par tine louve. De huit jours, il ne ni'adressa ]a parole. Le sous-directeur choisit tin mino pour faire ]a 
Conitesse. 
Apres avoir (lit que Divers 6tait title tante qui avait (ILI se cacher, ce souvenir WinquiNe pour ]a contradiction qti'il ni'apporte. Depuis que je Vai revu, [... ] 
F293 extravagantes. Ainsi [ ... ] 420 [ extravagantes, dressees SUr un socle monumental, personflages de reves, de dori-neurs par leurs proportions fabuleuses et leurs gestes stupffaits (il ya des gens du 
peuple - public - qui croient que les fun6railles de Sarah Bernhardt furent nationales et 
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que, son corps enibauni6 repose ail Patith6on). Ainsi [I 
374 
F295 [ ... ] sa personne. Ses pieds [ ... 1 422 [ ... ] sa personne. Le nioindre de ses gestes dessinait le fantöme 
d'une fleur de lys. 
Ses pieds [ ... 1 
F296 [ ... ] atix jetix violents. Divers ine disait [ ... ] 424 [ ... ] aux jetix si violents qu'ils donnent quelquefois la niort. Divers nie disait [ ... 1 
F297 c'est Fodeur des vergers! Harcanione, paf enrubanne, ivre [ ... ] 
425 des vergers, Fodeur des verges! Harcamone, verge d'un pirate, paf enrubannd, ivre 
F297 ... ] fernies. C'est nloi qui 
425-6 ... ] ferilies. Les dessins stir le nitir, effrayants, avec des dents terribles, des sexes difforilles, 
sont coilime les dessins fantastiques, les fornies effrayantes que les Chinois inconnus ont 
graves dans Vivoire et peints stir les laques quand la peur les inspirait. Chaque artiste 
avait vu ces denions, ces aninlaux. II y croyait. Pour qu'ils sortent au bout de ses doigts, 
il. fallait qu'ils existassent en lui, infornies si l'on petit (lire: tine tete ici, tine come, tin 
pied, tine langue ]A-bas, mais sous Line autre forilie - de lignes destin6es - puis la peUr a 
dorind corps et signification A ces ligiles, a rassenibI6 les parcelles. La peur inspirait 
Fartiste accrOLIpi en lui-nlýnie. 11 s'affermissait dans ]a peur, mais ses mains les caressant 
apprivoisaient les monstres. Notts les voyons aujourd'llui et d6COUvrons ý ces ivoires une 
poesie d6licieuse, car les fortiles entremWes Wont plus pour nOLIS ]a signification realiste 
qu'elles avaient pour Partiste. Mais coninle le front des homilies est le menle quand 
changent les fornies des fantasniagories surgies de ]a peur, ces nionstres dveillent en nous 
un dclio atthu6 de peurs pass6es, des peUrs de Penfance peut-We. J'6prouve tin Idger 
trouble. Les ivoires voles, les jades, ne nieffrayent [426] pas, ilia challibre West pas 
liantde par leur pr6sence par des qualites autres que leurs qualit6s Wobjets vol6s, il faut 
que je les examine de prýs pour etre bouleverse. Cest ce trouble qu'en voyant les 
monstres oil appelle poesie. Stir le niur de ]a cellule, les dessins des voyous, qui sont 
rest6s ý trente ans proclies des VOYOUS de vingt ails, avec le nienle systNile de 
representation, pourraient vous causer ce trouble leger et vous faire croire h la po6sie: 
mais chez nioi, le trouble est trop grand car mon enfance est trop proche - OU, plutot, je 
vis nia veritable enfance -. je reconnais stir le niur avec trop de precision tout ce qui me 
prdoccupe, et ce qui se passe en illoi est sans douceur, le trouble qui ill'agite West pas 
16ger, je ne puis parler de ]a prison, des gardiens, de ]a justice, enfin ]a peur du niallieur 
qui a pris stir le mur ]a fornie de dessins effrayants. 
C'est nloi qui [ ... ] 
F298 [ ... I une haie de latiriers. Mais le sort avait [ ... ] 428 
... I tine haie de latiriers. 11 se baisa sails doute -y en fouta tine trOLIssee, disions- 
notis - et funia les m6gots que le gosse avait recolt6s pour lui durant sa, maladie. Car les 
vatitours (ou fr6gates) ne funlaient jamais, illais, gen6ralement chargds de nettoyer les 
bureaux, ils prospectaient les crachoirs pour y trouver des megots r6servds A letirs 
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hommes. RenaLideati-d'Arc etait gentil. 11 ainlait son mac a qui il 6tait fidele. Un jour, 
il eut le inallieur de blesser au bras avec tin tranchet vol6 a la cordonnerie, un autre 
vautour, celui que j'appelai quelque part, dans Line lettre ou dans tin poýine: VEnfant- 
Soleil' et qui MOLirut de sa blessure. L'origine de la querelle 6tait que soeur Zo6, en 
regardant par ]a fenýtre de sa chambre, vit Renaudeau-d'Arc entre les Ilaies de lauriers. 
Elle le confondit avec I'Enfant-Soleil et acCLIsa celui-ci. 
Mais le sort avait [ ... I 
F299 ] jupes. Sur tin canap6 [ ... 1 
Ll flots de soie de sa 429 [ jupes, sa braguette OLIverte d'o' s'6chappait au milieu des 
chernise la queue bondissante et par nia main vite empoign6e. Sur Lin canap6 [ ... I 
F300 ... ] dut le sdduire. Pendant plus d'un ail, 
rilleuse il 430 ... I dut le s6duire. Je suis hante, par cette 
We qu'a tOLIte circonstance Pe 
existe une issue. Wme la situation ]a phis difficile a sa solution, Wen eAt-elle qu'une 
seule. 11 suffit dun instant de genie pour VOLIS la faire decouvrir. Le fameux problývne 
de ]a chanibre hernl6tique doit avoir sa solution. Ainsi pour m'evader de prison, il existe 
Lin moyen simple, net, 616gant, mais que sans doute je ne trouverai jamais, encore que 
bien souvent j'ai eu Vinipression - Line sorte d'avertissement int6rieUr - de 1-n'en 
approcher trýs pres. 
Pendant phis d'un ail, 
F304 [ ... ] chanter Lin autre. Je n'ai pas la pr6tention [ ... I 436 ... ] chanter tin atitre. Si pour 1'6crire, j'ai choisi dans ma vie punie cette aventure banale, c'est que le 
destin lui-meme vous avait cliarg6 de tous les atours essentiels qui devaient donliner nia 
vie: vous dtiez ]a beaute offensee et victorieuse, la jetinesse, Paudace avec son sourire, 
vous etiez la pretive que l'infanlie, ý laquelle les bonnes [437] gens font les comes, a le 
visage radieux, enfin vous 6tiez Mettray tout entier; votis 6tiez ilia jetinesse et c'est elle 
que je tenais prisonniýre contre nioi les rares fois que je vous tins (tans nies bras. 
J90 ecris ce livre, Bulkaen, pour nie revivre et nie revivre en vous. Fentre A tatons 
dans vos m6andres, dans vos couloirs, je circule en votis le plus lentenient possible car 
Fetre que je recr6e a ]a delicatesse du r&e et ses cruelles surprises. Moil livre vous 
appelle. Je crie apres vous et moil cri vous reforme ý niesure, mais qti'oil Woublie pas 
que partir A ]a recherche d'un aniant niort, c'est se perdre sokileme et, en le poussant, 
si ma voix s'est charg6e de toutes les niusiques du ciel et de ]a terre, nion cri est d'un 
noye. Mais tu vivras par moi, Guy. QLI'aprýs cette niort que j'ose Vaccorder, tLI pUisses 
sortir de ]a defroque de Bulkaen et vivre. 
Je n'ai pas la pr6tention [ ... ] 
F305 [ ... ]A la fin dti livre. 
Parlerai-je [ ... I 437-9 [ ... ]a la fin dU livre. Ne vis-je pas tin jour grav6 stir le mur de ]a salle (I'llonneur, sails doute avec tin 
cloti, tin dessin obscene [438] qui voulait repr6senter le Directeur avec, dans le cul, line 
A enornle bite appartenant a Divers, car cette qUeue 6tait smile, d6tachee, mais se terminait 
ý sa base par 'Divers', enfern16 dans tin nuage. Oil avait signe: 'Les cinq gosses de 
Ncole du crinle. ' Fai rappele cela a Divers. 11 a souri, PLIiS Ilausse les dpaLiles. 
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Divers, Villeroy, Harcainone, Bulkaen? Des astres. Les astres chantent. Fentends 
chanter les astres. Par la fenetre on a jet6 ce cri (c'est tine voix d'adolescent): 'Oh je 
t'aiinerai nion amour! ' avec Faccent d'Une si indicible fervetir qUe je ne puis que penser 
qu'il s'agissait d'un gamin qui se Fentendit a lui-m6iie crier par tine ainante affol6e ou 
d'un rn6me parodiant tine coi-n6dienne g6niale, et que la parodie, en sincerit6 poignante, 
d6passe le i-nodNe. Maintenant que la nuit vient d'6tre ddchirde, il petit, il doit, surgir un 
miracle de ]a t6nýbre beante. Beaux nionstres de nion ciel souterrain, revenez ý mes 
yeux. Le coeur aux aguets, j'attends. J'6coute. Je danse SUr ]a pointe d'une ep6e. 'Oh! t) 
je t'aii-nerai mon aniour' ce cri ne fera jaillir d'autre nierveille que le souvenir et ma 
confusion avee celui que je poussai, un matin, au rdveil. Divers dormait A l'un et moi A 
Fautre bout du dortoir. Assis dans nion haniac par le sursaut du r6veil, le buste dress6, 
je lui criai: 'Oh, Divers, j'ai reve a toi cette nuit. ' Quelqu'un me dit innoceninient, dans 
Fempatement du [439] niatin: 'Tti Fainies, heinT - 'Oh, oui! '. Ce cri s'enfuit de ma 
bouche nialgi-6 illoi et (lit si bien et si fort nion amour qu'il fut IA, visible ý tOLIS les yeux 
et aux rniens, et que je flanibai de ]a honte de ni'apercevoir soudain nit. 
Parlerai-je [... ] 
F305 I fut tine f6te, avec immolation [ ... ] 440 [ ftit tine Me splendide, avec immolation 
F306 ... ] un enornie Harcanione. 
Mais les adolescents [ ... ] 440 [... ] un 6nornie Harcanione. 
Quel adolescent, nible ironique, nie dira: 'Comme je Vainierais, nion aniourl' 
conditionnel, dinouvant, charge de proniesse, plus 6niouvant qu'un ftitur certain. Mais les 
adolescents [ ... ] 
F307 criait-elle. Ainsi [ ... ] 442 criait-elle. Ces soubresauts violents que javais quand Villeroy durement 
mlenrilait, la France les avait eLIS. Mais ]a quetie s'anlollit, le male se retire. Ainsi [ ... 
] 
F308 1 de Doree, 
443 [ de dor&, [ 
F310 [ ... 1 et la illort. 
Mais Bulkaen [ ... ] 446 1 et la niort. Je veux mourir. 
Mais Bulk-aen [ ... ] 
F312 [ ... I conscience de lui-nienle. 
Daniel avait repris [ ... 1 448-9 [ ... I conscience Iiii-nienle. Favais abandonne le gosse qui avait servi a mon initiation virile, et j'airnais 
Toscano de Faniour le plus tendre. Et j'eus ma premi&e peine de coeur, tin jour, au 
r6fectoire. Toscano mangeait a ]a menle table que Divers. Je les regardais depUiS Un 
moment, et il me semblait qu'ils riaient sous cape. Le lecteur - qui dtait Harcanione - lut un passage qui devait kre dr6le car il fit fire tous les colons et menle le chef de famille, 
et Toscano rit plus fort que les autres, si fort que je compris que ce rire n'dtait pas 
provoque par ]a phrase du livre. 11 venait de trop loin, et il avait etd contenu trop longternps. Pour se liberer, il avait pris le pr6texte et Falibi du rire g6ndral, mais moi je 
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devinai bien qu'il 6tait au bord de Toscano depuis le d6but du repas, suscit6 par des mots 
simplement d6goCitants, mais dr6les [449] pour lui, que hii murmurait Divers. Je me 
sentis tralli dans mes deux Anies: d'anioureuse et d'anlant. 
Daniel avait repris [ ... ] 
F315 'Ton panier ý crotte' 'Je vais secouer toil panier ý crotte' (, ý 'crottes en 1'entendant, 
Penfant ajoutait I's infAme). Oil peut (lire [ ... ] 452 'Ton panier a crottes. ' 'J'vais secouer ton panier a crottes' (a 'crottes' en 
Pentendant, Penfant ajoutait PinfArne). A Padresse de Penfant apeurd, ils avaient encore 
un bruit de IMes inlitant le cloc mouille de la bite entrant dalls le, OU ressortant du, cul. 
trenipd de salive et de sueur, que les durs appelaient 'Pfouinedd ou le trOU badour'. On 
peut dire [ ... I [A 187 ibidem] 
F318 ... I avec Bulkaen. Pour avoir Wa Mettray, 
456-7 [... ] avec Bulkaen. 
Sous ]a vie officielle qu'elles nihent, les grandes [457] personnes et ]a socidt6 ont, 
tine vie secrete qLi'elles ignorent, et. qui, si oil la met a jour, revele cle plus etranges folies 
et merveilles qu'un poete Wen inventajamais. Apres sa campagne contre Mettray, men6e 
dans Paris-Soir, Alexis Danan me dit qu'il fut accus6 par ]a famille Gu6pin d'avoir fait 
niourir de chagrin le pere Gu6pin en 6crivant que le vieux etait un criminel, martyrisant, 
les enfants. 
Pour avoir Wý MettraY, 
F318 [ ... ] la revolte. On ne vit. pas quarante [ ... ] 457-8 [ ... ] la revolte. 
A Lemercier, jewle paysan breton de seize ails, qui eut. le courage tin jour, h midi, C) de lui pr6senter tine assiette oil restait tin morceau de viande pourrie, vert et puant, en 
lui disant: 'On Wen donnerait pas a tin cochon, M. le illarquis de Luc6 (DudLIle) sous- 
directeur de ]a Colonie de redresseillent. illoral de Mettray, d6cor6 des palmes 
acadenniques, repondit. fineilient: 
- C'est donc que tu es nloins qu'un coclion. 
Inlaginez alors ]a coil sternati oil du Directeur, du SOLls-Directetir, de I'Aunl0nier, 
de la Superietire, quand ils lurent les articles de Danan. Ils furent scandalis6s [458] car 
ils etaient. irresponsables. Oil ne vit. pas quarante [ ... ] 
F319 I Marseillaise nitiette. 
458 [ Marseillaise affol6e. 
F319 [ ... ] sitot. La mort de Bulkaen [ ... ] 459 
... I sit0t. Je ftis t6moin de scýnes d'une atrocit6 niagnifique et moi-meme tin objet tortur6. QUand il vit entre nies mains le briquet de Deloffre, Villeroy ne pensant pas qu'iI 
m9avait &6 donne par Toscano qui le tenait, en effet, de son marle, la jalOUsie Vemporta 
et, le soir m6me, se penchant stir mon haillac, il nie (lit que j'6tais tin petite guetile de 
con, en me reprochant ma trallison. Je tentai deux secondes de nVexpliquer mais mes 
paroles le renclant plus ffirieux encore, je me tus. Cette nuit, notis ne rimes pas Vaniour. La mort de Bulkaen [ ... ] 
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F320 Interroge Ja Fouine [] 
459 Interroge la fouine [ ... 1 
F320 ] 6coutez encore [ ... ] 460 [ 6COLItez ce prodige [] 
F321 [ ... ] pour la prenliere fois, l'aiina. 11 se souvient [... ] 461 [ ... ] potir la preiiiiere fois, le pýnýtra. 11 conntit d'abord la douleur brutale, brülante, 
i'nais cela ne fut rien, conipare ä l'horreur qui le saisit, ine dit-il, en sentant s'6couler le 
sperrne de l'aigle. 11 se souvient [ ... ] 
F321 [ ... 1 de niarles? Pour Winter, [ ... ] 461 [ ... ] de maries? Mais la beautý s'acharnant sur eux les trainait dans la botie. Pour Winter, [ ... ] 
F321 [ ... ] membre bless6. Sa jolie gueule [ ... ] 462 [ ... I membre blessd. Et cette honte 16gere donnait title 6tonnante douceur au r6cit de 
ses exploits: aux Chanips-Elys6es, il s'accoudait ý tin bec de gaz et, stir Line ficite de 
bambou, il jouait des airs de charilleur de serpents. Toutes les feninnes de Paris, 
fascinees, accouraient de tres loin aupres du fin marlou en casquette. Elles restaient, 
formant autour de lui tin cercle, arretees par Finfranchissable barriýre Musicale. Elles 
regardaient ses doigts boucher et d6boucher les trous du banibou et sa bouche, stir le cOt6 
de la flute souffler des airs inventes. Quand il s'arr&ait de jouer, c'6tait, dU bout de sa 
flOte tenclue, pour designer title fille qui, d'elle-nl6nle partait trimer ý Barbýs ou 4 Pigalle 
pour lui gagner du fric. 
Sa jolie gueule [ ... ] 
F323 
... I langue en vrille. Divers avait des gestes 
464 
... I langLie en vrille. Ce qui sort du nez doit &re IIIOLIC116, puis perdu. 11 faut encore que je me cache 
pour sucer le doigt qui vient Wexplorer ilia narine. Je ne sais Plus Si cette phrase, aussitOt 
dite, fut d6cisive mais, quand tin soir, Villeroy voulut, pour ]a premiýre fois, selon son 
expression: 'Me bouffer ]a chatte', il ramena contre le illien soil visage nlouiII6 de ilia 
sueur odorante et de son propre foutre qti'il y avait deja d6pos6. Alors, je Jechai sa Inoue 
boueuse et j'enfonqai ilia langue dans ses narines, heureux de faire iiiiens les d6chets de 
son corps. 
Divers avait des gestes 
[A 192 ibidern] 
F323 
... I Ill'y voici fait. 
Divers a dt6 [ ... ] 464 1 m'y voici fait et, grAce a lui, en hunieur d'enculer tous les girons de ]a tOle. 
Divers a 6td 
[A 191-192 ibidem] 
F323 [ ... 1 collants. Cet endroit [ ... 1 465 [ ... 1 collantsjusqu'ä ce que le paquet de sa quetie et de ses couilles s'y clistiligtiät en 
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relief. Sa queue etait parfaite de forme. Elle vibrait parfois, communiquant ses frissons 
ý Fetoffe. Ses couilles etaient assez grosses, 111ais la peau en etait si tendue qu'elles ne 
pendaient pas. 11 ne les portait pas sous lui, mais devant. Cet endroit 
[A192 ibidem] 
F324 [ ... ] de son sexe. 466 [ ... 1 de ses couilles et de sa quetie. 
F324 ] ritique. Je me sentais port6 par lui. 
466 [ nuque, sa verge contre nies fesses. Je ille sentais porte par Itii. 
F325 ] profond6ment et qu'il s'abattit, 
467 [ profondenient sa verge, et [ ... I 
F328 [ ... ] ine la iliontre. Huit jours [ ... ] 471 [ ... 1 nie la niontre. Huit jours [1 
F329 ... ] j'ai parM. 11 fallait que Deloffre f0t Parisien, 
472-4 ... ] j'ai parle. Apres rna sortie du quartier et avant que Villeroy ne soit parti, je restais sotivent 
setil la nuit, dans mon hanlac. Ms les premieres minutes de tiedeUr, dans le sac ý 
couchage, je pensais h la volupt6 que nous avions connue ensemble. Je reinventais ses 
admirables jeux. Avec des d6licatesses infinies, pour ne pas faire bouger la tringle, je me 
branlais. Quand Divers revenait des cabinets, en passant devant moi, il me disait dans 
Foreille: 'Tu te fr6quentes? ' et il s'esqUivait, 16ger. puisje r6vais, 6veilld. Fallais habiter 
tine maison confortable, au bord d'un lac, dans title canipagne sauvage. [473] Detail 
curieux, cette niaison, par son architecture rappelait toujours, et que1quefois avec 
beaticoup d'exactitude, title des families de Mettray, avec Fescalier ext6rieur, son unique 
6tage et soil rez-de-chaussee. Je dois noter que, jusqu'ý present, en evoquant ]a Colonie, 
aticun des details que je nVefforqais de rendre aussi pres que possible n'a pit me rappeler 
ce goU^t partictilier qu'elle avait-, or, en parlant de ces reveries, je viens, ce goL^lt, cette 
saveur trýs propres, de les retrotiver. L'6vocation de ces r6veries me replonge all coeur 
parfume de Mettray, fait de nioi pour trois secondes, un colon: jai rev6cu Mettray. Darts 
la maison, jordonnais des pikes agr6ables stir le lac et je les nieublais avec soin. C'est 
le rnoyen que j'avais trouve de rendre plus douce notre denleure. Mais j'avais raison de 
dire que Finfluence de la Colonie aur6olait ilia vie, car les trois maisons qu'ý vingt-deux, 
vingt-quatre et vingt-sept ans je IOUai, apres les avoir loti6es je ni'aperqUs qu'elles 6taient 
Pimage assez exacte de la fainille B. Et voila qui ill'aide ý comprendre que les ouvriers 
dedaignant une litt6rature qui les peint, se pr6cipitent au cin6nia qui leur montre des 
palais et qu'ils lisent les ronians poptilaires bourres de descriptions d'appartenlents 
splendides. Ce luxe, au fond duquel ils s'eillisent, leur offre ]a securit6, ]a paix. Une 
porte close, les lailipes 6teintes, et c'est ]a certitude de passer tine heure avec [474] des 
etres et des choses dont 1'existence est avOUable, s6re, inattaquable. Si j'avais cette 
rnaison, je revais aussi d'avoir un chateau. Je I'avais repere lors (I'Line promenade dcart6e 
de la Colonie. Je jouissais de savoir settlement qLl'il existait, de pierres niassives, tenant 
bien ati sol par ses caves et ses souterrains, s'enfonqant loin dans la terre, ecrase par un 
toit de ploillb et d'ardoises, alourdi encore Wepaisses chenlin6es charg6es d16cussons 
armories. Et, pour plus de sfirete, il n'6tait pas balti parilli les bois, dont les branches et 
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les inurmures pourraient I'alleger, ni aupres d'un 6tang OLI tin brouillard magique le ferait 
apparaltre ou disparaitre, ni stir Line colline environn6e d'air pur et qui le pr6senterait, 
de dos ou de face, au soleil pour le nimber. Rien de lui ne potivait ille laisser croire qu'il 
s'aglit d'un chateau de r&e car je Favais d6sign6 au beau milieu d'une petite ville de 
province habitee par des bourgeois positifs. 
Que ces nuits nl'6taient cllýres! Car notre vie nocturne, dans son souterrain, 6tait 
legere. Nous ]a faisions ce que nous voulions qu'elle Hit, tandis que nos journ6es, aux 
charges, aux devoirs impos6es, s'6coLilaient dans ]a torpeur moite d'un cauchernar 
angoissant. Le soleil de nlidi 6tait notre soleil de inillUit. 
11 fallait que Deloffre fAt Parisien, [ ... I 
F330 ] niort? Les tractions [ ... ] 475 [ mort? 11 banda. Les tractions 
F331 Pour moi, illaintenant, Bulkaen 
476 Pour moi, maintnaent, Bulkaen [ 
F331 Personne ne rit. 
Enfin, il eut Lin moment 
477 Personne ne rit. A propos de nos cultes, il n'y a plus d'experience et de 
comprehension cliez un vieux de ]a vieille, chez Lin ancien joyeLix, OU Lin ancien colon, 
que chez le PILIS subtil psychiatre, c'est nioi qui vous le dis. 
Enfin, il etit Lin moment [ ... I 
F331 [... ] pour le calmer. 
Depuis, j'ai passe [ ... ] 477-8 [ ... ] pour le calmer. Un jour, nous vinies venir a ]a Colonie le gardien de Foiltevratilt, dont le frýre 
A etait surveillant ici. Tous les deux etaient tres beaux et avaient environ vingt-cinq ans. 
Le plus jetine 6tait a ]a Centrale. Sa petite guettle de vache, corn6e, 6tait enveloppde de 
boucles blondes. 
[478] Ce West que mainteriant que je peux recoller les illorceaux de la vie secrýte des 
durs ý ]a salle de discipline. Je suis pass6 par ]A. La salle eniettait jusqu'ý nous, jusqti'ý 
nos groupes, jtisqti', ý nos Ilaimacs, des ondes, des fluides que nous recevions, ]a tete soils 
nos ailes, et croyions voir des marlous g6ants marcher silencieusellient les jailibes 
6cartees, les mains dans les poches oil, pis encore, les bras crois6s stir la poitrine. Quand 
ils le votilaient, pensions-notis, ils s'arrýtaient, s'accotaient au illur et si le gafe faisait tine 
observation, ils le traitaient de bourrique; parfois, ils lui caressaient ]a guetile oil, 
supreme bonlieur, Fallongeant. stir le planclier, ils Venfilaient. Le garde sortait de 
Faventure ang6lM et il arrivait chez nous, officiellenlent POLIr voir soil frýre, illais 
secretenlent porteur d'un ordre, d'un message dict6 par ]a Voix d'Or et destine au plus 
beau des colons. 
Depuis, j'ai passe [ ... ] 
F332 [ ... ] au courant. Notis etioils [ ... 1 479 [ ... 1 au cotirant. Potir un instant resstiscita pariiii notis Vollibre iliorte de Jo-la-Voix- d'Or, car notis avions le pressentinient qti'il etait le clief de la revolte, Vinstigateur. Notis 
0 etions 
F333 [ ... I affair6. Les vautours mis [I 
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480 [ ... I affair6. Toutefois, tin observateur attentif, dou6 du sens du merveilleux, eU^t 
reconnu que nous 6tions comme all6ges, transport6s par Fespoir. Les vautours mis [ ... I 
F333 ... ] cette retissite. L'id6e d'6vasion 
voltaient pas 481 ... ] cette r6ussite. Les colons ne tenaient pas a se r6volter - ils ne se re 
profond6ment - parce qu'ils ne subissaient auctine contrainte int6rieure. lis Wavaient pas 
de lois morales. Les jetines bourgeois se r6voltent. 
L'id6e d6vasion [ ... ] 
F334 au lundi. 
Je ne saurais dire [ ... I 481-2 au lundi. 
Quand on envoya Carletti, le plus beau des homilies, a la salle de discipline, et 
que battu par le gafe aux [482] yeux de fleurs, j'entendis ses cris nionter jusqu'A moi, 
je Wavais pas plus lionte que lorsque je vis pris les sept marlous principaux, meneurs de 
la. revolte. Mais je ne saurais (tire [ ... ] 
F335 [ ... ] petite feninle". La vraie r6volte [ ... ] 484 [ ... I petite femille'. Et si je vetix dans ilia solitude connaltre la joie pure, celle que Pon s'accorde a de rares occasions, Iorsqu'on a le courage de se jeter au fond de soi, je 
rappelle a nloi ]a stature impassible du mac volontaire. Je retrouve ses cuisses pareilles 
aux pylones oti senrOLlIent les glycines. Et moi, je suis son ange de seize ails. A que1que 
jetine voyou que je rencontre a la promenade, je vole le visage. Fen enregistre tous les 
traits. La nuit, je revele ce visage et je le coiffe. Avec lui, je nl'offre ý ce que je ine Cý 
rappelle de Van Roy. Cela est bien si j'ai, dans ]a journ6e, rencontre till gosse, tin jeLinot, 
mais tout se Complique quand je Wai vu que des costauds s6duisants. 
La vraie revolte [ ... I 
F340 avec lui-meme. Ainsi [ ... 1 490 avec lukileme, et c'est de ce d6sir qu'est sortie la piece de th6atre que j'ai 
intittilee: Journee Castillanne. Ainsi [ ... I 
F341 [ ... 1 l'escalier. Mais cette iiiterprýtation etait erroilýe. 
Si l'habittielle saintete [ ... ] 491 1 l'escalier. Selon le sens qtCon accorde vulgairenient au nIot, ji(1ýalise l'assassin, 
et c'est la clartý mýnie de nion anlour pour Bulkaen - que je voyais soLls les traits d'un 
chevalier - qui tendait ä nie le faire paraitre ainsi, lieros selon les honinies. Mais cette 
interprýtation 6tait erron& L'essence illeille du ineurtre, de ce ineurtre atiquel s'Aait 
livr6 Harcanione, et vers quoi jaspirais, n'6tait pas de lumiere, niais de nuit. 
Si Phabituelle saintete [ ... 1 
F343 agilit6.11 aimait [ ... 1 494 agilit6. Us vivent stir le souvenir de que1ques jours et de qUe1ques nuits 6tincelantes, alors qu'iIs d6pensýrent dans les bars les pills 616gants le frUit d'lln dangereux canibriolage, et ce SOLIvenir des Imilieres, des bouteilles, des parfullis, des 
alcools et des f6es, illumine niaintenant la pills sombre des vies et sert de point de depart ý ces reves que Winterrompent meme phis les cris, les bagarres, ni les punitions, Bulkaen 6tait tin de ces personnages. 11 aimait [ ... 10 
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F343 ... I choisi. Comme d'autres 
494 ... ] choisi. Coilime d'aUtres 
F344 JE PRENDS LA PEINE A MON COMPTE ET JE PARLE. 
495 Je prends la peine ä nion coilipte et je parle. 
F346 no double space after Tarr&ýrent... ' 
F347 ] une grande attention. 
499 [ une grande attention! 
F349 ] son sexe sans entendre [ ... 1 502 [ sa queue lourde sans entendre 
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F350 ] pour qu'iI tile comprit. 
regagna son lit [ ... 1 503 pour qu'il tile comprit. 
Oil! qu'il dtait, ce illec au petit front tet", tin jeune diell devetLI dont la verge 
mouillee, bondissante, ni'a traversd! 
11 regagna son lit ( ... I 
F352 ( ... 1 par wie ficelle, eile satita). Je quittais Harcanione. 
Je trahissais Harcanione. 
505 [ ... ] par une ficelle). La ficelle satita. Divers 
6tait deja ä nia queue, et dejä sa bouche 
et sa langue la travaillaient. Je quittais Harcailione. Fallongeai bien nies janibes, je 
degageai mon ventre. Je trallissais Harcanione. 
F353 [ ... ] contre le inur. En m6ne tenips [ ... I 506 [ ... ] contre le illur. 11 banda. En nienle tenips [... ] 
F355 [ ... ] grelottant. 
11 fallait tin support 
509-510 [ ... ] grelottant. Mon d6goAt pour une iniagination qui ne petit concevoir en vue de nion bonheur 
ftittir, qui West plus, ne pouvant plus Ntre, dirig6e vers Favenir (car les plus 
extravagantes conceptions, les idees, les aventures invent6es dans nia solitude et Inon 
impuissance, Fetaient toujours avec Pespoir d'une realisation, proche oil eloign6e - je 
n9oeuvrais jamais inutilement; toutes les d6batiches dont les factilt6s fabulatrices 6taient 
des projets, jamais Wetirent pour but de corriger nia vie koul6e, transformer les 
evenements pass6s - mais aujourd'hiii je nai plus d'espoir, et nion imagination me g8ne), 
mon d6goUt potir mon iniagination toujours d6que ni'a fait la refouler en moi. Peut-6tre C) est-ce elle qui veut se lib6rer. Certaine de ne pouvoir etre employ6e pour organiser nion 
avenir dans le bonlietir, elle me procure ces visions et ces r6ves qui Wont plus aticune 
destination utile et ne s'embarrassent pas du vraiseniblable. Visions et r6ves, b6n6ficiant 
de ce qui, lors des mes reveries pratiques, 6tait en eux invi-aiseniblable -h tel point qll'ils 
echouýrent - me niettent au contact du merveilleux a Fetat pur. Sans doute avant cela, 
tout merveilleux n'6tait pas absent des mes r&eries, mais il 6tait alter6 par des 
consid6rations pratiques. Pajouterai A cela que mon abandon pour (oil [5 10] de ce ce [sic] 
quej'appelai) les puissances po6tiqUes, c'est-a-dire denchantenient me faisait We comme 
happ6 par les choses et les gens (en effet, le nionde ne cessait de ni"avaler, de 
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mtengloutir dans tin sein o6 du reste j'eprouvais tin 6pouvantable bien-etre). Cet abandon 
me peri-net d'exanliner avec plus de sang-froid les choses et les gens, et mon regard, 
devenu plus aigu, trouve assez de force pour r6sister ý ]a fascination (qui fut toujours 
fascination anioureuse). Je ne tombe plus, illais je porte, je projette hors de moi, 
debarrassees de leurs dangereux charnies physiques toutes ces beaut6s qui ne risquent plus 
de m'enliser puisqu'ý leur 6gard aussi, j'ai perdu tout. 1'espoir et je sais queje n'aurai pas 
le temps d'inventer, ni d'organiser title autre vie, car je vais ý la mort. avec tine rapidit6 
folle, entraine par Fallure de Bulkaen. Soil allure nVentralinera trýs loin, OU tres pr6s, 
dans quel etat. BUlkaen file! Je suis Brunehaut a ]a queue du cheval. 
11 fallait tin support [ ... ] 
F359 ] soil sexe surgit 
515 [ sa verge surgit [ 
F360 ... ] it saffala. Personne ne pouvait 
517 ... ] it s'affala. Qu'il rentre! Qu'il rentre! Personne ne potivait [ ... ] 
F360 [ ... ] un niot de journaliste. 517 [ ... 1 un iliot de iliativais journaliste. 
F362 ) kolo... Notis 
519 [ kolak... Nous 
F362 Uni ý hii, ilia fatigue [ ... I 520 Uni ý hii par ilia verge a sa bouche, ilia fatigue [I 
F365 I guillotine 
522 [ guillottine 
F365 I Milivers 
523 [ Funivers [ ... 
F366 penetrer dans ]a bouclie. Ils [ ... 1 523-4 penetrer datis Ntomiante [5241 boliche entr'ouverte. lis e 
F369 
... I ce regard profond. Pentendis le pas [ ... 1 528 ... I ce regard profond. Ce qui dura la chute... Les jupes ballonnantes de PatimOnier, du juge, de Favocat, les soutinrent et letir permirent tin descente en douceur, nialgre leur 
bouche otiverte par ]a frayeur et la verticalite et inalgr6 leurs gestes effar6s pour 
s9 accrocher ý tine paroi dure et, lisse comme le marbre. Le bourreau descendit plus 
brutalement. Enfin il touchýrent tin fond solide, soupir&ent, et, rouvrant leurs yeux, ils 
se virent, dans la cellUle, en face d'Harcamone qui les regardait en souriant, v6tu 
seulement de sa chemise de toile blanche et clure et de son pantalon de bure... 
Pentendis le pas [ ... I 
F372 I de son pouvoir. 
532 [ potivoir magique. 
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F373 [ ... ] amiti6 POUr Rocky. le Ititte [] 533 [ ... I ailliti6 pour Ren6. Je Ititte [ ... I 
F373 ] tine complicit6 plus minutieuse - 533 [ tine cornplicit6 plus terrible -[... I 
F374 Bulkaen prefýrer Rocky. Enfin, je sais que je ne potirrai venir ä botit de celtli-ci 
parce qtilil 
534 Bulkaen prUdrer Ren6. Enfin, je sais que je ne potirrai venir ' botit de R a ene parce 
qu'il [ ... ] 
F375 1 de pepitiiii antique, blottissatit sa tete [ ... ] 535 [ de peplurn antique (le ilianteau de Monna Vanna) blottissant sa tete 
+F376 La. SaW. Prison des TOUrelles, 1943. 
537 [no place and date mentioned]. 
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5.3 APPENDIX C 
Querelle de Brest, excisions and variants 
'tous droits r6serv6s h ]a succession de Jean Genet' 
Page references to a contextual i sing sample from tile 
bEuvres comj)Oes edition of 1953 
are followed by the text of the subscribers' edition (with page references to the Gallimard 
'Collection L'iinaginaire' reprint of 1981 reproduced within parentheses once again 
to aid contextualisation). 
[preface, fOUnd only in subscribers' edition] 
Une brusque lassitUde nous a fait abandonner 'Querelle' que deja s'effilochait. Un an 
aprýs (J'6cris cette note en septenibre 1947) voici qu'il se refornie en nous, qu'iI y 
impose sa turbulente et joyeuse culpabilitd. Nous allons reg-rouper ses aventures sous le 
titre: 'Capable dLI fait'. L'ouvrage fini Fannee prochaine all printenips, nous pourrons le 
vendre ý Fautonine. 
176 [ ... ] sur le 'Vengeur' 
Constamment [ ... 1 
... I stir 'le Vengeur'. 
Les couvretirs travaillent stir les toits des batiments de IAmiratite. Ils sont ý plat, cotichds 
comme stir une vague, dans ]a solitude d'un ciel gris, loin des lionimes qui marclient stir 
le sol. On ne les entend pas. Ils sont perdUs en mer. Cliactin stir tin versant du toit, ils 
se font face, ils ranipent, ils se mesurent du bUste dress6, ils 6changent du tabac. 
Constaninient [I 
177-178 [ ... ] soleil surnaturel. Eux-mernes voulant [ ... ] (14-15) [ ... ] d'un soleil surnaturel. QLI'afin Cie d6rober 
ý Fennemi des plans pr6cieux dont 
la connaissance nous sativera, se pr6pare tin agent secret, le but qu'iI poursuit concerne 
si pr6cisement notre destin, que nous soillilles attaches, suspendus ý sa r6ussite, et ce but 
s9en avýre d'une telle noblesse qua ]a pensee Cie CelUi qui le r6alisera, ]a poitrine se 
gonfle denlotion, de nos yeLIX coulent des larmes, cependant que lukli6lle s'entralne ý 
sa tache avec tine froide m6thode. Examinant les plus efficaces, il essaie des techniques, 
bref, il poursuit tine experience. Ainsi h Pacconiplissement (I'Lin acte que nous devons 
garder secret, que nous conserverons parce qu'il est inavotiable, et qu'iI doit se 
comnlettre Clans les tenýbres dont il sera ]a justification, nous apportons parfois Line 
Iticidite glac6e dans le choix au grand jour Cie notre oeil, des details. Le lieutenant 
Seblon, avant que de descendre a terre pour la prenli4e, fois ý Brest, prit Lin crayon au 
hasard stir sa tablette et le tailla avec soin. 11 le illit dans sa pocile. Ensuite, supposant 
que peLlt-6tre les parois d'ardoise seraient trop sonibres ou trop grenues, il emporta 
quelques petites etiquettes goninl6es. A terre, sous tin pr6texte banal, il abandonna ses 
camarades de bord et, entrant Clans ]a premiýre pissotiere qu'il rencontra, tout en haut de 
]a rue de Siam, apres avoir ouvert sa braguette, surveillant les abords avec precaution, 
ecrivit son premier niessage: 'Jeune llomme Cie passage ý Brest cherche beau garqon 
ayant belle queue. ' 11 essaya, sails y parvenir, de dechiffrer les inscriptions obscýnes- 
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enragea. qu'un si noble endroit fAt souille de graffiti ý tendance politique. Se retournant 
alors vers son propre texte, it le lut mentalenient, en 6prouvant till trouble aussi grand 
que s'iI FeCit d6couvert et it l'illustra d'une verge monstrueuse de taille, rigide, dont il 
exagera la naYvet6 du dessin. Puis it sortit avec autant de naturel que s'iI n'eu^t qu'urin6. 
11 parcourut ainsi ]a ville de Brest, entrant d6lib&&nent dans chaque pissoRre. 
Eux-memes [] 
178 [ ... ] Pancienne Amiratite. 
Achet6 [ ... ] (16-17) [ ... ] I'ancienne Amiratite. 'Pendant les deux ann6es qu'il passa ail corps de ]a Marine, sa nature insournise, 
d6prave, hii valut soixante-seize pUnitions. 11 tatouait les novices, volait ses camarades, 
et se livrait stir les animaux ý des actes 6tranges. ' In 
Relation dit prods de Louis MAescloit iligý de 20 ans. Ex(pciitý le 7 septembre 1880. 
Tai suivi, disait-il, les dranies judiciaires, et Menesclou ni'a empoisonne. Je suis moins 
coupable que lui, Wayant ni viole, ni d6pec6 ma victime. Moil portrait doit 6tre superieur 
au sien car il n'avait pas sa cravate, tandis que j'ai obtenu la faveur de conserver la 
nlienne. ' 
Declaration au juge Anstruction de lassassin Nlix Laniattre agi'ý de 14 ans. (15 juillet 
1881. ) 
'Un homme s'avance, tete nue, les cheveux ondul6s, el6gant v&u d'un simple tricot de 
soie ouvert malgr6 le froid. Jeune, fort, le regard dedaigneux, il passe devant vous en 00 vous d6visageant, suivi (Pun magnifique c1lien esquimau. A sa vue chacun tremble. Cet 
homme c'est I'Autriellien Oscar Reich, InspecteUr Gheral du Camp de Concentration de 
Drancy. ' 
Quatre et Trois, du 26 mars 1946. 
'Un autre soldat dtant par cas de fortune tombe stir le visage en conibattant, cornme 
Fennemi hatissait 1'6p6e pour lui en donner un coup mortel, le pria d'attendre qu'il se Hit 
retournd de petir que son anli ile le vit bless6 par-derriýre. ' 
Plutarque - De l'amour. 
Trevost dit en balbutiant: 
- Je suis heureux... bien lietiretix... Ali! oui je suis bien heureux! ... que Von trotive des taclies de sang. Elles sont frailclies... bien fraiclies... trýs fraiches! ' 
rlv 
, trait du prods-verhal relafýf au triple assassinat commis par le Cent-Garde Pr&ost. Execute le 19janvier 1880. 
'Une taille moyenne, un corps sain, des proportions qui exprinlaient ]a force... des 
cheveux dpais, des yeux vifs et petits, le regard dedaigneux, les traits r6guliers et. la 
physionomie austere, ]a voix forte nlais voil6e, tine teinte g6n6rale d'anxiete... tine 
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froideur extr6me dans les nianiýres... Soupqonneux, dissimule, t6nebreux, il Kit, sans 
conseil et sans 6tude ýtre itilp6ii6trable et garder sOll secret'. L, 
Portrait de Saint-Just par Paganel. 
Achete [] 
181 '[ ... ] qtioi. ' Querelle dtait heureux 
(20) quoi. ' 
11 pourrait faire servir la passion nialadroite que trallissait, pour hii seul, le lieLitenant. 
'Seulei-nent c'est tin con. Un tordu comme qa, i'serait capable de me faire gauler. ' 
Furtivernent Vesprit de Querelle fut travers6 par le SOLIvenir d'une scene recente 6, en 
face de lui, le lieutenant Seblon avait repondu avec haUteur, presque avec impertinence, 
ý un commandant. 
Querelle 6tait lietireux 
182 [ ... I d6composition. A mestire [ ... ) (22) [ ... ] d6composition. Dans tine lenteur solennelle, sotis le doiat nonchalant, peUt-etre, de Dieu, le globe 
terrestre tourne atitour de soil axe. A notre regard se deploient les Oc6ans, les Sables, 
les Forets, les Landes couvertes de brtiyýres. Le regard cle Dieu perce I'azur. Son doigt 
sImmobilise. 11 dcarte le brouillard avec la pr6caution d'une ferniiýre qui voulant 
slassurer d'Line port6e de petits lapins, ecarte ]a couche de duvet qui les protege; avec la 
meme lentetir et la pr6caution qui 11OUs communique au bras et a ]a poitrine tine craintive 
atidace, dont nous-meme 6cartons du doigt le tissu n6gligent, lass6, de la braguette d'un 
garqon imprudeniment endornii prýs de notis. Notre oeil devient fixe. Dieu cesse de 
respirer. Son regard uninte Brest. 
A niesure [ ... I 
182 arme d'un couteau, nous-meme, vous, au coeur [ ... 1 
(22) arnie d'un couteati, notis-nlýine, vous-nienle, au coeur 
183 - Merde. 
11 essaya de voir 
(23) - Merde. 
11 sentit ]a resistance du slip eniprisonnant sa queue. Lid6e de 'nierde' (pas encore de 
Petonnement) s6tablissait en lui, s'emparait de tout soil corps A niesure que sa queue 
durcissait, s'arquait dans le filet, se redressait enfin rnaltgr6 le slip cle treillis 6troit, solide 
et fin. Gil essaya de voir f ... I 
214 [ ... I de ses oreilles. 11 frissonna. 
(59) [ ... ] de ses oreilles. Enfin, sa faqon simple de considdrer ce niallieur est comparable 
a Pattitude qu'il eut tin jour en face de la mort: les fossoyeurs ayant exhume le corps de 
sa rnýre afin de Penterrer dans tin autre quartier du cinietiýre, QUerelle arriv6 trop t6t le 
niatin, se trouva seul en face du cercueil que les ouvriers avaient sorti du trou. L'herbe 
etait mouillee, ]a terre grasse et le froid assez vif. Querelle entendit Lin oiseau chanter. 
11 s'assit stir le cercueil ou sa mere pourrissait. L'odeur sortait des planches disjointes 
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sans Fincommoder. Elie se ni6lait naturellenient a l'odeur de I'lierbe, de la terre rei-nude, 
des fletirs niouill6es. Uenfant consid6ra un instant ce phhoniýne si noble qu'est la 
d6composition d'un corps ador6: c'est un mallieur qui va de soi et rentre dans Fordre du 
monde. 
11 frissonna. 
217 tine illasturbation discrete. 11 regarda Nono [ ... 1 (63) tine masturbation discrýte. 11 n'6voqtiait alors rien de pr6cis. La durete dans sa 
illain de la. verge stiffisait a Nillouvoir et quand arrivait le spasme, sa, botiche se tordait 
si fort que soil visage lui faisait nial et qu'il n'6tait pas sCir de ne pas derneurer ainsi, la, 
bouche tordue. 11 regarda. Nono [ ... ] 
218 [ 
... ] la preiliiere fois... La voix de Norbert [ ... ] (63) [ ... ] la preiniýre fois qti'tti t'fais fourrer. La voix de Norbert [ ... ] 
218 Cest pas moi qui Va demand6. Fous-toi en position. 
(64) Cest pas illoi qui Ca demancI6 de ffaire niette. FOLls-toi en position. 
219 le silence 6tait total. En avanqant [ ... ] (65) le silence 6tait total. Norbert degagea ses couilles et une seconde laissa libre sa, L, 
quetie de frapper soil ventre, PLIis, en avanqant [ ... I 
220 [ ... 1 de pantalons retrotisses. 
- C'est comilie ýa [ ... 1 (66) [ ... ] de pantalons retrotisses. Avec ses doillts, habileinent, Norbert enduisit de salive 
sa queue. 
- C'est coiliiiie ýa 
220 11 penetra tranquillement, jusqu', ý ce que soil ventre touchAt Querelle qu'il anienait 
contre soi de ses deux mains soudaill effroyables et puissantes, passees sous le ventre dLI 
marin. La clialeur [... ] 
(66) 11 pen6tra tranquillement, jusqu', ý la base de la verge, jusqti', ý ce que soil ventre 
touchat les fesses de Querelle qti'il amenait contre soi de ses deux mains SOLidain 
effroyables et puissantes, pass6es sous le ventre du marin dont ]a quetie, cessant d'etre 
dcrasee stir le velours (lit lit, se redressa, battit ]a peau (lit ventre auquel elle dtait 
enracin6e et les doigts de Norbert indiff6rent a ce contact. QUerelle bandait conlille bande 
tin pendu. Doucement, Norbert fit quelques motivements appropries. La clialeur [ ... ) 
220 [ ... I pensa-t-il. Vaguement [ ... ] (66) [ ... I pensa-t-il. Ses pieds ayant gliss6, soil ventre s6crasait ý nouveau stir le bord du divan. II essaya de 
relever Lin pett le nienton, de sortir soil visage enfOLIi dans le veIOLirs noir, mais Podeur de Popium I'assonlinait. Vaguenlent [ ... ] 
221 [... ] resterent secs. 
- C'est maintenant que je vais y passer. 
Au prenlier coup [ ... ] 
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(67) [ ... ] restýrent secs. 11 tendit les fesses en arriere. 
- C'est maintenant que je vais y passer. 
Se redressant l6g&ement stir les poignets, il tendit encore plus 6nergiquement les fesses - 
au point presque de soulever Norbert - mais celui-ci nlit toute sa vigueur a Fecraser et 
soudain, en tirant A lui le matelot qti'il venait d'empoigner sous les dpatiles, il donna une 
secousse terrible, tine seconde, tine troisienle, jusqu'a six qui s'espacerent en s'attenuant 
dans un total affaissenlent. Au prenlier coup [... ] 
221 [ ... ] ]a ntique lierbetise qti'il avait mordue. Enfin ]a masse driorme du t6lier, avec d'infinies d6licatesses, se redressa. Querelle Wavait pas lAchd son ceinturon. 
La d6cotiverte [ ... ] (67-68) [ ... ] la ritique herbetise qu'au moment du spasme il avait mordtie. Enfin ]a masse 6norme du t6lier, avec d'infinies d6licatesses, se retira de Querelle. 11 se redressa. II 
n9avait pas IAch6 soil ceinturon. 
Tais pas le novice, Robert, je les ai encul6s. Je nie suis ernmerdd ]a bitte, si Vairnes 
inieux. Tous. Tous tant quT sont, except6 toi. Toi j'ai pas voulti, tu coniprends. Alors 
je peux dire que ilia fernme elle a couch6 avec des eninianclids. Sauf toi. Je sais pas 
pourquoi. Reniarque que je vetix pas dire que Vaurais pas niarcI16, mais c'est pas parce 
que j'ai eu les jetons. Pasque les autres i'z'6taient aussi carr6s que toi - soit dit sans te 
vexer - et que je suis pas tin de ceux qui se d6ballonnent. Seulenient non. Je Vai meme 
rien propos6. Ca nVint6ressait pas. Reniarque que ]a patronne elle en sait rien. Fai jamais 
dit. C'est pas la peine. Je ni'en branle. Seulenient nioi, ce qui ya de stir c'est que je 
peux dire que c'dtaient des encules. Sauf toi, forcenient. ' 
Si ce n'dtait Robert, du nioins Iiii, le cocu, venait-il de baiser tin gars qui portait, et trýs 
haut, son visage, soil beau visage de gosse ador6 des fernmes. Nono sentait sa force; d'un 4! 5 1110t, it pouvait an6antir ]a paix des deux freres. Cependant cette idde, ý peine aventur6e, 
A etait deja d6truite par la certitude que le (locker et le niatelot tireraient de leur 
resseniblance, de leur double aniour, assez de force pour conserver leur admirable 
indiff6rence, puisqu'ils ne voyaient qu'eux-niemes ou qu'ils fussent, tant leur double 
beaute MUtLiellenient s'attirait. 
Sa f6minite quelquefois sextialait de lui par tin geste trop delicat par exeniple dans cette 
grace precise a defaire I'liameqon de sa ligne de ]a clievelure d'un saule. Mais sa 
puissance ecrasait QUerelle par le craquenient de ses souliers stir le sol. Le poids de son 
corps les faisait bruire selon tin rYtililie lourd et large cependant qu'on ne pouvait, ý cause 
du bruit m6me, et de ce rythnie, supposer qu'il ii'6crasait sous cliaque pied tout tin ciel 
nocturne et des dtoiles. 
La d6cotiverte [] 
229 TM6, qu'est-ce que c'est? P&O Cest un enculV' (77) - Wde', qu'est-ce que cest? Pede? C'est Lin p6d6? ' 
232 [ ... I des affiches. 
Quellejoie sowlain! (8 1) [ ... I des afficlies. 
La casquette d'officier durcit nion visage. Cachant le front, eile donne de Viniportance t> 
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a ilia botiche et aux deLIX longues rides Vencadrant qui sont sdvýres, presque vaches. II 2n 
senible que le signe de ilia f6iiiinit6 soit nion front: Je retire ilia casquette et, soudain, 
unes rides paraissent vetiles, molles. Elles pendent. 
Quelle joie soudain ! 
. 
je mourir. 234 [ ... ] diissý- 
Il regardait [ ... 1 (84) [ ... ] dLiss6-je motifir. 
Querelle, ton coeur dor6 
11 regardait [] 
234 [ ... I Vandral et sa hritte. Querelle [ ... 1 (84) [ ... I Panliral et sa brute. 11 sont beaux. 
Lisbonne. Je suis descendti a terre avec le Capitaine. Notis faisons quelques eiiiplettes. 
Dans un caf6 je pose nýgligeninient ilies paquets par terre, assez loin de inoi. Le 
Capitaine les stirveille sails cesse. Je vois bien qti'il craint cliCon ne les vole et cette 
crainte nie fait desirer qti'ils soieilt volýs. Insensibleinent je les &arte avec tilon pied. Je 
pactise dýjä avec les voleurs. Je liais la vulgarite du Capitaiiie. 
Querelle [] 
235 [ ... ] et de parures. ' Gil dormait [ ... I (85-87) [ ... I et de parures. ' 
Une douce et delicieuse inquietude au coeur, le lieutenant se rendit ý ses rendez-vous. 
11 etait ý ]a fois fort et tendre. La scene extraordinaire qu'il avait provoqu6e au Cercle 
des Officiers de Marine avait fait de lui un 116ros. En effet. Lorsqu'il s'assit A la table ot'i 
se tenaient quelques dailies avec d'autres officiers, il ne voulut pas abandonner le 
souvenir de QUerelle qui, de ce fait, lui seniblait-il, Hit rest6 h ]a porte des salons. Nous 
reconnaissons ici, chez le lieutenant Seblon, ]a presence Wune courtoisie ý, 1'6gard des 
choses. Cette attitude sentimentale ne parait pas avoir d'origine dans son aniour pour 
QUerelle si cet ailiour lui donne Voccasion (Papparaitre. Elle est dans ]a crainte, 
elle-merne nee de Faniour, dans Pimportance d6votionnelle que Seblon accorde ý ]a vie. 
A travers le nionde, sa qu&e (I'Lln boillieUr si difficile ]'oblige a provoquer par ]a 
gentillesse, ]a bonne volont6 des choses clont il craint qu'elles ne se r6voltent contre lui. 
k De meme que Gil, au fond de sa d6tresse, apres avoir tu6 Tli6o, cherclie avec beaucoup 
de maladresse a apprivoiser les objets clont il redoute ]a volont6 m6chante. D'un 
iniaginaire nlouvenient Wepaules, le lieutenant ne se d6fit pas de Voilibre de Querelle, 
mais pour davantage lui rester fidNe, alors que stir le bateati il osait s'opposer ý lui, il 
choisit de le representer si bien en s'opposant aux autres officiers. Ce niouvement se fit 
en lui-meme avec title lenteur harmonieuse mais selon Line courbe si douce que lui-nianie 
riteut conscience de soil cliangenient de position intdrieure qu'A la cole're qui fit fr6iilir 
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sa voix pour r6poildre a tine dame: 
- Qu'en savez-vous ? 
Le ton et ]a s6clieresse impertinents de ]a formule firent tous les yelix se poser sur lui: 
.I - Mais c'est ce qu'on raconte... dit la dame genee tin peu, mais cependant souriante. 
- Vous en etes s(ire ? 
Elle rapportait que les communistes avaient donn6 a tine rue le noin d'un ouvrier mort 
en voulant sativer tine fillette qui se noyait. Elle ajoutait 'qu'a ce qu'on raconte, il etait 
ivre et il 6tait simplement tonlb6 ý Veau'... 
- Je Wen suis pas sAre, c'est ce qu'on dit. 
On toussa. On fit ý ]a table a ]a fois du bruit et du silence. Le lieutenant e0t voulu 
n'avoir rien dit, mais le fr6missement de sa voix, qu'iI devait ý sa tinlidit6, A son peu 
d'assurance, l'obligeait A plus de s6cheresse encore pour r6pondre: 
- Ayez donc alors la gen6rosit6, en face d'un acte dont le mobile est anibigu, de postuler 
pour le plus noble. 
Les el6ments de cette phrase s'etant pr6sent6s a soil esprit dans tine sorte 
d'anioncellement tumultueux, afin de les diviser et de les organiser selon Line syntaxe 
claire - qui A cause nleille de ce d6sordre disposa la phrase en tin mode tres dUr, trýs 
noble, presque solennel - oblig&ent Pofficier ý tine plus grande attention, ý Line parfaite Iticidite. 11 eut du nionlent, et de sa propre situation tine vision tragique. La danne dit: 
- Mais... 
Quelqu'un, g6nd, dit: 
- Nous plaisantons entre nous... 
SAr d'etre nlaintenant le plus fort dans tin combat dont les armes sont niorales, le 
lieutenant se leva. 
- Je crains, dit-il, d'avoir A conserver trop longtemps nion attitude de juge. Vous me 
perniettez de me retirer. 
11 sortit. Cette violente projection spirituelle de lui-meme lui avait donn6 tout h Coup Line 
vigueur dont il s'dillerveilla. 11 etait fort, viril, mAle au point Wenculer Querelle s'iI se 
f6t offert. En passant devant les pissotieres oti il avait crayonne ses graffiti, il songea 
avec tendresse, avec tine 16gere m6lancolie, A cette fornle vague et abandonnee de 0 hii-m6nie, a cette d6froque lionteuse et molle tapie dans ces coins obscurs, ý cet officier 
qui cherchait ]a nuit des bittes, comme les pecheurs, avec des bras admirables, dans les 
rocliers, cherclient Vanguille. Et lorsqu'il parvint au quai d'embarqUenient, il vit 
Querelle. Un immense sentiment de fraternite Punit ý soil ordonnance. Mais le lendemain 
sa virilite s'evanouissait, se dissolvait sous le regard ilialicieux de Querelle, elle ne 
pouvait resister a ]a coniparaison de cette virilite terrible, indestructible, personnifi6e par 
un corps splendide. A nouveau, il connut ]a lionte et descendit ý terre pour s'absorber en 
elle. Dans les pissotieres il retrotiva ses propres inscriptions auxquelles ne s'etait ajout6e 
atictine r6ponse. Pourtant, cliacune d'elles lui cause cette delicieuse 6motion qu'une fleur, 
tin gant, tin Illouchoir de Vaim6e, illet au coeur du jeune amoureux. 
Gil dormait [] 
237 [ ... I il dit: 
- TO Ell bien vas-y, te d6gonfle pas! (90) [ ... I il dit: 
- Tu ni'enculerais, toi? Et bien vas-y, te degonfles pas! L- 
238 Y en a tin qui vetit me bourrer? 
Ces mots [ ... ] 
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(90) Y en a Lin qui vetit ni'enculer? 
Ces mots [ ... ] 
238 Theo ricana. Gil le regarda. Froidenient il lui dit: 
- T'as jamais pu me poss6der. Et c'est qa qui te travaille. 
(90) Theo ricana. Gil le regarda. Froidenient il lui dit: 
- T'as jamais pu ni'enctiler. Et c'est qa qui te travaille. 
+238-239 [ ... ] ses h6morr6fdes 6taient lui. Le soleil vers le soir de ce m6mejour ayant disparu, le brouillard [ ... ] (91-92) [ ... ] ses 116morroYdes etaient lui. Les arnours les plus saines, ces 'contacts Wepidermes' ne sont pas aussi Itimineuses et claires qu'on le veut dire. Si tout ý coup le 
jeune nageur stir ]a plage bande pour ]a belle fille nue qui le frole aUtant que pour nous 
la bragUette OU le pouce d'un soldat, ce contact du sein, ou de la hanclie, le creux de la 
ntique, contiennent une region d'onibre oti s'engloutit soudain la raison du nageUr. 11 
West plus alors qti'tin d6sir obscur. Rien Wenip&hera donc que 11OUs entretenions ces 
zones d'onibres ou notre raison succombe si nous devons connaltre le bonheur. Nous ne 
parlons pas d'une apparence de nlystere entretenu par tin rittiel us6 111ais de ces r6gions 
d'onibres que I'imagination d6couvre et dont ]a fixite de notre regard Warrive pas A 
percer les t6nebres, a mesurer le fond; en face desquelles nous soninies pris de vertige. 
En elles nous nous perdrons assez pour y elaborer les rites dun culte dternel. Le soleil 
ayant disparti, le brouillard [ 
... I 
242 [ ... ] les cuisses. 11 se croyait [ ... ] (96) [ ... ] les cuisses. Fulgurante, sa pens6e revint a la conasse: 
- Oh la petite salope, soil joli petit coil, je vais y foutre nion gros noeud... 
Son attention etait portee a ]a fois stir la bouche et stir le coil de Paulette. 11 se croyait 
I ... I 
242 [ ... 1 la sienne. 'Moi je suis un niale, articula-t-il dans le brouillard. Moi je plante les iliäles! Moi je vais 
te niettre! ' 
En vain essaya-t-ii de coniposer Piniage d'un Theo qti'il baiserait. S'il arrivait 
(96) [ ... 1 la sienne. La rage l'eniporta, si forte qu'elle einployait totit le fluide de Gil dont LI la viguetir paraissait se porter toute de la quetie aux yeux. Pour rebander il sefforýa ä 
la tendresse, niais en nibie teilips afin de s'opposer ä Videe trop odietise de Tlib 
Penculant, tin niouveinent, de Afi, ä partir de sa quetie, nionta en lui. 
- Woi je suis un niale, artictila-t-ii clans le brouillard. Moi je plante les mäles! Moi je 
vais te iliettre! ' 
En vain essaya-t-il de coniposer Viniage d'un Theo qti'il enculerait. S'il arrivait 
250 '[ ... I avec Lin frangin qui en prend plein le cul. ' (106) '[ ... I avec tin frangin qui prend des bittes dans le cul. ' 
252 '[ ... ] Ne Voccupe pas de ta douletir. Saute. ' 
- 'Ne te decourage pas. Travaille. ' 
(109) [ ... ] Ne Voccupe pas de ta douleur. Saute. ' 
- 'Ne t'6chappe pas! ' 
- le suis IV 
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- 'Parle plus bas. Je suis ddjA cliez toi! ' 
- 'Je vous aime plus que moi-niýme. Fai feint de vous hair. Mes querelles me s6paraient 
de vous oLl ni'appelle tine CIOLIceur trop dangeretise. Mon rire c'est le soleil qui chasse Cý 
les t6n6res que vous dtablissez en moi. Fai crible ]a nuit de poignards. Faccumule les 
barricades. Mon fire ill'isole, niVoigne de vous. Vous ýtes beau. 
- 'Vous 1'etes autant que moiV 
- 'Taisez-votis. Nous risquons de nous dissoudre dans tine unit6 trop exacternent 
precisee. Dresse contre moi tes chiens et tes IOLIPS. ' 
- 'C'est inutile. Chaque querelle Venibellit, te pare d'un eclat dOUloureux. ' 
- 'Ne te d6courage pas. Travaille. ' 
260 [ ... ] destin si particulier. 'Qu'est-ce je ferais si je ne Pavais pasT 
(119) [ ... ] destin si particulier. - NOLIs disons bien 'une absolue solitude' c'est-ý-dire 
solitude qui se veUt solitude pour ce qu'elle est source, point de d6part d'un univers 
calqu6 sur I'autre et le souniettant. Une solitude source de 10is sing"lieres, sensible 
surtout le matin, au r6veil quand, pour augmenter cette ressemblance, le corps incurv6 
par le hainac, enivr6 par le sommeil, ]a clialeur et Pardeur de la nuit, les matelots se 
retOUrnent A demi, coninie des carpes stir la vase, laissant retomber le buste OLI lesjanibes 
comine les carpes battent le sol ou Peau de la queue, et comme elles, baillant dune 
bouche ronde oL'I ne demande qu'une bitte de copain a s'engouffrer pour Varrondir encore 
et la remplir aussi exactenient et si profond6nient que le ferait une colonne de vent. 11 
devait sourire a son etoile. Ne paraitre jamais douter Welle. En lui souriant il ]a voyait 
distinctenient. 
'Qu'est-ce que je ferais si je ne Pavais pas T 
260 '[ ... ] vetit etre quelqu'un. ' Avec ]a ineme [ ... I (120) '[ ... ] ve"t etre quelclu'un. ' Le sourire a(Iress6 a 
Ntoile se re percutait. a travers tout 
son corps, y 6tendait ses rayons t6litis tiss6s comme la toile (I'Llne araiunde, et. il faisait 
More en Querelle tine constellation. Avec la m6me 
263 Je po. ýSý(ii? je M(II-iti. 
Tai signe atec plaisir [ ... 1 (122-123) [ ... 1 Je possMe le Marin. 
Colere de Querelte insultant le quartier-iiiaitre. Le qtiartier-iiiaitre: 
- Je vous porte la punition. 
- Et moi, je te pisse au cul potir te laver ]es boyaux de la týte! 
Pai sign6 avec [I 
263 [ ... I spasme agite. 
Querelle b ses camarades (123) [ ... I spasnie agite. 
Le pli 4 nioll pantalon Wofficier a atitant d'hilportance que ilies galons. 
Faime ]a mer. Le sabot d'un cheval marqUant Peau. Combat des Centaures. 
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Querelle h ses camarades [] 
263 [ ... ] stir la mer. 
Que ne sids-je matelot! 
(124) [ ... ] sur ]a mer aprýs s'kre nlir6es dans leurs grains hinlineux et tranquilles. 
Je Faime. Les officiers in'ennuient. Que ne suis-je niatelot! 
264-265 [ ... 1 mon honheur. Je sors Ain rýve 
(125-126) [ ... ] inon bonlieur. 
394 
Pai suivi Querelle, de loin, nialgr6 le brouillard. 11 est entr6 dans le plus sale bordel. de 
Brest: Ta Feria'. 11 y joue sans doute les maquereaux. Cach6 dans tine pissotiýre j'ai 
6pi6 ]a porte quelques minutes. 11 West pas sorti. 
Trente-deux ans aujourd'hiii. Je suis ]as. Malgr6 ma carrure je suis loin d'etre aussi bien 
bati que hii. Rirait-il s'il me voyait mi? 
Querelle est mon ordonnance depUiS deUx mois. Je Wen puis plus de lui r6sister, de si 
exactement peser nies mots, mesurer mes gestes. Je voudrais me jeter ý ses pieds afin 
qu'il me foule, je voudrais que FamOUr le jette a nies pieds. A faire mouvoir ce garqon, 
dont les rouages de 1'esprit sont d6licats, dont le corps est le r6servoir d'une force 
inconnue mais qui senible, comprim6e a Fextrýme, dangereuse dans son liesitante 
destination, j'ai la m6me inqui6tude que si j6tais setil en face du tableau de bord d'une 
forteresse volante. QUe fera-t-il de moi ? 06 ni'emporte-t-il? Vers qUelle catastrophe 
planetaire, herdfque et niortelle aussi? 
Pappuie nion potice stir une manette? Et stir Pautre? 
Je sors Ain reve effrayant. 
265 [ ... I tine plaie saignante. 
La niain de Querelle [ ... ] (126-127) [ ... 1 une plaie saignante. 
Robert tenait h Madame Lysiane a qui, et de plus en plus, honteusement, il dtait soumis. 
La patronne illaintenant 6tait s1^1re de soil pouvoir. Uil soir, comme elle COUlait contre lui 
soil corps aux somptueuses courbes, il fit un geste agac6 pour chasser les cheveux qUi le 
frolaient. Caline et mievre, elle murniura: 
- Tu ne in'ainles pas. 
- Je Vainle pas ? 
Le cri sourd, lourd de reproches, que poussa Robert, s'acheva par ce geste soudain 
ex6cute: ayant de ses deux mains saisi ]a týte de sa inaitresse, dans sa bouche, il plongea 
le nez et Py agita. Quand il 1'eut retir6, tous les deLIX eclatýrent de dre, tant ]a soudainet6 
et la beaute de cette preuve d'amour les confondit. Oil se rappelle, en effet, que Robert detestait ce jeu cher a Madame Lysiane. Or, c'est celui qu'iI choisissait, spontandment, 
pour protester contre Paccusation de sa illaitresse, mais par quoi se rMlait le c6t6 Pueril de sa tendresse, soil abandon - herdique car soil geste etait tine provocation -ý Paillour 
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malemei de 6U Feril'. 
La main de Qucrelle fI 
278 [ ... IA 1'6gard de Rotvrt. Or, dans le bagnc [ ... I (143)[ ... IA I'tgard de Robert. On s'aimcmit dr6leincrit ! 
11 nc pouvait supposer clairement clue cleux jetines gens -A plus forte mison des fr&cs - 
s'aimassent. unis par Ic inctirtre. tinis non sculcment par Ic sang qui coulait en eux, mais 0 
par celui qui coulait stir eux. flour Querelle la question ne sc posait pas ainsi, A partir dc 
Vamour. 
Entr'hommcs oil slainic pas. Ya ties femnics pour qa. Et Pour tircr tin coup. 
ILa question sc jxmit h partir de I'amiti& Nlais cette amifi6, pour lui, 6tant ccla qui 
complNe tin homme. fendu en deux, sans elle, de hatit en bas. Certain qu'il ne 
W'-ndficierait jamais tie la somptueuse complicit6 de son frýrc - 'il est trop con pour qa' - 
Querelle s'6tait donc enferm6 dans si propre solitude qti'il drigeait comme le monument 
le plus singulier, et le plus beau N cause niýme de cc d6s6quilibre, de cette inharmonie 
causds par I'absence Wun ami criminel. Or. dans le bagne [ ... ] 
279 au sol. Roger se retourna 
ra mettre en (144) au so]. Grace A lui tine r&crie paressetise et vaine ne pour it 
0 
danger le corps de Querelle. Querelle ne savait pas r&er. Son manque d'iniagination 
Vaccrochait 4 I'accidcnt et Py rctenait. Roger se rctourna [ ... 
I 
282 [ ... I Gil venait tie lui rd%, Lller. 
Avcc une nonchalante n6gligence Querelle dit: V- (148) Gil venait de hii r6v6ler. 
11 existe tine chanibre secrýte. ferm& dune porte blind&. Elie contient, avec qtielques 
pauvres chiens en cage, quelcitics monstres dont le PIUS 6111OLIvant est celui qui demeure 
au centre de la chainbre. il est notre intime reproclic. Enferm6 dans tin dnorme vase de 
cristal ayant A peti pi-6 la forme de soil corps, il est mative et dune substance molle, 
presque g6latinctise. 11 ressemblemit A tin gros poisson, n'6tait la tristesse trýs humaine 
de sa. t&e. Le domptcur qui surveille les nionstres m6prise surtout celui-ci qui, nous le 
savons, trotivemit quelcitic paix dans Ntreinte d'un de ses pareils. Nfais il n'a pas de 
Pareil. Les autres monstres diflZrent cle lui par tin l6ger Mail. 11 est seul et cepenclant il 
nous aime. 11 attend sans espoir, de nous, tin amical regard, que nous Waccorderons 
jamais. Querelle vi,. -, iit totis ses instants dans celte d6solante conipagnie. 
Avec tine nonchalante n6gligence Querelle dit: 
285 [ ... I Vinterrogeait en silence. Que1quefois des larnies [ ... 1 (152) l'interrogmit en silence. Cette habitude 6quivalait A tine discipline. Hdlas, elle 
accordait A Gil la disposition mallietireuse d'appr6hender violemment et spontan6ment 
Vessence des choses, et lentement, Ole le concluisait, d'dtape en 6tape, - il sem bient6t 
capable cle siisir Vessence du grinit, 1'essence de Ntoffe, la rkhe partictilarit6 de 
Passiette de fer au bord coupant les ltý, vres - clans tine vie 6corch6e, 6corch6e jusqu'A l'os. Quelcluefois des larmes f ... I 
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289 [ ... ] niontait dails sa queue. Pour tOLýJotirs [ ... 1 (157) [ ... ] montait dans sa queue. 11 bandait. Pour toujours 
289 [ ... ] karterait les poils, et de la pointe de la langtie [ ... 1 (157) [ ... 1 karterait les poils, Itii ouvrirait le con et de la pointe de la langue C 
293 [ ... ] assez grave culpabilit6. Lysiane ne r6pondait pas. 
(162) [ ... ] assez grave culpabilit6, surtout d'avoir avoue a sa maitresse que, dans son 
enfance, quand toute sa famille, les dimanclies par exemple, sortait en bande, cilacun 
s'6pinglait tin petit brin de minlosa au corsage ou ati revers d1i veston. 
- Et moi, qa me genait, mais je voulais pas jeter le bouquet, j'aurais eu Vair d'etre fier, 
alors je ine le mettais entre les dents. Att bout de vingt mWes, jTavais aval6. 
- On ne s'en est jamais aperqu? avait-elle demand6. 
- Oh! si, assez vite. Qa fait qu'on ne me donnait plus d'6pingle. eý 
11 craignit qu'elle ne se souvint de cet aveu et crCit qu'ainsi s'accusait d'appartenir A tine 
famille liontetise. Lysiane ne reponclait pas. 
294 - Pasqu'enfin Cas dit salet6s. 
- Fai dit qa coninle qa. 
(163) - Pasqu'enfin Cas dit saletes. 
Lenternent, Videe de salete se pr6cisait a Robert, cette idee enfin se confondait avec 
Fidee de ]a ressernblance et de ]a beaute. Nniblement encore, 6mergeant de l'imprecision 
Finlage du visage de Jo apparut a Robert: c'etait soil propre visage. Avec line tendresse 
infinie (qu'il eprouva par tine Idgere buee stir ses yeux qm ne ciMrent pas n6anmoins) 
il pensa: 'Frangin. ' L'image denieura, non immobile, illais passant d'une identite a 
Fautre. C'6tait tantOt hii, tant6t soil frýre. Une douceur presque d6sesp6rde l'invitait ý 
faire ces deux images se confondre d6finitivement, et en meme tenips tine sorte de nausee 
spirituelle Fecoeurait dont il eAt voulu sortir purifi6. TOLIjours aussi lointain son regard 
remonta un peu et se fixa stir le coil velu de Lysiane immobile. Robert vit cette toison 
distincternent, distinctement il pensa: 'Sa illotte, sa grosse nlotte', mais ri'abandonna pas 
la double et unique image de soil frere et de Iiii. 
- Fai dit qa coninle qa. 
294 Son corps fit tin imperceptible niouvenlent pour descendre sous les draps. Pour m6ler 
sa vie a la vie ridictileillent confondue des deux frýres, son ailiour [ ... 1 (164) Son corps fit tin imperceptible mouvenient pour descendre sous les draps. En elle 
s'installait tine emotion etonnante, douce et m6prisable, tragique. Pour nieler sa vie ý la 
vie ridiculenient confondue des deux frýres, afin de pouvoir ensuite op6rer soil choix, 
trier les 616ments vivants et pLirs, soil aillour [ ... I 
295 La reduire a z&o, detruire cette ariiiature [ ... 1 (164) La rHuire a rien, a z&o, clone d&ruire cette arillature 
295 [ ... I qu'une lionte s'emparait d'elle et ainsi [ ... ] (164) [ ... I qu'une honte s'emparait Welle (plus exactement faisait qu'elle ne Hit pas ou 
ne Hit que honte) et ainsi [ ... I 
295 [ ... 1 aux epatiles. Eile avala [ ... ] (165) [ ... ] aux epatiles. Avec beaucoup de iiialadresse, Madanie Lysiane sga son amant. 
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Elle avala [1 
296 [... ] le c6lýbre: M. 
(166) [ ... ] le c&bre: MW [tile letters are superimposed on each other] 
297 '[ ... ] moins magilifiquement. ' 
Querelle jeta sa cigarette [ ... ] (167) '[ ... ] mais moins inagnifiquenient. ' Madame Lysiane sentait que cette volont6 Wainier plus tendrement (et volonte d'aimer 
tout court) serait incomparablement moins grisante que la force irresistible qui la 
pr6cipiterait dans les bras du plus viril des deux gars, surtout quand ce dernier a le meme 
corps, le m6nie visage, et la m6ne voix que Paniant bless6. 
Querelle jeta sa cigarette [I 
301 [ ... I d'ensorceler ]a niort. Querelle rdpeta [ ... ] (172) d'ensorceler ]a illort, puise au fond d'une m6nioire attentive tin mot qu'il 
ignore, Iii peut-etre dans tin journal d6rob6 ý tin officier sadressant a tin autre officier, 
et Querelle repeta [ ... I 
303 - Vas qu'a essayed 
11 rit d'un fire g6i6 cette fois. 
(175) - Vas qu'a essayer! 
Ils firent ensemble. Mario se garda de presser Npaule de QUerelle. II dit: 
Pourquoi pas? Seulement, dis-moi si c'est bon. 
C'est pas mativais. Pour rentrer c'est pas marrant, niais apres qa va. 
Sans blague, c'est bon? 
Ma parole. Cest la premiere fois que qa ni'arrivait. Je croyais pas qUe c'6tait pareil. 
11 rit d'un fire g6nd cette fois. 
304 [ ... 1 la valeur d'une coiliplicit6. 
- Moi de causer de ýa [ ... 1 (176) [ ... 1 la valeur d'une coiiiplicitý. 
- I'doit avoir une grosse bitte. Pasqti'il est bAse le gars. Elle te plait, sa bitte? 
- T'es fada. Je m'en suis pas occupe. Je sitis pas si vicietix que ýa. Allez, de ýa, cause 
Pils. 
Pourquoi? Ca te derange? Si ýa Veninierde je veux pas t'en causer. 
Non ýa m'eilinierde pas. Je dis ýa en rigolailt. 
- Moi de causer de ýa [ ... 1 
304 - Allez! Raconte qa a tin clieval de bois. 
(176) - Allez! C'est pas ce qu'on vient de dire qui te fait bander, non. Raconte qa ý Lin 
cheval de bois. 
304 - Mais non. Je te dis que Ces pas capable. 
Querelle tendit la niain [ ... ] (176-177) - Mais non. Je te dis que Ves pas capable. 
- Moi je te dis de te rendre conipte. Elle est dröleillent raide. C'est un baton. 
Sans quitter les yeux de Mario, en souriant avee ses levres Hinissantes, de la pointe 
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extreme de deux doigts Querelle effleura la br, igtiette du flic. Setilenient l'6toffe, puis il C 
appuya, mais a peine, et il sentit la verge dure et brulante. 11 dit en treniblant presque et 
baissant malgr6 lui ]a voix: 
-Ya rien du tout. Si c'est ca que Cappelles bander! 
- Vas pas touch6. Serre un peu. Y en a un dr6le de morceau. 
- Forceinent avec: le froc. Ca fait Lin calibre. Ya Npaisseur du drap... 
- Rentre ta main dedans, tu verras. 
Querelle tendit ]a main [ ... ] 
305 [ ... ] en SOLiriant. QUerelle niurniura: 
- Pas ici. Ya pas un endroit? 
Querelle entendit, pres de son oreille [ ... ] 
(177-178) [... ] en souriant. 11 illurniura: 
- Branle-nloi tin petit peLl, va. 
- Pas ici. Ya pas tin endroit? 
De tous les points de ]a nuit, les sentiers dechauss6s, les pieds dans la poussi&e portent 
le crime. Querelle les 6coute venir. Son oreille est famili&e. cle ces adorations. Les mages 
sont en route. 11 se penclie: Wit dans Fobscurit6 le bout brillant du noeud terrible de 
Mario. 
Querelle entendit, pres de soil oreille [.. -I 
305 Dans tin fracas terrible 
(178) Dans tin bruit terrible 
307 [ ... I sails doute 'ses crachats! Le visage et le corps de Querelle [ ... ] 0 (180) [ ... ] sans doute 'ses crachats! ' En face de ]a rade et de ]a terre, 
le front glace par 
le brouillard, il inlaginait I'llistoire que peut-We tous les niatelots connaissent, et qu'ils 
acceptent de Querelle. Devant Jui QUerelle souriait en rejetant son b6ret en arrWe: Tes 
taches-la c'est rien. Cest les mecs qui tile font des pipes. Pendant qu'ils tile sucentje les 
oblige ý se branler dans illon froc. Des fois y-z-ont lionte, mais je les oblige. Ca leUr fait 
du bien. ' 'll in'obligerait peut-ýtre a tile branler pendant que je le suceP Le visage et le 
corps de Querelle [ ... ] 
309 [ ... I fut lieureux. 
Lors du illetirtre [ ... ] (182-183) [ ... I ftit lieureux. 
Le visage de Nono 6tait composý de virgules: la courbe des sourcils, Vonibre de la 
courbe de la narine, ]es levres, les motist.; aches. La suprbie formule de la structure de 
toute sa tete avait son essence dans la virgute. Enculer cetix qui baisaient sa fenwie 
suffisait ä la paix de son änie. 
- Elle ne couche qu'avee des encules, EnetHs par tiloi. Par le patron. Ca y fatit 
pas qu'on Poublie. 
Mario Itii accordait son indulgence. La niasse physique du tenancier Ncrasait, Itli coupait 
un pett la respiration. Quant a Nono la sberitý du flie qui se tenait devant lui, aigti, 
s6výre, rigide et sotipie comme la lanie triý-, iiigitlaire (Pune baionnette, elle le tenait avec 
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la f6rocite de Vacier. Ap&s avoir baisý le gars qui dýsirait sa fenwie, a mesure qu'il 
d6bandait s'enftiyait Pamour. La culotte tombant sur les niollets, afin de ne pas la souiller 
relevant d'un doigt lýger la banniýre de devant de sa chenlise blanche, il niontrait alors 
son noeud raniolli et nierdeux: 
- Vla ce que tu fais, tu vois: tu m'eninierdes la bitte. Allez, reilctilotte-toi et va voir la 
patronne. Si je t'ai fait jouir, tu recommenceras avec elle. 
Lors du rneurtre [] 
310 [ ... ] I'Ame de Gil. Aux yeux [... ] (185) [ ... ] I'Ame de Gil et le sublime sommet du temple dont il Wetait qUe le Grand- Pretre. Aux yeux [ ... I 
312 Elle aiiiiait Robert. De penser ä ses clievetix [ ... 1 (187) Elle aiiiiait Robert. Elle bandait vraiiiient potir Itti. De peilser ä ses clievetix 
313 [ ... ] sans cesse op6rait. 
QUerelle n'osait [ ... ] (188) [ ... ] sans cesse sop6rait. Non, ce West shement pas cela. lis s'aiment. Ils s'aiment avec leur beaute. C'est des 
petites vaches. Je ne peux rien faire pour les s6parer. Ils se retrouvent toujours. Robert 
aime plus son frýre que moi. Ya pas a sortir de ]a. 
Elie ne sortait pas de M. Seule une feninie de cet Age pouvait etre atteinte (Pun pareil 
mal. Elle 6tait rest6e indiff6rente au d6sir, en face de la manifestation du desir des autres, 
mais sa chastet6 spirituelle pr6parait un terrain facile A f6conder par le merveilleux. 
Querelle n'osait [I 
314 [ ... I sa braguette, deartait tin peu sa chemise pour We tout ý fait niAle [ ... 1 (189) [ ... I sa bmguette, en tirait sa quetie deja raide, 6cartait tin peu sa chemise pour liberer ses couilles et We tout a fait male [ ... I 
314 [ ... I musculature du niatelot. Querelle Waimait pas Noilo, encore que, de plus en plus 
*(190-191) [ ... I musculature du inatelot, et il en bandait tin peu plus raide. 11 niouillait 
avec sa main, puis il se courbait lentenient, se posait stir le dos de Querelle et p6n6trait. 
Auctine douleur inaintenant tie crispait plus Querelle. 11 sentait settlement le bout rond 
et dur forcer Lin peu, et doucenient penetrer jusqu'au fond. Nono restait alors quelques 
secondes immobile, accordant tin peu de repos ý soil ami. Puis le va-et-vient commenqait. 
C'etait tres doux, trýs reposant de se sentir si profondement enfonc6, de connaltre en soi 
une presence aussi souveraine. Le inembre tie risquait pas de sortir. Enfil6s, ils se 
tournaient tin peu stir le c6te et continuaient. Nono saisissait Querelle sous les aisselles, 
et Pattirait contre soi. Le matelot se laissait aller en arriere, s'appuyait trýs lourd stir la 
poitrine de Norbert. 
- Je te fais pas nial? 
- Non, vas-y continue comme ca. 
Us chuchotaient, ]'esprit et la parole dgar6s, ]a parole comme title poussiýre d'or expir6e b par leur bouche entrouverte. Querelle, doucenient faisait mouvoir ses fesses et Norbert 
plus durement ses reins. C6tait bon cNtre pris au piege par la queue. Et bon de retenir 
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en soi, par ]a quetie, tin costaud qui ne se liberera qu'en vous dechargeant dans le cut. 
Parfois Querelle sentait en lui le soubresaUt de ]a verge solide ý laquelle ]a sienne dans 
sa main r6pondait par tin soubresaut pareil. 11 se bratilait calmement, pos6ment, attentif 
a sentir en lui le va-et-vient de cette bielle 6nornle. Quand ils s'6taient boutonn6s, ils se 
regardaient en souriant. 
- Tu parles! On est bien des cons, tu crois pas? 
- Pourquoi, des cons? Oil fait de nial ý personne. 
- Mais qa te plalt, a toi, de me le niettre au cul? 
- Moi, ben alors, pourquoi pas? Cest pas mativais. Je peux pas dire que j'ai le beguin 
pour toi, qa je mentirais. Le b6guin Pour tin homme, j"ai jarnais compris. Ca existe, 
remarque. Fai vu des cas. Settlement moi je pourrais pas. 
- C'est comme moi. Je me laisse endatifer pasque je nien fous, moi je trotive qa 
marrant, mais faudrait pas me demander d'avoir le b6guin pour tin type. 
- Et baiser tin jeune, Vas jamais essayV 
- Jamais. Ca nl'int6resse pas. 
- Un petit mignon, avec la peau douce; qa te dirait rien? Querelle, la tete baiss6e pour 
serrer la boucle de ]a ceinture ]a relevait en la secouant de droite a gauche et en faisant 
la moue. 
- En somme ce qui te plait, cest de te faire encaldosser? 
- Ben apres. Tu parles ce que j'en ai a foutre. Je te dis plut0t histoire de se marrer. 
Querelle aupr6s de Norbert ne retrouvait pas la douceur qu'iI avait connue dans la 
chaillbre du ped6 armenien. Autour de Joachim, il avait senti title v6ritable atnlospllýre 
de douceur, de calme, de s6curite. Cela venait peut-etre qu'il se sentait We tout pour cet 
homme qui e0t accepte, au nloins au moment qu'il etait avec Itii, toutes ses exigences. 
Par Joachim, il se serait s6rement laiss6 niettre. Seulement (il le comprenait maintenant) 
Joachim e(it exig6 Finverse. 
Norbert ne Faimait pas, encore qUe, de plus en plus 
316 [ ... ] sur le sol. 
- Quand meine, les juges [ ... 1 (193) [ ... 1 stir le sol. Ati clebtit la inaggie enveloppant la dkotiverte de soil tiolii illipriii16 
accornpagnait et illiiiiiinait la conftision des deux ineurtres, portait stir Vune les oinbres 
de Pautre et stir l'autre le soleil du pretilier, bref, niýIait ces deux architectures clont Vune 
6tait potir Gil irreelle. 
- Quand meme, les juges L- 
324 Enfin QUerelle d6sira Gil. 
(204) Enfin Querelle se sentit bander. 11 s'attaclia ý cette id6e afin de maintenir et 
d'aggraver son emoi. 11 desira Gil. 
325 [ ... I Comment s'y prendre. 
- Mon petit pote... 
(204-205) [ ... I comment s'y prendre. S'6tant toujours fait baiser, il tie savait pas enculer 
un gars. Le geste 1'eOt gýn6.11 songea ý demander a Gil de lui mettre sa bitte au cul. 11 t:, se souvenait d'avoir 6prOLIvd quelclue tendresse a Pegard du pede armenien, mais si, sur le Coup, dans son ignorance, Querelle avait cru que Joachim voulait le baiser, aujourd'hui il savait que. Parnienien avait des gestes et une voix signifiant qu'en fait il ddsirait le 
contraire. Enfin il, Weprouvait aucune tendresse a Ngard cle Nono. Nono pouvait crever, 
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il s'en foutait. Obscurdnient il comprit que I'aniour est volontaire; il faut le vouloir. 
Quand on Wairne pas les lionimes, se laisser enfiler peut VOLIS causer quelque plaisir, 
mais pour les baiser il faut, ffit-ce pendant le seul moment qu'on fait aller sa bitte, les 
aimer. Pour aimer Gil il devait renoncer A ]a passivit6.11 s'y efforqa: 
- Mon petit pote... 
325 [ ... ] son seLd parent. 
- Jamais j'ai aime [ ... ] Iiii toucher la bitte. 
(205) 
son seul parent. 11 prit le bras et obligea la main de Gil a 
Gil la fr6la sous Fetoffe dU pantalon et lui-nihie d6bOLItonna le pont. 11 caressa la quetie 
raide qui raidit encore: c'dtait la preiniýre fois qu'LIII homme le totichait ainsi. 11 ecrasa 
sa botiche contre Poreille de Gil qui lui rendit tin baiser semblable. 
- Janiais j'ai aim6 [ ... ] 
326 Quand ils se quitterent, Querelle aimait Gil... 
(205) Quand il se quittýrent, QUerelle aimait vrainient Gil 
327 [ ... I plus loin des affiches. 
Alors qu'il venait [ ... ] (207-217) [ ... I plus loin des affiches. 
Nous sommes ý BeyrOUtll. Querelle sortait du - Clairon - avec tin autre Illatelot. 11 ne 
leur restait plus tin sou en poclie. lls 6taient výtus (ILI Costume de toile blanche que les 
matelots portent 1'et6, costume retouch6 par eux-mýnies qui savaient parfaitenlent quel 
detail de leur corps pr6ciser ou voiler d'un l6ger flottement de I'dtoffe. Bdret blanc, 
souliers blancs. Le soir 6tait trýs doux. A peine hors du bordel, les deux matelots qui 
illarchaient en silence, croiserent tin homme d'une trentaine d'ann6es. 11 les d6visagea et 
plus intenshlent Querelle. Puis il passa, inais ralentit sa illarche. 
- Qu'est-ce qui vetit ? 
QUerelle se retourna. Soil etonnante indiff6rence, son manque - non de chaleur profonde 
- de sympatilie, 6tait cause qu'il ignorat tout de ce qu'on nomme le vice. 11 crut que cet 
homme le connaissait ou croyait le reconnahre. 
- Ca, c'est tin p6de, et tin vrai. 
Jonas ne se trompait pas. 11 6tait nloins beau que QUerelle, ce dont ce dernier ne se 
doutait pas, ignorant m6nie que sa propre beaut6 envoOtait les lionimes. t: - 
- Ces mecs-M i-z-ont du fric d'llabitude, et plus qUe 11011S, les vaclies, dit-il en 
ralentissant. 
- 01.1i, mais on ]'a pas, voilA. 
- Oh, je dis pas quT faudrait illarcher avec, illais des types comme qa, c'est des 
gonzesses, Cest pas des hommes. Je leur casserais ]a guetile rien que pour le plaisir. 
En prononqant cette phrase Jonas baissa le toil: pour se perniettre d'abord d'avoir tine 
vOix plus grave (ce qui le fortifiait dans sa virilitd, 1'ecartait du pe(16, lui donnait du 
poids, le rapprochait de Querelle et sauvait la Marine) enfin par prudence car en tournant A demi ]a t6te il avait vu le passant revenir stir ses pas. Jonas se tut tine seconde. Il 
marchait, de se savoir ou se croire distingu6, avec plus d'assurance, plus de virilite (ses 
muscles des cuisses et des fesses tendaient ]a toile blanche du pantalon) mais en 
s'obligeant A Findignation artificielle la colere inontait en lui, s'etablissait dans tous ses 
rilembres - coillme il est A remarquer que de toutes les 6niotions c'est ]a colere et ]a peur 
qui aninient a ]a fois tous les illembres, foilt fr6illir en menle temps le mollet et ]a Iývre, 
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la colere rend m6chants les orteils et Fultinle phalange des doigts - il dit encore d'une 
voix legýreilient tremblante: 
- Des mecs comme qa ils se font mettre en Fair et je les plains pas. Je donnerais plutOt 
Lin coup de main. Pas toi? 
11 regarda Querelle: 
- Moi? T'as raison. Je pense comme toi. Setilement on petit pas le mettre en Fair ici. 
Ya trop de monde. 
Conflant cette fois, Or que soil copain entrait dans le coup, Jonas baissa encore le ton. 
- Faudrait qti'on fasse seniblant dentrer avec lui. 
II s'arreta net de parler. Le promeneur les doublait, lentement. Les deux mains dans les 
poches de son pantalon, Jonas contre son ventre tira ]a toile blanche, esp6rant faire saillir 
ce qu'il savait deja que les p6des appellent le paquet: la bitte et les couilles. Querelle 
souriait. Le promeneur se retourna, illais tres vite. 
- 11 a inordii, mais faudrait savoir lequel quT vetit. Si on reste deux y va pas marcher. 
Le mieux c'est qui en aye Lin qui reste tout seul puis Fautre va suivre. Tu crois pas? 
- Oui, je crois que c'est le mieux. Tu restes, toi. Moi je connais pas bien. Cest guýre 
mon boulot. 
- D'accord. Moi non plus je suis pas un habitu6 mais je vais le baratiner. Je vais essayer 
de Fenimener vers ]a plage. Suis-nous sails te faire voir. Ca va? QUand oil va passer 
cOt6 de lui tu vas faire qui qui s'en va. 
- Ca va. 
Ils acc6lerent Lin peu. A la hatiteur de I'lionime ils se tendirent la main et QLierelle dit 
a hatite voix: 
- Alors ý denlain. Moi y fatit que je rentre. Toi Ces verni Wavoir tine pernl' de nuit. 
Allez, salut, vieux. 
11 quitta le trottoir directement, en longues enjambees pour passer au trottoir opposd. 
Jonas sortit tine cigarette de sa poche et ralentit sa marche. Avec plus d'adresse, il 
s9 appliqua a faire se balancer le bas de soil pantalon stir ses chaussures de toile blanche. 
La derniýre phrase de Querelle lui accordait soudain title dispoilibilit6 qui rendait naturelle 
la nonchalance de sa d6niarche toute voude a ce jeu de Ntoffe. 11 etait normal que sa 
d6sinvolture ffit le r6SLIltat non prem6dite de cette soudaine vacance et normal encore que 
cette vacance ffit sp6cialeillent VOLIlue aful de perniettre au matelot de se livrer au jeu 
delectable du pantalon, ý cette d6marche belle entre toutes qui est la gloire de ]a Marine, 
ý la possession de soi qui est toute contenue dans cette demarche (6tant celle nleme du 
matelot) 4 la possession du soir dont les t6nýbres 6toilees sont contenties dans cette 
dernarche qui est la PILIS trOUblante. 11 dansait. Jonas dansait devant Wrode. 11 sentait 
derriýre lui les yeux du tyran couvert Wor mais vaincu, d6tailler ]a merveilleUse lenteur 
du inatelot de plus en plus nonchalant, puisque la nonchalance est le pr6texte de cette 
danse, en est 1essence. QUand I'llonime le doubla, Pun et Vautre simultanement 
tournerent la t6te: ils avaient Pun et Pautre tine cigarette, mais si Jonas Pavait au bec 
I'llonime tenait ]a sienne modestement a la main. 
- Pardon... Oil, vous Wavez pas... 
Jonas sourit: 
- Non, j'ai pas de feu. All! attendez, jai petit-etre encore tine flambante au fond de mes fouilles... 
11 fit semblant de bouleverser le fond de ses poches et de Pune il sortit Line allumette. Poliment, il alluma d'abord la cigarette du proilleneur. Cetait Lin hoilinie plutot fluet au 
visage tres blanc, allonge de deux rides inimenses de chaque cote de ]a bOLIche. 11 etait 
ve4tu d'un dlegant costume tie soie beige. Tout en tirant stir sa cigarette pour Pallumer, b il fixait avidement le cou nu du iliatelot. Jonas ne se pr6occupa pas de Page, mais de la 
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corpulence du p6de. 
- Un inataf, qa trouve toujours. Dans la marine, c'est comme qa qu'on flambe. 
- 11 faut reconnaitre que les navigateurs sont rarement pris de court - car on dit de court, 
West-ce pas? - et c'est aussi ce qui fait leur charme plus 6clatant. Fose parler surtout, 
West-ce pas, des navigateurs franqais. 
11 inclina la t&e en tin 16ger salut ý Jonas. 11 avait parI6 dune voix extrýnienlent fragile, 
treniblante l6gýrement de s'aventurer ý parler ý tin iliatelot si monstrueuseilient existant, 
en chair et en os et si bon de vouloir bien I'dcouter. 
- All dame, nous autres y faut bien qu'on... qu'on se d6brouille. On est des fois des 
semaines et des seinaines en mer sails voir personne. 
Tout a coup Jonas coniprenait que le type appartenait au genre c6r6monieux et qu'il 
Feffaroucherait avec des nlots trop durs ou des pensees trop vives. 
- Des senlaines! 
Le promeneur fit tin geste ddlicat pour agiter les deux gants qLI'il tenait a la main. 2: ý 
- Des semaines, dieLIX du royaunle c6leste! Que cela doit Lre d'une incomparable 
noblesse ainsi seul stir l'infini! Loin des siens! Loin d'une affection! 
La voix dtait tin peu plus vigoureuse illais all6g6e autrement de ne prononcer que des 
exclainations tres douces, sottes et artificielles. 11 WeClit pas et6 surprenant que ce 
promeneur devint tin cerf-volant de papier froisse, fris6, cousu de fil et par I'Lin, arm6 
d'un hanleqon lui sortant de la bouche, accroche par ]a gorge, ni que dans cette soiree 
pleine d'dtoiles il ffit simplenlent entraine par Fune Welles. 11 ne souriait pas. 11 marchait 
a cot6 de Jonas qtii continuait a balancer son pantalon. 
- Ca pour de I'affection, Wen a pas lerche. 
- Pas lerche? Quest-ce que lerche? Est-il argot? 
- OLIi, c'est de ]'argot. Et de Paris. Pourquoi, vous, vous ýtes pas Franqais? 
- Je suis arilihien. Mais de coeur si franqais. La France est Corneille et le divin 
Verlaine. J'ai etudi6 dans Line Mission Mariste. Mainteilant je suis commerqant. Je vends 
des boissons fraiches. Des linionades gazeuses. 
Se sentant soudain lib6re d'une oppression, de lourdeurs Illaintenant pr6cises, Jonas 
coniprit que depuis till moment il redoutait qUe le p6de ne filit franqais. Non qu'il eCit tin 
scruptile de fum6e. L'Armenien touclia, non le bras, mais tin pli aigu que 1'6toffe faisait 
au coude du matelot, et Plus (101.1cenlent encore, presque treiliblant de soil audace, il dit: 
- Venez. Que risquez-vous? Je ne suis pas tin nionstre. 
11 rit, hesitant soudain stir les derniers iliots, en retirant sa niain engotirdie, parcourtie 
d'etincelles givrýes, dun rire qui agita totite sa personne conitlie s'il eut grelott6. S'6tant 
retourn6 pour savoir si Querelle les sitivait, il ne vit personne. 
11 eraignait, puisque les deux iiiatelots s'etaient si vite separes, quIls ii'etisseilt coi-oplot6 
un mativais cotip contre Itii. Le nienie froid, niais provoquý par une autre raison, 
pýnýtrait en Jonas ininiobite, les iailibes kartees et les niains dans les poches, stir que 
cette attitude &ait la iiieilletire: 
- Ali! je sais bien que je risque rien, setileilient je peux pas. Fai rien ä risquer. Je suis 
i-nataf, je cherclie a rigoler, je fais de nial a personne. Moi quand y s'agit de rigoler, je 
mi occtipe de rien. Pai les W&s ]arges, nioi, je coniprends tout. 
- Oll, ii'est-ce pas, nion clier aiiii. Stir ce nionde on doit avoir les Wes larges. Moi-iii8ineje suis liMre de totis prýcoilýtis. Je Wahlie que la beatit6. 
- Moi sti' Pbateau, c'est Tas de Bile' cliCon iii'appelle. Ca veut dire que je im'en fais 
pas. Fai jaiiiais jugý personne. Totit le nionde est libre. Oil s'ailltise coninie on vetit. Le 
prinCipal c'est de pas faire du nial a personne. 
- Pairne entendre ce que votis dites, de votre voix si belle. Et de pitis en plus je ine sens 
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en harnionie avec VOLIS. Vrainlent (it prit le matelot par le bras et Petreignit avec toute 
sa pauvre force nervetise qu'iI appela toute potir ce geste au point de faire mal ý Jonas) 
vraiment votis viendrez chez moi boire quelque liqueUr. Un illarin franqais ne peut 
refuser. Voyons, nion trýs cher anli, venez. 
Son visage cette fois 6tait tout a fait grave, d'une grande tristesse et d'un espoir fou 
portes presque tout dans ses grands yeux noirs. 11 ajouta encore, mais plus bas: 
- Vous etes si 6tonnamment synipatilique. Et puis... (sa glotte se serra, sa pornme 
d'Adain fit tin motivement de d6glutition) et PLIiS vous dites que votis 6tes si libre a 
Fegard du bonlietir. Faimerais, car je suis si setil, j'ainlerais vous voir tin peu aupres de 
moi. 
- On a pas besoin Waller dans title chambre. Oil petit se promener tin peu. 
- Mais, 6 illon ailli, votis avoir isoI6 aupres de illoi. 
.I - On peut aller au bord de ]a mer. Oil petit trOLIver tin coin OLI ya personne. 
De lui-meme it fit quelques pas apers [sic] avoir jet6 sa cigarette. LArmenien le suivit 
tin peu. 
- Ma chanibre est si 6vocatrice. Je voudrais qu'elle conserve tin peti de votre venue. 
Jonas eclata de fire. 11 regarda le ped6. Gentiment it dit 
- Ma parole votis avez le b6guin. C'est tine d6claration d'aillOLir. 
- Oil! vous ille.. . oll!... je suis confondu... illais ne croyez pas, ne vous 
fAchez pas... 
je vous ainle sans doute... 
- Ca va, qa va, nloi j'y vois pas de nial. Je vais pas me fAcher pour qa. P0UrqLl0i? Ya 
pas de mal. Settlement je peux pas. Ca ya rien A faire. Je peLIX pas aller cliez vous. Si 
vous voulez on marche tin petit moment, it fait bon, on va du c6te de ]a mer, ou dans le 
jardin public... On sera tranquille, oil petit faire ce qLl'on vetit... 
Je ne puis. Je ne PLIiS. Oil petit ille reconnaitre. Et en allant chez vous? Encore plus. 
Its en 6taient a tine discussion serr6e. L'insistance du illatelot pour le bord de ]a nier 
inqui6ta I'Arill6nien qui, avec title autorite PILIS forte que celle de Jonas, imposa leUr 
marche en direction du centre de ]a ville. La fureur niontait en Jonas. 11 sentait la 
r6sistance presque invincible de ce petit bonhomme d'ott sourdait ]a m6fiance. 11 savait 
depuis longtemps que les tantes se defendent parfois avec acharnement: cliez elle il ne 
pourrait que la tuer. 11 le pensa tin moment. Enfin, it savait qLl'elles Ont SOLIvent le culot 
Waller se plaindre a ]a police. 11 n1audissait de ne r6ussir a Pentrainer, et it redoutait les 
sarcasilies de Querelle. 
Te ped6 se doute de quelque chose. 11 doit avoir les jetons. ' 
Jonas ne pouvait savoir que I'Arillenien avait desird QLierelle. Ell le voyant quitter son 
camarade, le regret, davantage, le faisait d6sirer Querelle. 11 se contenterait bien sAr du C!, 
niatelot restant mais contre qui. se d6veloppait tin systenie de r6sistances dont I'Arm6nien 
n'avait menle pas en soi le soupqoil, et qu'il lie potivait controler. Subtilement, ainsi que 
beaticoup de p6d6s, it craignait de s'isoler trop avec tin lionime plus fort que lui. Alter 
au bord de ]a ilier accuserait encore sa faiblesse, car la mer est la coniplice des marins. 
Chez lui, ý portde de sa main, it avait fait installer Lin procM6 d'alarme. De plus, la 
podsie, pour hii, r6sidait dans title chambre ornee de fleurs, de cadres noirs incrustds de 
nacre, de tapis, de rubails, de coussills matives, de lumieres voilees. 11 voulait 
s'agenouiller devant le matelot d6vetu et prononcer des paroles suaves. Et toutes ces 
raisons puisaient leur force dans celle-ci que Jonas ignorait: le p6de regrettait QUerelle 
et sourdenlent, lourdement, esperait qu'en lAchant prise, en se lib6rant de Jonas, it le 
retrouverait. Enfin a toutes ces raisons, a ces petirs, S'aj0Lltait title aLltre peur: plus it 
aime un garqon et plus it le redoute, et dtýja it aime QUerelle mais it porte stir Jonas ]a 
crainte qLi'il aurait eue de QUerelle. 
- Alors, qu'est-ce qu'on fait? 
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- Venez chez moi. 
- Allez, qa va, va. Saftlt. Oil se quitte boils copains. Oil se reverra peut-&re tin de ces 
jours. 
Its 6taient dans tine rue 6clair6e et tres fr6quent6e. Jonas, trýs vite, presqUe brutal, avait 
saisi ]a main de I'Arilihien effray6 et disparaissait a longues enjaniWes houleuses, A 
larges masses des 6paules, a lointaine allure dont le rythme de Plus en plus lourd et vaste, 
croissant h mesure que Jonas s'en allait, entrait dans le coeur, oil it s'entassait, du pede 
d6sesp&6. Jonas ne retrouva pas soil camarade. Mais dix minutes apres cette derniere 
scýne, alors qLl'il rentrait cliez soi, ý tin angle de rue, I'Arni6nien buta contre la marche 
blanche et hatite de Querelle. 
- Oh! 
11 ne put retenir Vexclaniation. QUerelle SOUrit. 
- Qu'est-ce qti'i y a? Je vous fais peur? Je suis pas si terrible. 
- Oh!... vous 6tes terriblenlent 6blouissant. 
Querelle sourit plus fort. 11 6tait s6r, instantaneinent, que Jonas Wavait rien 'pu faire' 
avec le type mais it ignorait ce qui s6tait passe. 
- Volis... vous 6tincelez! Votre visage iWillumine! 
Ironique et souriant Querelle fit entendre Lin leger sifflenient dans lequel it mit, 
naturelleillent, tant de facile tendresse qu'a son tour I'Arni6nien sourit. Ell quittant Jonas 
it avait 6prouv6, a Ngard de soi, tine grande rage de laisser s'enfuir tine conquete si bien 0 faite, et si belle en soninle. De ne retrouver dans tin soir petipld de gens silencieux le 
matelot entrevu, soil d6sespoir m6le a sa rage et ý la joie si brusque de cette rencontre, 
lui donnýrent tine rare audace q Well cou ra g eai tell core le sourire et la gentillesse anius6e 
du matelot. La carrure et ]a taille de Querelle l'6crasaient mais le sourire prouvait que 
ce monstre de vigueur etait possW par I'Armenien. 
- Vous au moins vous savez jacter! 
Tr6s vite I'Armenien persuada Querelle de Paccompagner cliez hii. 11 refit tOLites les 
m0nneries auxquelles it setait livrd devant Jonas, mais it les refit plus brýves, plus 
serrees, Plus compactes. 11 6tait exalt6.11 oublia toute prudence, jusql. l'ý chasser de son 
esprit ]a pointe inquietante de cette id6e: Tourquoi ce inatelot a-t-il (lit devant moi qti'il 
rentrait ý bord? Et je le retrouve loin du port. ' Dans sa chanibre it allunia Lill batonnet 
Wencens. Querelle adillira cet int6rieur calfeutr6 et douillet qtiil croyait somptueLIX. Une 
6trange douceLir Pengourdissait, le reposait. Les coussins 6taient moelleLIX, le tapis dpais, 
les fleurs conipliqu6es. Le bois noir des meubles et des cadres coiltenait toute Pessence 
du repos. Tant de i-nollesse 6crasait Querelle et lui accordait ]a paix des noyds. Son 
attention S'6111OLIssait. 
- Vous 6tes cliez vous. Vous etes le seigneur de cet empire. Disposez. 
'Disposez' trotibla Querelle mais ce trouble encore 6tait de nature ensevelissante. 11 
pensa, mais pluto^t qu'avec des mots, - et encore qu'il y eut des niots ci et IA dans cette 
vague niusique -A Faide Wimages de fleurs aux fornies bizarres et savantes, constaninlent 
motivantes, forniant tine longue guirlande oil m6lodie qui VOUlait dire ceci (dont elle 
causait Finqui6tude hatissee jusqu'a Pailgoisse et retombee a Facceptation): Taudra tout 
de meme pas que j'aille jusqu'a me faire enculer. ' Car pour Querelle Lill ped6 ce West 
encore qu'un gars qui en baise tin autre. Si tant de haine (celle qu'il avait remarqude 
autour de lui, Well portant soi-nienle auctine), se r6pand stir ceux qu'entre niatelots on 
nomi-nait les tantouzes, cest qu'6videmnlent (mýnie s'ils ont des manieres de femilies) its cherclient a faire de vous tine femme. Sinon - dans le cas inverse - pourquoi les haYr? Querelle d6tenait cette candeur que ]'oil confond volontiers avec ]a puret6. Pourtant son inqui6tude, non seulement dura peu, niais encore qu'elle flit naus6euse, elle ne le marqua 
pas. 'On verra bien. ' Impassible au foild des coussins, funiant par longues gOLIlees, it 
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regardait I'Arnidnien de plus en plus affoI6 par Papproche du moment esp6re. Querelle 
le regardait minauder, se poudrer, servir avec les gestes nerveux de mains ravissantes de 
petitesse et de soins quil admirera plus tard chez le lieutenant de vaisseati, tine liqueur 
rose dans de ininuscules tasses ý caf6. 
- Cest rigolo. Si c'est qa les p6d6s, c'est pas m6cliant. 
- Je ni'appelle Joachim. Et toi, nion be] 6toile? 
- Moi? 
11 dtait surpris. 11 etait d6licieusement envahi par cette doticeur qti'il connaitra plus tard, 
quand, stir le quai d'eillbarquenlent, le lieutenant Seblon, entraW par le poids charmant 
de ses lourds seins blancs, se penchera stir ILli en songeant: 
- Mes globes WaIbAtre! 
Ces globes d'albatre pesaient. L'officier les savait pales, laiteux, Itinaires, durs et tendres 
ý la fois, mais surtout gonfl6s d'un lait doilt il etait sCir de pouvoir nourrir QUerelle 
relevant d6jý la t&e. 
- Old, toi? 
- Moi, je ni'appelle QUerelle. Matelot... 
11 hesita, car dejh il avait compris que 1'erreur 6tait comillise. Suspendu quelqUes 
secondes stir le vide, il se resolut pourtant et (lit: ... Querelle. 
- Oil! quel beau nom! 
- OLli, Querelle. Matelot Georges QUerelle. 
Sur les coussins IArni6nien 6tait a genOLIX devant lui. Le kiniono de soie rose pale brodd 
d'oiseaux d'or et d'argent etait entrebAiI16 stir tin torse et stir des jaillbes parfaitenlent 
blancs et lisses. QUerelle, ý cause de sa fatigue, vit cet etrange dispositif s'avancer vers 
ILli avec Nnornlit6 soudaine des choses qu'on reve et dont le grossissenlent parait We 
le fait d'une 101.1pe PLlissante rapprochant l'objet regard6jusqu'ý ce qu'il se confoncle avec 
soi. C'6tait curieux: Querelle sourit. Jusqu'a sa bouche I'Arnidnien hatissa la sienne. 
Querelle pencha ]a t6te decidailt Waller ati-devant du prenlier baiser qu'il recevait d'un 
homme. Un Idger vertige sempara de Iiii. 11 lui plaisait de tout oser dans cette chaillbre 
destinee h cela vrainlent, 06 il etait si peu en vie, si peu eveiI16.11 Iiii seiliblait faire tine 
conquete. 11 souriait mais il etait grave. NOLIS ile pouvons dire illieux que ceci: il 6tait 
dans cette chanibre aLISSi tranqUille qu'a l'int6rieur dun ventre maternel. 11 avait chaud. 
- Ton sourire est tine 6toile. 
Querelle sourit davantage. Ses dents blanches briUrent. 11 n'6tait pas troubld par le jeu 
de Joachim, ni par ]a vue de sa peau blanche (il le sera Lill Pell tout ý I'lieure en 
decouvrant que toute cette peau est poudr6e et parfum6e) mais il le fut ldgýreillcnt par le 
trouble amOUreux qu'il decouvrit dans les beaux yeux noirs fixes stir les siens et battus 
de longs cils recourbes. 
- Oh! tes dents sont etoil6es! 
Joachim laissa glisser sa main jusqu'aux couilles du matelot. Par-dessus ]a toile blanche il les caressa en murniurant: 
- Ces tresors, ces bijoux... 
Querelle dcrasa violeniment sa bouche stir celle de I'Arnidnien. 11 le serra trýs fort dans 
ses bras. 
- Tu es tine dtoile immense et cette 6toile toujours illunlinera ma vie. Tti es tine dtoile d'or! Protege-illoi... 
QUerelle 1'etrangla. 11 sourit durenlent en regarclant le pulde iliourir par ses doigts crispds, 
motifir ]a bouche otiverte, ]a langUe tendue affreusenlent, les yeux exorbites, semblable, 
crut-il, a ce qu'il dtait lui-meme pendant ses jouissances solitaires. Un flot merveilleux 
scandait le silence de ses oreilles. Le nionde bourdonnait. La mer murmurait. 
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'C'est Pitoile (Pamour.. 
... Tous les marins ont une &oile Qui les protýge... 
Quand ei leurs year rien ne la voile 
Le mallieur ne petit rien confre eux'... 
Les yeux de I'Arm6nien s'imnlobiliserent tout h Coup, se ternirent. Plus rien ne chanta. 
Querelle fut attentif a ]a niort, au changenlent SOUdain du sens des objets. Cest tres 
doux, tin petit p6de. Ca meurt gentiment. Sails rien casser. 
Afin de respecter Line tradition deventie c6r6nlonie rittielle, n6e en Iiii par ]a necessit6 
(afin de COUvrir sa ftiite, coilime cette ombrelle pos6e ouverte prýs d'elle et semblant 
prot6ger du soleil ]a jetine fille assassin6e dans tin pre) de travestir le crime, de grinler 
le tableau final du nieurtre, grAce a tin objet qui, disposd d'une certaine faqon, semblait 
avoir 'suspendu' ]a vie, Querelle, inspii-6 par Vexpression lieureuse du visage de la 
victinle, lui entr'OUvrit ]a braguette et arrangea les deux mains mortes, pretes pour le 
plaisir. 11 sourit. Les p6derastes, au bourreau, pr6sentent tin cou d6licat. On petit affiriner 
- nous le verrons plus tard que c'est ]a victime qui fait le bourreau. Cette inqui6tude 
chronique, 6ternelle, que Pon sent trembler dans ]a voix des tantes, nle^Ille les plus 
arrogantes, est dejA tin tendre appel a ]a main terrible de Passassin. Querelle vit son 
visage dans ]a glace: il etait tres beati. 11 sourit a son image, ý ce double d'un assassin 
vetu de blanc, de bleu, et cravatd de satin noir. Querelle prit t0Ut Fargent qLi'il trouva 
et tres calme il sortit. Dans Fescalier tin peu soillbre il croisa une fenime. Le lendenlain 
matin tous les illatelots du 'Vengeur' etaient rassenibl6s stir le pont. Les deux jetines gens 
qui avaient renconti-6 la veille Joachim avec Jonas chercherent ý d6couvrir le visage du 
matelot. Ils d6signerent Jonas qui se debattit pendant six inois contre les interrogatoires, 
lUtta, conibattit avee violence et tristesse le mystýre d'une feninle voil6e de noir 
rencontrant stir le matin tin inatelot franqais dans Fescalier d'Un Arilienien avec qui 
lui-meme s'6tait proillene quelques lieures plus t6t dans ]a rue. Et cet Arm6nien dtait 
etrangI6 a I'lleure m8me ou Jonas marchait en direction du 'Vengeur'. Par politesse ý 
1'6gard d'un pays sous iliandat franqais, ý cause aussi de ]'attitude rdvoltee de I'accusd, 
le tribunal maritime condamna Jonas a mort. 11 fut ex6cut6. Querelle avait son etoile. 11 
quitta Beyrouth cliarg6 de tr6sors. Charge de cette 6toile Wabord, des beaux nonis que 
lui avait donnes le pede, et de ]a certitude Wavoir entre les jainbes tin tr6sor accroch6. 
Ce meurtre avait ete facile. Et inevitable puisque QUerelle avait donne son v6ritable noill. 
11 perniettait que Jonas - tin vrai pote - fUt WC. Ce sacrifice accordait ý Querelle le droit 
absolu de disposer sails remords de la petite fortune en livres syriennes et en monnaies 
de toutes les nations dU monde, d6rob6e dans ]a chanibre de Joachim. C, 'avait et6 ]a payer 
assez cher. Enfin, si tin pe(16 c'etait coninle cela, tin etre aUSSi 16ger, aussi fragile, aussi 
aerien, aussi transparent, aussi doux, aussi delicat, aussi bris6, a-ussi clair, aussi bavard, 
aussi rildlodieux, aussi tendre, oil potivait le tuer, etant fait pour etre tu6 comilie tin cristal de Venise ri'attend que la main large du guerrier qui 1'6crasera sans nienle se couper 
(sauf peut-etre ]a coupure insidieuse, hypocrite, d'une aiguille de verre, aiguý et brillante, 
et qui restera dans la chair). Si c'est cela tin pede, ce West pas tin lionlille. Ca ne pýse 
pas lourd. C'est tin petit chat, tin bouvreuil, tin faon, tin orvet, Line libellUle dont ]a fragilite ilienle est provocatrice et precisenlent exageree afin qu'elle attire in6vitablenlent ]a niort. En plus, qa s'appelle Joachim. 
Alors qu'il venait [] 
329 [ ... Ia Favatitage de Querelle. Un soir niýme [] 
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(220) [... ] a Pavantage de Querelle. (Par confusion charniante, nous voulons dire un 
trouble l6ger mais sensible, qtii brouilla sa personnalite, en confondit tin peu les traits et 
de ce fait, fit osciller cette beaUt6 parfaite clans l'ind6cision, la fit tin instant vaciller, 
rechercher son 6quilibre et sa nettet6, avec Line h6sitation touchante de se manifester h 
la surface d'une matiere si dure. ) Un soir m6iie [ ... ] 
343 [ ... ]j'en suis Air 
Plut(^)t qu'un giterrier [ ... 1 (237) '[ ... I j'en suis sur. ' 
'11 rna semble le surprendre dans un 111OLIvenlent de sa machine, dans une crispation, 
Wadressant totite sa liaine. Querelle doit nie ha"fr. ' 
'PlutOt qu'un guerrier [ 11 
345-346 [ ... ] de ridiculiser son frýre. Madame Lysiane 
6protivait cruellement, 
passionn6ment, que c'dtait grace a Querelle qu'elle dtait, conime Mario et Norbert, sortie 
de la solitude oiýi soil d6part les faisait rentrer. 11 dtait apparti ati milieu d'eux avec la 
soudaine promptitude et 1'616gance du joker. 11 brouillait les figures mais leLir donnait tin 
sens. Quant a Querelle, en quittant ]a chanibre de la patronne, il connaissait tin 6trange 
sentiment: il ]a quittait avec peine. Cependailt quil s'llabillait, lentement, avec tin peu 
de tristesse, soil regard se posa stir la photo du patron, accrochee ati nitir. L'un aprýs r) Pautre il revit les visages de ses aillis: Nono, Robert, Mario, Gil. 11 6prouva coninle tine 
sorte de m6lancolie, title crainte a peine consciente qLi'ils tie vieillissent sails lui et, 
vaguenient, berc6 dtýl, ý jusqu'a I'6coeurenient par les soupirs et, dans I'arnioire ý glace, 
les gestes trop distingu6s de Madaille Lysiane, qui sliabillait derri&e lui, il ddsira les b, 
entraliner dans le crinle afin de les y figer, afin qti'ils tie puissent aimer ailleurs ou 
atitrenient qti'a travers lui seul. Quand il s'approclia d'elle, Madame Lysiane dtait vidde 
de totis sanglots. Stir son visage les clieveux que les 6pingles retenaient nial etaient coll6s 
par les larnies, le rouge des Iývres coulait tin peu. Querelle la serra contre lui d6jý rigide 
dans soil arnitire de drap bleti marine, et il Penibrassa stir IeS jOUes. Voici par quoi nous 
devons eclairer [ ... ] (240) [ ... ] de ridiculiser soil frýre. Le lendemain, il la baisa, deux jours apres encore, 
enfin tine quatrieme fois. Voici par quoi nous devons 6clairer [ ... ] 
350 [ ... I Jesus Inort. 
Immobile a sa caisse [1 
(244) [ ... I Msus mort. ' 
Nono conservait ]'air placide, indiff6rent. 11 (lit: 
Fs'engueulent. Fse tapent su'la guetile. Oil sait pas bien ce quT font. 
Qu'est-ce qti'ils se disent? 
Tu le sais pas, non? Tu vas pas commencer a jouer les PLIcelles? Et pas me prendre 
non pus potir tin con. Ventends? QLI'tII te farcisses des jetines je ni'en fous, mais ce que 
je t'denlande c'est de pas ainener le p6tard ici. 
La voix du patron 6tait severe. 11 ne regardait pas sa femille. 11 continuait d'arranger les LI bouteilles. 11 ajouta: 
i'ris. C'est - Fn'se battent pas pour de bon va. I's'donnent des coups qui s'ront vite 91 e 
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des chats. 
En elle-ni6me le drame s'acc6l6rait. Immobile ý sa caisse [] 
350 Elie 6tait settle. [end of OEuvi-es comjWtes text] 
(246-247) [ ... I Elie 6tait settle. Elie le reconnaissait ý tine espece de gentillesse affect6e 
sous quoi Querelle il'arrivait pas a dissimuler son impatience. Quand il fut dev8tu, 
allong6 pres d'elle, Madame Lysiane comillenqa ses plaintes et ses menaces. Querelle en 
rit d'abord. Pour ]a calmer il plaisanta. Mais peu a peu, par Lin glissenient habituel, la 
plaisanterie ý laquelle se prýtait Madame Lysiane, le conduisit ý faire l'aveu de ses 
aventures avec Nono. 
- Cest pas vrai. 
- Quoi c'est pas vrai? Pisque j'te I'dis? Deinandes-y. 
Madame Lysiane etait atterree. It lui paraissait evident, si Querelle avait couch6 avec 
Nono, qti'il avait aini6 Robert au point d'avoir Lin enfant de lui. De plus en plus elle etait 
hors du jeu. Le Plus beau, le plus monstrueux saccomplissait devant elle. Elie dit: 
- Des histoires. Je sais bien qu'il ya des homilies et des femilles qui font qa. Mais de 
la part de Nono c'est pas vrai. C'est des histoires qu'on raconte. 
Querelle 6clata de rire. 
- Si tu veux. Si Vy tiens, tu sais, nloi qa me laisse froid. 
Elie releva un peu, conime avec pudeur car elle sentait que M residait sa honteLlse 
f6illinit6, les cheveux qui glissaient stir soil visage et regardant Querelle avec line L- L- hardiesse desesp6ree, elle (lit: 
- Alors tu es un tapette. 
Le inot tapette le blessa. Mais il rit parce qu'il savait que Von dit: 'Lille' tapette. 
Ca te fait rire? 
MOP QLI'est-ce que tu veux que ca ill'fasse? Noilo aussi alors, q'en est Lille. 
Et Robert? 
Quoi Robert? Fni'occupe pas (I'lui. Ffais c'qui ni'plalt. 
N'osant pas Pinjurier franchenlent, elle (lit: 
'Ca me d6goAte. ' Elie reprit ses plaintes enibrouill6es illWes de salive et de cheveux. 
Querelle d'abord la caressa POLir la consoler puts, agace, il fit mine de partir. Madaille 
Lysiane s'accrocha a lui qui s'6cliappait cependant, dont le corps lisse glissait, remontant 
vers le haut du lit quand ceiLli de sa maitresse, en tirailt ý elle, descendait. Gdnlissante, 
d6peign6e, elle n'eut bient0t entre les mains que le talon delicat (ILI matelot qui s'arrachait 
du lit, les bras nus, tendus vers le papier (ILI illur coilinle pour se coller 4 lui, accrocher 
ses doigts aux bouquets bleus et roses, aux corbeilles fragiles, Pescalader. Quand il, ffit 
tout ý fait, ]a verge molle, les cheveux defaits, hors des draps, debout, Madaille Lysiane 
en face d'elle n'avait pas deux adversaires quelconques que Voil petit vaincre par 
d'habiles coquetteries, c'est Lin enneilli qui Fecrasait d'eillbl6e par des forces non 
ajout6es, mais niultipli6es ý l'infini puisque entre ces deux visages existait title entente 
qui n'6tait plus d'anlitie oil (I'Litilite mais (]'title autre nature, indestructible par le fait 
d'etre scell6e, forg6e dans le ciel sublime oil les resseniblances S'6POLIsent, et plus 
proforiddinent encore dans le ciel des ciels oil sest ý elle-ill6ne 6pousee ]a Beautd. Au 
pied dU lit, Madame Lysiane fut certaine de soil abandon. 
- Tu vois! Tu vois! 
Elie ne potivait que r6p6ter ces pauvres mots, mWs A ses larnies et sa morve. 
- Mais c'est toi que je coinprends pas. AveC VOLIs autres oil sait jamais. Oil pUis dis, tu 
me courres avec tes larnies. J'suis un marin, moi. Ma femnie, c'est ]a iller; ma 
ma"itresse, cest mon capitaine. 
- Tu me dego6tes! 
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[subscribers' edition text ends with paragraph moved to 345-346 in OEuvres complNes, 
see above] 
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PompesfiunMres, Excisions and Variants 
'totis droits r6serves a la succession de Jean Genet` 
Page references to tile OEuvre. v comjWte. v edition of 1953 are followed by the text of the 
subscribers' edition with page references to the Gallimard 'Collection L'imaginaire' 
reprint of 1978 in parenthesis. 
qui recrutait ses tortionnaires pariiii les Franýais. 
qui reerutait ses plus terribles tortionnaires pariiii les Franýais. 
10 de Patilo, de Riton. 
(9) de Patilo l'eiictilý, de Riton. 
13 Mort sur les barricades du 19 ao0t 1944 [ ... 1 (14) Mort sur les barricades du dix-netif aoAt illil netif cent quarante-quatre 
14 [ ... ] de ce toilibeaU qu'est mon corps dMtu- (14) [ ... ] de ce tombeau de marbre de Carrare qu'est illoll corps (Idv6tti. 
17 Quatre mois plus t6t Juliette 
(20) 11 ya quatre mois, Juliette [ 
19 [ ... ] du c0t6 des tioninies. L'ordontiatetir des ponipes funýbres [ ... ] (24) [ ... ] du c0t6 des tioillilles. Ce stiisse, un ordonnateur des potlipes 
funýbres [1 
24 [ ... ] les cuisses d'Erik et Paulo [ ... 1 (31) [ ... ] les cuisses d'Erik , et que 
je partagerais mes aillours avec Erik et Paulo 
25 La setile niasse de cet lioninie iii'ecrasait. 
(33) La setile niasse de ce type iii'ýcras. -iiit. 
29 Pourtant elle ne sembla pas 
(38) Pourtant elle ne parut pas 
33 avec sa niýre. 
11 s'en alla. 
(45) ... I avec sa mere. 11 s'appelait Patti Cranlaille. Paulo, que les descriptions de Jean faisaient si beau, si m6cliant aussi, et qui fut condanli16 pour avoir devalis6 Vappartenlent 
des Chenlelats. 
11 s'en alla. 
34 [ ... I sans rien dire. Pour ouvrir [ ... ] (47) [ ... I sans rien dire, sans expression. Pour ouvrir 
35 [ ... 1 de la Milice. La bonne [ ... ] (47-48) [ ... ] de la Milice. Les galons de capitaine l'avaient entlobli. Cliaque illatin, il 
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arrivait a son bureau, le plailton ayant fait le menage, 6POLIsset6 ]a table. Au fond de la 
pike, dans une vitrine, le drapeau franqais etait d6ploy6. C'6tait tin drapeau dont Iletoffe 
de soie 6tait IOUrde 6tant double, brod6e et frang6e d'or. Sails inýnle se retourner pour 
feriner ]a porte mais la claquant d'un coup de talon en arriýre, le capitaine faisait 
quelques inetres et s'arr&ait A trois pas du drapeau qu'il saluait. Tous les matins il saluait 
ainsi le drapeau dont il 6tait le gardien. 11 ressentait ]a joie d'&re en t&e A tete solitaire 
avec la France, de pouvoir lui rendre visite aux lieures qti'il voulait, menie ]a nuit. 
11 retirait son b6ret et s'asseyait A sa table. 
La bonne [ ... I 
35 [ ... ] de ni'exprinier. Mon ddsespoir [ ... ] (48) [ ... ] de ni'exprinier. Quand j'eus franchi ]a porte de Fininieuble et fait vingt inetres dans la rue, je me retournai. Devant ]a maison, Paulo, assis stir ]a selle de son vdlo, dtait 
range au bord du trottoir. 11 6tait en short. Une cuisse 6tait debout, droite, le muscle 
tendu et I'autre, horizontale et nue aussi, etait a ]a hauteur de la main appLIyee aLI guidon. 
Paulo sourit: c'est-a-dire quiI releva, sans toutefois d6couvrir une seule dent, le coin 
droit de sa bouche. TOLIt le c6t6 droit du visage fut tin instant crisp6, PLIN l'impassibilit6 
revint aussit6t. Un moment je crus que les yeUx du jeune homme se perdaient stir cette 
surface brune, frissonnant d'une toison dor6e et bOLIC16e, mais son regard tres pr6cis 
chercha Fheure stir son poignet. 11 partit sans ine voir. Mon d6sespoir [ ... ] 
36 Une fei-niiie vetLi [sic] de rayonne claire, a cW de nioi, se dýnienait. Elle 6cLiiiiait et 
sur son fauteuil faisait tressatiter ses fesses. Elle (, tietila: C 
(50) Une feinnie de saindoux, vettie de rayonne claire, a cW de illoi, se Milenait. Elle 
ectimait et stir son fauteuil faisait tressatiter ses Moriiies fesses. Elle guetila: 
39 cet aniour. 
Aprýs [ ... 1 (55-57) cet amour. Paulo avait vingt ails en 1940. A soil retour d'Allenlagne, fin 42, ot 
it avait fait plutOt le truand que le travailleur d6vou6 - bien que ce fut ]a photographie de 
son visage grave que les services d'embauche du Reich eussent mis stir les affiches de 
publicite collees stir les murs et stir les palissades de ]a France enRre - it essaya d'entrer 
dans tine organisation, quelle qu'elle Mt, qui distribUait a ses illenibres des arnies: 
d'abord dans ]a Gestapo franqaise qui ne voulut pas de lui, il'6tant pas parrain6. Pour y 
p6n6trer it fallait, en effet, etre pr6sent6 par tin des tilacs (Corses ou Marseillais) tenant 
a Montmartre le haut du pave. Malgre ses grandes qualit6s, trýs voisines des qualit6s 
d'Erik dont it s'6cartait par tine grAce plus l6g&e et la chance de pouvoir parler Fargot, 
Paulo Wetait qu'un petit voleUr, tin canibrioleur sails classe. Ayant 6chou6 ý la Gestapo, 
it essaya la Rdsistance franqaise qui coillbattait (tans le maquis. Le maquis le refusa. La 
Milice aussi. 11 continua soil petit boulot de casseur avec Riton, qui le reconnaissait pour 
chef. Un soir Riton trallit soil admiration pour Paulo. Its rentraient, aprýs avoir piqLi6 
dans tin petit 116tel Line couverture et tin drap. Comille Erik caressait soil cou pour etre 
stir de sa force, Paulo dans sa poche caressait le muscle tendU de sa cuisse. 11 le sentait 
saillir en marchant. Le soir du 20 janvier 1943, it 6tait faucM. Dans ]a rue, it niarchait 4 cote et tin peu en avant de Riton qui portait le drap et ]a couverture sous son bras. Riton le regarda. 11 vit soil dos. Le veston de Paulo, gris a gros chevrons, dtait ý soufflet, 
avec Line martingale, et fendu. Le pantalon, de ]a menle 6toffe, assez large toillbait droit, 
cachait le talon et se cassait stir le cou-du-pied. Ses jambes 6taient trýs, trýs l6gýrenient 
arqu6es, de sorte qu'on voyait tin peu de ciel a ]a hauteur du genou et des mollets quand 
on marchait derriere lui, Wen bas de la rue. 11 ne se balanqait pas, iliais, encore que sa. 
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marche f(it trýs souple, it posait stir le so] le pied avec tant de fermet6 que cela donnait 
A tout son corps, ý chaque pas, tine 16gere secousse. 11 marchait vite. 11 semblait 
s'Ooigner de Riton que pourtant it tirait a Iiii, tin peu en arriere, et Riton etait tellement 
eduit par ]a inarche de soil pote qu'il crut que Paulo bandait, qUe cette de arche s '111 
magnifique faisait bander celui nlýme qui 1'ex6cutait. Riton eut le Courage d'un effort 
her6ique pour ne pas offrir ý Paulo d'8tre sur-le-champ, ý trois lieures de I'aprýs-rnidi, 
emmanchd par lui, stir le trottoir, dans ]a rue des Martyrs. 11 marcha tin peu plus vite 
pour se mettre a sa hauteur et it hii denianda, essouffl6, mais souriant: 
- Dis Paulo? 
- Quoi qui gna? 
11 marchait ]a t&e baissee, comme chaque fois qu'iI 6tait triste d'6tre fauch6. Le butin 
meme 6tait ddsolant: le drap et ]a couverture serviraient au premier des deux 11161-nes qui 
retournerait en We ou, depuis ]a guerre, oil ne donne ni draps, ni couvertures. 
- Fai tine dr6le d'id6e, tu sais! 
- Quelle idee? 
- Pai Vimpression qu'tu bandes quand tu marches. C. a doit ffaire bander ta marche. 
Paulo se retourna vers Riton. 11 partit etonn6 Wabord, puis it sourit. 
- T'as renlarquV Fmarche bien, non? Ca te plait? 
It fit encore tin pas, s'arrýta et regarda fixement Riton: 
- Fill'ainle quand j'marcIle, qa j'dis pas, mais qa me fait qUand iliýnie pas goder. 
Puis it repartit, le dos tin peu courbe et les mains dans les poclies. 11 connaissait sa 
beaute. 11 6tait tin de ceUx qui eUssent admis, a illon instigation, que les hon-inles les plus 
beaux s'eniparassent du pouvoir, osant parler alors de ]a France 6ternelle. La beaut6 est 
puissante et je ne doute pas qu'un jour oil arrive a Putiliser a des fins pratiques, comine 
donner de la lunliere ou tine force nlotrice. 
Apres [ ... I 
41 apres. 
Ma main en cherchant ses clievetix pour les caresser fr6la son visage et c'est ]a 
jotie que je caressai. 
Porter les chemises 
(60-61) [ ... I apres. 
- Oil, Jean! 
Ma main en cherchant ses clieveux pour les caresser fr6la soil visage et c'est la 
joue que je caressai. Pendant que je me tournais pour allUmer, il (Itit faire le geste de 
repousser les draps (notis etions mouilles par la stietir) car, a la lunli&e, je le vis qui 
considerait, loin de lui, ý bout de bras, ses mains tendues dont les ongles et les extrdi-nitds 
etaient rouges. Soil visage oii la stietir perlait avait de longues illarques de sang. Je 
regardai mes mains. Elles etaient tach6es de sang. Je ni6tonne qu'iI niVit adress6 le 
poenle qui suit, car Jean ne paraissait jamais troubI6 par ces interventions, et il 
considerait les actes non avec cette peur l6gere qui fait toujours le fond de la vision 
po6tique, mais skliement, pratiquenlent. 
- Qu'est-ce qti'il y a? Oil saigne? 
11 tenait toujours ses mains en avant, semblant les chauffer a des roses, mais il inspectait pos6inent les draps. Ma verve saignait. Je compris avant lui. Parce que j'y 1-ý Cý 
avais dt6 trop dur, sails SOLIci de ses plaintes j'avais ecorcI16 soil cul, et ilia queue, prise dans tin clleveu ou tin poil s'e . Ainsi nous avions mele notre sang. me (lit: 
'tait coup6e l6g&einent 
Tu as nial? 
Non c'est rien. Et toi? 
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11 hatissa une epaule et sauta dLI fit jusclu'ati lavabo. Quand it se recoucha it avait 
les mains glacdes. 11 me parla avec tant de caltile qu'afin de ramener tin peti d'6motion 
parmi nous, ou peut-6tre par cruatit6, pour nie venger de sa lucidit6, je passai mon index 
entre ses fesses, le retirai sanglant et traqai en souriant, stir sa joue droite Line faticille 
avec tin inarteau rudimentaire, et stir sa joue gatiche une croix ganini6e. 11 se fAcha. Nous 
notis battimes. Rageur, honteux, it se rhabilla en vitesse, en silence, et it rentra, chez lui. 
QuelqUes jours aprýs it ni'apporta ce poýine: 
La patane de mes mains rýfusant tous ces dons 
La nuit dansera settle ait hord de notre tomhe 
Une danse arrachie aux ol? jets les plus pauvres 
Le pas du sel, dit h1j, la pavane (lit pli)tre 
Et des cristaux de soiffre. Accroupi dalls la mousse 
Quoi, le mallieur me ate et me parle Wun p6tre! 
Laisse-moi me v&ir pour gagner tes mishes 
Ces reposoirs de sel (/(ýv marches souterrailles 
I Les bosquets de sapins, puissance des t('Ohres 
Ton oeil. A voir dans les minutes entroill'OV'S 
Immobile un galop s'echapper sous tes pieds 
A reinettre a tes doigts mes arnies dangereitses 
A te reconnais juste ct sainte dans le sang 
Beau. jetme hoinine au poignet de qui cent roses tinte"t 
Cette. /aucille est endonnic dans Pherhe noire 
Chantant, chantant la mort Im morts de la victoire. 
Porter les chemises [I 
41 [ ... ] en mon corps. Le langage 
(62) [ ... ] en mon corps. Le p&rne, 6tait-il beau, je ne peux y r. pondre 'loll netem en t ne sachant ce qu'est ]a 
beatit6. Les illots 'beaux' et 'beaute' dans ce fivre (et les autres) ont tin pouvoir qui tient 
a letir matiýre nien-le. IN ne signifient phis rien d'intelligible. Je les emploie conlille on t!, 0 
met tin diamant stir telle indiff6rente partie Willie robe et non pour qu'il serve de bouton. 
Le poenie 6tait autre chose. Ces quatre vers, j'ai VOUILl les ni&r ý dOLIze autres (coninle 
son sang setait mW au mien. Je sais que ces jeux sont pti6rils, illais pas phis que les 
cdr6illonies de ]a signature d'un traite entre grandes puissances, pas pills que les W, solennites de ]a purification au carrefour de Retondes, pas PILls qUe, le jeu des initiales 
entrelacees dans Ncorce, pas plus ... ) ces quatre vers sortant par 
]a boticile de, Jean Oe 
tiens au mot) tin (tin corps oil tine arne? ) r6velaient title Anle iris6e, iliais de, tons 
nOCturnes oil tres vifs, riches en paysages avec des acteurs aux gestes etincelants. Le 
langage [... ] 
41 [ ... I votre sperilie. Avec le sotivenir [ ... 1 (63) [ ... I votre spernie. 
... ines annes dangereuses 
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Avec le SOLIvenir [] 
44 [ ... ] il s'eticornait. Toute ma jetinesse [ ... ] (67-68) [ ... ] il s'encornait. 
ERIK 
Voici quelques notes qui essaient de pr6ciser Piniage d'Erik. Je prends des gestes choisis 
stir des jetines gens qui passent. Cest tant6t tin soldat franqais, tin am6ricain, un voyou, 
un barman... Ils in'offrent tout A coup tin geste qui ne petit Lre que d'Erik. Je le noterai. 
Les r6flexions not6es furent entendues ou prononcees par nioi. 
Les sentiments sont les miens. 11 ni'arrive d'essayer de refaire le geste d6couvert. Je note 
Petat qu'iI me fait connaltre. Je note encore certains sentinients que je crois 6tre A Erik 
en face de certains faits. 
Suivront quelques faits qui pr6ciseront l'iniage de Paulo, de Riton, de Hitler, de Pierrot. 
Je Waccrochais au cou du bourreau. 
Un jour j'exigeai d'assister comme aide, comme second, ý 1'ex6cution d'un criminel. 1ý C'est moi qui tins ]a týte stir le billot. le Waspirais pas a la place de bourreau 
fonctionnaire, niais je me tuais nioi-niýnie afin de pouvoir tuer plus tard sans danger. 
Quand j'6tais en colere les chiens aboyaient contre moi. 
Le bourreau, c'est nia fenime. Je le m6prise de se laisser mettre. Pourtant sa queue est 
deux fois plus grosse que la mienne. C'est par elle - sans se servir d'elle - qu'iI me 
donline. 
Paime les gosses de treize A quinze ans. Faime IeUr (IOLIceLir. Je les aime par haine du 
bourreau qui est letir contraire. Fainie en eux ce queje fus: tin enfant blond, yeux clairs, 
botiche grave. Ils nie sont aussi tres 6trangers. Je suis tin lionime. Un homme bottd. Mon 
regard est ý tin autre niveau que le letir: pour les voir il se dirige vers le bas. Fdprouve 
de ]a tendresse pour eLIX. Pour regarder le bourreau je ]eve ]a t&e. 
Je voudrais etre tin pur salaud et tuer ceux que j'ainie, les beaux adolescents, afin de 
connaitre par tine plus grande douleur nion plus profond amour pour eux. Ati milieu de 
cette douleurje voudrais decouvrir ]a pr6sence lumineuse de la libert6. Et pourtantj'ainie 
fire. Toute ma jeunesse [ ... ] 
47 Letirs genotix trotiaieiit la brunie. 
(72) Leurs beatix genoux trotiaieilt la brunie. 
49 [ ... I c'dtait le boulevard de Wnililiontant. Wnilmontant quartier dil gosse. Une phrase [ ... ] (75-76) [ ... Ic'dtait le boulevard de Wilihilontailt. N16nilillontant, c'6tait soil bled, all 
gosse. 
L'aventUre militaire mena Erik a Paris. Place du Combat, ý Belleville, il rencontra tine 
ntlit Lin groupe de jeunes miliciens a qui il cleillanda soil chemin. Parilli eux 6tait Riton. 
Erik conduisit stir soil visage le rayon de sa lampe de poche, puis instantan6ment, il le dirigea stir ]a bmgtiette de Riton. Le coin sombre fut aur6o]6 et le nionle lui dit avec Faccent canaille: 
- Tu veLix ]a bronzer? 
Riton ne vit pas le visage du soldat. 11 en ftit un peu agac6. Ell passant dans I'onlbre, 1-1) 0 Erik lui caressa la joue et s'en ftit de son pas large, aventureux, vers I'hotel oil il avait lotie Line petite chanibre. Cet h6tel s'appelait I'llemys Hotel. 
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La caresse d'Erik mit un peu de fralcheur dans I'Ame de Riton. Elie lui apporta, la, 
promesse d'une aurore, le r6confort d'une 6paule oii s'appuyer, d'une poitrine oii cacher 
toute la. d6tresse qui faisait le fond de la. vie de miliciens dont. Riton portait, avec 
beaucoup de coquetterie, le costume bleu sombre. Cet uniforme rendait PILIS luinineux 
Nclairage de son petit visage dont ]a beaute 6tait bless6e, de ce fait exalt6 par 0 Parrogance constante, 6puisante, qu'il devait soutenir contre le ilidpris. 
Une phrase [ ... ] 
51 [ ... ] leur mort ni'est pr6cieuse. Le recrutement de ]a Milice se fit surtout parnii [ ... ] (79) [ ... ] Leur mort ni'est pr6cieuse. 
La Milice 6tait une organisation de gars arnies dont I'Allemagne avait permis en France b, t: l la creation, a condition qu'elle ffit d6vou& au gouvernement franqais impose par 
I'Allemagne et d'abord d6vou6e ý I'Allemagne. Le recrutement s'en fit surtout parmi 4-1 
54 [ ... I 6tre enfile. Que1que temps apres 
(83-86) [ ... I etre enfil6. Peti a peu les deux aniants se liaient. Ils melangeaient leur linge et leurs gestes. Une 
sorte d'anliti6 les unissait, cependant qu'Erik ne pouvait s'empecher de savoir que la 
puretd du ciel et la fralcheur des arbres lui etaient refusdes car ils 6taient pleins du fire 
nloqueur et inaccessible des filles. La nuit, quand il sortait de cliez le bourreau pour 
regagner ]a caserne, il entrait clans tine pissotiere ou un bosquet et stir ses joues il niettait 
avec: les doigts tine l6gýre marque rouge afin de laisser croire a ses canlarades qu'iI venait 
de quitter les filles. 
Le bourreati couvrait Erik d'un pativre luxe criard. 11 lui achetait des chemises de soie, 
des chaines d'acier, des couteaux, des bagues Wargent. C'6tait peu, nlais cela suffisait 
d6sarmer Penfant qui Wavait pas ]a force de s'arracher a cet epais confort retrOLIV6 
c1laque soir. Or, la rancoeur s'amoncelait en lui et fortifiait soil desir de libert6. Pourtant, 
ati coeur de cet esclavage Erik avait pris tine attitude et Line voix autoritaires qui le 
soulageaient un peu. Un jour que son aiiii lui reprochait Wavoir trop depens6, Erik ricana 
et dit: 
- Je Veminerde. 
Le bourreau 6tait assis clevant ]a table, il le regarda: 
- Calme-toi. 
Ses grosses mains, epaisses et larges 6taient pos6es a plat stir la nappe. 
- Je ne te le dis pas pour te le reProcher. 
- Je me nioque de ton argent. Si j'en veux je sais ou en trouver. 
-011) LI . 
- Ca me regarde. 
- Qu'est-ce que tu veux dire? 
- Tu voudrais que. je Vexplique? 
- OU? Dans le Tiergarten, conime les putains? 
- Et apres? 
- Salaud! 
Le bourreau se leva. Pour la premiere fois contre Erik il osait avoir des niouvellients 
vifs. 11 voulut contourner la table, mais il comprit que le gosse qui dejý 6tait prýs de la 
porte, serait plus leste que lui. 
- Erik! 
11 le fixa d'un regard qti'il croyait mechant. 
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- Erik, ne sors pas. 
- Pourquoi? 
- Ne sors pas! 
- Et si je sors? 
11 y eut un instant de silence. Mine faqon toute naturelle le bOUrreati mit sa inain clans 
sa poche, et stir tin ton plus doux, presque cle priere, il ajouta: 
- Non, ne sors pas Erik! 
- Tu ne rn'empecheras pas... 
- Je te tue. 
Le bourreau murniura Vexclanlation en tirant de sa POCIle Soil COLIteau qu'il venait d'y 
ouvrir. 11 ne le brandit pas, mais il eut tin geste pour viser, sans presque faire remuer son 
poignet. 
- Salaud! Si tu fais tin pas de plus je te cloue! 
Erik eut peur. Cette lanie dans tine pareille main d6clla^lnait a nouveau toute la 
fantasi-nagorie sanglante que le mot de bourreau avait 6voqu6e clans le Tiergarten. La 
bouche sýche il put dire: 
- Tu es fou. 
- Je vais te tuer. 
La position clu corps du monstre 6tait effrayante et sa face. Erik dit encore: 
- Tu peux frapper, je ne me d6fendrai pas. 
C'6tait tine supr6nie rouerie qui Pour tin moment les sativait tous les deux. Le bourreau 
n9oserait pas toucher tin gosse sans (16fense, mais clevant tant de bassesse il montra. tine 
telle rage ou du d6gOLIt, que sa main trembla. Dans tin grand geste th&ral il porta cette 
main arnl6e A son front coninle pour chasser tine injonction aLl meurtre qui risquait d'etre 
plus forte que lui, il regarda soil couteau avec effroi, et il le lanqa par la fenetre. La C, 
fenetre 6tait ferni6e. Le couteau traversa tine vitre et tomba dans ]a rue. Faisant croire 
au bourreati que son geste 6tait violent, ce bruit de carreatt cass6 seniblait couronner Line 
situation tragiclue, ]a clore. 11 perniettait aux deux heros de reprendre haleine, poser pied. 
Le bourreau eut tin petit frisson, coninle sil surniontait tin grand d6sir de meurtre, 
cornrile s'iI 6chappait a la folie du sang o6 tout - sa nature et sa fonction - 1'entra"Inait. 
11 regarda Erik et dit douceillent: 
- Va t'asseoir, mon petit. 
Erik h6sita. Enfin, - paraissant accorder tine exceptionnelle faveur, lentenlent, il revint ý sa chaise. Le bourreau avait perclu. En effet, si toute soil attitude, quand il tira de sa 
poche son COUteau, avait effray6 Erik, le gosse fut vite rassui-6 en voyant le geste pour 
le lancer: au lieu cle saisir ]a lanie par ]a pointe, ce qui e6t fait tournoyer et d6crire ý 
Farme tine parabole en hauteur, il la jeta par le manclie, et ]a main basse. Toute sa 
faiblesse se trallit par ce geste. Sa nature 6tait sails eclat. Elie s'effilochait. Erik comprit 
qti'il venait d'assister a tine conl6die. Ce soir-la il ne montra. rien de sa sup6riorit6, ni de 
son illepris auquel pourtant se niýlait la terreur du nl6tier de soil anli et clans soil Anle Line 
sorte de sentimentalit6 pour le compagnon. 
Quelque temps apres 
54 [ ... 1 que vous leur devez. Quand je le vis eil face de ilioi [ ... 1 (87-88) [ ... 1 que vous leiir devez. Ainsi la voiture des Pompes funýbres, l'enterrei'nent de Jeaii croisa tin jewie boxeur dont je rencontrai le visage gracietix et sataud. Ati retour, 
je reinarquai un tres beau soldat aniMcain. Le soir meine je nie branlai pour le boxeur 
et le lendeniain iliatiii j'altais le refaire encore quand je sentis que ce serait cotililiettre 
une inipolitesse a l'ýga-rcl du Ricain, et c'est potir lui que je nie cognai tin rassis, tandis CC 
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qu'ati fond de moi quelqu'un pleUrait stir ]a mort de Jean. 
Plusieurs fois Erik rencontra Riton et jaillais il n'eut l'occasion de Paborder. 11 le 
regardait de Join. Riton ne potivait le reconnaltre ptiisqti'il ne Pavaitjaniais vu. 11 oublia 
la caresse dans ]a nuit. Puis tin jour il dut aller porter Lin pli ý Fecole (transformee en 
caserne) oti Erik etait casern6.11 le rencontra sous le porche. 11 se lieurta a Fadmirable 
statue habill6e de drap noir. 11 Painia. 11 6tait sept lieures du soir. Ati lieu de se diriger 
vers le r6fectoire, quand il rentra ý la caserne, le coeUr battant, Riton se rendit aux 
lavabos, vides a cette lietire. 11 d6fit ses lacets se d6chatissa et se lava les pieds. II prit 
bien soin de r6curer les plis de ses orteils et les ongles. Puis, les pieds mouilles, les 
godasses a la main il grinipa ati dortoir et changea. de chatissettes. 11 se lava les pieds tous 1-5 les jours, et tOLIS les soirs il lava - et ]a illit s6cher sous son niatelas - ]a paire de 
chatissettes, qu'iI portait tOLIt humide encore le lendeinain. 
Sous le porclie, Erik tout d'abord Wavait pas eu le temps de voir le visage du gosse. 
Cest en se retOUrnailt quil reconnut sa demarche, sa stature, Fincomparable dlegance 
de son dos et le ceinturon de cuir qui faisait deux fois le tour de sa taille. Quand il 
repassa devant Iiii, leurs regards s'entrenl6lerent, mais ni I'un ni I'autre ne se dit Lin mot. 
Us se rencontrerent encore stir les boulevards sans avoir le courage de se parler. tl Une autre fois Erik appartit a Riton, tres droit, dress6 prýs dune des piles de pierres 
soutenant le nl6tro. Du col de sa veste ouvert, de celui de sa chemise, sortaient ]a pornme 
d'Adani tres illarqti6e, soil cou doi-6. Stir soil bras gatiche, il tenait tin b6be de quelques 
mois, rose, vetu de blanc. La beaut6 de cette apparition affola Riton. La presence du 
soldat, debout, 6tait exalt6e, seniblait-il, par ]a pr6sence du ill6ilie. Fatit-il penser que 
I'apparence de ]a paternitd atignientait soil charille de niAle, ou que le gosse paraissait etre 0 Pextrernit6 vettie de dentelle, de sa verge monstrueuse de taille, arrivant jusqu'ý hauteur L- 
de sa botiche afm qu'il ]a baise? 
Une autre fois encore, tin soir, il appartit presque lumineux tant soil bloc etait sombre, 
fori-n6 de thebres compactes, dans I'angle d'un pilastre. Sans voir Riton, il se d6tacha L- 
de la nuit, et marcha dans la direction opposee a celle du nlilicien. Son calot noir 6tait 
stir I'oeil. Comine tin c1lien qui rapporte, entre ses dents il teriait Lin gailt qLi'tIn 
mouvement tres gamin de sa týte faisait osciller de droite ý gaticile. 11 avait Line main 
dans sa poche. Mais ce gant, surtout, lui donne aLIjOUrd'llui la doticeLir (I'Lin c1lien de 
chasse aux longues oreilles pendailtes. 
Quand je le vis en face de moi [... ] 
55 [ ... ] chanips d'aspliodeles. Ces rencontres [ ... 1 (90) [ ... ] cliailips d'asplio(Wes. Un auitre soir, Ritoil reconntit Erik- derriere la glace Ain bistrot de Montniartre. 
introduisait titie piece de detix francs dans un appareil a sous afin d'entendre des disques 
franýais qti'il 6couitait debotit, les potices datis les poches, accrocMs au borci et les quatre doigts sortis, dails la nibie attitude que venait de prendre Riton potir l'exailliner dans Ponibre du botilevard. 
Ces rencontres [ ... ] 
60 [ ... ] de cuivre. Le capitaine [ ... ] (98-99) [ ... I de cuivre. Dans nia chanibre, pendant de longs jours, j'avais appris les gestes de Pennui. Couch6, je sus pianoter contre le panneau du fit, derriere moi, etc... Avant le coup du chat, j'avais essay6 en vain, de mettre un type en I'air. C6tait ]a nuit. 
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Favais chaussd des souliers a senielles de caoutchotic. (Feusse pref6re aller dans les 
quartiers riches pour deux raisons: les types ont du fric et ils savent illoins bien se 
d6fendre que dans les quartiers ouvriers. Ils ne savent pas se servir des poings. Ils se 
battent en duel. ) Dans le haut de la rue du Temple je rep6rai tin type, pas trop grand. Fai 
une bonne matraque. Je suivis le mec. A chaque metre je me disais: 'Y a personne, je 
I'descends ici. ' Impossible. Je ne pouvais pas taper par-derriýre. 11 a fallLl que je passe 
stir Pautre trottoir, que je descende plus bas que le type, et que je reinonte sur son 
trottoir pour revenir dans sa direction. Je baissais la t6te. Je marchais comme un homme 
qui r6fl6chit. Je I'ai bouscuI6 en passant, puis je I'ai insult6 et je I'ai frapp6: tin coup de 
poing dans la gueule. 11 a 6te le plus fort. Pai dA foutre le camp. 
Avec Erik on se parlait tout le temps, on bavardait. De Winiporte quoi. A croire que le 
langage pur est tine onde (I'Mianges alllOUreux. 0 Le capitaine 
+61 Riton pensa rougissant 
(99) Riton pensa [ ... ] 
61 [ ... Ia la hatiteur du con. A Fheure [ ... I (100) [ ... Ih ]a liatiteur du con. 




Je le jure stir la týte de nion pýre. 
Je potivais etre stir que Jeail disait la verite. 
C'est ainsi qti'il ine jura que la bonniche ii'Aait pas enceinte de lui. 
- Sur la týte de nion vieux! 
11 crut qti'il serait noble Welever l'enfant d'un autre. L'enfant iliotirtit. 
A Pheure [ ... 1 
63 [ ... ] mais le registre des poNes est r6duit. (103) [ ... I mais le registre des poetes est assez r6duit. 
64 [ ... I des histoires nionstrueuses. Mes pr6c6dents livres [ ... ] (106) [ ... ] des Ilistoires nionstrueuses. Un (16tail: mes pr6c6dents livres 
66 [ ... I paisibles. Les deux chanibres 
(108) [ ... I paisibles. Le visage du bourreau, peu a peu, redevient Ilarnionieux. Je sais 
qu'il etait ]a d6formation de celui de Jean. De illon SOLIvenir, conime derriere tine vitre, 
je voyais le visage du gosse me regarder. A mesure que je parlais dU bourreau, que 
go Cý j ecrivais de Wig je niVoignais, me senible-t-il, dLI visage de Jean, je me rapprochais, 
je choisissais nion angle d'action. Enifin, I'ayant trouv6, je regardais Jean fixement. La 
COUrbure (concave) de soil nez, ]a hauteur cle soil front, ]a pro6minence de soil menton 
lll'iillposýrent Vinlage du bourreau. Faccusai tous ces caractýres eil voulant, mentalenlent, 
1'6craseinent de bas en hatit de ce visage. Ma pens6e, niechante comme tout crdateur, 
obligea ce visage a s'6craser encore. La racine du nez disparut presque entre les yeux - 
etix-iii6illes de plus en plus profonds - le illenton devint horizontal. Pobtins Lin visage bete, sournois, ou restait que1que douceur et une indicible tr'istesse. 
Les deux charnbres [ ... ] 
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66 [ ... 1 la blennorragie. Erik [ ... 1 (109) [ ... ] la blennorragie. En detix ans, physiquenient aussi, Erik 
66 [ ... ] ]a iliere de Jean. 11 lui arrivait [ ... ] (109-110) [ ... I la nl&e de Jean. C'est au lit que d'abord le bourreau parla A Erik de sa beaut6. Tout naturellernent, lors 
de 1'excitation annoureuse il devait accorder A soil anni les qualit6s les plus Ilautes. 
- Tu es beau. Je Vainle. Mon petit! 
Le sang-froid revenu, avec inoins Wexaltation le bourreau caressait ce corps allong6 pres 
du sien, pourtant il ne potivait ne pas s'apercevoir de ]a lourdeur des muscles, de ]a 
gravit6 de la bouche et des yeux, de ]a mollesse. des boucles, enfin de tout ce qui cause 
]a beaut6 d'un adolescent fatigu6 par I'aillour. La main sattardait stir le sexe ati repos, 
le bourreau se soulevait stir tin coude et conteniplait soil ami: 
- Mon petit! Tu es vrainlent beati. 
Parfois il l'obligeait a se lever: 
- Apporte-moi A boire. 
Et quand le gosse enfilait le pantalon, encore courb6 et ses deux janibes v6tues jusqu, ý 
mi-cuisses, il criait tres vite: 
- Bouge pas. Attends. 
11 le regardait dix secondes, Vadnlirait, puis il le laissait libre. Erik s'imillobilisa ainsi 
dans plus de, cent postures dont soil aillant voulait 6PLIiser le charine. 
- All! tu es beau. 
En auctin moment Erik ne montra, d'i ni patience. Au contraire, ý c1laque instant il 
attendait le cri qui le saisirait net, prouvant qu'il venait d'atteindre tin point de beaut6 
saisissante. 
Ne croyez pas qu'il chercha, qu'il inventa des poses: il se mouvait au contraire trýs 
simplernent, illais il prit I'llabitude de se savoir tres beau et, peu a peu, il en vint a se 
considerer conime tin etre qui ne petit agir qu'en foriction d'un beau geste. Mais que tant 0 d'admiration lui soit prodigu6e 1empkIlait d'adnlirer celui meme qui la lui prodiguait. 
11 lui arrivait [ ... ] 
67 [ ... I Wen sortir. Fai dit, plus haut que 
(111-117) [ ... I Wen sortir (la beaut6 de ]'instant est, faite de la 
fatigue de ]a figure 
mouill6e de Fenfant, de ses Ilaillons, de sa g6ne a soutenir soil copain, d'un 16ger frisson, Cý 
enfin d'Un inconfort qui veut cesser). Mais je me troilipais encore, car si nous voulons 
avoir conscience de nous, notis sommes oblig6s de faire certains actes qui pr6cisent notre 
dessin. Ainsi Paulo sachant qU'011 le regardait qUand il, enfOUrchait son v6lo, accusait Cý quelques gestes dont ]a grAce 6tait naturelle, il en inventait quelques autres qui dessinaient 
avec pr6cision - pour nion oeil et pour le sien - le gigolo. Le bourreau ne se fatiguait pas d'aimer, mais si Erik s'acconlmodait de cette admiration, 
il s'enervait malgr6 elle de se sentir le plus faible. Apres Line scene a propos d'argent, 
il eut le courage de rester une quinzaine sails revenir. 
- Cest fini. Je ne le verrai plus. 
11 voulut se d6livrer de cette espece de glu. H,,, fir West rien mais aimer ce que I'on hait 
cause Ncoeurenient. Uenlbrasser ou se laisser enibrasser par lUi netait pas terrible mais 
ce Fetait que bander et jouir sous ces baisers requs et donn6s. Le lendenlain illeme de ]a 
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grande decision de ne plus voir le bourreau, it sortit en ville avec des carnarades. Its 
marchýrent sagenlent stir les trottoirs, et rentrýrent A ]a caserne. Le surlendemain Erik 
sortit setil. Et dix jours ainsi, trainant soil ennui: il ne potivait pas mettre ses mains dans 
ses poches a cause des rýglements militaires, iii siffler - les VOYOLIs berlinois ne savent 
pas. 11 n'osait parler aux filles. Le dixiýmejotir, fort de I'argent de sa solde, it entra dans 
tin cabaret. A peine ftit-il assis qu'une entraineuse vint ý sa table. 
- Je peux prendre quelque chose? 
Affectant l'indiffdrence it dit: 
- 011i. 
L. a. musique jouait des airs hdroliques et du jazz. Depuis longtenips il n'dtait pas entr6 ýn 
seul, libre, dans tin cabaret. 11 btivait de ]a biýre. La fille avait deniandd tin verre de 
liqueur. 
- Je in'appelle Martha. 
'Que pense-t-elle de moi? Elie ne serait pas mal si... si quoi? Si. Elie West pas mal. Elie 
doit voir que je Wai pas Phabitude des fenimes, mais petit-elle voir que ... T 
- Tu es tres jetine. 
- All! On na pas I'llabitude des clients de mon Age ici? - Guere. 
Erik regardait ses bras blancs, ses lourds clieveux. 
'Elie a Pair lionn6te. C'est tine honn6te putain. ' 11 rectila vivenient sa janibe, qui sous 
la table avait fr6le la cuisse de la fille. 
-A boire! 
Its burent lonotenips, et l'ivresse le gagna. 15 1 -11 Z: I 
- On ne va pas rester ]A. Viens! 
- Non mon petit, reste. Oil va boire encore. 
- Aprýs tu ne pourras plus te lever. S'il vient des officiers... Ati mot officier it se 
redressa, puis s'affaissa trýs vite. La fille le prit par le bras et its sortirent. Dans ]a rue 
elle le soutint tin peti. 
Tiens-toi bien. Fais tin effort. 
eut tin hoqtiet et marcha dix nlýtres avec ]a raideur d'un autonlate. 
- Ca va? 11 fatit qLie je rentre. Hein? 11 faut que je rentre, toi c'est par 1, ý. 
Elie inontra tine direction. 
- OLIi... Oui, mon petit... 
It dit 'mon petit' en ille^ille temps qu'iI illettait ]a main droite a sa poclie, selon le geste 
familier au bourreau, le pouce seul a Fint6rieur, accroche au rebord de 1'6toffe. 11 respira 
largement. Sa poitrine s'diargit et tout a coup it ]a sentit pleine de quelque chose de 0 
notiveati, tine Sorte de cyaz tres 16, ger, tres pur - tin air des sommets - qui ]a gonflait. tý 
'C'est cela tin sentiment. ' 
11 vit le visage de soil ami, ses bras, ses janibes, it Pentendit prononcer Erik... 
'Je suis surement saoul. Je... ' 
La femnle n'6tait plus a c6t6 de lui. 11 longeait les bords de la Spree. Erik se tenait trýs 
droit, mais les yetix baiss6s. 11 restait attentif ý ce qui se passait en lui. 
Vamour... Ca. c'est bizarre. ' 
11 respira encore. Le illeme gaz extraordinairement leger elargit sa poitrine qui s'en etait 
tin peti vid6e. Et s'all6geait tout soil corps qui eut comme une iWe (Ie tilubeinent. 
'Si je tonibe, ou je vais tonlberT 
Tans ses bras' est tin mot qu'il ne formula pas mais it se vit nettenlent tomber dans les bras que le bourreati tendait pour enipecher sa chute. Quand it releva les yeLIX it 
sl aperqtit, a Finiprecision des objets, qu'iI pleurait. 
'It faut que je sois saotil pour ni'apercevoir que je Faime. 11 ne faut pas Pairner... ' 
tourna son visage vers ]a nitiraille qtiil consid6ra avec tendresse. La fille 6tait partie. 1-1 
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'Elie est partie... ' 
Ses jambes devinrent pitis niolles. 11 eut soudain mal ati coeur. 
'Je vais vomir mon aniour... ' 
11 sappuya au mur. I-a t6te pench6e, it deguetila stir le trottoir. 
'It tie faut pas I'ainier... 11 faut le lia7r... oui., 
L'oeil d'abord fixe cherchait ý regarder plus hatit que ]a paupi&e, presque ý se revulser. e, It eut encore tin hoquet, voinit, puts eprouva tin peu de calnie. 
'It faut le lla1r... ' 
'Martha. Elie est blonde. Elie est forte. Elie devrait me soutenir... Ali! les femmes... 
Elie est partie... Decid6nient tiles janibes sont en laine... ' 
11 sourit, puis it eclata de fire. Mais tout a coup it se rappela qLi'il etait tin jeune 
Allemand et son fire s`arrýta net. 
'Nous soninies le bid en lierbe pour ]a nioisson prochaine... ' 
'Martha est forte. Elie doit ni'aider A le liaYr... ' 
Sesjainbes dtaient si illolles qu'il songea aux cuisses du bourreau, entre lesqUelles it e0t 
pu s'asseoir, et stir quoi il eCit pos6 ses mains, bien a plat, coninie stir le rebord epais 
d'un fauteuil de cuir. 
ILe haIr... ' 
Mais it Wavait plus aucune force physique et Erik se sentit s'enfoncer dans son amour 
en m6ile temps que dans Pivresse qui lui revelait soil aniour. Le lendenlain, durant les 
marches, les nianoetivres, les d6fil6s dans les rues de Berlin, les yeux perdus it 
s'interrogeait: 
- Je ne peux pas ainier autre chose qu'une fille. Pour lui j'ai peut-6tre de Vamitie... Mais 
quelle fille? Je Wen connais pas. 
Souvent quelque jetine Berlinoise lui soUriait, il rendait le sourire et tie s'attardait pas. 
11 craignait Wavoir oubli6 les gestes et les niots de I'aniour normal. 
- Et puis aprh? Lui, c'est ilia illaitresse... 
11 revint au bourreau. Tres beau habittiellenient, it fallait qu'une fois it Hit rencontre par 
Erik, stir le Kurfurstendanim courant, et dans chaque main tin gant qUi battait ý cOtd de 
lui coninie deux petites nageoires. Erik le regarda tin instant. Le bourreati courait avec 
le post6rieur, Wilt 4 Coup tres large, en arriere. 11 courait mal. 11 se pressait A un 
rendez-vous sans doute et it craignait (Ntre en retard. Erik enfin le vit entrer dans tin 
caf6.11 Fy suivit tout naturellenient. Dails le caf6 it Wy avait personne sauf le bourreau. 
Erik s'approcha de ]a table et releva ses clieveux avec la main: 
- Je Vai vu entrer. 
Je me levai pour etre ý sa hauteur. Fh6sitai Une ou deux secondes, enfin je tendis ]a 
main. 
- Tu Vassois? 
- Oh non, je tie veux pas te d6ranger. 
Marchant. stir cette derniýre phrase, title femilie s'approcha. Dans la glace Erik la 
reconnut. 11 se retourna. Elie etait beaucOUP moins jolie qu'aux luiliiýres et si, stir le 
coup, it avait eu tin moment de joie a I'We qu'il pourrait montrer ý son aiiii qu'il avait 
des mattresses, il eut lionte de cette fille. Elie vint vers Iiii. 
- Bonjour. Ca va? Tit es bien renti-6 I'autre jour. 
- Oh oui, tres bien. 
- Tu m'excuses, West-ce pas, je tie potivais pas Vacconipagner. Pai ilia mýre malade. 
En parlant elle se drapait dans tin iiianteau tres large qui fit tout a coup ressortir line 
poitrine trop aniple. Je regardai cette poitrine avec tin sourire anius' L" e. 
- Tu etais tin peu SOLIffrant. 
- Oui, tin peu. 
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Elie restait droite. Fobservais Erik qui bougeait a peine debout en face d'elle, ses deux rý 
mains appuy6es ý ma table. 11 tile regarda, vit nion sourire, et il sourit lui-nihne. Je sais 
qu'iI me tendit aussit6t ]a main coldi-e cette femine. Elie arrivait ý point pour nous lier 
en nous liant contre elle. Et le soir m6iie, parnii les baisers d6sordonn6s j'eus la surprise 
de sentir les IMes d'Erik se poser stir nia paupiýre, (10LIcenient, peut-6tre par tine erreur 
de sa part niais par tine attention delicate du sort, en un baiser aillical et repos6. 
Erik allait ý son destin avec ]a ni6nie fOLIgue que Jean D. allait au sien. Et la meme 
volonte de franchir le mal. Leur vie s'insinuait A travers les obstacles, elle passait malgr6 
les barrages. Un jour quej'allais voir Jean esp6rant passer ]a soir6e avec hii, je le trouvai 
habille', cravat6 coninie rarenient il 1'6tait, pr6t A sortir. Moil arriv6e senibla le g6ner. 
- Tu sors? 
- Fvais avec des copains. Ya des filles... 
Cette setile affirmation, apport6e un peu plus tard me rendit. soupqonneux. 
- Cest pas vrai, tu vas avec des types! 
- Oil! tu es fou... 
11 savait que je tol6rais qu'iI sortit avec des filles, qLi'il e6t avec elles des aniourettes ou 
de s6rieuses aniours, mais que ]a jalousie ni"eAt rendu enrag6 si je Vavais rencontr6 avec 
d'autres lioninies que des gosses de son Age. 2: ý 
- Tu vas rester avec nioi. 




Nous nous battinies, niais j'obtins qu'iI ii'allat pas ý cette partie. 11 me le promit. Mais 
je derneurai fort incertain de sa proniesse. Je dis: 
- Vas jur6 mais tu vas y aller quand niýnie, en douce... - Non je te dis. 
- Tu vas Y aller... 
- Non je te dis. Je te dis que rion. 
- Jure-le. 
- Oui. 
- Jure-le stir ]a tombe de toil vieux. 
- Oui. 
- Dis je le jure. 
- OLIi je le jure. 
- Stir ]a tonibe de toil pýre? 
- 011i. 
- Ben dis-le. Protionce. 
11 li6sita, enifin, sous mon regard fixe il dit: 
- Je le jure stir ]a tonibe de nion pere ... 
.................... Je renlarquai sur-le-clianip qu'iI avait, coil sci eni men t ou noil, prononcd trýs vite et 
ernbrOLIM6 les niots 'tonibe de nion pere', les rendant presque indistincts. Mes liabitudes 
mentales et ma rotierie me firent ni'y attacher. Fy reviendrai. 
Pai dit plus hatit que [] 
67 11 avait dix ans. 
D'atitres pr6occupations [ ... I (117-118) 11 avait dix ails. 
Cette attitude de Pierrot il'6tait pas seulement commandee par I'orgueil, mais par une 
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sorte de profonde tendresse potir toutes les choses. Janiais il WeLit os6 ce geste de garder 
le ver dans sa, botiche si, obscur6ment peut-&re, il WeAt consid&6 le monde avec tin 
regard caline, conforidant les objets et les Wes dans tin 6gal arnour, qui equivalait 
finalenient a tine indiffdrence dVi 6inergeaient de rares predilections. Ull jour de soleil 
et de potissiýre ý Paris, des illanoeuvres pavaient la rite. L'un d'eux tenait Line foreuse 
dont le bruit se m6lait a la lunliýre et ý la poussiere. Chaque muscle de son corps hardi, 
chaque muscle, etait 6bran]6 par le tressaillenient de ]a machine. L'honime avait les 
manclies retrouss6es stir des bras solides et bronz6s. Sous ses pieds ininlobilesjaillissaient 
des 6clats de silex et des etincelles. Chaque mMle de clieveux tressautait. Un cercle 
s'6tait form6 atitour de lui, oýi 6tait Pierrot qui regarda le pavetir maintertir et diriger sa 
machine. 11 ne pensa rien illais quand il quitta le cercle il conserva longteillps l'inlage - 
et souvent il fut visit6 par elle - d'un lioninle puissant arII16 d'une forelise. 
D'autres pr6occupations [ ... ] 
68 [ ... ] ma libertý. Un soir [ ... ] (119) [ ... ] ma libert6. Fattendis inipatieiiiiiient de ilionter en ligne, afin de trotiver Poccasion. Un soir [] 
73 [ ... 1a desagr6gý. '11 sen va en couille. ' (128) [ ... ]a desagrýge. On dit: '11 s'en va en couille. ' 
74-75 DU grand art. 
Debout stir le balcon 
(130-132) DU grand art. Elie savait que soil fiance s'activait clandestinenient, portait 
chaquejour des tracts et des arnies. Soil aniant 6tait maintenant capitaine de ]a milice et 
Fennenli nattirel de Jean. Quand elle alla le voir h ]a caserne, il etait dails son bureati, 
presque endorilli au fond (I'Lin fauteuil de cuir vole A tine banque juive. 11 aclievait un 
cigare. 11 songeait qu'en effet ]a capote des soldats devait arriver autrefois ý trente 
centimetres du so]. Trente centiniNres et non vinot-netif OLI trente et un. Mais enfin quand 0 il controlait ý la grille de la caserne avec title regle qui etait soil gabarit, la longueur 
reglenientaire des capotes de cilaque soldat qui sortait en ville, le caporal niarseillais avait 
eu raison de laisser tout son visage, toute sa guetile brCilee tie soleil, s'6crier sans 
broncher: 
- Cest dans Poignon qui te les faut les trente centimetres! Aujourd'llui les miliciens tie 
portaient plus de capote, et il etait capitaine. Cette visite le surprit: 
- TLI vas bien, petite? 
La bonne Wosait rien dire, m6lie pas le regarder. 
- Tu sais... 
- Ell bien, qa tie va pas? 
- ... Je voulais te (lire... En elle se precisait title idee qui levait depuis longtenips: *Je sais que Jean transporte des 
tracts, des arines, des explosif. s. 11 tie se mefie pas de nioi. Je pourrais le denoncer. Je 
connais le capitaine. Jean a confiance en moi, je tie le vendrai pas, mais enfin je pourrais le faire. ' Cette We tie nia pas setilement fr6le. Les Wes tie me fr6lent jamais. Je me 
sentais fort de ilia liberte, ivre de ilia libert6, ivre un peti. 'Je pourrais, je peux... et je 
tie le fais pas. Je tie cede pas. ' Je nie retenais au rebord de ilia veste. 11 fallait que je 
ill'accroche a quelque chose de solide, Wexistant, et qui tie f0t pas moi-meme, et c'est 
alors que je fis un geste pour saisir le gland du rideati que j'eilipoignai, ý pleine main. 
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- Qu'est-ce que tu fais? 
- Hein? 
- Qu'est-ce qui te prend? 
Le capitaine avait peur. 
- Rien. 
Etj'ajoutai n6gligenlillent: 'Je nie tiens au rideau. ' eý 
'11 ne sait pas ce que je sais. 11 ne sait pas que je peux d6noncer Jean. Je ne le ferai pas, 
je ne le ferai pas, je ne le ferai pas... Je suis libre, libre, libre! ' Ma main tenait encore 
le gland, par quoi j'6tais accroche a une chose solide, vraie. A ]a v6rit6 meme. 'Si je 
Mche le rideau?... ' L'ayant McM je me sentis encore plus 16ger. Ma main venait 
d'abandonner le balancier. 'Je dis ou je ne dis pas? Si je dis, api-W AprW Aprýs c'est 
Fenvahissenlent sentimental auquel j6chappe en ce moment par ilia preoccupation d'un 
6quilibre a garder. Ma situation est inconfortable mais elle estpi-olve. Elie est propre tant 
que je peux dire ou ne pas dire, encore que durant cette hesitation j'aie choisi de ne pas 
dire puisque je ne dis pas et pourtant que je ne dise pas n'a pas ]a stabilit6 du fait, le je 
ne dis pas' est encore illourant, treniblant: je peux (lire' 
- Je voulais te dire... 
- Qu'est-ce que tu veux? 
- Le petit est niort. 
11 ne comprit pas stir le coup. D'ailleurs la petite bonne ne pleurait pas. Elie n'6tait 
m6me pas en noir. Enfin il r6alisa. 
- Norn de Dieu! 
Et tout de suite il ýIouta: 
- Faut pas causer de qa, hein? T'as de I'argent? Attends. 0 De ]a poche arriere de soil pantalon il tim Line Hasse de billets de mille francs, d'un 
fernloir Wor en arracha cinq qu'iI mit dans les mains jointes stir le ventre de la bonniche. 
Elie fit tin geste de refus. 
- Si, si, garde-les... Et... et tout... 
Elie haussa les 6paules. 
- Petais pas ventie pour qa, dit-elle. 
Elie lui tendit la main et sortit, les yeux secs, le visage clos. 
Debout stir le balcon [ ... ] 
75 [ ... I tout. Fai [ ... ] (133) [ ... ] tout. Ainsi Jean, parfois, se revoltait contre sa conscience. Quand il me quitta, 
apres avoirjtir6 stir la tombe de soil vieux, il avait Wabord eprouve de ]a rage A se voir 
lie par tin serment qu'il n'osait rompre. Soil ame naYve craignait tine intervention sinon 
celeste, du moins des choses elles-menies revoltdes, ou de Paine de soil pýre et de sa 
inere. Pourtant lid6e qu'il irait, nlalgr6 le serillent, avanqait dej, ý Line pointe aiguý dans 
son esprit. 11 eut I'llabilet6 de ille dire: 
- C'est nialheureux de promettre et de ne pas aller au rendez-vous. 
Je ne r6poildis pas. 11 descendit les escaliers du m6tro. Sa rage s'accrut. Autour de 111i t) les gens se pressaient a leurs fýtes intimes. Ltii seul 6tait reterill par le lien qui s, opposait le plus a sa nature: le respect. 11 ne se passa rien d'extraordinaire. 11 pensa que son 
vieux, dans soil trou, il'oserait pas le maudire. Et que se passerait-il s'il le maudissait? La f6te I'appelait. Le d6sir le torturait. 
- Pour tine fois, nion vieux, y comprendra. 
Fai [ ... ] 
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75 [ ... ]a leur c6tes. Je note [ ... ] (133-134) [ ... ]A leurs c6t6s. Pourtant je dois confronter cette honte avec la. rougeur que je sentis a mon visage dans Pobscurite d'une salle de cin6ma, quand aux actualit6s je vis 
partir en chantant, pour le front russe les prenliers volontaires franqais sous l'uniforme 
allemand. Pessaierai d'expliquer cette contradiction. Je note [ ... I 
76 [ ... ] la prenliere fois. Sa beatit6 [ ... ] (135-136) [ ... I Sa bravoure: 'Un lioninle comme moi... ' 'Un lionlille conime moi ne petit pas mourir', se dit-il tin jour dans les neiges de Russie. 
11 comprit tres vite le parti qu'il potivait tirer de ce sentiment d'orgLieil. 11 n'dtait pas trýs 
sOr qu'en cas de trop grand froid ]a neige se deroulant d'un talus qu'elle drapait ne FeOt 
enveloppe des 6paules aux pieds pour le prot6ger. 
Un jour, il dut prendre le commandement d'un groupe de sept hommes pour aller en 
reconnaissance. Ati moment de partir, il conimanda: 
- Garde a votis! 
Les soldats habitu6s a de pareils ordres, rectiRrent la position, encore qu'il ne f0t, pas 
dans les habitudes d'exag6rer la discipline fornielle sous le feLl. Erik sourit: 
- Vous avez niarcliV VOLIs avez cru que j'allais vous eniniener au pas! 11 rit. et ses 
carnarades avec hii. Pourtant, et bien qu'il I'dit prononc6e en riant, sa r6flexion trahissait 
son aniour secret du commandement. 11 n'osait pas le manifester ouverternent, par 
pudeur. La patrouille partit. C'6tait ]a nuit. Les vetenients blancs dtaient givr6s par le gel 
et par ]a Itine. Ils avancerent avec tant de ruses et grace au courage de leur guide qu"Erik 
s9 aperqut. qu'ils avaient franchi les liones ennemies. 11 eut alors Videe de d6serter. La 
fatigue le hii commandait et pour ýtre (Paccord avec hli-mýme, il croyait devoir trahir 
Hitler, niais il 6prouva qu'il existe envers le diable Line certaine N16146, laquelle ne 
ressortit PILIS A ]a morale. 
- On doit We loyal, et la trallison apparalt comme tin mal d6rivant cle la mort. 
Au surplus, sa beaut6 [... ] 
76 [ ... ] de plus ell phis secrete. 11 pillait ]a France [ ... ] (136-138) [ 
... ] de plus en plus secr'tes. e 'C'etait quand m6iie tin ami. 11 fatit bien avoir tin ami. ' Enfin, tin jour d'attaque toute 
son angoisse tomba. Nous 6tions en Russie. ChaqLle maison etait tour ý tour abandonnee 
des Russes et prise par nous. Je savais qUe derriere le mur gisaient les cadavres des 
derniers d6fenseurs de ]a maison. Avec tin peu de chance je pouvais p6netrer par Line 
br6che ouverte en plein niur. La mitraillette braquee, j'allais ni'approcher, niais tin 
carnarade, plus rapide que nioi, avait dejý gagi16 le mur. Accroupi il d6chargea quelques 
balles ý I'int6rieur de ]a niaison, au hasard, il attendit cinq secondes, et d6sesp6r6ment 
escalada ]a breche. Je le regardais faire. 11 posa son pied chauss6 d'un gros soulier ferr6 t: ý stir tin coin du niur et fit ainsi 6couler [sic] des briques et tin peu de potissiýre de cinient. 
Pour la premiere fois, je fus toucI16 de coniprendre qLl'au milieu de la plus niortelle des 
guerres puisse prendre place tin 6venement aussi important que la, clitite de que1ques 
gravats. Un soldat qLli court A I'attaque, porte sa vie a 1'ennerni, est-il vrai que son pied d6place, quelclues cailloux? La guerre 6tait donc coniposee de gestes (I'Line banalit6 tr6s 
grave? A mon tour je franchis ]a breclie. Les feninies? Fy songeais. Mes camarades 
recevaient des lettres de leurs fianc6es! Moi pas. Je savais que le facteur 6tait porteur de baisers. A ]a distribution du courrier, c'6tait Line fýte OLI les fenimes s'6panouissaient, 
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d'ou j'etais exclu. 
- ... elle Va 6crit ... ? 
- ... qu'est-ce quelle te (lit? 
- ... tu la verras... " Les gars 6taient tristes ou joyeux, mais ils 6taient A cette f6te organis6e par des mains 
de fei-nnies, des yeux, des IMes de femilles. Petais seLIL Satif qti'ai( loin je sentais 
veiller - pour We pr& ý FaUbe, le bourreau de Berlin. Et je Paimais par rage. 11 ne 
i-n'6crivait plus. C'est alors qu'iI me fallut beaucoup de courage pour conserver mon 
616gance: trotiver des chemises de soie, des chaussettes, des parfunis. Je pillai. Enfin ce 
fut la France. Erik pilla les illaisons abandonn6es et les boutiques franqaises. 11 
s9enricilissait. Sachant que ]a r6p6tition d'Un instant lieureux est de inoins en moins 
intense, il accunlula ses ricliesses selon tin ordre qu'il s'etait fix6, pour un r6sultat d6fini: 
pour avoir tin appartenlent de dotize pieces stir le Kurftirstendanim a Berlin. 11 en avait 
prevu le inobilier dans ses Mails, le noillbre de doniestiques (cinq), deux voitures, le 
nombre de costumes, de chapeaux... 11 fallait qu'iI eut tout cela. POUrquoi cela? On ne 
sait pas. Cette d6cision, ce choix seraient, me senible-t-il, entach6s d'un peU d'arbitraire 
si ne les avait command6s tine r&erie, plut6t qu'un calcul raisonne. La vie sociale - et 
pour Erik ]a vie - se trouverait enfin r6afis& par la possession du confort materiel qui 
suffit A tin lioninie. Atteindre ý ce confort et a Line fortune qui assure ]a libert6, donc ]a 
puissance. 11 suffit d'un minimum et il d6cida tin jour du noinbre de millions de marks. 
Pour d'autres, de nature plus riche, ]a vie se pr6sente comme tine marche continuellement 
renotivelde, or Erik agissait afin de jouir de ce r6sultat durant tin instant assez bref (mais 4-P 
qu'iI lui faudrait rendre public, universelleillent ou presque) afin que soil destin Hit 
acheve. Erik en soillilie desirait sa propre realisation. C'est le cas de n'importe quel 
epicier sans doute, sauf qu'Erik avait conipris que ]a contemplation d'une r6LIssite ne doit 
pas s'6terniser. 11 pillait ]a France [ ... ] 
78 [ ... I Jean etait a116 a une f6te [] (141) [ ... I Jean dtait alld ý ]a fýte [] 
78 [ ... ] dtait d6sert. Nous etions pr6s [ ... ] (141) [ 
... ] etait d6sert. 11 faisait absolunient nuit. Nous etions pres 
79 [ ... I me plait. 
- Allez, stice, jusqu'a ce qti'il d6charge. ? -I Je tremble de lionte au souvenir de, cet instant, car c'est nioi [ ... I (142) [ ... I nie plalit. 
- Suce encore. Allez, suce, jUsqu'a ce qu'il d6charge. 
Je tremble de honte au souvenir de cet instant. Je tremble? Bali! C'est moi [] 
79 - Tu peux causer niaintenailt. T'as de la veine [ ... 1 (142) - Tu peux causer niaintenant, va. T'as de la veine 
83 Quand j'entrai apres trois coups 
(149) Quand j'eiltrai trois coups [ ... 
85 [ ... I il se nioquait. 
- Paulo West pas la? 
(151-153) [ ... ] dont il se moquait. QUand il comprit qUe j'6tais un voleur, je crus quil 
se d6tournerait de moi mais il me dit: 
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- Tit fais ce que tit veux, je ni'en fous. 
Ce Wetait pas indiff6rence. C'6tait concilier d'embl6e soil anliti6 avec ses dogmes 
politiques. 11 accepta m6ue, pour me rendre service, de ni'assister dUrant certaines 
op6rations. La premiýre fois ni la seconde il Wexigea detre r6tribti6, mais A ]a troisiýrne 
il parla de son &1.11 s'agissait de bidons d'essence. 
- Qu'est-ce que tit me donnes, M-dessus? 
Je le regardai fixement, d'un air que je croyais s6výre. Mais je ne pouvais aucune 
s6v6ritd contre tine atissi robuste sant6 morale. 11 se m6prit stir le sens de nion regard car 
il r6pdta en souriant, et cette fois, l6g&enlent inquiet. 
- Et bien oui, quoi, tit ne vas pas me donner quelque chose? 
- Con! 
- Mais pourquoi? J'ai droit a quelque chose, non? 
11 dit cette phrase avec title inqui6tude si grande qu'elle accentlia encore plus le c6t6 
canaille et enjOleur de son regard et de sa voix. 
- Allez! 
11 garda la bouche entrouverte stir le... - lez! - souriant et ]a larigue stir le bord des dents 
inf6rietires. L'oeil en coin. 
- Tu me fais chier. Ce qui me fout en boule, c'est de sentir que tit acceptes de dependre 
de nloi. Mais noill de DieLl apprends a avoir dautres droits que ceLIx de toil charnle stir 
moi. Finalenlent ta faqon de putain va finir par blesser notre amiti6 en blessant notre 
orgueil. 
Ce rapide discours ne parut pas le troubler. 11 garda soil sourire. 
- Alors, qa VernMe que je te deniande... 
- Oui. Tu peux prendre tin autre toil. 
11 sourit tin pett plus et (lit: 
- Alors, qu'est-ce que tit vas ille donner ]a-cleSSLIS? 
De la formule et du toil, ]a r6p6tition aussi exacte qui iWavaient agac6 fit sourire. Je 
haussai les 6patiles. 
- Tu le verras bien. 
- Comment je le verrai bien? 
Cette fois il naissait ý I'audace. Le toil 6tait agressif. 
- Je te donnerai ce que je voudrai. 
- Pardon j'ai nion mot a (lire. 
- Dis-le. 
11 h6sita tin instant: 
- Alors en soninle je fais ]a nloiti6 du travail et... 
- Et quoi? 
- Fai droit a la illoitie, illon vieux. Parfaitement j'ai droit A ]a moiti6. Fai fait ce que 
j'avais h faire. Je nie suis arrang6 pour retrotiver le chemin. Dix fois de suite j'ai ete en 
reconnaissance. 11 y avait autant de danger POUr toi que POLir moi... 
- Personne ne te dit le contraire. Tit auras ]a nioiti6. 
Mais enfin il Waimait pas Pargent. Je ne sais pourquoi cette expression avait suivi cliez L- 
]a mere le - il n'6tait pas croyant 
- Son frere, lui.... dit-elle. 
- Patilo West pas IV 
85 [ ... I sa dUr6e inviolables. Petit homme [ ... ] (154-155) [ ... I inviolables. G6rard avait distingu6 Paulo en passant stir un pont qui surplombe, ý Berlin, ]a voie 0 
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ferree. ALI milieu des nlanoeuvres au torse nu il le vit qui s'acharnait stir tin rail. 
D'abord, de soil belve&re, pencI16 a ]a balustrade, G6rard ne s'occupa que de cette 
mousse qu'6taient les chevelures en d6sordre; il s'6tonna qu'elles couvrissent des cranes 
et surtout des crAnes douvriers et servissent a IeUr beaut6. Pas plus qu'Erik, il ri'aii-nait 
les ouvriers. Les mains noires et calleuses potivaient quelquefois, en le caressant, lui 
causer tine jouissance tres vive, mais le Plus souvent elles Iui rappelaient qu, il etit suffi 
d'un rien - la volont6 de refuser le destin - pour qu'il ait au bout des bras deLIX mains 
pareillement sales, au bout des mains des mils de fer, dans les bras ]a fatigue de longs 
jours de travail, et avec elle I'lluilliliation d'ýtre tin esclave. 11 s'attacha d'abord a 
reconnaitre Wen haut les visaaes cach6s par ces mottes de cheveux d6peignes. Peu A peu, 1-: 1 il pensait chevelures, il pensait clievelures joyetises, clievelures joyetises d'6tre libres, au 
vent, a peine gratt6es par tine main rapide et indiff6rente. Sa propre chevelure, encore 
que trýs belle lui partit tine herbe niorte, triste, fan6e comme les cheveux de Jean dans 
soil cerctieil. Gerard 6pr0LIva ]a nostalgie de cet 6tat qu'il refusait encore. Accoude ý la 
balustrade du pont il regardait les t&s, les torses nou6s, liales, les muscles et tout le 
desordre hunlain d'un chailtier de travail - et ]a 16gýre et douce tristesse qui 1'6treignit 
etait seniblable a ce que j'dprOLIvai moklienle quand (ILI hatit de la terrasse du jardin 
public de B. mon regard plongea ý l'int6rieur de ]a cour de ]a prison. A chaque vasistas L, 
entrouvert, je voyais tin visage. Oil devait se faire des signes, se parler de fenetre a 
fenetre, de choses nlyst6rieuses, cl'oti j'6tais exclu, et c'est moi qui me sentais en exil. 
Nous regrettons ]a beaut6 que nous avoils perdue, la douleur et le nialheur nlýnie 
immenses qui causaient notre beaut6. Tout a coup Gerard fut 6tonne de ]a nonchalance 
des ouvriers, qui tous dtaient franqais. Chaque bras, au lieu d'agir, avait Pair de 
considerer d'un air r6sign6 le rail. Woti il etait, G6rard Wentendait pas ce qu'on disait 
et du reste, il n'eut rien compris mais cette gelatine de gestes, tine main vivante, au bout 
d'un bras tres noble, s'agita de faqon nerveuse, intelligente, et il comprit, passiorindillent 
interesse, que F&re aLiquel appartenait cette main rapide, pensait et savait agir. 11 voulut 
voir son visage. 11 fallait pour cela descendre stir la voie. Gerard s'efforqa donc de 
distinguer ]a clievelure et le pantalon bleu afin de le reconnaitre, et trois Minutes aprýs, 
quand il fut stir la voie, il se tr0LIva face a face avec tin beau garqon qui avait son age 
et essuyait avec soil bras la sueur de soil front. G6rard le r6clania au contrenialtre 
alleniand pour tine raison qti'il ne dit pas. 
Gerard sorti, j'dtais habileilient passe derriere Patilo et de ilia verge je lui caressai les 
fesses. Je fis cela moins parce que j'6prouvai le d6sir male de le baiscr qu"ý cause de ]a 
beatit6 de la croupe de Paulo, croupe massive et pleine de tous les frenlissements des 
nuits tropicales sous le pantalon de toile bleue, paraissant cotiverte, malgrd ftli, d'un 
pelage ras, tigi-6,6lectrique, crOUpe lourde et sure de sa force, au contact de quoi je me 
fortiflais. Petit lioninie [ ... ] 
86 [... ] prison, poignards? 
- Tu as peur? 
En treniblant [ ... ] (156) prison, poignards? 
- Toi peur? 
En treniblant [ ... ] 
89 les gestes de son Age. C'est alors C> 0' 61-162) les gestes de son age. Tres souvent avec mes gigolos, r6serves de beatit6 
necessaire a ilia puissance, je ni'efforqais de (lire des mots et d'avoir tine vue des clioses 
phis jeune - peut-etre, dira-t-on, afin qu'on nie crut plus jemle, encore que ce fCt pour 
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mieux d6rober toutes les beaut6s des gars, pour que ilia niachinerie Hit plus apte ý 
pdndtrer dans les recoins oti les secrets, peut-ýtre importants, des enfants trop beaux se 
retranchent, je voulais aUssi donner le change et provoquer des confidences que la 
jeunesse n'accorde nlysterieusernent qu'A ]a jeunesse - mais je ri'arrivais le plus souvent 
qu'h minatider - car a cinquante ails je Wen avouais, dans Pintinlit6, que trente-cinq, 
j'ignomis qu'un jeune honline se vieilfit toujours et que son caractýre se rnanifeste par 
le contraste de sa jeunesse avec soil vieillissenient sinlule alors que je trahissais mon age 
par le contraste de ilia vieillesse avec mon rajeunissenient siniul6. Je sus avec Paulo avoir 
des gestes naturels. Mon corps d'un seul bloc lentement se tourna vers le gaillin et mes 
mains cllercllýrent les boutons. Je VOUILIS OLIvrir la braguette et SOLIS illes plialanges A 
travers Fetoffe bleue ]a bosse de ]a verge d6chargea dans mon bras tine secousse 
electrique. Moi-ni6nle j'ouvris mon pantalon. C'est alors [ ... I 
89 Hitler resplendit. 
Ce fut le grand d6sordre 
(162-163) Hitler resplendit comine tin Apollon. 
Paulo dans ]a rue siffle tin air en niarchant, et ]a certitude de son souffle et de son art, 
sa maitrise enfin et ]a s6curite de sa marche dans tin corps solide hii donnent Line autorit6 
calme qui, nie disais-je, s'accorde mal avec la m6chancet6 mais je compris que ce calme 
signifiait atissi indiff6rence et que c'est elle qui faisait aLISSi le fond de sa niechancet6. 
En prison, il demanda ý I'aum6nier tin livre de priere. Chaque fois que le pretre venait 
dans la cellule Patilo 1'6cotitait, le regardait droit dans les yeux sans sourire, jusqu'all 
bout. L'auni6nier le fit admettre ý Finfirmerie oýi il niontra, avec les religietises, la plus 
exacte piet6. Sa s6v6rit6 en iniposait. C'etait aLISSi de ]a droiture. 
On le croyait trýs pres de Dieu car il 6tait naff. 
Ses Iývres serr6es, ses yeux fixes, son visage sans SOUrire effrayaient les (16tentis qlli le 
d6testaient, voyaient (croyant voir) plus clair que personne et se disaient: 
Tjoue bien de la com6die, le gars. Comme musique qu'est-ce qu'iI leur sert aux 
frangines! ' 
Dans la cour il lie jouait jamais, les voleurs - ni les macs - lie sont des sportifs. Le jell 
est tine activit6 sans but. 
- C'est pas ]a peine que je lance tin bailon, il revient. 
Le voleur stipporte son metier a cause de Fattrait romanesque mais s'il n'6tait pas 
necessaire le nidtier serait sans attrait. Cette n6cessit6 entraine le voletir dans I'aventure 
ou' le jell ne va pas. On petit reftiser les aventures du jell, pas celles que propose le vol 
qui est n6cessaire. Enfin Vactivit6 du voletir contient deJ4 cet 616111elit esth6tique que 
cherche dans le jeu et le sport I'llonime SOLInlis aux m6tiers moins nobles. 
L'aunionier circulait parmi les detenus repentis, parmi les monies et les honinies. QLiand 
tin matelot fr6la ma janibe avec le bas tres ample de son pantalon, je frissonnai 
delicietisernent. 11 ni'arrive d'attendre ces contacts legers avec le pli dU froc d'dtoffe 
lourde et chatide qui, du pied qu'elle cache presque, monte ý la ceinture, ý ]a taille 
qu'elle 6treint si 6troitenient, car c'est tin grand besoin de tendresse qui fait Vinverti 
caresser ftirtivenient les lionimes. 
Paulo s'arrachait des lanibeaux de peau et niýme de chair. 11 lie sentait rien. 
Ce ftit le grand desordre [ ... ] 
90 1 ... I dans tin jardin. ' 
..................... 
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Un instant [ ... 1 (166) dans tin jardin. ' Cette pens6e le fit d6bander et Hitler eut ]a stupetir de voir 
le mernbre magnificlue, sous ses yeux s'aniollir, diminuer, fondre, s'affaisser stir les 0 
couilles brunes et velues. 11 en fut 6tonne, liuniiU. Ses doigts habiles clierch&ent dans 
les plis de, chair flasque tin point d'appui solide, et avec les PILIS grands soins, ils 
reussirent a ramener dans sa forme accomplie et parfaite, le sexe ador6. Mais quand il 
Peut en main, bien serrd, il ne le lAclia plus qtiil Wait d6gueule son fOLItre. Un instant 
I ... I 
93 [ ... ]ý la fois, son orgueil, sa lionte [ ... ] (171) [ ... ]a la fois, son orgueill, sa lionte [ ... ] 
[illisprint] 
93 [ ... ] le cou du Fris6: 
- Gute nacht, Erik. 
- Gute nacht, bo nuit, Riton. 
(171) [ 
... ] 
le cou du Fris6: 
- Gut naclit, Erik. 
- Gut naclit, M nuit, Riton. 
94 [ ... ] la qualitý du gratlit [ ... ] (173) [ ... ] la qualU admirabie du granit [] 
95 [ ... ] ffit tout a fait immobile. Enfin quand 
le prenlier [ ... 1 
(174-175) ftit tout ý fait immobile. Peu ý peu, il sentit son noeud grossir, se mouvoir SOLIS 
le slip et, prenant de plus en plus de force, remonter de Illi-illenle sa tete vers le ventre. 
Enfin quand le prenlier [ ... ] 
95 L ... I il coniprit son desir. Une denli-lieure ( ... 1 (175) [ ... I il comprit son (16sir. 11 porta sa main a ]a bite et, 
Vy laissa, par dessus le 
pantalon et la braguette fermee. Une denli-lieure [ ... I 
95 [ ... I dLI niot eperdument. (175) [ ... I du niot 6perclCtilient. 
97 La iiiaison sentait la iliort. Elle glissait vers [ ... ] (178) La niaison sentait la iliort. La niain (louillettenient posee stir les couilles d'Erik, 
Riton potivait illotirir. La niaison Mait iiiiiiýe. Elle glissait vers [ ... 1 
98 [ ... I ou sont les boutons. Difin [ ... 1 (179) [ ... ] OLI sont les boutoils, les couilles et la qLiette. Enfin 
ej g einprisonnai, 
fillette 98 [ ... 1 tresor en vrac. Je prýjttge, ii de sa spiendeur dans Paction et l' 
endorniie, dans nia grosse patte (Pogre. Je la protegeais. C 
(180) [ ... 1 en vrac. Elle trotiva ]es couilles, chercha la bite et la reconnut ä wie 16gýre 
consistance encore qu'elle ne bandät pas. Je prepigeai de sa splendeur dans ilaction et 
Pernprisonnai, fillette endoriiiie, dans nizt grosse patte (Vogre. La possession dans la iiiain 
de la quetie d'Erik, sails Ufense dans le sonitileil, nie reiliplit alors d'orgueil et 
d'asstirance. Je la protegeais. 
99 [ ... I et dansante. Puisqu'il venait cle [I 
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(180) [ ... ] et dansante. Dans une inqui6tLIde mortelle qUe 1'espoir a lilesure chassait, j'attendis. PLiisqti'il venait cle [ ... I 
99 [ ... ] chaque fois plus prdcise. Erik ne fit pas [ ... ] (181) [... ] chaque fois plus pr6cise et de plus en PILIS comme si je 1eusse brail]6 par- 
dessus le pantalon. Erik ne fit pas [ ... I 
100 [... ] A rester. Un autre bruit se fit entendre. Ils attendirent un instant. 
Fai tue, pil16 [ ... ] (183) [... ] a rester. Un autre bruit se fit entendre. Ils attendirent un instant. 
ainlais sentir d6charger sa queue et ill'oublier accroche a elle par ]a bouche. 
Parfois elle se gonflait cornme la gorge des pigeons qui font Famour. 4-D 0 
Je suis tin adolescent nu couche dans tin pr6 6maiN de narcisses. Des insectes volent sur 
des grarnin6es, ]'air est saupoudre de pollen, le ciel est clair. 
Sous ses mains, mes lianclies treniblaient. 
Fai tue, piII6 [ ... ] 
100 [ ... ] sans conscience. Le Führer [ ... ] (184) [ ... ] sans coilscieilce. Un acte est ýlegant. Ou ile sera pas. 
Le Führer [ ... 1 
101 [ ... I une plaie sanglante. Comille tOLIS [ ... ] (185) [ ... I une plaie sanglailte. En passailt, son regard accrocha le portrait du roi Michel de Rouillallie. Stir cette photo 
le visage dLl jetine souverain de dix-huit ans montrait cette tristesse que jexplique ainsi 
cliez Erik: comme tous [ ... I 
101 [ ... ] ses yeux tin Mat de haine. 
..................... 
Dans les yeux [ ... ] (185-187) [ ... I ses yeux O'etais a genoux devant Iui, hii-mCme allon& entre mes cuisses) 
Lin dclat de Ilaine. Une gouttelette n'dtait pas loin de ]a bouche. Comme je ]a voyais 
couler Iiii-me2ine ]a sentait. 11 ne bOUgeait pas. Nos deux regards s'embrouillaient Ieurs 1. > fils. 11 attendait que le calme revint en lui - ou plut6t ]a rage. Enfin it fit le geste de 
slessuyer avec le bras, mais stir le biceps (ILI foutre avait gic16 qui coula, froid, jusqu'A 
son cou. Je tendis une serviette queje venais de ramasser en me penchant. Depuis cejour 
s'il me niontrait que1que hargile, Erik conservait une peine trýs Idg&e qui dtait coninle 
tin peu de brume stir soil visage. Wtu comme tin prince. Cette vie inhUmaine risqUait de 0 condUire trop rapidenlent Erik au d6tachenient. Soil instinct de conservation freina 
presque sans que Iui-nlýnle sen rendit conipte. Ses mains crispees se raccrocllýrcnt A ce 
qu'elles fr6laient en passant, les soieries, les bijoux, les montres, les cuirs. L'argent du bourreau pernlit qti'il shabillat avec une 616gance parfaite, tOLIjours niesur6e, car le 
moindre excýs FeAt d6nlont6.11 se passionna pour les mecanismes d'acier, les boucles, les chatissures de daim, les chemises de soie, les lainages, les ceintures, les cravates. It Cý 
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ftit tin des jetines lioninies les mieux vettis de Berlin, mais cette el6gance affolee dtait 
poursuivie sans conviction et toujours 6tait crevassee d'une breche par ou le desespoir 
passait tin pan. La braguette de totis les pantalons etait A fermeture 6clair. Personne ne 
pouvait y toucher. Sa simplicit6 6tait aussi importante que ]a siniplicitd de Racine ou que 
les ineandres des poemes de Jean D., qu'afin de Wen pas laisser ftiir le sens, le secret, 
tin entrelacs fermait conime les niotifis conipliqu6s, les statuettes des dieux, les fleUrs 
sacr6es ornent les serrures de bois qui gardent closes les cases des negres. 
Pai votilti tuer le bourreati. Un niatin je suis entrd dans sa chailibre. 11 dormait. Les 
fenetres 6taient fermees. Pai &6 assonlm6 par ]a prdsence de ce corps immense, allong6, 
emettant Line chaleur, Line odeur stiffocantes qui ill'amollissaient, d6sarmaient mon bras 
de sa force. 
Si je vois encore Vextreme pointe, I'ombre de nies sourcils, c'est parce que je porte Lin 
peu baiss6e ]a tete et je regarde sans vouloir ]a relever. 
Comment Erik apprit les langues 6trangeres: Qu'aprýs le ineurtre du dragon ý Siegfried Cý le chant des oiseaux devint clair et il West pas impossible qu'ayant ti. 16 Lin enfant de 
France par lui fut comprise et parl6e notre langue. 11 6tait trýs beau. Et tmýs ilia] heureLIX. C) 11 sentait le miserable de sa condition - non settlement de lopette sMre - illais de beau 
gosse de qui ]a beaut6 ile senible pouvoir sortir. Elie 6tait prise en lui qu'elle dclairait. 
Erik etait seniblable aux expressions trop belles. La beaut6 ne satirait s'dchapper de lui 
qui ]a conserve. La beaut6 fait (Pune formule une chose ferm6e, tine chose en soi, tin 
objet qui denieure comme objet Wart et dont oil a tenclance ý se contenter. Je me mdrie 
des expressions brillantes. Leur 6clat arr6te 1esprit, les fixe stir elles-ill6nies qui le 
contiennent en entier. Oil les dit alors spirituelles. Mais parce qu'elles sont prison pour 
Fesprit qui les dore et reftise de s'evader. Je me v&irai comme se vkait Erik. Tr6s 
eleganiment. Un voletir est 6legant par necessit6. Avec les výtements chics apparaissent 
les gestes civils. Uelegance donne a ]a pens6e une grande aisance. Enfin tin saint doit se Cý 
motivoir d'abord dans tin cliniat physique temp&6 par des habitUdeS polies. Erik 
choisissait d'adillirables ceintures de cuir. 11 disait: 
'Elles sont en cuir fative. ' 
Dans les yeux [] 
102 [ ... Ia jour. Le Ffillrer [ ... ] (188) [ ... I ajour. Cette idee: 'je peux lui donner encore cc gosse' ne se formula pas ainsi dans sa t6te. Elie s'y presenta sous ]a forme d'une volute iris6c oL'i s'enroulait, comme 
autour d'un mirliton, le mot, plusieurs fois r6p&6: 'geben' (donner). L-a valse nieme de 
ce mot gonfI6 comme une bulle de savon, Ncoeura et efit I)LI lui causer une nausde si son 
attention Wavait 6t6 saisie par ]a pointe f6roce que contenait le sens franqais du niot 
donner, car ici le niot se pr6sentait bien avec cc sens sous-entendu: le donner aux fatives, 
le donner au bourreau, enfin le 'clonner' tout court, coninie nous disons, nous, dans notre 
argot 'il I'a donn6'. Cette id6e s'enfuit. Elie disparut selon le Inode assez fluide de son 
apparition, laissant voir derriere elle, plus claire cette autre id6e: 'Le gosse ne parlera 
pas, il. est conime les autres. ' 
11 voulait dire qu'on croirait qu'un fou seul peut oser Line semblable aventure. 11 jeta son 
mouchoir a Paulo qui sessuya ]a bite, pUiS il lui servit du champagne et il. IL'i 
reconinianda de manger des gAteaux et de funier des cigarettes. 11 sortit sans dire autre 0 01 0 
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chose, emportant dans tout son ýtre title provision de forces vives. Apres avoir sonne, 
sans attendre m6ille que G6rard vint, dix secondes aprýs, reprendre Paulo potir le 
reconduire hors du palais, le FOhrer [ ... ] 
102 [... ] comman(ler au monde? 
Riton ne se tuera pas [ ... ] (189-191) communtlej- au nionde? 
Son histoire avec le Fflhrer avait transforni6 Paulo. Elle ne lui avait pourtant rien enlev6 
de sa m6chancete qui toutefois s'6tait comme amollie. C'est-a-dire qu'au lieu de piquer, 
Patilo desirait niordre. Si dans Vaniour Hitler Pavait eniniancW, le gosse, pourSUivant 
sa vie, e0t eprouve sans dOLlte le besoin de se retourner avec violence Pour jeter ý bas 
le fantorne dont il aurait senti ]a presence stir son dos, illais c'est lui qui avait enci. 116 
Hitler et il allait dans ]a vie avec tine d6iiiarclie tin peu arqu6e conlille s'il eAt port6, ý 
bout de bite, le seigneur enipaI6. Les menibres conservent le souvenir de gestes qu'ils 
pourraient accomplir. 
Lorsque d6vku, abandonil6 dans le lit, till gosse refusait de se laisser enctiler, dans 
Fombre des draps je savais trouver quelques gestes pour exprillier nion desespoir. Je ne 
saurais retrouver a I'air libre ces gestes (expressifs sans le secours de la bouclie et des 
yeux). 11 s'agissait d'une certaine faqon de p6trir Pepaule, Wallonger nervetisenient ilia 
cuisse, de plaquer contre soil dos nion ventre, d'enrouler mon bras autour du sien 
peut-6tre, mais le gosse par title caresse ill'apprenait quiI avait conipris mon cliagrin et 
voulait ni'en consoler. A peine fut-il libre, Cest-ý-dire qu'il fut Or, aprýs le salut de 
Gerard qLli le raccoilipagnait jusqu'a ]a rite, de n'etre suivi d'aucun espion, que Paulo 
consid6ra cette aventure pass6e, oil il eut tres peur, avec son regard fixe et mauvais. 11 t: - 
se sentait fort des illille niarks gliss6s discretenient dans sa poclie. La týte till peu tourn6e 
ý gauclie, il niarchait dans ]a rite, la bouche pincee, Poeil aigu. Conime toujours il 6tait 
pr6t ý fondre, nialgre sa petite fortune, stir la premiýre occasion, et d'abord stir line 
chernise qti'il aclieterait, mais qu'il eniporterait coilillie till larcin. 
Mon art consistant a exploiter le ilia], puisque je suis poNe, oil ne petit s'dtonner que je 
ni$occupe de ces choses, des conflits par quoi se caracterise la plus path6tique des 
6poques. Le poýte s'occupe (ILI nial. Cest son role de voir la beaut6 qui s'y trouve, de 
Fen extraire (oil dy niettre celle qu'il desire, par orgueil? ) et de I'Litiliser. Uerreur 
interesse le poNe, puisque 1'erreur settle enseigne ]a vdritL'. Je rdpNe ici que le poNe est 
asocial (appareninient), il cliante les erreurs, il les encliante ensuite afin qu'elles servent - 
ou la soient - la beaute du lendemain. La d6finition habituelle du ilia] me fait croire qu'il 
rivest qUe le r6sidu de Dieu. La poesie ou Part (Putiliser les restes. D'utiliser ]a lilerde 
et de vous la faire bouffer. Par ilia], j'entends ici le pecIlL1 contre les lois sociales ou 
religieuses (de ]a religion (Ittat) alors que le Mal Wexiste reelleillent que dans le fait de L-1 donner la niort, oil d'enipWier ]a vie. N'essayez pas de prendre appui stir cette definition 
rapide pour Condaniner les ilieurtres. Titer c'est souvent donner la vie. Titer petit We 
bien. Oil le reconnalt a ]'exaltation joyeLlSe (lit ineurtrier. C'est ]a joie du sauvage qui tue 
pour sa tribu. Riton tile pour tuer, mais il Wimporte. Le p6cll6 West pas 1ý. 11 tile pour 
qu'i1 vive puisque ces nieurtres sont le pr6texte et le illoyen d'une vie plus haute. Le seul, 
crime serait de se d6truire soi-nienie car (lit coup c'est tuer ]a settle vie qui compte, celle de son esprit. Je connais mal les th6ologiens, mais je les soupqonne Wetre profonddment de mon avis stir ce point. 
Riton ne se tuera pas [ ... 
106 [ ... 1 d'etre en deuil, aujourdliiii [ ... ] (196) [ ... ] d'etre en deuil, totit ä vivre, at(lotir(I'Iltii [] 
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106 au calot noir. 
.*,,,., **, ***,,, * Les fleurs (196-197) [ ... I au calot noir. Qu'on Pencule stir ]a tonibe de sa fille, je serai content. 
..................... 
Cependant que Paris pr6parait soil apoth6ose, Riton sentait dans sa main, toujours 
davantage fondre ]a queue d'Erik. 11 ]a pressa un peu, fit passer dans sa main tOLIte son 
ivresse, mais Erik somnleillait et sa queue, entre les doigts 6mus de Riton ne fut pas plus 
qu'une liniace, tine rose mouill6e. 
..................... 
Les fleurs [] 
107-108 mais ce livre West pas fini. 
Depuis 
(199-202) mais ce livre West pas fini. 
..................... 
Une autre fois, tin soir Riton rencontra Erik qui fumait une cigarette adosse ý la 
balustrade de fer dLI pont qUi surplombe a ]a Chapelle la voie ferr6e du Nord. Sa 
silhouette se d6tacliait stir tin enclievetrement de rails. Iminobiles, rigides ]'tin en face de 
Pautre, tin instant ils partirent accomplir, pour se joindre, se rejoindre, sunir POUr 
retissir tin travail coninuin accordant et refusant le vertige, ICS 111OLIvements mysterieux 
du buste, des jailibes, des bras, qu'accomplissent, aux f6tes foraines, les garqons 
enfernies comille des 6cureuils clans tine balanqoire en forme de cage nietallique. Une 
seconde Winlillobi]46 fut stir le point Wetre fixee et de rendre 6ternelle - dans Pimillobilite hOLIletise de leur corps et de letir esprit. Une seconde ils furent prisonniers 
de la cage ati-dessus de la f6te foraine, saisis dans Paniour ati somiliet de I'dquilibre, car 
leurs yeLix se rencontr&ent, illais ils Wen eurent pas conscience car Riton - tin train passa 
sous le pont qu'il ebrailla, obligeant Erik a tin niouvement de ]a tete qui le d6taclia du 
gosse. Riton continua soil clieniiii. Ces deux enfants niourront ensemble, au faite d'une 
maison, stir tin toit ou ils s'etaient retranch6s et dont les caricaturistes se sont tant nloquds 
sans soupqonner le patli6tique d'un tel abandon. Riton aurait pu fuir avant la I-Mration 
de Paris, mais il etait comilie ces jeLlnes otages qui pi-Mrent, la ranqon payde, rester avec 0 le forban qui les a captur6s et mourir avec lui. Si Riton ne proilonqa pas la phrase 
admirable que nie dit Jean D., quand je roulais stir son dos ivre de bonlieur, pour la 
premiere fois: 'Maintenant, j'ai l'inipression que je Vainle encore phis qll'avant', du 
nioins la tendresse profonde qui ]a fit naltre, il Vexprima en posant tin baiser stir Npaule 
d'Erik. Cette plirase, que ni'a (lite tin jemle mort, je Vai gardde pour 1'enchasser dans le 
passage le plus pr6cis de mon livre qui devient de ce fait une sorte de reliquaire encore indigne d'accueillir ]a plus rare des reliques. Je ill'Otais ý peine (16=116 de Jean, ilia stieur 
me collant A son dos. Sa tete etait tourn6e, une joue pos6e stir Voreiller. Je ne bougeais 
phis, dtourdi par le don si longtemps espCr6 et par ilia d6cliarge PILIS formidable que 0 jamais, quand - sans que soil corps gracieux et tin peu maigre eCit boug6 - je 1'entendis 
murmurer, ]a voix tin peu cass6e, tin pett an-oiss6e par ]a pudeur de Faveu: 'Maintenant, j'ai l'impression de Vaimer PlUs qu'avant. 
": ' 
Quelques jours apres, nous 6tions allonges, cote a cote et cliastement. Jean se serra tin 
peu plus contre nioi et il ille dit: 
- Je crois bien que je Vaime. 
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Je me reculai l6gerenient, le regardai dans les yeux et je dis, les yeux 6carquill6s et la 
bouche entrouverte: 
- Non? Cest vrai? 
Je posai cette question de la ni6nie faqon que le jeune mari, a qui sa femme annonce 
qu'iI est possible qti'elle soit enceinte. Ce que Von appelle tin lieureux evenenient nous 
arrive a I'improviste, sans nous, et nous fait croire que nous somilies l'objet d'une grAce, 
d'une attention particuRre. Je le pris par le COU, car je voyais bien quil 6tait plus triste 
quejoyeux. QUand le garqon d'aniphitheAtre eut OLIvert les portes de la salle ou son corps 
etait garde, c'est encore cette phrase qui venait me hanter. Quand je montai Vescalier en 
courant, le niouvenient de mon corps acc6lera peUt-6tre nion niotivenient tragique, et tout 
ý coup, je vis Jean. Je voulus approclier, mais Line horreur tin instant plus forte que i-non 
amour me retint. Je luttai. Je luttai, les mains couvrant mon visage en larnies. Ce geste 
etait horrible. Tous les gens me regardaient combattre cette pieuvre qu'dtait Fhorreur 
ayant pour tentactiles nies dix doigts qtii ni'6treignaient le visage. Ce geste est a pr6sent 
sacre, car il 6tait tin rapport entre ilioi et le mort, a deux pas, dans son cerctieil. 11 dtait 
ce qui nous reliait ]'tin a I'autre. La torsade fig6e, le noeud de nies bras, la cage de i-nes 
mains OU nion visage 6tait pris formaient tin appareil etrange que ]a mort de Jean venait 
de fabriquer. PLIiS Paniour ftit le plus fort. Papprochai du cadavre et je baisai son front 
de pierre. Tai limpression de Vainier plus qu'avant. ' Pai songe ý mourir. 0 
Ve peux mourir maintenant, me disais-je. Qui me retient? Ma douleur d6passe toute 
douleur. Si je me tue, je perdrai le b6nefice, quand ilia peine aura pass6, des joies 
ftitures. Mais, me disai-je encore, je ne perdrai rien puisque ces joies ne sont pas encore 
et celui qui les 6prouverait West pas nibie encore, puisqu'il sera fait de ces joies. 
Supposons queje tue a Pinstant Jean Genet et qu'aussit6t de ce mort naisse Jean Genet... 
Je coupe ici ma vie. C'est fait. Je ne saurais regretter un futur qui ne sera pas. ' 
Depuis que j'6cris ce livre [ ... ] 
109 [ ... 1 des verttis de vos livres. En face d'un tel niallieur, il reste les larnies ou la 
cAre. La bonne &ait captive. 
Mais cette vie [ ... 1 (204-210) [ ... ] des vertus de vos livres. Pour connaitre nia tristesse que l'oil songe ä ce naturaliste qui revait d'offrir a son Nitisee wie collection de papillons unique au nionde. 
11 passa trente ans dans la jungle, risquant mille fois les morts ]es plus diverses, et quand C 
rapporta au Musee ses insectes multicolores, il vit wie collection plus rare que celte 
pour quoi il avait depense tant de peine. Eil face d'un tel niallieur, il reste les larilles ott 
la colere. La bonne hait captive. 
11 faisait nuit quand j'arrivai en prison. Un gafe me conduisit devant la porte de ma 
cellule, puis il ni'y laissa, le nez au "I'lir. 11 avait oubli6 ses clefs. La prison regorgeait 
d'etres chauds, nLIS, kliauff6s, frott6s Wail, forts, tassCs contre des types flasques, sales 
et sans grAce, mais dont Vig; noniinie elle-nieme, en n1ac6rant, aclievait de fertiliser les 
celltiles. Je pretai toutes les oreilles de mon corps. Dans Pobscurit6, il y eut tine lutte 
rapide, tres courte. La cellule oscilla tin moment. QuelqU'1111 grogna, puis j'entendis: 
- Qu'est-ce qu'iI Va fait? 
-Y rn'a foutu tin coup d' pied... 
En illeme temps que ]a premiere disait: '06T La seconde voix r6pondit... Tans les 
tenýbres'... et d'une voix si voil6e - car ]a douleur lui coupait ]a c1lique, que je COMPris 
que le pote avait requ tin coup de pied formidable, de clieval petit-e4tre, dans ]a partie la 
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plus ten6breuse tie lui-m6nie. 
'Un coup d'latte dans les roustons, que j'y ai mis', dit Paulo. Encore que je fusse 
derriere tine porte 6paisse, je pus voir tin gosse s'allonger stir le c6te, se ratatiner SOLIS 
la couverture, les deux mains plaqti6es A ]a racine tie ses cuisses, emprisonnant dans un 
nid douillet ses deux petits oeLIfS de rouge-gorge. 1'6tais en cellule avec Paulo. 11 connut 
cette lionte d'apprendre que le Pr6sident qui Pavait condamn6 au Tribunal, etait lui-meme 
execut6 par les Alleinands pour avoir fait Sauter, avec des bombes fabriqu6es par son fils, 
a vingt reprises, vingt locomotives dails tin dep6t de machines. Un tel exploit depassait 
les exploits des gangsters. La d6lation dtait clans Vair du temps avec ]a trahison, le pillage 
et le meurtre. En effet, depuis les plus illustres cliefs tittat (Hitler, Stafine)jusqu'au plus 
simple journaliste, en voulant imiter sottenlent les lioninles de ]a Renaissance, I'Ardtin 
et les princes de Maciliavel, oil transforina la morale privee en apportant dans la morale 
publique les 616ments destin6s h la detruire. Le juge tie B. agit en bon Franqais. Ai-je 
Fair d'ironiser? Et ines livres sentent-ils ]a blague? Le juge etait tin petit vieillard qui se 
tassait stir soi-iii6ille. 11 disparaissait presque au fond d'un fauteuil, et it se voyait ainsi 
disparaitre dans tine glace plac6e stir le intir en face de lui. La peaU de ses joues 
Windiquait plus tie chair, presque plus Wos mais du cartilage qui semblait lui-ni6nie 
fondre. Les yeux s'inquietaient derriýre des broussailles de poils durs, ses gestes 
s'appativrissaient. 
'Qu'est-ce qu'il petit ill'arriver de pire? se disait-ii. SAreillent, si je continue stir ce 
mode, je vais disparaltre, fondre SOLIS le nez du greffier... ' 
Le greffier, qui 6crivait en face tie lui, (lit au juge: 
- Aujourd'hui, notis avons l'affaire Crainaille, Monsieur le Juge. 
- Hum... Hum... l'affai re? 
Sa voix elle-nl6ne s'anienuisait. 
- Craillaille, Monsieur le Juge. 
Parini les dossiers, a sa droite, le juge, d'une setile main, cherclia le dossier Cranlaille 
et le trouva. 11 s'agissait tie cette llistoire de cambriolage dont j'ai pai-16, des pillages 
executes par tin Milicien (Riton) par Paulo Crainaille et par Pierrot. Les autres comparses 
etaient connus, inais libres. La police Wavait pu arreter toute ]a bande et comment 
Paurait-elle pit puisqUe cette bande renaissait sails cesse? De jour en jOUr se (16COLivraient 
tie nouveaux coniplices. Arracher les racines du mal eAt consist6 ý d6truire le nionde, car 
pour etre subtiles, entre les criminels de vingt ails et le reste du nionde (et les choses 
elles-menles) les relations etaient etroites. Bref le nionde etait inoculd, le mal dtait dans 
le sang et ]a police il'y potivait rien puisqu'elle-ineine faisait partie du nionde. Le juge 
parcourut tin instant les diff6rentes pieces coinposant le dossier: les casiers judiciaires des 
trois voyous, les rapports de police, tine attestation de teinoin, les plaintes et Line 
commission rogatoire tie T. 
- Its sont la? dit-il. 
- Je vais voir, Monsieur le hige, (lit le greffier qUi sortit et rentra presque aussitOt 
prec6dant Crarnaille tenti par tin garde h Paide d'une clialne Wacier. Crainaille s'assit. 
Aux premieres questions it r6pondit stir tin toil trýs poli, si noble quelquefois que lejuge 
6tonn6 le regarda pour ]a premiýre fois. Paulo soutint son regard simplenlent, sans 
arrogance, ni faiblesse. 
- C'6tait ]a nuit, Monsieur le Juge, dit-il, en pr6cisant I'lieure du d6lit. Le juge ý 
nouveau regardait le dossier, et niachinalenient lisait le rapport de police. 
- La nuit? dit-il. Et tout a coup, eclaii-6 par le mot 'nuit', it se tourna vers Paulo: 
- Mais, vous etes fou. Vous voulez que votre vol soit qualifi6 et passer devant les Assises? Je ne vous demande pas si c'est la nuit. 'It ne faut pas queje disparaisse. Pas encore. Pourtant... Tous des petits salauds... Mais 
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il fatit etre juste, je dois rendre la justice, pensa-t-il. 
Et s'adressant a son greffier: 
- Vous Wavez rien 6crit, j'espýre? 
- Non, Monsieur le Juge. 
Que les juges trop g6n6reux prennent garde. Un 61ail qui part du coeur le voyou le 
reconnalt et il y r6pond par tin elan aussi vif, mais qui risque de le perdre malgrd lejuge 
le meilleur. Paulo dit: 
-Ya le rapport dLI fliC... 
Le juge cherclia dans le dossier, trouva ce rapport et le hit. En effet, il y etait question 
de I'lleure et le mot 'nuit' etait soulign6. Ce trait, sous le mot nUit, sativa Paulo et perdit 
le Juge. 
'QLl'un agent de police, raisonna-t-il, en se pr6cisant, encore que ce Hit mentalernent, 
les ternies, fasse tin rapport, c'est fort bien. C'est dans la rýgle. 11 doit done observer le 
reglement base stir des regles fondamentales. Fadmets qu'iI eillploie Winiporte quel inot 
oil disposition des mots, pour signaler ou d6crire les faits qu'il rapporte, mais il ne doit 
pas les coninlenter car ceci revient a ]a justice. Eil soulignant le mot nuit, Vagent ajOLIte 
a ce mot, tin sens qti'il ri'a pas philologiquement. Parce qu'il est SOLIfigne le mot nuit 
devient aggravant, infamailt. C'est ce sells qtii conduira Cramaille aux Assises. Outre qUe 
le tiret pour souligner West pas tin signe grammatical, done autorisd par les rýgles, ni par 
le r6glernent bas6 stir ces rýgles, il ; ýjoute au illot tin sells OLI illeille Lin jugenlent qui West 
pas inspir6 d'un sentiment dejustice, mais d'un sentiment Wobscure vengeance. Ce tiret 
sous le mot nuit, c'est tine (161ation, et ce rapport l'oeuvre d'un motichard, je m'en 
passerai done. Je vais faire acte de profonde justice et petit-6tre renionterai-je le coursT 
Uespoir senibla lui donner tin peu de vie. 11 se gonfla tin peu. A la faqon des arbres all 
printemps il sentit qu'iI reverdissait. Si ]a fonction d'un juge est de juger, c'est-h-dire 
departir le juste et Finjuste Ouger nial Wetant plus juger) il aurait pu devenir de illoins L, 
en illoins juge et se fondre complNeilient, ne rester qu'une mare de pipi all pied de son 
fauteuil. 
'je vetix etre juste. ' 
Mais juste signifie aussi charitable. A haute voix, il ajouta: 
- Je ne parlerai pas de la nuit dails votre interrogatoire. Cý 
- Je vous renlercie, Monsieur le hige, vous ýtes tin chic type. 
La voix de Paulo reprit tin accent canaille, car elle venait en droite ligne (III cocur pour 
porter les mots qui s'y trouvaient. Pendant tine seconde et quelle seconde! il fit la paix 
avec ]a soci6t6. Mais le souvenir (III rapport (III the Vattrista tin peu. Mis en confiance 
par le juge, il osa dire: 
- Vous croyez que le President va lire le rapport, Monsieur le Juge... des US... 
Le juge ne r6pondit pas. 11 regardait le papier pelure dactylograplli6 et il lisait le mot 
nuit, souligild. Belle nuit, 0^ nuit (Paniour! Nuits Wivresses, de caresses... Et nous avons des nuits plus belles que vos jours... I-a nuit stir nous 6tend ses voiles... 
Nuits-Saint-Georges... Nuits de ]a Saint-Jean, nuit de Valpurgis... C'dtait ý trois lieures 
du matin, tin point. La Nuit. Un trait soLIS le illot nuit. Le juge avait cessd de penser pour 
se laisser partir dans tine r&erie tin peu naus6euse qui petit tenir lieu de rdflexion. Quand le raisonnernent cesse, soit parce qu'on a epuise tous les arguments et qu'on les a 
confrontes, soit par le fait de ]a fatigue, ce glissement VOLIS met dans tine sorte de vague, de confusion oil ]a decision se fait Welle-illýme, de vous se (16tache sails douleur. Le 
regard du juge fixe stir ]a feuille etait tres loin Welle, derri&e ses verres trýs loin en hii-me4me, et rouI6 dans ces vagues dont ]a douceur enveloppante 6tait encore plus forte d'e^tre appelee par le mot nuit, depuis tin moment il ne jugeait plus. 11 pliait en quatre le 
rapport de police, et toujours hors Wici, il le d6chirait en petits morceaux qu'il jeta dans 
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le panier soils les yeux liumides de Patilo, sous les yeux indign6s du garde et soils les 
yeux indiff6rents du greffier. Patilo put ý peine articuler le mot merci, tin torrent de 
lari-nes efit cotile de ses yetix, car it comprit qu'il avait 6t6, lors d'un nionlent trýs bref 
I'objet dun grand amour. Le Juge continua son interrogatoire stir tin mode illachinal. 
Puis, sans s'arreter de questionner, it prit tine feuille de papier blanc, y griffonna tres 
habilement tin illot qui signalait aux autorit6s allemandes que Cramaille (Paul) avait ete 
trouv6 porteur d'un plan nlyst6rieux, marquant certains emplacements, inal definis, de 
presque toutes les villes de France. La veille de sa sortie de prison, Paulo fut traduit 
devant trois officiers allemands du service des renseignements. QUand it entra dans le 
bureau, les trois officiers lev&ent ]a týte, regar&rent Patilo, puis dans un m&ne 
mouvenient regar&rent ]a carte &We stir la table. Paulo ]a vit. 11 rougit. A 
br0le-pourpoint Pull des officiers dit: 
- Le rose de votre joue est tin aveLi. 
Paulo ne comprit pas, oil plut6t it comprit mal car les inots 'rose' et joue' appartiennent 
ý la litt6rattire et all langage d6ficat des tantes. 11 avala tin peu de salive. Une secheresse rý 
bizarre brulait le bord de ses paupiCres. 11 ne baissa pas les yeux. 
- Racontez! 
Ce fut dit d'un toil sec. Paulo ne broncha pas. L'officier allemand s'iilipatienta: 
- Vous savez ce que votre silence petit vous cofiter? 
Enfin, peu ý peu ]a confusion se precisa pour se dissiper en nienle temps. Paulo connut 
]a honte d'expliquer aLIX officiers boches qUe cette carte indiquait, (tans c1laque ville, 
Fendroit oti se r6unissaient les p6d6s, oil it se rendait oil desirait se rendre afin de illettre 
en Fair les plus conflants. On 1'exp6clia ati camp de concentration de Rouill6e. Mais avant 
il dUt assister ý ]a r6volte de ]a prison. Par le travail qui coilsiste ý saliver Lin lionlille en 
s'opposant aux homilies et a cet lioninle lukllýnle (tans leurs d6crets - dans leur Verbe - (d6truire tine pike rendue officielle par des cachets) le juge se sentit 6puisd en 1116me 
temps qu'un grand orgueil. 1'exaltait Wavoir OS6 Lin geste de prince, Wavoir fait son vrai 
devoir et magnifiquenient sans autre temoin qu'un voyou - car it avait coilinlis tin crime 
pour le garde qui se denlandait s'il serait ]labile pour son avancenlent d'en parler - lui 
causa ce frisson pareil au frisson de lionte et dont on eprOLIve pourtant Line grande joie, 
mais it. venait de retirer tout aux homilies et de s'6carter d'eux si loin qu'il ne put r6sister 
au besoin de leur donner tin gage et, spoil tail6m en t, presque mystiquenient it se cliargea 
de ce peche nienie qu'une argumentation retorse lui avait pernlis de detacher d'un flic. Cý Et son crime de d6lation 6tait ]a consequence de sa trop grande lluillallitd. It 11'eut auctin 
renlords pour aticun de ses actes. 
Mais cette vie [1 
II1 11 West pas stir que Juliette entendit [1 
(214) 11 West pas stir que Juliette entendit [I 
112 [ ... I par la main de Riton. ttait-il vrai qUe [ ... ] (215) [ ... I par ]a main de Riton qui resta accroch6e a la bite du Fris6. Ifttait-il vrai qUe [ ... I 
113 [ ... I chiles du nionde. 
- Jean'! ****, ******,, **, *, 
(217) [ ... I cimes du monde. Depuis longtemps ]a nuit tombait lentenlent. A tin certain 
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moment, son regard inquiet chercha quelque chose dans l'immense piece. Enfin Hitler 
se dirigea vers le bureau et il saisit un 6norme crayon vert, de ]a marque 'Koo-Hi-Nour' - 
qti'il s'appliqua contre ]a fesse. Puis il sourit, et reposa l'objet a sa place. 11 etait 
satisfait: De toute 6vidence, quand il Pavait fr616, en passant derriere hii, le soldat avait 
senti la bite du Fullrer lui caresser les miches. Fort de cette certitude, pacifi6, nous nous 
rerninies au travail, a la guerre, en poýte presque toujours heureux. P&te il savait se 
servir du mal. 11 serait fou de croire qu'il Wa pas vu qUe ]a morale selon les principes 
du coeur, des religions et des moeurs, West pas du c6te d'un communisme plus ou moins 
dgalitariste. 11 d6truisait pour d6truire, il tuait pour tuer. Uinstitution nazie ne cherchait 
qu'a se dresser orgueilleusenient dans le mal, 6riger le mal en syst6me et hausser tout un 
peuple, et soi-nihne au sommet de ce peuple, jUsqu'A la solitude ]a plus austere. De la 
plus abominable condition des lionimes, de la soumission infamante et de la tyrannie. 
Hitler tirait des effets magnifiques par un truquage de Porgueil que ]'on nomme I'art. 
Jean! 
114 [ ... I les dents des feninies. 11 fallait [ ... I (219) [ ... ] les dents des feninies. Voici comment c'est arriv6.11 
fallait [] 
115 [ ... ]h sa main band6e. 
Si sa 
(220-221) sa illain band6e. 
Quelques jours aprýs mon arriv6e ]a prison se r6volta. 
Si sa [ ... I 
116 [ ... I ossature indestructible. Le capitaine fit tin geste [ ... ] (222-228) [ ... I ossature indestructible. 11 tie savait rien 
de PaventUre de JLI]iette et du 
Capitaine qu'iI tie connaissait pas. (Aventure qui tie fut jamais pouss6e dangereusenient 
que dans Fesprit de Juliette. ) Lorsqu'un jour je retournai cliez la niýre de Jean, ]a bonne 
encore ouvrit la porte. 
- Entrez, nionsieur Jean. 
-Ya quelqu'un? 
- OLIi. Us sont ]a. 
Je passai dans ]a salle a manger sails rien dire, sails nienie jeter tin coup d'oeil h ]a 
bonne. C'6tait elle tOLIt de meme qui detenait, plus pur, le souvenir de Jean, illais 
pourquoi tie (16noilqait-elle pas Erik, ni sa nialtresse? C'est peut-etre qu'autrefois elle 
avait tellenient peur de d6noncer Jean, tellenient eu peur de pouvoir le d6noncer au 
Capitaine (Lin jour elle dut s'accrocher au gland de velours et Wor des rideaux, les 
empoigner, se retenir a eux, pour tie pas lacher Paveu) qu'atkjourdllui elle se sentait 
coupable conime si elle I'eAt fait. 
'Si je parle d'un soldat alleilland, si on met le nez dans cette affaire oil va sentir que je 
suis ]a grande responsable. C'est moi qu'on va arr&r. ' 
Cest en franchissant cette porte que je songeais au danger que repr6sentait la bonniche. 
Je Wen aimai que plus violeninient ces aitres [traitres] et leurs hotes. Maintenant je vis 
au milieu d'eux. Feus tort de croire que Paulo serait plus dur ý ]a d6tente, que ]a nlýre 
de Jean ou qu'Erik. 
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Le stirlendeniain de cejour qu'Erik me serra Ia main en me disant: 'A demain, Djian', 
je revins, apportant tin paquet de cigarettes. Z! ) 
- Portez-les ý Erik, dit Ia niýre, il est (tails Ia chaillbre, avec Paulo. 
Efle-i-n6me arrangeait dans tin vase trýs large d'otiverture tin b0Uqtiet d'artims. Sa 
r6ponse, au milieu de ces fleurs blanches, significatives, me firent battre le coetir. Je me 
panis We au centre de fianqailles. 
- Oii est-ce? 
Elie se retourna, me sourit et 6tendit soil bras arn16 d'une paire de ciseaux: 
- Passez par Ia. 
Fentrai darts cette chailibre que j'avais sotivent aperque, profonde et riche dans son 
obscurit6.11 y avait beaticoup de mousseline, et en face du fit, je renlarquais dejh cette 
glace placee entres des portes elles-nlýnies drapees de grands rideaux rouges, si bien qUe, 
du lit ol'i chaque soir nous couchions tous les quatre, Ia t6te tin pelt dressee, c'est dans 
les decors d'un th&re de guignol que je vous apercevais. Notts dorillions M, et parfois 
nous conversions, presque ininiobiles, en silence, et sous Paile de Ia illort de Jean. 
Quand jentrai, assis dans le fatiteuil, Erik funlait. Les mains dans les poches Palilo le 
regardait fumer. A nion entr6e its sourirent I'tin et VaLltre. C'est Wabord ý Erik que je 
tendis Ia main. 
- Ca va? dit-il, en meme temps qu'iI donilait tin coup d'oeil a Patilo. 
- Ca va. Et toi, Paulo, qa gaze? 
11 sourit en regardant Erik. 
- Ca va. 
Notts restAmes tin moment sails parler. C'est alors que je reinarquai au mur tine photo 
accroch6e: tin jetine footballeur, en short 6tait debout, tin pied chaussd Wenornles souliers 
pose stir le ballon, Ia jambe encore plus solide et nitiscl6e par le fait (lit bas de laine, 
forinait Line arche qui semblait rdsonner de Ia illarche WroYque d'un bataillon de choc. 
- Qui c'est? dis-je. 
- Qui? Qui Ia? 
- Oui. 
Patilo me regarda en souriant tin pelt, puis it regarda Erik qui lanqa son 1116got illais 
sortit tine seconcle cigarette. 
- 11 est beau gosse, hein? 
- Pas mal 
Je me sentis sourire tin pelt. Patilo se leva, arraclia du mur Ia photo et me Ia tendit. Et 
aveC Lin pelt de tristesse: 
- Tenez, c'est tin sportif, lui. 
Puis: 
- Ca vous plait les beaux gosses? 
-A moi? 
- OLIL 
- Oui, poLirqtioi? 
- Oil! pour rien. 
It rit. 
A Ia f6te foraine du soir j'entrai dans Ia baraque intitul6e 'Le train fantOnle. 
- Viens, on va voir. Les fant6nies moi q-a iWintrigue, me (lit le niatelot rencontrd le soir 
meme. 
Apres avoir niarche (fails l'obscurite, monte des marches qui basculaient sous nos pieds, 
notis arrivanies dans title petite piece o6, contre le InUr, tin cerctieil otivert etait dressd. Nous dtions title dizaine de personnes, gars et filles, regardant cette chose. Robert dtait 
Lin pelt en arriere (lit groupe, mains dails les poctles, jaillbes 6cart6es. Rieur. Dans le 
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cercueil. etait allong6 tin squelette rouge, mais I'Mairage rendLi n0US r6vela tin jeune 
homille envelopp6 dans tin drap. Le niarin rit, se poussa tin peu en avant et cria: 
- Le beau gosse! Les beaux gosses moi qa ilie plait! 
L'etranget6 de cette exclaniation provenait de ce qu'elle 6tait prononc6e par un beau 
gosse. Feus Finipression d'assister a une sorte de partouze intinie o6 le seul, partenaire, 
pour s'adorer inieux se partage en deux, ou encore oil le double dU miroir vient ý la 
rencontre dU jetine lioninle et se confond en hii, oU ]a beaut6 se reconnait, se sait une, 
ne reconnalt qu'elle, et s'unit A elle-mýine, oýi tin beau garqon est si humble qu'il 
s'ignore d'6tre beau, et aime les beaux garqons, oti il est si sCir de lui que cet orgueil 
prononce des paroles trýs humbles, mais oýi lui-ni6lie avec Fautre gosse les p6trifient ces 
paroles qui nous 6crasaient tous. De quelle nlyst6rieuse rencontre ll'dtais-je pas exclu? 
Lui aussi qa lui plait. 
nie. montra Erik. 
11 a raison. 
Je sentais la volont6 de Paulo d'aineiler la question stir le tapis, je ne voultis pas avoir 
Fair de trainer la patte, et je dis: 
- Alors vous deLIX, c'est le grand amour? 
11 rit encore, a peine gen6. 
- Pourquoi pas? On fait pas de ilia]. 
Erik Wavait pas encore boug6.11 tendit alors le bras et me denianda du feu. Je hii 
pr6sentai Line allumette et hii, afin que Paulo prenne du feu, lui pr6senta sa cigarette 
allunl6e, niais Paulo - peut-We ne vit-il pas ce geste - se retourna si vite que son derriere, si ptir de forille, rond et dur, fut a Ilauteur de la cigarette d'Erik et je crus tin 
instant qu'iI allait ]a saisir entre ses miches serr6es et ]a funier par le cul. Cette situation 
un peu conlique blessa Finiage si noble de Paulo, causa dans soil marbre cette fissure que 
j'osai developper et niontrer dans quelques attitudes liumiliantes. PUiS il se retourna, se 
pencha vers illoi, et prit du feu A ilia cigarette. 
- Je descends... 
J'6c]atai de fire. Tous les trois nous tournalmes ]a tete. La iiiýre d'Erik avait OLIvert la 
porte. 
- Je descends, je viens aux commissions. 
Elie vit et entendit nion rire. 
- Qu'est-ce qti'il y a'? dit-elle. 
Les deux autres me regardaient, etoiln6s. 
- Rien, dis-je, et j'avouai confus: 'Je pense tout seul. Je suis tin peu cingIV 
Quand elle fut sortie, Patilo me regarda d'un air s6v&e: - Dites, volis 11'allez rien dire ý ilia vieille? 
- Tu es fou. 
- Alors pourquoi vous avez ri? 
11 alla se placer aupres d'Erik, s'asseyant stir le rebord du fauteuil. C'etait le geste d'un 
grand abandon. 
- Pour rien... Mais tu as ilia parole... 
-SI^Ir? 
Je te le dis. 
se leva du fauteuil, les yeux brillants, puis il y revint et entoura de soil bras droit le 
cou d'Erik qti'il enibrassa. 11 passa clans ]a piece a c6te. Je regardai Erik: 
Paulo vous ainle beaucoup. 
sourit et, difficilenient dit: 
- Oui, je crois, beaucoup. 
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- Mais... sa inere? 
- Elle sait. 
11 fui-nait nonchalaninient. Nous restAnies quelclues secondes sans parler, enfin nos 
regards se rencontrýrent, et nous sourinies. Je laissais ces sourires me noyer all fond de 
mon fauteuil, et quand 1'eau s'en fut referni6e stir rnoi, je me seCOLiai Lin peu et je dis en 
me levant: 
- Qu'est-ce qu'il fOLIt la-bas... 
Je passai dans I'autre pi&e, Paulo 6tait accoud6 all balcon. Je m'6tonnai qu'un tel garqon 
trouvAt tin moment de flAnerie nielancolique (cette position au balcon 6voquait des 
souvenirs de vagabonde r&erie). Quand il se retourna je ni'aperqus qu'il pleurait: il dtait 
ivre. 
- Ell bien Paulo, qa ne va pas? 
II s'approcha de moi, me prit par le cou et iWenibrassa. 
- T'es nion n1eilleur anii... 
- Qu'est-ce qui ne va pas? 
- Ca va. 
- Alors, pourquoi tu chiales? 
- Oh, pour rien. Viens. 
Nous rentrAnies dans ]a chanibre. Erik Wavait pas bouge. - Qu'est-ce qu'il doit leur 
C00ter comme pipes, pensai-je. A cent balles le paquet! 
- Je vous le raniene, dis-je. 
Erik le regarda. 11 vit ses larnies, parut etonnd mais il sourit. - Qu'est-ce que tu as? b Paulo repondit dans les larnies et la niorve: 
- Rien. 
Toujours souriant, Erik se leva et vint jusclu'a Iiii et posa sa main stir son dpaule. 
- Fai rien, dit Paulo en torchant toute sa fioure d'un revers cle nianclie. Cý 
Puis il se blottit contre Erik qLli le serra stir lui. 
- Va te coucher, va. 
Paulo hesita, ses yeux devinrent tout a coup m6chants, Chirs, et il dit: 
- Oui. Je vais y aller. 
Au bout de dix secondes: 
On va tous y aller. 
e(it pu en prison faire cette r6ponse. Rien que sa m6cliancwl pouvait ILli faire trahir 
ses potes. Sa m6chancet6 hii permit de ne pas trahir. Le capitaine fit tin geste [ ... I 
121-122 [ ... I I'Allemand, le doniinaient. 11 y eUt tine escale de lunli&e. C'etait 'Jaurýs. Des voyageurs descendirent. Par le fait 
d'un accord deJA 11OL16, ni Riton ni le Fritz ne se d6rangýrent, satif que Riton sortit sa 
main droite de sa poche. 
L. a rarne partit dans l'obscurit6.11 ne bougeait pas. 
(236) I'Alleniand le dominaient. Pourtant, tine fois il se (lit: 
- SArement qu'i bande. C'est sa bite que je sens. Faudrait pas que qa soit son p6tard qu'i 
fasse le con apres, en ni'en foutant tin coup dans le cul. 
11 y eut tine escale de lunii&e. C'etait 'Jaures'. Des voyageurs descendirent. Par le fait 
d'un accord deja nou6, ni Riton ni le Fritz ne se d6rangýrent, satif que Riton sortit sa 
main droite de sa poclie. 
- J'vais ]a laisser pendre quand i fera noir, jusqu', ý sa bite, en douce, j'verrai si c'est 
vrai. 
La rame partit dans l'obscurite. Erik bandait toujours. De sa poche sa main redressa sa 
bite par son slip serre contre sa jambe gatiche. 11 voulut la (16gager et sa manoeuvre, sur 
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les fesses de Ritoil, donna lieu ä un (1ýsorcire de coups, de cilocs, de froleiiients legers. 
Riton ne botigeait pas. 
122 [ ... ] d'un temple grec. Le train eut tin cahot [ ... I (237) [ ... ] d'un temple grec. Riton laissa pendre sa main droite et, pour qu'elle fr6lat. ]a braguette du soldat, il fallait qu'il se tourne tin peu stir le c6t6 mais alors il ne recevrait 
plus le coup de bite qu'Erik s'appliquait, avec sa main dans la pocile, a pointer de plus 
en plus exactement entre les fesses. Le train eut tin cahot [ ... ] 
123 [ ... ] leur inipudeur. Sans se concerter [ ... ] (238) [ ... I leUr inipudeur coninle si elle e6t ete manifestde par cette petite bite ý vif, 
rouge sang, qui sort du poil des c1liens. Sans se concerter [ ... I 
123 [ ... ] ainiant, ahll6; enfin il [ ... ] (239) [ ... ] aimant, ahll6.11 savait nager et C011CILlire une VOitUre; il 6tait dolic 616gant, 
enfin il [ ... ] 
125 [ ... ] Quand le Yogi illarche [... ] (242) Quand le Yogui marche Lý 
125 [... ] conlille il petit. 
Avec le capitaine, le directeur, le surveillant-clief 
(243) [ ... I conime il petit. Ce qui compte c"6tait ]a r6tissite. Erik s'aida aussi de tout ce 
qu'iI put, mais il r6LISSit. 
Durant ]a canipagne stir le front sovietique, tin journaliste interrogeant Lin Cie ses 
canlarades stir Phorreur (lit nieurtre, Erik entendit repondre: 
'... Et puis on sy habitue. ' 11 revit soil premier illetirtre. Ses remords. Et chaque fois 
qu'il tuera, apres trente cadavres, s'il songe ý la mort, c'est le gamin assassin6 le premier 
qu'iI 6voquera. C'est le seul qui compte, contenant tous les autres. Tournant stir soil petit 
ventre comme stir tin pivot, nageant stir la lande comme tin apprenti nageur stir le sable, 
essayant de ressaisir avec ses bras et ses pieds d6r6gl6s, la vie qui fout le camp, le gosse 
mourant. avait ex6cut6, une fois pour toutes, ]a dailse grotesque et touchante qui fait des 
victinies tin insecte f6roce, sordide, griffu, une araign6e, tin crabc ayant ]a forme m6me 
du remords incrust6e dans Piine comme les illorpions le sont dans les couilles. Pierrot 
plus tard Wawa qti'h se reporter a sa preniiýre trallison. Avec le Capitaine, le Directeur, 
le Surveillant-Chef [ ... ] 
134 [ ... I tin certain point, incapable. Oil designa [ ... 1 (256-257) [ ... I tin certain point incapable. Dans les 6gotits s'organise, sails quon y prenne garde, une vie illerveilleUse qui va durer L- plusieUrsjOUrs. Quelques illilliers de soldats allenlands s'y Ctaient r6ftigids et bientok Paris fut habite par une ville 6trange, qui 6tait a I'onibre de ]a ville libre, son enfer, son double C5 honteux, au sens exact, ses bas-fonds. Cette ville avait ses lois, ses ftles, ses colitumes. Des groupes s'6taient install6s, pour une vie qui pourrait etre longue, dans des retraites de maqonnerie. Oil y dormait presque toujours, stir des couvertures et des capotes. Les 
soldats esperaient ]a delivrance. Ils maigrissaient. Les barbes couvraient les visages. Ils 
etaient sales, puaient ]a crasse, ]a inerde, la souffrance dans lesquelles ils continuaient ý 
s9aimer. Les miliciens rest6s libres, les partisans allemands, les nienibres secrets de la Gestapo, leur passaient. de la nourriture et des výtements qui permettaient ý certains de 
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sortir au clair de hine. Chaque groupe accordait tine permission d'une heure ý 
quelques-uns qtii ]a passaient accroupis dans les bosquets des Tuileries ou du Luxembourg 
oti des Franqais avaient d6pos6 des munitions et des vivres. Je voudrais encore marquer 
la beaut6 des Allemands vaincus, fuyards. Leurs yeux s6veres, les traits rigides, 
quelquefois Lin sourire d'une tristesse infinie. Ils Wavaient plus d'espoir. Ils ne 
vaincraient plus, niais ils combattaient encore. fls Wavaient Plus de foyer, plus de fainille 
et ils luttaient contre les rats, lodeur, la faim, Pour faire encore Pamour dans les egOLItS. 
Les miliciens camouNs les aidaient encore. Chaque milicien ne pretendait I'We que pour 
se sentir en fraternelle compagnie, Pour aussi turbiner plus a I'aise et le gars reste seul, 
libre, reftisant d'avoir partie He avec qui que ce Hit, par sa setile attitude, leur dtait un 
reproche. Au surplus, c'6tait Lin rival. Pour les miliciens, aux yeux du flic qu'ils etaient 
devenus, le voletir travaillant setil etait un ennemi. Autre cas: s'il avait desir6 entrer dans 
la Milice et qu'on PeCit refuse, avec ce cave, les scrupules devenaient inutiles. 
On d6signa [ ... ] 
135 [ ... ] r6voltitiotinaire. 
A ]a premiere lietire 
(259-260) [ ... I r6volutionnaire. 
Tti* dors") 
La pression de ]a main posee stir son ventre, le son de ]a voix le reveiMrent tout A fait. 
11 ouvrit les yeux. Roger 6tait accroupi ý 6W de lui. 0 
- Tu vetix tirer? et iI lui mit dans ]a bouche, sans la lAcher, la cigarette allunlee, qti'il 
retira de la sienne. Riton avala deux goid6es et renvoya la fumee. 
Qu'est-ce que tu veux? C'est I'lieure? 
Je peux pas roupiller. 
Ils parlaient bas. 
- Moi, je me suis assoupi. 
Riton tourna ses yeux vers le plafond et Pair indiff6rent, il (lit: 
- T'as le trac? 
- Ah non. 
- Un petit peti, quoi. 
- Ca te fait rien a toi? 
- Pourquoi que tu crois qUe je suis venu ý la Milice. Donne que je tire. 
11 aspira tin peu de ftini6e qu'iI rejeta et: 
- Si Vas les miclies qui jouent des castagnettes, deniande ý te faire remplacer, c'est pas 
les clients qui vont manquer. 
- T'es inalade. 
- Gueule pas si fort, tordu. Va pieuter, Cas encore deux plombes . A ]a premiere heure [... ] 
141 [ ... I c'est le Mal, Mal abSOILL (270) [ ... I c'est le Mal. C'est le Mal absolu. 
144 [ ... 1 d'Erik endoriiii. Quand il fit jour [ ... ] (276) [ ... ] d'Erik eiidoriiii. Le preinier niouveinent du sergent fut de ]es rbeiller. Non 
qu'il eU^t de liaine contre les aniours de cet ordre, iliais arin cl'accoiiiptir, croyait-il, 
sincýreinent, un acte verttietix, alors qu'en rýalitý s'il et^lt agi c'&ait sous la potiss6e du 
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besoin de manifester sa pr6sence au centre d'un acte, ne Mt-ce qu'en detruisant cet acte. 
Se donner de l'importance. 11 etait avec six hommes et tin Franqais, perdu ý tout jamais 
stir tin flot que la trallison minait, que les fusils surveillaient. 11 ne (lit rien et rentra se 
coucher. Non parce qu'iI Wavait plus Wautoi-46, mais parce que le comportenient moral 
de ces hommes si prýs de la niort, isol6s et perdus certainement, Wavait plus auCUn 
rapport avec leLir comportement vital. Spontankient il comprit que toute intervention le 
inettrait en posture de COLIpable, car il 6tait en face de deux lioninies dont Pactivit6 de 
soldat ne consistait plus qu'A niourir. Ils seraient morts clemain. Leurs gestes de ce soir 
devenaient sacr6s, ne relevaient que d'eux seuls. Ce monde moral qu'ils venaient deriger 
et de collabiter ne Upendait que de leurs deux volontes. Homme de troupe le sergent eCit 
pu le r6veiller, rire avec eux ou les engueuler, niais garder ]a moindre de ses phrases 4! 5 e) 
prendrait tin sens ridicule de sanction. 11 rentra se coucher et crut lui-menle n'agir ainsi - 
ou se (16fendre d'agir - que par le choix d'une indulgence sans 6gale, Pindulgence d'un r> 
chef qui connait les homilies et les excuse. En lui-m8me, il murnitira: 
- La plus vile conquýte de I'lionime, Phomme. 
Quand il fit jour [ ... ] 
145 [ ... ] sont les plus sales; ce sont les lionimes. (277) [ ... ] sont les plus sales-, a la v&46 ce sont les lioninies. 
145 [ ... 1 avee du chocolat. Riton mordit [ ... 1 (278) [ ... ] avec du chocolat. Coilinie il etait le plus jetine, il se perillettait de faire le fou. Riton niordit [ ... 1 
146 [ ... 1 ses rapports avec Riton. Cet orgueil [ ... ] (278) [ ... 1 ses rapports avee Riton. De la inUie fiQoil son goüt de la dhonciation - vite 
carnotifle par le rire - avait perce lors du coniniandemeilt (10111iý ä son grollpe de sept honinies. Cet orgueil [ ... 1 
152 
... 11fit clianter 
la Alarscillaise... 
(289) fit chanter ]a Marseillaise'... 
153 
... Ala t', c1los dit lylljoll (289) 
... 'aux 6clios du valloil... ' 
154 [ ... 1 le Userteur? Jamais [ ... ] (292) [ ... ] le dAerteur? Jailiais [1 
154 [--J ilia nausee. Faimais Erik. 
(292) [ ... I ilia naus6e. Si je couche stir le dos pour Penculer, tin gosse retif ý Paniour, 
ses pieds stir nies 6patiles, la douleur quand je le perfore lui fait, clans tin sursaut 
pressailt, coller sa bouche a ]a nlienne. 11 clierclie le r6confort (I'Lin baiser. 11 caresse ina 
tete, nies clievetix, tandis que je force et que j'entre plus profonddinent. 11 vetit oublier 
sa douletir, il se passionne, il se braille (I'mie main et peu a pell, ji. lsqu', ý ce quIiI jOLIisse, I'amOUr entre en lui par la breche qu'a caus6e la douleur. Faimais Erik. 
154 Une 6norme tendresse [] 
(293) Une ('Wonne tendresse [] 
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158 [ ... 1 si les detix mäles debotit se 
fitsseilt regardes, la qualitý n'eCit pas [ ... 1 
(299) [ ... ] Si les deux mäles debotit se 
fussent regardýs, l'un le baisant en passant sa 
quetie entre ]es janibes de l'autre, la qualit6 WeCit pas f ... 1 
158 [ ... ] ses adolescents transfigur6s. Mais [ ... 
I t) 
(299) ses adolescents transfigures. La beaut6 du moment endolorit Erik qui d6banda 
legýrement. Riton le sentit et fit doucenient mouvoir ses fesses. Erik le serra plus fort 
dans ses bras. Mais [ ... ] 
159 [ ... ] les cuisses du m6me. Les 
deux bras [ ... 1 
(300) f ... I les cuisses dLI m6nie et r6LISSit a 
le baiser ainsi. Les deux bras 
159 [ ... ] deiiii-iiii: 
- Tii petix y aller. 
(300) [ ... ] dei-ni-nu: 
- Baise-i-noi, tu petix y aller. 
159 [ ... ] d'amour voulut murmurer quelques [ ... 1 (300) [ ... I d'amour votilut mettre sa langue stir 
la sienne, mais Erik redressa sa tete et 
stir Pareade sourciliere il lui donna tin grand coup de boule, en ineme tenips qu'il passait 
ses bras sous son dos, le ramenant violeninient a lui et que sa verge, plus dure que 
jamais, fonqait plus loin. 
- Ah! ch6ri! qu'est-ce... 
Riton voulut nitirillurer quelques [ ... ] 
159 - Einnial... 
(301) - Einnial 
+160 [ ... ] se busque tin peti. 
Quand la tonibe [ ... 1 (301-302) [ ... 1 se btisquie un pett. Quand la tonibe [ ... 1 
160 [ ... I fleurs a peine s6ch6es? Erik couvrit de baisers la týte en sueur. La verge perforant faisait si mal ý Penfant qu'il 
ne d6sira plus qu'un surcrolt cle, dotileur allin de se perdre en elle. 
- Ich... 
La bouche dErik [ ... I (303) [ ... I ces fletirs a peine s6cli6es? Erik eut un treniblement et soil grand corps clor6 s'affaissa stir le corps vaincu de Riton. 
Its resterent une seconcle saisis par la stupeur, Erik ayant le ventre bless6 par la verge de 
Riton qui ne debandait pas puisqu'il Wavait pas joui, mais bandait phis dur d'avoir &6 
le t6moin pieux de 1'effoildrement dErik (tans la joie. Erik se d6colla, it prit clans sa 
main et ]a garda la queue du m6ille en s'allongeant ý ses cOtds. 
- Rentre vite. Va Cauras chatid. 
Puis ce ne fut plus qu'un rAle de la gorge. L'Allemand le pCn6trait. 
- Mais enfonce! 
11 couvrit de baisers ]a tete en stieur. La verge le perforant lui faisait si nial qu'ij ne 
d6sira, plus qu'un surcroit de dotileur afin de se perdre en elle. 
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- Oh! qti'il nie Uchire tout! Mais tue-inoi! 
- Icil... 
La botiche d'Erik [ ... ] 
161 Erik tie coillprit pas. 
Auctine tendresse [ ... ] (304-305) Erik tie comprit pas. En le branlant, il VOIIlUt faire jOUir Riton qui repoussa 
doticement la main d'Erik et prot6gea sa queue avec title des siennes. Las et un peu triste 
Erik Winsista pas. Le jeu aurait pit consister A laisser Riton jouir aprýs Erik, lors d'une 
autre 6treinte. L'on s'6tonne de la m6saventure des m6nages oti le niari et ]a feninne 
n9arrivent pas ensemble a ]a jouissance. Le bonlieur est plus grand qUand le partenaire 
s'emploie avec art (ce qu'il tie peut faire s'il est attentif a soil propre plaisir). Uesprit 
tendu par ]a jouissance oil tie saurait b6n6ficier du boillieur de voir ou sentir Fautre jouir. 
L'6goTsme dirige ]a jouissance simultan6e. 11 6tait nornial que de Riton, PILIS jeune que 
lui, Erik tirAt son plaisir, et norilial que Riton servit Erik, desirAt qu'iI jouisse plus que 
lui. Sa pudeur aussi 1'empWiait et sa gentillesse, cle lAcher soil foutre sous ]a caresse 
d'Erik. D'ailleurs Riton connaissait d6j, ý la saveur des COUilles, dune belle grosseUr, 
toutes lieriss6es de poils durs et noirs, rMies, qui piquaient le palais, les IMes et la 
langue. Leur enveloppe non plus Wetait pas molle. Presque phis que ]a verge pourtant 
belle, elles dtaient les organes vrainient de la virilit6 et Fintdrieur en devait We precieux 
pour qLI'OII les gardAt clans des coques epaisses, ephieuses de chAtaignes. Riton les gardait 
dans sa bouche. 11 les y enferniait. 11 e6t accepte qu'on les hii cousit A l'int6rieur, coninle 
au prisonnier de ses propres testicules fait, dit-on - le guerrier marocain, coninle on 
enferine celles d'un botic sous la peau du ventre. 
- Si je connaissais un chirurgien, pensa-t-il title fois, je ille les ferais greffer. Aprýs tout, 
hii cest un Frisou. Y aurait pas trop de inal si on le chatrait. 
Malgre leur aniour, Pun et Pautre restaient allemand et franqais. Ses couilles dans la 
bouche goulue de Riton, Erik passait ses cloins dans les boucles folles. 1ý . - 11 pourrait nie niordre, pensa-t-il. Pour lui, je tie suis clu'un Boclie, il POLirrait me 
devorer. 
En effet, aticune tendresse [ ... I 
162 Riton s'6veilla. Erik- &ait triste. 
(306) Riton s'ýveilla. 11 s'etait ä peine, a, Ncart d'Erik qui se rectilottait, caressý la quetie 
et il avait joui. Erik- ýtait triste. 
162 [ ... I du coup de feu. Pendant dix secondes il pi6tina [ ... ] (306) [ ... I du coup de feu. Pendant dix secondes une foliejoyetise ftit maitresse de Riton. Pendant dix secondes il pi6tina [ ... ] 
162 [ ... 1 cette toilibe, ptiis elle se [ ... ] (307) [ ... 1 cette tonibe iiierveilletise de sa fillette, 1)tiis elle se [] 
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Journal du voleur, excisions and variants 
'tous droits r6serv6s A la succession de Jean Genet' 
Page references (prefixed by an 'F) to 'Collection Folio' reprint precede references to 
the subscribers' edition. Tile sign '+' denotes an addition to the subscribers' edition and 
'*` indicates a variant or excision of particular interest. 
The subscribers' edition does not carry Jean-Paul Sartre's preface. 
F9 Le veternent des forqats [] 
11 
LE 
v6teinent des forqats [I 
F9 il existe done im etroit rapport 
11 il existe un etroit rapport [ ... ] 
+F9 [second footnote] 2. Je parle de I'Wal forqat, de I'llonime cliez qui se rencontrent 
toutes les qualitis de puni. 
+F12 [footnote] 1. Soil abolition ille prive a ce point qu'en moi-menle et pour illoi seul, 
secretenlent, je recompose Lin bagne, Phis m6chant que celui de ]a Guyane. Pajoute que 
des centrales oil peLIt dire 'A Voillbre'. Le bagne est au soleil. C'est dans Line lunliýre 
cruelle que tout se passe, et je ne puis ni'empecher de ]a choisir comme signe de la 
hicidite. 
F13-14 [ ... I j'ai bande pour le crime. [one third of page 14 left blank]Je nomme violence 
15-17 [ ... ] j'ai bancI6 pour le crinie 
[page 16 and one third of page 17 left blank]JE nomme violence Cý 
F16 ] selon des m6thodes brutales. 
19 [ selon des m6thodes viriles. 
F16 Sans quIls le vetilent ]es gestes de ces gosses [ ... 1 19 Sans quIls le veulent les gestes de ces gells 
F17 [ ... ] ]es trag&Iies. Une telle dMinition [ ... 1 20 [ ... ] les tragedies. Une teile (1ýfillitiOll [ ... 1 Ce 
F19 stirtotit la calle NIý(lioclýai 
22 [ ... ] surtout la calte MNiodia [ ... 1 
F22-23Le tube de vaseline, dont la destimation vous est [23] assez connu, aura fait surgir 1... i 
261, e tuibe de vaseline, dont la destination &ait de graisser nia quetie ou celle de nies 
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amants, aura fait surgir [] 
F23 [ ... 1 coi-niiie nion niotichoir tacM en dtait la pretive. 26 [ ... 1 coninie nion niouchoir tacM d'un spernie essuyý en &ait la pretive. 
F24 [ ... ] je voudmis que baignait leurs muscles dans cette d6licate transparence sans quoi leurs phis cliers attributs sont moins beaux. 
27 [ ... I je voudrais que baignait leurs muscles dans cette d6licates transparence sans qui la verge des plus beaux est nioins belle... 
F25 ] Jean ne sait pas se tenir. ' 
28 '[ 11 ne sait pas se tenir. ' 
F26 ] et si par mallieur il avait tin sexe magnifique. ) 
29 [ et si par iliallieur il devait avoir tin sexe niagnifique? 
F29 [ ... ] le malade se gratte: il bande. Dans Lin drotisme solitaire [ ... 1 32-33 [ ... ] le nialade se gratte: il bande. [33] La masturbation se fait nonibreuse. Dans 
un erotisille solitaire [ ... ] 
F32 1 et je stiis de la tribu) - la prudence, la voix [ ... 1 35 [ et je suis de la tribit. Uacte parf, -, iit: par inadvertance niettalit la illain dans la 
poche d'tin beati nýgre eilsommeillý je seiltirais sous nies doigts la quetie bander et je 
retirerais ilia iiiain feriiiee sur wie piece (Vor decouverte et d&obee au fänd de la poche. ) 
- la prudence, la voix [ ... 1 
+F34 En effet, si mon esprit supportait, d6sirait meme I'litimilit6, jeune et violente mon 
corps reftisait I'liumiliation. 
, jeune et violente nion 
37 En effet, si mon esprit supportait, d6sirait m6iie 1111"llilite 
corps ]a reftisait. 
F35 Je fis ce qu'iI exigeait, dans ]a gu6rite. Peut-ýtre, sails oser ille le (lire, VOLIII. It-il se 
laver a ]a borne-foiltaine [ ... I 38 Je fis ce qu'il exigeait, dans ]a gii6rite. APres qu'iI eut jOLIi, peut-6tre, sails oscr rile 
le dire, voulut-il se laver a une petite fontaine [ ... I 
+F40 [ ... ] niaisj'aimais ]a poussiere, ]a crasse, ]a pr6cipitation des VOYOUs. Terrass6 par 
ma colere ou nion d6sir, en me, penchant stir 11.1i, de Java je vois le profil 6crase' dans 
Foreiller. U douleur, ]a crispation de ses traits illais aussi leur radietise angoisse, je les 
ai sotivent epi6es stir la petite guetile d6peignee des gamins accroupis. 43 [ ... I maisj'aimais ]a poussiýre, ]a crasse, ]a pr6cipitation des voyous. Si j'encule .... 
I 
en ine penchant plus pres, je, vois son visage de profil ecras6 dans Vorciller, ]a douletir, 
]a crispation de ses traits mais atissi letir radieUse antc,,. oisse, je les ai souvent dpi6es stir 
la petite gueule depeignee des 1gamins accrOLIPIS. [Footnote reads: ] ' Le Wros, d'abord nonin16 de son nom v6ritable, 6tant nion amant 
actuel. (1948) ]a prudence me conseille de laisser un blanc h la place de cc nom. 
F42 Papprenais ainsi les pr6cautions que prennent ici certains joueurs dans les grandes 
occasions afin d'6tre plus calilles. Nous [ ... ] 45 Papprenais ainsi que certains joueurs dans les grandes occasions se bramlent ici afin 
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d'8tre plus calilies, plus sCirs Weux-ni8mes. Nous [] 
F44 I ati-dessus d'un poignet sectionn6, l6gýrement amenuise 
47 [ au-dessus d'Lill poignet coup6, l6gýrenieilt aniellLIM [ ... ] 
F44 [ ... I pale cicatrice rose. 
:R 
Stilitano sourit [ ... 1 47 [ ... ] pale cicatrice rose. Sotis un ciel tragique, les plus beatix paysages du nionde je les aurai parcotirtis quand c 
Stilitano Ja nuit prenait ilia niain. De quelle sorte &ait ce fluide qui de lui passait en moi, 
me donnait une clýcliar(, e? Fai niarchý att bord (Je rivages dangeretix, dbouche stir des ec 
plaines Itigtibres, entendu la iller. A peine l'avais-je toucM, l'escalier changeait: il 6tait 
Je inattre du nionde. Le souvenir de ces brefs instants nie periliettrait de vous decrire des 
pronienades, des fuites haletantes, des poursuites cians les contrees du inonde oü je Wirai 
jai-nais. 
STILITANO sourit [I 
F46 [ ... ] ou de perdre pied. Sous un ciel tragiqLie, les plus beaux paysages du monde je les aurai parcOUrtis qUand 
Stilitano ]a nuit prenait ma main. De quelle sorte etait ce fluide qui de lui passait en moi, 
me donnait tine d6charge? Fai nlarch6 au bord de rivages dangereux, debotic]16 sur des 
plaines lugubres, entendU ]a nier. A peine Favais-je touche, 1escalier cliangeait: il 6tait 
le maitre du nionde. Le souvenir de ces brefs instants me permettrait de vous decrire des 
promenades, des fultes haletantes, des poursuites dans les contrees du nionde ob je n'irai 
jamais. 
Mon ravisseur ni'eniportait. 
49 [ ... I ou de perdre pied. Mon ravisseur iWeillportait. 
F46 [ ... ] de la conflance. Uodeur de Stilitallo, Podeur de ses aisselles, 
Vodeur de sa 
bouche, quand nion odorat s'eii souviellt [ ... ] 49 [ ... 1 de la conriance. Apres avoir fait Vaniour je conserve lotigteilips dans les narines Podetir aniiiiale de nion ailiailt. Des partictiles ont dt^, rester accrocMes aux poils qui en 
tapissent l'ititerietir, et c'est un peu de son corps que je retrotive et que je recree en nioi- 
mNie quand je renifle. Uodeur de Stilitano, Vodeur de ses aisselles, Podeur de sa 
bouche, de son sexe jainais lavý, quand nion odorat s'en souvient [ ... 1 
F48 [ ... I sont des Intouchables. ) Stilitano etait heureux [ ... I *51 [ ... I sont des Intouchables. ) Ne pouvant. ]a voirj'inventais ]a PILIS grosse et la PILIS belle verge du monde. Je lui voulais des qUalites- lourde, nerveuse et. forte, grave, avec 
un penchant pour Vorgueil et cepenclant sereine, sculpt6 dails le cll6le, sous le doigtj'en 
eprouvais les nervures pleines, les palpitations, la chaleur, le rose, et quelquefois la 
pulsation precipitee dLI sperme. Elle occupait moins nies nuits que nies jours. Derri4e 
la braguette de Stilitano elle 6tait la Pierre Noire sacr6e a qui H61iogabale offre ses 
richesses imp6riales. Stilitano 6tait heureux [ ... ] 
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F48 Notis v6dimes ainsi quelques jours. 
Un soir que [ ... ] 51 Nous v6dinies ainsi quelques jours. Un soir que 
F48 Je satirai clonc quelques renseignenients stir nion origine [1 
52 Je satirai done quelque cliose de nion origine [ ... 1 
F52 Fosai dire d'un ton ssec 
55 Fosai dire d'un ton sec [ ... 
F55 ] Fid6e ni'en vint comme [ ... 1 
58 [ l'id6e ni'en viendra coninle [I 
F57 [ ... ] d6croclier ]a grappe 
de raisin. 
A Fint6rieUr [ ... 1 60 [ ... ] d6croclier ]a grappe cle raisin. 
A Fint6rietir 
+F57-58 [ ... I tine grappe de son veritable 
s'accrochaient trop cle fruits. 
[581 La Criolla netait pas [ ... 1 61 [... ] tine grappe de ses veritables couilles. 0, La Criolla n'6tait pas 
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tr6sor, ]a branclie ou, conliquernent, 
F58 [ ... ]je restai lä. 61 [ ... ]je restais lä. 
F60-61 [ ... jý votre bonheur. [61] Cependant Stilitano 
64 [ ... Ia votre bonlieur. J'aggravais cette aventure ininionde par tine attitude de Pesprit qui devenait tine v6ritable 
disposition. Par jeu Stilitano ille dit tin jour: 
- 11 faudra bien que je te plante ilia bite 
- Ca nie ferait ilia], dis-je en riant 
- Penses-tu. Fy niettrai les forilles 
Aux chatissures oil iliet des 'formes'. Je feignis, en nlokllýnle, de croire qu'iI mettrait 
sous fornie sa queue afin qu'elle grossisse encore jusqu', ý devenir tin organe monstrueux 
innoniniable, cultiv6 sp6cialenient pour ilia r6pugnance, non mon plaisir. Facceptai cette 
feinte explication sans degoCit. 
Cependant Stilitano 
F63 ] que je conntisse avec 1 (ii [ ... 1 67 que je conntisse avec Stilitano 
F63-64 [ ... I avec Gu Y. (Quand nousfi-nnes tei-fihle de Pauti-e. ) 
Avec Stilitano f ... ] 67-68 [ ... ] avec Guy. (Quand nous f6mes terrible de Pautre. ) 
Avec Stilitano ( ... ] 
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F64 ] une volonM de mcurtre qui s'exerarait contiv l1loi. 
67 [ tine voloW de ineurtre qui s'exercerait stir moi. 
F69 Dans les pissotiýres, oti Wentrait jaillais Stilitano, le manýge des p6des me 
renseignait: ils accomplissaient leur danse, le remarquable 11101.1venient d'un serpent qui 
ondule, se balance A droite et A gauche, un peu en arriýre. Fenimenais le plus cossu 
d'apparence. 
73 Dans les pissotiýres, ou Wentrait jamais Stilitano, le inanýge de p6d6s me renseignait: 
ils accomplissaient leur danse le reniarquable mouvenient d'un serpent qui double, dress6 
sur sa quetie, ondule, se balance ý droite et a gauche, Lin peu en arriere, POLir jeter un 
coup d'oeil furtif stir ma bite hors cle ma braguette. Peninienais le plus cossu 
d'apparence. 
F69 I cils inimenses et recourb6s. 
73 [ ses cils ininienses. 
F71 Notis passions, calle Carinen, et la nuit [] 
74 Notis passions Calle Carnien, et la nuit [1 
F72 Celles, que Putle d'entre elles [ ... 1 
76 CELLES, que Pune d'entre elles [I 
F74 ] baudruches obscenes. 
78 [ baudrUche en forme cle bites. 
-ýs que je iping1je ei la hautem- ('quivalente. *F75 (Longtemps up 
- Pour nwiplactq- scj. fl(, jjj- nj(, (fit-il. 
Dans ]a chanibre de Pedro [ ... ] 78 (Longtemps apres que je [ ... ] epinglee a 
la hauteur (lit con. 
- Pour remplacer sa fletir perdue, me dit-il. ) 
Dans la chambre de Pedro [ ... ] 
F77 [ ... ] seul. au milieu de I'Man'. [footnote added] 1. En relisant ce texte, je ni'aperqois avoir plac6 ý Barcelone tine scýne 
de ina vie qui se situe a Cadix. C'est ]a phrase "seul au 111ilieLl de I'Ocean", qui me le 
rappelle. En Hcrivant je commis donc 1'erreur de la placer ý Barcelone, mais dans sa 
description devait se , lisser un d6tail qui ine permet de la replacer dans son lieu 
vdritable. 
81 [ ... I setil au milieu de I'Oc6an. 
F81 La Cour Maritinie, eil ill'opposailt ä elle 
85 La cour niaritinie, en iii'opposant a elle [ ... 
F82 I ni'accroclier a ]a branclie, terrible et forte d'un netg,, re. 85 [... ] ni'accroclier a la queue terrible et forte Wun negre. 
F83 P&ais sec, jaune, triste. 
86 Petais sec, jetine, triste. 
F85 (A /a coI()ili(, p, liti, liti(lily, (le (11 ,, [... I de moil eilfance ýi Afettray. ) 
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88-89 (A la colonie pýnitentiaire de Belle-Isle [ ... ] de ilion enfance 
ä Mettray. ) 
F88 ] connaltre Gibraltar. La nuit clu rocher parcourti, peuple de soldats [ ... 1 
92 [ connaitre Gibraltar. La nuit la masse 6rotique du rocher parcourue, peupl6e de 
soldats [ ... I 
F89 ramasser les reliefs des soldats anglais. C) 92 [ ... ] ramasser les restes des soldats anglais. 
F93 ] ott ý I'liorizon appamissait ]a ville cdlýbre. 
96 [ oLl quelquefois apparaissait la ville celebre. 
F99 [ plus enfotii dans un passe 
103 [ plus enfouis dans tin passý 
FIOI [ ... ] devant la natUre 
Quelques pages [ ... ] 104 [ ... I devant ]a nature. Quelques pages [] Cý 
FIOI I fait divers 
105 [ fait-divers [ 
F103 A Anvers je retrotiverai Stilitano. 
107 A Anvers je retrOLIve Stilitatio. 
Fl09 [ ... 1 te rendre visite en celltile! 113 [ ... 1 te rendre visite en celltile et qti'ils t'eiictileiit! 
FIIO Le pays, a-t-on dit de ]a France, en etait infeste 
114 Le pays, dit-on, en 6tait iilfest6 [ ... I 
FIII [ ... 1 les hors-la-loi et [] 144 [ ... 1 les liors la lois et [1 
F112 Ce sont toutefois ces tulles 
116 Toutefois c'est ces tulles [ ... 
Fl16 [ ... ] trouver un inec. 119 [ ... ] trotiver un niec, il avait encore eilvie de se faire enculer. 
FI 17De Java, Stilitano avait ]a d6marche en bloc [ ... ] 121De Java, Stilitano avait encore ]a d6marche en bloc 
F118 11 rale 
Sur lui [ ... ] 121-122 11 rale: 
- Je vais Penculer. 
Quand pour la preiniýre fois je Venculai ce bel attilete de vingt-deux zills it feignit de 
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dornlir. Soil visage ecrasailt Poreiller blanc il se laissa mettre mais quand il fut p6n6tre 
il tie put se retenir de geindre, d6ficatenient, coillilie oil soupire. tD 
Profond6iiient enfiI6 par ilia queue, il devient autre chose que soi-iilýnle, autre chose 
qu'un aiiii. C'est title etrange partie de moi qui conserve encore un peLl [122] de vie 
propre. Notts tie fornions qu'un seul corps inais il est a deux tkes et chactine d'elles 
s'exerce h 6prouver sa propre volupt6. A Pinstant qu'ellejouit, cette excroissance de mon 
corps qui 6tait mon anii devient sails tendresse, s'assonibrit. Darts Fobscurite je devine 
sa duret6 et qu'un voile d'onibre s'6teild stir soil visage crispe par ]a souffrance et le 
plaisir. Je sais qu'iI sait ce plaisir le tenir de ilioi, Pattendre de ilia main qui le branle 
mais je sens qu'il West plus attentif qu'A sa venue. Si nous sonimes relids par ilia queue 
toutes nos relations aillicales SOIlt COLIp6es. Nos bouches qui pourraient les r6tablir peut- 
6tre ne peuvent se joindre. 11 tie cherche qu'a s'enipaler d'availtage. Je tie puis le voir car 
il a nlurniur6: 'Eteins ]a Imiliere', illais je sens qu'iI est devenu aUtre, etrange, lointain. 
Cest quand il jouit par moi que je le sens nie 
Au d6but, quand, nu dans le fit, je le retourilais - je nie retourne coillille tine cr6pe' 
disent d'eux-m6lies avec un cynisme aillus6 les voyous dont je parle - et que je 
III$ appretais ý 1enfiler, il ille faisait peur car il fr6iiiissait. Je flattais doucenient sa 
croupe, coninle celle d'un clieval afin qu'iI tie renlue, tie se r6volte quand je vais 
I'op6rer. Aujourd'hui soil fr6illissenient me bouleverse encore: il est le signe du plaisir 
que ses narines viennent de hunier. Je ill'accroche ý lui, a sa branclie, queje desserre un 
peu afin de distinguer sous tiles doigts ]a pulsation (Micate du foutre qui s'ecoule et va 
p6n6trer le niatelas. 
Sur lui 
F119 [ ... ] sa lionte. Apres avoir connu Erik 
123-124 [ ... ] sa lionte. 
Ca te plalt de te baiser. 
- Des fois. Fainle quand tu vas jouir. Qa me repose, de me sentir vaincli. 
[1241 Apres avoir connu Erik [ ... I 
*FI 19 Le. soir il s'offre pile aux uns, aux autres face. 
L'assassinat [ ... 1 124 Le soir il offre sa bite a qui la veut sucer, ou ses nliches pour qu'on Peninlanclie. 
L'assassinat [I 
Fl24 [ ... ] Pilorge, Weidiluann, Serge de Leilz [] C 129 Pilorge, Weidinan, Serge de Leilz t) 
F129 ] montrant leurs dents blanclies. 
134 [ montrant leurs dents admimbles. 
Fl29 [ ... ] je Cill! 
- Je baise le ilitir! 
Quelques minutes 
134 [ ... 1 le ctil! 
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- Pencule le ilitir! 
Quelques minutes 
131- No lo so, r6pondis-je. 
136- No lo sa, repondis-je. 
F132 [ ... ] tin nialabar me denlande Welre nion 6potise [sic] Oe (16cotivre que son d6sir 
c'est mon treniblement) [ ... ] 137 [ ... ] tin malabar me demande de 1'enfiler Oe d6couvre que son d6sir c'est son 
tremblement) [ ... ] 
+F138 [ ... ] bourgeois berlinois rec6ler 143 [ ... ] bourgeois rec6ler [ ... ] 
F139 [ ... ] pas de mal, je ne d6range rien. Le scandale est impossible. Je vole a vide. 11 me seiliblait [ ... ] 143 [ ... ] pas de mal. Je ne d6ran 'ge rien. Le scandale est impossible. Je vole a vide. J'6prouvais tine sorte de malaise apres que JI avais vol6.11 me seniblait [ ... I 
F140 [in footnote] une moto, jetais 6mu. Fai revu 
144 [in footnote] une moto, j'ai bande. Fai revit [ ... 
F145 ] ma force de cette puissance el6ilientaire 
149 [ nia force de ]a puissance 616illeiltaire [ ... 
F150 I tine voix d'azur. Oil suppose qu'elle avait 
154 [ une voix d'azur. 
On suppose qu'elle avait 
+F152-153 [ ... ] ne r6pliquat. Une main datis la poclie, d'autres fois, il se caressait ell buvant, debout au comptoir. 
D'atitres fois encore il vantait la grosseur et ]a beaut6 - la force aussi et nle^nle 
Pintelligence - de son sexe en effet [1531 massif. Ne sachant 
157 [ ... ] ne repliquAt. 
Ma bite, disait-il, elle vaut soil pesant Wor. 
Pas Jourd, dit un navigateur. 
- Plus que ]a chope que tu tiens dans ]a main! 
- Ca in'&oilnerait. 
- Tu veux peser? 
- OK. 
Les paris etaient vite eiigag6s, iiiais deja bandant plus dur Armand d6boutonn6 posait sa 
queue stir ]a main a plat du navigateur. L- 
- Chope, dit-il. 
Une main dans la poche, d'autres fois, il se caressait en buvant, debout, all colliptoir. D'autres fois il se vantait de soulever un costaud a bout de bite. Ne sachant, [ ... I 
Fl56 Elle la cherira 
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Robert marchait h c6t6 de nioi. 
La nuit, enrou16 [ ... ] 161 Elle ]a clierira... 
Lucien marchait ý c6t6 de moi. D'etres vivants je ne poss6dai jamais que de belles 
queues, leur racine enfouie clans ]a mousse noire. Fen cli6ris phisieurs et je les voulus 
clans tout I'Mat de leur force. Ces plantes 6taient mon orgueil. Ma ferveur obtenait 
d'elles que leur porteur lui-niýnie s'6tonmit de leur inhabituelle beaut6. Neaninoins, elles 
restaient, par Line base myst6rieuse et solide accroch6es au mAle dont elles etaient la, 
branche nialtresse: il les poss6clait plus que nioi-m6nie. Elles 6taient ý lui. Quelques 
motiches bourdonnaient autOUr de Lucien. Mentalement ma main fit le geste de les 
chasser. Cette plarite allait ni'appartenir. 
- Pour obtenir tine telle r6tissite (la fleur qui ]a couronne est tin bloc de chardon), doU' 
Fa-t-on repiqLi6e? On dut ]a choisir clans tin plant d'enfants ... Je vais ]a cherir... Non plus seulement sa quetie mais Lucien en entier dtait a nioi. Avant hii, Robert. La 
nuit, enrouI6 [ ... ] 
F156 11 vint. dormir. Le deuxiýme soir, coninie il 6tait en retard 
161 11 vint dornlir le deuxitNiie soir, comme il 6tait en retard [ ... 
F161 Je rejoignis mon espagne [sic] et mes loques [I 
166 Je rejoignis I'Espagne et mes loques [ ... ] 4.1n 
F162La vie dont j'ai parI6 
167LA vie dont j'ai par]6 
F163 [... ] comme tin jeune veau qui tNe sa mere. 
168 [ ... I coninie un jetine veau qui tette sa illere. 
Fl64 clatis Peau claire, des insectes gris 
169 [ ... ] dans Veati claire un nionde, des iiisectes gris [1 
Fl67-168 Je iii'eiiier-[168]veillý, tis de croire sieger [1 L, 
172 Je iii'6iiierveillais de savoir siýger [ ... 1 
F169 [ ... ] Oe n'ecris pas le rejoindre). Favais sous les yeLix [ ... 1 174 [ ... ] Oe il'6cris pas le rejoindre). Favais sous les yeux 
F169 I Velpeau Weidmanii bless6 
174 [ Velpeau Weichiian bless6 [ ... 
Fl70 11 ne trallit janiais. Je lui cleinaiidai s'il accepterait de niener avec illoi la vie [ ... 1 175 11 ne trallit jailiais. Qtiý-ýiii(1 ä Lucien je demandai s11 accepterait de inener avec ilioi 
la vie [ ... 1 
F171 [ ... ] des crimes. Les histres sont entasses dans son appartenient. Des anlis qui 
avaient [... ] 
176 [ ... I des crimes, les Itistres sont entass6s dans soil appartenlent. Ses amis avaient 
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F172-173 (Une grande partie / ... / de le 177-178 (Une grande partic [ ... I de le r6crire. ) 
F18IPtiis-je faire [ ... ] 
185PUIS-JE faire [1 
F183 ] qui retiennent captif celui 
187 [ qui retiennent captifs celui 
F184J'ai dit assez ce qu'il devenait. Pass&ent des touristes [ ... I 
188J'ai dit assez ce qu'il devenait quaild passýrent des touristes 
F185 ] nets, presque techniques. 
185 [ nets, rigoureux, presque techniques. 
F189-190 I Pour obtenir t .. 
I crMliol, (!. Vt POSSible. 
193-194 [ Pour obtenir [ ... ] cr6ation est possible. 
F190 le Moyen-Age, les 6poques 0 193-194 le ilioyen age, [1941 les 6poqUes C, 
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F190 [ ... I des d6bauches Wenerggie. (blit, [ ... 1) 
sa queue. Parfoisje l'iniaginais noire, 194 [... ] des d6baticlies d'6nergie. Je songeais a 0 
vivante, d6tach6e de lui et se tenailt droite, rigide, comme une sangsue, coninle elle 
gonfl6e de sang. (Enlu [ ... 1) 
F192 ] tous les liors-la-loi. 
196 [ tous les hors la loi. 
F196 ROMANCE 
DE LA LEGION AZUL 
Nous soinnics hons catholieliws, 
b. -I 
licige dans /eS castill(I. 
200 Romana! (h, lei Mgion Awl 
Nous sommes boils catholiques, 
11 neige dails les Castilles. 
F200-201 Quand nous filmes arriv6s (tails un coin des (locks I'lloninle Ille demanda de 
Faimer. 
- D'accord 
Je ill'arrangeai pour qu'il descendit soil pantalon jusqu'aux talons afin qu'il sly empetrat 
slit. voulait courir. 
- tcarte... 
[201] Avec ses deLIX mains 
204 Quand nous fAmes arriv6s (tails un coin des (locks I'llomille me demanda que je le 
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baise. 
- D'accord. Dectilotte-toi. 
Je in'arrangeai POUr qti'il descendit son pantalon jusclu'aux talons afin qu'iI s'y enip6tre 
s'iI voulait COLirir. 
- Itcarte tes miches. 
Avec les deux mains 
F202- Esp&e de vietix salaud, tu croyais que j'allais... 
206- Espke de vietix salatid, tu croy, -ais que j'allais t'eilitlianciler! 
F203- Laisse-nioi au illoins... 
206- Laisse-illoi au illoins te sucer Lin pett. 
F206Avec sa feiiiiiie, Stilitailo se conduisait d'une faýon brutale [ ... 1 
210Avee sa feilinie Stilitano se conduisait de la iiiýiiie faýoil brutale [1 
F207 ] faites par des petits malades. 
211 [ faites par des petites malades. 
F209J'osai in'asseoir au bord du fit, et poser ilia main stir les draps. 11 avait [ ... I 
213J'osai ill'asseoir ati bord du lit, et poser ilia main stir les draps jusqti', ý Fendroit o6 
j'estimais qu'6tait sa queue. 11 avait [ ... I 
F210 Un tres l6ger roidissenient ni'enseigna [ ... 1 213 Un trýs l6ger roidissenient a nia braguette ni'enseigna C) 
F217 ] portent Finsigne. Sa virilit6 [ ... 1 220 [ portent l'insigne, et j'eusse alors connu le nible treniblement qu'en ouvrant sa 
braguette. Sa virilite I ... I 
F217 ... 1 je Itii toticliai ilialadroitenlent 221 [1 je Itii touchais iiiala(Iroiteilieilt 
F21711 rit. 
Je le revis souvent. 
22111 rit car il bandait fertlie. 
Je le revis souvent. 
F225 [--. 1 il ne m'en fit coililaitre aticuil. Jaillais je ne me [ ... 1 228-229 [ ... I il ne ni'en fit connaltre aticun. S'il ni'accorda, [2,, 1.9) ]a grace de 
lui sucer 
quelquefois ]a quetie je lui en conservai une profonde gratitude qui de moi faisait son Lý 
esclave mais jamais je ne me [ ... I 
F227 [ ... I le tmilsforiiier. (Le gosse [ ... ] Son 
Maintenant aid6 par lui [ ... ] 230-231 [ ... I le transformer. (Le (,, osse son role. ) [2311maintenailt aide par lLli [ ... I 
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F235 Or, mon abjection dtait nion d6sespoir 
238 Or, mon abjection 6tait son (16sespoir. 
+F241 [ ... ] sous un faste criiiiinel de ilia lioilte. 244 [ ... 1 sous le faste de nia lionte. 
F242 1 les beaux criiiiinels, si je Wavais pas connti letir nature? 
245 [ les beatix eriiiiinels, si je Wai pas coilnu leur nature? 
F245 ] sur ]a porte: Genet. Genet oil savait pas qui c'est. 
248 [ stir ]a port: Genet. Genýt oil savait pas qui c'est. 
F247 ] cours Belsmice, devant 
251 [ cours Belzinice, devant [ 
**F249 Pour eux plus que les tribunaux. 
253 Pour eux ya plus que les tribunaux. 
F254 1 avec la Cour d'assises 
258 [ avee la cour d'assises [ 
F257 ([ ... ] dans mon detfil. ) 
- Pourquoi Cavais honte? 
Guy s'efira tin peu, puis il sourit. 
- C'6tait trop nioche [ ... 1 260 ([ ... ] dans mon deuil. ) Guy s'dtira tin peu, puis il sourit. 
- Pourquoi Cavais lionte? 
- C'6tait trop nioche [ ... I 
F26211 reieva la tete, sa botiche resta eiltrotiverte. Le toil l'avait stirpris. 
265 11 reieva la tete, sa bouche resta eiitr'otiverte. Le ton Vavait surpris. 
F266 1 de liors-la-toi dans 
270 [ de liors la loi dý-ýiiis [ 
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F267 Doticement le grand negre s'allongea stir mon dos. Le negre plus immense que la 0 nuit. 
270 Doticeinent le grand negre s'allongea stir mon dos. Doucenient, 111ais avec line s0re 
pr6cision, sa verge me p6netra. Elie ne treniblera pas. Elie Waura pas les soubresauts 
precipit6s de ]a illienne. Cette pr6sence en moi me coniblant au point que j'oublierai de 
jouir. Le riýgre plus immense que ]a nuit. 
F269- Peur de quoi? 
- Si le type a le temps de me peloter je suis foutu. Je sms pas stir de pas ille laisser faire. 
- Eh bien, tit te laisses faire. 
- Penses-tu. Bien excit6, oui. Nlais qa y faut pas. Mais le dis pas a Stil. 
272-273- Peur de quoi? 
[273]- Tu comprends je vais te (lire, moi je bande pour un rien. Si le type a le temps de 
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nie peloter je suis foutti. Je suis pas sCir de pas nie laisser fiaire. 
- Eh bien, tu te laisses Üaire. 
- Penses-tu. Bien excitý je serais capable de nie laisser eilculer. Et ýa y 
faut pas. Mais 
ne le dis pas ä Stil. 
F271 ] il bandait encore. Pendant qu'il se výtait [ ... ] 275 [... ] il bandait encore. Sa verge enfin s'amollit, retomba pet' a peu sans qu'il cessat 
de sourire. Pendant qu'il se vetait [ ... I 
F271- Salatid. Toi tu t'imagines que tLI vas baiser nion frere? Lý 275- Salatid. Toi til tiniagines que tu vas enctiler mon fr&e? 
+F285 [ ... ] (tans nos aniours. 
(un texte - 1*ýcillicili(Itioii airc Java - est supprinii, par les soins de l'auteur comman(M 
par sa tendresse pour Je ht' ros. ) 
Dans chaque ville [ ... ] 288-289 [ ... ] dans nos aniours. [289] Aprýs notre dispute, oii je l'instiltai avec une cruaut6 prouvant ilia teildresse - je 
lui reprocliai d'&re lAclie et de se laisser enfiler par faiblesse, pour trop peu d'argent (il 
1119 assura tin jour avoir prot6ge soil cul avec ses doigts 6cart6s. "Le vieux, il croyait me 
baiser, mais penses-tu, il Wenculait que ilia main. Moi je faisais semblant de dormir. 
Cest dans nies doigts qLi'il a d6f0LItraill6. " Nous 6tions dails cette chailibre, nous cognant 
au Iinge etendii, encore liumide. Tout ý coupje pris sa tLe dans nies mains, et Itti souris. 
L'espoir revint en Iiii, renionta de soil coetir a sa botiche qui sourit. Ses yeux se 
mouiMrent. Dans ilia brag uette ilia quetie fut pr6sente. Pr6sidant cette r6conciliation 
intime du sang joyetix la gonflait. Elle voulait We de la f&. Tendreilient je posai stir 
]a bosse qu'elle forillait ]a main docile de Java. 11 baissa ]a týte, gentiment. 
Dans chaque ville [] 
F288 [ ... ] s'il courbait, brutal, la t&e d'un nionie [ ... 1 292 [ ... ] s'il cotirbait, brutal, jusqU'a sa verge, la týte d'un mönie [1 LI 
F301 [ ... 1 comme les prdiiiisses d'un tlieoreiiie. 305 [ ... 1 coiiiiiie les prdiiiices d'un tlieoreilie. 
F301- Ali! 
Nous passions a cet moment 
305 - Ali! 
Je nie sentis bander. Nous passions a cet nionient 
F302 Ma main qui pendait devant nioi d'elle meme alla vers soil corps: il s'6illotivait. 
Stilitano souriait [ ... ] 305 Ma main qui pendait devant nioi d'elle meme alla vers sa braguette: elle 6tait dure. 
Stilitano souriait [ ... ] 
F303 [ ... ] j'aiiiie ]es llors-Iýiý-loi sails autre 307 ( ... 1 iai nie les tiors la loi sans autre [ 
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F304 Sous mes Mots a peine Peffleurantje le sentis bander. in 
- Elle te plait? 
308 Sous nies doigts a peine 1'effleurant je sentis sa verge. 
- Elle te plait? 
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F304 ] d'Armand, coucM avec Robert, je souffrais 
308 [ d'Ariliand baisant Robert. Je souffrais [ ... 1 
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